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ABC NEWS 20/20

July 9, 1981
HUGH DOWNS: Good evening. I'm Hugh Downs. And this is 20/20.

ANNOUNCER: On the ABC News Magazine, 20/20, tonight:

DR. BENNETI' DERBY: The name of this game is to land energy in the other man's
brain.

ANNOUNCER: Knockouts - the high point of boxing. But for the fighters, brain injury,
and sometimes death. Now, new rules to protect the boxers - are they effective? Is boxing
any safer? John Martin looks at the record in a report - "Danger in the Ring." The
people of Poland - in just one year of courageous struggle they've moved their commun-
ist country to the beginnings of democracy. Who are these proud people? Tonight, Jerry
King looks at the spirit of a people in "A Letter from Warsaw."

JOCKO HENDERSON [rapping and snapping fingers]: Uh-ee-ya-oh, this is Jocko,
back on the scene, with the record machine.

ANNOUNCER: The new sound of the '80s, suddenly you hear it everywhere. Rap music
- it's all beat, and all talk. It tells you a story. and makes you want to dance. Steve Fox
examines an overnight phenomenon - "Rapping to the Beat."

SANDRA COLEMAN: [ said, "Ryan, give Mama a goodbye kiss," and he did. And
then the next thing I knew he was gone.

ANNOUNCER: Children kidnapped, scarred for life, in the tug of war of a bitter divorce.
And, sometimes, stolen again. Bob Brown, with an updated report on "The Child
Snatchers. "

DOWNS: Up front tonight, boxing, big money, and danger. Two days ago a deal was
announced for a big fight in September between two competing welterweight champions,
Sugar Ray Leonard and Thomas Hearns. The gross is expected to be nearly $50 million.
That's the way it is at the very top in boxing. At the bottom, there is hope, struggle, very
little reward, and danger. Thousands of small time boxers like Junebug Livingston here,
fight in small arenas like this one in White Plains, New York - unknown club fighters
trying to move up to the lights and the spectacle. But no matter how big their dreams, the
money they make is small - $150-200 a fight, fights in which there is danger of brain
injury and death. Here with a sobering report is John Martin.

JOHN MARTIN: Hugh, what keeps these boxers coming back, aside from their own
desire to fight, is the encouragement of their managers and trainers, whose earnings
depend on how often their fighters get in the ring. That's why there is the danger of too
many fights, of hopeless mismatches, and fighters taking excessive punishmenr.

[tape clip of fight J
MARnN [voice-over]: Somehow, nobody did stop this fight until it was too lat~. When
the final round started here in New York, Willie Classen could barely stand. Five days
later, he was dead. It was a time of death in boxing - Tony Thomas died on the first day
of 1980 after a technical knockout. Charlie Newell, knocked into a coma, died ten days
later. Five months later, another death - Cleveland Denny. Three months later, still
another _ Johnny Owen, after 45 days in a coma. But most boxers don't expect to be
injured or killed, and most fans don't expect to see it happen. Bert Sugar. publisher of Ring
magazine.
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MARTIN: Is there a feeling. a desire to see blood?

BERT R. SUGAR: I don't think there's a desire to see blood. But I think there is a desire
to see a knockout. Because a knockout is to me, still, the most exciting moment there is in
sports. You can't recapture a home run, or a basket, or a goal. or a touchdown. with the
same effect you can a great knockout. People want to see that. Not the pummeling of some
poor man, but a picture-perfect knockout. And they still remember it years afterwards.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Boxing fans have long memories for picture-perfect knockouts-
they recite them chapter and verse. But long memories suddenly get short when it comes to
ring deaths. This world documents knockouts the way baseball counts home runs. and
football touchdowns, but it cannot agree on how many of its fighters have been killed.
Estimates vary, but since 1945 more than 350 boxers have been killed in the ring, an
average of 6 to 10 deaths every year - II in the last year alone. But if the total number of
ring deaths is uncertain, there is no dispute about what kills boxers ~ blows to the head
that produce fatal blood clots on the brain. Dr. Bennett Derby, brain specialist:

DR. BENNETT DERBY: The name of this game is to land energy in the other man's
brain. One blow of the right kind can plough somebody into the ground and wreck his
brain.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Boxing paints a tidy picture of the fighter protected even from his
own enthusiasm by his family ~ manager, trainer, handlers. But Willie Classen was
reported to have told his manager, as he entered the ring for the last time, "They'll have to
kill me before I lose this fight." His death exposes the sober reality of this sport.

SUGAR: Unlike any other athlete, the boxer is alone in this world. It's a great Buster
Mathis line. Kept hearing his manager say, ··We." He said, . 'What do you mean, ·We'?
When the bell rings, I go in the ring, they go down the steps."

MARTIN [voice-over]: Boxing contests used to be bare-knuckle bouts that ended only
when one boxer collapsed or was knocked out. But as boxing advanced and safety came to
mean more than protection from a split lip, local bodies - commissions ~ were formed to
act as the boxer's first line of defense. New York formed the first commission in 1920;
others followed. But throughout the years of sporadic reforms, boxing's biggest safety
problem has remained the same: no one runs it. Thirty-nine states, including New York,
have statewide commissions, another seven have city commissions, and the remaining four
have none. Everyone has a different set of safety rules. Amid the confusion, New York's
commission has always been viewed as one of the best of a small handful of good boxing
commissions. So at the time of the controversial Classen bout, all eyes were on New York.
Less than 24 hours after the fight. the commission issued a statement that surprised
everyone.

[tape clip]
GEORGE MICHAEL, WABC T.V. News [sportscaster}: New York State Athletic
Commission said it could find no fault with the officials oflast night's fight. Folks, they
must have been looking at a different fight.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The officials the commission could find no fault with had been
assigned by the commission. Closer examination of their actions revealed a series of
critical errors. Item: the referee testified that he did not see this series of crippling blows.
despite signs of danger apparent to almost everyone else. Item: Classen's manager had to
help him answer the tenth round bell, yet the referee let the fight continue. Two hard rights
later. it was over. Item: the doctors assigned to the fight by the New York commission
were a pediatrician and a urologist, who had no ringside training. Item: most stunning of
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all, when Gassen had to be rushed to a hospital for emergency surgery, there was no
ambulance.

SUGAR: I remember running up and down the street looking for an ambulance and
hading them. That is no way to protect, particularly in a state in which many counties call
for ambulances to s~d by high school football games, in case there's a cartilage injury, to
protect yoor boxers m case there's a head injury. ~

M~ [voice-over}:. A~r a state senate committee announced it would investigate the
commission, the commission reopened its investigation. The referee and ring doctors were
suspended, ~ the commission promised swift reforms: ambulances at all fights; leng-
the~ su~penslOns. for knockouts and TKOs, from 30 to 90 days; a complete review of the
qualifications and licenses of the 1,000 managers and handlers in the state to weed out the
~nqualified;. medical training for everyone working in and around the 'ring; and, most
unportant, tighter screening of all boxers, to prevent them from lying, as Willie Classen
had, about recent.~ock.outs that would disqualify them. To prevent future deception, the
~ew York commrssron Installed a computer. It would contain the results of all fights roth
m ~ .out of the stat~. so that the commission could check them quickly at pre-fight
weigh-ins before okaying boxers to fight. As a double check, it issued a passport license.
New York. and other states would fill it with the outcome of every fight as soon as it ended.
It .would.be confiscated if a boxer was knocked out. He would not be able to fight anywhere
Without It. All of these tightened screening procedures were intended to eliminate mis-
mat~hes, the most chro~c cause of ring injury. Mismatches are fights in which two boxers
:: t have equ~ ~xpenence, or o~e of them hasn't had adequate time to train. ExJ>t:I1.S
. nunend a nnmmum of four to SIX weeks. From now on, boxers who stepped into a nng
m New York. would be protected from mismatches by New York's Athletic Commission.
It has ~~ almost 20.months since Willie Classen died. How does the performance of one
of boxing s best states measure up to its promises? We went back to see. This is Calvin
Langston, be~g examined by a New York State Athletic Commission doctor on the
monung of a six-round fight.

MARTIN: When did you find out you were going to be fighting tonight?

CALVIN LANGSTON: Monday.

MARTIN: That's two days ago.

LANGSTON: Yeah, two days ago.::w (voice-over): In spite of efforts to enforce the regulations, boxing is chaotic.
, s are changed at the last minute, boxers don't know who they're fighting and often

aren t rea<.!Y',the referees don't know their styles and don't know who's faking an injury
and who isn t. So the reality of boxing at this level is confusion. Matchmaking is so=~that by the time the opening bell sounded this night, every fight advertised out

ad been changed, some as many as three times.

MARTIN: Do you know who your opponent is?

~~~ON: No, I still don't know who my opponent is. I'm not worried a~u,t it, all.he
~bout the°=.you know, and a head. And I'm going to take the head, I am t worried

:~ {voice-over}: But it was Langston's opponent, Carlton Tillery, who took his
the fight .gston was battered against the ropes and beaten so badly that the referee stopped
Athl . m the .fi~t round. John Prenderville has been chairman of the New York State

euc Commission since 1978.
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JOHN M. PRENDERVILLE: If it was where one guy was 0 and 8. and ooe guy was 6
and 0, that bothers me. But just your opinion, or someone else's, that the guy had a bad
night, it doesn't necessarily say it's a mismatch.

MARTIN (voice-over): One month later, winner Carlton Tillery was matched against
another last-minute substitute, Milton Hopkins. They were so mismatched that fans
seemed relieved when Hopkins was knocked down early and decided not to continue to
fight. Boxing officials often blame managers for pushing under-experienced or burned-out
fighters into the ring. But when the former manager of this man, Benny Briscoe, tried to
retire him from the ring because he had suffered too many losses, the New York. commis-
sion not only didn't reply, it scheduled Briscoe to fight a main event in Madison Square
Garden.

MARTIN: He lost in what writers at the fight called a horrible mismatch. Why didn't you
try to stop that fight?

PRENDERVILLE: I was unaware of it happening. This is the first I've heard of it. So that
I really don't- I can't say, you know, when it's the fault of my staff, or somewhere his
letter got lost, but I've never heard of it until today.

MARTIN: Isn't this a pretty dismal way to go about regulating boxing?

PRENDERVILLE: It certainly is, and again, I've got to get back to the passport and the
computer. That's why we initiated the program. I think if the other states joined us, that
you'd never see this happening again.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But other state commissions we talked with said New York boxers
don't volunteer the passport before bouts in their states, and the commissions rarely, if
ever, ask for it. As for the computer, not a single state besides New York. has hooked up to
it yet. That means it contains the records of New York. fighters only. and only when they
fight in New York.. Randy Gordon, associate editor Ring magazine:

RANDY GORDON: Usually when I call them they do have records in the computer. But
what if one of these guys from New York. went to Nebraska, or Wyoming, or one of the
states that don't have a commission, and they fought there? They'll come back here and
they won't report it.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Another key reform, the New York. commission's longer suspen-
sion for knockouts from 30 to 90 days, ignores the one place boxers are most likely to get
hurt - the gymnasium, where they train for bouts.

GORDON: There was a guy by the name of Roger Troup, who fought in the Felt Forum,
Madison Square Garden, and he fought Marvis Frazier, son of Joe Frazier. And Marvis
could punch, and he knocked Roger Troup out. Within a few weeks, not only was Roger
Troup back in the ring, he was signed as a sparring partner for the heaviest punching
heavyweight - the most murderous punch I've seen in years - Jerry Cooney. I was
watching several of Kooning's workouts, and on many occasions he decked Roger Troup,
had Roger Troup reeling on the ropes. And this was only a short time, a few days, after he
got his head handed to him by Marvis Frazier. Now he's going against a more murderous
puncher every single day.

MARTIN [voice-over}: The commission's other reforms have run into trouble too. Ring
doctors and referees were to be trained to spot danger signals early in the fight, and to
respond to them quickly. The commission has held five seminars under Dr. Bennett
Derby's supervision for that purpose, but on this day there were no referees, and only three
commission doctors on hand, to hear detailed ring instructions. New York boxing is
suffering from an acute shortage of doctors. According to the commission's medical
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director, only six of the 14 ring physicians licensed by the state have been covering fights
since last August. That's when the doctors found out they will get no legal protection from
the New York State Athletic Commission if they are sued by an injured boxer.

MARTIN: And boxers can feel safe boxing in this state.

PRENDERVILLE: I think that in this state-- that a boxer can feel confident that they're
getting the best possible care at the moment that we can possibly provide for them, and that
will continually improve, hopefully.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But for boxer John Wilburn, promises of more and better protec-
tion don't do much good. Wilburn was scheduled to fight in Commack, Long Island, six
months after Willie Classen died. He had been suffering from bouts of double vision and
dizziness for several weeks.

MARTIN: Did you ever tell anybody about the dizziness? Did you tell your manager?

JOHN WILBURN: Itold him about it. He looked in my ear, and he looked at my eyes and
everything, and he said, "Can you see my hands?" and different things. And then he said,
"Aw, you'll be all right, you'll be all right."

MARTIN [voice-over]: John Wilburn's manager didn't have any medical training. He also
didn't have a license to manage in New York. But the New York commission didn't detect
that fact, and Wilburn says commission doctors failed also to detect the symptoms that
should have prevented him from fighting. The commission says Wilburn answered "No"
to questions about those symptoms. He was okay to fight that night.

WILBURN: I remember up until the second round, and along the second round, some-
where along there, they told me I had got knocked out two_times.

MARTIN: Did you tell them you wanted to stop?

WILBURN: Somewhere along the line I did, but it's like, how do you stop? After fighting
for a ~hile and everything, you become hypnotized about having the people hollering and
cheenng ypu on. It's hard to just stop and put your hands down and say "No, no more."
And-- when all the time you've got someone pushing you in the back, encouraging you
on.

DOWNS: Thank you, John. There's a crime committed every day in the name of love,
and it leaves children emotionally scarred for life. We'll have a report by Bob Brown,
next.

MARTIN [voice-over}: John Wilburn kept getting back up until the eighth round, when his
fight was stopped on a technical knockout. His beating put him in a hospital for a month,
wh~re doctors diagnosed a blood clot on his brain. His doctor says he suffers permanent
bram damage. Wilburn is suing the New York State Athletic Commission for $35 million
for failing to keep him out of the ring that night.

SUG~A.:Boxing is a commodity, and its most valuable possession are its fighters. These
commissions have to be given to understand that safety is one of the paramount things that
they are there- one of the paramount elements of their whole being.

MARTIN: Do you have any advice for young fighters now?

W1u;'URN: Mainly two things. Don't be in a hurry, take your time, and look out, because
there s only one person out there looking out for you and that's you.

DOWNS: That's sad. And probably true. What will protect these fighters, John, if the
people who arrange their lives don't?

~ARTlN: Nearly everyone I have talked to, Hugh, says boxing needs a federal commis-
sion. But that's the same as saying nothing will be done, because there '5 almost no chance
that the federal government will ever take on the regulation of boxing.

[commercial break]

DOWNS: Think about this: a child is seized on the street, shoved into a car, and driven
away at high speed - kidnapped. And the police and the FBr won't act. How can this
happen? It does happen at least 50 times every day, right here in the U.s. It happens when
one parent steals a child from the other after a divorce, and it's a crime in all but seven
states, but the laws are seldom enforced, even though the victims of this kind of emotional
and often physical violence are children. Here is an updated report on "The Child
Snarchers.v by Bob Brown.

BROWN [voice-over}: These children are missing. Each was abducted by a parent who
then disappeared with the child. And most of these children, according to experts, will
never see their other parents again. But instead of searching for them, our system of justice
neglects them. Their abductions are regarded mainly as domestic issues. Ryan was five
when he was kidnapped by his father, who had lost a bitter custody fight almost four years
ago in South Carolina. Ryan's mother, Sandra Coleman, has kept a closetful of unopened
birthday and Christmas gifts, hoping for the day she will locate her son again.

SANDRA COLEMAN: It's hard 10 do, particularly when his birthday comes up. We've
got, like I say, his birthday gifts, his record player - he loved records - and I can't give
these away, I can't do that. Not now.

BROWN [voice-over]: When Ryan disappeared in October of 1977, he was living with
his mother in Anderson, South Carolina. Sandra Coleman had attained custody through a
separation agreement, and she had enrolled Ryan in first grade here at Whitehall Elemen-
tary School. But Sandra had not taken the precaution of informing the school there had
been a custody fight over the youngster.

BROWN: And early on the morning of October 4, before the school bell had rung, Ryan
was headed for this room at about the same time that a man in a business suit entered the
school's corridor.

PAT BOLT: Ryan walked by, and I heard him say "Daddy," With.an e~emen~of surprise
in his voice. And I saw the man with the suit pick the child up and give him a kiss. and so I
just turned around and came on in my room.

BROWN: Where did that happen?

BOLT: Right here in the middle of the hall, past the door about two feet.

BROWN [voice-over}: What looked like a norrnal occurrence 10 teacher Pat Bolt has
haunted Sandra Coleman ever since.

COLEMAN: He wasn't prepared for this, he didn't know his father was going to take him.
He almost forgot to give me a goodbye kiss that morning at sc~oo!: because .he was
thinking about his puppy. I said, "Ryan, give Mama a goodbye kiss. and he did. And
then the next thing I knew he was gone.

BROWN [voice-over}: Federal kidnapping laws specifically exempt pare~ts who abduct
their children, and so families seeking a stolen children must create then own wanted
posters. The FBI simply doesn't want to take on the costs or the.enforcement problems
involved in tracking down parental kidnappers, although current estimates are that between
25,000 and lOO,OClOchildren are abducted by their parents each year. One of the authors of
the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction ACI is Henry Foster.
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HENRY FOSTER: It seems to me rather peculiar that the FBI would be so greatly
concerned about the theft of property, including automobiles, across state lines. and devote
a lot of man-hours to trying to find the property or the automobile. and not be concerned
about a child.

BROWN [voice-over]: When law enforcement agencies turn their backs, parents often
turn in desperation to hired specialists. It is early morning in Chicago. These people are
private detectives, checking plans and car-to-car communications. They have been hired to
locate and retrieve a boy snatched by a father who had lost a custody battle. The mother,
who does have legal custody, asked not to be identified, but did agree to allow a 20/20
hidden camera to follow the detectives. It is a half-hour drive from the meeting point to the
suburban neighborhood where the boy has been located, living with his father. If the
snatch is successful, no law will be broken - the detectives in this case are the agents of
the parent with legal custody. Ernie Rizzo, who planned the retrieval, had led similar
operations many times.

ERNIE RIZZO: It's a sad situation, but I think the custody problem starts long before the
initial divorce, and I don't really think they can ever put laws on a book to keep a mother
from seeing her child.

{cliP/

DETECTIVE: Let him get to the comer.

WOMAN: We'll wait around the comer.

BROWN [VOice-over]: The boy wearing the blue baseball cap is on his way to school.
walking with a friend. His mother waits in a car with detectives. They talk to spotters in
another car as the boy approaches the street comer.

DETECTIVE: Now, hurry, hurry, get him, now.
WOMAN: Here Anthony.
[communication over walkie-talkies]

BROWN [voice-over]: A crash car squeezes in to block the intersection, in case a witness
tries to give chase. Another detective calls local police to tell them the incident was not a
kidnapping, but a domestic matter, and the boy is quickly reunited with his mother in the
back seat.

WOMAN: How you d.oing, little guy? Happy to see your mother? [end clip]

RIZZO: There is no other way, you either do it the way we did it this morning, or you
don't see your children any more.

MADGE GUNA: If we just had a little help, what a difference it would have made.

BROWN [voice-over]: The lack of cooperation in international cases is even more ex-
treme. There are no treaties designed to locate or return children stolen by their parents.
Madge Guna, of Hartford, Wisconsin, didn't see her two sons for II years after their
father abducted them and moved to Argentina.

GUNA: And it's just like a kidnapping, you don't know where those children are. But
it's-- it doesn't feel any different. To me it felt like kidnapping. I didn't know where my
boys were. And I just felt that I had to keep searching and searching.

BROWN [voice-over]: Finally, a British detective did locate them. These are snapshots of
their reunion in Argentina at the end of Madge's I l-year search. She had not seen her sons
since they were two and four years old.
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GUNA: I want them to realize that the 12 years of their lives that I didn't get to see them
growing really are very important years.

BROWN [voice-over]: The boys returned with Madge to her Wisconsin farm.

GUNA: I'm sure even now they don't understand everything that happened, but I figured
after that many years they had a right to know for themselves that I did care for them. I did
want them here, and that I was their mother.

BROWN [voice-over]: Six months after we filmed this interview, a Wisconsin county
court gave custody of the two boys to their father, with whom they had grown accustomed
to living since he disappeared with them 15 years before. And so the fear. the sense of loss.
leads many parents to believe that the only alternative, if they are lucky enough to find
their children, is to take them back the way they were taken. Late in 1978, David Warfel of
Baltimore decided to do just that - to retrieve his son Bobby, who had been taken by his
mother to Pennsyvania. Warfel had legal custody.

{clip]

DAVIDWARFEL: You have no right to hold my child from me.

BROWN [voice-over]: Accompanied by a Baltimore television crew that had followed his
court case, Warfel entered Bobby's classroom and led him out. What you are about to see
next happened unexpectedly.

WARFEL: Come on, Bobby, we're going home.

BROWN [voice-over]: As Warfel look Bobby out of the school, his ex-wife entered the
hallway.

Mrs. WARFEL: He doesn't want to go, David.{sobs/.

WARFEL: Get out of here.
Mrs. WARFEL: He doesn't want to go with you.

WARFEL: Come nn, Bobby, here you are, Bobby.
WARFEL: He wants to go to Paulie and Michelle, that's where he wants to go.

[boy cries]

Mrs. WARFEL: You don't know what they want.

WARFEL: Ypu stay away from him. You don't care because you ran around and you took
him- and you took him allover the place. I got custody. and you're never going to get it.
Do you understand that?

Mrs. WARFEL: David, he doesn't want to go with you.

WARFEL [shouts]: You stay away from him, you hear? You stay away.

Mrs. WARFEL: He doesn't want to go with you. David. {end clip/

BROWN: Do you remember how you were feeling then? What you were thinking?

BOBBY WARFEL: I felt like, like I was getting pulled back and forth.
BROWN: Did it make you angry or sad?

BOBBY: I just felt confused all through school and everything.

BROWN [voice-over]; Both Bobby and David Warfel have attended family therapy
sessions. to deal with emotional wounds that still exist. Pyschologists say children who are

I,
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abducted by their own parents may suffer severe emotional damage as objects in a some-
times fearful tug of war. Children remain victims, and the parents who seek them are left
to their own resources, hiring private help, searching, counting the days and years.

COLEMAN: I've got to tell him I love him, that I didn't know this was going to happen. I
didn't send him away, I didn't send him away. I just hope he'll know me. I'll find him. It
may be another few years away, but we'll find him.

DOWNS: Congress has now passed a law empowering the federal parent locater service to
look for the missing parent when there's a custody kidnapping, and requiring states to
honor each other's child custody awards. But the law still does not make custody kid-
napping a federal crime, so for many parents the search and the anguish continue.

DOWNS {voice-over]: In one year, the people of Poland have moved their communist
nation to the beginnings of democracy, and next week the changes may be approved by a
Communist Party congress. Tonight, the spirit of a remarkable people, in" A Letter from
Warsaw, " next.

[commercial break}

DOWNS: This morning in Poland, employees of the Polish national airline struck for four
hours, demanding that the government accept a general manager elected by the workers.
Yesterday, 40,000 dock workers closed down Poland's seaports for an hour, demanding
higher pay. Workers electing a manager, striking for more pay, in a communist country
bordering Russia? Yes, and the strikes are only the latest sign of Polish unrest. Is Moscow
concerned? Certainly.

DOWNS {voice-over]: Soviet foreign minister Gromyko went home to Moscow Sunday
after three days of talks in Warsaw with leaders of the Polish government. Results?
Inconclusive: perhaps relaxation, perhaps a threat. The military threat has been underlined
by a show of force on Poland's borders during this past year of the country's extraordinary
political turmoil, Just a year ago this week, workers across Poland began a series of strikes
and demonstrations to protest a doubling of meat prices. The protests rapidly became a
clamor for something resembling the beginnings of democracy - open discussion of
issues, a freer press, the right not only of workers in the factories but the millions of
fanners to form unions, more religious freedom, and a government less dictatorial and
more responsive to the people. A powerful independent trade union movement called
Solidarity became the volatile voice of the people's aspirations. Its leader, Lech wetesa.
became a forceful hero, the very symbol of the individual demanding recognition from the
state. In the same year, .the communist government of Poland lurched through changes of
policy and of leaders, each slightly more responsive than the last. Last summer, when the
upheaval began, the economy was in critical shape. There were shortages of nearly
everything, from consumer goods to raw materials for the factories. Poland was near
bankruptcy. Today, the economy is in even worse shape. Foreign debt has risen to $27
billion.

DOWNS: Four hundred sixty banks around the world - 60 of them in the United States
- are seeking a formula to refinance Poland's foreign debt, and the willingness of
Western banks to carry it is among the factors deterring Moscow from disrupting Poland
by military force just now. The struggle of the Poles certainly is one of the biggest stories
of the past year. ABC news correspondents frequently develop the texture of a big story 10
give us an opportunity for fuller understanding. and tonight, in "A Letter from Warsaw,"
Jerry King looks at Poland the nation and its courageous people.

JERRY KING: Hugh, to understand where Poland is now, you really must look at where
Poland has been. Its past is its present. perhaps its future. ifnot in fact, at least in the minds
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of most Poles.

KING {voice-over}: Geographically, Poland is at the very center of the European conti-
nent. In its thousand years of history, this country has been conquered and occupied
countless times. It has been partitioned, it's even been given away as a gift. Here's
Catherine of Russia, ceding Poland to the Germans, while the Polish king tries to keep his
crown in place. Polish literature calls this "the Christ nation." a country crucified for the
sins of other countries. To a Pole, the fight for independence and democracy is nothing
new. Its not generally remembered that as far back as 1791, onty 15 years after America's
declaration of independence, Poland produced the first-ever constitution in Europe. It was
a model of enlightened thinking - it was also short-lived. People here still feel deeply the
loss of that independence to Adolf Hitler's Germany. I doubt if any Pole can ever forget
the horror of the Nazi occupation. Six. million people died- one Pole in every six - in
concentration camps like the infamous Auchwitz. That's what foreign domination means
to Poles today. And look at 1944, the uprisings: Polish Jews, Polish Catholics- Poles -
refusing to accept subjugation, fighting impossible odds. There must be a lesson in this for
the Russians, who, incidentally, sat back and watched all this happen. Their main interest
in Poland was to get through it - to Berlin; Poland's geographical position once again
working against it in the struggle for independence.

KING: At the end of World War II, Poles had little more than rubble, debris, and their
overwhelming pride and patriotism. Poles were determined first and foremost, to be Poles.

KING [voice-over}: It would have been easy to construct the kind of drab gray stone that
dominates much of Eastern Europe - easy, but not Polish. So this is what the old town of
Warsaw looks like now. They worked from photographs and paintings, and from the
combined memories of a people who had no intention of letting their cultural heritage
disappear forever. It was basically paid for by public donations, even gold wedding rings
became contributions. It says something about these people that they were determined to
reproduce the old town as a reminder of an era when the cultural capitals of Europe were
Paris, Vienna and Warsaw. It's more than just architecture. And this is more than just
classical music - it's Chopin. To Poles, Frederic Chopin was more than a composer. He
lived in another period of Russian domination, that of the Czars. To obtain artistic freedom
he left. Abroad and homesick, the intensely nationalistic Chopin wrote music which
evoked perfectly the Polish national character - the joys and sorrows of his fellow
countrymen, the passage of Poland in an age of romanticism. The other major factor in
understanding Poland today is religion. You cannot overestimate its influence. In fact. the
beginning of Polish history is taken as the year Christianity came to Poland, 966. But let
me tell you about its more recent past, and I think you'll understand why some 90 percent
of the population has turned to the Catholic Church here. It gives religious sustenance, of
course, but ir is also playing a tremendous political role. And it undoubtedly has developed
a fair following among those not necessarily so devout, but who see ~n the C~urch .an
organized avenue of registering dissent against the government. And agam, there IS Polish
pride - there is a Polish pope, and his triumphant tour here in 1979 proved the Church
was stronger than ever, despite the years of official harassment and repression. I can't
imagine Leonid Brezhner drawing crowds like this, even in Moscow. But probably more
important than even the Pope on a day-to-day basis was the late Stefan Cardinal Wyszyn-
ski, who died recently after leading the Polish church for 33 years. Why more important?
Well, it was Wyszynski who earned the respect of the ruling communists, and it was
Wyszinski who gave his blessing to Lech Walesa and .the. Solidarity independent ~ade
union. It was Wyszinski, by and large, who taught Solidarity to take the slow. cautious
steps, calculated to avoid a Soviet military intervention. The fact is, Solidarity is challeng-
ing both the party and government in Warsaw, and the gu~ians of Marxis~ ~d Leninism
in the Kremlin. And it's merely the latest in a series of Polish efforts to gam independence
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and more democracy. In Poznan there's a new monument to the food riots of 1956. It also
honors subsequent uprisings. It's a measure of [he current gains Poland has made in that
for years it couldn't even be written about. Now there is this monument, bearing Poland's
ageless cry of "freedom, law and bread," to remind the ruling communists here and in
Moscow that if at first they don't succeed, Poles will try, try again. It may be a desire for a
return to the old ways - the gallantry of a grander age. It may be for the freedom of
expression democracy allows. But whatever it is, Poles want it.

KING: Given their history, the continuing struggle for independence, the fierce na-
tionalism, the capacity for self-sacrifice, you have to believe that whatever happens now,
eventually they'll succeed. Hugh?

DOWNS: Thank you, Jerry. Next Tuesday, an unusual event is scheduled in Warsaw - a
special congress of the Polish Communist Party, which is expected to approve many of the
liberal changes that the Poles have been fighting for. Moscow seems to have accepted the
idea of the special congress, but there are reports that Soviet military reservists along the
Polish border are being given intensive training for full mobilization. Threat or routine
training? We don't know. Now, I want you to listen to this.

{rap musictape clipj

DOWNS: That's an example of rapping - rap music. The first new sound of the '80s.
You hear it everywhere now, and it's used in unexpected places. We'll tell you about it in a
moment

[commercial break]

DOWNS: Music with no melody is rare. Oh, there have been talking blues, and things like
concertos for drums, .but right now, all around us, and so compelling you never miss the
fact there's no melody, is a music that is all beat - strong beat _ and talk. It's rap music,
and it sounds like this.

[clip of rap music]

DOWNS: That's the Sugar Hill Gang, whose records have sold millions of copies. The
~ence for rap ~usic is really growing, and its use has broadened beyond mere enter-
tamment. Here With a report on this new phenomenon is Steve Fox. Steve?

~E FOX: Hugh, even though rap music has been discovered by everybody from
advertisers to educators to politicians, many people know it because of one the year's
best-selling records.

{clip of Deborah Harry singing "Rapture:']

FO~ {voice-over]: Blondie's "Rapture" was a hit around the nation, telling a story with
mUSICand rhymes in syncopation.

DEBORAH HARRY: Well, what rap does is like, it removes the middleman, because it
could be anybody doing it, and it's like direct communication. And that's what, like,
music is. Music is essentially a beat.

HARRY [voice-over]; You have that beat, that's what really is catching people, and then
your telling a story on top of that becomes very personal.

FOX[voice-over]: Rap is personal- personal poetry. It's sexy, energetic music. Music
from the streets, heard on the streets, with the advent of portable record and tape players.

FOX: Rap music began in Harlem and the South Bronx on playgrounds like this one,
where people would gather to spin records and then recite their own lyrics _ their raps -
over the instrumental section. Now, one of those rappers is 22-year-old Kurtis Blow.

FOX [voice-over}: "The Breaks" was Kurtis Blow's biggest hit, selling 680,OClOcopies
last year, and hitting the top of the rhythm-and-blues sales charts. Kurtis Blow learned ho~
to rap on the streets. But he learned how to construct his raps and how to control hts
crowds as a college student.

KURTIS BLOW: I learned it in speech - the greatest orators of all time used crowd
response.

FOX {voice-over]: Rising young rappers like Kurtis Blow may be the newest stars of pop
music, but the origins of rap date back hundreds of years. Stories in rhyme have tradi-
tionally been common among the black poor in the deep South. In the interaction between
black preacher and congregation lies the roots of the call and res~nse fonn of most rap
songs. The scat singing of the jazz greats comes from the same tradition, as does the verbal
virtuosity of musical giants like James Brown. Rap's Caribbean counterpart can be f~u~d
in the reggae rhythms and rhymes of Jamaica. The art of rapping was brought to radio In

the 1950's by disc jockeys like Jocko Henderson.

JOCKO HENDERSON: You'd say things like - uh-ee-ya-ob.this is Jocko, back on the
scene, a-with the record machine, saying goom papa-doc, to how do you do--

FOX [voice-over}: The boastful poetry of Muhammad Ali is in the rap tradition.

MUHAMMAD ALI: Ali swings to the left, Ali swings to the right, look at the kid carry the
fight.

FOX [voice-over]: As was the civil rights rhetoric of the appropriately named black leader
H. Rap Brown.

H. RAP BROWN: Because if America don't come round, America should be break
down.

FOX [voice-over]: Inner city kids learn rhyme talk in their street games. Rap music is a
form of self-assertive boasting, a bold, loud statement of individual prowess and adoles-
cent fantasy.

DR_JOHN SZAWED, Folklorist, Univ, of Pennsylvania: It's kind of self-advertis-
ment. It seems to be a kind of tall tale - in that sense, it's a very Amencan son of thing.
But these are very literary, in a way, in the way that Mark Twain short stories were full of
tall tales.

PABLO GUZMAN, WLIB Radio NYC: It's always been a part of what's been happen-
ing. It's--- there's not much. You have to understand, this comes from a culture where you
don't have much to begin with, so how well you use words and put them together, that
defines how well you can stand up and walk down the street.

[music]

FOX: Rap music may have been around for years, but the first rap music festival was held
only recently at this armory in Harlem. Thousands came here to dance and prance, talk and
gawk, and rap with the rappers.

FOX [voice-over]: This is The Mean Machine, a father and son rapping team. Wayn,e and
Charlie America's only all-wood rapper. And, The Funky Four Plus ~ne - she.s. the
one. You don't necessarily have to understand the words in order to get into th~ spmt of
rap.

GUZMAN: I say the hip, hop, the hip it to the hip hip hop, you don't. sto.p to rattle to l~e
bang bang, and up jump the boogie, now what does it mean? When u hits you a certain
way- and that's what it means.
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FOX [voice-over}: Rap music is often heard on city streets blaring from the big boxes-
portable radio and tape players. The big boxes are so much a part of the rap scene that
Madison Avenue uses rap commercials to sell the boxes. And when those boxes are turned
up, many people are turned off.

USA ROBINSON, Syndicated Rock Columnist: People have traditionally been
offended by noise, or what they perceive of as noise. People hated rock and roll a few
years ago. It' s outside of their experience. it's not something they really understand, and it
is very black and very urban, and people are scared of thaI.

FOX {voice-over]: In stores like this one in Harlem, rap music sells hundreds of thousands
of records, and hits like those produced by the Sugar Hill label sell millions. "Show-
down." the latest Sugar Hill record release, pits The Gang against The Furious Five in
verbal combat. Rap also inspires physical competition. This is called break dancing, or
breaking. Like rapping, it's a competitive display of style _ dance as a fonn of ritual
warfare, as the breakers, in this case the Rock Steady group, try to outdo each other.
Competitions between rival groups of breakers have occasionally been misinterpreted by
the authorities as gang warfare.

LT. JOHN ENGLERT, NYC Transit Police: It was January 1980,we got a call there
was a riot in progress at a subway station. I sent my people there, they came back with
about 37 youths, and in interviewing the kids, they found the words. "We were rocking."
coming up an awful lot. We wanted to find out if this---- what kind of a riot was going on.
We found out in the long run that it was a dance competition, and we started some of the
kids dancing at that time in the police station.

BOYS: I say the hip. hop. the hip hip hip hop--

FOX [voice-over]: Because young kids have shown the ability to memorize complex raps
that last up to 16 minutes, rap is being brought into classrooms as a teaching tool, in
Philadelphia. New York and Washington, D.C.

ANDREA HOLDSMAN, 7th Grade Teacher: These students aregenerally, many of
them, not turned on to learning. And I think that they see themselves as very successful,
which can only breed something good.

BURTON CURETON, 7th Grader [rapping]: I'm the best in the world/You can bet on
that-

FOX [voice-over]: One-time rapping OJ Jockc Henderson has developed an educational
program using rap.

HENDERSON: Rap can be used to teach history. For example: {raps] The Declaration of
Independence/Is the right to stand on your ownl the country wants to walk instead of
crawl/Make decisions all aJone. America. America, is about to be born you see.

FOX [voice-over]; The persuasive power of rap has even been utilized to motivate voters
in the Boston area. Rap has its satirists as well. This preppie rap was seen recently on Tom
Snyder's "Tomorrow" show.

MAN: [ live on the Upper East SidelIn a townhouse with a staff/I got a live-in maid, a
butler and vaJet/Who lays out my clothes and draws the bath.

FOX {voice-over]: Even English hard rock groups like The Clash are beginning to add rap
songs to their act. .

JOE ROBINSON, Sugar Hill Records: It's not a black music phenomenon. We've
had records that have been number one in countries throughout the world. where there IS

no black folks. okay, there's nothing but white folks. In Poland, in South America.
Europe.

FOX [voice-over]: Rap is likely to influence popular music for years to come. It h~
tremendous staying power, because it lets ordinary people express ideas they care ~bout 10
language they can relate to, put to music they can dance to. Not everyone can smg. but
anyone can rap.

GIRL: Rock on. Don't stop.

DOWNS: That's marvelous. And it is infectious. too.

FOX: Glad you liked it.

DOWNS: Thank you, Steve. We will be right back.

[commercial break]

DOWNS: A presidential commission recommends the definition o~ dea~ includ~ cessa-
tion of brain activity. as well as heart-lung stoppage. ABC News Nightline examme~ the
ethical and legal issues, tonight. 11:30, 10:30 Central. Well, .that's 20/20 for tonight.
We're in touch, so you be in touch. I'm Hugh Downs. Good night.

Transcript produced by Journal Graphics, Inc .. New York, N.V.
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ABC NEWS Air Date: August 12. 1982

Viewpoint
TED KOPPEL [voice-over]: Freedom of the press versus invasion of privacy; the right to
know versus the right to be left alone. Viewers tell us those rights are sometimes visibly in
conflict. We'll explore that conflict tonight.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Viewpoint. Tonight. Harvard Law School Professor
Charles Nesson will question a panel that includes, from the news media. Ted Koppel of
ABC News, Barbara Walters of ABC News. William Leonard, former president of CBS
News, and Tom Wicker. associate editor of The New York Times. And representing the
public side of the privacy issue, Richard Allen, former national security advisor to President
Reagan; Mary Welcome, who is defense attorney for Wayne Williams in the Atlanta mass
murder case; and Dr. Joseph Krzankowski, a relative of four victims in the Air Florida crash
in Washington. Also tonight, a debate on the privacy issue between Floyd Abrams. one of
the nation's leading advocates of freedom of the press. and Harvard Law School Professor
Arthur Miller. a prominent advocate of the right ro privacy. Now. reporting live from me
Marvin Theater at George Washington University, in Washington. Ted Koppel.

TED KOPPEL: Good evening. Many years ago the composer Oscar Levant. who was as
renowned for his wit as for his music, delivered a devastating line about a young actress who
specialized in pure-as-the-driven-snow type roles. I knew the young lady. said Levant. before
she was a virgin. Much the same can be said of many of us in the media. We can
occasionally mask our lost innocence by striking a posture of such high integrity that our
critics must tremble at the prospect of finding fault with so much virtue. You will find.
nevertheless. criticism aplenty in this broadcast that we're about to begin. The fact is that we
sometimes do make overly extravagant claims in behalf of the public's right to know. And
sometimes we do run roughshod over an individual's privacy. But if we cross the line. it is.
as John Martin now reports. because that line is not always clear.

JOHN MAR11N [voice-over}: Do the relatives of passengers on an airliner that has
crashed have a right not to be questioned as they try to learn why the plane hasn't arrived?

REPORTER: Who are you waiting for. sir?
Dr. JOSEPH KRZANOWSKI: I'm wailing for my bmther.
REPORTER: We understand that the flight has gone down. They haven't told you
anything?
Dr, KRZANOWSKI: They haven't told us anything.

REPORTER: Have you asked"
Dr. KRZANOWSKI: I asked them at the counter if there was any information. and
they said that we had to go to the main terminal.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Does a Presidential advisor who is under investigation have a
right not to be hounded by reporters waiting at all hours outside his house?

RICHARD ALLEN, former national security advisor: One night, as we were
being driven home. I saw the crowd on the step. near the curb. I got out of the car;
these blinding lights were turned on. and I went to the back of the car, opened the
trunk. and had the suitcoat in my hand. I began to walk to the house. which is just a
short distance, a few feet from the street. I crossed the lawn. I walked and stepped
right into a box of food garbage. And as I took my foot out of the box I gave it a
drop-kick, knocked it clean across the lawn. and I said. "What is this?"I said. "Will
you please get the garbage off my lawn immediately?"and went inside. where our
children were, almost, I'd say. huddled by the front door. waiting for us to come
home, feeling that they had been under siege.

MARTIN: Does the fiancee of a future king have a right to be left alone, especially in the
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last days of her private life outside the royal family? Does the family of a young man
under investigation for murder have a right not to face constant scrutiny by network
camera crews living in a van outside their house?

MARY WELCOME, Wayne Williams' attomey: Our client's life. and the livesof
his ~amily and. friends, have become a virtual nightmare. We ask that you cease
staking our their home. following them, or otherwise affecting their right to live
peacefully.

MARTIN [v?ice.overJ: Crime, tragedy. scandal and celebrity - fascinating to journalists
and the pUb.he, but they involve real people. What about their privacy? This may surprise
you. but stnctl~ speaking, none of the four people we've mentioned here has a legal right
not to be questioned or photographed in public. None of them.

[~n~c~raJ The ri~ht of privacy is a relatively new notion in American law. It is not
explicitly In the Constitution: it's not specifically one of the rights in the Bill of Rights. It
was first raised as an issue only about 90 years ago here at the Harvard Law School. Two
lawy h '. ers w 0 were o~traged by news coverage of the wedding of one man's daughter
detl~ to do som~thmg about it. They wrote a Law Review article. In it, they said "The
press IS ov7rstepp.mg the bounds of propriety and decency. It is invading the privacy of
p;eople. It IS caus~ng mental harm and anguish greater than bodily injury."And it said.

Peopl.e have a ~ght to privacy." That was a powerful argument, and today 47 states
~g~lze some nght to p~vacy. And people feel strongly about protecting it.

v~lce·overJ In a Special ABC News poll for Viewpoint 64% of the people we
qf~suOned ~ross the country said they disapprove when report~rs question the families Of
nends of atr h victi . fI eras ~Ictuns. 66% disapprove of reporters waiting outside the homes 0

~p e they are tryl~g to interview. And 71% said they disapprove of reporters or
PI'orograpbers followmg celebrities to get their picture or a story about their personal
ives But the public' ..

h . IC S opunon about privacy is not always shared by the courts. The press
as a clear Constituti aI . h ideh . I I~n ng t to report the news. The courts generally accept the I a

t at It.serves ~e public interest if citizens are informed on a wide range of topics. even
sensational tOPICS.

'[;' REIPORTER: By order of the circuit coon of the city of Newport News. Frank J
oppo a was executed tonight.

~~~~ [:'ice-ov~r].: But many legal scholars argue that a person's privacy ~an be
person's ,rfe' ~ me(h~ m at least t~e ways: by unreasonably disclosing the details of.a
seclusion B' ~ pla~mg a person m a false light; or by unreasonably intruding on therr
sometim~s it h It s ard to win a privacy suit. The press has a lot of freedom. ~ut
broadcast ~. as a.lot ofqualms about what it does. The NBC station in Tampa~ which
hours later. interview With the brother of an Air Florida crash victim, apologized a few

ROBERT SllTTON WFLA stat' f . itivity wheth " ' ton president: We deplore that kind a lnsens-
, er It mvolves ou "MARTI' r orgaruzanon or someone else's.
N[vOlce'over)' 0 I·hness of the s f . ~e newspaper columnist criticized what he called the chur IS. -

advisor Aspresh' rd°rcampmg outside the house of Richard Allen Ihe former Presidenual
. IS0 eal was 00' '

M
e 109, Allen analYZed who was al fault.
r. ALLEN: You'v bee . . I· Itense and e n out here on our lawn and sometimes It s been a Itt e

, so on and so forth b .' . I think.youreditorsandth ' tit we recogmze that you're doing you~ jO~.
bit avaricious de people ",,:hosend you out here on assignments are misgUided and a

MAEn'I .' an they remmd me of condors.
nuN [vOlce~ver]· Wh abo . Ar

Florida plane crashed in at ut the pnvacy of a hero? Last January, when t~e I

resc~~ a young woman the Potomac, .a young gove~ment mail c1.erk jumJX:d In a~
teleVISion quoled' . Lenny Skutmck became an Instant celebnty. Interviewed 0

. ' m newspape . . f thel!ruon address. But ·d rs, pomted out even by President Reagan at hiS State 0 .
hfe miserable. aIm the applause, Skutnick complained that the press had made hIS
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In Great Britain, some newspapers have apologized for putting so much pressureon the
newest celebrity of the realm, Lady Diana. Even after she left a polo match in tears,
photographers continued to chronicle the royal romance, the royal wedding, and the royal
pregnancy. Finally, under pressure from the Palace, major British newspapers agreed to
back off. A happy ending.

But some stories have no happy ending, only nagging questions. When Wayne
Williams became a suspect in the Atlanta child murders, his house was surrounded for
weeks. Some camera crews began living in vans outside. One day Williams' father
emerged with a camera of his own. He was quickly surrounded in a weird, angry ballet of
defiance. Later a young neighbor talked with ABC News Nightline producer Nadine
Muchin. It was a conversation that could have been heard almost any time. anywhere in
America where there is a big story.

NEIGHBOR: Iwas just wondering why so many camera people were here all week.
NADINE MUCHIN: Do you feel that it's wrong that we're waiting outside the house?
NEIGHBOR: Well that's- I just came out here to find out what was going on. that's
all. I don't know whether it's wrong or not. It's kind of gross.
Ms. MUCHIN: Why gross?
NEIGHBOR: You're causing a disturbance here, you know? All these people out
here, after the police let the man go, you know? That's invasion of privacy to the
maximum, isn't it?

MARTIN: That is the question and one that troubles a great many Americans, who at the
same time want to read and see whatever journalists can find out. John Martin, ABC
News, New York..

KOPPEL: When we come back, I will be relinquishing this moderator's role and the aura of
chastity that goes with it to join.a panel of my colleagues. We. in turn, will be confronted by
three guests who feel that their privacy, or the privacy of someone they represent. has been
violated by the media. Cross-examining us all, Harvard Law Professor Charles Nessen. If
you have any doubts about Mr. Nessen's ability to handle us all. stick around.

[commercial break]
KOPPEL: Joining us now. our distinguished panel. My ABC colleague. Btubara Walters.
who is perhaps renowned as one of the finest interviewers in television in the world. Next to
her, the former president of CBS News, now retired, Mr. Bill Leonard. And next to Mr.
Leonard, aNew York Times columnist and a specialist on freedom of expression and freedom
of the press, Me. Tom Wicker. On this side, we have Ms. Mary Welcome. Ms. Welcome
represented Mr. Wayne Williams as one of his attorneys. Next to Ms. Welcome is Dr.
Joseph Krzanowski. Dr. Krzanowski's family, several members of that family. died in the
Air Florida crash. You saw him in the piece that we saw just a moment ago. And next to Dr.
Krzanowski, Mr. Richard, Allen. former national security advisor to President Reagan. AI
this point, it is my privilege to introduce the man who will now be your moderator. Professor
Charles Nessen. who is a professor of law at Harvard University, iI'S now yours.
Prof. CHARLES NESSON, Harvard Law School: Thank you. Ted. Lenny Skutnick. a
hero. Shy. happy that he pulled thaI woman out of the drink. bul unhappy with the press.
Unhappy with becoming a public figure. Mr. Koppel. you invited Mr. Skutnick here tonight.
didn't you?
KOPPEL: Yes.
NESSON: Tell us why he isn't here.
KOPPEL: He chose not to come.
NESSON: Why did he choose not 10 come?
KOPPEL: Well. I'm not being coy with you. I didn't speak to Mr. Skulnick. He has done a
great deal of agonizing over what it requires to ultimately protect your own privacy. and I
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think he's finally come up with the correct answer, and that is to say no and to mean it.
NESSON: So he wanted just to lei it go by, 10 get out of the limelight.
KOPPEL: Certainly as far as this evening's program was concerned, yes.
NESSON: SO what do you think? We're about to discuss him. Is that an issue right there?

KOPPEL: It's an issue only if you choose 10 discuss it.
NESSON: It's your program.
KOPPEL: No, no, no, these next 28 minutes are all yOUlS.
NESSON: Mr. Koppel, do you think that we should discuss whether Lenny Skutnickshould
have been made such a public figure?
KOPPEL: As I say, if you choose to discuss it, if you think that's appropriate. then we will
discuss it.
NESSON: If! chose to discuss it, Mr. Koppel, would you think that I was being ethicalasa
journalist?
KOPPEL: Yes.
NESSON: That would be okay.
KOPPEL: I think it would be all right, yes.
NESSON: We don't have to worry about Lenny Skutnick out there saying, "Oh myGod.
what I really wanted was I wanted 10get out of the limelight and there they are allover the
TV again."
KOPPEL: Well. I mean we are talking about a number of issues that will occur in that
regand, and there are a great many people who feel that way, but if journalists were to pull
back from interviewing or doing stories on people who do not want to be interviewed or don t
want to have stories done on them, the papers would be very slim and television would have
very short newscasts.
NESSON,: In other words. it's not up-to Lenny whether he gets discussed here or not. It's up
to you. or If Itake over the journalist's role me. Do you think that's right? Is that the way II
should be? '

KOPPEL: I think in the broader sense of this issue, yes, that the broader principJe:f
freedom of speech, freedom of press, is such that even when some people have their pnv Y
Violated. within certain restraints. 1 think that is still right. yes.
NESSON: Take us back to the night when Lenny Skutnick pulled that woman out of the
drink.
KOPPEL: Yes.

NESSON: You got him onto Nightline I gather there was some controversy as to what kind
of press~re. or whether any pressure was brought to bear on Skutnick, 10 bring him here. t~
story being that a secretary said. "Please come. I'm going to lose my job unless you ~.
~ controversy as to whether that was true or not true or whether it was a joke or not a~e,
;e:r!Y event, you considered it very important to have Lenny Skutnick on TV thai Olght.

KOPPEL: Yes.
NESSON' Why w h h d nea vel)'he' • as e news? Imean, assume we've got a guy here who as 0 need
10ro,cIah~t.but he doesn't Want to become a public figure. Why is it news? Why do you

pu irn up here?

KOPPEL' Well fi I fall M . k made hisfeelin thO • rs 0 , r. Nessen, it wasn't until later on that Mr. SkutnJC "IIat
the h gs : ~tclear. The initial invitation was given to him over the phone when he"wali sn . t
the . osptta - he had been checked out after he jumped into the Potomac _ and at that porn
on t~;lt:on was tend.ered to him by my secretary. who asked him whether h~ would ~~:

p gram that night. At that time. he accepted. He not only accepted. II was 0
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occasion that he gave my secretary his address, and we then sent her out in a limousine.
which is how we customarily bring our guests in. And it was when she got out there that he
had gone to his father's. By that time we had already said on the air that he was going to be a
guest, and yes. it was important. Now-
NESSON: Why was it important? Why did we need to know any more about Lenny
Skutnick. except that he pulled a woman out of the drink and he really would just as soon be
let alone?
KOPPEL: If you're asking the question in the context of would the republic founder if we
had not known that, I have to agree with you that in that context it's certainly not important.
But very few stories are.

NESSON: How about Nightline, would Nightline founder if he hadn't-
KOPPEL: No, Nightline would not have foundered.
NESSON: All right, so tell us then, why was it jmportant?
KOPPEL: Because he was certainly- he was the one bright light of what was otherwise a
terribly tragic day. Lenny Skutnick's name was clearly on everyone's lips. whether he was.
as he later proved to be, a reluctant hero, or just a hero whom everyone in this country could
idolize - we have a long tradition of looking at heroes. examining our heroes. sometimes.
frequently, in fact. to their detriment. But I really can't understand why you would be
surprised that a news organization would go after Mr. Skutnick.
NESSON: Don't get me wrong. I'm not surprised. But I really am interested in probing at
whether what you do is entertain us all. I mean here we've got a new hero. we're going to
throw him up on the screen, we're going to find out who is Lenny Skutnick. And we're going
to find out whether he wants to tell us or not, or whether there's actually some real news
there. And that's what I'm asking. What is the real news? What did you want to ask Lenny
Skutnick that was real news?
KOPPEL: What I really wanted to ask him, what I wanted to find oUIaboutLenny Skutnick.
he had done something at a time when this young woman was floundering in the water and
there were dozens, maybe scores of people who were standing on the banks of the Potomac.
who did not jump in. Clearly what Lenny Skutnick did was out of the ordinary. And almost
by definition something that is out of the ordinary is news. I wanted to find out what kind of a
man this was. I wanted to ask him questions about why he did something which yes. in
principle, everyone says ought to be done by any red-blooded American man or woman who
has the ability to swim. but he did it and others didn't. Why?

NESSON: Did you notice in that little focus piece we just watched. there was a guy who
jumped in the river wearing a red jacket. and he swam a couple of strokes. and gave up. quit
and went back to the bank?
KOPPEL: Yes.
NESSON: How come he wasn't on Nightline? There's an interesting fellow. Mr. Leonard.
did I hear a groan from you?

BILL LEONARD, fonner CBS News president: We were probably interviewing him
on CBS.
NESSON: Dr. Krzanowski. there you were in the Miami Airport.
Dr, JOSEPH KRZANOWSKI, relatlve 01 crash victim: Tampa.
NESSON: Tampa, excuse me, Tampa Airport. Suddenly you're accostedby reporters.
They ask you" "Do you have a relative on the plane?" "Yes. my brother." Now you've
been told that the plane has gone down, and you didn't. I gather, know it before that time.
KRZANOWSKI: I had no information before that.
NESSON: How'd you feel when that happened?
KRZANOWSKI: The feeling that I had was sort of like the bottom had dropped out, like you
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know, this isn't true. but it isn't. And then I began to feel abused. because I began 10 feel
people chasing me. coming after me. trying to get me to say something. [0 come up with
some kind of a statement that might be news when I had no information and I had 110

statement to make at that point. Questions were put. "What am I going to do'! How do I feel
about the way people have handled this?" The way I felt about it was that the news media
was the only people who were handling anything. Al that point. I knew nothing else.
NESSON: Mr. Koppel, is that news?

KOPPEL: No. 1- well. of course it's news. Yes. it's news. but I think it's also. I think iI'S
b~d taste. and sometimes news and bad taste have to go into balance. and occasionally news
will lose out. In this instance. it didn't. I think it's significant that considerable pressure was
apparently brought to bear immediately on that station. because the general manager went on
the a.I.T- was it the same day? or the next day? _

KRZANOWSKI: The point is, though. with regard 10 thaI particular, you know, apology
and things, I can't really speak for what happened to other people, bUI I know that no
personal apology was ever made to me. No one ever contacted me from the station, from
anywhere else, and the response, the apology came after someone from the national news
office called me and I related to them the kind of treatment that I had received, and that
therefore I was not willing to talk from anyone from that network.
NESSON: Doctor, was the problem io your mind that they had asked you the questions. or
that they showed you on television at that crucial moment, when they hit you with the news
that ~e plane had gone down? Do you understand what I'm saying? Was it the asking of the
question or was it the revealing of your emotions, your feelings?
KRZA.NOWSKI: I don't think I was so much troubled by the asking of the question, I think
what I ~as-or by the revealing of the emotion 1 think that what I was really troubled by
was the Impression th.at I had that someone was ~ing to force me to make a statement.. [?
come uP.With some kmd of a thing that could be used at a time when from the news clip 11
washo°bvlous that I did not know anything. And yet that news clip was 'aired. I mean. anyone
w saw-

NESSON: Mr. Leonard, what do you say?
LEONARD' I thi nk th' , , , ' if !hestandards f th I IS IS a very interesting case and an interesting pomt. First, 1
perf 0 e other networks and that station are anything like CBS' standards, !he

I Jonnance of that reponer t th '. . ., andaJds·a at particular time was clearly In Violation of those st
NESSON: Don't read us a speech, please.

LEONARD: I won't. I won't. but they were.

NESSON: What did the reporter do wrong, really?
LEONARD: He didn't exercise-
NESSON' I'm 0 tth . . and
they get in~o that ~~. In videoland, right, here's this crash. the plane has gone down.

LEONARD: He's talk' b rrnal
state. He didn't k I~g to a perso~ who .may be in a state of shock. He's in.an a.no the
circumstance Hashim, may he mtervrew him' he didn't take into conSideration
happens as as. e. probably should not have done' what he did But let me tell yoU what

practical matter in the f '.. enormousstory of that day Lik . course 0 a story like that. h is the- It IS an [he
getting the answ'e I. e cops 1~ hot pursuit. the end. the catching. the getting the stol)'f' ,'"

, r IS everything Are' d copy 0 ue-gUidelines of how porte h h' porter IS sent out. he has not rea a ask
the questions later ld e s oUI~ b:e and how careful he should be to ask first and then to
him "See if - an get permission, and read the guideines He is-- somebody sayswhave you can find someone I' . thing eave nothing here." And he' • a re atl~e. a friend. a survivor. Get us some .
NESSON' H" s a guy, or a girl, trying to do his very best.
LEON ' e s trying 10 get something_

ARO: He's trying to contribute-

I

NESSON: - so that the editor of his station can put something on that's going to entertain
the public, right?
LEONARD: No, no. He's trying to piece together a story. a story that at that point is
nebulous, nobody knows what's happened, nobody knows who survived, who hasn 't-

NESSON: Mr. Leonard, let me hold you up for just a second,
LEONARO: - and he doesn't know how important that-
NESSON: Mr. Leonard, please. After the film is taken, it comes back to the station. Now it
gets closer to your end of the business. right? Now you've got to decide what goes out over
the air. And an editor has got a choice. Are we going to have a little weather, are we going to
have the bowling reports, are we going to have this, are we going to have that - or are we
going to see the good doctor here hit at the moment when he's faced with the bad news.
Now, let's be realistic. The reporter is out there. He's going to go after this guy. isn't he?
And the editor, he's going to put that on, isn't he? And maybe you're going to apologize
afterwards, why not? 64% of the public think it's a bad thing to do. But that was good
television, wasn't it?
LEONARD: I think it's very difficult for the reporter to have made that judgment on the
scene. I think an editor should have made that judgment, should have said, "Listen. That guy
is being bothered. He doesn't know anything, it doesn't contribute to the story. That man did
not contribute to that story one iota. And for that reason, he shouldn't have been used on the
air. Now I wasn't there, I don't know what else they had. Maybe [hat's the only piece of
film. the only piece of videotape. they had at the moment. And I suppose. in the hot pursuit
of a story, the only story of that day, bowling stories went right out the window. if they ever
would have been included. I suppose anything went.
NESSON: Mr. Leonard. answer me one question before we take a linle break here. Would
the picture have been better. would the TV have been bener. if they could have got him
face-on?
LEONARD: I suppose it wouldn't have been as good if we couldn't have seen his face at all.
Of course. self-evident.
NESSON: Let's take a little short break here and we'll be back in just a minute.
rcommercial break]
NESSON: Mr. Wicker. here's Lady Diana stepping into the ocean. Is that picture news'!

TOM WICKER, The New York Times: I'm not sure which picture you're referring to.
NESSON: You didn't see it in that focus piece? I mean. I think what am I going to
remember from that piece two weeks from now, it's going to be Lady Diana stepping into the
ocean with her pregnant bare belly. Is that news?
WICKER: Well it obviously was to you.

NESSON: To The New York Times. that's not news. right?
WICKER: Well. there are other pictures of Lady Diana in there that I recall more clearly. but
I think that. I think from what I know of the circumstances of the picture taken in the bathing
suit. in that circumstance, I think that was unethical to take the picture and unethical to
publish it.
NESSON: How loog a lens do you figure they had on her?
WICKER: I have no idea. I don't know how the picture was taken or anything of the sort.
but clearly it was- it seems to me that was a clear invasion of privacy.
NESSON: And yet that picture shows up in the mosr-. l mean. not The New York Times.
it's true-

WICKER: Indeed not.
NESSON: But lots of journals put that out.
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WICKER: Weill don't really believe that's true. Maybe you can support that statement,but
I haven't seen that in lots of journals.

NESSON: Where do we get that from. Mr. Koppel, li/e magazine. is that out of Life?
KOPPEL: No. as a matter of fact, in the case of that particular picture. my understanding is
that it was not run initially in the United States. And a bunch of European newspapers picked
it up. and once they ran it, then others ran it over here. But initially American. the American
media distinguished itself by'showing uncharacteristic good taste.
NESSON: And then gave in afterwards.
KOPPEL: Well, you know, we're not perfect.

~~SSON: Mr. Wicker. if there's a market for that kind of photograph, isn't it. isn't it. isn't
It inevitable that it's going to be taken? Imean. isn't that what an aggressive photographer is
going to spend his time doing?

WICKER: Well I don't think so, not necessarily. There are thousands of photographers in
the world who did not lake that picture, who didn't even try to take that picture.
NESSON: And one who thinks he did a better job than everybody else.
WICKER: Well, but the other thousand may not think so. No. I don't concede that point,
that everybody was trying to take that picture, just as I didn't concede the point that
everybody wanted to run that picture. Indeed, I don't think either of those facts are true.
~ESSON: ~heNew York Times doesn't want to runit. But other magazines that appealto
ifferent audiences, where the market is, they like to run that picture.
WICKER: Well then. you're making a distinction here that I think ought to be made. Yes
m~d. There's a market for certain things, and certain publications play to it. Other publi-
cations don't, so let's don't just across the board say that the press plays to thai market.
NESSON: But the point for our purposes, for exploring what privacy is about. is privacy'st~somethm.g to ~o wi.thwhat market the publication's serving. That's where the line- The

York Times ISgoing to draw a different line than another magazine, right?
\y1<?IKER:And indeed, many, many publications are going to draw different lines. linesvery
SlITUar to those of The New York Times.
~~~ON: Ms. ~alters. when you interview somebody, you're really after the person.
g . I mean that s what the news is, the news is the person. Am 1 right about that?
BARBARA WALTERS· Wh' at do you mean, after the person?
NESSON: Don't get . ted in· me wrong. When you talk to someone you're really mterespresentmg the person' " .., exposing the person, showing us who that person really IS.
WALTERS·ltde ds the i . !f't'san
interview·ili ~n. on e mterview If it's a personality interview, yes I am. Ild'l
be rna WI .' we , WI~ Mr. AI.len for example when he was in some difficulty. I ~ou n.
If ypeo. Ps as mt.ere~tedInwhat his childhood was like as to what the particular situationwas·

u re interviewing a pol·t·· if ' . y not beinterested' hi . mcran, I you re Interviewing a statesman. you rna
In ISpersonahty, you're interested in the issue. or the war. or the whatever.

NESSON: Let' '. . the
kind of issues th Stass~me we re talking about a person kind of interview. That Jnvolv~s.
maybe it reveal: we reh~oncemed with here. You ask a question, and if it's a good questiOn,

W
somet 109 about the person right?

ALTERS: Mrnmm. . .

NESSON: Do you ever s ' (on that
leads the person to I ense, as you re doing the interview, that if you ask a ques I've
asked a good ~vea , perhaps, a little more than they might want to reveal, !hat yoU

question?

WALTERS: I'd like to say hinc i .' asionofprivacy If . somer mg jusr as we begin since we're talking about mv .· you Were doing . . d be mler-
viewed If you be . an interview, that person has agreed to come on an . I " [

· come very hostile to me, and I go home and say, "He was lernbe.

didn't have to show up. The fact that I'm here means that I'm taking my chances. and that'
have some personal reasons for wanting to be listened to, exposed, whatever.
NESSON: So your sense is if he comes, if that person comes, look. fair game.
WALTERS: Not necessarily fair game in that I wouldn't- you have to have your own sense
of taste, and you have to have your own sense of decorum, and a lot of it depends on who the
person is. However, 1 am in a different situation than if I walk up and say, ..How do you
feel?" at the time of the crash.
NESSON: Suppose you ask a question, and 10 and behold. nut pours a very revealing
answer. You're interviewing Jimmy Caner, and you say-
WALTERS: Terrific.
NESSON: Yes. Do you. do you--
WALTERS: Right.
NESSON: Right, and he says, "Yes. 1do. 1 lust after them in my heart," something, well.
you know, something.
WALTERS: Yup.
NESSON: And then he says to you, after the interview, he says, "Barbara. Gee, you really
caught me off guard with that question. I mean, that will kill me."

WALTERS: Sorry. Mr. President.
NESSON: Tough luck, huh?
WALTERS: Well, it's not just tough luck. I mean you can't- 1did an interview a few years
ago with Henry Ford-
NESSON: He says, "Barbara, I got a call from Anwar that you want an interview next
week. He's asking me whether he should do it or not. ..
WALTERS: Let me just finish what 1 was saying. And I asked Ford a question about what
do you say to stockholders who say that you've been selling all your pictures. and you've
been selling some of your stock, what do you say to these people? And he said, .. , say to
them, it's none of your business." People can say that. Jimmy Caner. President of the
United States, politician - fair game.
NESSON: SO somebody here spills their guts to you. 1 mean really spills it out.
WALTERS: Somebody or a politician or a president?
NESSON: Somebody which you have invited onto the program. Somebody that y~u ~ave
asked, would you do an interview with me? and they just get flustered and they spill It all
over the place. That's okay?
WALTERS: Depends. Depends. You give President Caner, and I say to you .. fair game.
You give me - or I'll give you an example. of a Paul Newman. whom I mte:--Iewed. w~
had a son, and a great many people do know this, but he had a son ~~ was Involved .wlth
drugs. who died. and he said, "1 don't want to talk about it." And If It had com: up. If.he
had brought it up even, and had at that point been very upset. and said. "Look: this ISgorng
to hurt my family." It's an interview with Paul Newman. an actor. It's not gomg to change
the world. as Ted talked about. It is not the same as interviewing Anwar Sadat. I probably
would have made the judgment if it were that painful. and have left it out. That's one of the
things you learn with experience, and you begin to have your own set of standards.
NESSON: SO what is the end product that comes out. Is it the person that you want to
present?
WALTERS: I'm laughing because I suddenly have a feeling that you didn't- that you
wanted us to say we'd go for the jugular no matter what and you don t know what the next
question was. forgive me.
NESSON: I knew, somehow I knew it was going to happen with you. But I didn't know-I
just didn't know which way it was going to happen. Thank you. Barbara.
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Mary Welcome. let me ask you a question. You take the position on that focus piece that it
was, there was something wrong with the press taking such an interest in Wayne Williams'
family. You'd say it's an outrage, people have to be guarded against that. Is that truly your
position?
MARY WELCOME: Yes, it certainly is.
NESSON: How can you expect- what do you think should have happened in a situation in
which this country was as upset as it was about the murders in Atlanta. and suspicion had
focused on Wayne Williams. and all the kinds of questions that Ted Koppel wanted to ask
Lenny Skurnkk. wanted to be asked about this man: Who is he? Where did he come from?
How did he become who he is? What are his parents like? How is that going to come out.
unless the press went after him?

WELCOME: Well, the question that I would have to ask in return is, what difference does it
make who he is, until such time as it is decided whether he is or is not a suspect? I think the
crucial time.. at least the time that concerned me and brought about a federal injunction, is
that at the time that the media had staked out his house _ focusing lights, eleven, twelve,
one, two o'clock in the morning, drinking beer outside _ he was not officially a suspect. In
fact, he had been released.

NESSON: He may not have been officially a suspect, but he was a suspect, wasn't he? I
mean, we suspected him. The journalists suspected him.
WE~COME:You can make anyone a suspect if that's what you want. and I think that this is
~ POintthat so many people miss. The media couches its sensationalism, its competitiveness,
In te:rus of the public's right to know, and it's not the public's right to know. It's what the
media wants the public to feel, the emotion, the trauma, the sensational-

NESSON: !sn't the press in kind of a bind? I mean, you say the public's right to know, it's
not them, It s really the media.
WELCOME: Yes.

~ESSON: Isn't ~e media, aren't they trying to ask the question the public- isn't B~ar:a
alters really trying to focus the question the audience wants to know from the person. Isn t

that what Koppel's job is over there?

WELCOME: I,don'.t believe that- I think the media would like for you to take that position.
yes. But I don t believe that that is the position of the media at large. It's "Let me gel the
storyfit 'f' hasirs , even I It means I knock down my camera person in trying to get a story. c asmg
people down the street. .. They don't really care.

NESSON: Speaking of chasing people down the street, Mr. Allen, how wa>-
ALLEN: I was never chased down the street.

N~SSON: Yes, I saw you bicycling past. I mean, you could have outrun them. there. I
gat er t.hatyou got to be kind of friendly with those people that were besieging your house. I
me~, I~SOHundedlike, in that press conference that you held on the steps. that you were
saymg , e 'II . . b.', y, you re as there, I understand it really is just you guys doing your JO .
:~LIE~ Well. you gathered wrong, it wasn't at all that. But it yet wasn't a feeling of enmity
That was tOW~d t~se people. What c.oncerned us. or me, was the impact ?n our farnt.ly.
SO h gross invasion ofpnvacy consistently beginning at 5:30 in the mortung and ending:
mew ere around midnight _ to the everlas~ing shame of some of the cameramen who

~sem~there~tak . . . Ds e us out on days like Thanksgiving and Christmas ay.
NESSON: How did they show their shame? .
ALLEN: Some held sign . di . ., "W andMe; All s, In icatmg, "Mr. Allen, we don't want 10be here. or. .

. en. we don't want to be h' .. Th ' come to usprivately and . di . ere. our editors make us come. ey ve . . nd
there was 1~I'I~ated their Own deep disagreement with being there. some of them. a
intrigUed baypu IS h~dreport in the Washington Post recently to that effect. But I was more

somet 109 else that-

NESSON: Let me just focus on that for a moment. So what do you think about these people
who are out there, on the one hand saying, "Oh, Mr. Allen, we hate to be here. it's really
a-- we're terribly sorry, blah, blah, blah, blah. blah." And on the other hand, they're in
there photographing away, and climbing trees and looking in your window, and besieging
you anyway.

ALLEN: Surely, surely, they're sent there. I was stunned by what Mr. Leonard has just said.
He for example was in a position of responsibility at that time. His network was the one that
attempted to interview our seven-year-old daughter on the way to kindergarten. Not only
that, it was a reporter of his network. that went to a restaurant that we frequented, on the
notion that we didn't pay our bills and that former clients of mine paid our bills. And this is a
sort of reprehensible attitude, I think. Like cops in hot pursuit. is that the function of the
media? Cops in hot pursuit - I don't think it is at all.
ALLEN: Mr. Allen, what's a condor?
ALLEN: A condor is something like a--
NESSON: That's what you were calling Mr. Leonard, right?

ALLEN: Mr. Leonard's representatives, yes, indeed. And they hovered. like condors, or
vultures, if you will - bottom feeders in another incarnation. Yet I knew that these people
were doing their job. I said as much. because they had been ordered out there. Now. lime and
again we asked them not to stake us out. or at least be quiet at 5:30 in the morning. Our
children didn't like to go outside. I'll give you an invasion of privacy.
NESSON: No, no, you've given us plenty.

ALLEN: We're blessed- we're blessed with a couple of daughters. several daughters. all of
them quite attractive. They were filmed going in and out of the car, the films were taken back
to the studio. and we happen to know that the films were ogled - the daughters were ogled
by virtue of the films. "Hey, look at that! Isn't that something!" So we find thai repre-
hensible, wrong, immoral, and certainly a gross invasion of our privacy.

NE~ON: So let me ask you Barbara Walters' question. She says. you could have just
decided not to talk to those people.

ALLEN: Oh, no, I couldn't have. I could not have traversed my front door [0 the auto-
mobile. Our children could not go out to school in the morning, or come home at night-
~ESSC?N:Yes, but, every once in a while they would get something out of you. Every once
In a while, you would tum around and you would say something.

ALLEN: You never even mentioned Mr. Voice-over. He's the big winner. You see. these
people control-

NESSON: No, no, I want to know from you.
ALLEN: -these people control. they edited-

NESSON: I want to know why you talked to those people, why do you [Urn around every
once in a while and give them something, you know that they'll come back when you-
ALLEN: Because I have to tum around to get in the car, Mr. Nesson. II's a very-
NESSON: But not to talk to them.

ALLE~:Oh. you can easily say I have no comment, or this. that- everything I said was
very mild. The point is thai they have control of what goes on on the air that night. and
~uently I would turn and be heard to mumble something, while the announcer. Mr.
VOice-over, always won, every night.

NESSON: Mr. Voice-over against Mr. Allen. Mr. Voice-over wins again.
ALLEN: Yes. that's right. Because they control the cutting. You wind up on rhe cutting
n:;>omfloor if they don't particularly care what you said should be on the evening news that
night.
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NESSON:All right. Mr. Leonard. I want to hear from you. Here Mr. Allen makes a very
pointed case to you. He says, "Hey, listen, all these nice words he offers us. the fact is he
was running the show back then. and the fact is. if he wanted to stop those guys from coming
our and besieging my house. there's a simple thing for him to do. and he didn't do it."
L~ONARD: Well. of course. in- on both sides of this story it wasn't as simple as that. I
think anybody who covered or knew anything about Mr. Allen and his distinguished service.
knows ,that he was one of the most skilled practitioners in the art of using the press. During
the penod when he was under fire from people in his own administration. he knew the press
well enough. he used the press well enough so that at times- sometimes when there were
people staking out his home. he was appearing on first one show. then another show, then
another show, using- using the very media--- may I finish? May I finish?

NESSO~: Yes. but he says. "I'll come down. I'll come to your- I'll tell you everything I
want- I II come to your place, why do you have to come to my house and climb my trees.
and put garbage on my lawn?" I mean, that's what really got him, you know, is the lawn.
That's a--- {laughter!

LE~NARI?: Well. I think anyone who was covering that story at that time-s- Mr. Allen
~aned. vac~lIated from being exceedingly accessible to being very difficult to get at. some-
tunes favonng one reporter. sometimes one network. sometimes for one reason, sometimes
f~r another reaso~. And Mr. Allen at that time was news _ great. national news, one of the
biggest news stones of that time. Not to cover his activity in Washington. whether he was
home or somewhere else - you can't, after all, invade the ABC studio if he's going there-
would mean that you weren't doing your job. Now, that doesn't mean that in the course of
that coverage, that a reporter, some reporter, some cameraman, did not exceed the bounds of
what I heard you .describe. I can't imagine how any editor or anybody's boss could possibly
countenance waking someone up at five o'clock in the morning throwing garbage on their
law d . thins Ii 'f.n, or cmg any 109 like that. And if it was any of our people, they should be ashamed 0
theu-

ALLEN: You just indicated that a reponer had clearly violated the standards. And in this
c~, two of your own violated. I asked for a written apology, and to this day I wait for that
wntten apology from CBS News and don't have it.

LEONARD: Well, we- I have my version of what happened with your daughter, Mr.
Allen, .and I'd be glad to use up this hour or hour and a half in saying what happened
according to what our reporter [indistinct]-

NESSON: Actually, Mr. Leonard, we just have a few more minutes.

th
LEONARD:And I don't think that the audience or you want to hear that. But it wasn't quite
e way you-

ALLEN: Please be my guest, go right ahead.
~ESSON: Maybe you two can get together after this. [laughter! Let me see if I can put the
igger question to you, Mr. Leonard. The question is. is there-
LEONARD' The . .. question Was addressed-- let me just say this. Now let me just say this.
NESSON: Please I k' . frivac ' ' g~t to as the questions. please. Is there anything to the concept 0
~ou-y that you re talking about? Because what I hear, what I hear. and what I see. is I see

LEONARD:As we go thro h hi h . . h ceptof' O' ug t ISw ole thing, of course there is something to t e con
pnvacy. bviously, The New York Times-

NESSON: Is it anythi th h' . d ntabout h mg 0 er t an you making a market judgment about- a JU gme
look t OW.outraged the public- you take a look at some footage and you say. or you take a

a an Issue, you take a look t I ' . ' . h- curiousis the public t fi d a a person. Sit anything more than you saying. ow hod'
that we U~d ~ g:t ~~tabout that, as against, how outraged will they be about the met S

LEONARD: Sir, we make those judgments every single hourof every day, in every
newspaper, in every radio station and television station. Judgments about what is news and
what isn't news; about what is a proper way for our reporters and our editors to behave, and
not to behave. Those judgments are made, and of course- and the same- and not every
publication, perhaps not even every network, have the same standards, Of course there is
such a thing as absolute invasion of privacy, and of course there is- but we're talking about
something that is really,in the course of the problems of journalism, and the problems of
administering and exercising free journalism in this country, and free government. we're
talking about very small beer. Yes, there are two or three people here who may indeed have
felt wronged, but for- wait a second, let me finish, one sentence.
NESSON: These are a small price to pay, that's what you're saying.

LEONARD: What I'm saying is that for every three people here, there are a hundred
thousand press agents trying to get on television, trying to get into the newspaper, trying to
have - "I saw you on television." "Did you seemy picture in the paper?" The problem is
sorting all that out. That's a bigger problem than those few times when there may have been
excesses on the pan of the press that could have invaded privacy.
NESSON: Mr. Koppel. let me ask you.
LEONARD: It's small beer.
NESSON: Small beer, all right. Mr. Koppel, let me finish with you. You've become a
celebrity, yourself. You obviosly have had your life changed by it. Suppose you went
vacationing, as Lady Diana did, swimming with your family. And you showed up suddenly
in magazines, pictured with your family also. taking a dip in your bathing suit.
KOPPEL: I turst not in the same condition as Lady Oi. [laughter}
NESSON: Right. How would you feel about that?
KOPPEL: I would feel. I would feel much as Mr. Allen feels. I'd feel more aggrieved on
behalf of my family. I'm fair game, Idon't think my family is.
WALTERS: Could I say something on that?
NESSON: Yes.
WALTERS: There was a point in my life when I was on the other side, when lhe~ was
much more press than I wanted, and a great deal of it very painful, and a great deal of It very
personal, And I have a child, and I lived in an apartment and not in a house so t~at they
couldn't camp on my lawn, but they camped in my lobby, and they followed my child. And
I'm sitting here on the side of the press. I don't know if you can have guidelines, Whene~er
you do you always get in trouble because they become too strict or too stringent, but I think
that perhaps there could be some that say you can't park on the actual land - maybe across
the street, or maybe like Jackie Onassis when she went to court, you. ne~d so many feet
before you can come close to a person. 1 think there should be some guidelines that say you
stay away from the children, I think there should be some way of gaining en~ce to and
from your house without having to be as skilled as perhaps Mr. Allen was in saymg yes or
~o. If you do that, you run into the business of how far do you go, but I think almos~all of us
m the press in the last few yean; when there has been so much gossip and so much mn~endo
and so much pain, have talked about this. and have thought that there should be, If not
guidelines then certainly what Ted was talking about, a question of taste an~ good man~rs.
And I think that aJl four of us are aware of that and feel it very strongly - being on both SIdes
I know I did.
KOPPEL: May I volunteer something without being asked?
NESSON: Yes, of COUlSe.
KOPPEL: Thank you. I'd like to draw a parallel with your own profession.

NESSON: Oh-oh, I know I'm in trouble.
KOPPEL: Let's take for example someone who rapes and then murders a little seven-year-

I
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old.child .. and they come into you and they say. "Mr. Nesson. sure enough I've done this
temble thing, b~t,.you know, I've got a tremendous problem. First of all, none of your
co!league~ are willing to take my case, and secondly I'm telling you the cops violated my
Miranda nght - ~ey didn't read me my rights. Nobody else is going to take my case." Now
you. as an upstanding lawyer. are going to take this case not because you support sodomizing
murderers. but because you support the broader principle of the right of everyone in this
coun~ ~o a good defense. One of the problems with what we've been doing here this
evenmg IS tha~ we are focusing only on those aberrations. Now if indeed it is your contention.
or the contention of any of these people here, that those aberrations really constitute the lion's
s,hare of what the Ame~can media does, then we've got big problems. But I would at least
like to le~ve my part ~f It. before [ go back there and start being neutral again. with thatnote.
an~ that IS tha~ there IS a broader principle to be upheld here. and I think we can miss that
pomt by focusing only on the aberrations.
NESSON: Well. I for one am ready for you to go back there and take over, And I thank you
all for parncipatmg m this little dialogue with me. Thank. you.
KOPPEL: Thank you very much,
[commercial break]

KOPPEL: We,,~e a~ready heard a wide range of views on the question of the right to privacy
v~~us t~e public s nght to know. We're now going to hear a brief debate of the issue by two
dlstlngul~h~d art?rneys. Floyd Abrams is nationally known as a defender of the freedom of
the press rights In c.oun. ~ur Miller of the Harvard Law School is equally well known as
an advocat~ of the nght to privacy. Mr. Miller and Mr. Abrams will each have two minutes
to sta~e their case,. one minute for rebuttal, and 30 seconds to summarize their views. First.
speaking for the right to privacy, Arthur Miller.

::;'01. AR!HUR MILLER, right to privacy advocate: No one is going to disagree that
th nation s p~ss has been a.b~lwark of freedom and democracy. But that does not give them
e absolute nght to take their investigative news teams and poke the snouts of their television

~mae~lan~ place. ~y time, and for any reason. In a democracy such as ours. no right can
A . ute: every nght must be balanced against other rights. And the right of every
men,c~ !Ofibe let alone. the right of every American to have privacy is a right of enonnous

socra sigru cance It's w dismi 'd . rong to ssrmss It as some eccentric Greta Garbo or Howard Hughesi;; ~me. tz:.who have been put into the spotlight of the media and have stood naked in
ran ge~~ ~Ubhclty.have suffered e~onnous emotional and social prices. And these people

cn
g, II e families of the Amencan hostages in Teheran to other American heroes. to
rmna y accused to gove I ffici . . .' . .claims that It' hre rnmen~ 0 cials, to victims of air disasters. Ironically, the press

able to re ~ s~ aten~d by ~e nght of privacy. Ironically. the press feels that it won't be
sound lik~ t . news If we ~~ve too great a berth to the right of privacy. Sometimes they
publish anythf:fi:: IhemoPhl~lac hit by a pinprick 'of criticism. They demand iTTlJT.lunityt.o
behavior d ~ on~ .as Its true. r:eg~less of how they got it. how intJU.slvedlClf
"Ed't' '. ~ w ~nsJtlve the matenal IS. That's J'ust too glib _ it's too ghb to say.

Img IS lor the editors" It' t I'b ' ..It's too glib to sa "W' s 00 g I .to say. "Only we can detennine newsworthmess."
There are othe y~ ~ bem:fit the pubhc. no matter how intrusive our techniques may be.
Wayne Willi~? ~es m society. and are we really benefited by hounding Richard AI1~no,r
And are w II' bere we really benefited and socially uplifted by pictures of Lady DIana?

e rea Y nefited by tre', . ' hlet alone sfcki spassmg and blockmg entrances to people s pnvate omes.
I ng cameras through their windows?

KOPPEL: Thank you M M'I', r. I er. Now we are going to hear from Mr Abrams.
FLOYD ABRAMS In!edo '
thing very special ~ th . m of press advocate: Privacy has historically meant some-
the government t II' e pnvacy we all have from the government coming into our homes.
talk about a diffe~~~gk.iusdw~at t? do, the gov~mment gening too close upon us. Toni~hl w~
limits if any we should nut 0 pnvacy. so~ethmg else entirely. We talk about what klf~ 0
or shouldn't do. Now ~ upon the press. what we should say to the press that they can {,dO

know that there are a lot of things that they shouldn't do. and we ve

heard about them tonight. Bad taste is bad taste; bad taste is bad taste when exercised by the
press as well as by anyone else. And that's the way it is. There's no defense for Mr. Allen's
garbage being spread on his lawn, or Mr. William's father being jostled. or the relative of
someone killed in an air crash being accosted by a reporter at an airport. You can't have an
argument about that, can't have a debate about that at all. What I would urge upon you is that
we've got to keep our eye on the ball. First, these are aberrations. but they're not just
aberrations. The ball is. why are they there? Why are the reporters there? What are they
doing, who are they doing it for? It is important to cover Mr. Richard Allen when he is the
head of the National Security Council of the United States, when he is advising the President.
and when there has been criticism of him, criticism which, for berter or worse. ultimately led
to his resignation. It is important to cover him intrusively. very intrusively. to find out what
kind of man he is. That kind of question is relevant, relevant to his competence to serve us as
citizens. It's important, I would urge on you, for the people of Atlanta to know whether there
is a suspect in a murder case, and for reporters to be around - and intrusively around. if you
will _ not pushing, not jostling, not dropping garbage around. but reporters around to find
out what's going on. And it's even important, but there's no defense for what happened at the
Tampa airport, it's even important not only to cover an air crash, but to find out everything
you can about it as soon as you can, so you can report it as fast as you can. Now those are
journalistic imperatives, and they're good things, not bad. and Ithink.what we've really got
to focus on is, what is it we want journalists to do? How much do we want them to do? There
are excesses. there are always excesses of all of us, but we've got to keep the journalists free
to inform us about what's going on. And if we push the notion of privacy too deeply into
what has historically been First Amendment protected turf, the right of the press as Professor
Miller said. to decide for better or worse what to print and what to broadcast. we risk losing
things. not for the press but for all of us - and that's our right to know what's going on.
KOPPEL: Thank you. Mr. Abrams. We now come to the one-minute rebuttal. Mr. Miller.
you have one minute.
MILLER: Floyd Abrams tells us that the media must bring us the news. and that if. in the
process of doing so, some people are injured, as Bill Leonard said. they're small ~r. Small
beer. The press should begin to realize that they are not merely conveyors. COndUI~.for ~
news. They decide what the news is. They decide which story to report. They decide which
fac~ goes in the first 'graph. They decide which word to use. They cannot ignore .or evade
t~elr responsibility for the people they report on. They cannot act. in Tom Lehrer's immortal
line. like Werner von Braun. the rocket scientist: "I just send the rockets up. where they
come down is not my department." No. dear journalists, you hold my pri~acy in your hands,
so please. every once in a while. close the notebook. put down the pencil. and tum off that
camera.

KOPPEL: And now the one-minute rebuttal from Mr, Abams,
ABRAMS: They turn off the lights. they take away the notebooks. they put the pencils ?way
all around the world routinely, every night. too often. in societies in whIch people don t get
the news. That doesn't mean that some of the things we've talked about shoul~ have
occurred. It does mean you've got to be very careful not to throw out t~e baby With the
bathwater. It does mean that it is more important, if you want to really strike balan.ces. th~t
the public be infonned about critical matters of state. and about even such issues. ,:"hlchI Will
take on directly. as what kind of man an alleged mass murderer is. That's newS: It should ~
news. It is an important thing for us to know. for us to hear. It's all too easy to say throw It
away. tum out the lights. tum off the cameras. We're used to that around the world. and we
ought not to be used to it here.
KOPPEL: All right, Now we come to the final portion. a 3D-second summary from both of
you gentlemen. Mr. Miller?
MILLER: FJoyd. don't tell us what's going on around the world. We have the stron~est.
free t ' ' ' noous protections.s press m the world. For 200 years our legal system has given It eno .
agatnst inroads. Journalists should stop invoking and wrapping themselves III the mantle of
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the First Amendment. They should stop these cliches about the public's right to know. The
real questions are. know what about whom, and what techniques may I use. Self-restraint.
self-criticism and a recognition of competing values - unless this becomes part of the
journalist's creed. we are headed for an irreconcilable conflict between press and privacy.
and that confrontation may cause one or the other. or both. to be left in shambles.
KOPPEL: Mr, Abrams?
ABRAMS: Self-restraint is essential. self-criticism is essential. Programs like this are very
important by way of self-criticism, by way of example. But what is the ball? You can phrase
it any way you like; what I think we really are talking about tonight is not an occasional series
of things which happen, those are the examples which have been cited to you. What we've
really got to keep on our minds tonight is. what's the risk of loss? What's going on in this
country which puts us in a position where we hear these cries to so limit the right of the press
to publish? No one's in favor, as far as I know in the press, of the kind of activity we've
heard about tonight. The real question is, are we going to pass laws, are we going to have
Congress act, are we going to have the courts involved in lJ1is area? Self-restraint is the
answer; self-restraint is the only answer, but self-restraint within the context of press free-
dom, and that, I fear, is something we have to all protect. Not for the press; the press can
alw~ys do other things, report about other subjects. They should report about important
subjects, they should report about Mr. Allen, they should report about Wayne Williams, they
should report about air crashes, and we ought to be vel)' careful before we start imposing
legal limits on their right to do so.
KOPPEL: All right. Gentlemen. thank you very much, When we return, we'll take ques-
bans fo~ any of the people who've been participating in tonight's broadcast from members of
our audience here at George Washington University.
(commercial break] ,
K~PPEL:Our topic again. freedom of the press versus invasion of privacy. With us here
!O~ght at George Washington University is an audience of some 350 people which includes
invited guests. s~dents and people with strong views on tonight's subject. We're going to
throw our discussion open now to questions from our audience. Yes, sir?

ELVIN WEBBER:, Yes, my name is Elvin Webber, and I have a question to direct to Mr.
Williams, Mr. Williams, I have a fonner- I have a friend who has worked in public-
KOPP~L:C~n I just interrupt you for a moment. We don't have a Mr. Williams here, so
maybe If you II point - Mr. Wicker?
WEBBER: Williams- William Leonard,

KOPPEL: Oh, Mr. Leonard, okay,

WEBBER: Mr. Leonard, All right. I have a friend who has worked in network news for
many years and thi , di '. ' 1S person In icares that whenever a public figure does something contro-
~:laI~~era crews and reporters are sent out to that person's home literally to perch on

pe n s doorstep before dawn and in predawn hours. My friend says that such stakeouts
gOdon for days and even weeks. My question is, why employ that sort of invasion of privacy,
an why IS such . &. •. a practice followed by the networks, when major newspapers and Wire
services do not engage In such methods?
LEONARD: Well rna" " 's

h ...' JOr newspapers and Wire services under those rare circumstance,
w en an individual is of h ' 'ak t anindi id aI sue news value as to require a stakeout do indeed st eouI IVI U ora locati I' '. . Ibust I d Ion. t s not unusual, and of course it started in the newspaper, m the pnn
y~~1J~. \ ~'t happen very often, by the way; and it happens because that's the closest
, d' idual to best thtng that could happen would be of course if you could get the
10 IVI to a studio Id be' " ' • .' themor gettin th t ' or y~u cou mvned In, or some far easier way of intervlewlOg
a gl' g efsth°ry. Occasionally that's not possible and the only way that the public can get

Impse 0 e pe ..' see
somethin is t rson. or a radio station can hear something, or a camera c~ .
nonnally g~utsi~e ~~~ ~ reporter ~ a camera at the closest place that the person is, which IS

ouse. Beheve me, we don't do that very often.
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KOPPEL: All right, let me address this now to Mr. Allen, since this seems germane to what
happened in his case. Do you accept that explanation?
ALLEN: Well, no, Idon't, of course, but he is exactly right that all forms of media - print
and wire services and others ----: do in fact participate in stakeout journalism. Ambush
journalism is another aspect of it. I've been ambushed by some experts. and Iaccept that I
am fair game, or Iwas fair game. They also follow you in chase cars: for example. they'll
follow you in motorcycles and tail you allover town. If you go to church, they'll-
motorcycles will follow you to church, and if you go to a typewriter store, they'll follow you
to the typewriter store. And this kind of intrusion is absolutely unnecessary.

KOPPEL: It's a symbiotic relationship, though. isn't it, Mr. Allen?
ALLEN: I don't like it, no, it isn't symbiotic-
KOPPEL: There are times, are there not, when you sought out the media, when you had a
message that you wanted to tell and you were just as eager to get on the air?
ALLEN: Indeed, and at that point, I believe that they not only provided me with the
appropriate facilities, but they had no choice. because the conditions were that Igo on live,
that I not wind up on that cutting room floor, and I think everybody ought to insist on Ihe
same conditions.
KOPPEL: All right, Let's go to the next question, I think the young lady in the middle there,
WOMAN: Right. I'd like to address this question to Barbara walters Miss walters you're
known for the revealing answers that you get in your interviews. I was wondering If there
was ever an instance where you felt you had pushed too far?
WALTERS: Now. I have to think of when you push too far, I'm sure that there have been
times when something was revealed and Iknew that it was causing the person some pam, and
I~ould have to make the judgment as to whether or not Ishould use it. Igave you a case in
point, and the reason that I brought up Paul Newman - didn't pick his name ~ut of a .hat-
Was that when we began this interview, we were told that he did not want to dLSCUSS~IS son.
and therefore we didn't. Maybe that was a wrong thing. Maybe I should have done It .and I
Would h~ve gotten a scoop, or I would have gotten a particular kind of emotion. But I didn't.
Perhaps 10 my younger days Imight have. I think there are times when reporters do g? t~
far, .and there are perhaps times when Ido as well. I find it less of a problem. ~ IS3l~, In
de~l!!~ with somebody who is used to being in front of the public and dealing With a
politician. Ihave to say, since we're talking about Mr. Allen and he seems to be the one mat
we are focusing on, if Ihad been interviewing him at that point, Iwould have felt probably
that there. was almost no question I could have asked that would have ~en too far out,
because his whole personality, his whole background, would have been Important. And I
would also like to say in that regard. although it's not pan of yours, that h~dyou come .out
and talke~ earlier to the press, instead of picking what you felt was the right time and the ng~t
~Ia~e to give yourself, I mean, had you come out earlier perhaps you .would no! .have had this
emble ambush. So the answer to your question is yes, there are times. bUI It.really. does

depend on the kind of person you're interviewing and what the results are you re trymg 10
get,

KOPPEL: Go ahead, you look as though you want to follow up, No. all right. I'll tell you
whar. We'll put your specific question in abeyance: if you happen .to think of a specific
Instance later on, just raise your hand, Barbara, and we'll gel back to It. The lady up there.
WOMAN: Yes, My question is directed to the three public members of our panel. And I just
W~t to preface this by saying I know it's vel)' difficult to define operatIonal pnnclples 10
gUide the P,:ss, but if you accept the notion that acceptable press beha~ior.comes !rom. a c~~
of good ethiCS or a code of good practice understanding the press s nght to mqUire
freed ' . ?am to know and ask, how would you define reasonable media behaVior.

KOPPEL: Ms, Welcome, do you want to pick that question up?
WELCOME: That's kind of difficult, I haven't seen too much of itllaughter{ in the past
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couple of years. I'll just use the example how I would have preferred the Wayne Williams
situation to have been handled. All right. At the time that he was besieged with the media
coverage, he was not a suspect. He had been questioned. the police had said he was not a
suspect. There were camera crews from all over the world. He did not have a choice. My
concern at the time was, what happens if he is not charged with these crimes. what happens
to his life? And I think that's where 1- what I was trying to impress on the media persons
who were covering it. And the second point was. if he is charged, what happens to his right
to a fair trial? And I think that we- I would like to see the media not only cover the news or
things that are newsworthy, and I have no objection to the fact that certainly Wayne Williams
was a news item. But it's the manner in which they covered it, it was the sensationalism that
just pre-empted any common sense, any sense of reason, and it was with no thought of the
consequences. And I think that that is where the media leaves the public wanting. Yes, tell
us, we want to know some things - and in the Wayne Williams-- in Atlanta, they were
saying, "Please, we don't want to know any more, stop." But yet they said, "We want the
public to know." It's the media, it's the media creation, and even when the public comes
back and says we don't want to know, they still say, "Well. you're going to know anyway,
because we want you to koow that ...
KOPPEL: All right, Dr. Krzankowski, do you want to pick up that question?
KRZANKOWSKI: Yes, [ think that, you know. I experienced in my incidence - there
were several cases in which I felt that the press acted very responsibly. They called ahead of
time, they let me know, they asked, and we set ground rules for what types of things they
wanted to know and what kind of things we would talk about. And I agreed to give several
things. In fact there was one story at one point that was killed, because I insisted that it be
documented, and it was not, and the network killed the story. However, there were other
incidents in which people were followed in the airport to rest rooms, people were besieged
with the press outside. I had my picture with my name--- a picture with my name under it run
on the front page of the paper. It appeared in Chicago and allover, and it was not my picture.
We ~ad instances in which one member of the family was identified as being among the
survivors, and you can imagine the kind of trauma that that caused the family. Okay. and
when we traced it down, no one could back it up. no one could tell us where it came fro.m.
We spent a day just calling all over the country trying to document where did this infonnatlon
come from, who released it, and there was a tremendous amount of false information. So.
you know, it was the kind of thing- and, I guess, one other thing that bothered me. When
people asked for thi.ngs, we tried to respond. We understood that people want to know. okay;
and people would like to koow certain things. But when a news crew shows up ar my folks
!IDme~ tries to essentially to barge their way in. okay, I think that that goes way too far. It
ISOb~'10US~t there are people who are under stress, that they are extremely vulnerable at
that time penod, and there is no need 10 badger them.

KOPPEL: All right. Let me just make one observation. The question really had 10 do with
guidelines. Mr. Allen, do you want to take a crack at that?

ALLEN: I'd like to say that I can think of instances where the press acted responsibly and
helpfully., perhaps more often than not. I think the line has to be drawn between individua~s
~ public even~. I am not so sure I say this exactly right The example of public responsr-
bility - at the lime of the assassination attempt of President Reagan, March 30. 198I.we
had to retreat to the situation room where we conducted our operations in trying to find out
wha~actually happened. I can say that the- the intrusiveness in the press with respect to that
public event helped a great deal. There were some serious points of misintorrnadon- such as
the announce.ment that Jim Brady had died, lor example. bUIgenerally speaking, that was an
unponant adjunct of everything we needed to know sitting in those circumstances. And the
Press was '1' . , Dr~ auxr I~, It helped very much. The other aspects are just as- such as .
~OWSkl has pointed out or as I have pointed out where individuals are concerned. and
w ere-- you see, you have to understand. The public doesn't understand this, I t~ink. very
weill,.~t th~ name of the game for the television reporter for ex'ample, is to get hiS face on
te eV1SIonWith a report Th' ' . d't get on. at constitutes the process of advancement - If you on

television with your report, you don't get known and you therefore don't gel promoted. So
there is a competition about which news executives pretend not to know, but in fact it's there
and they know that it's there. It's ABC scrambling against CBS, CNN, NBC and all the rest
of them. This is a problem that occurs perhaps at the jungle level, but what Iwould suggest is
that someone like Mr. Leonard - he's now retired after a distinguished career - Mr.
Leonard go out and find out what it's like on a stakeout and stay out there all day. Or he be
the object of such a stakeout, and. then he'd really learn something about what the impact of
journalism - intrusive journalism - is on individuals. That where I think it has 10be drawn.
the line.
KOPPEL: I suspect that at some time in that long and distinguished career Mr. Leonard did
exactly that We will continue with more questions from our audience here at Marvin Hall at
George Washington University, when we return.
[commercial break]

KOPPEL: It is almost 1:00 Eastern time, but we have been given approval to go on a little
bit longer with this program, so I'd like to take this opportunity to warn our affiliated stations
down the line that we're going to continue for a few more minutes, to enab!e som~ more
members of our audience to ask a few more questions. We're going to connnue WIth that
questioning now from our audience at George Washington University in Washington. You,
sir, are next.
JAEL SUBIC: Yes, my name is Jael Subic, I'm one of the former Iranian h?sta~e~. An~ my
question is addressed to the three members of the press over there. Where IS this imagmary
line where you go to a place and you're a private citizen, and ~ next !"inu~e you come back
and you're in the public limelight and you're considered a public official? I.ve had ~umerous
experiences like Mr. Allen with the press at my front door, with my WIfeo~nmg up an
apartment door, having CBS, NBC there with the lights. My family's had this problem.
Where is this imaginary line where a citizen can all of a sudden tum around. become a public
official. and he has no recourse.
KOPPEL: All right. Would each of you please answer the question? Tom Wicker. would
you go first.?

WICKER: Well, I think that question comes closer to getting at the real issue here tonight
than almost anything else that's been said, because I think that we have focu~ alm~~
ent~relyon the worst examples, almost, that you can think of, o~ press abuses which I do Ie
believe any of us have denied happened. But the real issue here ISnot the abuses, depl°ca:'nd
as they are, because everybody concedes they're abuses and would like t~ pr:evenrthat k
of thing. The real issue is, when you get down to the question, not of kicking g~age;~
people's lawns but of what is actually the area of privacy to which someone ISentitled-:
what is the area of inquiry to which the press is entitled? Now. I don't think that there IS a
final answer that can be given to that.

. . thatKOPPEL: Can we have a partial one, because you're quite right, and everyone ISpos~ng h t
qu~stion here tonight. And maybe it's unfair to ask you to give an answer. but that s w a
we re desperately looking for. Is there an answer?
WICKER: Now, I'm saying I don't think there is an answer, in the sense that.aj~ge co~:~
make a ruling or Congress could pass a law that everybody would be happy With. ~tw~
really solve th'e problem. I don't think there is such an answer. We ~ow that ~n 10 \ate
what you'd think was the relatively easy distinction between a public figure edit pn and
fig . . di . ti much less Iorsure, courts sometimes have difficulty making that IStlOCIon. . d to
re . S hat we come own. porters In the heat of the moment trying to cover a story, 0 w ve human people.
me~ltably, I think, is that we have a very human problem here, we. ha. I make them
fallible people, trying to make extremely difficult decisions. and they l"fvltabt~at or do we
wrong on some occasions. And the question is, I thi~, do we want ~ot~ erate or ~mething
Want to go to some kind of finite proposition, guidelines. court ';I1i.ng!;.laws some overall
~hat take that discretion away and substitute for it someone else s JUd~men~Ih American
Judgment that's supposed to fit every situation. I think the great protection 0 e
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people against this kind of thing, which does happen, is the very human diversity of the
press. in that- the point has been made here several times tonight that some newspapers or
some stations will do certain things that others won't. The great diversity of the American
press is a much better protection against the kind of invasions and abuses that we've talked
about tonight. than we could conceivably get. in my judgment, from some overall rule that
would apply to everybody in all situations.
KOPPEL: All right. Let's not look for overall rules, and let's not look for a judgment. but
Bill Leonard, you were president of CBS News, there had to be times when you set down
guidelines. Please, if you can, a brief. succinct guideline.

LEONARD: Well-
WICKER: [unintelligible]
LEONARD: Yes, we have guidelines, and they're-
KOPPEL: Well, then, they don't exist.
LEONARD: They're of help, because they raise the consciousness of-

KOPPEL: What are they?
LEONARD: Well, 1- it'll take too long, Guidelines tend to be wordy and a little lawyer-
like, and in the heat of battle sometimes they don't stand up. I'd like to say something else.
[laughter] Maybe it'll help _ maybe it'll help. Partly because of television we all share the
problems of the press and the problems of celebrity and the problems of being in government
in a way that we didn't 10 or 15 years ago. We all understand and know - we're aware of it,
everybody is - and one of the things that's happened is that that has even raised the
consciousness and you have done that too, sir, of this very problem. People can see that
privacy is sometimes invaded, and that it isn't a very nice thing. Your privacy, for instance.
And as our consciousness is raised. the responsible members of the press. we think about. it.
that filters from an editor down to a reporter, people write about it. discuss it, programs like
this. and that helps. and that's the only thing that'll belp.
KOPPEL: Let's not be too easy on ourselves. We keep kind of dividing the press into two
groups--
LEONARD: 1 didn't think we were being easy.
KOPPEL: -there was irresponsible ones and then there's us. Let's address Joe Subic's
question. Barbara. how do you answer this man who, when he went over he was anonymous.
when he came back from Teheran, he and his family suddenly become public property-

LEONARD: Speak to Ihe irresponsible press.
WA.LTERS: I'll say something about the irresponsible press. and then answer that in
part~cular: We had a poll at the beginning of Ihis program about all the people who deplore
the I~vaslon of pnvacy, but unfortunately- unfortunately. newspapers like The Nanonal
E.nt'fUlrer sell more than The New York Times. So I think that people don't always - a~1o~~s
sitnng out there as well as myself _ don't practice what we preach. If you really ihink It s
such an inv~ion of privacy. you also have the right by what you buy and don"t,buy. ~nd
watch or don t watch, to make your voices known. What is our responsibility" I thlOk. I t~ed
to ans~er some o~ those things before. I think if a person is really the innocent - that IS: like
you. sir. the relative. the child _ the editors should have enough resJX>nsibility or ethiCS (0

say .w~ do not g? after him. In the case of the hostages. you became huge stars. In the
beginning, the WIVes and families did not want this kind of anention. As you probably know

after you c~e ho.me. they sought it because it was a way of keeping the story of t~e hosta~~S
- of ~eepmg their sons and husbands and brothers _ literally and figuratively alive. So It, S

very difficult then to just close the door. But I guess if I had to give guidelines. it would agam
be: no. you cannot ~amp on somebody's property; no. you cannot go to the innocent'i. to t.he
chl1~n or ~o the Wife: and finally. that you just hope that the editor has some taste and ethiCS
and If he didn't, then he shouldn't have gotten to be editor.
KOPPEL: All right. Are you satisfied with any of those answers. or would you like to take

another crack at a question?
susie: 1 think that's close enough.

KOPPEL: All right, fine, Me. Subic, thank you. Yes. sir, we'll go to your question, now:
MAN: Okay, Ted. 1 think this breach to the public's right to privacy could be perhaps based
on what f?an~ news pf??ucers or people in top management call good TV, something we
heard earher, m where 11s based on, on sex, violence. and scandal. Those are like the three
elements o~ drama. Now, my question is directed towards the former president of CBS
News, and tt- there's nothing like having a handsome, intelligible guy like Ted Koppel or
beautiful, sexy, sultry Barbara walters to come into your- [laughter]
WALTERS: I'll come on this program every week.
MAN: No, t~is is very serious. To come into your living room and say. "Good evening.
More bombs In Lebanon, meanwhile, threats of violence elsewhere in the world." It's like a
hype .on .the. big- on the explosion or the dramatic sense of life. And I think. and my
quesnon IS, IS that the formula for a successful news organization. to highlight those aspects
of sex, scandal and violence? To see- [ mean--
KOPPEL: All right. 1 think we get the formula and I think we've got the question
[laughter]. Go ahead, Mr. Leonard. '
LEONARD: You were complaining about long answers. Mine is "No."
KOPPEL: That's terrific. I'll accept that. [laughter] We'll be back with more questions
from our audience here at George washington University in a moment.
[Commercial break]
~OPPEL: By now we're all well familiar with the issue, the conflict between the public's
right to know and the public's right to privacy, and back to questions.
WOMAN: My question is directed 10 Mr. Allen. Mr. Allen, as a public official. when you
voluntarily - and I say voluntarily to distinguish it from, say, the case of the Iranian hostage
th when you voluntarily thrust yourself into the vortex of the public arena. don't you and
ose close to you surrender- implicitly surrender many of the rights that you would

normally have as a private citizen. particularly in regard to media exposure?

:L~EN: The answer is yes, and with full recognition before going into office, again. our
fiamdy sat down and discussed every aspect of that. So I fully accept that one is in the public

. shbewl, and that 1 am publicly- ultimately gning to be held, whether 1 like it or not.
publicly accountable for all of my actions.
KOPPEL: But- no but?

ALLEN: Well. there's a but, but you wanted a shott answer. so 1-

KOPPEL: I'm glad to hear that. The gentleman in the center.
~AN: You know, I detect an awful strong note of apology from the press side of the panel, I
kitch been told to be brief. In brief if Mr Allen found the heat '00 hot. he could get out of the
lichen. ' .

KOPPEL: He did.

MAN: Not quite voluntarily. And as far as the gentleman in the airport goes. all he had to say
was, "1 do!l't Want to talk to you" and walk away. We don't know, for example with the
gentleman m the airport that he might not have told that reporter, "Gee. my brother called
~W .' nd"and~. mmutes ago and said that airplane was having a lot of trouble on the grounc. at
:ght have ~n a first-rate story. So I'd just like to ask. are- is our press panel being a little

apologetic for the aggressiveness that's necessary to cover the news?
kOP.PEL:Maybe. and let me go to them in a moment. but let me first address to you [he
~uestlon that the gentleman raised? Could you not have just said no? .

RZANKOWSKI: I think that. you know. maybe 1 could have just said- I think at that
POint I was, I would say that I was confused. I had just heard, someone Just dropped In my
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lap. to say that that plane has gone down. This was the first time that I've heard it. it's the
only thing that I know about it. The plane. now, has been down - the news media knew it
for an hour. This was at 5:00 o'clock. when that happened. Okay, so the news media had
known that the plane was down. I had absolutely no knowledge. I was in transit. I had landed
at the airport. Iwas going up the escalator. at which point there really wasn't any escape from
that. And essentially what happened is that somebody was shouting in my ear during the
whole time, "What are you going to do about it? How do you feel about the way it's being
handled?" And I'm trying to get my two daughters and my wife and myself to the air side.
where we needed to be to find out what happened. Should I say, "No comment, no
comment?" I'm stumbling for words and trying to come up with, "I don't know."

KOPPEL: All right.
KRZANKOWSKI: In fact, that was the answer I gave.
KOPPEL: Let me ask Tom Wicker to represent the press in this regard, and I realize, Tom,
you're a newspaperman and we're talking television here. but the gentleman raised an item in
our defense, and that is. and I would like to raise another one. Point number one is. an
element of the news in this case is the fact that Air Florida had not yet seen fit to inform the
people who were waiting at that airport in spite of the fact that the press had already known
about it for an hour. they were not in any hurry to inform the people there - who most
needed to know - what had happened. So in that small sense, the press was doing you a
very tiny favor. But the larger issue is, what if your brother had called you. let's say. half an
hour before air time. and said. "Well, I don't know if we're taking off on time. because
there's a lot of ice on the wings." Would that have been useful information, do you think?
KRZAN.KOWSKI: Well, I think that would have- you know, that would have been useful
information, Icould have said, you know, he is not on the plane - or Iwouldn't have been
at the aiIport.
KOPPEL: No, I mean in terms of the investigation that later evolved, would we have
learned something by these people harrassing you, going after you?
KRZANKOWSKI: I think in retrospect, I don't think we would have learned anything more
than we al~dy kn~w. You know, we know what the situation of the plane was, we know a
lot of that information that came out in the normal course of events.
KOPPEL: We do now, we didn't then.
KRZANKOWSKI:Well, I'd say we didn't then, but everyone knew that it was. you know,
that It was sno~mg In Washington at that- Imean, most everybody knew, we didn't know.
or ~e ~ad no I~ea of what was going on. Ithink you're- you're giving me a hypothetical
which IS very difficult to respond to. .

KOPPEL: All right, Idon't want to get into a debate with you over it. Tom. are we being
too defensive?
WICKER: I ~on 't think so. Ihave maintained throughout almost my career in journalism ~at
one of~ m3J?r problems of the press is their refusal to admit error when you make it. Ithink
what ~e re doing here tonight is admitting errors that have been made. That is not at all to be
defensive about the need for vigorous, probing, inquiring reporting, and I defend that need as
strongly as Ican, but at the same time I'm willing to admit error when I see it. and Ithink we
should be.
KOPPEL: All right. The gentleman who's standing up there is the head of an organization
called AIM - Accuracy In Media - Mr. Reed 1· R ed?rvme. e .
:EED IRVINE: Thank you, Ted. The press is very good at defending its own privacy: even

ough It msrsts on the nght to Invade everyone else's. We had an illustration of this Just
~cently. <;~~was severely criticized for a documentary made under Mr. Leonard's period
°h responsibllity, on General Westmoreland. They were accused of violating those guidelines
t
h

at M.~ rnard referred to, and indeed they have admitted that they had violated some of
t e gUI e meso But they made a six weeks study and produced a 61 -page report which has

been .stamped top secret. Not one word of that report has been revealed to the public, and
~azmgly, The New York Times and ABC and NBC and all the rest have not demanded that
It be made public. Now, I'd like to ask Mr. Leonard, first of all, why shouldn't that report be
made public, and I'd like to ask you, Ted, and the others. why the press hasn't demanded that
CBS come clean?
KOPPEL: Mr. Leonard?
LEONARD: I haven't seen il. [laughter]
IRVINE: Well, is that an answer?
LEONARD: I don't know, I haven't-
IRVIN~: What do you think, as a veteran journalist, about this tendency of the press to cover
up for Itself, whereas if it were the govemment- a government agency that had done this.
you would be yelling to high heaven that this was a coverup.

LEONARD: Oh. I think that-I think you're drawing a-- drawing immense conclusions. A
thorough summary of the report, all of the violations that were cited in [he report. have been
made public, and Iwouldn't jump to that conclusion, although jumping to conclusions from
CBS News actions is your profession, I still would hold my-
IRVINE: No, Mr. Leonard, no summary has been issued, only Mr. Van Gordon Sauter, your
successors, conclusions were made public - 1.300 words out of a 61 -page report. That is
not a summary.
KOPPEL: All right. Mr. Leonard has indicated that he is not going to respond directly to
that.
IRVINE: What about the other?
KOPPEL: Let me put the question to our two experts here. Mr. Miller. do you want to pick
up on the point that Mr. Irvine makes?
MILLER: Actually, Ted. I'd like to go back to the question of guidelines and the overall
Issue of what should the media do. And Ithink we had some very interesting responses that
leave you with the following points of confrontation. Number one: what is news - what is
news? ~at is news in the case of Richard Allen's case - a public official may be one thing
- what IS news in the case of an innocent disaster victim or a hostage in Teheran is another.
!he problem with what is news is, you cannot decide it except in context - and Tom Wicker
IS absolutely right, in terms of saying no guideline is going to solve individual cases. The
media must decide what is news is what affects my daily life - what affects the life of the
reader. A separate question: which we've sort of merged together is. how should the media
behav.e _ How intrusive or aggressive? Those are sort of opposite sides of the same coin.
H?w intrusive or aggressive can the media be in questing after a story? When they stuck the
microphone under the doctor's nose. that was in effect too intrusive. When he said. "No
comment," it was even worse journalism to air it. But ifhe had said. as you asked him. "My
b':ot~er told me there was ice on the wings," then we might forgive the media for first,
Sticking the microphone under his nose, if they then aired that rather important comment.

KOPPEL: All right. We are trying at the moment to summarize. We're co.ming.tothe e~of
a very long and perhaps inconclusive evening, but let's try and be also a little bit responsive
to. Mr. Irvine's question. And let me sum it up: should we at ABC. should The New York
Tunes be going after CBS as vigorously as Mr. Irvine charges we would be going after the
government. if it were the case of a government report?
MILLER: I think that every element of the news media has a duty ~ogo after every other
element of the news media with the same type of antagonism. aggressIveness. need to know.
as they do when you're talking about the United States government or U.S. Steel, or the New
York Yankees.
KOPPEL: All right, so the answer is yes.
MILLER : Yes.
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KOPPEL: Fine. Mr. Abrams?
ABRAMS: Oh. [ agreed so much with what Professor Miller just said. that I'm glad that l
disagree with the end. Lee me put it this way. I reject the analogy of CBS to the United States
government. It's not the same thing; it's not the same level news story. it's not the same kind
of entity. CBS has no armies, except in the allegorical sense. that Bill Leonard talks about it
earlier. It doesn't put people in jail. it doesn't wiretap telephones - it doesn't do any of those
things. It doesn't have a nuclear weapon. even. Mr. Irvine.
IRVINE: Don't you think they did a lot to destroy General Westmoreland's reputation?
ABRAMS: Well. we could talk some other day about General westmoreland's reputation--

IRVINE: [ mean. isn't that-

{both speak together]
KOPPEL: Reed. forgive me. but we're at the end of the program. now. and let him
summarize.
ABRAMS: But [ do think. though. that the one thing that the media has not been very good
at - and there's no "the media" - but not very good at in general, is covering itself. There.
I think. we do have common ground. Programs like this. I think. are terrific in that regard;
journalism reviews, which cover other journalists. But we have seen more news stories
recently about the press than we've ever seen in our history, and more critical ones. That's all
to the good; we've got to have a lot more of that, I think we are going to have a lot more of
that, and I think that that's where- that's the direction and the only direction that we can go
in. But it's oo.t the same, Mr. Irvine, as the United States, much as you may think it is.

KOPPEL: All right. we've got one little unfinished piece of business. Barbara. before. we
put that question in abeyance, did you ever go too far. You sent me a note that yes, you did.
When?
WALTERS: I did. and you will remember it. Ted. because i. was something that I discussed
with you and was--- and still have not made up my mind about it. It's a sort of a honi~le.
strange story, but since it's 1:25 and I assume the kids are in bed and won't discuss It at
school tomorrow. I'll tell it to you. {/Qughter] President Carter went to India as part of a trip
to Saudi Arabia. Poland. India _ you recall. Sam Donaldson. you and I kind of palled
around together, and one night I came back. to Ted and Sam when we were having dmner
together, and I said, "I did something today, I don't know how I did it." I was interviewing
the prime minister of India, Morarji Desai, a rather unusual man with some rather unusual
personal habits. He chewed a great deal of garlic, and it was very well known, althou~h It
had not- he did that for health reasons. It made it a little difficult to interview him. and 1t-
althou~h we had heard but it had never been openly discussed. he believed in something
called 'urine therapy." He drank his own urine. This was serious, this is so, and I did an
interview with him, and in the interview, my h~ perspiring. ask.ed him about this urine
therapy. And he described it in great detail and very seriously. The interview was over,and I
thought, "How could I have done that?" Just as I'm sitting here now. thinking I'm gomg to
hate myself to"'.~rrow for telling this story. {laughter] And [ said to Sam and Ted. who are
hardly rellc.ent, How could I have asked him about this?" And even today I can remember
what he said, and I'll take you aside privately after and tell each of you. .
Anyway, I sent It back to New York, and this is when _ when is it news, or a question of

tas~, or w~t does an editor to do _ all comes into being. It was not run on AB~. They
decided that It was not news, that it was perhaps in poor taste _ I don't know. I wa:s~t there.
And although I thought that it really showed what- some aspects of the prime mtmster and
his person~I~~ and so forth, It wasn't run. It was also at a time where ABC was bemg
severely cnucized - it was in an earlier period and we were supposed to be tOOrazzle~le
as ~mpared to CBS. who were very forthright and sincere and sensible. {/Qughter]So we
~ldn t.run It. ~ rTl?~thslater, Bill. under your jurisdiction, Dan Rather wen~to I~la ~
mtervlewed Prime Minister Morarji Desai. and on "60 Minutes" discussed hiS unne thel~
apy. There. {laughter] II ran SUnday night. Monday night ABC aired my three-month-o
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interview. I'm still not sure whether or not we went too far.
KOPPEL: I'm not either, Barbara, then or now. but I [laughter] thank you for telling the
story, and I thank all the members of our panel.
A personal observation. One of those journalistic truisms which we in the media periodi-

cally reassure ourselves is the one which claims that the pen is mightier than the sword.
Nonsense; more enduring perhaps but mightier, no. The freedom to print or broadcast fact
and where possible, even truth. is a terribly weak and fragile one. It is stifled far more often
than it survives. The number of nations in which freedom of expression flourishes is pitifully
small. In most countries freedom of expression is effectively, indeed severely edited by the
sword. What exists in this country is, globally speaking, still the exception. almost an
aberration. As we have seen and heard this evening. that freedom is frequently rnisunder-
stood, sometimes grotesquely abused, and we can't afford to shrug that off. Indeed. this
program is an effort to face up to some of our own blemishes. But ultimately the paradox of
what we have examined here tonight is this: the greatest protection that all citizens of this
country have against the worst invasion of privacy, that is. by repressive forces of the
extreme left or right. that greatest protection remains our ability to publish and broadcast
freely.
{commercial break]
KOPPEL: We customarily end these Viewpoint broadcasts with a sampling of critical letters
from ABC News viewers, but the hour is late. very late. so finally tonight we have chosen
just one letter - a letter we felt you ought to hear because it is truly earth-shaking in its
content and global in its consequences. Mr. Jun Sakamoto of Delaware. Ohio. wrote us: "I
should have written and let you know much sooner the following error that 1 have noticed for
quite some time in your TV advertisement for ABC World News Tonight. 'The earth is
rotating in the wrong direction. [laughter] The earth rotates west to east. 1 think it is rather
embarrassing for a well-known media company like ABC. which enjoys a remarkable
reputation for its world news, to not know the direction in which our earth rotates. I hope you
will correct it immediately, if not already done." Well. Mr. Sakamoto. your letter did lead to
immediate action. ABC's earth was quickly halted in its incorrect rotation from east to west
and sent spinning on its way in the right direction from west to east, Our thanks for letting us
know which way the world turns. We'd also like to extend our thanks to our guests here
tonight for joining us, and to our audience here at the Marvin Theatre. and to the officials and
staff of George Washington University for the use of their hall. for their gracious hospitality
and all of their help. Tomorrow night we '11 be back with another edition of Nightline. This is
Ted Koppel in Washington. for all of us here at ABC News. Good night.
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ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE Air Date: September 14, 1982

Bashir Gemayel, Princess Grace
BASHIR GEMAYEL, Presklent-elecl of LebanOn: We won our fight, we won
our battle. we won our election in a very democratical way. This is the most important
thing, and as from now we are going to look for the future. not to the past.
Princess GRACE: No, I'd like to be remembered as a decent human being and a
caring one.

TED KOPPEL {voice-over}: Princess Grace of Monaco; the President-elect of Lebanon.
Two stunning deaths today that focus our attention on two sharply different worlds. Tonight.
in a special one-hour edition of NighrJine, Geraldo Rivera will report on his recent interview
with the assassinated Lebanese leader. We'll discuss the potential impact of Bashir Ge-
mayel's assassination with ABC chief foreign correspondent Peter Jennings in London and
with the Israeli ambassador to the United States. We'll also have excerpts from the last
interview with Princess Grace, conducted by ABC's Pierre Salinger.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline - a special expanded edition. Reporting
from Washington, Ted Koppel.
KOPPEL: Good evening. Almost everyone in this country has heard of Grace Kelly, the
beautiful Philadelphian who became first a film star and then the wife of Prince Rainier of
Monaco. She died today. Very few people in this country know a great deal about Bashir
Gemayel. He was to have been sworn in as President of Lebanon nine days from now; he was
elected only a few weeks ago. He died today also. That is about all they had in common.
President-elect Gemayel and Princess Grace. but because each died an unexpected death
today. their stories will keep unlikely company tonight.
First, because his death threatens to set off yet another round of violence in Lebanon and

possibly even beyond Lebanon. we ~ to the assassination of Bashir Gemayel. His death
has now been formally confirmed by Lebanese Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan. Gemayel
died when an entire building which housed his party headquarters was blown up in Beirut
today. Here now from Beirut. ABC's Jim Hickey.

JIM HICKEY [voice-over]; As ambulances raced to the scene of the explosion in East
Beirut, Christian militiamen sealed off the area. forcing bystanders and reporters away.
Sevenal hours after !he bomb destroyed a three-story headquarters of Bashir Gemayel's
Phalange party. Lebanese radio, including the state-controlled Radio Beirut. reported that
the President-elect had been trapped in the rubble but was not seriously hurt. He report-
edly had been taken to a hospital for treatment of minor injuries. But word began to filter
through Beirut !hat the reports were false. that Gemayel had actually died in the explos-
ion. Several other people were also reportedly killed. The Green Line dividing East and
West Beirut. open for the past two weeks. was immediately closed as Christian and
Moslem militia on either side reportedly began taking up positions.
Since his election, the Christian Gemayel had shown moderation in his stance toward

Moslems here, and key Moslem leaders had adopted a conciliatory attitude toward his
presidency. Since the PLO evacuation from Beirut. relative calm returned to the city as
the regular Lebanese army and the internal security force took control to establish law and
order. But the peace was tentative at best. and Gemayel's death threatens to renew the
violence which has racked this country for the past seven years. For Nightline. this is Jim
Hickey in Beirut.

KOPPEL: With us tonight in our New York studio is Lebanon's ambassador to the United
Nations, Ghassan Tueni. Mr. Ambassador. I hope we'll have the opportunity later in this
program to talk about the effect of this and perhaps some of the far-reaching consequences.
but for the moment would you be good enough just to act as an ear witness. at least? You
have spoken to some of your colleagues in Beirut: can you tell us precisely what happened?
GHASSAN TUENI, Lebanese Ambassador to the U.N.: Well. I think as to the facts
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of what happened. much of it has been said. May I say one main thing. There is an air of
Greek tragedy in all this .. death of the hero." The charisma of Bashir Gemayel was killed
today. However, contrary to many reports and circulations. there isn't any sign of division in
the country. The Bashir Gemayel that was kiJled was not the militia leader, the partisan
leader, the leader of a faction; it was the man who was offering dialogue and who was trying
to reconstruct a unity. a unity born out of strength, and who was looking towards a visionof
the Lebaoon of the future; that was offering already appeal - as you have heard from Beirut
- appeal even to his enemies. And whereas people are speculating about division of
Lebaoon, what I heard from the President, President Sarkis this evening, and many 01my
colJeagues in Beirut, is that there is on the contrary unity around one absolute necessity. one
absolute imperative: to maintain Lebanon, to maintain the constitution. to save the unity of
the land and 01 the people.
KOPPEL: Would you again, for the moment, just stick to what is happening in Beirut
tonight? fs there calm in Beirut? As I say-
Amb. TUENI: Absolute calm.
KOPPEL: -we'll be talking about the consequences a little later on in the program.
Amb. TUENI: Yes. Yes. There is absolute calm; orders have been issued to Bashir's militias
not to be in the streets anned or in uniforms. On the west side of the city there is absolute
calm; not one shot was tired. People are under the spell of shock, and every single Moslem
leader has called Bashir's house to offer his condolences. And tomorrow at four there will.be
a national funeral. The President was in Bikfai. and the whole government will be in Bikfeiya
tomorrow for the national funeral.
KOPPEL: When you speak of the President, you're speaking of President Sarkis->
Amb. TUENI: The actual President.
KOPPEL: -the outgoing President. What wiD happen now in terms of who is rum,:ingthe
g055rnment? Will President Sarkis remain in office? Will there be another election"

Amb. TUENI: Well, President Sarkis was to remain in office until the 23td of~=~~i
What will happen now, Ilhink there will be a Cabinet meetmg tomorrow and the Pre 'dent
be convened again. the House of Parliament. to elect a new successor to both 51

Sarkis and President Gemayel. ad
K055EL' All right Ambassador Tueni: we'll come back to you a little later in the bro -.., to interView
cast. Thank you. ABC's Geraldo Rivera was one of the last Western newsmen. 20(20
Bashir Gemayel, an interview which was broadcast on the ABC newsrnagazuw .
Geraldo Rivera has a report now on the assassinated Lebanese leader. .

.. t ry unmatched m theGERALDO RIVERA {voice-over [: His was a political success so. tal 01 the
recent history of the Middle East. At the age of 26 he was made comrnan=;,::,ne Lebanes"
Lebanese Christian forces. Even before the Israeh Invasion, the 24. . the COURtlY
Christian forces were the most potent homegrown military and political force '; son of one of
At the age of 34 he was elected President of that war-tom country. The you~g~ajority of the
Lebanon's founding fathers. Gemayel last month managed to convmc~ factions in thai
Parliament of Lebanon that he and he alone could bring together the venous ans the Syrians
country, that he and he alone could keep the foreigners at bay - the Palesllm His election
and the Israelis who occupied different parts of hIS terribly tortured counbutryt·WI·thviolence

Christi id of townvictory was celebrated with great enthusiasm on the snan 51 ehe PLO had left lebanOn.
by the Lebanese Moslems, a symptom of the. fact that even after I Ie who had t>e<n
the bitterness from almost eight years of fighting, from almost 100,000 poop
killed in civil war, would remain. . el's election to the

jon camera] From the point of view of the United States, c:;.atarnp David. on the
presidency was the best news we had received from that. region s~ Anwar Sada!. He was,
other hand his death the worst news since the assassmauon o. Mo- than that. he• . d Amencan ,..
Gemayel, unashamedly pro-Westem. pro-democrauc an pro- 1 II the Lebanese people-
had promised President Reagan that he would be the President 0 a
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Moslem as well as Christian. [voice-over] After so much violence it seemed like an impos-
sible dream. Lebanon is a place where traditionally enemies don't readily forget. Gemayel
tried to set a tone of forgiveness by using the example of his own 18-month~ld daughter.
Maya, who was killed two years ago by a car bomb that was intended for Gemayel. But in
the end it was violence, not a democratic dream, that prevailed. As national leaders go,
Gemayel was painfully easy to assassinate. For example, every Tuesday night he held an
open-house meeting for community leaders from his own political party. It was always held
at about the same time and in the same place. (on camera/It was at tonight's community
meeting, his last before assuming the presidency of his country. that GemayeJ and more than
two dozen of his followers were killed by a powerful bomb. Gemayel understood sacrifice:
during one of my many conversations with him he told me how the memories of his daughter

and of an especially close old friend, a classmate of his. were also killed in the fighting, how
they were his guide and his inspiration.

BASHIR GEMAYEL: A lot of things happened since that time. and maybe one day will
come, Iwill be able to speak about aU of that. And Iwas marked, and Iwill always be
marked, and the pictures Ihave in my office are my conscience. All what Iam doing. all
my decisions, all the steps I am deciding are taken according to these two pictures of my
18 months daughter and my friend. the doctor who was my classmate from the very
begiruting and who died very close to me. And I remember that because before, before he
died, in few minutes before, after he was sbooted, told me ••At least don't forget why we
died. And at least try to achieve what we are dying for." Well, he was saying that and he
was smiling, but for me it was not a joke. and for me it was not something I can forget.
And maybe if my daughter was able to express hersetf before everything happened, Iam
sure she would have said the same. And we have 5,COJ guys of our best fellows who died
in the war, and I think that usually in the wars the best will die and the cowards will
remain en arriere. I think that 5,(0) of our best fellows died and we are not able. we
don't have the right to forget about their sacrifice.

RIVERA: With Gemayel dead, there is no clear leader now on the Lebanese political scene
to asswne his position. And for Lebanon one has to assume the worst, for a country chat has
already suffered beyond comprehension. Ted?
KOPPEL: Geraldo. I have to ask you. why is it that you feel that this man's role was so
unique? Why was he - as you put it - he and he alone was the one who could convince
Parliament, bring the country back together? What is it, what quality do you think it was that
made him unique?
RIVERA: The ambassador mentioned charisma. Ted. but it goes beyond the force of his
personality. He was from a hereditary family; he was an Arab; be was a hereditary sheik: he
was a Lebanese Christian Moslem: he was a Lebanese man. an intense patriot. And Ithink
that- the thing that impressed me most in my trips to Beirut was how the cormnon people in
the street, Moslem as well as Christian, spoke of Sheik Bashir with love. with affection.
respect. That's why I think that he is-- was unique to the Lebanese scene.
KOPPEL: And yet. one of the words, one of the most common words one reads - and I've
been reading up on him this evening in what was written in the American press - blood-
thirsty, tough, ruthless. That hardly fits with the profile you've just drawn of him.

RIVERA: I think that the American press specifically, the Western media generally. has
done a grave disservice to the people who read those papers or listen to the television
programs. I think Bashir Gemayel was given a raw deal by people who should have
recognized the fact that nobody emerges from eight years of bitter civil war with clean hands.
Relatively speaking, he was an honest. equitable person who killed only in the heat of battle.
I think that the other, the "warlord" so-called image of him was a creation of people who
assumed that Yasir Arafat and the ?LO would remain in Lebanon and be a force in that
country and would govern the destiny of that country as well as Palestine. wherever that is.
KOPPEL: All right. Geraldo, stay with us. if you would. Joining us now live via satellite
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from our London bureau is ABC News chief foreign correspondent Peter Jennings. Peter has
covered the recent Lebanese conflict from both Beirut and Jerusalem and spent many years
living in Lebanon. Peter, your assessment of the late President-elect
PETER JENNINGS: Well. I think. with due respect. Ted. that Geraldo was charitable to
Pierre Gemayel--- to Bashir GemayeI. the son of Pierre Gemayel, who in fact is not from one
of the traditional old Lebanese families; the Phalange party is really a creation of Bashlr's
father's experiences in Gennany in the 19305 where he found a tremendous sense of disci-
pline which he felt should be imposed on Lebanon to some extent or the discipline he would
have liked to have seen in Lebanon. And I suppose that- at the time of the election I was
reminded by a great many people who thought that perhaps he didn't have such a bad idea;
that Lebanon had tried compromise for so many years, that there was a lack of discipline and
perhaps Bashir had something going for him. But Ithink that this image of Bashir as a man
who succeeded on just charisma and who managed to just convince the Lebanese Parliament
is again overdrawing the case. Lebanon is a complicated place where money and anns playa
very forceful role in politics. It is true that Bashir I think in the last year or so has spoken
more forcefully about the need for democratic procedures, and particularly since the election
he has spoken, or did speak, very fulsomely about the need to reach SOr.1ereconciliation with
the Moslems. They in turn spoke about a need for reconciliation between him. But his power
comes largely, and has always come. largely through force of arms; and the democracy of
which he spoke simply remains unfulfilled. He does indeed leave a vacuum.
KOPPEL: Could it have been any other way, Peter, in the lebanon that you have known so
well over the past seven or eight years?
JENNINGS: No. I don't think it could have been any other way. and I agree with Geraldo in
one particular instance. I think there was a growing feeling at the end of the Israeli siege of
West Beirut, particularly, that Lebanon really had suffered beyond the limits. And even those
critics, not to mention the enemies of Bashir Gemayel, were almost prepared, I think, to try
anything to try to end the cycle of violence that had gone on so very long. It's interesting to
note, Ted. tonight that nobody's yet claimed responsibility for this. And I was trying to run
through the various factions - Syrians, Palestinians, Moslems, other Christians- as to who
might .have done ~is. And I find it very hard to apportion blame in one particular location that
gives It more weight or more power than any other one.

KOPPEL: Give me the sense of the leadership or the potential leadership that still exists. As
Geraldo said a moment ago, perhaps there was something unique about Gemayel. I'd be
Interested In knowing your assessment. Are there other leaders on the scene who might be
able to take over?

JENNINGS: Well. I don't think there was anything unique ahout Bashir. I think there was a
uruqueness about. the Phalange or the Kataeb party. as it's called in Lebanon. It was the
strongest rnth~a; It gamed Its superiority by rolling not over Moslems in the Lebanese .clvil
war ~ut over Its Christian rivals in the Lebanese civil war, those led by former PreSident
Camille Chamoun, those led by the former Lebanese President Suleiman Franjyiah. What I
think has happened. and I think Ghassan Tueni the Lebanese ambassador would be bener
o~ ~is than I - what I get the impression of at this point is that the Kataeb PartY political and
~I~ apparatus ~mains .intact. It's been very much a government within a state,.or ~ state
Within a state, particularly In the mountain area and the East Beirut area. That remains Int~t.
Gemayel'sbrother, Amin, is already a member of the Lebanese Parliament. and at the ume
of the election to August he Was in fact much favored by many people who thought he would
represent more of a compromise candidate than Bashir.
KOPPEL: All right. Peter, I want to go to one of our colleagues here in Washington. Barrie
Dunsmore. ,I,na White House. sta~ment issued tonight, President Reagan called the m~er o~
Gemayel a cow~ly assassmauon of a promising young leader who had brought. the light 0
hope to Lebanon. Mr. Reagan said that the killing was "a shock to the Amencan people
and to Civilized men and ~omen everywhere. '. Diplomatic correspondent Barrie Dunsmore
reports on why the ~assll1ation is creating serious concern here in Washington.

BARRIE DUNSMORE [voice-over]; For U.S. pohcymakers, Bashir Gemayel was a
decidedly mixed blessing. He lived by the sword and had blood enemies among every
Lebanese faction. including among his own Christians. His ties to the Israelis made him a
pariah among Palestinians, and his ruthlessness scared lebanese Moslems. jon cameral
But the U.S. chose to deal with the realities of the power struggle within Lebanon. With
his guns and the backing of Menachem Begin, Gemayel was the strongest political force

. in Lebanon. He was therefore Washington's choice to achieve the objective of a strong
central government. His death throws that objective into very serious question. although
the administration is reluctant to admit this publicly.

EDWIN MEESE, presidential counselor: I think it's quite obvious that he was
important and that he did have quite a role, certainly as emerging as the leader of the
country. But we would be hopeful that there would be other leaders who can also help
out.
REPORTER: Do you think. Me. Meese. that this will set back your hopes for a
stable, central authority in Lebanon?
Mr. MEESE: Well, we certainly hope that it won't. And if you remember. until he
was selected, there was no assurance that he would be the one; there were other people
who were also mentioned at the time.

DUNSMORE [voice-over]: The U.S. privately encouraged Gemayel to try to broaden
his base of support within Lebanon and to make peace with lebanese Moslems. Just last
week Secretary Shultz publicly tried to rescue Gemayel from an emerging Israeli policy
that its troops would not leave Lebanon until Lebanon agreed to a peace treaty with Israel.

GEORGE SHULTZ, secretary of Slate [September 9[: I think a peace treaty that
is signed at the point of a gun is not in the end a long-lasting peace treaty.

DUNSMORE {voice-over}: As policymakers mull over the likely repercussions of Ge-
mayel's death, their principal concern is that Lebanon will revert to its ~ost recent history.
As one official put it, the question is: will the Lebanese return to their Neanderthal and
Mafia-like approach to politics? The major fear is that Gemayel's death will set up a new civil
war in Lebanon, and that when the dust settles the Christians will c055rol the north, the
Syrians and Palestinians will control the east. and Israel will hold onto a major chunk of the
center and all of the south. Lebanon will be no more.

ron camera I On the other hand there is the hope that after all of the years of bl~sh~ and
turmoil, that the death of Gemayel will provide a shock an55that the various factions Willsay
enough is enough. But that is a hope; it is not a prediction. Ted?
KOPPEL: Barrie, I suppose the broader question is, what does it mean globally? What does
it mean to U.S. policy in the Middle East, if anything?

DUNSMORE: I think we have to draw the distinction between the objectives of the United
States in Lebanon and the broader objectives in the Middle East generally. As far as Lebanon
is concerned, there's no question it's a major setback. And Morris Draper, the new ambas-
sador there replacing Philip Habib, is going to have his hands full. He's currently in Israel,
which is very important. because there is some co?Cem here the Isra~li.s may use this as. an
opportunity to take even another whack at the Synans and the Palestinians. But the feehng
here, at least tonight, is that this is not going to affect the fresh start, the new approach t.othe
grander and broader problems of the Middle East. Lebanon has always been a problem; It has
for many years. But there are more important problems, and the hope ~t least is that this
particular event will not change the direction of U .5. policy and the reaction of the Arabs to
it.
KOPPEL: Barrie Dunsmore, Peter Jennings. Geraldo Rivera, thank you all. When we
return, we'll discuss the likely impact ofGemayel's death with Lebanon's ambassador (0 the
United Nations, with the Israeli ambassador to the United States, and with a White House
expert on the Middle East.during the Carter administration. And we'll be turning later in this
broadcast to today"s other major story: the death of Princess Grace of Monaco,
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{commercial break}
KOPPEL: Joining us again now from our New York studio is Lebanon's ambassador to the
United Nations, Ghassan Tueni. And joining us here in Washington, Israel's ambassador to
the United States, Moshe Arens; and William Quandt. who was former President Caner's
White House adviser on the Middle East and who played a key role in the Camp David
Middle East negotiations. Ambassador Arens, I'd like to turn first of all to you to ask you
what you feel Israel will now need to do. It has been suggested in some quarters already that
this creates something of a vacuum in Beirut and that Israel may now feel the need to move in
to fill that vacuum.

MOSHE ARENS, Israeli Ambassador to the U.S.: Well, no. it isn't Israel's job to
m~ve.in to fill the vacuum. You know that it is Israel's objective, as it is the American
ob~tJ.ve as I understand it, that an independent sovereign Lebanon be reconstituted. that the
foreign ann~ forces leave Lebanon, that there be a constitutional government in Lebanon,
~ Israel will do whatever it can in order to contribute to bring that about. But we've had a
big setback tonight; it's a sad day - for Lebanon, for the Middle East. for all those people
who knew Bashir Gemayel, and I was one of them.

KO~P~L:Analyze that setback. for me for a moment, would you? It's clearly understood
why It IS regarded as a setback, but what does that mean in terms of the future? What does it
mean in terms of the present?

Amb. ARENS: Well. you know. there was some question whether it would be possible to
geta president elected in Lebanon who would command the respect and the following of the
majority of the people, who had the courage and the leadership to do the almost impossible,
That after seven or eigbt years of war and 100.000 Lebanese killed, bring peace to Lebanon,
bnng peace to the relationship between Lebanon and Israel, to bring sovereignty to Lebanon:
and manr people thought that Bashir Gemayel had that ability _ had that leadership. had
that chansma, had the courage that it needed to do the job, And now we'll be looking for
another man, or the Lebanese will be looking for another man to do it.
KOPPEL: Do you have any candidates in mind?

Amb. ARENS: Well. I'm oot the man to propose the candidates that the Lebanese-
KOPPEL: No. I'm not asking you to propose it; I'm just wondering whether you have
anyo.ne m mind, as a student of the area. that you think would be a likely candidate. Peter
Jennmgs suggested Bashir's brother,

"':!b. ARENS: No. I'm not that well acquainted with all the personalities on the Lebanese
po tical scene, It IS to be hoped that there will be another man that will have the courage and
the leadership that'll be able to do the job.
KOPPEL' Arnb do T ', B' • assa r ueru, we were talking a few moments ago about what happens next
m euut and you W . th' ere saying at there has to be another election now.
Amb. TUENI: Yes,

~:;~~ How long will that process take, when does it begin, and who are the likely

~b. TUENI: Well, I think it's too early and probably not really fair to start speculating
a ~t caJlchdates. However, as for the process constitutionally it will- the House is now in
~;~n~~:nh electoral coUege, and most likely I think it will meet within two or three dars~
or overturn 'd ~we~er' to say that this is the first time a Lebanese chief of state has been ~i11
Lebanon' e y el t e.nce. The game of violence which Peter Jennings has insisted on In the
coup d'etat a;ove, ~ng., Lebanon is. the only country in the Arab world that has not had a
leader like Bash~~slJlatlon or anythmg of the sort. And this is very impo~ant. and ev~:a
were friends mayel, and I am not a follower of Bashir _ I knew him very well: .e
the constitution:ut the fact that we have elected a man like Bashir Gemayel prov~s W~thl~

sination is a noveltyP~s~ - proves our attachment to democracy, Theref~re, h~s.~
. s or the role of arms and money in the Lebanon. I think this IS a

very new and overstated. And Bashir Gemayel was a product of the Lebanese taking up
arms, not traditionally or historically - and his family dates to 300 years ago - but simply
as a result and as a reaction to recent events in the Lebanon that have forced the Lebanese to
defend their idea. or each one his idea of the Lebanon. And I think we will continue within
the constitutional process. and Ihope that violence and destabilization of Lebanon by non-
Lebanese groups and factions will not prove to have become the stronger factor in Lebanese
politics.
KOPPEL: Ambassador, forgive me; you are quite right: it does appear somewhat unseemly
- I mean. within hours of your President-elect's assassination to be discussing what's going
to be happening next. And yet one has the fear thai even if a vacuum, a political vacuum.
exists for only a few hours or a few days in the Beirut of today, that violence can erupt again.
Amb. TUENI: Sure.
KOPPEL: Do you accept that notion?
Amb. TUENI: I think theoretically there is a danger. Lebanon is in peril. Every country like
Lebanon would be in peril given 12 years of various wars and revolutions. But constitution-
ally we are keen on preventing any vacuum, and I think we will succeed. Militarily.
politically. I think. as Bashir Gemayel himself had said, and as President Sarkis had said: we
want to maintain Lebanon in one piece; we want to maintain the 10.000 square meters
together; we reject the notion of Syrian and Israeli condominium of Lebanon. and we think
that we can depend on some of our allies such as the government of the U.S. to prevent this
from happening in the wake of the tragedy we are living today.
KOPPEL: William Quandt. how do you analyze not only what has happened today but the
likely effect that it will have in the immediate future?
WlLUAM QUANDT, Mideast expert: I think Ambassador Tueni's correct that the leb-
anese have had their fill of violence and would like to get on with the task of rebuilding their
nation, and I think: there's a reasonably good chance that, as tragic as the events of today are.
that they will not deflect Lebanon from the course of reconstruction, nor will they prevent the
move toward peace in the Middle East. But there is one danger that concerns me a great deal.
and that is that somehow the tinderbox in Lebanon. where foreign armies are in the country
and have been testing each other in recent days and weeks. that that could explode again and
we could see a renewal of fighting between Syrian forces and Israeli forces. But that's--
KOPPEL: Why is that made-- forgive me. why is that made more or less likely by the
assassination of the President-elect?
Mr. QUANDT: It's not necessarily. although tensions will inevitably be raised. And if by
chance there is some suspicion among Lebanese groups that the Syrian hand was involved in
this - and I have no knowledge or no reason to believe that - that if that suspicion is
widespread, it could lead to a great deal of tension between the Lebanese groups and the
Syrian forces. and that could lead to clashes and the Israelis might be drawn in in those
circumstances.
KOPPEL: Ambassador Arens. there are already- it rarely takes more than a few hours in
Israel for unnamed sources to begin coming out with stories or for journalists to find unnamed
sources. Some of them are already putting the blame on Palestinians for this assassination.
Do you have any reason to believe that that would be so?
Amb. ARENS: Well, you know. it was a blow struck at stability in Lebanon, against
democracy, against peace. and we know the groups in Lebanon that would want to strike a
blow like that. It would be the PLO terrorists or the Syrians. or maybe if might be a combined
action of the two.
KOPPEL: But do you have any reason to believe. other than just intelligent guessing. do
you have any reason to believe that to be so?
Amb. ARENS: I think at this stage of the game we really can't think beyond looking at
those groups that would have a motive for doing what was done. to murder Bashir Gemayel.
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KOPPEL: There was some reason to believe. when Bashir Gemayel was elected, that Israel
and Lebanon might be able to sign a peace treaty. although he was showing some reluctance
in that direction, I think to the extreme disappointment of Israel. Has that goal now been set
back?

Amb. ARENS: Well. first of all. there was good reason to believe that that was his eventual
goal and that he would have brought that goal about. That may be one reason why he was
assassinated, in order to prevent that very thing from happening. Whether there's been a
setback or not I think depends a great deal on whether the Lebanese Parliament can today
elect another leader of similar stature who will be able to work for peace in the area. as
Gemayel wanted to.

KOPPEL: Does his death now make less likely the withdrawal of Israeli troops from
Lebanon?

Amb. ARENS: Well, I think it's much too early to speculate, but I think it might be worth
considering that the presence of the Israeli army today in southern Lebanon and in the Beirut
area is really the only stabilizing force. Just imagine Lebanon at the present moment without
the Israeli army. That would really be a tinderbox that would blow up.
KOPPEL: Ambassador Tueni. I realize this may be a delicate kind of question to raise with
you, but Ambassador Arens has a point. The Israeli army does present a certain stability for
Lebanon today. Would it be wise for them to withdraw given the current political situation?
Amb. TUENI: I think it would be very wise to withdraw. I think the Lebanese army has
taken over; the Lebanese army is in a position to maintain law and order, and I think the
Le~ woul? be much better off if all foreign forces were to withdraw from Le~n as
quickly as possible. And if they want to wage war at each other, they may be well advised to
seek other areas they have common borders where they can wage war. Not in my country.
KOPPEL: Mr. Quandt, if you would be good enough to just kind of wrap everything up for
us on this, then. Do you think, then, (a) the withdrawal of Israeli forces is more or less likely.
the possibility of violence more or less likely; and do you think indeed, as Ambassador Tueni
has Just said. that the Lebanese army is in shape to keep peace and tranquillity in that couotry
today?

Mr. QUANDT: I think the withdrawal of the foreign armies in Lebanon will probably he
delayed somewhat, because it will take time for Lebaoon to constitute a strong enough
g~vernment to take the initiative to begin the process of getting foreign armies out. So that
will Probably be a process that will be delayed. There is in my judgment at least some greater
danger of senous clashes between Syrian-Israeli troops because of this. although much
depends on the circumstances of the assassination. And generally I think it is a senous
se~ck for the process of reconstituting a stable and legitimate government ~n~~n, but I
thi~ the Lebanese have an enormous capacity to regenerate their political msnmuons when
they re given a chance free of external interference. And that's what they desperately need
now. They have a great political genius if we just let them exercise it.
KOPPEL: Mr. Quandt, thank you; Ambassador Tueni and Arens. thank you also very
much. Whe~ we come back, we'Il shift our focus to today's other tragic story: the death at
age 52 of Princess Grace of Monaco. And we'll see her last television interview. conducted
by ABC's Pierre Salinger.
lcommercta; break}
KOPPEL: Yesterday Princess Grace of Monaco was driving down a steep mountain road on
the way ~k to her palace when her car went out of control. plunged down an embankment
and burst into flames. The Princess suffered a broken collarbone. right thighbone and seve,.1
broken nbs. ~er youngest daughter, Stephanie, age 17. was also hun. but suffered mainly
s~k and bruises and was reported tonight to be recovering. Princess Grace did not.reco~er.
This afternoon a palace spokesman announced that the Princess. the former Amencan film
star G~ce Kelly, had died of a cerebral hemorrhage at the age of 52. John Martin looks back
at her life.
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IcJip from' 'High Societv"]
JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]; This was Grace Kelly's last Hollywood movie. a tinal
glimpse at an actress who had swept into the hearts of America and the world in only five
years. She was the essence of beauty and privilege in a country that was enthralled by
those qualities. In High Society she was a little naughty. too. It was the kind of role
Americans loved in the '50s, of means choosing with her heart instead of her head or her
pocketbook. there was the wedding that got all turned around in a wonderful way.

/ mice-over/It was the kind of risk most of us never associated with great wealth. and
that is what Grace Kelly had ali the daughter of a millionaire, an Irish-American brick-
layer who made it big. Risk was what she took when she decided not to go to college in
1947 and plunged instead into acting at the American Academy of Dramatic Art. That led
to modeling and television commercials, this one for a tobacco company. But it was the
silver screen where she came alive. Sometimes she could make it happen without saying a
word, as she did to Cary Grant in To Catch A Thief where she played, well, a vision of
beauty.
{clipfrom "To Catch A Thief' I
MARTlN [voice-over]: Grace Kelly played in three films for Alfred Hitchcock, and none
seemed as chilling as Dial M For Murder, where she played a vulnerable, beautiful
woman whose husband. Ray Milland, wants her dead. He calls to wake her up as a signal
to her hired killer that it is time for her to die. [clip from "Dial M For Murder"/ It is
perhaps one of the most frightening moments in all movie history.
But Hitchcock was always a triwnph of plot over character, and Grace Kelly's finest

acting came in a far different movie. It was called Country Girl. and it starred Bing
Crosby as an alcoholic entertainer married to a prim, disillusioned woman who keeps him
from falling apart. {clip from "Country Girl" / The role of Georgie Elgin won Grace
Kelly the Academy Award. It included a scene with William Holden in which she speaks
for every wife who has ever suffered the pain of disillusion in marriage but remembers the
best.

W1LUAM HOLDEN: Was he always like that?

KELLY: No. No, he- be drank a little. wasn't too dependable. But it was only a
pathetic hint of frailty in a wonderful glowing man. That appeals to a lot of us, and it
did to me. Iwas so young; his weaknesses. they, they seemed touching and sweet:
they made me love him more.

MARTlN [voice-over]; That was 1954. Within two years she made five more movies-
with Stewart Granger. another with William Holden. then with Cary Grant: with Louis
Jourdan in a movie about royalty called The Swan. It was panned, not credible. the critics
said. But soon she was royalty. She married the Prince of Monaco in 1956 in a royal
wedding that captured the hearts of Europe and America in a way that was not matched
until another recent royal wedding just last year. She talked often of the importance of
strong family ties. Her own family faced adversity. A child miscarried in 1967; the royal
family at the funenal of a baby. And the failure of her daughter Caroline's marriage to a
French playboy. Through it all. she fought off the paparazzi and the prurient press. as she
called it. that tried to chronicle her problems. She had left behind acting 31 the age of 26.
and spent the next 26 years as wife, mother, philanthropist and occasional model. even
after the age of 50. These photos appeared in this month's Harper's Bazaar. as did her
picture on the cover. She .seemed at the peak of maturity and beauty and elegance.
Tonight, learning of her death while at Carnegie Hall. where he was appearing. Frank
Sinatra mourned her loss through a spokesman.
SINATRA SPOKESMAN: Along with the rest of the world we are stunned. shocked
and totally grief-stricken at the news. Grace was a gracious and wonderful woman who
was a princess from the moment she was born. We still cannot believe it.
MARTIN [voice-over]; Nor can much of the world. which loved Grace Kelly for what

I
I
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she was and what she had become. For Nightline, this is John Martin in New York.
KOPPEL: Earlier this summer ABC News Paris bureau chief Pierre SaJinger interviewed
Princess Grace of Monaco, the last television interview granted by the Princess. Pierre
Salinger is with us now live from our London bureau. Pierre. why when she kept most of us
at arms length - I'm talking about the press - for most of her life did she seem to be
coming out again in these last few months?
PIERRE SAUNGER: Well, Ted, I think that she wanted 10 talk about things that most
journalists didn't want to ask her about. I mean, most journalists wanted to talk to her about
her movie career and who were her favorite actors, and she wanted to talk about life as it
was. She wanted to talk about her children and how they were brought up; she wanted to talk
about issues of our time; and I think she felt that the time had come to speak out on some of
these things. One of the things that struck me about Grace when I saw her- and I've known
her for 20 years - was how generous time had been with her. She was incredibly beautiful,
witty; she was prepared to talk about those subjects that she cared about. And as you will see
in this interview, we did talk a little bit about her movie career, but she talked a lot about her
feelings about the invasion of privacy - not so much her, as she recognized that she didn't
have much right to it, but that of her children. And then she ended the interview with a kind
of wry, and maybe today quite sad, thought about what she would like to he when she died
and was reincarnated.

Princess GRACE: Of course, I loved acting; I loved working in the theater and
pictures. I didn't particularly like being a movie star, you know what I mean? There's a
big difference. I loved working at my craft. I didn't like having to have a public- the
public appearance of being a movie star. Although even in Hollywood, my private life
was pretty much my own. When I married, my private life became public, and I really
had no privacy at all. And that was an adjustment to make.
SALINGER: Have you resented the invasion of your private life? Do you feel that the
press has been unfair about it?
Princess GRACE: Well, in certains instances yes, definitely. Although as far as my
h~band and I are concerned, we are public figures and we have to expect that. Where ~y
children are concerned, they resent it very much. And they don't feel they are public
figures and that they don't have to be at their age. And particularly their growing-up years
have been made very, very difficult because of the press and the so-called paparazzi who
foUow them relentlessly. Stephanie for two years went to a gymnastic class in the trunk of
the automobile just so that they wouldn't follow her, wouldn't see her. And then- and
you know there've been instances where Caroline used to come home in tears from a
tennis lesson; she say, "Well, I couldn't have the lesson because the photographers were
th~ ~ I didn't want to take it with them taking pictures," you know. And it was just
this continual-c. and they have felt, particularly Caroline has felt very much, I suppose,
like a hunted animal, you know, with the hounds after her. And it's, you know, they
really go in for the kill sometimes.

SAUNGER: I'd like to !Urn 10 you now and talk about you. Some people seem 10 feel
th~t your poetry readings are kind of.an advance step to maybe going back to actmg or
gomg into the movies. Is that right?

Princess GRACE: [Iaughs[ There's heen a lot of- you know, I'm very flattered !hal
peopl~ think that I could still be in pictures. This is. you know. 26 years later - It s a
long tune.

SAUNGER: You're not saying that if somebody carne along with that offer that you
couldn't refuse, that you wouldn't say yes.

~ncess GRACE: I have always tried to avoid saying "never" or "always" in my
hfe.

SAUNG.ER: I know that it's much too early in your life to ask you this question, but at
some point someb<x:l.y's going to ask it to you. How are you going to want .to be
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remembered?
Princess GRACE: Well, I suppose I think mostly in terms of my children and their
children, how they will remember me. I would like to be remembered as trying to do my
job well, of being understanding and kind.
SALINGER: Are there any things about your career that you'd like to have remembered?
They will be remembered anyway.
Princess GRACE: Well, I don't know. I don't feel as though I achieved enough in my
career to stand out more than many other people. I was very lucky in my career and I
loved it. But I don't think I was accomplished enough as an actor to be remembered for
that particularly. No, I'd like to be remembered as a decent human being and a caring
one.
SALINGER: If you had another life, what would you like to do with that life? Have you
ever thought of that?
Princess GRACE: Oh, there are lots of things. I think that iff have 10 he reincarnated, I
think I'd like to come back as one of my dogs; they have a very happy. nice life. and a
very easy one.

KOPPEL: Pierre, I think one sometimes has the impression on the outside looking in that
interviews like this - and of course that was only a fragment of a much longer piece that you
did for 20/20 - are tossed off in a couple of hours. But indeed you had spent a couple of
days with Princess Grace. Tell us a little about that, and about her. and about the family and
the whole relationship and the problem of being a princess.
SAUNGER: Well, as I said, Ted, I'd known Grace for 20 years. I first met her when she
came to Washington with her husband, Prince Rainier. and at the time I was working at the
White House, and I've maintained contact with her down through the years. And I went to
Monaco a couple of days before the interview. first of all because it's one of the places I
really like in the world and I wanted to prepare the interview. And the day before the
interview Princess Grace invited me to the palace where they were having a concert of the
Monaco symphony orchestra. the Monte Carlo Symphony, actually conducted by a brilliant
young American named James Conlon; and after the concert we had a very small, restrained
dinner, and actually got into quite a vigorous argument about the press and- because
Princess Grace felt very strongly about the role of the press, and particularly the role the press
had played in the life of her children. The next day we did the interview out in the garden by
the swimming PJOI; and Stephanie. who was injured in the accident with Princess Grace, was
there with a number of young friends. mostly boys. and some of them Americans - they
were swimming around the pool while we were doing the interview; it was very homelike.
Because that was one of the things that Princess Grace accomplished that I think was most
important. She was a wonderful mother, she believed strongly in the family, and she cared a
lot less about her career as a princess than she did as her career as a mother. And that came
through very strongly.
KOPPEL: Pierre. you know that there are millions of people out there who look at that life
as kind of the idealized life that I think many young women in America, at least at one time.
thought they might like to live. From a wealthy family. become a film star. marry a prince.
go off to Europe, and - the old cliche - living happily ever after. Was it that for her?

SAUNGER: I don't think it was quite that for her. Ted. I think that the fact is that that life
has a fairy-tale kind of look to it, but inside it's much more difficult. One of the thi~gs that
was very difficult for her was that she in a way had to leave her home country, Amenca. ~d
live abroad in Europe and learn a whole other style of living, because Europe and Amenca
are entirely different. And when we talk, for example, of how she was brought up and how
she brought up her own children, she remarked how different her own childhood had been
from that of her own children. And I think that she recognized that while the life had certain
advantages - a life of ease - it had a lot of disadvantages. And I think she was beginning to
think of those more than she was of the advantages.
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KOPPEL: Very briefly, Pierre. let me tum to you the question that you turned to her: what
do you think she'll he rememhered for?
SAUNGER: Well, I don't want to make a play on words, but she was a graceful lady, she
was a very stylish lady. And I think. she contributed something to the wor~d. ?eyond h~r
motion picture career. in kind of setting an example of the way a woman c~ hV~ In ~ turmoil
of the kind of life she lived in and bring calm and real solidness to a family situation.

KOPPEL: Pierre Salinger. thank you very much. When we return, we'll. tal,k abo~tGrace
Kelly with her one-time co-star Stewart Granger and with two of the nation s leading film
critics.
Icommercial break I
KOPPEL: Actor Stewart Granger, who is with us now from his home in Santa Monica.
California, co-starred with Grace Kelly in the movie Green Fire in 1954, two years before
she married Prince Rainier of Monaco and gave up her film career. Mr. Granger was also
among a group of Hollywood stars who were on hand to welcome Princess Grace t? a film
festival held in her honor last March in her hometown, Philadelphia. Mr. Granger, stnp aw~y
if you can some of the- obviously Hollywood is a land of illusion, and being a p~ncess IS

another illusion layered on top of that. What about the human being; tell me something about
Grace Kelly.

STEWART GRANGER, actor: Grace, she's a very, very nice lady and a human being.
She was a very sweet lady. The fact that she was one of the most beautiful I&hes.m ~
world, and then she was a very fine actress. She was sweet. She was nice. I heard a h~le 0
the interview she was having with Salinger; it was very sad, because I've been at this f:
seven hours, because they couldn't get Cary Grant or Frank. Sinatra or Jimmy S~wartAoo
they come to me, and I suddenly heard her voice again, which was very moving.
because Ihaven't really had time to absorb the fact that she's dead, you know? Because fro';!
the moment Icame in my room, the phone went, and I haven't had time to realize that she s
dead.

KOPPEL: I think you're heing a little bit too rough on yourself. People come to you because
you are one of the great stars of Hollywood; she was one of the great stars of Hollywood but
she gave it up. And of course she went off to Europe and so that career kind of ended at Its
peak. And most of America at least in terms of the celluloid version of Grace Kelly, stopped
seeing her at the time when she was most beautiful and most vibrant. Tell us a little more
about the person, though.

Mr. GRANGER: Well, I didn't know her that well. I made one film with her in which she
was sweet and enchanting. She was rather worried during that film because she wanted the
film to finish so that she could go away and do the film To Catch A Thiefwith Cary Grant.
~ I. don't b~ame her, because my film wasn't very good, the on~ I made with her. In f:~
In ~uladelphia, where we alI----.her leading men came up to WIsh her well, and shemade
looking lovely, I got up and said "I shouldn't really he here because Grace Kelly had
o~ly a few films, most of them very good, and she only made one really bad one and that ~~
With meryou see." And that's why Iwas wearing a black tie, because everybody else was In
a white be,
KOPPEL: What was the film about?

Mr. GRANGER: ~ she was sweet- the film was Green Fire: it was about sapphirer:
emeral.ds or somethmg. It was nonsense. But it was sweet. And she afterwards came to ..
and said, "Jimmy, I saw it the other day." She said, "It wasn't bad at all. It's very good".,
And she was darling. And then she said, "I hear that yoo had an apartment in Monte Carlo
- ~ I had; I never lived there, but I had an apartment _ "and you didn't come and "'7.
me. And,! SaId,."Ob, Grace, darling, your serene highness, I didn't want 10 bother you';'e
She said. No. Jimmy, I am Grace with you because we're buddies we were friends,
were in the fi.1m industry. And you make me a'promise that the next time you come to Monte
Carlo you will come and see me." And that won't happen now. will it?

KOPPEL: No, I'm afraid it won't.
Mr, GRANGER: Such a shame.

KOPPEL: What about that other- the person hehind the serene highness? Was there a
toughness there too? One got the impression, and I'm talking-
Mr, GRANGER: Everybody, everybody- I mean, that family - you should he very
proud, you Americans should be very proud to have a family like the Kellys. For instance,
we in England - I'm an Englishman - and we in England remembered when Kelly came
over - I also was a sculler: I rode for the London Rowing Club - and when Kelly came
over to, at Henley, to perform in the diamonds. which he won, and he wasn't allowed to win
because he was a professional, because he had worked with his hands, because he was a
bricklayer originally. So. this man goes back and he begets a son and that son he trains. and
that son comes to Henley and wins the diamond skulls. I mean, that's incredible. Everybody
talks about Grace Kelly, bUI the Kelly family were incredible. Then he hegets a daughter
called Grace Kelly, and she comes to Hollywood and she captivates Hollywood. And she
only made about eight, nine films. And then she marries a prince - and I was partly
responsible for that. I remember saying to her, saying to the audience, that when she was
making the film with me the one thing she was thinking of was to finish the film so that she'd
be in time to go to Monte Carlo to work with Hitchcock in To Catch A Thief And she was
almost missing it because we were over schedule and they wanted to finish me, and they had
one scene left with Graee and they wouldn't concentrate on Grace. So Igot rather heavy with
the studio and said. "Look, if you don't concentrate on Grace, I'm going to get sick." And I
blackmailed them a little and they concentrated - and she finished, and she went to Monte
Carlo. And I said there in Philadelphia, well, supposing I hadn't done that. and supposing the
film had been over schedule. She would not have been able to go to Monte Carlo and meet
her prince and she wouldn't have become Princess Grace, and maybe we should have had 20
more films with Grace Kelly, which would have been lovely.
KOPPEL: That would have been nice too. 'There must have been a time, though, when
initially she was playing the role of princess and then finally became princess. Did you know
her at all during those years?

Mr. GRANGER: Well, it's funny, it's funny that I did, When she was making Theo5,m,,-
do you remember The S"'a". it was her last film where she played this princess? Ithink she
already then had decided she was going to become a princess. But what Ilove about Grace is
she was a very good princess, and she put Monte Carlo back on the map. She really did.
because, you know, Prince Rainier without Grace Kelly does not mean as much. And she
still had a great feeling- Ialways feel, and Iknew it when Imet her in Philadelphia - she
had a great feeling of coming back to America and being Grace Kelly, of being the film star.
and she loved her friends in the movie industry, you know? And she was going to make
another film, you know that. She was going to come back.
KOPPEL: Well, she was hinting at that in the interview with Pierre.
Mr, GRANGER: No, she was, and-

KOPPEL: What do you know about that?

Mr. GRANGER: I don't know about it, but I was flirting with her like mad hecause she's a
very attractive woman. And I can't believe she's dead, so you excuse me if I talk lightly
about it. Because she wasn't like my daughter- I knew Grace Kelly, I'd worked with Grace
Kelly, I admired Grace Kelly, I respected Grace Kelly, and I saw her three months ago when
she was a very attractive woman of 52. And she said to me, "I'm coming- you know. I
made a bad film with you," and she says, "Well, when I come back and make a film, we'll
make a good film together." But probably she'd end up with Bun Reynolds, I don't know. I
wouldn't he lucky enough to get Grace Kelly. But [ know she had at the back of her mind-
maybe it was a dream. because I think she'd have been pretty disillusioned in Hollywood at
the !OOl!lent- but at the back of her mind she was going to come back and make a film. And
I think 1I's a great loss to all of us that she- I can't imagine that she's lying now somewhere
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a long way away dead. You know. I can't imagine. Because I've been talking all this time
with many people and I haven't had time for it to go into my head that Grace Kelly we'll
never see again alive. And] was very moved when I put this thing in my ear and I heard her
talking. her voice. talking to Salinger. You know. it was very sad. I just realized she's dead.
KOPPEL: It is sad indeed. and it was gracious of you to take the time this evening to share
some of your memories with us.
Mr. GRANGER: Thank you.
KOPPEL: Stewart Granger. thank you very much.

Mr. GRANGER: Thank you.
KOPPEL: Joining us now from our Chicago bureau are film critics Gene Siskel of the
Chicago Tribune and Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times who are also co-hosts of the
syndicated movie review program. At the Movies. Perhaps an indelicate question to ask.
gentlemen. but was she a great actress?
ROGER EBERT, Chicago Sun-T1~: She was not a great actress yet at the time that
she stopped her career. You have to remember that she stopped working at the age ~f.26.
which is a time when many actresses are just beginning to find themselves. find their VISion.
find the scripts and the directors who are going to make them great. And I think the only
director who really understood her and who began to give us the Grace Kelly that we might
have had. if Stewart Granger is right and she had made 20 more films. that director was
Alfred Hitchcock. In the other films she was a very pretty woman.
GENE SISKEL, Chicago Tribune: I think she was gening maybe a Iiole closer to great
than maybe you're saying, because if you think about it, in a three-year period she made two
vel)' good Hitchcock films, To Catch A Thief and Dial M For Murder: one excelle~t
Hitchcock film, Rear Window: she wins an Academy Award for her first heavy duty ~atJc
role, CountryGirl- this is all in a three-year period; and then she makes. at the heginrung of
that three-year period, she makes one of the most popular movies of all time. one of the ~t
westerns of all time. High Noon with Fred Zinneman. Now, that's all in a three- year period.
and that is about as good a body of work. in a short time as you can get.
Mr. EBERT: It was absolutely amazing when she hit. You know. just in-- altogether her
career was only five years long, and she became a superstar in that time, But on t~ other
hand. Ithink in answer to your question _ as a great actress. no; I think that was stili ahead
of her.
KOPPEL: All right. Let me ask you. then, what it was. What was the quality? What was
most obvious is that Grace Kelly was probably one of the loveliest women ever t,o-- and
again, I'm sorry to borrow Pierre's word, but to grace the screen. What was the quality about
her as an actress, though, that also gripped people?
Mr. EBERT: Hitchcock called it sexual elegance. He said, "She's icy, she's cool, she t;:
that exterior that I like in actresses that Iuse" _ and of course Hitchcock loved to use e
cool blondes _ Eva Marie Saint, Tippie Hedren and so forth. And then underneath he
always found in these actresses that everybody else only saw the outside of, he found the
passion. I think in that- in the kiss that you showed with Cary Grant from To Catch A Thiet,
you could see that passion that was JUS' t underneath the surface, Ink 'f
M~. SISKEL: And when Hitchcock puts the- shows us that and uses that. then we thi ~
this most beautiful woman can be passionate underneath, then it becomes a universal tru .
and that's kind of interesting. That it isn't just a slobbering person that has the passion that.
you know, sometimes you see in movies an awful lot.
Mr. EBERT: I think Hitchcock was the person who came closest to getting her to come back
to the sc~n. "!e wanted her to make Mamie in 1964. And Igather ~at she. thought I~~ve~~
she considered it, and finally she said. "No, I'll stay here in Monaco. And so we got PP
Hedren, who was another one of his cool blondes. But I think that was as close as she carne.
KOPPEL: All right. Gentlemen, summarize for me the- I guess there's no way to summar-

ize the human being. and we can 't summarize the princess: we can summarize the actress
Grace Kelly.
Mr. SISKEL: Well, I think of what Stewart Granger said. Missed opportunities in the sense
of. ~ould, have been 20 more films, She stopped making films in '56. Ibelieve: American
mO~les didn't change ,much until about '67. '68. so you're talking about an I L 12·year
period. If she was making them at the rate of two a year- that's 22 movies with Grace Kelly
we never got 10 see.
Mr. ,EBERT: I saw her. the only time I ever saw her was four years ago at the Cannes Film
FestlV,al. She ,:"as th~re fo~ a ch&?ty benefit. And she had poise, she had presence. When she
t~ In yo~ tntervtew With Salinger with wanting to be remembered as a decent human
bem~. I think she exuded that. And in a town that was filled with movie stars. she was
special. ~eople 100ked at her and behaved toward her differently than they did toward others.
So she did grow IDtOthe role, She became royalty, she became a princess.

KOPPEL: Gentlemen, that's about as fining a nibute as I can imagine. Thank you hoth very
much for being with us. We mourn today Grace Kelly, dead at the age of 52.

Wednesday on World News Tonight there'll be follow-up reports on the death of Princess
Grace and the assassination ?f Bashir Gemayel with Peter Jennings anchoring coverage of the
Lebanese story fro~ the Middle East: Also on World News Tonight, a Special Assignment
report by Max Robinson on the steel industry crisis and the devastating impact of that crisis
on steel towns across the nation. Wednesday's first news is at 6 a.m. on ABC News This
Momin~ with S~eve Bell and Kathleen Sullivan. That's our report for tonight. This is Ted
Koppel m washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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ABC NEWS VIEWPOINT Air Date: October 19. 198~

Battlefield Journalism TVWarCoverage
TED KOPPEL [voice-over}: Battlefield journalism - has television itself become a new
weapon in ~odem ~arfare? Is war co~erage accurate and fair? Or is truth the first casualty of
armed conflict? We II explore those Issues tonight.
[Titles]
ANNOUNCER: Live from the campus of the University of Washington in Seattle. this is
ABC News Viewpoint. Tonight: how wars are reported by the news media and the
controversy of war coverage by television news. Joining us in tonight's broadcast: Peter
Jennings. ABC News ~hief foreign correspondent: Peter Arnett. Pulitzer Prize-winning war
co~spondent. now With the Cable News Network; James Hoagland. assistant managing
editor of The Washington Post; Nathan Perlmutter. national director of the Anti-Defamation
Lea~e of .B~nai Brith; ~e~ Wa~nberg.syndicated columnist and co-editor of the magazine
Public Opinion; and J>!ltlhpKnightley. author of The First Casualty, a study of war corres-
pondents. Now. reporting from HUB Auditorium at the University of Washington campus in
Seattle, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL: Good evening. While most of you watching tonight have never experienced war
personally. most of you have experienced it vicariously through the medium of television.
From the almost nightly film reports that emerged from Vietnam over the better part of a
dec~~ to ~ toy planes waging mock combat over paper-mache maps - the way in which
television tned to convey much of what was happening during the more recent Falkland
Islands crisis - and then of course, most recently of all there was Lebanon. in which the new
technology of videotape and satellites combined to show you more sooner than ever before.
What~ver our intentions. there is ~ question b~t thatwar coverage is sometimes misleading.
occasIOnally. even the result of deliberate manipulation by those engaged in the wars. The
extent to which that happens and the degree to which we in the media can avoid it is the focus
of ou~ program tonight To begin with. John Martin provides a refresher course in the
evolution of war coverage.

[news broadcast, World War II]

EDWARD R. MURROW: This is London. For reasons of national as well as
personal security, I am unable to tell you the exact location from which Iam speaking.

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]; It was as if the world had corne to witness a war from far
away. More than 40 years ago. Edward R. Murrow took America with him under the
German bombers.

Mr. MURROW: You can have linle understanding of the life in London these days.
There are no words to describe the thing that is happening. The courage of the people.
the flash and roar of the guns rolling down the streets. the stench of the air raid
shelters. In three or four hours. people must get up and go to work. just as though they
had a full night's rest free from the rumble of guns. and the wonder that comes when
they wake and listen in tbe dead hours of the night.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Because we now see the pictures his words created in our minds.
Murrow's radio broadcasts come to us today as a vision of the future - the live reporting
of a war as it happens.
The next war - depending on the combatants and the geography - the next war could

be ~smitted li~e, ~ith pictures and sound. The technology exists. but is the world ready
~or It. What would It mean to see and hear death. bravery. defeat and suffering at the
Instant they appear? Could we understand it beyond the terror and the temptation to tum
away in disgust? Would it mean anything, or would it be just a jumble of images and
sound bombarding us? Beyond that. would any nation at war - the United States
included - dare to let its own people see live what could be a battlefield defeat. or a
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horrible accident. or an atrocity? The odds are against it..Most countries want time to
assess what is being reported, so even if the next war is covered live. one could imagine
the signal never getting beyond some national security room. where intelligence analysts
would study it for unexploded political or psychological ordnance.
In Lebanon. Palestinian commanders permitted camera crews and correspondents to

move freely into areas under attack. but not to photograph military targets hidden among
civilian offices and apartments. Israeli commanders were also restrictive. The Palestinians
had no way to censor reports and did not; the Israelis. with a satellite ground station. could
and did.

JAMES WALKER, ABC News [cleared by Israeli censors]: A military guide
accompanied me at all times as I prepared this report. My script was submitted to a
censor. who questioned whether I had exaggerated the damage here in Sidon.

MARTIN [voice-over]: They insisted it was for military security. In the Falklands.
British censors smothered most reports. delaying or stopping reports of high casualties or
confusion, clearing stories of valor and determination. Argentina exaggerated its troops'
skill and daring. The result: almost total blackout of reliable daily reporting under almost
total censorship.
It was wide open 80 years ago when America fought Spain in a war started by the

press. William Randolph Hearst used the sinking of the battleship Maine. possibly ac-
cidental, to build circulation and force the government to declare war. The reporting by
Hearst correspondents was highly inflammatory. In World War I. there was wide censor-
ship. but correspondents were kept informed by commanders. Despite blackouts on major
reverses or losses, much of this war was reported with reasonable speed and accuracy.
although some bogus reports of atrocities were planted by propaganda units. In the
reports of atrocities were planted by propaganda units. In the Spanish Civil War there
were atrocities on both sides. but some correspondents took sides and did not report
atrocities committed by the side they favored. Ernest Hemingway made a documentary
film accusing Gennan Fascists helping General Franco of barbaric air attacks.

[clip. "The Spanish Eanh"]
ERNEST HEMINGWAY: Before. death came when you were old or sick. but now it
comes to all this village. High in the sky and shining silver. it comes to all who have
no place to run, no place to hide.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But Hemingway failed to report a series of summary executions
of their own men by anti-Fascist Republicans, despite evidence that he knew of them.
PreS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT [addressing Congress, December J94J]: I ask
the Congress to declare that. since the unprovoked and dastardly attack by Japan on
Sunday. December 7, 1941. a state of war has existed between the United States and
the Japanese Empire.

MARTIN [voice-over}: In World War II there was no question of taking sides.
ELMER DAVIS, OIIIce of War Infonnatlon: This is the people's war. and to win
it, the people ought to know as much about it as they can.

FRANK KELLY, New York Herald Tribune: We could report that there was a heavy
raid in north London. not pinpointing it as far as streets or particular buildings were
concerned----
MARTIN [voice-over]: That was the war in Europe. It was different in the Pacific. Frank
Kelly wrote a book about General Douglas MacArthur. critical of censors who permitted
only favorable stories about him or the units he commanded. Kelly covered the battle of
Saipan outside MacArthur's command and managed to report its bloodiness.

Mr. KELLY: There were some who grabbed the communique and shot it off as fast as
they could. They were competitive; but by and large I think the correspondents' corps was
pretty fair and honest within the limits imposed upon them by outside authorities. and we
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couldn't do anything about it.
MARTIN: Basically shackled?
Mr. KEllY: Shackled.

MARnN [voice-over}: In Vietnam. by contrast. reporters were unshackled and arrived in
great numbers to cover what was called "the living room war." Even so they were often
unable to penetrate military silence about operations or military optimism about the
outcome. Some who did, David Halberstam of The New York Times were under pressure
- even presidential pressure - not to be negative. .=i ~LUAM WESTMORELAND, USA (ret): Reporters tended'0 writesensa-

o Pulitze ~ause they wanted to get that byline on the front page. or they wanted to
WID a hizhl Prize. !Jrerefore. many of their stories _ nm all of them. but many of them
baJ were 19 y negative. We were prone to accentuate the positive In order to give a total

ance.
MA~ {voice-over]: Even today there are still disputes about what happened in Viet-
na:;- thneral Westmoreland and CBS News are locked in a legal battle over its eccu-
~e ~ns att; ~<:mcealedenemy troop estimates from Washington. And critics still accuse

ress 0 ar tng to understand the 1968 Tet offensive.

~R~ ~I~DLETON, New York Times: I don '. think the Tet offensive was mis-
we'd bee y e .people on the spot, I dunk it was misinterpreted by editors at home. Here

Am
. n saying we had these people on the run and suddenly they appear in the
encan Embas . S' 'Actu 11 f sy 10 aigon. Th~t makes it look as though we'd lost the whole thing.
a y, 0 course, the Tet offensive was a crashing military defeat for the other Side.

MA~N lvoice-over}: Even so at the time it led CBS anchorman Walter Cronkite to
question Amenc ·1· I '
J h

an nu nary c aims as untrustworthy. Ultimately that influenced Lyndon
o nson not to seek re-el ti id ." ed bmis d di . ec Ion as presi enr. It was a vital turning point. creat ya

un erstan 109 that cnppled the credibility of the American effort.un~~~t:;;e,:~So the stakes ~ high, not only in what is reported. but in how it is
who . t no stakes are higher than the lives of the people who must fight and those
pro are:t!o report wh~t happens. In the end. despite all the censorship and the clever
oni'figanl athlmedat keeping morale high, correpondents find themselves communicating

na tru about war.
CORRESPONDENT' Y , ,lessn f . ou get so used to rrnsery m what you've seen. and the sense-
, ilians 0 war per se. You reflect after a while and you say "Oh my Lord .. and the

CIVI Jans are getti . .,..ng It as well as the guys in uniform. And when is it going to end?
KOPPEL: When we reru 'II . . ,tonight and ho I m. we introduce our guests who will be discussing our topic lor
Washing! Water will be taking questions from our audience here at the University of

on,
lCommercial break]
KOPPEL: With us h in th . , ' 'an audience of 850 ere.m e HUB auditorium at the University of Washington 10 Seattle IS
segments of the S that includes ~tudents. faculty members and people representing vari~us
going to thro e;ttle c<:>nunumty, and for the greater part of tonight's broadcast we re
of war. But ~~urle l~usslon o~n t? their questions on the subject of news media coverage
Perlmutter ti' t ~ meet tonight s panel of guests. Joining us from New York. Nathan

been hi hi' na .o.naldlJector of the Anti·Defamation League of B 'nai B'rith a group that ha'i
Ig y cnllcal of med' . d 'aftennath. In W .news la coverage of the Israeli invasion of Lebanon an . Its

of the magazi~e~ubl~hm~o~ bureau. Ben Wattenberg. syndicated columnist and co--edltor

weapons in warfare Ie C!pmlOn.. Mr. W~~enberg recently wrote that the most irnJ:K>.rtantne~
satellite from Frank: hghtwelght teleVISion ~ar.neras ~ television satellites. Jomlng us via
Sunday Times ofLond rt, West Gennany, Phillip Kmgh.ley, special correspondent of .he
Let me begin if I rna o? and author of The First Casualty, a history of war correspondence.
you conducted y with Mr. Perlmutter. and let me begin by asking you. since I.know t~at

a survey of network coverage. what it is that your survey finds m both Its
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negative and positive aspects.
NATHAN PERLMUTTER, Antl-Delamatlon League: Positively I would suggest that
the media tries and tries harel. Reporters try and try hard to do a good job. But it's more than a
matter of trying. The negative? Failed accuracy. which seems to me the primary responsi-
bility of a reporter. Also a kind of innocence about history. Let me tell you what I mean about
failed accuracy. You remember June. early on the figures 6OC),lXX> homeless. the figures
tat-a-tat to the drumbeat 10,000 dead, Subsequently it turns out, as reported by The New York
Times and The Wall Street Journal and others, that those figures were gross exaggerations,
extreme exaggerations. But early on. the mind set of the American people was set by those
figures. frequently cited without citation; and often times when the citation was given. it was
the Palestinian Red Crescent - without any indication by journalists on the scene that the
Palestinian Red Crescent was not a part of the International Red Cross. that in fact it was an
ann of the PLO. presided over by the PLO's Yasir Arafat's brother. That had a negative
effect not only in tenus of presenting Israel as a conductor of a genocide. holocaust -
remember those words; editorialists starting using them after the early ABC-CBS-NBC
reporters using those statistics. But it did something else: it conditioned politics. When
Secretary Weinberger can speak, on June 10th it was, of tens of thousands murdered. he's
repeating what he saw on television, And if several days later it turns out to be inaccurate, u's
already been amplified by our political leaders. whose own mind frame has to be affected as
they determine policy,
KOPPEL: All right, let me interrupt for a moment. because I'd like to move this around at
least in the early stages of this discussion a little bit more and go now to Ben Wattenberg.
And Mr. Wattenberg. I'd ask you to enlarge upon that theme. Is there anything. for example.
unique about what we have seen in the coverage of the war in Lebanon over the past few
months, or does it reflect the same kinds of problems that have existed in the coverage of
previous wars?
BEN WATTENBERG, Public Opinion magazine: Well. it was unique in that thiswas I
believe the first war that was- that television was able to cover on both sides of the conflict.
But what it showed us really was that there is not only a glory to a free press but a great
burden to a free press. By- when a democratic country, be it Israel or the United States, as
in Vietnam or EI Salvador. or Israel in its-- the invasion of Lebanon, is involved in a war and
you can get cameras in there to show the gore of war - and all war involves an enormous
quotient of blood and guts. and that's obviously what television is going to concentrate on-
humane people in democratic societies. be they bystander nations or in the nations them-
selves, are going to find themselves repelled. Now. you can say. well, this is a wonderful
thing because it makes war repugnant. Except the geopolitics of this thing. if you step back a
little bit. what it's saying is that force. which is really the element [hat undergirds all of our
geopolitical balance - the ability to deter aggression via force. for example. is eroded only
in those societies that are democratic and allow the free television coverage of war. It does
not deter and erode the Soviet Union in Afghanistan; it does not deter or erode confidence in
Iran or Iraq; it does not deal with the fact tha t the Syrians killed 10,000 Syrians in Hama. It
only works against the ability of free nations. nations with a free press. And what this means
is that we know. and our adversaries know. and our adversaries know that we know and we
know that our adversaries know. that it is very. very difficult for a democracy to ever resort to
force. And this opens up a Pandora's box; alas. tilting the balance of power toward people
who can use force. This is avery, very tragic and a very serious situation that goes far beyond
the problem that Mr. Perlmutter described. which I basically agree with what he said. But we
saw the people who were pro-Israel in this situation said that the world held Israel to a double
standard, I think there was a lot of truth to that. but we are holding all of the democratic
nations to a double standard. What the television did to Israel. the television also did to the
United States, for example. in EI Salvador for awhile-
KOPPEL: All right, let me jump in, Mr. Wattenberg. because I also wan' to bring Mr,
Knightley into this conversation. And I'd like to do it. Mr. Knightley. in the context of the
title of your book. The First Casualty, which I assume refers to truth. which is normally
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regarded as the first casualty in war. Given everything that we have already heard here this
evening, how does one avoid truth being the casualty or how does one avoid the media in
general becoming simply pawns in the hands of those who are not as sensitive to democratic
inclinations as our institutions are?
PHIWP KNIGHTLEY, author, "l11e Rrst Casualty": I think we have to distinguish
very early on between two types of wars. There are wars of national survival like the Second
World War. In those circumstances the correspondent becomes an ann of the war effort. and
in a war of national survival that is perfectly justified. Then there are other wars where
correspondents attend and they're not directly involved nationally, such as the war, recent
war in the Lebanon. Those wars can be reported with a degree of accuracy. but there is still
the problem that the war correspondent may associate himself with one side or another. I
think it is going to be very, very difficult, and has been difficult in the past. for the public to
know whether they are being the victims of the propaganda campaign instituted by the side
concerned, and using the correspondent as a weapon in that campaign, or whether they're
getting true and accurate facts. I think we just have to face the fact that war correspondence is
an imperfect medium, like all journalism.
KOPPEL: All right. Let's begin to mix it up a little, and let me introduce now the remaining
three members of our panel. They are three distinguished journalists with many years of
experience in covering wars. In New York, Peter Arnett of the Cable News Network, who
was in Vietnam for nine years with the Associated Press and won a Pulitzer Prize for his
coverage of the Vietnam War. In our Washington bureau, Jim Hoagland, assistant managing
editor of The Washington Post, who is also a Pulitzer Prize winner for his reports from Africa
and whose war coverage includes the 1971 Indo-Pakistani war, the 1973 Yom Kippur War in
the Middle East, and the Kurdish uprising in Iraq. And also in New York, my colleague Peter
Jennings, chief foreign correspondent for ABC News, whose most recent war assignment
was in Beirut this past summer and who has also covered other Middle Eastern wars as well
as the conflict in Vietnam, in Northern Ireland, and the fighting between India and Pakistan.
Peter, let me begin with you. And let's go back to the top of the program. more or less. or at
least the top of this interview and what Nathan Perlmutter had to say. Were we taken in by
those numbers, by those statistics at the beginning during the early stages of the war in early
June?
PETER JENNINGS: [ think some reporters were, Ted, and [ think some reporters are
always taken in by statistics - they are a useful tool in war; and I agree with Mr. Perlmutter
to some extent that they establish a mind set in the audience. though I would disagree with
him slightly in that the mind set of the American public became so well established that it
couldn't or didn't change at a later date or was reinforced for other reasons. But yes, I think
there was in the very early stages of the Israeli invasion, partly because the Israelis inhibited
coverage as the campaign moved out through southern Lebanon, I think there was some
shoddy reporting, I recall driving from Beirut down to Jerusalem early in August. and as I
think somebody else, Mr. Wattenberg, pointed out it was an easy war to cover in one respect:
it was one of the first we could cover from both sides. And driving through Sidon and Tyre
and finding, at least to my own satisfaction, that the damage which had been reported in
Sidon and Tyre had indeed been exaggerated. So I think. we were early on - not taken in, I
wouldn't use that phrase - perhaps too quick to pick up figures as a yardstick. It's- go back
to Vietnam to some extent, the body count. I would just make one point. I do think we try
very hard to ascribe casualty figures to an agency. And by way of just sort of amplifying that.
what Mr. Perlmutter said - yes, there is indeed a Palestinian Red Crescent which is directed
by Yasir Arafat's brother: there is also a Lebanese Red Crescent which is the Moslem
equivalent of the Lebanese Red Cross; and there is an International Committeee of the Red
Cross. All of those' agencies were forthcoming with statistics, and they very often got
confused; the best I think we could do was to ascribe casualty figures to an agency. f am
opposed to figures in general, because I think they're a bad yardstick for war reporting.
KOPPEL: All right. Peter, picking up on that theme, don't we have a problem here where
for two months, then, perhaps certain perceptions were allowed to exist until such time as

people like yourself, people like Peter Jennings, went in and said, "Yes, perhaps the
numbers early on were exaggerated." How does one avoid that kind of. not only misre-
porting, but everything that grows out of that misreporting?
PETER ARNETT, Cable News Network: [ think the question was directed at me, and
Mr. Jennings is on the screen.
KOPPEL: That's all right; don', wotry about it. We're-

Mr, ARNETT: I haven't been in television long; I have a problem of identity. I think there-
the statistics that are being cited here are just one small part of what war reporting's all about.
I mean, there are bombs exploding wherever wars are. I was in Beirut myself for seven
weeks this year. Bombs explode without any political distinctions. And in the period that I
was there after those initial figures were- had been released and reported upon - I was in
West Beirut - and it occurred, it seemed to me after coming home and finding the reaction
to our reportage, was that it was less statistics than the fact of damage and carnage that the
people in the United States had reacted to. It was happening in front of our very eyes. There
were people who did not seem directly involved in the conflict being hurt, and it seemed to
me that this is what the reaction was to. But this is the nature of all wars, and 25 years of
covering wars, I've had that criticism from Laos through Vietnam to now. It seems to me that
countries that wage war, whether they're justified or unjustified, would sooner or later have
to face the consequences; and it seems to me that in our business. the job we have being
trained to go to these places, willingly going out there. ro-; the alternative is to deny our
appearance there, to deny us being available for this sort of thing, and it would be surely, in a
way, something that would be- it would be unacceptable.
KOPPEL: All right. Jim Hoagland, since you are our sole pure press representative - that
is, written press representative, Peter Amen having defected to the enemy - let me ask you
then whether indeed there is any difference, do you think, in terms of the affect of the same
kind of statistic showing up in the The Washington Post, your paper, or The New York Times.
and that material being reported on television?
JIM HOAGLAND, The Washington Post: [ think there is a new environment 'hal's
created for the printed word by television coverage. I think we're all undergoing a lot of
changes in our business, both television and in the press, that are making a lot of us
uncomfortable about the effect of what we write and report, and more importantly are making
a lot of our readers and viewers uncomfortable. We are seeing increasingly that the debate no
longer centers on whether there was a destruction, whether or not there was a massacre.
whether or not there were large numbers of deaths, but precise totals. The Washington Post
consistently sought during the Israeli invasion of Lebanon to indicate that there were a range
of casualty figures: that they were imprecise: that it was impossible for reporters who were
pinned down by the bombing, shelling, the fighting, just as civilians were - it was impos-
sible for them to go out and to verify the casualty totals. And we sought to make that point
again and again. At the same time, I would wonder about the image that Mr. Perlmutter
presented - Secretary Weinberger relying solely on the press for his figures when in fact he
has the Defense Intelligence Agency and all the reporting capability of the American govern-
ment at his command. So I think the problem is increasingly one of the changes that we are
undergoing, and not one of a bias or a deliberate attempt to falsify the situation.

KOPPEL: All right. We are beginning to hear some of the first indications of the cut and
thrust that I hope will enlarge this program as we go along. And indeed when we continue in
just a moment, we'll throw our discussion open to questions from our audience here at the
University of Washington in Seattle.
{commercial break]
KOPPEL: Our topic, once again. is how the news media and television in particular covers
war. And at this point we'll begin taking questions from our guest panel. or for our guest
panel. rather, from our audience here in the HUB auditorium at the University of Washington
in Seattle. You have the first question, sir.
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MAN: Well, my question is to Mr. Peter Arnett. In the case of the Falklands crisis where
there was military censorship. when a correspondent is experiencing military censorship for
whatever reasons they are saying - for national security. to intimidate the enemy or
whatever - what options does the correspondent have. what other choices does he have to
attempt to release the accurate. as best as possible. accurate infonnation?
Mr. ARNETT: The alternatives we had in Beirut was when the Israeli censors stopped our
stories out of West Beirut after about a week of feeding them. we sent them to Damascus.
When there are problems in Damascus. we sent them to Cyprus. We are in a situation in
many of these- in countries where we're not directly nationals. we're not directly involved.
of being able to circumvent censorship. We are able to get the story out. I believe in World
War II and in Korea. of course newsmen were not permitted to break censorship and to do so
would have meant restrictive practices; they would have lost their credentials.

KOPPEL: Peter, what about the, specifically, though, the question that the gentleman
raised, and that is about the Falklands crisis where indeed there was censorship on both Sides
and where we had no access to the Falkland Islands?
Mr. ARNETT: I think it was just a situation where the public was denied accurate infor-
mation about it. I think we were all in the dark about that situation; it was unfortunate.
KOPPEL: It certainly worked for the British, didn't it?
Mr. ARNETT: It certainly did.
Mr. JENNINGS: Not necessarily.
KOPPEL: All right. Next question over here.
MAN: Thank you. This is to everybody. I guess. There is a growing consensus in body of
opinion, as was mentioned before, that the American press in Vietnam. not only played an
informative role, an educational role. but a poljcymaking role. and m fact '. bec~use of
misinterpretations by the media the will of the American people was broken m Vietnam.
And we have people like Peter Braestrup, who was a reporter for The Washington Post, and
Dennis Warner a reporter for Time who have written rooks on this topic and suggested. and

" "'fh has aresponsibly so, that the press was out of line. And I guess my question IS. I t e press. .
role as an educator and informer, which I certainly believe in, where do we dra~ the hoe 10
how we prevent the press from crossing that line and becoming a policymaker m order th~t
they retain their objectivity? What lessons did we learn from Viemam that we can apply In
the future so that the reporters can be more responsible?

. fi land
KOPPEL: All right. Let me suggest that Mr. Wattenberg address that question rs .
Peter Jennings, that you pick it up after that. .
Mr. WATTENBERG: Well, I don't know exactly what you're supposed to do about :~k~
mean, a free country believes in a free press; and in a war like Vie~am ?r a ~~to be
Lebanon, [ think you've got to go with the free press. What programs like this oug II
doing and what these discussions ought to be doing. is sort of consclousness-I1lJsmg, rea y,, . . f the way wars are
for the press so that they understand what the structural Imperatives 0 ood and
covered - in Vietnam, in Lebanon, in EI Salvador - dwelling on the .g?re: ~ ~~ villain
guts. And it was brought up earlier the difference between pont and teleVISIon,an e u talk
in this piece is television. In print if you talk about the context of a w~ ~d :~I~and
about bl<XXJand guts, they are both abstract words on a page. On teleVISIont be it Peter
guts are vibrant and visual and energetic and scary. and th~n a man ~e~.~'11 what this
Jennings or anyone else, and does sort of an abstract conte~t piece an~ sal~: B ~h't strategic
is really all about is changing Yasir Arafar's mind so he will leave Beirut. . u~ ap making
piece gets lost on television because it's swallowed up by the dram~. And It eries a~ainst freepeople repelled by the process, and as I say, it's a one-way street: II only wo
societies.

. P t r Jennings - to
KOPPEL: All right. Let me- Peter, let me draw your attention - e eree to which the
specifically what I think the gentleman's question was, and that rs the deg

public will sometimes can be either affected or even broken. as some have suggested
occurred during the Vietnam War.
Mr. JENNINGS: Well, even before the Vietnam War, Ted. when I was watching John
Martin's piece, I was very struck by the reminiscences of Ed Murrow in London - I live in
London most of the time. as you know. And Ed Murrow is a national hero in Britain. because
his reports from London prior to American entry into the war were deemed to be very much
responsible for the intense intensification. if you will. of the interests here in coming to the
British defense during World War II. So I don't think it's a particularly post-vietnam
phenomenon. What the gentleman asked bothers me a little. It's this question about "make
reporters more responsible. " Let me first make a broad point. Ithink every modem conflict
demonstrates exactly the same point. and that is that the concerned citizen must. if he wants
to get a- be reasonably informed about what's happening in a war, he's got to work. very
hard at it. You must remember that we are only. as reporters in the field. one element in the
total coverage. I think Mr. Wattenberg's made that point; I think. Mr. Perlmutter made it
easily. We are very much overshadowed and very often second-guessed by commentators
and analysts at home. There is a whole body of reporting that is brought to any particular
conflict, and it is not always just the reporter in the field. And so as I said before. I think
everybody's got to work very hard. And if you rely on television - this is an old saw that I
have worked at for years. Ted. and I know you have as well - if you rely simply on
television for your information, particularly from a war zone, then you are going (0 be simply
underserved.
KOPPEL: All right. Let's go to the next question.
DAN O'NEILL: I'm Dan O'Neill with Mercy Corps International. a relief agency. and had
the dubious distinction of being involved in the aerial bombardment of Beirut last summer
and found it to be, of course, a terrifying situation. And I'd-
KOPPEL: When you say - forgive me for interrupting - when you say involved. explain
how.
Mr. O'NEILL: Well. I was there on a fact-finding tour at the beginning of the war when me
bombing started.
KOPPEL: For whom?
Mr. O'NEILL: For Mercy Corps, a fact-finding team, there just looking around and talking
to all sides.
KOPPEL: Is that under any kind of umbrella organization?
Mr. O'NEILL: It's a non-profit organization. My question really is one that's really more
personal and aimed at- I would like to ask it of Peter Jennings because he was there. and [
empathize with him as a reporter being on the front lines and perhaps subjecting himself to
death. How far should a television correspondent allow his emotions - grief. anger. fear-
to emerge in the context of the natural human response to war? - i.e.. is objectivity possible
and is it always desirable?
KOPPEL: All right. Let me ask that Peter Jennings address thaI first and then also that Peter
Arnett address it right after it.
Mr. JENNINGS: I think, Ted, the gentleman touches a really core problem here. First of all.
as Hooding Carter pointed out, I think on the last Viewpoint you did about foreign coverage
in general, we all, reporters as human beings. carry an enormous amount of cultural bag-
gage. And I think Peter Arnett would agree particularly that one of the most difficult things
for a reporter is to make the judgment about how mentally close he gets to a particular story.
Does he get so close that as a human being he cannot avoid becoming affected by the mental
anguish of the war? Or does he stay away from it so far that he will invariably be subjected to
simply relying on communiques and handouts and second-hand statistics? It's a very fine
line. J think. which reporters have to make. As to this general question of objectivity. a's the
same question that I'm sure is going to come up about bias at some point this evening. We all
have biases, and therefore there is a distinct shortage of objectivity. Again I urge the reader.
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and again I urge the viewer. to simply understand who is reponing the war. as much as they
can, where he is coming from, and to not rely on one source.
KOPPEL: Peter Arnett, what about the aspect of fear that the gentleman raised? How does
that enter into all of this?
Mr. ARNETT: One of my colleagues came back from West Beirut recently. Derwin John-
son ofCNN, and he was saying that after the finding, the discovery of the massacre in West
Beirut earlier, a month ago, a couple of months ago, he was- he discovered it. he was out
with other newsmen - by early next morning when the whole press corps in the Commodore
Hotel had learned about it, there was not a dry eye. Everyone was weeping and was very
uncomfortable and unhappy about it. And some cynics might say that that is an example of
the press detachment breaking down. We are human beings in this situation. One factor, I
think, that controls us is the competitive aspect of being a correspondent. There are many
correspondents involved; if we start becoming emotional, if our reports become emotional, if
they do reflect biases, it's pretty obvious to the folks back home. whether you're on tele-
vision or in print. So we are obliged just by professional control. by professional training,
often to-- we have to put aside our emotions, even though it can be very difficult. You could
weep over your typewriter, I think, and still be detached in what you do.

KOPPEL: Peter Amett, one last question, because both you and Peter Jennings, perhaps for
the best of reasons. ignored the central part of the question, and that is something that Ithink
interests a lot of people who perhaps have never covered a war or been to a war or been
involved in it - how does personal fear affect your reporting?

Mr. ARNETT: .rve often been ask~ that question, and I think you- the element of danger,
you put alongside the fact of gettmg decent hotel reservations. There's always danger.
There's always a problem of getting into a city. [think we just presume it is going to be there,
and w~ hope to have a cre~ around us wh<,>will go in, and we just concede the danger as part
of the JOb. I personally believe that each time I go on one of these stories I will get out alive
and be able to go and do the next one.
KOPPEL: All right. Let's- go ahead, Peter. quickly.

Mr. JEN~INGS:I was just ~oing to say, I don't think Peter really answered it altogether as
well. I think the gentleman, If you repeated correctly, is asking how much fear affects our
reporting. Now. I .think there are situations where we miss certain events because, quite
frankly - and I think Peter Arnett is one of the most distinguished exceptions to this; I am
not - where you find yourself up against a situation where you are afraid to move that extra
20 yards or 30 yards down the block because you may well get blown away. I grant you, that
probably does affect our perspective on that extra 20 yards of the block; but overall I would
agree with Peter that. as terrified as Iusually am, if! don't suffuse it, usually someone steps
on me. '

KOPPEL: All right, I'm afraid I've seen you in action, Peter, and that terror doesn't wash
much with me but it was courageous of you to admit to it anyway. We'll continue our
discussion in a moment
[commercial break]

KOPPEL: Back now to questions from our audience. We're going to go now to an overflow
crowd that we have in a ballroom one floor above this room; you, sir, have the next question.
RALPH TAYLOR: My name is Ralph Taylor; I'm a communications student at the Univer-
sity of Washington, I would like to address my question to Mr. James Hoagland. Since the
reasoning behind which conflict, revolution or what have you, war, for coverage seems to be
what represents America's national interests, I would like to know in light of the fact that the
Reagan administration is.tacitly supporting the regime in South Africa, why is it thaI there's
not coverage of that regime or other pans of southern Africa?

Mr. HOAGLAND: Well, I think you've touched on a key problem that we face. that I think
many people are not aware of. I'm not happy that we are as confined to the administration's
agenda as we are in the news business. We tend to follow very much the definition of the

immediate problems set forth by the administration. That is why you saw in June. for
example, when the fighting in EI Salvador was at a very high level, it happened to be the
number four war in terms of the administration's resources and the administration's interest.
and in terms of the news media's interest - behind the Falklands, behind Iran-Iraq. and
behind the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. At the same time Ido think we have tried to focus on
the problems of southern Africa and the problems of South Africa in particular. We had a
front-page story in The Washington Post last week about the deadlock that has developed in
the Namibian peace negotiations. the effort to get a settlement there. We perhaps haven't
done it recently in the depth that you would like or perhaps even that Iwould like. That is a
result of shortage of resources, shortage of the time to do it and the space and the reader's
attention.
KOPPEL: All right, let's move on to the next question. Yours, sir. Go ahead.
JIMMY ABDULUSSAR: My name is Jimmy Abdulussar; I am originally from Iraq: I am
U.S, citizen now. I'm addressing my question to all the respected journalists, and I am
commenting on the comment Mr. Nathan Perlmutter of the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation
League, which he protested to the reporting of the exaggerated number of casualties. As if
human value is measured by number. There are for facts that many casualties, but one human
life is precious when it is unwantingly and mercilessly is murdered as we have seen children.
old people. Here is a nation of refugee who are seeking a place of security, annihilating
people and turning them to refugees. Here is a nation who have oppressed by the Nazi
Germany moving into a nation and oppressing its people and they're playing the role of
Nazism,
KOPPEL: I don't want to cut you short, but I do want a question rather than a speech,
please.
Mr. ABDULUSSAR: But I would like the media to concentrate on the human aspect of the
Palestinian individual, his aspiration, his history, his tradition: his life is not one-

KOPPEL: What, sir, is the question?
Mr. ABDULUSSAR: The question is I would like the media to bring up the element of the
Palestinian people and the unjust which has been done to them throughout the years. This has
not been reported so the American people will benefit from the information and take stand.
KOPPEL: All right, I think we get the point, Peter Jennings. why not? Why hasn't that been
done in greater detail, perhaps, or in a larger scope?
Mr, JENNINGS: Well, 1- it's difficult to answer Mr. Abdulussar because one of the
interesting sea changes I think, Ted. which occurred as a result of the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon, particularly the invasion- sorry, the siege of West Beirut. when the city itself was
cut off - in that I think there was probably more concentration on the political and human
dimension of the Palestinian question or problem than there has been in a very long lime. I'd
also hasten to add, and I hope it's not self-serving, that we've been doing shows on the
non-refugee. non-fighting elements of the Palestinians since 1%9. though they haven't been
as well portrayed or perhaps as amply portrayed as has the Israeli dimension. I think for many
years in the Middle East we were very much affected by what the Israeli government had to
say. One of the difficulties that many of my colleagues found in Beirut during the war was-
not a difficulty, I should say, but son of an opening door for them - they weren't facing
editors and producers at home who were saying for the first time "But the Israelis say." So I
think a sea change has occurred, and that Mr. Alxlulussar will see not only from the press.
but is certainly seeing from the administration now, a greater concentration on the Palestinian
"quest" for a homeland. as he puts it. than there has been in the past. I grant you, I
personally think we're late.
KOPPEL: All right. Ben Wattenberg. you have a comment?
Mr. WATTENBERG: Yeah, I must say I am bewildered and astonished by that question.
For seven years there was a civil war going on in Lebanon prior to the Israeli invasion where
probably 10 times as many people, including Palestinians, were being killed. there was Arabs
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killing Arabs; and there was relatively little coverage. probably one tenth or one twentieth of
the amount that occurred as soon as the Israelis got involved. And I am further bewildered. I
must say. and a little offended. The questioner says he is an Iraqi - Iraq just two years ago
marched across an international border. has been involved in a war that has seen. again. 10
times more people killed than were killed in Lebanon. and there has been almost no tele-
vision coverage of that, very little print coverage because. again. you get back to the question
of access. You have on-- I mean it is one of the bloodiest wars in contemporary history. You
have on the Iranian side lfl-year-old boys running across mine fields to blow up mines-
with no coverage.
KOPPEL: We've got to take a break. We'll continue in a moment.

{commercial break]
KOPPEL: We're back at the HUB center at the University of Washington. Let's go right to
our next question.
JUUA KITROST: Hi, my name is Julia Kitrost. and I'm on the staff of the World Without
War Council of Greater Seattle. And we hear mostly about the crises and wars. the events
that can make a big splash across the screen: we rarely hear about the underlying conflicts
that often lead to war, and often we don't hear about what happens after a war. My question
to the panel is if they can suggest specific ways to improve the media's coverage of these
problems that lead to war and are often resolved by war, unfortunately.
KOPPEL: All tight. Mr. Knightley. you're a student of foreign correspoodence and of
journalism. How would you respond to that question?
Mr. KNIGHTLEY: Very difficult question. The problem I think basically is that all jour-
nalism is an anarchical activity. It's basically anti-government. And when people talk about
responsibility, if that means a more responsible press. if that means getting behind govern-
ment policy all the time, then we're entering a very dangerous ground. The difficulty is that
nobody knows the results of what you publish. and if you begin to tinker with control;; ~d
attempt to decide in advance what you're going to allow to be published. then you re m
danger of toppling the whole edifice. And if we are talking about how we can make
journalists more responsible. how we can get them to cover events before and after even!S
leading up to that war, then I think we just have to accept the fact that journalism, as I ~ald
earlier, is an imperfect machine. Maybe a little pressure by letters to the editor: maybe a little
more community effort to get newspapers to report what you think is important. But ~e
problem is, as I said. that the best news. and journalism at its best. is usually when It s
publishing what somebody somewhere doesn't want printed.
KOPPEL: All tight, let's go up to the ballroom now and get a question from up there.
ROBERT MULLER: My name is Robert Muller. and I would like to ask Mr. Perlmutter
whether he felt that violent acts in war will more likely be covered by the news serv~ces rather
than more mundane, back of the lines political action. And also, to the extent that Violentac~
are more likely to be covered, whether that would tend to numb the public consciousness an
make it more acceptable to have violence in war. or whether it would tend to outrage the
public.
KOPPEL: Mr. Perlmutter?
Mr. PERLMUTTER: Well. the question's a good one. because violent acts.are in the.;~ry
nature of what television's all about. That is to say. showing a hot war. showmg a flY-~ ded
dead body. simply makes a more interesting television picture than cameras that are e~c u~e
from anns caches which the PLO puts into residential buildings. Mr. Adullah ha m he
reference to the human dimension, and I would have been curious as to his feelings -sidenti I
human dimension in the PLO which put its headquarters and put its anTIS caches to rest en ra
areas. But this question about the hot news or violence and how it's treated on the can:'eraj
the fact of the matter is that that one picture of death and destruction makes for an emotlon~
reaction which is understandable and justifiable. One would hope. ho.wever,. that there ~o~he
be more interpretive journalism. Not editorializing. but competent JOurnalism that pu s
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death and destruction into context. That there has been a war for seven years in Lebanon:
Christians and Moslems have been killing each other in the tens of thousands for seven years:
that in 1970 Jordan killed 10.000 Palestinians: that the war didn't begin with the cameras
coming there: that there is a history: that there has to be a political understanding of what is
transpiring. And I believe that we are not charging bias. we are not calling for an editorial
view on the part of journalists: we are saying more competent journalism. no simply throw-
away lines that a place was bombed without distinction. How do you know? American
generals who were there said that there was extraordinary accuracy in the bombing.
KOPPEL: Let me interrupt for a moment. Mr. Perlmutter, because it seems to me that what
you're saying can be summed up in one word. and that is context. You're asking for context:
Jim Hoagland. do you think you provide it?
Mr. HOAGLAND: Well. I think the problem is a little different than it's been defined here.
The- we have been talking tonight in a way that I think underlines the fact that 1984 isn't
happening now and isn't likely to happen here in this country in 1984. We're talking about
the competition of images: we're talking about television riding roughshod over government
wishes. Perhaps I dra:matize a little bit. but that's the undertone that I hear. We're talking in
part about a technology that has made censorship very difficult. Peter Amen has described
how you could file out of different capitals of the Middle East. I think the real point here.
though, is that we are in danger of becoming Fabrizio on the battlefield at Waterloo in The
Chanerlwuse of Parma. If a reporter for a newspaper interviews generals who are standing
on a hillside and can see lines and columns of troops performing specific maneuvers. he
comes away with a sense of the grandeur of the battle: where Fabrizio. our television
cameraman, takes us down to the individual soldier's level, and we see the puff of smoke, we
see a body here. it becomes increasingly difficult for all countries. for any country, to build
on the abstractions of foreign policy and war policy that had been necessary in the past to
cany out their intentions. That's why I wanted to go back. just for a second. to take issue
with something that was said before about the breaking of the American will by the media. I
have much more confidence in the American will than that.
KOPPEL: All right. Peter. you wanted to get into this. Peter Jennings.
Mr. JENNINGS: Well. I just wanted to say briefly. and I think Jim Hoagland said it much
more eloquently. Ted. and that is that the fly-ridden body to which Mr. Perlmutter takes
exception I think in some cases is at the field level. at the Fabrizio level, as Jim would put it,
of some government's action. This problem with the camera having only eye instead of two
and not having its own depth of perception I think is a difficult one. There is a problem I think
with reporters. to some extent. and that is that reporters today are not often regional special-
ists and therefore you get reporters flying from Belfast to Beirut and back and forth. and
without perhaps enough of the historical background. We are much better served when you
have regional specialists. when you have area specialists. But I think that's improving all the
time. I mean. I recall early on in the siege of West Beirut young reporters from our own
company going in and being absolutely overwhelmed by seeing the kind of violence that was
impaled upon the city for the very first time, who a month later were much more sophis-
ticated people than when they went in. So I think that that background is being built and that
sense of perspective is being built: it fights the cameras. Mr. Wattenberg said earlier. the
camera is very powerful. That is a fact of 20th century technology with which we must live
and about which we must become more sophisticated. but about which I think the audience
must become more sophisticated.
KOPPEL: All right. we have to take a break. We'll have more questions from our audience
here at the University of Washington in Seattle in just a moment.

{commercial break]
KOPPEL: Let's get right back into the fray. Your question. sir.
ROGER TALBOT' Yeah. my name is Roger Talbot. I'm from the media task force of the
Seattle chapter of the American Jewish Committee. I've got a question about file films.
Obviously. and it goes without saying. that television relies on the visual image. In its need to
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support the news with a visual image it often has to rely on file films. During the Lebanon
war we were exposed to quite a few file films of prior wars. We were hearing about Lebanon
1982 but we were seeing scenes from Litani. 1978. We were hearing about Israeli destruction
but we were seeing destruction from the Lebanese civil war from the past seven years. What
we were hearing and what we were seeing were two different things. My question is. can
television reporting be truthful if it's not in fact visually accurate?
KOPPEL: All right. Peter Jennings?
Mr. JENNINGS: My answer to Mr. Talbot is vel}' simple, Ted. I am against file footage: I
think. it is offensive. I think, like he does. that it is unresponsive to the demands. I find
nothing wrong with reporters standing on the scene and telling you a story or interpreting a
story of what's going on. I think file footage at the best of times is at the worst of times.

KOPPEL: All right. Let me jump in or jump out of my role as moderator for just one second
to make one point. though, because I think it's left unstated and it's damaging to do that.
Where the networks use file footage or where television uses file footage - and you're quite
correct, it is used - it is identified as such. And it is not as though the suggestion is made that
what you're seeing just happened today. There will always be first of all an indication that
says file footage, and usually even the date when it was shot. If you'd like to respond to that,
please go ahead.
ROGER TALBOT: I'm aware of that, it's just there's a psychological bridge - I realize
they always identify it as being file footage, but nonetheless I'm not seeing Lebanon 1982,
I'm seeing Litani 1978. I'm just wondering. there seems to be a responsibility gap there a
little bit. I realize the best you can do- well, the best you can do. you're saying. I think. is to
identify as file footage. I am suggesting, well, maybe, maybe you shouldn't be showing: it at
all.
KOPPEL: No, I mean, perhaps the best is, as Peter Jennings suggests, that we don't use file
footage. That's certainly an alternative.
Mr, TALBOT: I agree with Mr. Jennings.
KOPPEL: Let's go to the next question. The lady in the middle, please.
KAYE REGAN: Is it me?
KOPPEL: Yes, ma'am.
Ms. REGAN: I'm Kaye Regan from Seattle; I don't belong to any particular organization,
but 1 happen to be pan of the public that's getting darn mad at the press, and I'm here to tell
you so. [applause]
KOPPEL: Okay-
Ms. REGAN: And I think it's about time that those of us that get to the microphone start
saying, "What's going on here? Is it a public be damned kind of thing where the media can
tell us. now. 'I think that it's all right for us to interpret the news' .. ? We want to get the
news; we're intelligent, you know? We'd like to get the news. man, just the news. and that's
ail we want. We're finding. and you're finding, through your own ABC polls. that 62% of
the people don't believe the press and they want controls on the press. Aren't you getting a
little worried about that? I am. You're going to lose the freedom of the press because you are
not doing any responsible reporting, giving both sides, really letting us know what's hap-
pening. And I think: it's also about time. and I want to know if you agree with this, that each
of the reporters to make themselves responsible will be put under the same scrutiny that you
put other people under. Once a year, maybe, each reporter has to be. And what do you think
of that? [applause].
KOPPEL: All right. I think-s- I think you make a hell of a speech, lady. [laughter[ All right.
Let's get to some aspects of that and see if we can unravel them. You 've made a couple of
charges, you've raised a couple of questions: Peter Arnett. you want to pick up any part of
that or all of it?
Mr. ARNETT: Well, as a field reporter who is often right out there. I support her, because
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it's nice to be out there on the field and knowing that your dispatches are going right back to
home as you did it. The- we do, try, as I attempted to say early. to get out. and we are
professionally directed to go and cover the story. As far as the both sides are concerned. as
far as I felt about West Beirut - Mr. Perlmutter is very unhappy about the coverage. We
would go out each morning and we did indeed see fly-blown bodies. but we also did stories
about people in church. But I was aware that we had another crew from CNN on the other
side; we had a crew with the Israelis. I was hoping that each day my reports would be
balanced by the crews from Tel Aviv who came up. They were in fact balanced. In addition
to that we had Pentagon correspondents, we had White House people: and in CNN we have
talk shows, discussion shows each day. So I think at the end of each day during the Beirut
crisis you had both sides from that area, plus you had it in the United States. I felt confident
that the story was being told as well as we could do it.
KOPPEL: All right. But if indeed this lady's question is correct, then a growing percentage
of the American public either no longer trusts us, never did, or for some reason. perhaps
based on our activities over the past few years, is beginning not to. Ben Wattenberg, how do
we respond to that?
Mr, WATTENBERG: Well, I have always thought that the only remedy in a free society that
seems fair and both devilish enough to the press would be to condemn reporters, both print
and video. to read and see publicly their own material one year later. And if you ran it. all the
great pundits' columns and all the great stand-uppers that turned out to be false. if they were
put on television a year later you might instill the right kind of discipline in people the next
time around.
KOPPEL: I think in fact that is part of what you are suggesting. And let me tum- all right,
where shall 1 tum next? Jim Hoagland. what about that? What about the idea of having on
your op-ed page in The Washington Post, if not twice a year then even once a year, some of
the most egregiously false or inaccurate columns, reports, that have shown up in The
Washington Post to date.
Mr. HOAGLAND: Ted, if any should exist, I'm sure we would be prepared to do that.
[laughter] We do have at The Post an ombudsman, we do have- we do try to pay attention
to self-observation. I think the lady is getting at something that I find to be a very disturbing
idea, and that is more the idea of licensing of journalists, setting up some kind of professional
board that would oversee the qualifications for a journalist. That in fact is a theme that is
running through some of the attempts by international organizations - UNESCO - to
control the press. We are very much opposed to that. We subscribe very much to the
freedoms granted under the First Amendment and to the obligations granted by the First
Amendment to us.
KOPPEL: All right. I want to be sure you don't feel that we 've run away from any of the
questions that you've asked, 50-
Ms, REGAN: Well, I think you have-
KOPPEL: All right, go ahead.
Ms. REGAN: I think you're still dancing around the issue. That's right.
KOPPEL: What's the issue. then?
Ms. REGAN: When we see so much violence. like we did during the Vietnam War and at
prime time for children to watch, and it went on and on ad nauseam, you know'? and it really
stultified us; it made us feel like no more can we stand this. And what happened because of
it? We walked away and we gave Southeast Asia to the Communists. and I blame the press. I
really do. [boos] Okay, you can agree or you can't agree. I don't care whether you do. What
I'm saying is that more and more people. whether it's that issue or whether it's any issue.
you're not really showing all sides of the issue, and you're showing too much of the violence.
And I think most people will agree with that. It's not good for children. it's not good for
families, and it certainly doesn't help America. So I think that it's about time the press cleans
its own house completely and does have some kind of analysis of each of their reporters.
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KOPPEL: All right. Well, you've made some excellent points. and when we come back
we'll continue OUf discussion from the HUB auditorium at Ute University of Washington.
[commercial break]
K~PP~L:. Once again. we are coming to you from the HUB auditorium at Washington
University In Seattle. We're going to go to our overflow crowd now in the room ctly above
us. Go ahead, sir, your question.

JAMES HATCH: My name is James Hatch and I'd like to direct this question to Ted and
Mr. Perlmutter. And I'd like to know why Mr. Perlmutter was included on the panel and why
there w~ no representation from the opposing side. meaning anyone besides the Jewish
community.

KOPPEL: All right. Let me. then, since you addressed the question to me. respond to that.
The fact. of the matter is that we have had a great deal of criticism from the Jewish
community about our coverage in particular and the coverage of journalism in general over
the past .r:~months, particularly the war in Lebanon. 'There has been, believe it or not, little
or. no c~tlcl~m ~m the Arab-American community in this record. Since this is a program.
V~e.wpoInt; In ~hlCh we try to be responsive to those critics _ and if any of you out there are
c~tl~S, .we 11 give you an opportunity to get to the microphone _ since that was the case, we
did invue Mr. Perlmutter and we deliberately did not invite someone from the Arab-Ameri-
can community. Mr. Perlmutter?

Mr, PERLMlJT!ER:.[ confess to being somewhat upset by this. By upset I mean dis-
comfited. I didn t reahze that I was invited as a Jew with a Jewish point of view. I did
understand that Iwas invited to discuss my perception of journalistic shortcomings. Let me
sa~ firs.tlyand clearly that our findings are such that we feel the media was doing a good job.
trying Its best under very difficult circumstances. But my criticism related to questions of
acc~cy. That's questions of professionalism. And they were issues that could be raised by
me If I were an atheist or if Iwere a Moslem. I am not sitting here as a Jew.

~OPPE,L:.In ~int of ~act, Mr. Perlmutter, you are director of the Anri-Defamation League
? ~e B nat B. nth, which is a Jewish organization. and it is in that capacity that you were
invited here, sir.

~r. al~ERLMUTTER: Not as a consequence of the questions we raised about the profes-
sion Ism of the reporting?

KOrp~L: No, I mean, there have been many questions that have been raised about the
prolesslonahsm of re ,,' and" k'if JI po mg. It Just seemed to us more gennane since we were tal 109
sr;e:l:aca Y abour the war in Lebanc;)fi. that since your organization h~ made a special study
o . t,:d I assume made a special study of that precisely because it is a Jewish orgam-
~tlon, fi edattherefore it seemed appropriate to invite you. But if you feel in any way
rscorn t by It, I certainly regret that.
Mr, PERLMlITTER' No Do ' . t
Y th if [ " no. no. n t you feel uncomfortable about it. I am suggestmg 0
ou at I were invited J th . . th h
th 'I

" as a ew, ank you, but you shouldn't have invited me. I oug t
a was Invited because . . .'J J I as an orgamzanon we conducted a survey of the media coverage m;::i~~i~ :d. August, and w~ had ce:min things to say about it, one of which was that the
rf ed 0 Its best under difficult Circumstances. Another one of which could have beenkne°~d': ~say, by ~ybody, showing that inaccuracies were broadcast regularly during
ds n J at s a question of professionalism. and the young man sits there and looks at me

an sees a ew Well th t' hi b' . Ito an thi . • ~ S ISpro lem, not rrune. If you have a specific question that re ates
y tn~ that I have said, or anything you think I might say direct it to me and I'll tty to be

as responsive as I can. '
KOPPEL: Go ahe~d.
Mr. HATCH' Well the' . . fthe Anti-Defa .' rnam question that sprang to my mind was why you as the director?
the amatron League would have any extra knowledge of what should be going on mpress.
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Mr, PERLMUTTER: I think that's a fair enough question. As I explained earlier, we do
have a great concern with the accuracy in the media; we have a great concern with the
survival of Israel, and consequently took note of the way in which the press was reporting it.
You know, Peter Jennings tells a moving story. moving to me. and it's an admirable story.
When Peter Jennings can tell you - I think it was August 8th. Mr. Jennings - that he took a
ride from Beirut through Sidon and Tyre down to Tel Aviv, and that he. with all of the
sources that he has. upon visiting Sidon and Tyre found that the damage wasn't nearly what
he had expected. he's saying something very significant. If a Peter Jennings can be misled by
what he saw on television, it's suggesting to me that an awful lot of people didn't get an
accurate accounting of what was going on in South Lebanon. Now. this is not an accusation:
it is a description, a description which The Wall Street Journal, not Jewish: David Shipler of
The New York Times, not Jewish, also confirmed. And to the best of my knowledge, Peter
Jennings. whom I admire, is not Jewish. So forget the Jewish thing; straighten it out in your
classroom. Don't bring it out to me here. {loud audience reaction)
KOPPEL: Peter, maybe you would pick up on the point that Mr. Perlmutter made. Why did
it take so long, if indeed it did take so long. for certain misconceptions to be clarified in your
mind?
Mr. JENNINGS: Well, in the question ofTyre and Sidon. Ted. it was simply because it was
the first time I had a chance to visit Tyre and Sidon during the war. I think Mr. Hatch.
however, and 1- if I may come back to this. there's no doubt in my mind that Mr.
Perlmutter is here as a representative ofthe Anti-Defamation League, and there is no doubt in
my mind that the Garth report. to which we have referred tonight, is based very much in
Israeli concern that for the first time the public opinion and the war coverage was deemed by
Israelis and certainly by American Jews to have worked against them. And Mr. Perlmutter
has concentrated a lot on Tyre and Sidon. and I hope was oot- I hope Iwas not slow to
admit my own shortcomings at the very beginning of the program. But I notice that he
doesn't concentrate on any other aspect of the Lebanese war and the Israeli invasion of the
war. and therefore I think he sustains my belief that he is here to try and make points for a
particular community which by all means he should in a democratic society. Iagree with him
wholeheartedly that the question of Jewishness should not enter this discussion at all.
KOPPEL: Mr. Perlmutter?
Mr. PERLMUTTER: The reason that [ dwelled on Sidon and Tyre is 'hat that's where the
bulk of the misinformation. or shall I say disinformation, was contained. Icould of course
also discuss Beirut. I forget which of the journalists here made reference to the fact that
"indiscriminate bombing. tt And there our survey does raise questions. How do you know it
was indiscriminate? General Patton. who was part of a mission of generals who visited.
found - his phrase - surgical precision in the bombing. How does a reporter know. when
he sees a building go up. whether or not underneath that building was an arms cache of
Soviet-supplied weaponry?

KOPPEL: Mr. Perlmutter. can [-
Mr. PERLMUTTER: It seems to me that journalists should. before giving voice to state-
ments that seem categorical. do a little bit of homework. And again. that's not a Moslem
statement and that's not a Jewish statement; iI's out of the Columbia School of Journalism.
Who, what, when and where. Because when you get on television. you have a responsibility:
you let go words that can't be erased as they would be on a typewriter. And Ithink it was said
earlier, if a program like this does anything that's worthwhile. it is to cause us to reconsider
whether everything we 've been doing has been so perfect that we can't reconsider our
responsibilities - just in terms of accuracy; not a question of editorial viewpoint.
Mr, JENNINGS: Mr. Perlmutter, I don't know if I'm allowed to respond to that, sc that I
will try. I mean. accuracy. I think we discussed at the beginning; it's a question of an attempt
at objectivity as well as perception; talked about the cultural bias and the cultural baggage that
all of us cany. including you. You talked about West Beirut. You haven't dwelled on that
before. quite frankly. this evening until I brought it up. And I think that Wa'i where the bulk
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o.fthe really hard:line reporting came about what the Israelis were doing - particularly in the
siege of West Beuut, not so much the shelling of West Beirut - 'cause quite frankly I found
that lfolO.S1 of us during August when I was there found amongst the Lebanese and the
Pales~I~lan community that it was the siege of West Beirut, the cutting off of water and
electricity and f~ ~o~ civilian population, which brought the great bulk of criticism on
Israel. ~ yo~ slip I~•.I~I may be blunt about it. the question of American generals. thereby
enhancing their credibility. who went to investigate the scene. They went on an Israeli-
s~nsored tour, to the best Dr my knowledge; and please correct me iff am wrong. but I don't
beheve they ever went to West Beirut. I believe they only went to East Beirut but in fact
concentrated their investigation in South Lebanon.
KOPPEL: Go ahead.
Mr. PERLMllTTER: Am Ion?
KOPPEL: You are.
Mr. PERLMllTTER: They were not sponsored by Israel, and they did go to Sidon andTyre;
I believe Damur too. The siege of West Berlin- or rather West Beirut had not at that point
begun. It was not slipped in; I'm just giving you the facts as they are.
KOPPE~: All right. let me also slip in {a) a quick fact, because it went unchallenged before.
and ~don t thl~ I~should. And that is the references to as many as 10.(0) dead in the overall
~~tmg ~as dismissed by you, Mr. Perlmutter, as having been inaccurate. I believe. in fact.
If It was inaccurate. it was low.
Mr. PERLMllTTER: The references to 10.000 dead were figures that were used in early
June for I..:ebanon. South Lebanon, not Beirut. And as a matter of fact. the figures of
thousands ,m Tyre - the mayor of Tyre subsequently pointed out that 62 had been killed.
And there s a trap here too. SIXty-two lives are real lives. real human beings. and I don't
want for a moment to dismiss it. But a long time ago. General Shennan said that war is hell;
<1!1~a few weeks ago George Will said that if television cameras had been present during the
~~vtl~ar, we'd be two nations today. I'm not suggesting that even 62 in Tyre is a figure to be
lsmls~; I am suggesting that there's a context to any war. and the context in this war was

~methmg more than I>C?plebeing indiscriminately killed. Israel had been suffering regular
mbardments from their backyard. South Lebanon. And so Israel marched in, as Ronald

Rea~an wou.ld if Canada or Mexico were bombing Minnesota or Texas. War is not pleasant.
war I~no~mce: but. you know. some wars are worthwhile when your own liberty and your
own life IS at stake. And that's what happened here. {loud audience reaction]
KOPPEL· Let I .• . me- et me If I may. Mr. Perlmutter- [reaction continues] let me know
wuhen.yougot It out of your ~y~tem. okay? Let me if I may. Mr. Perlmutter. interject another
q esuon, though. and put It In a somewhat different context and I' d like to address the
question to Jim Hoagland. We have seen a great many wars over the years and we have seen
a great ~al of destruct.ion and a great deal of death. and we've seen a great deal of anguish.
~srael JUdged by a slightly different standard. do you think, than some other countries have

n over the past 20 years? Is it held to a higher standard? .
Mr. HOAGLAND: My impression is .hat Israel holds itself 10 a higher standard. Some of the
most aggressive reporting on what Israel was doing in Lebanon appeared not in any Arneri-
Isra ~~ss, but in the Israeli press. I think we follow very much in the footsteps of many of our
Lebano coll~agues w~ have done a fine and outstanding job in covering the events in

the n. It s a question of access as well. as has been pointed out here before. We referred
to Falklands and the ability of the British 10 censor dispatches from the Falklands - that
was due in large part bee the aI .. ause y controlled access' there was no way to get ternattve
versions of reality t Wheth ..' . . h th ned . ?u'. er or not television could have done a job of covenng w aawe I In Hama In Syna and made that into a story that continued to dominate the news for
severa weeks as I think t I .. . t ry~ .' I e evrsion contributed to making Shatila and Sabra a dommant s 0
lor weeks, I Just don't know.
KOPPEL: Ben Wattenberg?
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Mr. WATTENBERG: Mr. Perlmutter asked those classic journalistic questions - who.
what, when, where. That's not the problem. I think. Ted. you pointed out that the question is
context. which is why, and that was what was missing. I thought, in the- in all that horrific
siege of Beirut coverage. is that you were covering shells landing and people in the hospital
and Arafat with rent-a-baby and no one was- no one was covering the purpose behind the
siege in any graphic way, which was to force the evacuation of the PlO. or without an
invasion. Now. just one other point. I guess Mr. Perlmutter brought up George WiII's
comment about you couldn't wage this kind of war. a televised war in an earlier era. an
American civil war or anything else. We are really neglecting this whole broader context of
censorship and press coverage. Jim Hoagland brought up the idea that censorship can always
be broken. It can always be broken in an EI Salvador or in an Israel or in a Lebanon: the lady
who talked about Vietnam - and it can be broken in Vietnam - but it cannot be broken in
Afghanistan where the Soviet ares; it cannot be broken in Iran and Iraq.
Mr. HOAGLAND: Or in the Falklands.
Mr. WATTENBERG: Well, in the Falklands, Imean, if you were smart enough to wage a
war-
Mr, HOAGLAND: That's democracy.
Mr, WATTENBERG: -on a fly-specked island. 8.000 miles away. to which you cannot gel
with an Avis rent-a-car, then that is a special circumstance. But you have major wars going
on run by non-clemocratic societies. and they get the equivalent of a free pass. And we are
putting ourselves under a tremendous burden. and there has to be some way of redressing
that. And that is a duty that the press must in a sense self-police itself. Nobody is going to say
you've got to do this and you've got to do that. but there is a terrible imbalance.
KOPPEL: Ben, forgive me. We 've got to make a break at some point. Let me just make the
observation which many of our affiliates already know. and that is that we have gone beyond
I o'clock Eastern time and we are going to go on with this discussion. But we have to take a
break now; we'll continue our discussion in a moment.
[commercial break]
KOPPEL: Without further ado. let's go to more questions. Yes. sir.
MITCH KHEEL: My name is Mitch Kheel: I'm with the World Affairs Council of Seattle,
My question is for Mr. Hoagland. We read and we hear on the television a lot about the
oppression of Polish workers: we hear very little about the black South Africans. We hear lots
about the Falklands; we hear very little about Namibia. We hear lots about the massacre of
several thousand in Beirut recently; we hear nothing about the Indonesian massacre of half a
million in East Temor. If you are worried about the licensing of journalists. if you are worried
about the UNESCO debate. it is because the United States press reports about white. First
World countries; it does not report about the Third World. That is why the Third World is
upset. That is what the American public is not learning about. That is why the United Nations
is uri-understandable to the American public.
KOPPEL: Okay. Jim? [S07TU! applause]
Mr. HOAGLAND: Well. you're talking to somebody who's written a book about South
Africa, who therefore has a very vested interest in more people reading about South Africa. I
wish they would. I won my Pulitzer Prize not for Africa reporting but for reporting on South
Africa and specifically for a series of articles on apartheid in South Africa. I share your
concern about the necessity to report on what the system of apartheid is doing to that country.
is doing to that region; the dangers that it poses for international peace in general. On East
Temor, we have a correspondent who is in Indonesia right now who is making request after
request to be allowed to go to East Temor. to be able to look at that situation. The Indo-
nesians have said publicly that they will take journalists there. and we hope that they will live
up to that pledge and allow our correspondent. Bill Branigan. to go. On the United Nations. I
really think the United Nations bears some of the responsibility as well for the fact that it is a
poorly understood body in this country. I'm not convinced the United Nations has done all it
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could to explain itself or to show itself in the most rational way. But I don't disagree with the
basic thrust of your point. that we need to pay more attention both to the United Nations and
to Third World countries that are not part of our immediate focus right now.
KOPPEL: Next question, the lady in the middle.
DIANA: My name is Diana and I'm a Moslem from here in Seattle. I wanted to ask the
question of the correspondents who served in West Beirut. I want to know ~fthey feel that it's
possible for correspondents for the West to empathize with non-westernized Moslems and
Middle Easterners there.

KOPPEL: Peter Amen? Oh, I'm sony: you hadn't finished your question. Go ahead.
DIANA: I felt this bias coming through toward Mr. Abdul Rasac's question towards Middle
Easterners in general. I felt that the respondents to his question did not answer his question
but directed something towards- something about his Middle Eastern-ness. and connected
the fact that he was an Iraqi with all sorts of atrocities all over the Arab world. which were
not his responsibility.
KOPPEL: I g<>-

DIANA: But go back to my question about the cultural baggage towards Moslems and
non-Westernized Middle Easterners.
KOPPEL: Just parenthetically, I don't think it was one of the journalists who gave that
particular response, but let's go to Peter Arnett now.
Mr. ARNETT: Yes. I think. Ted. that it is a two-way street in terms of getting along with
Third World or people of any other nationalities. I think I was interested when my colleague.
my Arabist colleagues. the journalists who covered the Middle East for many years. they
found that the PLO and the Palestinian people during the siege of West Beirut were very
cooperative. I. who had been there infrequently. found it very easy to move around. J could
be flippant and say that when you share a foxhole. that you have a lot of things in ~ommon.
certainly in terms of survival. But in West Beirut we did get cooperation and we did tend ~o
empathize. because it was a- we were dealing with Palestinians each day. We'd ge~up I."
the morning; we were covering their viewpoint. I think that we did tend to transmit ~Ir
view. It was mentioned that Yasir Arafat appeared with a baby every now and agam.
Actually. he wasn't very easy to interview. and we used to catch him as we could. On the
other hand the Israeli people were also available to interview. I would like to think that as a
detached- or an observer who was not very frequently in that part of the world. that I could
take to Beirut my learnings, my trappings of being a war correspondent. a reasonably
~ym~athetic and interested individual. and translate those teachings. those judgm~nts I~to
Identifiable significant information. I went there as a communicator; I did have reactions. I m
only hu~an. 1- Mr. Perlmutter was talking about pinpoint accurate bombing. I ~id go to a
mental Institution which had received at least 25 hits. and there were eight people killed: there
were a lot of insane people who were possibly driven even further into their misery by seve~1
days of con~entrated bombing. 1- in my dispatch I did point out that the,re was ~n ann-
aircraft gun In the immediate vicinity. but I did feel emotional about it: I'd like to think that
w~at I. did somehow did convey the kind of agony that the innocents were taking- were
being involved in in West Beirut. I was also fairly sure that in the larger context of the

- . I be' di sed Itorgaruzanon work for that more of the subtle political aspects were l?g rscus .'
mterests me that in these discussions. the information I believe is available m the Amencan
press for those who want to see it. And a lot was written. I mean. every day. from what I
co~ld see. the point was being made that the Israelis were trying to push the PLO out ofWe.st
~e~t for their larger interests _ this was picked up. Mr. Perlmutter or Mr. Watten~rg said
It didn't seem to have been made very well; but from what I could see. it was made In .every
dis~atch. And I'd just make the point that much information. plenty of information IS
available to Americans if they just want to go and look for it. Not only just on CNN but
everywhere else.

KOPPEL: Peter. let me interrupt you. because I'd like to see if we can move this around
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during the last few minutes that we still have left. Go ahead. 'sir. You have a question.
ART GARSLAT: Hello, I'm Art Garslat: I'm from Students Against U.S. Intervention in EI
Salvador. And I want to particularly address this to the correspondents who have covered
wars and- Peter Arnett in Vietnam. In EI Salvador today there seems to be a contradiction
between what the State Department is saying and what is being reponed on the news, and
these contradictions are reminiscent of the Vietnam contradictions on the news. And it's
important to realize that a lot of the things that you guys are reponing, like the majority of
civilians are being killed by government security forces. those statistics when they're drawn
from sources like Amnesty International. the State Department will come back and say that
these are Communist-manipulated statistics. and then they will tum around and use Amnesty
International's statistics to criticize human rights violations in Poland-
KOPPEL: Let me please urge you to come to the point of your question.
Mr. GARSLAT: What happens when there is a contradiction between what you guys are
reponing and what you guys see in the field. and what the State Department and our
government is saying? What type of pressures are put on you? What responsibilities do you
feel? And also, when you continue to do reponing which seems to undermine the govern-
ment's position. how much can the government through its statements and its general
positions influence what you say despite your intentions?

KOPPEL: All right. Peter Jennings. do you want to-, (some applause] do you pick up on
that? I should note parenthetically that EI Salvador is probably one of the only wars you
haven't covered, but take the broad general question. if you will.
Mr. JENNINGS: Well. I wouldn't- I think I could use the Iranian hostage seizure and the
whole revolution in Iran. Ted, very much in the same context as EI Salvador. There is a
tremendous conflict at times. First of all. the gentleman is absolutely correct. that everybody
uses figures of organization which are deemed to be respectable. like Amnesty International.
to suit their own particular purposes. And I think. his statement about that is is extremely
accurate. During the Iran seizure of the hostages, and even before that. during the revolution,
we who were in the field attempting to tell it like it is - forgive the cliche - were in
constant conflict with not only the Carter administration, the State Department. and we
would scream like mad to our home offices and to our Washington bureaus that what the
State Department and the administration were reporting about what was going on in Iran.
particularly when we were attempting to get the hostages out - and they were reponing it
back the other way and we became son of, you know, pan of this great conduit of diplomatic
information that moved back and forth that caused such enormous difference. I think the
gentleman in a sense has answered his own question: we scream like mad. we very often
contradict what the State Department and the administration has said, pressures do bear down
on reporters in the field. but quite frankly I don't think they have any difficulties resisting
those particular kind of pressures.
KOPPEL: All right. And Ben Wattenberg. what happens. what does the poor consumer of
news do who hears one thing from his government and one thing from the journalists? How
does he find the truth?
Mr. WATTENBERG: Well. 1- you know. I don't know. Truth is an elusive quality, to say
the least. The problem that the questioner brought up I thought was son of skewed to the
wrong side. One of the problems with political and war reportage these days. it seems to me.
in the post-Vietnam era is exactly the opposite. is that there is an automatic tendency on [he
part of the press to say that the government is lying. That really is one of the legacies of
Vietnam. that here we have a freely elected government in the United States and isn't it
remarkable that time after time after time they're always lying to us. And you had a story for
about a month in EI Salvador about what was Haig's proof that Communists were really
putting guns into Nicaragua and into EI Salvador. where it seemed to me terribly apparent-
I mean. ifI were in the Kremlin or in Havana. I damn sure would have been putting arms in
there - and there was this reflexive knee-jerk reaction that you had to have proof in black
and white that could be immediately demonstrated instead of. to me. as I say. in a fairly
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obvious situation there was this son of adversary relationship.
KOPPEL: We have reached a point at which we have been on the air for almost two hours.
so we come to that point that I'm afraid we have to reach where we go to the last question.
and that's yours.
ED DOYNE: Sir, I'm Major Ed Doyne. I was the- I am the Marine officer instructor here
at the t!niversity of Washington in the Navy ROTC unit I spent 18 months in Vietnam and at
one pomt as a company commander on an operation. I received a radio message that said.
"Hold up. stay where you are. We've just uncovered a cache of anTIS and captured a
prisoner. Stay where you are. CBS is corning out to shoot what you're doing." And so we
stopped and waited for an hour. and no one came. And finally we got the word, "Go ahead
and resume the operation." And I'd like to ask each of the reporters to comment. each of
them that have been in combat. how they feel that they impact both in past wars and in the
future wars. how they feel their presence there either interferes with or slows down. in-
terrupts military operations. and what sense of responsibility they have in that regard?

KOPPEL: In a sense, ( suppose that's really what this program has been about. and Peter
Amen, you spent nine years covering the war in Vietnam. not. I should add. for any
television network at that point - for the Associated Press. You want to take a crack at that?
Mr. ARNETT: Well. no unit ever waited for me while I was in Vietnam. That was a
privilege of television, one that I would like to enjoy now. I think that in a smaller context.
like on a patrol. the television and press would interfere. In the larger context of a larger
battle I think we fit in wherever we can. I have sometimes said that the My Lai tragedy in
Vietnam may not have happened if there had been more press with Lieutenant Calley's unit.
because then he would have been aware that he was being watched: and not watched so much
as aware that his actions were being observed. I happen--- being a war correspondent. I
happen to believe that the more we're allowed to participate in these operations and to see
what's going on under circumstances that are within security requirements. I think it's bener
for the world. Maybe I happen to be a guy who's out there and I want access. and ( think th.e
more we .learn about what's going in the field - there are just and unjust wars. ~ I d~n t
quite know how to identify each. but I think if we're out there more and we communicate In a
greater scale. I'm all for the war that's going to be live one day. And I th.ink the ~ore we
know about what's going out there. maybe there'll be less interest in people m pursumg these
courses of events.
KOPPEL: Phillip Knightley, you've been sitting by very patiently in Frankfurt. This seems
like an appropriate time to bring you back into the conversation, however. How would you
respond to the major?
Mr. KNIGHTLEY: Well, I think it's been a most interesting discussion this evening because
it raises all the questions that definitely need answering. And I would leave the audience and
all the reporters with this one thought: how would you have reported tonight's events? wha~
would your first sentence be? how much space would you give to each of the participants.
And that is the problem that the war correspondent faces day after day.
K~PPEL: You have .indeed summarized it in ~ interesting and ~hal~enging way. and ~ I
said. we have to end It somewhere. so we're gomg 10 begin to bring It to a c1~ here'l ~
thanks to Nathan Perlmutter. Ben Wattenberg, Phillip Knightley. Peter Am~tt. Jim Haag an
and Peter Jennings for joining us tonight. I'll have a closing comment in Just a moment.

{commercial breakj
KOPPEL [commentary]: As the King of Siam used to say when confronted by what ra:ses
for logic in the West. "Is a Puzzlement .' , And it is likely to remain a puzzlement fO;::~:~
as we try to reconcile the irreconcilable. War, after all. represents the breakdown o. se
able and orderly behavior between nations. It constitutes the att~~pt by one JX.l~~~l:e_
on another, by force. solutions which were not acceptable wl~hm a ~n:C1VIII sive
work. It legitimizes contact which at any other time is considered .Irratlonal -- m~thin
destruction of property, widespread slaughter and maiming of humanity- To expect. WI
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that '7Ontex~,that ~ati~ns. even democracies. will long continue to permit the unrestrained
practice of J?urnalls~. IS. I would submit. a form of self-delusion. A free press should indeed
must, acquaint the cmzens of a democracy with every alternative to war. It must alen 'them to
the prospect of war. It must remind them of the cost of war. But when wars begin we must
expect that all govemm~nts .will regard the press as one of the weapons in theh- national
arsenal. What happened tn Vietnam. uncensored and unrestrained reponing by the Arne .
pres~. ~as probably an aberration that will never happen again. That's not a wish but i~fsa.:
prediction. .
~e'd. like to ex~end ou.r thanks to our audience here at the HUB auditorium at the

University of Washl~gtO~ m Se~«:le fo.r their participation in tonight's broadcast. and our
thanks .also ~o the university administration and especially to our affiliate in Seattle. KOMO
fo! th~lfassls~ce. Tomonuw we'll be back in Washington, D.C.. with another edition of
Nightline. 11us IS Ted Koppel in Seattle. For all of us here at ABC News. good night.
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ABC NEWS NIGHTlINE Air Date: July 15. 1983

Secrets of the Universe/Soviet Refuseniks
TED KOPPEL: Good evening. I'm Ted Koppel and this is Nightline.

[voice-over] Our main focus tonight: the effort to unlock the great secrets of the universe.
How did it begin? What are the tiniest building blocks in its composition. and how does it
work? We'll talk with a leading astronomer, with an expert on the physics of the atom, and
with the man in charge of an amazing new machine that could mean the answers are closer
than ever before. Also tonight. Soviet refuseniks who talked secretly on tape with an
American congressman. We'll talk to the congressman and see the tape. And the America's
Cup - one of the most expensive and most obsessive competitions in the world of sports.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington. Ted Koppel.
KOPPEL: You can relax a little this evening - nothing too heavy, just the origins of the
universe. True. most people are perfectly content to accept the poetic and enduring descrip-
tion contained in the first verses of the first chapter of Genesis: "In the beginning. God
created the heaven and the earth, and the earth was without form and void, and darkness was
upon the face of the deep. " But man with his unquenchable curiosity and his uncontainable
imagination has been searching for greater detail since the beginning of orderly thought. and
he has come further in that quest during the past 50 years than in the thousands of years of
recorded history that came before. And further, perhaps, during the last 10 years than in the
preceding 40. Man has reached further out into the stars than ever before, and further. too,
mto the nature of matter. Looking out and looking in, the object of that search is the same: the
origins of our universe. Dr. Leon Lederman is an experimental physicist. director of the
Fenni National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois. He joins us from there now. And
it is today your birthday, so I suppose it is marginally appropriate to say we know roughly
where you came from. How about the rest of us? Do we know at all? Do we have any idea?
Dr. LEON LEDERMAN, director, Fermi National Laboratory: on. well. I think we
have an increasingly sharp idea. I liked your introduction. A wise Roman about 2,(KX) yea~
ago pointed out that it could be that all of us. all the things around us are sort of passing
objects made from pennanent things - atoms, subatoms. These are reusable things: they
make us, they make other things. A hundred years from now the atoms Ihat make us wtll
make part of the ocean, maybe a fish, maybe rain. We're getting there: we're very excited
about it.
KOPPEL: Before we lake a closer look at the kind of work that it is you're doing, I wonder
if you would tty to resolve for us thai apparent paradox between a search that can look out
biUions of miles into space, and look in to the very smallesl particles of atoms thaI we have
been capable of conceiving, in search of the same thing.
Dr. LEDERMAN: It comes from the fact that in looking in we have to make collisions, we
have to collide things together 10 see how they behave. In those collisions, you raise the
temperature of matter to an enormous degree. If we look out in the universe and we say
where in the universe would such temperatures exist outside of our laboratories. we find it's
not in the sun, it's not in the stars. it's not in the quasars and pulsars; the only place was at the
very origin of the universe. in the fractions of a second after the big bang. So the astronomers
who are studying that outer space. the origins of the universe. the way galaxies formed. and
the scientists who are studying the inside of the atom. have come to the same language.
We're trying to find out the ultimate behavior of matter, and both of us are speaking the same
language.
KOPPEL: Dr. Lederman. stand by if you would. because before we go on with our
conversation, we would like to show our viewers as much as we can of precisely what it is
we're talking about - that is. the search and its goal. Here's correspondent John Martin.

JOHN MART1N [voice-over]; This is how most scientists today believe the universe
began: an explosion, or-big bang. thai swamped the cosmos with particles and beams of
energy. This is one of the earliest devices used by man 10 tty to identify the first panicles
created by that big bang. It is called a particle accelerator. and it was invented 51 years
ago by two British scientists. Once it was virtually all science had: now it is merely one of
the tools being used here at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia,
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Illinois. where the United States has buill the most powerful accelerator in the world.
Twelve days ago teams of technicians and physicists here drove streams of tiny particles
faster and faster around a four-mile circular runnel. until they reached the energy level of
512 billion electron volts - the most powerful burst of energy ever achieved in the study
or-matter. The purpose: prepare for experiments forcing the particles to collide and break
into even smaller pieces.
Dr. LEDERMAN: When particles collide. they raise the temperature of the matter that's
in the collision to enormous numbers, mind-boggling numbers. And when you ask where
in the universe did these temperatures exist before. the only time in nature where such
temperatures were achieved is in the earliest fractions of a second after creation and the
big bang.
Dr. RICH ORR, acceleialordivlsion head: we'll be looking at times that are like 10
to the minus 14 seconds after the big bang, and that is, let's see, 10 millionths of a
billionth of a second after the big bang. So we're looking very early in time with this
machine.
MARTIN: The lab is trying to identify the basic ingredients of all maner. It is smashing
particles into smaller and smaller pieces, and studying the forces thai alter their behavior.
It is a search for the basic building blocks of the universe. [voice-over] Scientists believe
they have already identified many of the most basic particles.
Dr. LEDERMAN: They're called corks and leptons, these fanciful names we often use.
whimsical names. If this cork-lepton theory is correct, then we're as close, certainly
much closer than mankind has ever been. to an ultimate synthesis of knowledge of the
physical universe. ,
MARTIN [voice-over}: To find those particles and prove the theories, the lab has
developed a new technology 10make the accelerator work: superconducting magnets. The
magnets are cooled with liquid helium produced at a special plant and injected into the
tunnel to speed the particles on their way. Here's how the system works. The lab uses this
750,()(X)-volt free accelerator to inject particles called protons into a vast network. of tubes
and tunnels. They move down this linear accelerator into a circular tunnel called a
booster. Then, injecting more beams of protons, the lab whips the particles into a
four-mile runnel laced with 1,000 magnets and buried 20 feel below these surface cooling
pipes. We flew a helicopter to suggest the movement of particles, but their speed is
astonishing. Around this four-mile racetrack, the particles make 47.900 revolutions per
second. The lab has placed a second track beneath the first. In two years it plans to force
two beams, moving in opposite directions, to collide in a burst of energy expected to
reach two trillion electron volts.
Dr. ORR: Well. we'll collide prolOt1S with antiprotons. and God knows what's going to
happen. Well. God probably does. but we don't.
M!,R11N [voice-over}: With computers the lab has been simulating what might happen.
It IS trying to guess what patterns might be formed if !be collisions break the particles into
even smaller pieces. Yesterday at the accelerator conttol room. the lab's technicians
began preparing it for more operations, using computers to start a failed refrigerator thai
had allowed the tunnel to heat up beyond worIc.ingtemperatures. Despite minor glitches.
the lab is basking in what appears 10be a resurgence of American science and technology
that had lost its edge and some talent to !be Europeans.
DRASKO JOVANOVIC, physics department head: We will just heat to the punch
with their larger machines. Clearly. they are going to have a lead of about five. 10 years
before they manage to master their technology.
MARTIN: Will that attract !be brightest new scientists here?
Mr. JOVANOVIC: Sure. I mean. in some ways physicists are groupies - they go where
the action is. sure.
MARTIN [voice-over}: For now it is here, apparently, on the edge of the unknown.
Dr. LEDERMAN: I mean. after 2,lXXIyears of speculating what's up there. how did the
world gel here, how did it start, where is it going. we have the basic equations which
allow us to answer allof these questions.
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MARllN [voice-over): So on the plains of Illinois those are some of the questions being
asked in one of the boldest scientific adventures of our day. For Nightline this is John
Martin in Batavia. Illinois.

KOPPEL: When we come back, we'll look for some answers to those questions as we talk
with three eminent American physicists. And a little later, refuseniks: Soviet Jews who want
to leave their country but have been refused exit visas. After that. the America's Cup. the
yachting event participants spend millions to win.
Icommercial break]
KOPPEL: With us now live again from the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in
Batavia. Illinois. is the director of the laboratory. Dr. Leon Lederman. Joining us from o~r
Boston bureau is Dr. Steven Weinberg of the University of Texas. a Nobel laureate In

theoretical physics. And from our Denver affliate KBTV. Dr. David Schramm. prof:ssor of
astrophysics at the University of Chicago. currently working at the -:'spen Institute of
Physics. Dr. Schramm, help us look out for a moment. When we see the light from stars, we
are seeing, in a sense, the past. correct?
Dr. DAVID SCHRAMM, astrophysicist: Very definitely. In fact, when we're looking at
the furthest light that we can see, the Andromeda nebula, we're seeing light that left there
over a million years ago.
KOPPEL: So in theory if we could look out far enough we might be able '0 see the big
bang?
Dr. SCHRAMM: Yes. except when we're getting back that far the light is no longer in the
optical where we can see it. It's been shifted away from where our eyes detect it. back to the
radio waves, and in fact people at Bell Labs, using radio antennas, have detected that
radiation.
KOPPEL: All right. 50 there is a way- I mean, quite literally we now live in an era in
which it is possible to record the I?ast within reason. Ho~ precise do you think we,'lI ~ver be
able to get in terms of {a) recording the past and (b) gomg back to the very beginning?
Dr, SCHRAMM: well, unfortunately as you get back past that point where the people from
Bell Lab saw this radiation, the universe is so dense, so hot that it's totally opaque, so that
you can't see with your eyes or even with radio antennas back to earlier points. So the wa)'
you'd have to look at those earlier times is by tr>:ing to duplicate it in ~ laboratory. - like at
Penni lab or Surin or 5LAC. where you're trying to budd the conditions that existed back
then. And then you're looking for the remnants left over from that period. but you're not
going to be able-to see it directly because the universe was just too dense.
KOPPEL: AIl right. that brings us back to Dr. Lederman, I guess. Are you in a sense trying
to duplicate the big bang? Imean, is that what this amounts to? And if so. one has to wonder
at the arrogance of it. How do you know what will happen?
Dr. LEDERMAN: We don't know what will happen. We're arrogant, yes; we're also
fearful. It is an unknown place. We don't aspire immediately to get as close to the big bang as
we'd like to, but every stage of construction of large accelerators brings us closer. And as we
~et closer, the data becomes more and mo~ suggestive. And we hope th~t between the
information that the astronomers have by looking at the present state of the universe. and the
information we can supply from the collisions which replicate times beyond the big bang,
that the bridge can be fonned. It'll have to take theoretical constructs to form a bridge. If we
can make that bridge by theory and get a totally consistent picture, we have an enormous
confidence that we have a handle, a window on the universe,
KOPPEL: Since you were generous enough to build the bridge to the theoretical. let me go
to our theoretical physicist, Dr. Steven Weinberg. Dr. Weinberg, how close do you think you
are to being able to take what your more. dare I say it, your more practical colleagues are
doing, to take that next leap?
Dr, STEVEN WEINBERG, theoratical physicist: Well, we're all in this together. I
don't know what the next leap is going to be, We have ideas of wonderful discoveries that are
just around the comer that are going to be made with this machine that Dr. Lederman had led
in constructing, We see certain inklings in the physics that's now accessible in the accel-
erators that we have available now of phenomena that are going to become apparent when we

c~n.get up to the point where we can collide beams of particles together with energies of a
milton electron-volts each. We can sense what kind of thing is going to come out of it. but we
don't know the details and we don't know where it's going to lead us,
KOPPEL: Give me a sense. perhaps. of where we're going by describing for me how far
we've come, In terms of trying to understand the origins of the universe, Iassume that certain
tentative steps were taken 5.(0} years ago- yeah, go ahead.
Dr. WEINBERG: Let me not concentrate so much on the origin of the universe, I think the
elementary-particle physicist is fascinated by the connection with cosmology and he's
delighted when the things he discovers are of use to the cosmologist. but his real aim isn't to
study any particular phenomenon. It's oot really to study these particular particles that are
being p~uced in Fermi lab, and it's not even to discover- to study a phenomenon as grand
and magnificent as tf:tewhole universe. The aim is to get at the great simplicities underlying
~l~of nature. We believe that we understand the way atoms behave, and chemistry is the way
It IS because of the way atoms behave, and we believe that we pretty well understand the way
the nuclei of atoms behave. And as we go down to smaller and smaller distances, we can
trace a chain of explanations. And ultimately we run out of our ability to explain things. We
think that there are broad, simple principles underlying everything that we call the laws of
nature. We don't know what they are; that's what we're trying to get at. and I think we're
making progress. I think it's a matter of perhaps one or two hundred years in the future before
we can say we know the laws of nature.
KOPPEL: All right, we're going to take a little break. and when we come back we'll
continue our discussion. Later we'll be talking with a U.S. congressman just back from a
visit to the Soviet Union. There he secretly taped a discussion with Soviet refuseniks -
Soviet Jews who want to leave the country but are not pennitted to go.
[commercial break]
KOPPEL: Our three experts on the universe and its makeup are with us again now. From
Batavia, Illinois, Dr. Leon Lederman; from Boston. Dr. Steven Weinberg; and from Denver,
Dr. David Schramm. Dr. Lederman, I've got to tell you, I was terribly disappointed when I
heard Dr. Weinberg say a couple of minutes ago it might be anoIher one or two hundred
years before you reach the conclusions that you're searching for. Can't you be a little more
optimistic than that?
Dr. LEDERMAN: I'm more optimistic, but I can't make a finn prediction. I think, 'hough,
Steve did set the record. the discussion on a better course. Our accelerators laboratories
provide most. not all. of the data needed or which we're looking for. The early universe is
jus' another accelerator laboratory. We're supported by the Department of Energy; the early
universe didn't have any budget at alL They were totally unconstrained.
KOPPEL: Back in those days you didn't need one. LeI me ask you, though, about this
accelerator. I did a little rough arithmetic and I'm probably way off, but it seems to me that
you're reaching a point where you're pushing those particles almost at the speed of light.
Correct?
Dr. LEDERMAN: That's quite right. We don't usually- we get so close 10 the speed of
light that that's not an interesting number anymore. We're really- the crucial number is the
energy; that's the basic parameter. and there's a curious relationship between the smallness of
the particles you want to see and the energy you need to see them. The smaller the particle.
the higher the energy. So we're sort of forced into building these monstrous objects in order
to observe nature at its very, very smallest.
KOPPEL: You're saying that the number. the speed of light, has become kind of academic
to you. Why? Is it theoretically possible that a particle can move faster than the speed of
light?
Dr, LEDERMAN: Well, it's possible on the basis of some theories which haven't ledus
anywhere, so in general I think the consensus is that the limiting speed is the speed of light.
which was the basis of the Einstein theory of relativity, The point really is that as particles
move close to the speed of light. they get heavier. And then it becomes harder and harder to
push them closer to the speed of light. But on the other hand. it gets sort of boring to write
down "We are at 99.999% of the speed of light." and so it's much easier to talk about how
much heavier is the particle than it was when it was at rest.
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KOPPEL: In a sense, then, it's like endlessly cutting something in half. I mean, theoreti-
cally you can go on infinitely.
Dr. LEDERMAN: That's right, yeah. It's a kind of approach to infinity. a slow approach. So
we say the protons we accelerated to 512 billion volts produced a panicle whose mass was
increased by a relativity by 512 times heavier than it was at rest. And that's the interesting
number for accelerator builders.
KOPPEL: Dr. Schramm, perhaps you. from your loftier perch, can look down on all of this
and give us, those of us who really are barely hanging on here to this conversation, a sense of
why we should care. Does it mean anything to us? Are we purely talking now about
something that is of.esoteric value but no real value?
Dr. SCHRAMM: Well, I thiok this is one area that everybody at one time or the other has
thought about: why are we here, where did we come from? And more and more, the different
areas .o~science - particle physics, astronomy, geophysics - they're all pointing together
~ gJvm$ us the answers toward these questions. I like to use the analogy that we were one
big expenment, long ago, the big bang. Unlike the kind of experiments that Leon does at
Fenni lab, where you design the experiment to do something, we're trying to figure out
exactl.y what the graduate student did, how she built the apparatus. to figure out what the
ex~nme!'t was. We'.re part of it, hut we don't know exactly what it was. And that's wh~t
we re trymg to do: piece that together to see how that apparatus was put together, the big
bang.
KOPPEL: Dr. Weinberg. wrap it up for us with reference to a word you used before - you
we~ talking about simplicity. There is in all this complexity an effort to come down to an
ultimate kind of simplicity. How and why?
Dr.WEINBERG.: It's all much more beautiful than you would thiok at first sight. We look at
an trnpenetrabIe Jungle of different kinds of particles - the corks and leptons that Leon
mentioned; we know about different kinds of force that act on these particles. And yet as we
study. them more and more, we see that they're not that complicated, they fall into neat
families; ~re are symmetry relati?os among them. Gradually we're beginning to understand
~t the umverse, when you study It deeply, you learn that it's much more beautiful and much
sunpler than you could possible have imagined when you only look at it superficially.
KOPPEL: Gentlemen, thaok you very much for sharing some of the product of your minds
with us. Even If we don't understand, you've given us something more to think about, and I
appreciate very much your jonung us. And Dr. Lederman. have a happy birthday.
Dr. WEINBERG: Happy birthday, Leon.
KOPPEL: When we return, Soviet refuseniks. Who are they and why do they want to leave
the Sovl,et Union? We'll talk. to a man who once was a refusenik; he's now a professor at
Columbia University. And then a look at the America's Cup and the competition that wants
to take that prize away from the United States. .
[commercial break]

~OPPEL: They are Russian. Jews who are seeking to emigrate. Because they have been
fused VISaS !o leave the Soviet Urnon and are still trying to get out, they've been $Iven me:

name. refuseniks .. 'The SOViet government has been erratic on the matter of granung Jews
tnrusslon to emigrate, and recently the gates have been virtually closed. It is for this ~n

. t ~embe~ of a.U .5. congressional delegation that went to the Soviet Union on a good-wif:fu:~earlier. this month sought out a secret and unauthorized meeting with a group of
niks, seemg some 30 people in all. Congressman Thomas Downey of New York

~t. along VIdeotape equipment on the trip and taped a series of interviews WIth the
re niks. Here now are some excerpts from those tapes.

~8tREFUSENIK: We all want to go to Israel. But our families are assimilated. and we
J ant to study Hebrew and new Jewish history. And we began to go to lectures, JeWish
~tures. And on the d~ of [independence I it was the 10th of May 1981, such lectures

to take. place 10 my apartment. But the militia blocked up my apartment. I was~sr:.tunng the lectures of our Jewish history and culture. The prosecutor said to me
IC ed the militiaman and I was sentenced for two years.

2nd REFUSENIK: My son was a student at the Faculty of Meteorology at the Leningrad
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Hydrometeorologicallnstirute. But this year he, sadly for all of us, got sick. It turned out
out that he had a small ulcer, and he spent much time both in the hospital and at home.
That's why he couldn't pass in time two exams. And the authority of the Institute refused
to give him an academic sick leave, which is the usual practice in such situations, and
expelled him from the Institute.
3rd REFUSENIK: My parents live in Israel. They left the Soviet Vnion in 1977. and we
were refused - I, my wife. and our children. The official explanation at that time was
that I had state secrets. It's a typical explanation for many Soviet refuseniks. Now. I can
tell you that 13 years passed since I left my job which is considered a secret one.

The last time we applied was last November. In January we were refused with a fresh
explanation. The answer was your going abroad does not agree with Soviet interests.

My father is 79 and my mother is 74. Tbey need our support. and it's a typical violation
of the Helsioki agreement.
4th REFUSENIK: The situation is worse and worse between the Vnited States and
Russia, and that's another reason they [Soviet government) refuse. And people are afraid
of applying, new people are afraid of applying.
3rd REFUSENIK: !t's a good example not to apply because they know if they apply,
they will lose their jobs and they won't have any good results.
2nd REFUSENIK: The prospect to get permission [to emigrate I is practically zero. Why
promote such a burden on the family? Life is not easy even if you are not a refusenik.

KOPPEL: Joining us live now in our Washington bureau is Congressman Thomas Downey
of New York. who taped the interviews we've just seen. Congressman, before-we get into the
substance of what we've just heard, tell us a little about the circumstances of how you came
to tape this. I find it difficult to believe that in the Soviet Union, especially so distinguished a
visitor as yourself, would be able to move around without the Soviet authorities knowing
where you were going.
Rep. THOMAS DOWNEY, (D) New Yorl<: Ted, I thiok they knew wbere we were going.
What happened was that a number of us, a meeting was arranged by Congressman Henry
Waxman, and a number of us went on a van. There were, I think, six or seven members of
Congress and some of their spouses. And the KGB was aware of our comings and goings.
but I don't think they realized that I had my video equipment with me. And we got into the
apartment: [ taped the outside of the apartment - we taped about an hour and a half, so that
we could show, in the case of Rabinovich, some of the tapes to his children who haven't seen
him in three years. And after I made the tape I was afraid that the Soviet officials might
purloin it or erase it, so I gave ir to Dolores Beitenson, the wife of one of my colleagues, and
she kept it on her person throughout the trip.
KOPPEL: what do you thiok is going to happen to the people who talked to you? I mean,
they've obviously taken a rather large risk.
Rep. DOWNEY: Ted. they take large risks every day of their lives. They put their lives in
jeopardy. to a certain extent their families' lives in jeopardy when they want to leave. And
the publicity, if we can get their names known in the West, show them to other people,
actually helps them. The Soviets are a little more reluctant to take action against the more
well known of the refuseniks. though they often do. But this son of publicity helps as
opposed to hurts .
KOPPEL: One of the men made reference to the Helsinki agreement. That was just
discussed, and apparently an agreement was reached in Madrid today among 34 of the
nations, at least, which implies that the Soviet Union and the United States may be a little bit
closer to reaching some sort of an accommodation. Is it likely, do you think - did you sense
from the Soviets that they're going to be a little more liberal in terms of allowing people to
emigrate?
Rep. DOWNEY: To the contrary. they, wben Congressman Waxman raised the issue of
Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union and religious freedom and the Helsinki Final Acts.
they were particularly hard line. So I'm hopeful that after the signing of the agreement in
Madrid that there'll be some movement. I think it's going to take a genuine thaw in our
relationship before we see the 1979 levels of emigration happen again.
KOPPEL: Congressman Downey. stand by if you would; we're going to take a break. When
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we return, we'll be joined by a former refusenik, now a professor at Columbia University,
and by an American journalist trying to encourage communication between our country and
the Soviet Union. Later, a look at the race the world's foremost sailors will spare no cost to
win: the America's Cup.
[commercial break]

KOPPEL: Joining us now in our New York studios is Dr. Alexander Goldfarb, a refusenik
who got out of the Soviet Union in 1975. His father, a distinguished geneticist, and his
mother and sister have been denied permission to leave. And in our Boston bureau, Loren
Ghiglione, editor and publisher of a newspaper in Southbridge, Connecticut, who was part of
a group of New England editors who recently visited the Soviet Union. Dr. Goldfarb, let me
begin by making a suggestion to you. In the nature of the diplomacy between the United
States and the Soviet Union, refuseniks, Soviet Jews, are a form of currency, aren't they?
Dr. ALEXANDER GOLDFARB, Soviet Immigrant: Yeah, I think so. Especially now,
they- after all this publicity in the West, they've become kind of bargaining chips. And as
we've just heard, recently in Madrid it was mentioned that they can be- some of them can
be released as a good-will gesture before the end of the year.
KOPPEL: Why do you theorize the Soviets have been so sparing in releasing Soviet Jews,
and what do you think it wiJI take to get them to loosen up a little?
Dr, GOLDFARB: Well, Ithink that the reason why they were not lening them out for such a
long time - the struggle was going for about 10 years - is that the emigration of the Soviet
Jews creates an important internal policy problem. It's not at all, or only partially, a foreign
policy problem. The reason in my opinion is that the very basis of the order there is closed
borders, and the emigration of Soviet Jews, in view of the Soviet authorities, may create a
precedent for otbers and raise the issue of free movement across the borde", in principle.
KOPPEL: Mr. Ghiglione, when you went over to the Soviet Union, did that sort of thing
come. up in your discussions with Soviet officials? 'They of course were eager to show you the
best Side, as we are to show our guests the best side of our society. Did this subject ever come
up?

LOREN GH.IGUONE, MWap8peredltor: Yes, we asked about Sergei Batovan, the head
of an ~fficlal peace group. and what was going to happen to him. And some of us tried to
talk WIth refuseniks, and indeed I visited the home of Vladimir Felzman and listened to a
concert of his to about 25 people in his one-room apartment. So we were aware of it, and
although we went over for a totally different purpose, we were aware of the problem.
KOPPEL: What happenswhen you raise that issue with Soviet officials? How responsive
are they, or how do they respond?

Mr. GHIGUONE: The general message is "Well, all those who wanted 10 leave have left."
And of course we know that isn't true from talking to the refuseniks who remain.
KOPPEL: Congressman Downey, do you have sense of how many refuseniks there are who
want to get out?

Rep, DOWNEY: Well, the numbersare a little sketchy, but we estimate thaI there are some
30,000 who have begun the process, and that there are some 10,000 who have been refusedexit VISaS.

KOPPEL: I must say, Dr. Goldfarb, I'm always astonished at the courage of people, or
even the daring of people. who know what the consequences will be just to start the
paperwork. Where do you get the courage to do that?

Dr. GOLDFARB: Well, I think the statistics of emigration over the past few yean shows
that th~ courage of people who applied for ex.it visas fluctuates with the treatment the
refuseniks ge,t. Everybody who appJies for a visa to emigrate from the Soviet Union doesn't
know that he 1Ibe refused. Some of the people, and actually in '79 the majority of the people
who apphed were ~ening po;nnission. So people who apply, they take chances. And people
basically are optimistic; tln!y don't think that they get into this situation.
KOPPEL: Mr. Ghiglione, do you think this is a very tendersubjecl with the Soviets? Do you
get the feelmg they bnstle a little when it's raised?

Mr. GHIGLiONE: Oh, clearly. And it seems 10 me Ihallhe rhetoric has escalated _ more
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anti-Semitic in terms of what's in print. and the numbers speak for themse~ves. From a peak
of 51,(X)() coming out in 1979. we're down to 639 for the first half of this ye:u-.
KOPPEL: So what does that mean, that when U.S.-Soviet relations ~ chilly, then ~e
number of Jews goes down? And is it just Jews, first of all, or are we talkmg about all Soviet
citizens who have a desire to emigrate?
Mr. GHIGLIONE: Well. I think. the policy is limited to ethnic groups that can claim so~e
need for family reunification. And so you get down to a very smaJ.1n.umber of groups. So In

that sense maybe the Jews have it better than the other groups within the country. At least
they qualify by that standard.
KOPPEL: Congressman Downey, a final comment from you if you, would. O~ ?f ~e
reasons I suppose it can be argued that the Soviets cut d<,>wnthe num~r IS that rhetoric m this
country got very, very tough. What lesson do you denve from that,
Rep, DOWNEY: Well, I think that's right. Ted. I think that 10 the extent that we can
improve relationships between ourselves and the Soviet Union. that benefits not only Soviet
Jews but I think the world in general. And once we move, make greater. mover:nent not only
in Madrid but in Geneva on arms control talks, and improve trade relations ~lththe Soviet
Union, I think you'll see the borders opening up a little bit and those people being able to.get
out.
KOPPEL: Congressman Downey, Dr. Goldfarb, Mr. Ghiglione, thank you all very much.
When we come back, a report on the America's Cup. the coveted award Amencans have
been jealously guarding for 132 yean.
[commercial break] .
KOPPEL: It is a sporting event which, considering the millions o~ ~ollars ,spent on It, can
certainly be considered as royal. So it seems fittin~ that a royal ~1~ItOr,Prince Andrew of
England was on hand today to watch the America s Cup competition off Newpo~, Rhode
Island. For Prince Andrew, roday's race was disappointing - the ~ritish .yacht, ~ICtOry~3.
was beaten by a Canadian entry, Canada I. But the prince's disappointment IS ~th!ng
compared to what American yachtsmen would feel if they should ever lose the cl:"I? Nightline
correspondent James Walker gives us a behind-the-scenes look at tt,Jec~mpeutlon and the
incredible level of blood, sweat and tears. and cold cash. that goes mto It.

YACHTSMAN: The America's Cup is a battle of armaments, and everybody's wheeling
them up to the front right now.
2nd YACHTSMAN: But it's the greatest unwon sporting trophy in the world. It's a
terrific challenge. I feel it's a place where victory and defeat are very clear.
JAMES WALKER [voice-over]: These are tz-meter yachts. the creme-de-la-creme of
acht racing. And this is the scene of battle: Rhode Island Sound. They are com~~mg for
iite America's Cup, jealously held by the United States since 185I, before the CIVt!War.
For 132 years foreign competitors have tried unsuccess.fully to ~e It away. The fix.at~on
over winning yachting's most sacred prize. coupled With a major rules change allowing
foreign competitors and Ameri~ans to ~ ~ same technology, has p~uced th~ great-
est most expensive challenge m the cup s history. Tbere are two Amencan entnes and
se~en foreign. From Britain, France. Italy, Canada, and th,ree fror:n Australi~. For some
of the competitors the cup has become more than a sportm~ achievement; I~possesses
their entire life. Gary Jobson successfully defended the cup In 1977. Now he s back for
the third time.
GARY JOBSON defender tactician: This is the best sailing compelition i~ the
world, so it's fun t~be part of the ~t ~mpetition that.~re IS. Also J think ~re s an
obsession that people have with bemg 10 the most excitIng part of our sPJTt, Im sure
that's why it attracts me. .
WALKER [voice-over}: Jean Castenet has tried three times in the past eight years to wm
the cup for France. . , .
JEAN CASTENET, France 3: Well. I guess the cup is such a high level In salhng and
such a-- has a reputation of being impossible to win, that only for that I guess anybody
could be attracted.
WALKER [voice-over}: Australian yacht designer Ben Lexcen is back for the fourth
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time.
BEN LEXCEN, yacht designer: It's taken 12years of my life, and Idon'. want to see
12 years of my life just shot with no results. That's why I come.
WALKER (voice-over): And this is the man all the others are gunning for, Dennis
Conner, who skippered a yacht named Freedom to victory in 1980. then said the demands
were too great and wouldn't be back.

DENNIS CONNER, Liberty skipper: The real reason why I'm back is hecause of the
option, and that is not to be back. It's so great to be involved in something where the
dedication and the priorities are so high and the level of people is so great.
WALKER {voice-over}: It is Conner who has set the priorities everyone else must try to
match in order to compete. In his detennination to win, Conner felt that he had to build a
boat faster than Freedom, which his syndicate still owns. So he and his backers built
Spirit of America, but Spirit turned out to be slower than Freedom, so Conner then built
Magic. But Magic was too slow also, so Conner redesigned Spirit. and when that didn't
work he built Liherty. wbar happened to Spirit and Magic? Spirit sits high and dry in Sao
Diego. as does Magic, which is four blocks away from the docks and the action in
Newport. Tom Blackaller is challenging Conner for the right to defend the cup. By
comparison, Blackaller has two yachts: a new one named Defender and an old one named
Courageous, the 1977 cup champion.

TOM BLACKALLER, Defender skipper: I have a lot to argue with Dennis Conner's
approach to sailing. I think he's ruined the sport of sailing. I think he's made it too
difficult; I think his deal with four boats and $10 million or whatever it is. I think he did all
that to try to scare everybody out of the competition. I think he tried to buy everybody
out.

Mr, CONNER: I see he's still here, so that'll ruin it for him.
PETER de SAVARY, British campaign: I think all it is, that this is the ultimate io
yac~t racing. Everybody's trying to get the most that they can out of their people and the
equipment, and you have a lot of high-technology equipment in the boats. And when
you're trying to get the best out of something. I'm afraid it gets to be expensive.
~ALKER [voice-over]; But the yachts are just pan of the enormous expense. which also
includes eqUipment,. ~portation, housing and food. The total cost for the 1983 car!'.l~
paign IS ov~~ ~ million. Australia 2 designer Ben Lexcen says that while the high COSt
has been criticized In Australia, where there is high unemployment, he says it's still worthIt.

Mr. LEXCEN: Ify?u talk to radical, left-wing pinkos. they think that anything that's not
~nnect~ With sliding to eat meat pie every day is a waste of money. Well, I used to
think of It that way. but the quality of life is always toys and things, you know?
WALKER [voice-over]: Some of Lexcen's toys are secret, like the new keel he's
desl~ which ,IS hidden by the green screen, or the space-age computer wh~ch the
Australians don t want to show and the Americans like tactician Christy Steinman,
doesn't want to talk about. '

CHRISTY STEINM~N, Uberty campaign: We have the standard electronics that you
would see on any ceiling boat and then some sophisticated gear that we have developed
only for the 12-meter racing.

WALKER: Sophisticated - it does what kind of things?

Ms. ~INMAN: Performance analysis. some statistical evaluation, and some things
tha! we Just don't discuss right here. High technology- and we're all out here to win and
we re working our hardest, and we like to think of it as some son of an edge that we dohave,

WALKER .lvoice-overJ;;But with the yachts. rigging and computers pretty even. a lot ?f
experts bel~ev~ that the edge may come from sail design. Here too the obsession to wm
has revolutionized sail-making.

JIM ALLSOPP, manager, North Sails: The imponant thing is that compoter cutter
that really enhance our ability to repeat design shapes. In other words. if we build one
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sail two weeks later we can build one exactly like it. or we can change it by very small
amounts and predict what's going to happen to that sail. And before the computer cutter.
we were a little bit in the dark ages.
WALKER [voice-over}: But while space-age technology may provide the edge. the most
important element in the competition is down here on earth.
YACHTSMAN: The difference always has been and always will be the people. Because
boats are the same. what they usually end up pretty well doing it the same: the difference
is the people and the styles. and the styles are made by the people.
WALKER [voice-over]: And the people keep corning back. 1980. Alan 'Bond, after his
third attempt to win the cup for Australia. had failed.

VOICE {September 1980/: Mr. Bond, will you he back in '83?
ALAN BOND: Iexpect to.

WALKER [voice-over]: And true to his word. he's returned. and while a lot of sailors
like Bond can't seem to avoid the obsession. Peter de Savary claims he's different.
Mr. de SAVARY: Well. if you're asking me personally I'm just here for thi~ ?ne time
with a maximum effort. I don't imagine that it's easy to put together a better British effort
than this time. and I certainly don't think I would have credibility back home. nor the
enthusiasm and confidence. to do it a second time.
Mr. CASTENET: I said that twice already: I guess this is my last cup now. but if
anybody comes up and says "Well. we are putting a new challenge and could you do that
and that." maybe I would consider it.
WALKER: You cannot get it out of your blood.
Mr, CASTENET: Well, Iwish Icould, but for the moment it will take [unintelligible],
WALKER [voice-over]; This is James Walker for Nightline. Newport. Rhode Island.

KOPPEL: I'll he back in a moment.
{commercial break/
KOPPEL: The focus on This Week with David Brinkley this Sunday: are we really on the
road to economic recovery? TIle guests include Henry Kaufman, chief economist for the
Salomon Brothers brokerage firm. and Senators Jake Gam and "Yilliam Pro.:<mire.ch~irman
and ranking minority member. respectively. of the Senate B~mg Committee. T~mght?n
One On One. Greg Jackson's guest is actor Robert Duvall. That s our ~port for tonight. I m
Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE Air Date: August 10. 1983

Second Solar System? IManhattan Blackout
LYNN SHERR [voice-over}: It is a question that has tantalized earthlings since time began:
are we alone in the universe? Now for the first time. scientists have discovered evidence of
what they think. could be a second solar system. perhaps other planets that could sUPJX>rt
intelligent life. We'll talk tonight with one of the scientists who made the find, with
astronomer Carl Sagan, and with shuttle astronaut, Dr. Sally Ride. Meanwhile, back on
earth, a power blackout in midtown Manhattan has shut down Macy's, GimbeIs, and a
crucial part of New York City's garment industry during one of its most important sales
weeks. Well look at how the city is coping.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Lynn Sherr.
SHERR: Good evening. We are focusing tonight on a star, this tiny dot of light transmined a
few moments ago from a telescope at the Naval Observatory here inWashington. It is called
Vega, and even though that star is 150 trillion miles away, it's the brightest object in the skies
right now, because scientists have discovered that Vega, a sun something like our own. is
sunounded by particles that could just be the first evidence of a second set of planets in the
universe. Sailors and pilots have known about Vega for centuries, using it to help navigate
thea crafts. But now astronomers think Vega may help steer us through our past and our
future. To explain some of the wonder, we are joined this evening by astronomer Carl Sagan
in Los Angeles. Dr. Sagan, thanks so much for coming along. You have made the many
p~cles of the universe very understandable in the past; what' s the special magic of these
particles?

Dr, CARL SAGAN, astronomer: Well, if this is in fact. as I think it is, a discovery of
another solar system, it is one of the epochal findings in the history of astronomy. We live in
one solar system; up until this moment we've not known for a fact that there are others. We
are on the verge, Ithink, of a kind of deep provincialization of our place in the universe. It's
a wonderful discovery,
SHERR: Dr. Sagan, do you believe that there is or could be extraterrestrial life out there?
Dr, SAGAN: Oh, it's such a big universe, and now it looks as if there are likely to be so
~any planetary systems, I'd be amazed if there weren't a universe just brimming over WIth
life. But that's a very different statement from saying that there's life in any particular star
system, for example, the Vega system. That requires a lot more work..
SHERR,:Well, we'll come back to you in a few moments, if we may, and talk about that,
Meanwhile, that discovery of what may be a second solar system was made possible ~~ a
unJ9ue astrononucal ~nstn.unent that was launched into space earlier this year as a JOlDt
project arnon~ the United Stales, Britain and the Netherlands. It's a project thaI has already
YI~Idcx;lother unportant ne~ infonnation about ouler space, and there's still In?re to come,
Nlghtltne correspondent Btll Redeker lells us about the IRAS salellite pro.JCCland the
mysteries it is designed to uncover.

JAMES MICHENER, author, "Space": These new definitions thaI were going to get
from these telescopes are going to rattle our brains, believe me. You and I are not going to
be the same when this is over.
BILL REI?E~ER [voice-over}: For generations we have explored the universe, ,Probed
~e outer IlO1ltsof the visible heavens, for clues about other planets, staIS, galaxies, for
~~ aOOut the very nature of creation itself. But historically, astronomers have ~n
bmlted ~ whal they and ~ir telescopes can see. unable to peer beyond the opucal
bou~es of sp~e, ~atelhtes have extended the view, carrying telescope~ be~ond
earth s atmosphenc veil. But the telescopes had. seen only those objects which either
re~ect or are hot el1Ol:lghto emit visible light. For the most part, astronomers have been
blind to C<X?lercel,lestlal phenomena, invisible to the eye but which give off enough heat
to be seen m the infrared spectrum. lbey have been blind until now,e late January the United States, England and the Netherlands combined their knoW-
ho • $180 mIllion, and 10 years of development into the launching orIRAS, the mfrared
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astronomical satellite. Now orbiting 560 miles above th~earth, ~S ,during its first
minute of operation gathered more information about infrared emissions than ever
collected by more conventional telescopes. ~t is ~le ,to do so for two reasons: first, by
escaping the earth's atmosphere, througb which little intrared penetrates; and second, by
utilizing 68 infrared detectors located at the base of ~e tel~pe. The deteeU;u:s are
cooled by liquid helium to a minus-476 degrees Fahrenheit, m~g them Ultrase,I1S1uveto
the most minute heat given off by matter in space. All .of which ~ans IRAS IS able to
peer through thick galactic dust clouds which block starlight emanatmg from the center of
our galaxy.
Dr. GERRY NEIUGEBAUER, IRAS science team: We've already seen one object
that we've identified with a galaxy, and that's 300 million light years away. And It ISso
sensitive that if you could throw a baseball up in. Nev.: York, and'y~ could spot that
baseball, you could see the baseball here from California. And that s JUst from the heat
radiation of that baseball.
REDEKER [voice-over}: Twice a day IRAS beams its ~ta to this, tracking stati~m ~
Chilton, England, Here, scientists sort out the most perureru matenal and relay It via
another satellite to the United States. .

(on camera) The data is then received by this ground station here at the Jet Prol?uls~on
Laboratory on the grounds of NASA in Pasadena, California, where a team of scrennsts
analyze the information for a new glimpse at a .heretofore unseen ~pectrum of space,

[voice-over) During its all-sky survey, IRAS ISexpected to ~roVlde a nc:wchart of.the
universe, mapping out up to one million infrared sources. allowing us to WItness the birth
of new stars sometimes created by the death of old ones.
Prof, JAMES HOUCK, IRAS science team: The .question co~down to why ~
some galaxies form stars frequently, why others vel)' mfrequcntly. Wtth IRAS and .
higher sensitivity of IRAS, we hope 10 see regions where m fact smaller stars are being
formed, stars which are more like our sun, , .
REDEKER [voice-over]: During the seven months that IRAS has been in orbit, Its
telescope has been calibrated by focusing it on Vega, the third bngblesl. star m the Sk~
Now scientists say that by doing so they have coincidentally made a ~aJOr discovery.
ring of particles has been detected around Vega. w.e may for the first ~ h~ve eVI~~
that the universe contains a second solar system like our own, Fred Gillett ISone 0
astronomers who made the discovery.
FRED GILLETT, astronomer: We know that the particles have to be relatively large.
They have to be the size of grains of sand o~ buckshot or so; they have to ?e a/:
millimeters in size at least There could be boches the Size of the earth or the Size 0
asteroids - we can't really tell.
REDEKER {voice-over}: Because IRAS measures heat emissions, it's ~n unable:
tell scientists how many bodies may be orbiting '(ega. However -.they believe th~ther
material the telescope sees could be comparable m mass 10 all mne planets and

. . V ., b'II' .- younger than our own sun,matter to our solar system. Smce ega IS lOW: ',Ion. ye....." 300
and not nearly as hot, the whirl of particles clfCllO~ It have temPc:ratures,of about S
degrees below zero, Still, scientists are genuinely excited about the dlscovenes of IRA '
Dr. ROBERT JASTROW, space expert: This saleHi,teis designed to find out how the
universe is made and where it came from and where It s gomg, ,
Mr. MICHENER: All of this information is necessaty for us to undel1iland our place tn
the universe, our potentials. the probable life history of our sun, because when It goes. we
P . the
REDEKER [. ]' When IRAS eventually uses up its supply of helium,vOice-over ., .' frared trum ItWIll cease
supercold refrigerant iliat enables Its deteelOl1ito ~ m the I,n. s::: et IRAS will have
operation and become another piece of space debns. But SCIentistsp I
lIansmitted enougb data 10 keep them busy for the next 10 ~ea::.' birth of SIan; another
While the infrared astronomical satellile scans the heavens or e . ed t 'Harvanl

. '1'& tars Recently actJvat anew telescope searches the umverse lor ,He among s . . rob' th mas for
Universiry, this 85M foot land-f>a:sed radiO telescop? ~ now p~n~i: ~uencies.
extraterrestrial intelligence by slffiu!taneously ~D1tonnde~ ~'to transmit should we
Although the radio telescope only hstens and IS not slg ,
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discover intergalactic messages and decide to change our minds and answer
conversations would be slow in taking place. Due to the distances involved dialogue'
even at the speed of light. 186.000 miles per second. would.take 2.000 yean; t~ complete:
Our two new tel~ may change OW'. concept of the universe, but it may take years

• .'. ~o~ ~y. ~YI~.answe~ to. the quesuoes we have speculated about for generations.'j,r, . :nus \i:Bllt~er for N.glitl"",at N~S~ in Pasadepa .. Califomia". .'.
SHJ:RR.: We:H,be talking again tonight Wid>,Dr,Carl Sagan. hul next we.'11be joined by two
of the scientists working Wtth the infrared telescope that discovered the particles surrounding
Vega. We'll also talk tonight with Sally Ride, one of the astronauts aboard NASA's seventh
shuttle' flight. And later we will look at today's blackout of a section of New York City, a
blackout that IS far from being over.
tcommercial break]

. SHERR: Joining us live oow via satellite from our London bureau is Dr, Fred Gillen, one of
~ discoverers of the material aro~ the star Vega that may constitute a solar system. Dr.
Gillett IS a staff astrono~r at the Kilt Peak National Observatory in Arizona and he's been
working on the IRAS project at the Rutherford Laboratory in England. Also joining us. from
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory m Pasadena, California. Dr. Conway Snyder, assistant project
manager for space at JPL. He has been interpreting the data sent back by the IRAS telescope.
First o~ all, gentlemen, to both of you congratulations, and to Dr. Gillen, it all sounds so
dramatic. What in fact did you see when you first got the infonnation? What did it look like?
Dr. ~ED GILLETT: Well, we were actually using Vega as a calibration source for our
satellite. And we were very startled to see that it appeared to be very much brighter in our
output than we h~ expected. And we were of course very excited at the possibility that we
had seen something new around one of our favorite standard stars, and we were very
mterested. m pursu;mg the ':CSultsto try to understand what it really implied. And we 've gotten
more excl~. [think, as tune has gone on, and we've understood more and more about whet
the observations were trying to tell us.
SHERR: Did anyhudy aetuaJly shuut out "Eureka, I found it"?
Dr. GillETT: I thiRk no, hut the excitement clearly was huilding over a period of, oh, at
least of a month or a month and a half as we kept trying out new ideas of what might be going
on around Vega and bavmg to throw them away One by one, and finally concluding thaI we
had to be looking at relatively large particles in orbit around Vega.
SHERR: !ou men~oned in the interv.iew we just saw that the particles could be anywhere
from the SIZe?f grams of sand to the SIze of a planet. Why the discrepancy? Why can 't you
be more specitic?
bv GI~: Well, what IRAS. is sensitive to is, as we heard earlier, is to the heat radiated
y maten~ m spac,e, cool matenal. And nonnally that means we are most sensitive to the
smallc;:st-sIZematenal that.'s ~ any vicinity, whereas most of the mass is carried by the large
mat~nal, And so the radlallOn that we generally see has to come from the vel)' smallest
p~cles that are present in any environment. So we know about the small end, but we really
can t tell very much about the large-size end of the energy mass distribution.
S~ERR: u,t's go then to your colleague in California, Dr, Synder. You bave been
an yzmg that data, are you convJJlced, or how convinced are you th:.Jt it is indeed a solar
system out there?

~:dC~NWAY SNYDER,IRAS scien.ce teem: No, as a maner of facl, I haven't been
bu lh g ~ data, My job IS sort of helpmg out the scientists in whatever they need help on,
E t I~veh t been looking at the specific data. Dr. Gillen and his colleague, Dr. Aumann in
ng ,ave actually done all of the worlc:on this particular star,

think
SHERR;Well, from your vantage point there, do you have any feelings about this? Do you
m lact It could be a solar system?~..~:Y~~:It seems to me that the evidence is vel)' strong, It's jusl unfortunate thaI we

. an a I e f!lOrecertain about It at this stage. but certainly, as other scientists with other
IDS

I
trume

l
nts begm to look at this in the next few months or yean; we'll probably begin to

eam a ot more about it. '
SHERR: Dr. Snyder, could you explain in earth terms how much it is that IRAS can really

see? For instance, from a certain distance. how far away - the baseball analogy was used-
how far away could it pick out a baseball? Can you do it miles?
Dr, SNYDER: I don't know the answer 10 that.
SHERR: Okay, perhaps we can go to Dr. Gillen. who is in fact looking through it on a
~egular basis. Dr. Gillett, what kind of analogy could you give us that would explain how far
It could really see? [ appreciate it's not seeing optically the way we see; it's taking heat
readings. But how far away can it pick up a small object, for instance'?
Dr. GILLETT: Well, I think what Gary Neugebauer told you earlier on the show is
approximately right - that a small object the size of a baseball, we can see with IRAS if it
were several thousand miles away. And what we're detecting is not scattered light from the
surface, hut actually the radiation, thermal radiation that's emitted by that baseball. And
that's the difference in IRAS, that it can see the actual thermal heat emissions from relatively
cool objects with great sensitivity - much, much more sensitive than we've ever been able
to do before.
SHERR: Dr. Gillett, are you going to be terribly disappointed when IRAS runs out of
helium in December or thereabouts and you won't be able to use it anymore?
Dr, GILLETT: I'll he so tired I'll be happy to retire to a nice desk with all my data and all my
information, and try to really understand what IRAS has told us over this year. It's a vel)'
excitmg year. It's been a lot of work so far, and [can see it just getting more hectic as we get
closer to the end.
SHERR: Well, don't retire yet; stay with us, please, because we will gel back to you and
also to.Dr. Snyder. And in a moment we will talk again with astronomer Carl Sa¥an. And a
httl~ bit later we will discuss the Vega discovery with astronaut Sally Ride. We wJ11also talk
tonight With the fire commissioner for the city of New York about today's power failure
which spread confusion throughout New York City's garment district in the biggest buying
week of the season.
tcommercial break]

SHERR: Dr, Catl Sagan is with us again now live from Los Angeles. And Dr. Sagan, I
understand you bave brought along a few earthly hand props to demonstrate the significance
of this new discovery. Why don't you show us what you've got'?
Dr. SAGAN: Well, all I have is a thousand sugar cubes which the Nightline staff very nicely
arranged into a bigger cube. And the reason is, suppose the Vega discovery really. is of
an?ther planetary system - what does it mean for the abundance of planetary systems m the
Milky Way galaxy? So I imagine that each sugar cuhe represents the volume of space around
a grven star - it's about three light years across. And the number of these cubc:s, each
containing one star, that you have to have in order to get out to the distance of Vega IS 10 by
10 by 10 - iI's a thousand cubes. So that says that if there are no other planetary systems in
the thousand nearest stars, then on the average there is one planetary system per thousand
stars, But in the Milky Way galaxy there is a few hundred billion stars. Therefore, there are
at I~ast a few hundred million planetary systems. So that's the significance of the s~gar cu~
WhI~hr~now going to destroy just for fun. So, I mean, the significance o~ the, d~v~ry ~s
tha~ If It ISreally true that this discovery of Vega is a planetary system, and If thiS Situation IS
typical, then the Milky Way is loaded with planetary systems, millions of them, hundreds of
millions or them. And the significance of this is very clear, because planetary sy~t~ms are.at
least poSSible abodes for life and the arena for discussion oow of the possibility of hfe
e~sewhere has expanded really' enonnously. lbat's one of many different significances of this
dlsc.overy. Another is if you have several different cases of other planetary systems, you
begm to understand your own planetary system much better if you' re-
SHERR: Before you go off on that, because that is clearly an educational and academic and
sClenbfic reason to be talk..ingabout, let's go back to the part aOOuthfe, If you will. for J~t a
moment. You indeed have participated in probes of other planets - Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
what have you. Can you foresee a venture to the Vega system, should it turn out to be a
planetary system?
Dr, SAGAN: Well, there are different kinds of ventureS. If were talking ahuul spacecraft
ventures, the fastest spacecraft launched by the human species. - Pioneers 10 and II,
Voyagers I and 2 _ take something like 40.(0) years to go the distance to the nearest star.
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SHERR: Let me ask you now a science-type question. You are, of course, an astrophysicist
by training. Someone we spoke to earlier today said that one of the wonderful things about
this discovery is that this new solar system. if it's a solar system, is in fact like a big
gymnasium. He said the next generation of scientists will have a place to play. Is that the way
you thought when you were growing up and being a scientist, is that the way you see it?
Dr. RIDE: As a matter of fact. it was. One of the things that I really enjoyed about science
when that was the career that I was pursuing was learning new things. It was learning things
that other people hadn't learned yet; it was being. 00, sometimes the only one to know
something. That's really exciting. It's almost as exciting as being in space. Not quite, but
almost.
SHERR: Okay. stay with us on earth for a few moments, if you will. And we will be
rejoined by our other guests in just a moment.
[commercial break]
SHERR: Joining us again now, Dr. Fred Gillen in London, Dr. Carl Sagan in Los Angeles,
and astronaut Sally Ride in Houston. Dr. Sagan, let me start with you, if I may. How do all
of Dr. Ride's very .practical suggestions for space exploration fit in with what you're talking
about, about knowmg about the past of our universe and how it all began? Which one should
we be concentrating on?
Dr. SAGAN: Which objective, you mean?
SHERR: Yeah, absolutely.
Dr. SAGAN: Well, you know, there's a lot of objects out there and our technological
~apabllio/ has gotten vel)' good. We have the capability for a set of wonderful and relatively
mexpensive explorations. To give one example. the largest moon of Saturn is called Titan. It
seems to have an ocean of methane and ethane. It is surrounded by clouds composed of
orgaruc matter of the sort that led four billion years ago on this planet to the origin of life. It
~ to have about a kilometer of this organic gunk sitting on the surface in deep freeze
w~tt.ng for our exploratory. vehicles. It cries out for exploration. Unmanned or unwomenned
rruSSIO~ - very inexpensive, something like J % of major manned or womanned missions.
There IS. as yet no NASA program or program by any other nation to send an exploratol)'
vehicle Into the atmosphere of Titan. There are similar opportunities for roving vehicles on
the surface of Mars; f~r expl~rati?ns. including with human crews, of asteroids that come
near the earth. In our httle swunrnmg hole in space just nearby in the solar system, there are
a rang,e,of extremely exciting objects that have never been looked at dose up that we have the
capability of doing.

~HERR: Do you, sitting. there and talking about all this, have any jealousy of people like Dr.
· de who are aetuaIIy.gomg out there and doing it while you're sitting there and taIldng about
It, and indeed domg It from your own point of view but not getting out into space?
Dr. SAGAN: Oh, I guess I can confess to a little, but Dr. Ride and her colleagues are not
flOg anywhere mteresttng just yet. They're hanging around in earth orbit poking around
orne, when there are all those exciting places out there that oobody's going to.

SHERR: Now let me give Dr. Ride a chance to retort. Dr. Ride, do you really think you're
not gomg anywhere very interesting?
~RIDE: W~II, I'm not sure that I would have put it quite that way, but I agree thar lower

omit isn t quite as exciting as Mers probably will be someday.
SHERR: But you fully expect to go to Mars or somewhere like that.
Dr. RIDE' Oh'f bod lik I'd beh " t some y e Dr. Sagan can help drum up the money to do that,
appy to go wherever they send me.

~. SAGAN: Well, speaking of the money, it's fair to point out that a crewed mission to
y.ars WO~d probably cost several hundred billion dollars _ something like one or two
· le~ ars to take a convenientmeasure of expenditure that this governmenton occasion
~ w~ lD~ to spend. Whereas an unmanned roving vehicle surviving about a year traversmg
· e arttan landscape, sending back data everv day would cos, about I% as much. So therelsastrongeco . '. "J' ffro arth nonuc motivation for robot rather than human explorers when you go very at

me. On the other hand, I'm quite certain that if we don't destroy ourselves, eventuaJly

there will be human crews on Mars and on Titan and on the furthermost outposts in the solar
system, but I don't think we should expect that in the vel)' near future.
SHERR: Dr. Ride, how do you feel about robots replacing the NASA astronauts in these
various probes?
Dr. RIDE: Fame is fleeting. Actually, I agree with-that completely. I think it's much more
~asonable to send urunanned vehicles to especially do the first pans of the exploration. And
Itm~es m,:,ch more sense, obviously, to send up telescopes, experiments to gather data on,
oh, things like the Vega system. It's not reasonable, even, to think of sending people out in
that direction yet.
SHERR: Let me ask both of you. and also Dr. Gillen, if you wanted to jump in bere: is it
terribly important for us as a planet, as human beings. to believe thai there is intelligent life
out there? Is that something we need? Anyone of you.
Dr. SAGAN: Well, there was a Pogo cartoon which said "Some people think that there's
intelligent life all over the universe. Other people think we're the only intelligent life in the
universe. Either way it's a mighty sobering thought."
SHERR: Dr. Gillen, you're the one that's finding all these things. What is the next step
regarding the Vega system? Iknow you have lots more data to look at, Iknow you don't have
long for the life of IRAS, but in terms of this particular set of particles, what do you do now?
Dr. GILLETT: Well, I think the most important thing that IRAS can contribute now in this
area is to search around for other examples of this phenomena around other stars. And Ithink
our plans clearly are going to include looking very carefully at as many of the nearby stars as
w~ can to try to understand how frequent this phenomenon might be, and how many stars
nught have a similar sort of set of particles surrounding them.
SHERR: Do you have any jealousy of people like Dr. Ride and all of her colleagues at
NASA, that they're the ones that get to go out and do the explorations while you're sitting in
the observatory?
Dr. GILLETT: No, I'm enjoying myself a great deal right now, and I don't Ihink I'd change
places with anybody.
Dr. RIDE: How about you, Lynn?
SHERR: Oh, I think that's a well-known fact, Sally. Yes, I would certainly change, or at
least go along for one of the trips. That's for sure. But one of these days we'll probably get
journalists and maybe other scientists as well. Dr. Sagan, Dr. Gillen, Dr. Ride, thank. you
vel)' much for enlightening all of us. It may take 400.000 years, Dr. Sagan, but we're going
to try to stick around and watch. We will tum next to today's blackout in New York City's
garment district caused by an underground fire.
[commercia! break/
SHERR: What you see behind me now is the scene oftoday's major disruption in New York
City in the gannent district. First today a water main broke. That led to short circuits and then
to a raging fire in an underground electrical substation. The result was a power failure that's
blacked out a substantial portion of midtown Manhattan, probably until next week. And
wouldn't you know it, power company employees are in the middle of a strike. It isn't New
York's biggest or worst blackout, but it is creating major problems. Here is John Martin with
the story.

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: The lights came back on tonight here in New York City,
but they were all outside, on the streets, aimed by the police at 30 square blocks of
darkened buildings in the middle of Manhattan. It was New York going through a familiar
ritual: a blackout in the Big Apple. But this time it was only a tiny sliver at the core of the
garment district - 10,246 customers instead of eight million; two hotels instead of 250;
two big department stores, Macy's and Gimbels, instead of20. Even so, when it happens
at the center of one of the world's biggest cities, it creates waves. Traffic lights out 31 25
intersections; traffic backed up 20 to 30 blocks. Thousands of office workers spilling onto
sidewalks. lbousands of gallons of water splashing across the pavement - the water that
created short circuits that started the fire inside 3 power station three floors below ground.
It was invisible from above ground, but fire fighters who emerged from it talked of an
inferno.
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Ll JAMES CURRAN, NYFD: It's very hot; there's a tremendous draft, down draft.
TIle fire is involving the sub-basement; there's five or six feet of water and on top of the
water is the oil. and that oil has ignited. So it's just a sea of burning oil.
MAR11N [voice-over}: So hot it started a fire in an air s~aft on ~ roof?f this bui.lding.
The fire commissioner said the flames radiated heat so mtensely It felt like a humcane.
Somehow they fought it, with foam and fortitude. Somehow, "as it always does. New
York coped.

A bank at ground zero above the fire sent guards into its underground. vaults to pull out
the valuables, telling customers not to worry. Some o~t~f-town clothmg buyers found
themselves blacked out of business. but many moved into nearby showrooms, and the
city's biggest buying week stumbled along as best it could.
STEVE DARDICK, salesman: It's going to be an inconvenience !or a I?t of ~ple.
but I believe by the end of the season I really think that everybody s business will be
pretty much normal.
MARTIN [voice-over]: For 2,COJ tourists at this big hotel, it was a night of heat, sweat
and tears, but no tantrums.
MAN: It's kind of difficult- coming down is okay in the stairway, but going up - I
mean, when you get to be over 25, which I am, it presents a problem.
TOURIST: I'm very, very sorry that all these people are leaving. I'm not going to leave.
I think it's a wonderful hotel.
MARTIN [voice-over]: So New York is coping tonight, the way it did in.I965, when the
lights went out over SO,OOOsquare mil~, .and in '9T!. when looters hit the doors and
windows of 2,000 stores and created a billion dollars In damages.

[on camera] Tonight New York put nearly 600 p?li~e officers onto the streets h.e~ ~o
ward off potential looters. So far there have been no incidents reported. so once agam It IS

a city ready for the worst but doing much better than expected under difficult
circumstances. For Nightline this is John Manin in New York.

SHERR: Joining us live now from 35th Street and Seventh Avenue in the heart of New
York's garment district is New York City Fire Commissioner Joseph Spinnato.
Commissioner, thanks very much for joining us; we know you're quite busy at the moment.
Let's just get updated if we can. TIle fire is out, is that correct'!
JOSEPH SPiNNATO, New York City Fire Commissioner: Yes. The fire has been out
since approximately 5:30 this evening. We have units remaining on the scene In order to
ensure that in case there are any additional ignitions, that we're prepared for them.
SHERR: When do you think. that power will be restored'? Is there any chance of switching
grids? Is there any chance of getting those folks back the electricity they need?
Comm. SPiNNATO: Wen, Con Ed indicated earlier today that it would be several days, at
least through the weekeod, before they were able to gel everything restored completely. But
we heard some reports earlier this evening that they would probably have some of the power
restored by tomorrow, and a little bit more restored by Friday. So we're optimistic that the
original reports were somewhat pessimistic.
SHERR: Is there any danger that secondary fires will break OUI even though you have that
first one gone or under control? Any chance that with all the commotion something else will
go now?
Comm. SPiNNATO: We don't believe that to be the case, because our firefighters have in
fact been scouring the building. and preliminary and secondary searches have indicated that
the heat has abated to the point where we just don't believe that we'll have any additional
problems. Were hopeful, at any rate.
SHERR: Just one more thing. In the report by John Martin that we just saw, he talked about
the fact that things are calm, it's not quite like that last awful blackout when there ~~ ~
much looting. How would you describe the mood on the streets there in the garment district.
Normally at this time of night, of course, no one's (here. Suddenly you're fuJI of fire trucks
and police.
Comm. SPINNATO: Right. Well, Mayor Koch was here just a short lime ago and made a
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tour of the area along with myself and the police officials. And I'm happy to report that
although we do have several police officers and fire officials on the streets, things are calm.
There have been no incidents, there have been no reports of any untoward incursions into the
area. So we're optimistic that it'll be a peaceful and quiet night.
SHERR: Okay. Commissioner. thank you. We wish you good luck and-
Comm. SPINNATO: Thank you.
SHERR: -we hope the stores open andthebuyers get all their clothing for the winter line.
Comm. SPINNATO: SO do we.
SHERR: Thank you.
Comm. SPINNATO: Thank you.
SHERR: In a moment, a late report on a natural disaster that struck another city: severe flash
tlooding in Las Vegas.
{commercial break}
SHERR: While New York was having its problems with electrical power today, the weather
created a major problem out west. Heavy rains caused major flooding in a city that isn't used
to getting wet. Las Vegas. Here's a report from Tom Schell.

TOM SCHELL [voice-over]: Just after noon, a three-foot wall of water flooded the strip
near the Imperial Palace, the MOM Orand and Caesars Palace. Ahout 400 people were
evacuated from the casino at the Imperial Palace when the water threatened to come over
a road that provides a natural levee.
CHRIS MciNTURFF, tourist: We had just checked in and we went to get our car to gel
our luggage. and it was tlooded. And they- we couldn't get to our first-floor rooms. we
can't find anyone in charge, they won't put us up anywhere else. So we don't know what
to do. where to go, if we should stay here or go somewhere else.
SCHELL [voice-over]: Dozens of cars cut by the flash flood were washed away. but
there are no confirmed reports of any deaths. Police warned everyone to stay out of the
rampaging waters, but not everyone took the advice. Traffic jams lasted for hours as
nearly every major road was closed. The weather forecast w~s of scattered
thundershowers for the next two days with a possibility of new flooding. Tom Schell,
ABC News. Las Vegas.

SHERR: I'll be back in a moment.
[commercial break]
SHERR: Tomorrow on World News Tonight. the story of a town in Washingto~ Stale whose
residents are faced with a difficult decision. Should a factory that could constitute a health
hazard be shut down, forcing a loss of jobs. or should it be kept open? That's our report for
tonight. I'm Lynn Sherr in Washington. Good night.
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ABC NEWS NIGIfTUNE Air Date: August 17, 1983

·War Against Marijuana/Hurricane Alicia
HUGH DOWNS: Good evening. I'm Hugh Downs and this is Nightline.
High winds and rains from Hurricane Alicia are lashing the Texas Gulf coast tonight, and

we'll look at the storm's progress and the increasing threat it poses. And we'll talk with the
head of the National Hurricane Center in Miami. Also tonight, the government's plan to use
paraquat, a controversial herbicide, in an effort to wipe out marijuana fields in 40 states. No
one doubts that paraquat kills marijuana plants; some fear it will kill humans as well. We'll
talk with people on both sides of that issue and with a man who knows the illicit marijuana
industry from the inside.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Hugh Downs.
DOWNS: It's been 24 hours now since we first reported to you on the Hurricane Alicia, and
since then the storm has increased considerably in strength and is still headed for the Texas
coast. Winds have increased from 80 miles an hour to more than 100 miles an hour. Gale
force winds and tides of six feet above normal have alteady hit the coast in the Galveston
area, but hurricane warnings are posted for a 500 mile stretch of coastline. With us now live
from the National Hurricane Center in Miami is Dr. Neil Frank, director of that center.

[interviewing] Dr. Frank, again, I'm speaking with you, and Iwant to ask you what the
position of that hurricane is right now. Where is it?
Dr. NEIL FRANK, National Hurricane Center: Well, Hugh, it's about 60 miles straight.
south of Galveston. Ihave a satellite picture here at my back, and you can see the green dot is
the center. And if Iplace my finger on it, you can see in a three or four hour time that it has
made some progress towards the coast.
DOWNS: Now, one question. You were pointing right to the eye, which we can see very
plainly there. How far out from that eye are those winds lethal?
Dr. FRANK: Well, we have hurricane winds over about a hundred miles area; in other
words, 50 miles to the north and 50 miles to the south. So when the center crosses the
coastline sometime in the pre-dawn or early morning hours, you're going to have hurricane
winds over roughly a hundred to 125 mile area.
DOWNS: Right. Could you show us on that map behind you just where Galveston is-
Dr. FRANK: Sure.
DOWNS: -so we can get an idea of how it's-
Dr. FRANK: All right, you see Galveston is a bit north of wbere the eye is right now. The
eye IS about 60 miles straight south of Galveston.
DOWNS: Oh yeah, yeah. Now, can you explain, just technically - I think some of our
~Iewers may know this, but some of us don't - what is that picture doing that makes ~tlook
like the storm is moving and then going backward, a little like a cat chow commercial.
Dr. FRANK: Right, we've got a three hour movie here that replays- repeats itself over and
over and over again. So if we start now- I'll put my finger here at the start- you can see
there's p!Ogress towards the coast, then the eye comes back to my finger. That's the repeat of
the movie from about three hours.
DOWNS: Now even if that doesn't go straight north now and hit Galveston dead center, it
would certainly be affecting Galveston considerably, even if that eye missed it by a little bit.
Dr. FRANK: Oh absolutely. As a matter of fact. the-e- we've had reports within the bour
that the winds are gusting to near hurricane force in GaJveston at this time.
DOWNS: Right. Now, Iwas wondering, is clockwise or counter-clockwise, which way is
that storm moving?
Dr. FRANK: Well, you can see the rotation then is in a counter-clockwise sense, that's what
we expect in low pressure areas in the northern hemisphere.
DOWNS: Right. Now what is the prognosis and how long are these people going to be in for
a weather beating?
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D~. FRANK: Well, it's, moving roughly five miles an hour, and if you have hurricane force
winds ~)Vera hundred mile area, you can see that, if you go right through the dead center. that
you might have hurricane force winds 15, 20 hours.
DOWNS: Right. Is there a chance that it would stall over- in other words, not move itself,
but produce those tremendous winds and do a lot of damage while it just was parked there?
Dr. FRANK: Well, Hugh, the steering currents are very weak, as evidenced by the fact that
It s only movmg five miles an hour. and any time you have a storm moving that slow. the eye
or t!te central core has a tendency to wobble a lot. as it moves towards the coastline. And
dunng the day today, we've had times when it seems to stall and then it'll move a little bit
and then stall. But if you look over the last 12 hours, 18 hours, there's been a steady progress
towan.Js the coast and it looks like the center had ought to get on across the coastline
sometime early tomorrow morning or certainly sometime tomorrow.
DOWNS: I think a lot of people might be interested in why and how a hurricane grows in
intensity. What feeds it?
Dr. FRANK: Well, let me ~y, why hurricanes? We get too much heat in the tropics, not
enough heat. m the polar latitudes, You have to mix this up some way. or it wouldn't be
tolerable to hve on ~e planet, One way that we take heat out of the tropics in the summertime
IS through the humcane process, so hurricanes are not freak accidents of nature that are
designed to inflict death and destruction on mankind. They do have a useful function.
DOW~S: That's an interesting view, and I have to ask you. Is this a normal seasonal
happening for that part of the world, or is this something that we can blame on El Nino or
some of the causes of the freaky weather we've had in the last year.
Dr. FRANK: Yeah, we've heard a lot about EI Nino in the past year, and we think that the
reduction ?f hwncane .actIVltym 1982 might be related to EJ Nino, but I don't think that t?is
has an~g to do With El Nino. This is a very typical sequence in mid-August: we re
~pproaching the heart of the hurricane season, and so we do have a hurricane that has formed
III the Gulf of Mexico and certainly is threatening the Texas area tonight.
DOWNS: It might be an odd question to ask you - but do you have any idea what kind of
damage 10 terms of money that this 'may inflict on cities on the Texas coast?
Dr. FRANK: Oh, I don't think there's any way that I could be a judge of that. There is
ce.namly a lot of property and a lot of business exposed in that Galveston, Texas area, and If
this storm nudges on up to where they have the full brunt of the storm, undoubtedly the
damage 1S going to go into the millions and maybe even the billions.
DOWNS: Thank you very much, Dr. Frank, and were going to come back to you. We
know you constantly update your forecasts, and at the end of the program, we're going to
come b&?k to you to see what's going on there in the Galveston area. Thanks.
No~, III a moment, a report from the Texas Gulf Coast, where residents have batten down

to "':~t for Hurricane Alicia. And we'll also look tonight at a controversial program to sp~y
!DanJU;Ma?n Federal lands with the herbicide paraquat. And we'll look at another campaign
in California agamst the big business of growing marijuana and talk with a man who knows
about that lucrative business.
[commercial break]
DOWNS: As an example of something we take for granted, and to show how difficult
comrnumcanons are dunng a hurricane-sized storm we're not able at this time to bong you a
couple of reports that we wanted to bring you out of the Houston/Galveston area in Texas.
We ex~ct to be able to do that a little later on the program, but for now, I'd like to turn our
next tOpICon Nightline.
The question i~! which is the most dangerous villain? Now, for the Federal government-

the ene~y ISmanjuana. Growing it is a $10 billion illegal industry, and some say that It may
be the third I~~t cash crop in the United States today. The Reagan administration wants to
s~p out manjuana with a herbicide known as paraquat, but paraquat is known to be
pol~onous to humans, and the government's plans to spray it in some 40 states has created a
majOr controversy. John Martin tells us where the dispute now stands. .

JUDY FORTNER, resident: It's back in this area over here, and it's- oh, it's at haifa
mde up here.

•

VICTOR SARBON, canner: If you coulda seen this field a week ago today, you
wouldn't ever have dreamed that this is the same field today. It's just unbelievable what
it's done,
BETTY HELTEN, Sautee resident: The spray hasn't hothered anything around here
- the dogs, chickens, cats, garden, or anything. I can't understand what's all the fuss
about.
JOHN MARTIN [voice-over}: The fuss is about paraquat, and a federal plan to spray one
of the world's deadliest and most effective herbicides on one of the country's biggest cash
crops, marijuana. It happened last Friday bere in the mountains of north Georgia, about a
hundred miles from Atlanta. A helicopter from the Drug Enforcement Administration
sprayed paraquat on patches of mali joana discovered inside the Chattahoochee National
Forest.
LANIER CHAMPERS, Chainnan, White County Commission: From this county
tlows approximately 40 to 50% of the drinking water for the total population of the state
of Georgia. Idrink it any other time, but Iwon't drink: it now, not since they sprayed up
here.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Today, some of the people who live just outside the forest section
that was sprayed were complaining that they'd had onlyt5 minutes warning to get away,
that some trees and crops seem damaged, that they felt betrayed.
Ms. FORTNER: I wasn't angry, hut I was upset then, that they would not put our
well-being first. BUI- and I also fell that because we are few in number and maybe that
w~ re Just little country people, they thought we didn't have enough sense to know what's
going on.
MARTIN [voi~e-over/: But today, the federal drug agents moved 10 Tennessee, looking
for. mo~ marijuana, for more spraying, probably tomorrow. Part of a program they
behev~ l~safe and necessary in at least 40 states across the country which have signed up
to parncrpate.
ROBERT FELDKAMP, Drug Enforcement Administration: It's much more eco-
nonucally. feasible. If you send ground troops in, ground agents in, with paraquat on their
back or WIthmac~etes or whatever- it could take all day, and you'd need an army, if the
site we~ ~gh, in rough enough terrain. This is very cost-effective; it's very rapid, we
Can do It m 15, 20 minutes.

Gov. JOE FRANK HARRIS, (D) Georgia: It has the blessings of the environ-
mental standards. It's not as toxic as a lot of people lead you to believe. I didn't have
any reason to say. well the governor of Georgia is opposed to paraquat.
Rev. JERRY BRINEGAR, Citizens Opposed to Paraquat Spraying: Para-
quat, according to Dr. Edward Block, a University of Florida lung specialist, is one of
the world's worst poisons. It can kill if only small amounts are swallowed, inhaled, or
spilled on the skin.

MARTIN [voice-over]: So the battle has been joined. This north Georgia group signed
pennons and got a federal judge to issue a temporary injunction.
Rev, BRINEGAR: For now, we have stopped the federal goverrunent from spraying
paraquat here m the north Georgia mountains.
Mr. FELDCAMP: It applies only to one small part of Georgia. We'll probably go back
mto Georgia; conceivably if not this year, certainly next, and spray some more.
MARTIN [voice-over]; The lines are forming here in the South for a battle that could
soon affect much of the country and the health of more than the estimated 30 million
Amencans who now smoke marijuana.
it beHELTEN: I'd druther that they would spray than for them to raise the marijuana and
It sold 10 our children.
~~ FORTNER: I certainly am not for it being legalized; I have four children, and their

th
e th ~ well-bemg IS the most important thing in my life. And that's why I oppose to
e spraymg.

MARTIN [voice-over/: I'm John Martin for Nightline in Georgia.
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DOWNS: Marijuana has been the subject of a natiunal debate for many years, but Ameri-
cans know a great deal less about the substance the government wants to use as a weapon
against it. Sheryl McCarthy has a report on paraquat - what it is. and what it does.
SHERYL McCARlliY [voice-over]: This innocent looking vial contains one of the
most powerful and deadly herbicides in use today, paraquat. Humans who are exposed to
even small amounts of paraquat can suffer sickness or death. TIle chemical attacks the
lungs, causing them to swell and resulting in suffocation. It also poisons the liver and
kidneys. The herbicide itself is sprayed over the marijuana fields, shrivelling and drying
the plants in hours. The spraying has sparked fears that marijuana smokers here could
suffer lung damage from paraquat poisoning, but federal drug enforcement officials say
there is no scientific proof of that.
On the positive side, some say that paraquat could revolutionize the farm industry, .

eliminating the need for difficult and costly plowing; it destroys the unwanted foliage and
creates a rich organic mulch, or seedbed. for crops like wheat, com. soybeans, and
potatoes. Already used as a defoliant on more than ten million acres of American
farmland, paraquat is providing a much needed boost to a financially troubled agricultural
industry. Sheryl McCarthy for Nightline.

DOWNS: When we return, we'll discuss the danger of paraquat to human beings with a
White House drug policy spokesman and with a specialist in environmental medicine. We'll
also have a report on today's big drug bust against marijuana fields in California, and we'll
talk with a man who's familiar with the cultivation of marijuana fields, like the ones raided
today.
{commercial break]
DOWNS: Our topic, the government's plan to use the herbicide paraquat in a national
program to eradicate marijuana fields. and with us now live in our Washington bureau to
discuss this issue is Dr. Carlton Turner, a special assistant to President Reagan in charge of
the White House Drug Abuse Office, and Dr. Marion Moses, a specialist in environmental
medicine. Welcome to you both, and before we get into the effects on humans, let me ask
you, Dr. Turner, isn't this spraying operation a little bit like attacking the tide with a broom?
Dr. CARLTON TURNER, White House Drug Abuse Policy OIIice: I don't really
think. so, Hugh. What we're looking at is we're looking at ways to eradicate a narcotic plant
that's creating tremendous problems for our society, and I think. the real issue there is not
paraquat. I think the real issue is marijuana. You spray 10.7 million acres with it; four million
pounds a year. No one files an injuncton. You use less than a pound and a half on approxi-
mately two and a half acres in Georgia and you get an injunction filed. The key thing is the
injunction is only good for the national forest; they didn't cover the whole state of Georgia
because it'd prohibit the fanners from using it .in their soybeans.
DOWNS: Now you mixed two figures there. [just want to clarify something. The amount
per acre comes out to about a half a pound--
Dr, TlJRNER: Thafs about right.
DOWNS: -in agricultural use. Is that the concentration that's used in the attempt to
eradicate marijuana?
Dr. TURNER: Yes, Hugh, we used basically the same concentration, and we used it under a
very strenuous on-site visit to ensure that the environment was protected. We used it with a
helicopter, not like people classically think of, of fixed-wing aircraft coming in, spraying-
we hovered over about 20 feet above the ground. We dropped the material directly in on it.
We control the over-spray to the site designed - paraquat is photo-degradable, it is bio-
degradable. It doesn't leach out in the soil, and the growers use tremendous amounts of
herbicides, they use insecticides and everything else that leach out into society.
DOWNS: Okay, but this stuff is toxic, isn't it? Or it wouldn't kill growing things?
Dr. TURNER: Hugh. that's correct. We don't live in a sterile society. Every herbicide is
toxic. every insecticide is toxic, and insecticides that you and I and the rest of America has
under their sinks is responsible for 20 deaths - the year we have the latest statistics, in '80.
So we have a society that has toxins all around us, and we have to make a decision, the
benefits outweigh the risk.
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DOWNS: Dr. Moses, let me ask you, if paraquat is used agriculturaJly, rather widely, so
what is the big deal, the danger of it?
Dr, MARION MOSES, environmental medicine expert: Well, [think the big problem
with paraquat, and I have felt that paraquat should not be used agriculturally for many years,
the reason being there is no antidote. There is no known antidote if a person has become
poisoned with this chemical. And there are many, many- unfortunately all over the world--
deaths that have been reported, accidental deaths, many of them in children. From a tea-
spoonful of a two-and-a-half percent solution in which once the person takes enough of this to
be toxic, they don't seem to- they may seem to do very well in the beginning, and in fact
the renal and the liver problems that were mentioned by an earlier person on this show-
those tend to resolve. What does not resolve is the lung problem, a rapidly progressive
pulmonary fibrosis in which the person dies. Now that, you can say, well we're not using
such high doses, it's only agriculturally used, and if you want to speak to that later, but I
thi~ that' s th~ s~gle biggest problem with paraquat - that there is no antidote to poisoning.
accidental poisoning.
DOWNS: And the DEA has said that 99.8%of it is gone by the time one would smoke a
cigarette, but what happens with the .2%?
Dr, MOSES: Well, that's the next question that I think has to be considered. They always
say- it has always been said that workers have been examined, either workers in Malaya or
other workers have been looked at or people who have had exposure to this, and we don't see
any evidence of harrn. That's one question. Maybe not acute, but what about chronic
exposure to low levels over a long period of time? And frankly, we don't have good
epidemiology on that; that has not been properly tested, and we don't know if there are
decrements in lung function. And there is some evidence, not published, that suggests that
there may be decrements of lung function in humans from spray exposures. The other thing
important about paraquat is that it's rapidly absorbed through the skin, and there have been
deaths in sprayers. A report from Ireland in a sprayer, using it agriculturally- he did have a
severe dermatitis, so it is not necessary to ingest it, as some have thought. I also think, if I
may make another point, when we're talking about such a toxic chemical as paraquat, if the
government is going to get into it in a big way, and use a lot of it, this means more exposure,
more chances for accidents, all sorts of things, and J think we have to consider that.
DOWNS: Dr. Turner, I want to ask you. You know, we were told by the government that
dioxin was safe until it turned out that that wasn't the case. How can we be sure that
paraquat-
Dr, TURNER: Hugh, let's focus in on paraquat. Paraquat has heen on the streets of the
United States on marijuana, marijuana containing paraquat, since 1976. It has been coming
in every year from Mexico, and even though we've tried diligently to find a particular case
where there's lung problems, there's never been a case because 99.8% of the paraquat
decomposes in the smoking process. .
DOWNS: All right, but what happened to Scott Wilson, a 25-year-old who- with a
celebrated lung transplant case, and he finally died.
Dr. TURNER: Hugh, we all agree, we don't live in a sterile society, and those cases where
you find ingestion--- there's something that Dr. Moses said, I think, needs to be clarified. For
oral ingestion, benzonite clay is an antidote, but you got to gel to it very quick. But if you go
out and you don't follow the label instructions on that herbicide, you're asking for problems
like you ask for problems on any herbicide. One celebrated case was spraying it in an aerosol
in a closed greenhouse with no protective clothing, no respirator. That is asking for trouble.
Now what we're doing with the spray techniques we use- we use particle-size that are
greater than ten microns, which means that it's very difficult to get down the nasal passage.
We also use a heavier spray that drops it right where it is. Now there's another thing needs to
be corrected. We have never said we were going to spray in 40 states; we said we would
spray in federal property where we made on-site visits and those on-site visits showed that the
use of paraquat would be safe and effective.
DOWNS: Okay, thank you, both of you. We want to come back to this is in a moment, but
right now, while the federal government sprays marijuana with paraquat in the East, authori-
ties have launched a concerted new crackdown in California. And we"ll have a report. And
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later, an update on Hurricane Alicia, and its assault on the Texas Gulf coast.
{commercial break]
DOWNS: Now, the man you see behind me is a fanner who has first-hand ~wl~ge about
the marijuana crop in California. For obvious reasons, he prefers to keep his Identity secret,
that's why you see him in silhouette, and why, when we talk to him in a few moments, he'll
be appearing under an assumed name with his voice electronically altered. Before we talk
with him. however, we're going to look at ~ther government program to crack d?wn o.n
marijuana, a program that may affect him directly. The effort got underway today m Cali-
fomia, and Ken Kashiwahara has a report.
KEN KASHIWAHARA [voice-over]: In the early morning hours today, on a remote
airstrip in northern California, it looked lik~.war. It was in.fact part of the: mos~ ambitious
and aggressive war ever waged against marijuana growers m northern California. The war
is called CAMP, or Campaign Against Marijuana Planting, and it combines the resources
of federal. state and local agencies into a single marijuana battle group. Twenty-seve,n
agencies have committed about a million dollars to stop growers from harvesting this
summer's crop. It is an effort that local agencies could not afford to support by them-
selves.
AL KING, California Department of Justice: We have hired, through the monies
that were available there, deputies out of sheriffs' offices who are on vacation or who have
taken time from their agencies so that the agency is not burdened with those costs.
KASHIWAHARA [voice-over]: Today, the new CAMP task force launched a raid of
marijuana fields. The California National Guard supplied the helicop~r: the Federal J?rug
Enforcement Agency paid for the extra agents who have been hired for th~ project.
CAMP task force officials say they will conduct regular raids through October Instead of
the sporadic enforcement attempts of past years. This coordinated and combined law
enforcement effort is being tried in California for the first time this year, and is being
looked upon as a model for the rest of the country. And one reason it is being tried here.
officials say, is because the occasional raids in previous years did not work, and because
the big business of pot has grown even bigger.
JOHN CLEMONS, California Deparbnent of Justice: It's not some weekend thing
or casual thing, nor as you see, is this growing it to smoke it yourself. This is a big-profit
venture.
KASHIWAHARA [voice-over]: Just how big it is, no one knows for sure. Some esti-
mate marijuana is a billion dollar industry in California, but the CAMP project is attempt-
ing to find out by using, for the first time, high altitude spy planes, like the V-2. to
photograph marijuana fields throughout the state.
JOHN VAN de KAMP, California Attorney General: Well pinpoint every major
marijuana planting in the 14 target counties of northern California which are cooperating
in CAMP.
KASHIWAHARA [voice-over]: Another reason law enforcement agencies have gotten
serious about their marijuana war is because, as the pot business has grown, so has the
violence.
Capt JAMES SINTlC, Humbolt County Sheriff: Weve had homicides, we've had
shootings, we've had kidnappings, all marijuana-related. Because you're talking about a
substantial amount of money.
KASHIWAHARA [voice-over]; But the money in pot-profits not only comes from
marijuana grown in America, but from that grown overseas and smuggled into this
country, and CAMP project officials say their new intense enforcment effort is designed
to cut into both foreign and domestic supplies.
ROBERT ELSBERG, director, CAMP project: The federal government basically is
convincing foreign countries to eradicate marijuana in foreign lands, and we have to be a
model to these people and eradicate here, right here at home.
KASHIWAHARA [voice-over]: One problem with stopping the supply of marijuana is
the demand. One estimate is that 30 million Americans smoke pot regularly: it has
become part of our culture. Dr. Joe Reilly runs a marijuana abuse clinic.
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Dr. JOE REILLY, Marijuana Intensive Cllrtlc: Our experience shows us that there is
no typical pothead, that everybody smokes marijuana. It can be anywhere from a lawyer
through a mental health professional to a taxi driver to a housewife.
KASHIWAHARA {voice-over /: No one believes the new federal, state and local assault
will send all the California marijuana plants up in smoke, but CAMP task force officials
hope the sight of National Guard helicopters and publicity about the new effort will at
least discourage many marijuana growers from growing. Ken Kashiwahara for Nightline
in northern California.

DOWNS: When we return, we'll be joined again by Dr. Carlton Tumerofthe White House,
and by a man who can give us some real insights into the marijuana growing business in
California. And later in the broadcast. an update on Hurricane Alicia.
[commercial break]
DOWNS: Joining us live now from San Francisco is a man who has intimate knowledge
about the growing of marijuana in California. He is using an assumed named, the name of
Steve. in order to conceal his identity, and as we noted earlier, his voice has been altered
electronically. Also joining us once again, here in our Washington bureau, Dr. Carlton
Turner, director of the White House Drug Abuse Office. Let me start-with you, Steve, if I
may. and ask how long you've been involved in watching nature produce these plants.
"STEVE", marijuana grower: Okay, Hugh, I could say I've been watching nature
produce these plants for about seven years. I would like I:? suggest to you that that's not my
full-time occupation, as with most users. We have real lives, doctors, lawyers, as the man
said. I'm a free-lance writer and a businessman, as well. .
DOWNS: I understand that, and you have a onllege degree.
"STEVE": Yeah.
DOWNS: So would you say that this is typical of people who have the involvement with
marijuana in the way you have?
"STEVE": I would say that it crosses-- it goes across the social spectrum. Professionals, as
well as just full-time growers, are involved with the growth of this plant.
DOWNS: Right. Why do you think marijuana should he legalized? I understand you do.
"STEVE": Well, I'm a freedom-loving American, as I'm sure Mr. Reagan is. My figures
are that, that is, the Department of.Justice in 1979 claimed there were 40 million. regu~ar
Americans, regular smoking Ame!1c.ans. I would say ~at past ~ove~nt studies., I. m
thinking of the laGuardia Commission Report, even Nixon [unintelligible] Commission
determined that marijuana was an innocuous social substance. and that's my relationship to
it and it has been for the 25 years I've been in what was once the pot-subculture. Now I can
say, truthfully. that even Republicans smoke it.
DOWNS: Now many who are involved ill growing it and are getting rich doing that, don't
agree with you about legalizing it because that would cut down on their take.
"STEVE": That's true.
DOWNS: Go ahead.
"STEVE": Go ahead, well, I would say that, you know, the debate within the marijuana
cultivation circles goes across the board with varying opinions. My belief is that the best ~ay
for this country to control marijuana, since prohibition obviously hasn't stopped the prolifer-
ation of the use, is to legalize it, tax it, license it. I would also say that would put the United
States government in the position of going from sJX:ndingneg~ti.ve m!l~ionso~ dollars.on I~w
enforcement and creating criminals out of otherwise law-abiding citizens, into a snuanon
where positive millions are generated in the forms of licensing and taxes collected.
DOWNS: Do you have a rough idea of how many people in your state grow some of it? To
get an idea of the magnitude.
"STEVE":, Hugh, I can tell you that it's a weed that grows quite easily in the backyards of
San Jose, in closets in Los Angeles, in the fields of northern California, in the inlan~ valley of
Sacramento. it's also being grown all across the United Stales. as the government IS finding.
People will not be denied the use of marijuana, and the eradication program will not work. It
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will be grown, as I say, under halide lights in any closet in ~erica.
DOWNS: Dr. Turner, do you think that your campaign will daunt the growers who supply
this enormous marlc:et?
Dr. TURNER: You better believe it. I want to make it very clear that the latest surveys have
shown that there are approximately 20 million people that use it on a monthly basis, that's not
daily. Now that's decreased 2.4 million in the last two years because the people are perceiv-
ing the health hazards. Each year, 60,000 young people under the age of 18 require some
kind of treatment because of marijuana. And these are ridiculous ideas about legalizing it and
taxing it. Look, we are under a treaty obligation. The single convention on narcotic sub-
stances is to eradicate narcotic plants within our country. We have a problem with marijuana,
we have a problem with cocaine, we have a problem with heroin and other drugs. We can't
let one just go free. We also cannot put an intoxicant on the marker until you can determine
levels of intoxication which you can't do with this drug. This drug is unstable. So it's a
ludicrous opinion to start talking about legalization and taxing: that's the philosophy of the
Seventies. Our program is let's do something about it, we got a health problem. Read
Newsweek this week: $26 billion that we pay in industrial loss, sloppy workmanship, so I
think the American public has heard these philosophical debates long enough. The American
public is demanding action and we're going to take that action. And if! were a pot-grower,
I'd be looking for a hole to cover up in. Incidentally, Hugh, I was a producer of marijuana for
the federal government from 1970 to 1981, legally, Imight add.
DOWNS: Yes, yes. On the legal uses of it - there are medical uses, I understand.
Dr. TURNER: That's a red herring I'd like to address. We hear that we're going to use
marijuana for the reduction of nausea associated with chemotherapy. Hugh, it's not mari-
juana in the form of a joint; it's a chemical called Deltalin-lHC that is an anti-hematic.
DOWNS: It's cannabis, though, isn't it?
Dr. TURNER: It's not cannabis, Hugh.
DOWNS: It's not cannabis?
Dr. TURNER: Deltalin-TIle doesn't know the cannabis plant exists; it doesn't know mari-
juana exists. It's synthesized in the laboratory, and it's one-third effective. It's not millions of
people out there. Now let's tum quickly to the glaucoma thing. We're gonna smoke glau-
coma [sic] to save my eyesight; well, Hugh, the true facts are that only two people in this
country are in an experimental program - I want to quote, in an experimental program. And
I think if you were to ask those people if they would give up their regularly, and I want to
repeat, regularly prescribed, medication, and smoke only marijuana for the relief of their
glaucoma, they'd say, look, I'm not stupid. So I think the American public's had this red
herring thrown at them so long that it's time that we really get the information out there, and
out there are 8,500 publications on marijuana; 8,500 - there's not a single publication
giving it a clean bill of health.
DOWNS: On dealing with the problem, though, were now talking with Steve, and there
was a raid in the upper part of his state, kind of a first there. In the use of paraquat instead of
the raids that we're ~ealing with here, why the choice of paraquat and how do you answer the
fact that paraquat will not reach the closets that Steve is talking about where they have halide
lamps and so forth?
Dr. TURNER: Well, we could- Hugh, we could ask ourselves questiuns and keep going.
We'd never get anything done. We made a start; we have been eradicating in this country
since 1978. We've been eradicating in California since 1979. We're going to put a full-court,
pressure on the whole drug scene, and we have to, as leaders in the free world, send a very
clear message to the rest of the countries of the world. The U.N. calculated four ways to
eradicate, two of which are herbicides, and the physical means, or manual means. We're
using manual means, we're using chemical means to demonstrate to the rest of the world that
wt: mean busines~, that we have a political will to do it. The growers have also said they're
gomg to leave their own property, they're going to go to federal property, they're going to go
to small sites, and where we won't eradicate. But we want to send the message to them, too
- it's like the President said, quoting Joe Louis, "they can run but they can't hide." If they
go inside, we'll go after them there. '
DOWNS: All right.

"STEVE": Yes, I might interject.
DOWNS: Sure, Steve.
"STEVE": On the subject of paraquat, I'd like to ask the viewing public and the people who
are participating in this program, if they can think. of any other crime where suspected
perpetrators and their friends were poisoned before the benefit of a trial in a court of law. It
seems to me that the Reagan administration, as in other cases if you will, is seeking a more
criminal solution to the problem than the crime itself.
DOWNS: You want to answer that Dr. Turner?
Dr. TURNER: Yes, Hugh, growing cannabis is--- it's a criminal act, and there has never
been a single case, I quote, a singJe case, of lung toxicity that could be attributable to
smoking marijuana contaminated with paraquat. And I challenge anyone. However, we do
know the first clinical symptoms of heavy marijuana use is lung problems; it's a lung toxin.
"STEVE": I wonder if I might ask you, sir, while you're talking about it, since law
enforcement people tell me that marijuana is so proliferant in the United States that even
children in school use it - what is to keep these growers, if their fields are paraquated, from
selling the drug anyways, and therefore poisoning the children of America?
Dr. TURNER: Hugh, I didn't plant that question, I'm glad you asked it, thougb, sir. We are
in the business to suppress marijuana and to remove it from the market. We're gonna kill it,
we're gonna remove it from the market. We're gonna remove it from the market anyway we
can, and we will take it our, we will prevent it. What you fail to realize is the young people of
this country is not as easily led as they've been in the past. We used to have daily use
amongst our high school students back in 1978 of one in nine, 3.6 joints a day; they were
stoned from the time they got up to the time they went to bed. They couldn't learn. In 1982,
that's down to one in 16, and the reason for that is they see in themselves, and they see in
their colleagues, their contemporaries, health problems. We have a health problem: we're
treating it as a health problem, we will use the enforcement means, and we will put people in
jail.
"STEVE": And I would just like to interject that it's nor the use of marijuana, or drugs, it's
the abuse of drugs. And as long as the government continues to mislead people with myths,
rumors, lies, and hearsay, people aren't going to get the true opinion of marijuana, and
they're going to make choices based on ignorance.
DOWNS: How does the govemment-
"STEVE": You made a point about the fact that my point of view is naive, etcetera,
etcetera, I'd like to say that your historical predecessor, Mr. Harry Anslinger- I would like
to have the American public read the congressional testimony of this man, whether the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics in the Thirties, when the prohibition began, and see just where
ignorance lies. We're talking about this man saying that marijuana leads people straight to the
insane asylum, causes death, mayhem and murder. I say 40 million American users in this
country know that is not true, sir.
Dr. TURNER: Let me correct you on the 40 million - five surveys have shown- use has
gone down significantly in the last two years. It's not 40 million, it's in the neighborhood of
20, and that old cliche of using, that people ever use it, are using it daily, is just not gonna cut
it anymore. And you cannot compare me to-
"STEVE": Well, I think you're wrong.
Dr. TURNER: Anslinger. You can-
"STEVE": As a dealer, I can tell you that the demand is greater than ever, my friend.
Dr. TURNER: Then wby, why, why, why is the use going down?
"STEVE": You can prove anything with statistics. I'm using the Department of Justice,
from 1979.
Dr. TURNER: I challenge- I have a philosophy of never interrupting a person, but since
you've interrupted me, 1"11interrupt you. I challenge you to produce that figure that it says 40
million regular users.
"STEVE": If I could meet you face to face, I would show it to you.
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DOWNS: You might have the opportunity. Dr. Turner, let me ask you? Are you haunted at
all by the parallel of prohibition? I know this is often brought up, but prohibition created
rum-runners and the large gangs and everything, and until that was repealed, the problem
wasn't solved. How do you answer the argwnent that if this were put under the law, rather
than left outlawed, that maybe the problem would be solved easier than by using muscle?
Dr, TURNER: All right, Hugh, the gentleman had seven years' experience, I've had II
years experience working with this plant. This is a plant that contains 421 individual chemi-
cals; they decompose on storage. no two samples of marijuana will ever be the same. There
are certain guidelines we have. You have to have a stable product that will have a shelf-life.
It doesn't match that. You have products In there that are very toxic, which no one really
wants to address. It's a lung irritant, you have health problems. You have carcinogenic
compounds, we have the Delaney amendment that says no product can go on the market that
causes cancer in human beings. We have our single convention which is our umbrella law.
we have- you cannot put an intoxicant on the market until you've measured the levels of
intoxication, and there are just many statutory bars against that. We have a society thai has a
health problem because of this product. And we as a government have a responsibility to
prevent this product from being used in our society. Look at the sloppy workmanship in our
factories; look what Greyhound had to do.
DOWNS: You attribute that to pot? Is that it?
Dr, TURNER: Yes sir. I mean the data there, very scientific, straightforward data.
DOWNS: Right. And you're optintistic that it can be stamped out?
Dr, TURNER: Well sure, with 2.4 million people quit using the last two years, and fewer
peo~Je us,mg every year. I think we're doing- I think: we're an excellent job. I think the
President s program, full-court press is working.
DOWNS: Thank you very much, Dr. Turner, and thank you Steve for joining us this
everung.
We ~ave now rec~ived our report on Hurricane Alicia's assault on the Texas Gulf Coast,

and we II be back WIth that story in a moment.
{commercial breakj

~WNS: And, now more on Hurricane Alicia's approach to the Texas Gulf Coast. Late
tOIUg!Jt,t!te: National Weather Service issued a tornado warning for the Houston channel, that
~~ng ISm effect until midnight tonight, Houston time, In fact there are reports of a tornado
sighting near the Houston airport. That tornado apparently spawned by Alicia's winds. Als:o
the coast~ reports that an off-shore oil company supply boat with 40 people on board IS
rmssing m the humcane area tonight, and a tugboat and a 30-foot fishing vessel are also
overdue. Thousands of people have been evacuated from low-lying areas along the Gulf
Co~t andTexas Governor Mark White said tonight that anyone trying to ride out the storm 15
playing ~Ith one bullet in a five-shot gun. Here is a report on what's happening on the Texas
coast tonight from correspondent Charles Murphy.

CHARLES MURPHY.[voice·overj: This evening the sun set fair over the Brazos River
bottoms, but only. 50 miles out m the Gulf. Hurricane Alicia was howling toward .T~xas
WIth.SUStained wmds of 115 miles an hour. Alicia, which started out as a ml~lm~1
hurricane, ranked one on a scale of one to five had now become a three. which IS
conslde~. a major. dangerous storm. In Galveston, powerful waves smashed against the
seawall; winds .w~re already at gale-force. This taxicab was blown off a seawall b?ulevard
- the man driving it appeared to be unhurt. All day local media warned reSidents of
Galveston to get out.

NEW~ASTER, KTRK-TV, Houston: If you live along the immediate coast and
haven t moved to safer ground, now is the time to do it.

~URPHY [voice-over]; It appears the eye of the storm will miss Galveston. Right now
It s. headed toward a low swampy area around Brazoria, population 3.<XXJ.Most of the
residena were evacuated, though a few stayed behind, At Buster McNatt's Tavern, a few
regulars played pool and had drinks as usual.

{mterVlewlngj Why didn't you guys leave town? .
BUSTER McNATT: We wasn't smart enough to. I'm the only one on this whole block
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that's open today.
MURPHY [voice-over]: The eye could brush Freeport. which is more exposed than
Brazoria. The Surfside beach community was almost entirely evacuated by late today,
Waves were already roaring over the beach; they could reach ten to twelve feet as the
storm passes through. Very likely the flooding here will become much worse later
tonight. Many persons were slow to evacuate, but as the storm grew in intensity, late
today, they began getting to higher ground. {on camera] This is the county fair shelter in
Angleton. 542 people here from ocean-front communities like Surfside and Freeport. It's
under the auspices of the Red Cross. [interviewing] What are you feeding them?
EMMA STANFORD, Red Cross volunteer: Sandwiches. And lots and lots of sand-
wiches.
MURPHY: How 'bout tomorrow?
Ms. STANFORD: If we need to, we can cook over at the other shelter.
MURPHY: You're going to run out of sandwiches here eventually, aren't you?
Ms. STANFORD: Oh, we've been to the store four times today, and I mean we haven't
bought a van load; incidentally. the Red Cross is paying for all of this.
MURPHY [voice-over]; It will be a long. sleepless night for everyone here. Thousands
are now in similar shelters all along the coast. Alicia has, in one day's time, become a
menace to this coast. No one now is treating it lightly. This is Charles Mwphy for
Nightline in Angleton, Texas,

DOWNS: In a moment, we "II talk live with the mayor of Galveston, Texas, and once again
with Dr. Neil Frank at the National Hurricane Center in Miami.
{commercial break]
DOWNS: Joining us now in Galveston is the mayor of that city, Gus Manuel, and Mr.
Mayor, we couldn't get through to you earlier because the lines were down. How much of a
battering are your people getting at the moment?
GUS MANUEL, Mayor, Galveston, Texas: Well, we're receiving some high winds at
the time, and the tide is rising. and we're getting some large surf on the beach. Some of the
power lines are down; the telephone lines are down as well.
DOWNS: You're inside, I understand, the post office building right now.
Mayor MANUEL: Right, we're at the Weather Bureau on the fifth floor of the U.S. Post
Office Building.
DOWNS: Now, the fifth floor, so that even though the storm is raging outside, the buffeting
isn't apparent from where you are?
Mayor MANUEL: Right.
DOWNS: For people who have elected to stay, and ride it out, is there safety there in a
reasonably sound structure, and they boarded it up, windows and what not? How safe is it to
be indoors?
Mayor MANUEL: Well, what we've done here is, of course, this past evening we've asked
the people in low-lying areas to evacuate, and today, that we've asked those who wished to
evacuate to leave by a certain time, and we've extended the time to install this. But the Red
Cross opened up shelter areas, which are school buildings, non-open concept, that have main
structure walls that hold it, and that would be one school in the eastern part of Galveston on,
and one part. school in the western part. And there was little over 200 and something people
who evacuated to these schools some two or three hours ago, last time I was in touch with
them, and they then opened up the western part.
DOWNS: Is there any question you'd like to ask Dr. Neil Frank?
Mayor MANUEL: No, I'd just like to say that we're really goona receive the test of all the
meetings thai we've had with him, of all these beach houses, and we're gonna see whether
what he said maybe come true by tomorrow morning.
DOWNS: Is there any danger that being an island city, that the escape routes would be CUI
off if the storm intensifies still further?
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Mayor MANUEL: Yes, we've- our escape route gees through Houston and I'm told, justa
few minutes ago, that the sheriffs department has cut off 1-45, but I haven't received any
official print on that. And if that is so, then there's no one that can evacuate the island. They
must remain and go to the shelter area. -
DOWNS: Dr Frank:,it's a different world now, isn't it, from 50 years ago, even, when they
couldn't really predict when and where these things were goona hit, and it killed a lot more
people. Do you think that the people of Galveston will he relatively safe in this storm?
Dr, FRANK: Well, we don't have a storm like the 1900 storm, you know, that killed the
6,CXXlpeople, when the Galveston island literally went under water, nor at that time did they
have the seawall. Since that storm, they put a l7-foot seawall there; this category three storm,
probably, will not put water back up over the seawall, and so the residents back in the interi~r
of the city, particularly in multi-story buildings should he reasonably safe, I believe, in this
storm.

DOWNS: Now this storm is still out in the Gulf, isn't it? When is it likely to come ashore?
Dr. FRANK: Well, it's moving very slow; the eye of the storm is maybe 55 miles south of
Galveston at the present time, drifting towards the coast about five miles an hour, so It'S
gonna take a long time for the interior core of this storm and the hurricane force winds to pass
over that coastal community.
DOWNS: Mayor Manuel, how are your people taking it? Is there panic, or are the people
pretty well-

Mayor MANUEL: No, there's no panic, we really haven't had any major evacuation; we
haven't had that many people leave. Our main highway out has not been crowded at all. Most
of the people, I guess, of past history have rode out a lot of these. The newcomers, I'm sure,
that hav~gone, but some of the people are seeking shelters, but there are not that many that
are seeking the shelters.

DOWNS: Well, we sure wish you luck, and we'll he following it with interest and good luck
to you. And thank you, Dr. Frank, and thank you, Mayor Gus Manuel. I'll he back m Just a
moment.
[commercial break}

DOWNS: That's our report for tonight. For now, I'm Hugh Downs in Washington for
Nightline. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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Embassy Interview IPine Tar Finale
Hurricane Hunters

HUGH DOWNS: Sixteen-year-old Andrei Berezhkov, the Soviet diplomat's son who he-
came the focus of an international incident this week in Washington, is on his way back to the
Soviet Union tonight. We'll focus on his story and its unusual conclusion, as we talk Jive with
one of the American reporters who were invited by the Russians to interview Berezhkov
today, and with ABC's George Will.

Also tonight, a special look at Hurricane Alicia, as we talk with a scientist whose job was
to fly into the eye of the storm. And the end of the pine tar game is played out in Yankee
Stadium. we'tl ralk to the general managers of the Yankees and the Royals, and with ABC's
Howard Cosell.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New YOlk, Hugh Downs.
DOWNS: "I hate my country and its rules. and I love your country. I want to stay here."
That's what the letter said - the letter purportedly written hy l6-year-old Andrei Berezhkov,
son of the first secretary at the Soviet Embassy inWashington. Ever since the letter surfaced.
the Russians have been trying to send young Andrei home. The U.S. government said no, .
not until American officials had a chance to talk with the boy. Well, today, with a deal
evidently struck, the episode came to an end, and Jack Smith tells us what happened.

JACK SMITH [voice-over]: At the Soviet compound here in Washington, day seven of
the diplomatic standoff began like any other, with young Andrei Berezhkov still inside,
the U.S. government demanding to see him, and the Soviets still refusing to produce him.
Then at 11: 15 this morning, Vladimir Mikoyan, the Soviet press attache, phoned three
Washington reporters - Roger Mudd of NBC, Les Gelb of The New York Times. and
John Wallach of the Hearst papers - inviting them over to interview the boy this
afternoon. When the news reached the State Department, reporters asked officials there if
a press interview with the boy would satisfy their requirements.

ALAN ROMBERG, State Department spokesman: At this point, as I say, I just
simply don't have anything further to offer you on that. It remains, just to go back to
basics, it remains our position that we want to ascertain his intentions and desires.

SMITH [voice-over]; Left unsaid, a Slate Department refusal to ascertain the hoy's
intentions and desires within the Soviet compound, where the boy might be coerced to say
things he didn't mean. Unknown to reporters, though, a deal had already heen struck in
the morning that satisfied the State Department. But first, the Soviet news conference. In
mid-afternoon, the three journalists selected by the Russians went to the Soviet com-
pound. Inside, the first glimpse anyone's had of Andrei Berezhkov, the 16-year-old
Soviet diplomat's ~n who provoked this mini-crisis last week by running a~ay from
home and allegedly writing letters to both The New York Times and the white House
indicating a desire for asylum. Then, in a display fashioned to show off Soviet grievances
in their best light, the reporters heard Andrei's father, the first secretary of the Soviet
Embassy. accuse' the Reagan administration of turning his son's misadventures into a
crisis.

VALEN11N BEREZHKOV, father: We find that this incident, which actually con-
cerns only our family, was turned into a political issue. We can interpret it only as an
attempt to use our boy as a pawn in a new anti-Soviet gambit.

SMITH {voice-over}: Then it was Andrei's tum to explain why he ran away from home
last week and if he wrote any letters. .
ANDREI BEREZHKOV: When I took my father's car and drove it, I just wanted to go
around the city and drive. I never thought that this would be interpreted as my intention of
Slaying here. And I ask the American authorities to leave me alone and let me go home,
and that' s what I wanted to say and I think there should be no questions.
SMITH [voice-over]; No questions? That provoked a short dispute between the reporters
and their Soviet hosts.

OLEG SOKOLOV, Embassy official: He wants to go to the Soviet Union. he told
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you, no question about it- [unintelligible]
JOHN WALlACH, Hearst Newspapers: Mr. Minister, we want to ascertain
whether he indeed wants to go home, in a manner, ill a manner common to the
American press, which is a free press.
ROGER MUDD, NBC News: You didn't write any letters to anybody about want-
ing to stay in America?
ANDREI: The letter that was published, I didn't write it. Even my name is spelled
wrong.
Mr. WALlACH: How do you feel about leaving the United States?
ANDREI: Well, I wanted to leave at the end of the month; so I'm leaving a week
early.
Mr, WALLACH: Are you happy about leaving?
ANDREI: Yes.

SMITH [voice-over]: Shortly after five this afternoon, the second ch~ter ~ today's
events. The boy and his family left the Soviet compound for Washington s Dulles
Airport, and a sequence of events there orchestrated .to satisfy both the Soviets and the
State Department so Andrei could leave. The farruly was met by a. group of State
Department officials. but since the Soviets ~till wouldn't let the~ mterview the boy, the
American officials took three reporters in WIth them to ask questions for them and get the
answers they wanted to hear. That was the deal.

MICHAEL MYERS, UPI reporter: Quoting the boy, "The thing I wanted ~.'ay
was that Iwant to go home and not stay here. That's the main thing I want to say: At
this point the Soviet charge Sokolov interrupted to state to Richard ~urke, ASSistant
Secretary for European Affairs, that, "I register, Mr ..Burke.. thiS. IS ~ clearly ex-
pressed desire of Andrei Berezhkov to return to the Soviet Uruon With hIS father and
mother. "

SMITH [voice-over]: And with that, Andrei was allowed to board, He wasn't reall~
questioned by U.S. officials, and that satisfied the Soviets, but U.S. officials did g~
hear him state his wishes, and to do so outside the Soviet compound on U.S. soil.
that satisfied the Americans. . .. et

[on cameral Both sides managed to save face, but in today's little diplomatic rrunu~
the basic issue got obscured. For no one yet knows who wrote those two letters: t~ T
New York Times and the White House, si~ Andy Be~zhkov, ~ ~ D? one tomg ~~an
be sure the boy really wanted to leave. ThIS IS Jack Smith for Ntghtlme m Washingt ".

. . ed Andrei
DOWNS' When we rerum we'll talk with one of the reporters who interview. , . . And I 'II haveBerezhkov today at the Soviet Embassy, and with ABC's George Will. ater, we thi
the result of the suspended George Brett/pine tar game, which was finally wrapped u~ s
evening. And in the aftermath of Hurricane Alicia, we'll talk With one of the hurricane
hunters, men and women who fly directly into the eye of the storm.

[commercial break] f
DOWNS: Leslie Gelb, national security correspondent for The New York Times, was one 0
the Washington reporters invited by Soviet officials to interview AndreI ~zhk~ ~~:
Mr. Gelb is with USnow live in our Washington bureau, and a1so.JOmmgus rom b :, ou
ton, ABC's George Will. Gentlemen, welcome. I'll start with asking you, Les Gel, Y
think the State Department handled this properly? ad
LESUE GELS, The New York Times: It's very difficult to play God, and be~ we:w,w

a

perfect instance, Hugh, of foreign policy taking on a tangible human quality. ht in ~
most of the time it's a question of sending battleships somewhere, AWACs or figthm~eagan
desert in Chad, but bere it was a human being at stake. And almost any way ~ think
administration was going to decide was going to cause some regret. I happe~ ~ righ~
knowing something about the boy and being there today, that on balance, they m
decision - a very hard one, but the right decision.
DOWNS: Did the boy appear to be coerced to you, in any way? bod
Mr, GELS: Let me answer how I felt- what I saw as a reporter, what I felt as some y

who knew the boy before, and my own sense of things as a parent of teenage children. Now,
as a reporter, what 1 saw was a boy who was almost jaunty in the face of his parents' pain.
Who was talking about saying Hi to Mick Jagger, or "1 want to be an actor. 1 say what 1
want, I do what I feel." A teenage boy.
DOWNS: You felt he maybe didn't have any idea of the enormity of the situation, or his
own future?
Mr, GELB: It didn't look like that to me, and as I said, Hugh, I've known him before. I've
seen him a couple of times over the last few years. And he acted today much the same way he
did then, kind of unemotional, passive, unmoved by everything going on around him. And as
a parent, I could say that I wouldn't want a 16-year-old child of mine to make such
momentous decisions. Now, you know, did he really know what he was doing? Did he write
those letters? Ithink he wrote those letters, and Ithink he probably would want to stay in the
United States. To me, it's surprising that mosr Soviets who come here don't want to defect.
DOWNS: If he did, though, earlier make a bid - a real bid - for freedom, why did he go
back, why didn't he stay out when he had the car?
Mr. GELS: Well, my guess is that he did it as a kind of a whim. That when he wrote the
letter, and as Isaid, 1 think he did write it, it was a sincere thing. But he's a lri-year-old boy
and capable of changing his mind, or not taking these ideas as seriously as an adult would.
DOWNS: George Will, do you feel the State Department made the proper decision, handled
it properly?
GEORGE WILL, ABC News: I do not. It seems to me that Les is probably right, that the
boy probably did write the letters. When the United States government received those letters,
it automatically under its own law incurred an obligation, and the obligation was to ascertain
whether or not this person had a well-founded fear of persecution if he returned to his
country. Having written the letter, it seems to me reasonable that he did have a well-founded
fear. And it also then had an obligation to find out if he was leaving voluntarily. Now, after
seven days, during which this young person in the Soviet compound was no doubt told
interesting lies about how he'll be able to come back and go to college. or will be able to
come back here next summer and see Mick Jagger and lord knows what else, after seven
days the United States still had the right and the duty to insist on interviewing this person, not
allowing the selected journalists - although Les, of course, is a fine fellow, and all these
journalists are fine fellows - but that they are no substitute for the United States govern-
ment. The government insisted on its right to conduct an interview with this person and failed
to achieve that in its own capital.
DOWNS: What would State Department officials have asked that gond journalists wouldn't
have asked?
Mr. WILL: That's not- Hugh, I don't think that's the point, I think that the point is the
United States having asserted a right and a duty to conduct an interview, then found in its
own capital of the United States the Soviet Union saying, "I'm sorry, you can't do that, we
will make the rules," and we complied with their rules.
D~WNS: Wasn't there some compromise, though, on both sides? y~ know, whe~ you
think Soviet officials said no interview, press or government, and they yielded: we said the
boy couldn't leave unless he talked with Stale, and we allowed it with a press interview.
Mr, WILL: Hugh, I think first of all, it's stretching things a bit to call what happened today an
adequate interview with the journal ists. Second, it doesn't seem to me the bU~Iness of the
United States to compromise its laws for the Soviet Union in the capital of the United States ..
DOWNS: Les, let me ask you, on the- I know you know the Berezhkovs,what was your
feeling of the impact on the family? The impact on the career diplomat, now, who sees
something of a shambles of his career because of his son's whim, perhaps.
Mr, GELB: It was absolutely devastating, Hugh. The father beforehand was fighting back
t~ars - and here is a guy who is pretty casual. ~ery loose ~ora Russl.an, almost y.'estem In
hIS style. And the mother, who is much more typically effusively RUSSian, she sat In the back
of the room, tears streaming from her eyes. They were just shattered by this.
DOWNS: Let me tum again to you, George. Members of the State Department were at the
airport, and they heard what was said at that time. And IS It possible that they felt that they
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heavy structural damage.
As the storm moved north. it started breaking up, but slowly. AI Clear Lake near the

Space Center. it smashed up marinas and small boats. It was still packing powerful winds
when it hit Houston, 50 miles from the ocean. The damage here to the nation's fifth
largest city is presently incalculable, but it will be many, many millions of dollars. The
downtown was closed today; 350,000 homes are still without electric power. Much of the
city has no drinking water. Tonight, traffic was beginning to move about again, but not
without hazard. 'The city is still saturated from heavy rains.

(on camera] The bayous are on the rise tonight. This is flat coastal country. and it can
handle a lot of rainfall. but there's a limit. [voice-over] Sims Bayou went out of its banks
this' evening, threatening residential neighborhoods. The San Jacinto River, east of the
city. rose rapidly. This little girl was trapped in her home by rising waters from the river,
and finally rescued by emergency crews. At one point tonight, the city said most of the
bayous had crested or had started going down. but then thunderstorms moved in again.

The downtown still looked abandoned tonight, but it will be open for business tomor-
row, and the city will begin cleaning up the mess. It will ask the federal government to
help pay for the cost. Only four persons died in the storm; that may have been the most
unusual thing about it. Charles Murphy for Nightline in Houston.

DOWNS: Dr. Joe Goldman, chairman of disaster services for the greater Houston chapter of
the American Red Cross, is with us now live from outside our affiliate KTRK in Houston.
Dr. Goldman, how many shelters have you opened up to now?
Dr. JOE GOLDMAN, American Red Cross: Up to oow there have been 83 shelters
opened, and we have serviced about 20,00J people.
DOWNS: And what can be done - this is a question Imight have asked you a little ~o~n
the line, but it sprang to my mind now - what can be done about and for people who live to
repeatedly-attacked locations, where they are apt to have a hurricane or flood or some
disaster every year, and then have the habit of going back to those same places? Is there any
way of- to help them change habits or adopt a different attitude?
Dr. GOLDMAN: Well, that's been a question, especially directed at those residents around
the San Jacinto River area. It seems that those people want to live near- on river bottom
property and near rivers, and I don't think we can really change their way of tife. An .we can
try to do is make it a little more comfortable for them, and certainly relieve any suffenng that
might be related to a natural disasterlike a storm of this type, or even a local severe storm.
DOWNS: Yesterday was the 14th anniversary of Hurricane Camille. What did that cost the
Red Cross?
Dr. GOLDMAN: Hurricane Curulle was one of the most costly storms in all of history for
the Red Cross. It cost close to $20 million, and the Red Cross serviced 29,00J families-
that is, provided disaster relief and then maintenance service to get them back on their f~t.
And this particular stonn so far we've worked with 20,(0) people; we expect that th~re will
be more resulting from the flood damage that we expect to continue to incur for a while, and
we have really no assessment yet- we have our survey crew~ out, we have no.assessment as
to how much the entire storm is going to cost, but we expect It to be an expensive storm, that
is several million dollars. we expect the servicing, the service centers to be open for several
months .
DOWNS: Right. The Red Cross helps people physically and now, I understand, financially
- added financial help through the service centers - do Y?U ~e any provision for
Supporting people emotionally when they're lorn by loss and dislocation?
Dr. GOLDMAN: Hugh, I'm glad you asked that, because the greater Houston chapter has
started a trauma nursing system to where we try to gel someone. whl? IS ~ned to the
psychological aspects, the trauma of disaster, and have a person who IS trained In each one of
the centers. Now this program started this particular year, and we do not have every s~elter
occupied with one trauma representative, one trauma expert,. but .we hope t? do that m. the
future because it certainly is something to consider, and ~pecla~ly In a very highly urbanized
area, where stress itself reaches--- can reach a very high pomt. When there IS a natural
disaster, of course, the stress can drive people to the breaking point.
DOWNS: Right. I want to thank you, Dr. Goldman, and we're clearly proud to have the Red
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could have somehow freed the boy if he had decided to bolt?
Mr. WILL: If the- what they said, and Me. Burke and Mr. Abrams had a very intelligent
and defensible plan, they felt that the interview conducted at the Embassy was irrelevant, an~
they told the Soviet Union that. The only intervie~ that would count was an intervi~w, al~lt
with journalists, which is as I've made clear, I think. was regrettable, at Dulles Airport.m I
believe the Customs area, where the boy would see that he was surrounded by Amencan
police, people in uniform, officials, so that his safety could be physically guaranteed if at that
point he decided to change his mind or-blurt out what was in his mind anyway. Plans ",:ere
already set as to what to do with the boy physically, where indeed he would spend the night
and with whom, I gather, if the boy had made that decision. So I think Burke and Abrams
may correctly feel that the outcome was not changed by the arrangement they made, that
indeed the boy after all these days was going to decide to go home.
DOWNS: Now what was lost and what would have been gained by our bracing our feet on
this?
Mr. WILL: Well, what would have been gained was yet another occasion when the United
States could have asserted itself as I say on a diplomatic matter in conformity with its own
laws and obligations in its own capital. The United States would not have conspicuously
backed down and allowed the Soviet Union to set the terms where that it had no business
setting.
DOWNS: Could you entertain the idea that on occasion, one might back down as a compro-
mise without really ripping up principles, and that maybe less would be gained by prolonging
and escalating this than by doing what they did?
Mr. WILL: Well, Hugh, here you've come to a general view of recent history, and my view
is that we've been far too conciliatory and compliant in dealing with the Soviet Union, and
when you do this in the capital, you simply set yet another dreary precedent for a long record
of excessive compliance.
DOWNS: Les Gelb, did you in any way feel as a press person used by the circumstance?
Mr. GELS: Sure. I think the affair at the Soviet residence compound was clearly staged, and
the real ballgame was out at the airport. But Hugh, let me just take a second to disagree :'lith
George. I don't think this was a matter of high politics and a test of Soviet and Amencan
wills to see who was going to win this new cold war that we're in. We were talking about a
human being, an individual, and how to judge what a teenager wanted to do. And to say that
he was in our capital, and therefore we had to assert our rights, doesn't make much sense to
me. How would we feel if on a whim; and this is a doubtful case, but on a whim, an
American 16-year-old in Moscow says, "I want to stay there"? Well, we certainly would
assert the right there as diplomats and as parents to protect the child. And while I hav~ very
little sympathy for the way the Soviets treat their own citizens, their own government, m this
case they had a case.
DOWNS: Thank you very much, los, and thank you, George Will, for examining this
strange episode, We're going to return next with the aftermath of Hurricane Alicia, which
ripped through Texas today. And we'Il talk live with a disaster relief official in Houston, ~
we'll also look at how a hurricane is tracked by flight crews who take their planes right mto
the teeth of them. And after three and a half weeks, the infamous pine tar game seems to be
. over for good. We'll have a report on that.
{commercia! break!

DOWNS: National Guardsmen and state troopers have joined local police in patrolli~g
Galveston tonight in the aftermath of Hurricane Alicia. A dawn-to-dusk curfew is in effect In
that city, and elsewhere along the path of the hurricane people are tallying the damage.
Power will not be fully restored in some areas for several days, and one weather official said
the hurricane followed the worst possible track for the 3 million people who live in the
Houston-Galveston area. Charles Murphy reports from Houston.

CHARLES MURPHY [voice-over]: When Hurricane Alicia hit Houston early this
m?f!1ing, the city lit up like the Fourth of July. In a flash. transformers failed, and nearly a
million homes went dark. Daylight displayed Galveston Island at its worst: smashed up
from end to end. It suffered a worse hurricane once - but that was 83 years ago. Last
night its seawall held as expected. but resort hotels and many, many homes suffered
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Cross around. Thank you.
Dr. GOLDMAN: Thank you. thank you very much.
DOWNS: When we return. we'll talk with a man whose job is to tiack the progress of
hurricanes by flying through the storm's fury. And the tar wan; saga in all its cosmic
significance was finally played out at Yankee Stadium this evening. We'll talk with ABC's
Howard Cosell about tonight's result, and with representatives of the Yankees and Royals.
[commercial break}
DOWNS: One of the means that government weathermen use to gather information about
hurricanes is to fly specially-equipped aircraft directly into the eye of the stonn. It doesn't
sound like particularly pleasant work. does it? Well, Mark Potter has a report on hurricane
hunter planes and the men who fly on board them.

MARK POTTER [voice-over]: It can be a bone-jarring ride. as the hurricane hunter
slices through the raging winds. The plane shakes violently. sliding from side to side.
Sometimes the fusilage seems to twist. and visitors on board have been known to lose
their stomachs. But to the scientists and pilots who do this routinely. flying into a
hurricane is not considered a dangerous mission. They see it as no more than a glorified
rainstorm.
JAMES GUNNOE, pilot: The turbulence is, well, moderate to severe, but that gets to
be routine, so we don't worry about this too much. It can be disastrous, but the people
here are trained for this. Everything is strapped down, everything is tied down, the people
are tied down, so it's not that big a deal.
POTTER [voice-over]; This is one of two airplanes used by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, or NOAA, to gather hurricane data. It is a Lockheed P-3
Orion that has been modified to hold up during severe winds, rains, hail and lightning.
Inside, it's equipped with weather data banks. This machine is used to determine hum-
cane temperature, wind speed, humidity and air pressure. This one makes use of one of
the plane's three radar units. It reads cloud size and wind speed. The scientists on board
can ISOlate any part of the storm they wish to study.
C.B. EMMANUEL, NOAA research director: We're looking at a hurricane. we are
looking at the signature of this particular hurricane, as seen from one of the radars aboard
this aircraft. However, we' also have the capability to look at a smaller portion of.the
storm and the region of maximum intensity. That's precisely what we have here right
now.

POTTER [voice-over]; These picrures of Hwricane Alicia were taken from the plane as
the s~nn was sti.1Iover water. The hwricane figures are beamed from the plane by
satellite to the National Hurricane Center in Coral Gables Florida. There they are used by
the hurricane forecasters. '
Mr. EMMANUEL: They are the parameters that determine the intensity of the storm.
They determine ultimately the motion of the storm. And this is sometimes very important,
especially if the storm threatens land.
PO"!"fER [voice-over]: Now that the storm is on land, the planes will not fly into it. A
humcane over the ocean is one thing, but a hurricane over land is just too dangerous.
Mr".GUNNOE: The hurricanes have a tendency to spawn severe thunderstorms and
possibly tornados over land. And tornados we consider as destructive and extremely
dangerous.

POTTER: The hurricane hunters are grounded now and won't take to the air to survey
the damage until the storm subsides. But when another big storm starts building ov~r the
oce~, these planes and the scientists aboard will once again become the eyes and ears for
humcane forecasters. For Nightline this is Mark Potter in Miami.

DOWNS: In a moment: we'll talk to a man who's been flying through hurricanes for the past
15 years. And later, we II bnng you up to date on the ereat pine tar game - It finally ended
tonight. ~
[commercial break!
DOWNS: Joining us live now from one of the government's hurricane hunter planes in
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Miami is Dick Darby. a flight director and meteorologist for the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. And in th09past 15years, Mr. Darby has tlown into the eyes of
approximately 250 hwricanes. He made two flights into the eye of Al icia, as it headed for the
Texas coast. Mr. Darby, Iwant to start by asking you why is a hurricane over land more
dangerous to fly into than one over the ocean?
DICK DARBY, NOAA flight director: It seems as they get close to land or go over land.
you have a possibility of having a lot of tornados out of the thunderstorms, and these
airplanes just won't hold up under a tornado.
DOWNS: Can you see it-
Mr. DARBY: That's one of the problems.
DOWNS: Can you see a tornado on radar, or would you-c-

Mr. DARBY: Yes, you can. You'll have a little hook effect on the edge of the radar, but
probably by the time you gOI- you saw it, it'd be too late. There's a good possibility that it
could just demolish the aircraft.
DOWNS: When you go into a hurricane, what are you looking for? What do you measure?
Mr. DARBY: Well, the certain parameters that are most important are the maximum wind,
mapping the wind fields, the minimum pressure - those are the two important factors. From
the pressure. the forecasters at the Hurricane Center can come up with the wind speed of the
overall storm, and map it. Because we are only flying in certain areas of the storm at one
time, and they don't have the- as good idea from our reports on the wind as they can do
back in the lab.
DOWNS: How long do-e-
Mr. DARBY: So by using the pressure, they can use that as a scale in effect.
DOWNS: How long does all this take? What's the length of a mission?
Mr. DARBY: Well, we fly about IO-hour missions. So we may make up to seven penetra-
tions into anyone storm on anyone mission.
DOWNS: Now, how do you safely fly deliberately into a thing that mOSIpilots strive to
avoid? .
Mr. DARBY: Well, we are equipped with three different type of radars, which help, and
the- our pilots are.some of the best pilots I've ever run into. You know, Ihave a lot of faith
in them. And we strap everything down very tightly in the aircraft, including the people, and
with luck, we make it through.
DOWNS: Well, you appear to have a marvelous record on that. In your mind are these
missions still vital, or might satellite surveillance eventually replace them?
Mr. DARBY: Well, satellites have been around now for several years, and they still request
us to go out and survey the storm. I believe we'll be doing it for many years to come yet.
DOWNS: Do you always penetrate to the eye of a great storm like this?
Mr. DARBY: Yes, we do.
DOWNS: Now, is the eye really calm? I've heard that there are no winds in the eye.
Mr. DARBY: In fact that's the way we find the actual center of the storm. We go in and we
keep the winds on the left wing and track into the storm. And all of a sudden the winds will
fall off. In fact, on one of these graphs - I don't know if you can see these or not, this is a
wind speed, as you can see, this is in meters per second, which is about- icn?ts are about, if.
you multiply that by two you get knots. See, you have a hundred knots here to the eye wall,
and as you go through they drop down to almost two or three knots. And you can see- and
this is the direction, you can see the wing shift on that.
DOWNS: Would a light plane stand this. a Cessna or Piper or one of those?
Mr. DARBY: No, I think the turbulence. that would be too great.
DOWNS: What about a jumbo jet?
Mr. DARBY: Oh. I'm sure that they could probably get through it.
DOWNS: Well, good luck. It's nice talking to you. and thank you for bringing us up to date
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on a fascinating occupation.
Mr. DARBY: Okay, nice talking to you this evening.
DOWNS: Our best to you, thank you, Dick Darby. Well, that much-heralded pine tar game
hetween the New Yorl<Yankees and the Kansas City Royals finally went into the record book
this evemng. And we're going to talk with Howard Cosell and with spokesmen for both
teams about the game's progress from field to front office, to the courts and hack 10 the field.
{commercial break] .
DOWNS: Well, the scene was the same: New York's Yankee Stadium. The teams were the
same.: the Yankees and the Royals. But the game ended tonight nearly a month after it began,
and ironically, the !""" whose hat and home run started the great pine tar controversy,
George Brett, wasn t even there. He'd already heen thrown out of the game. John Martin
~m. .

~K MESSER, New York Yan~ announcer: The Yankees with a one-run

JOHN MARTlN [voice-over]: First there was the home run by George Brett.
Mr. MESSER: Uh-oh, uh-oh, it's gone.

MARTIN [voice-over]; Then the accusations by Yankees manager Billy Martin.
Mr. MESSER: Look at Martin.
BOBBY MURCER, New York Yankees announcer: Well, what they're talking
about, F~. is that he's got too much pine tar, and you've got to have a certain
amount of distance from the trademark on the bat, and the pine tar-

MARTIN [voice-over]: There was the measurement at home plate by the umpires.
Mr, MESSER: Now they're goona measure it across home plate.
Mr. MURCER: Well, I've never seen this.
Mr. MESSER: I never have either.

MARTIN [voice-over]; And finally, the call. Too much pine tar. The home run no good.
~e ~tte~out. and the game, over. The Yankees win. four to three. George Brett made
his objections known.

Mr. MESSER: Brett is out, and--
Mr. MURCER: He's steaming mad.
Mr•.MESSER: He is out, and having to he forcibly restrained from hitting plale
umpire Tim McClelland. And the Yankees have won the hall game, four 10 three.

MAt:rnN [voice-over]: Then American League president Lee MacPhail overruled ~
umpires, saying they should have done away with the bat, not Brett's home run. This
monung, 25 days after they left the field in New York, the Royals arrived at the Kansas
City airport to fly east, Just as a New Yorl<judge ordered today's scheduled complenon of
the game held up.

JOHN SCHUERHOLZ, general manager, Kansas City Royals: I don't know
what we re gomg to do exactly. We may get on the plane and fly to Baltimore. we
may stay on the plane ..But we're headed for New Yorl<in hopes that the appeals court
Will tum over the decision, and weIl be able to get this game finished.

MARTIN {voic~-oves-j: In New York. the young fan who had sued to stop the game
because he dido t want to pay 52.50 to see the rest of it, was asked what he would do if
the Judge was overruled on appeal.

LAWRENCE MORRISON, Yankees fan: If I can get in, I'll pay the $2.50 to see
the Yanks. I II see them whenever I can.

M~~N [voice~~ver!: This afternoon a higher court did throw out the injunction- and
said, Play ball. This evening, a tiny crowd of 1,245 fans entered Yankee Stadium to
Yar the s~gest moment in baseball in many years. After claiming two more protests, the
ankees quickly got the Royals out and stepped up in the bottom of the ninth. It was now

or never.

ANNOUNCER: Fly ball, center field. That's Pat Sheridan settling under it. One
down. We're two outs away from finally ending this thing, 25 days after it began. Fly
ball, left field. Two outs down, the Yankees down to their final out. On the ground,
that should do it. This one didn't take long at all.

MARTIN [voice-over]: In fact. only 12 minutes from first pitch to last OUI.

ANNOUNCER: Final score, Royals five, the Yankees four.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In their dressing room, one of the Royals owners said he knew all
along baseball was a great sport.
AVRON FOGLEMAN, Royals eo-owner: I thought it added a human dimension into
the game of baseball, and I enjoyed it.
MARTIN: You won. that also helps the enjoyment.
Mr. FOGLEMAN: Well, absolutely. I like good wins.
MARTlN [voice-over]: One Yankee called the game a travesty. Others seemed miffed,
but ready to move on - one, a trifle philosophically.
RON GUIDRY, Yankees pitcher: The pine tar game is over with, now, I'm not going
to ask any more- [mean, answer any more questions about the pine tar game. It's over
with, and I'll talk to you, if you want to talk about my pitching.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But the man who started the pine tar protest stayed out of sight
and out of the locker room long after the game - his office empty for more than an hour.
Finally, two hours after it was over and a light rain had fallen, manager Billy Martin left
the stadium, still refusing corrunent. Too upset, he told Nightline. [on cameral So the
great pine tar game is part of baseball history, now, a mix of the bitter, the sweet, and the
bizarre. I'm JOM Martin for Nightline at Yankee Stadium.

DOWNS: When we return we"ll discuss tonight's outcome with representatives of both the
Yankees and the Royals, and with ABC's Howard Cosell.
{commercial break]
DOWNS: Joining us live now from Baltimore, where the Kansas City Royals will be playing
a double-header tomorrow against the Orioles, is John Schuerholz, vice president and general
manager of the Royals. And in our New York: studios, Murray Cook, vice president and
general manager of the Yankees. And in OUI Washington bureau, ABC's Howard Cosell.
Gentlemen. welcome. I know this thing has been talked to death, but [ want to start by asking
Howard, this has got to be one of the weirdest baseball games ever played, and how
important was it, Howard?
HOWARD COSELL: Well, I suppose it was important to the teams on the theory that come
the final game of the season it might possibly turn a pennant race. But that remains to be
proved, and it's only one game of 162. and I don't really think it was that important. I think
the whole thing was maybe a sociological study of this country.
DOWNS: How so?
Mr. COSELL: Because well, the thing got more newsprint than Central America, Cuba, the
Soviet Union, whether or not any controls have truly been relaxed in Poland, the Middle
East, and all of the rest of the world. And I think when sports world takes thai kind of place
into the thinking of our society, we've got a major problem.
DOWNS: In your mind, how did this whole thing get out of hand'
Mr. COSELL: How did it get out of hand' Well, it got out of hand because of a murky rule'
that's probably archaic. that was never properly defined, never properly set forth in the first
instance; a volatile. impulsive, often recalcitrant owner named George Steinbrenner of the
Yankees; and some umpires who weren't really sure where they stood in the first place. And
then there was the impulsive and compulsive reaction of George Brett. and then there was the
ruling by the umpires and the whole thing was something that sportswriters could understand.
They weren't after all dealing with problems of nuclear physics, and they took it and ran with
it, and built it up to the hilt. .
DOWNS: John Schuerholz, you've got a double-header tomorrow there in Baltimore. Do
you think MacPhail did Ihe right thing in forcing that game to he played today?
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JOHN ~HUERHOLZ, general manager Kansas City Royals: Well, I think so,
Hugh. Lee s contention was that, why put either o@ of the clubs under any kind of undue
pressure. If the game was necessary to be played later on in the season and we had to have
some. arduous tra,:el plans as the result of a rescheduling- he wanted to get it out of the way
as quickly as possible, and as conveniently as possible for both clubs. And of course this was
the most convenient date.
DO~NS: Yeah. Let me ask you, is baseball going to get so complicated legally that it finally
can t be played? .

Mr, SCHUERHOL2: Well, I hope not, I was sorry to see that baseball had to be taken to the
courts. There have been a lot of suspended games in our business. and both league offices
have been very able to handle them and reschedule them without the aid of the court system
and the legal system. We have had enough problems in our business and in this world, in
fact, related to legal matte~, and I was sorry to see that our baseball games had to be dragged
Into a court s.yste.m,whe~ In fact we've got a league president who has proven himself very
capable of handlmg all kinds of affairs of this narure.
DOWNS: Just for the record, does anybody there know, was there ever a baseball game
before that was stretched out over a month?

Mr, SCHUERHOL2: Not to my knowledge. I don't know of any.
DOWNS: Idon't think so. Murray Cook, was it important that the game be played today, do
you think?

MURR~Y COOK, general manager New York Yankees: No. Hugh. I don't think so. I
Just can t un~gme that it would have come down to the last day of the season and been a
factor. Th~re s a1~ays the possibility, naturally, but we would have much preferred to wait
until that tune, to just wait and see.

DOWNS: Right. HOWard, I want to come back to you. There was some talk about the
difference between the spirit of the rule and the letter of the rule and apparently the spirit of It
was that anything-c- an altered bat would alter the trajectory of the ball. And apparently th,e
reason the umpires were overruled was because they felt that whole pine tar thing dido t
really change how the ball went, like a cork interior or lead in the bat or something. How do
you think, should the rules be>- do they need to be changed, or what's wrong there?
II!r, COSELL: Well, quite clearly, that particular rule is in need of major change, beeause
It s a ":Jle that's not susceptible of immediate interpretion and properly so. The key issue is
~e. ~.Jl'Ctory. of the ball and whether or not the bat would affect it. However, George
tern renner IS a vel)' colorful owner, and he's become famous now annually as Murray

Cook knows for problems with bats. It was last year that he introduced the cork bat
wassnlit in and personally handed to me what be claimed was a Reggie Jackson bat that
was sp It ~n half and there was indeed cork. in the center of it. There have been other such
c~s. This year we have the pine tar bat. and quite clearly Brett's home run was notfu:vated br the excess of pine tar on the bat. The whole thing was properly expressed in
. Martin ~ t;port. With Ron GUidry. Guidry said it all; in effect, I don't want to talk about
It any more, It s much ado about nothing.
DOWNS'I' G 'dryoin t . m ~ure UI .doesn't and some other people may not, but a lot of people are
gwhosego·b:eb

taI
l·kihn

gabout this for a long time to come I think You mentioned Steinbrenner,
VISl I ity as bee r I' . ' .

mentioned him f n ~ Itt.e bit less than IS characteristic of him, lately. What- and you
fans or be asda ?rce ~ this; who really wields the power the leagues or the courts or the, w re oes It reside? '
Mr. COSELL: In baseball?
DOWNS: Yeah.
Mr. COSELL' Well '" .
diminish' the , once It resided In the commissioner and baseball is now intent upon
ment B~~g'gh~ power of. the commissione-. George Steinbrenner is a leader in that move-
one of th n now. and In this case, it lay with the league president Lee MacPhail is in fact
have nev~r"~ res~ted men in baseball; George Steinbrenner wo~ld agree to th~t fu.tly,.I
wont; he probab~n i ~ to really attack Lee personally. He's gone into tirades, wh~ch IS his
DOWNS . y s nght as an OWner. But the power here lay with Lee MacPhatl.

: Since I've got yo H rd
U, owa . lei me change the subject a second. There are reports

now that the number two ranked men's tennis player, Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia is fixing
to defect. Have you heard anything to that effect?
Mr. COSELL: Yes, he is defecting, but thai'S not new either. He's been spending 300 native
days out of every 365 in this country, so that-
DOWNS: You think he's already defected?
Mr. COSELL: Yes. That comes as no surprise at all. His mentor also lives in this country, in
Greenwich, Connecticut, a man named Wojtek Fibac, who a year and a half ago said, "I will
return to Poland," but never did and quite understandably. And Lendl will not go back to
Czechoslovakia.
DOWNS: You think not? The London Daily Mail did say that through some exile sources,
that he definitely wants to live in this country. But has he formally- he hasn't formally
announced, has he, that he's defecting?
Mr, COSELL: It hasn't been stated yet, but it will be.
DOWNS: Could you defect just by osmosis. by not saying anything but just staying where
you wanted to stay?
Mr. COSELL: That's happened, as a matter of fact, Hugh, that's a good question. And that
could happen, that could be the way Ivan will do it. But Ivan.will not go back to Prague, and
his parents know it, and he has not intended to for a long tune,
DOWNS: I suppose there are varying degrees of difficulty in defecting from various iron
curtain countries, and maybe Czechoslovakia is not quite as- I'm guessmg, nOI qutte as
difficult to defect from as the Soviet Union, say.
Mr, COSELL: Well, as you know, Martina has defected, and Ivan will be the second to
have done so.
DOWNS: Right. Well, I hope- maybe we've thrown some light on and put to bed the pine
tar controversy-
Mr, COSELL: I don't think so.
DOWNS: Maybe not. I want to thank all of you - I want to thank John Schuerholz and
Murray Cook for being with us. And that brings us just about to the end of our program. I
will be back in just a moment.
[commercial break}
DOWNS: There will be more on the aftermarh of Hurricane Alicia tomorrow on ~orld
News Tonight, plus fuJI coverage of the day's other major developments, Well, that s our
report for tonight. I'm Hugh Downs in New York. And for all of us at ABC News. good
night.
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ABC NEWS 20/20

March 13, 1986
HUGH DOWNS: Good evening. I'm Hush Downs.

BARBARA WALTERS: And l'm Barb';;' Walters. And this is 20eO.
ANNOUNCER'O ~ h .Walters: . n t t e ABC newsmagazine. 20/20. with Hugh Downs and Barbara

DOWNS ivoice-over- Toniuht rh .hocki . ..• '=' e s mg story ot [he Marcos family fortune.
Rep. STEPHEN J SOLARZ' C . .lady. . . ompared to Mrs. Marcos. Mane Antotnette was a bag

DOWNS ivoice-overt: Th. . . e extravagant world Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos shared tor 20
years IS now exposed ABC N . J. L . ..rack after rack"of ctes:o ews ,1m aune joms 2~/20 from [he Philippines to show us
plated bathroo . ,I::-Ilnerdre~ses. Im~lled sh~~. pnceless an treasures. gems and gold-

ms - a pan of an unbelievable lifesrvle.
WALTERS ivoice-overr: And f ·11 . .' .bills payoffs .' rom a over the world. ABC News IS uathenne (he evidence:

. . s. mansions and land deals. - ~

~~~~:~sLuR:TNER, Center for Constitutional Rights: A lot of this money is. I

Ph.I" . money. lS U.S.- taxpayers money that has come our of U S aid to theIlppmes. .' .

WALTERS tvoice-overt: J h M . ..cumulated d h . 0 n arttn joms ~O/~O to report on how the fortune was uc-
an w 0 covered up "The Marcos Millions."

DOWNS i \'oice-m'er/' And.js h . . . . .if. . n. IS t e movie Bra:" playing at a theatre near you? Critics loved

KENNETH TURAN: I was just flabbereasted.
DOWNS ivaice-over]: But not the man wh~ financed it.

SIDNEY SHEINBERG· I .. thought that the ending: was not satisfying.
DOWNS twice overt: Wh f II Idinfluence what kind :. at 0 ~wed was a battle that has rocked Hollywood and cOU
over "Brazil _ WhO~ til~s play In your town. Dick Schaap reports on Hollywood's battle

,.1 ose Film Is It. Anyway'!"
WALTERS: One thine is certai F rdi . . ..empty-handed _ . ~. . am: e inand and Imelda Marcos did not leave the phillppmes
inable fortune :~r trom It. ~he~ t.hey fled t~e COU_nlrythey took with them an ummag-
case can I

, IX> . bly up to :)10 billion. Even !nvestH:mtors who have spent months on the
. onv"uessh h' ., ~ ."amount. . '= ow mue It really was. but II s clear. whatever It was, It was a huge

V
DOWNS: And tonight. using the worldwide resources ot· ABC News· '0/'10 is ~oim! to takeOUoverseas' d beh' . . " "- - - ~ ,-. .
and ,·n.·d " an , md the scenes. mSlde the lavish presidential palace in the phillppmes.

Sl e some ot the shad b· d I _., . . hit· . hit ' . y usmess ca s the Marcos tanuly participated to to e p unus
, among other thm!ls.
Now _we don'l ha'Veaillhe·· Th ,.., . h·· ,.. l,·ly

are , . answers. e charoes aoamsl the tonner Phlllppllle !'St anex enslve Some f h '= ~ , . .10!lether The ' " 0 t em are well..<Jocumented, some are nor. Tonight we will piece
rePorted befO~~dence that hal; been made available, and we'll go beyond what has been

WALTERS: W ·11 .. .. .his 5ala of ~~ t~ to ~n~wer three baSICquesTIons; how President .Marcos got so nch Ol~

covered ~ w~~,60011 ~ear. ~ow .he and Mrs. Marco" spent their tortune: and how the),
absolutcl/ W ~t the~ d.ld. I~ IS ~ald that power COffilptS, and that absolUTepow.e.rco.rrupts
absolute' we '-. dunnb most ot (h.e paST~oyears. Ferdinand Marcos and hiS wlte .wlelded
could 'f r er. and there seems Imle doubt that wiThout !!r.lft. fmud and corruption they

. n, ,IVe accumulated their astonishin!! wealth. ~
1(Jf«!-(Wl'J" F 'I . ~ "" ,1.:1. ".' or examp e. Ferdmand Marcos apparent I" ~ot millions ot dolla~ atter a

ose aSS(I(IJle helped 'h' W .' '. - ~. b ·Id theti"t I. ~ estlllghousc Corpomtlon ohtalll a IUCrJllvecnntnlCTto ~1
f\ nuc ear power plant III the Philippines. Imelda Marcos may have used millions ot dollar.

-1-

of taxpayers' money to purchase what she thought were Italian masterpiece paintings. "She
reportedly' charged the government more Than she paid for the paintings, and then pocketed
the difference. Now it turns out that some of Theworks may have been forgeries.
And there were government projects Thatwere milked. One has come to be known as "the

road to nowhere, ,.

Rep. GARY ACKERMAN, (D) New York: One of the local government officials relayed
to me that if you looked at a map of his province, you would see a highway going from one
point 10 another. and it's on all the maps of his province. when in fact you go there, [he road
actually ends and doesn't continue.

DOWNS: ABC's John Martin has uncovered several other improper and possibly illegal
deals the Marcos family engaged in 10 get rich. It seems doing business in the Philippines
often meant funny business, almost always. in one way or another. with the Marcos family,
John?
JOHN MARTIN 'voice-overt: With power on their side. Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos
earned money. One of their most important sources of power and money was the Philippine
armed forces, Controlled by President Marcos and his chief of staff Fabian Ver. it was one of
[he most lucrative sources of graft and corruption. Colonel Billy Enerio was in charge of
logistics for the Philippine air force and later directed all of his country's procurement of
American military equipment. He and other ofticers say theft and kickbacks were a way of
lite for key officers.
Col. BILLY ENERIO, Philippine Air Force (Ret.): In other words, I'm saying that it's
30-7U.
MARTIN: Thirty-seventy'!
Col. ENERIO: Thirty-seventy. okay. Seventy for the project. 30 tor me, something like
[hat. It might even be bigger. it might even be 50-50.
MARTIN lvoice-overt: According to former officers and United States agents who are
investigating suspected kickbacks, General Ver and President Marcos presided over key
details of every military contract. In one instance, says Colonel Enerio. General Ver even set
up his own company to sell rations to Filipino soldiers in competition with another outside
supplier.
Col. ENERIO: I remember trying to develop our own combat rations, but the tinn that was
trying to develop this died out. because he could not get any contract from us. The vcr &
Company put out their own product.
MARTIN imice-ol'er/: For hardworking Philippine troops in th~ field, Ge~ral '-:er's rations
were so poor. Colonel Enerio says, he braved censure by refusmg to certify their purc~~se.
Later when some officers tried to buy equipment from tinns controlled by Marcos polillcal
upponents, they were chastised as disloyal.
Col. ENERIO: General Ver g:iveus instructions: "Hev. from now on I want you to look into
who are the members of the board. who are [he people behind commercial tinns. so that we
can only give contracts to our friends, to the friends that are supponing the administrntion."

MARTIN imice-m'erl,: Despite a reputation tor honesty and t~lent..a~er 2,6years?f medals
and achievement in his country's amlCd forces. Billy Elleno qUit m disgust., h~e, many
officers demoralized by a scale of conuplion thaTthey said reached hundreds of mIllions of
dollars.

011 ('(/II/em The scale was 2mnd. but it was also small. This is a cleaning rod for a ritle.
Colonel Eneno said one time his officers were asked to sign documents to spend S400 for
cleaning rods_ the same rod we've purchased here in America for $3.69. ..

min'-m'er/ But the epitome of questionable deali~gs by President Marcos and hiS ~amlly
came for Colonel Enerio and others in a major hehcopter contract. In 1983, Ene,no and
colkagues in the air torce wanted to spend about S35 million to buy 15 ~ombat helicopters
fmm the Bell Company of Texas. Yet the govenunent ord~red them mstead to buy II}
ci\"ilian helicopters from Sikorsky for 563 million. almost tWice as much.
Col. ENERIO: or course. through Bong Bong Marco". TheSikorsky deal came through.



MARTIN: The son of the president-

Col. ENERIO: The son of 'he president.

MARTIN: .At the. lime. the Y~lUngerMarcos was 2..+years old and governor of the furnilvs
~~~~le~m.vlnc~. Slk?rs~~ de~led ,to ABC News [hat.it hired the president's son as its agent', It
. c { at mste~d ~lko~ky .~sed former secreta!y o! stale Alexander Haig. who by then had
~ Olll~ ~ c~n~ulta.nt tor Sikorsky. And. speaking tor Mr. Haig. the company denied he had

~1,1re,l.allonsh.lp wJt~ the young.er Marcos. But a leading Marcos opponent at the time. who is
no \ Ice president In the Aquino government. still questions the deal.

SALVADOR LAUREL V·,ce P ·de t Th ... .famil . . ' rest n, e Philippines:I believe that the Marcos
anu y were Involved In that trans ti be . ., 'to be . sac Ion. cause It s not normal tor a sale or any transaction

Just thrown overboard and replaced by a completely new one.
MARTIN: Could Sikorskv H I· .they had ' . e, ~copter.or even Bell Helicopter have gotten a contract unless

. a a crony who was a tnend at the president. or a friend of General Ver?
Col. ENERIO: Yeah. 'hat" s always the case.

VI"iC~1Pres. LAUREL: The sale of Bell helicopters were handled by somemembers of the
ann y. and then the sale ofthe Sik k . ... I I ors y were- some other members at the farnilv were
JnVOved. -

MARTIN: But if 'here was a shady de: I·, . I h P .. . id.h ". "'. a . I wasn t a ways t e hilippine people who pal 100
rnuc . It s Uncle Sam who often paid most of the bills,

'011 camera: The m ' f .
1

di oney comes rom a biz Pentazon program called "fcreiun militarv
saescrens"lfs b h De' ,~.~ ~ ~ 'J, run y t e tense Secunty ASSistance Agency. In the cornina year the
3!:!encywants to spend I «b·II' , ~ ~~ . ' a most -ilV I Ion worldWide, To 0et that money foreiun ('ovemments
a"ree to spend It A' 'I' , := .:= ~

M
~ ' ,on" mencan ml nary eqUipment and trainin!!. butlhe friends of Ferdinand
arcos and their tnends fo d' L,'

Ph
.I' , un a way to !let around that. In one hve-year penod the
Ilppmes "or about 5'60 ·11· . ·d O~· , ' . '

J
. ~ ,- ml Ion In 31, t that. accordln!! to sources fanullar wIth the
uSUce Department Inves,·,oa'·o <-0 SS·0 ,. ~ ..~ I n, ",) - to nullion went to kickbacks and payotts,

\'()/ce-m'erl For two P .. , .in the San F . . ~ears., enta¥on otticlals h,ave been looking at Ihis defunci company
contracts, T~~clsco ~~a. ,try,l~g to tlnd, ou~ ho~, tinY Amworld gOt huge ~~il,ippine de,fense

A 1
- SUS~ct that Its backers paid ott General Ver. the key otticlal who Sl!!ned

mwor d contracts tor abo t <17 ·11' , , , -, U..J Inl Ion m nulltary communications equipment.
1011call/era' Accord' <1 t A .alleoedl w: m:;. 0, an mencan government offkial. here's how the scheme

Am~ ~ TO~ked. A. Philippine busi~essman named Raymond Moreno helped sel tip
Korshor k' ~ co~p?,nr looked Amencan. It had a tormer San Francisco cabdriver. Earl

A
. aCid' as lIS chlet othcer, Mr. Corshak repeatedly refused to·,atk w,·,h os We were told

mwor w·, [ b·11 .. .to look mo as se up to, I _lhe Pentagon. but Ihat [he bills !!rew so hi!!h the PentaQon began

De
' ~ c1o~ly" jI'OIce-OI'er/ AccordinQ to an oftid~" who knows about the Justice
part men! lnvestluatlon Am Id b . d~' _. .,' OcA ]' d R ~. wor 0 tame invoICes trom several tlnns. mcluduH! ean

'he
PPp'ee, esearchh: a San Diego company, The invoices enabled Amworld lOsubmii bills 10

n agon w Ich were '., .,'Ocean' ~ "d " ,In some cases. double the amount It was entitled to recel\'e,
Moren s ,P~s~ en!. MIchael D~ke. declined an oppolluniry to comment. Attorneys for

B , . I? an mworld also declined to comment. bevond a (Jeneral denial of wron!!doin!!,
u a onneremployee f t· h . . ~ . ~ ~how th . 0 one 0 t e flmlS told reporter Robin Gradison he knew trom othe.rs

e system worked.

FORMER EMPLOYEE· y. .invoice f X be" ou sell,the equIpment to one company and you gIve them,an
is presen~;d nu:; r?t dollars. which they pay, You also pnxluce a second invoice. whICh

to t e customer or whoever is payin!!.
MARTIN \'(lICe-Ol'er:: In Ihis case. Uncle Sam,~

FORMER EMPLOYEE·JIlvoice wh' h. " And ~hey would then pay tor the equipment against the second

It
. . lC was an ltltlated tluure
what I hear i" true' bo h~' , ,.Ill0neV lh. a u[ t e amount of monev that was collected and the amount 0

at was--- the a t" " " Iwould !!uess th~t I mount 0 e4~lpll1ent that was aClUally supplied on the contrJcl.
~ _ probably helped hJlll put )3 or ~ million in his pockets,

MARTIN \'IJI('('-Ol'('r' A 'Id d . .. J11\\or calt \Yuh a series of Amcrican linns, It bought a lTIlCro-

,,-\lave~Iay sys,le~ like thi~ one tor S8 million. and three sophisticated mobile telephones-tor
)9 million: T,hls kind was for President Marcos, Some of the tinns agreed to provide invoices
that were twice the amount chanted. None of the companies sellinz to AmworJd has been
accused of wroncdoinc. ~ ~
C?neofficial who participated told ABC News his company inflated the amounts because it

believed that would help Amworld recover expenses of installing and operating the equip-
ment, AmworJd submitted the inflated invoices to the Pentagon tor reimbursement and got an
estimated S6 million in payments. ~ ~

1011call/era: The Pentagon asked the Justice Department to look at AmworJd 18 months
~tg:o.,and a grand jury has been meeting in this courthouse and presumably reading the fake
1I1VOicesand listening to some of the participants, But so far nobodys been indicted.

\'uice-o\'~r/ For Billy Enerio and many of the Philippines' finest soldiers and pilots. graft
and corruption tilled the pockets of President Marcos and General Ver tor so 10m! that
corruption lost its power to shock, -

f illfe,.:'iell'illg z lf your conscience would have bothered you for the kinds of things that you
were ottered. how do you suppose Ferdinand Marcos and Fabian Ver are sleeping now'?

C~I:ENERIO: They have no more conscience, You see. they have got away with murder.
so It they could get away with murder. stealing money or cheating wouldn't bother them any
more. I think they are still sleeping soundly: they have no more conscience,
DOWNS: Incidentally. General Ver has just been subpoenaed by U ,5. authorities investi-
gating possible kickbacks on contracts involving U.S. military aid.
Well. you've now heard some of the ways the Marcos family made its fortune. When we

come back. ~O/~Owill look at the incredible ways the Marcos millions were being spent.

cOli/mercia/break I

~ALTERS: It's now Friday morning in the Philippines. a country where the average person
lives on less than S 1.000 a year. And at this very moment. hundreds and hundreds of
Manila's, poor are touring the presidential palace. The splendor there will no doubt shock
them as It shocked us. and as we believe it will shock you when you look at some of the
pictures in the next few minutes. Money really was no object for the Marcos family during its
years in power: as these bills from the Italian coutourier. Valentino. suggest. Imelda Marcos
thought nothing of spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on her wardrobe, But it was in
the Manila palace. home of Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos. that literally no expense was
spared, ABC's Jim Laurie is there,
JIM LAURIE {\'oice-OI'er/: That the Marcos family led a lavish lifestyle surprised jusl about
no one here. but the real extent of their extravagance ha<;surprised quite a few. The personal
videotapes. more than I,CXXl.shot by the palace cameraman. tell part of the story. Of parti,es
~t, the gliuering custom-built disco at Malacanang. the presidential palace, Of the s~131
tnellds Imelda Marcos had: pianist Van Cliburn. who came to play: actor George Hanulton.
\~ho came to sing, It was a family which partied often - New Year's. anniversaries.
birthdays. all very important occa<;ions, For Imelda's last birthday last July, her husband
c~mposed a song _ ··Imelda. My Little Sweetheart, ,. And if she was a sweetheart. she:"a'i
of the most expensive kind. To all who knew her. lmelda Marcos was Ihe real spender of [he
family,

(}II ('lIIl/£'/'{I' Imelda Marcos. it seems. seldom distin!!u'ished between government property
and that of her own. Despite increasing poverty here. a lW contraction in the economy in
the past few years. she pushed through dozens of lavish personal pet projects. some very
much white elephants, . ' '

\'0;('('-01'£11" There was the Coconut Palace. buill to hosl Pope John Paul on hiS 1981 VISI!.
~he Vatican found the palace excessive. and the Pope stayed e1se~here, Much of the time
Sll1~C its 17 rooms remained empty. few guests to gaze at the portraits of the ~arc,oses. ~de
~ntJrely from genuine pearls: few guests to worship in the ornate chapel. with lts precIous
Icons and crowns of jewels. .' . . '
The haste in which her buildings were built led to tragedy til 1981: the 59-million Malllia

~ill11Center collapsed during construction. killing 30 workmen. Imelda. saying there wa<;00
tllne to di!! out the dead. ordered [he work to continue. more cement poured over them, And
the reaso~ the buildin!! was rushed? So thaI it could house a Manila tilm festival. a festival
clo'icd down a year huer for lack of money,
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. Across the nation there are several Marcos mansions and monuments. Ferdinand Marcos
stIll ga~es down ?n. [he Marcos golf course. (he complex built by the Ministry of Tourism at a
cost of hald a million dollars. and a dislocation of 81 poor farm families.

PEDRO OLANGCEY, dislocated fanner: This is my house before. I feel like crying.

~URIE tvoice-overt: The principal Marcos home tor 20 years was Malacanaruz , at (he tum
at. the cen~ury. home to the. American governor-general here. The palace rests 'On the Pasig
RIver. Whl.chwas used to terry out Marcos' wealth in (he hours before they fled. Over the
years the nver. also a nuisance. flooding the palace at typhoon time. forcing Imelda Marcos
literally to walk. the plank to keep the hem of her evening gown dry.
. In r97~ the tlrsr lady totalJ~ refurbished the palace. The expensive mahogany-like tloors
and p~nelll.lg were valued at SIOO.lOO per room. She added new artwork. includinz many
portraits ot herself. ~

SONNY TINION, architect/art critic: She went on a crash course. because her taste
sta~.ed improving. although it tended to be a little bit ostentatious. What we call in the
Philippines. strutnbatico

~URIE tvoice-overi: Artists who worked for her said her rasre in art retlected the dream-
like world in which she lived ..

~~TSY~ESTlN~O~F,artist: She was very enthusiastic when it came to fantasy. The
first portrait that I did tor her. she never liked it. because I tried [Q capture reality.

LAU~IE ivoice-overt: Much of Imelda's remodeling went into her bedroo~. a dark and vast
~Ud01r. Not Jar from the foot of her bed. a larue 'Walk-in vault. housinz her collection of
{":elry and Icons w~Jrth millions of dollars. much of it taken with her~on the American

ehcopters. the .remamder now at the Philippines Central Bank. Beneath the bedroom. her
wardrobe. a ventable department store of shoes and clothing; bouaht in bulk. ~.~OOshoes,
etten several colors. same design. Friends say they were onry spa-res.

/HI cutneras Imelda Marcos was one who never threw anvthina away. including thinzs she
never wore. A Bill Blass suit from Bergdorf Goodman in Ne~ York. bought In 198.1 tor
)~38.. and an assortment of other suits and blouses bouzht in Rome and Paris. the price taus
still m place. ~ -

svoice-over] Those wh k h d . .left. sa ,'.. 0 ~ew .er ~n examined t~ Marcos resi?ence shortly.~tter they;l r,.lmelda .s penchant t?r hoardmg was rooted m her youth. m the superslltlOns 01 a
youn~ ~lrI born mto poverty m a remOle rural viJla2e.

MO~Y~ALAN,palace organizer: She never th~w anything away_ because she believes

he
toot at It anylxxly gets her old stuff. you know. they'd do a vOodoo on her and she'll lose
r powers.

b
LAhURIE!1'IJ;Ce-OI·erl: The Imelda Marcos bathl1Xlm too is a s'tudy in aburidance· Jacuzziar and 'h f . . . .s ?wer .Ixtures all gold-plated. and a dozen baskets of imported perfumed soap.

And,?t~er tlnds: talse eyelashes and fingernails and imported perfumes. Elsewhere. cartons
contamJllg ~lOre than r .000·paiN of nvlons.
'h.~~r lhe tiNt family. living well was the best revel1!ze. a habit passed on to the Marcos
l I ren_ daughter Irene and Imee and son Bonn Bon~ When Irene was married in 19lB.
more than SlOO ()(X) were I h· ~ ~. . . Iacht a c . - .. . .s~nl on c ~t. m¥ alone_ purchased in Rome. And the presl~entta
Y .. ci . OIll~lssloned ship m the Phlllppme navy. became last year a party palace lor the
preSslentlal children. The youm! man in the red bow tie the presidential sonv contmst th rr f he . ~ . . . . .. h-h. ,. e I.eo I father seemed Simple. Ferdinand Marcos. preoccupied largely
WId' 'hspower and hiS health. his bedl1Xlm brae stark and bare· a hospital bed oxv<Jentanks
an ot er medical equip h d ::-. . .. . - ::- 'dthe mach· .. . ment at I e r:a Y·. A fully-equipped basement clinic. too; alongsl e
f ,~I~es that monitored the preSident s health. the robust pictures of the mall he was a
ew year.-; ago an~ the man he wanted to be a2ain.

The personal VIdeos al '0 h h·~' . .. d .man who' lav·. :. s s owanot er slc:teot Marcos: hISdevotion to hISgrandchll rell. a
. lshed lime and money on hiS familv. But time tor Ferdinand Marcos was

runllJn~ out In COntrast to 'h I -. . . ·1, . ~~ 1 : . e e egance ot the palace. on their tinal ni!!ht the Marcos tam I y.
apparent v leann<l attack ·1 ,. b ,. 1d' . M' - ::-.. S ep In a asement storenX>m for-the banLluetcrvstal. On that hna

la
y·1d. arc{~sstaged hiS last inaugur.J.J. a tinal speech to ~.CMJO invited supPorter.-;. And from

me a. a h!lal son'" . '[)" H·I \. . .. .. . . ... .. 0
.~. I . tHO - Because ot yuu. there IS a reason tor Ilvll1g. n

their last day in the Philippines. a sad ballad sung for the last crowd to cheer for Ferdinand
and Imelda Marcos.

ion call/era/ Malacanang Palace is now open to the general public. President Aquino
wants especially- the Philippine poor to see the extravagance of the last regime. but in all this.
Filipinos are seeing only a fraction of the Marcos splendor. for most of their wealth is not
here at all but rather in foreign lands. Hugh'?

DOWNS: Jim Laurie in Manila. and thank you. Jim. In fact. Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos
also have access to. and may have concealed ownership in. hundreds of millions of dollars'
worth of real estate in the U.S. and Europe. as well. lvoice-overl uv Manhattan alone. live
properties. worth an estimated 5350 million. including a lavishly decorated townhouse on the
fashionable and pricey East Side. an office building on Wall Street. a new S70-million
shopping center across the street from Macy's. and a tower on Fifth Avenue that is now lit
every night - and why not? Millions were spent renovating and decorating the building with
gold leaf. On Long Island they have one estate. in New Jersey. another. and~in T~x.as.
according: to the Fort WOrTh STar-Telegram, Marcos associates have purchased .'S13 million
worth of undeveloped land, In Europe. more of the same: a secluded villa in Rome. and.
according to the London Times. the Marcos family is thought to own several London flats
and at least two high-rent London office buildings.
WALTERS: It's important to remember that the Marcos family does not publicly acknow-
ledge owning any of the properties we "ve just mentioned, In fact. if you did a search as our
reporters and other reporters have done. you would find only other people listed as owne~.
Which brings us to our next point the elaborate coverup the ousted Filipino leader and his
wife used to conceal their vast riches. More on that when we come back.

cOIIIIII(!r('iol break!

DOWNS: The Marcos money trail is worldwide. and has a cast of characters that would
make a foreign intrigue novelist envious. II's replete with code names. hidden ba~k accounts
and mysterious corporations, Some of the men in charge of keeping track of th!ngs for the
Marcoses found it so complicated that they used a chart to keep up with the cast ot ch~racters.
Now. ~0120obtained details of that chart from a source close to the Marcos operation. and
we've recreated portions of it here. .. . .. .

Here at the top you see President Marcos. where the M is. and this IShis wife. designated
by an F - and the people who made up the chart told us the F stood for fem~le, N.ow. thiS
part of the chart refers to a web of what we'll call the first friends. a network ot cromes who.
~hrough corporate masks and secretive surrogates. carried out .the first.family's wishes, There
ISa reclusive secretary from the Philippines mission to the Umted Nations,. Her name appears
on documents ranging from jewelry receipts tor Mrs. Marcos to ownershIP.~aJ'l?rs of luxul)'
~anhattan apartments. On the West Coast. major players included the Phlill?pmes coconut
kmg. He expanded business interests throughout California. A Marcos fraternity brother was
heavily involved in banking. and another crony mn investments from Seattle 10 Texas.

WALTERS: Well. HU2h. the chart does take some of the mystery out of the scheme to
manage the Marcos im7estments in New York real estate. Mr. and Mrs. Marcos each h~d
their own kev advisors. Now. for President Marcos. a trusted financier and banker; and tor
Imelda MarCos. a cosmopolitan couple. active in conunerce and diplomacy. And th~n theX
acted through Shadowy layers of lawyers and accountants who. m tum. dealt with t~IS
organization. the New York Land Company. Run by brothers Joseph and Ralph Bem~tel~.
~he New York Land Company managed the Marcos rea! estate holdings here. Ou~ ~?I_O
Jnvestigative team has been able to strip a~ay. much ot the c.am?uflage sunou~~I.n::- t,he
Marcos operation. They had to do it the old-tash!oned way ..by dlggmg. And here a::-amWith
the results of that investi2ation is correspondent John Martm.
MARTIN il'OiCl>-(}l'~rl: With pro~rties ~nder in~estiga~ion all ,ov.er th: .world. t~ same
patterns keep emergmg. bur the eVidence IS someumes circumstantial. as 111 Londo.

CARMEN PEDROSA, London Commission: We believe that this property is owned by
the Marcoses.
MARTIN l'Oit'l'-(I\'l'/" ': Because it was once thou!!hl to have been bought. to.r a Marcos

. . . - t' ... names pomunn to Mrs,governess. then placed in the o\.\fllershlp ot a senes 0 SUSpiCIOUS . ~ .
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Marcos.

Ms. PEDROSA: In [1)80. we understand that a chanze in the name of ownership was made.
and it is now in the name of Benjamin Trinidad. who is- will be shown to be Benjamin
Romualdez. whose middle name is Trinidad. And thats also the middle name of the first
lady. lmelda Trinidad Romualdez Marcos.

STEVEN PSINAKIS, Good Government Commission: There is no document '0 my
knowledse. in the United States at least. that's in the hands of anyone. that says specifically
.. 1. Ferd~nand Marcos." or .'I. Imelda Marcos. have purchased the following specific
property ... There is no such document. But the evidence that is accumulated in every
property that we say is Marcos is overwhelming.

MARTIN ivoice-over': The Marcos money is said to be buried 'in bank accounts with false
names. in bank accounts with friends names. and in properties under many names. But how
could the Marcoses cover up the transfers so thoroughly'?
BONIFACIO H. GILLEGO, Good Government Commission: First money is gotten
out of the Philippines and invested in foreign banks - in Switzerland. in Brazil or .in the
Bahamas. Then an offshore corporation is established. say. in Hong Kong or In the
Netherland Antilles. and this offshore corporation deals with a corporation that is in tum
established. -say. in New York,

MARTIN tvoice-oven: Say. in Manhattan. say. the New York Land Company. run by
Joseph and Ralph Bernstein. brothers who refused to tell a House subcommittee whether they
had ever met the Marcoses. An insider familiar with how this New York oruanizaticn works
explained there was a layer of attorneys and accountants looking over the Bernsteins. They
reported to members of the inner circle. in this case financial advisor Rolando Gapud. and
close friends Glyceria and Bienvenido Tantoco. Sr. She is a business executive. he the
former Philippine ambassador to the Vatican. Despite appearances. says the insider. they are
not the owners: they reported to Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos.

'011 cutnerai The new Philippine government and a House Foreign Affairs subcommittee
are looking for documents to tie the Marcoses to some of the properties they".re rum~red to
own around the world. These are photocopies of a fragmentary due that surtaced this past
week, The originals are a singed telex and cover lerter.

,'\'vin>-OI'erTThe telex is dared 1981 and bears the name "Berstein" and "York Land
Company" at one edge. The letter is addressed "Dear Mam.·· apparently a common
salutation to the uncommon Mrs. Marcos. It is written on the stationery of Mrs. Tantoco. It
asks whether the Bernstems should be permitted to manage what is believed [0 be the Crown
Building. .

DAVID FRANK, congressional aide: We srronzlv believe at this point that the owner is
the Marcoses. and there is no other rational explanation tor Mrs. Marcos getting this letter
from Mrs. Tantoco asking tor approval of going ahead us Joe Bernstein asks.

MARTIN ivoice-overt: In the layers of concealment of the Marcos presence in New York.
real estat.e. there is one more person who seems to playa part. Vilma Bautista w.as one ot
several nrst secretaries at the Philippine consulate. She had apartment 701 at this modest
West Side efliciency hotel. It is also the address of the Hom~ Kon!:!-re!!islered company that
own~ tour condominiums at the Olympic Towers. beside St. Patrick's Cathedml.. The
BautIsta name also appears on records for this luxury high-rise. and on the tax records tor an
estate on Lon!:! [sland,

fOil Clllllt'l"{7: Even before their downfall. the paper tmil of suspected Marcos properties
sUlfaced here on Capitol Hill. Con!:!ressional investi!.!ators tried to untangle a web of oversea<.;
h.olding,~omrani.es. but they didn:-( get very far. ALnd[hey faced two adversaries: c.ongn:s-
'ilonal tnends ot the Marcos government. and ordinary confusion over complex hnanClal
amUl!:!ements.

i\'()icf!-ol'er' Henry Bullock was a Calitornia mongage banker who oversaw ~I(X) million
in loans on two of the buildings. L -

Rep. STEPHEN J. SOLARZ, (D) New York: On-February 10. I~80. did Joseph
Bernstein at that time in your presence suggest or infer thai the Marcoses were the
owner-;'.'
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HENRY BULLOCK, mortgage banker: He implied it directly. yes. but he did' not
state the Marcoses by name.

Rep. SOLA,RZ: And that left you. then. with the finn impression that Mr. Marcos had
the controlling interest in these properties?

Mr. BULLOCK: No. I would say it left me kind of confused.
MARTIN lvoice-overr: Barry Knox is an attorney who attended a series of meetings with
Mrs. Marcos where four Manhattan properties were discussed. Under oath at this hearing. he
revealed the identity of the owners while being questioned by the chairman,
Coneressrnan Solarz: "Were you ever told the Marcoses owned this building?"
Attcmev Knox: .Yes ."
Solarz: -,"Could you tell us who told you that?"
Knox: "Joseph Bernstein. Actually. it was not that the Marcoses own it: Joseph
Bernstein always said that Mrs. Marcos owned it."

WALTERS: Well. John Martin has come up from his digging. John. what happens to the
Bemsteins now'.'

MARTIN: Well. they're still insisting they don't want to talk about this. They're asserting the
lawyer-client privilege, and the United States Congress is asserting its righ~ to cite them for
contempt. So they probably will tight that for a while. We got a message trom them today.
saying. "No. we still don't want to talk about ir."

DOWNS: I rind it really ironic that so much of that fortune came from U.S. aid to the
Philippines. You know. you'd think that the Philippine citizen and the U.S. taxpayer would
share a common anger about that.

MARTIN: I think were soma to hear more about that. I think Congressman Solarz. who did
a lot of {he early digging -in this case - after it was .reve~led by the ~WI Jl!se Mer("~lI""yNews.
which also deserves a lot of credit - 1 think Solarz IS zcmg to be gomg after that aid as well.
and his subcommittee has been looking 1010 this quite closely.

WALTERS: It's going (0 be a legal mess. though. isn't if?
MARTIN: trs a swamp. it's a swamp. No one knows who really owns that property. As
Hugh was saying earlier. what if a friend who owns it- or in whose name it exists now
decides to keep it'?

WALTERS: Yeah. we were talking about that ourselves..

DOWNS: Thank you. John.
WALTERS: Well. well hear more.
DOWNS: We sure will. More revelations are expected about the Marcos family's financial
dealinus. and tonisht we have merely turned over a few stones. But it's quite a story. Well.
when ~'e come back. trouble in Hollywood. The behind-the-scenes tight over the making of a
highly acclaimed movie. 8ra:il. Right after this.

conuncrciu! break'
DOWNS: Who among us at one time or another hasn·t wanted more freedom to do
something our own way. and not the way the boss tells us'! Well. those feelings are hardly
uncommoll, The trouble is. we sometimes get into trouble when we act on them - the boss
almost alwavs wins. But not always. Teny Gilliam recently made the movie Bra:i1. now
playing around the country. When t~e .studio tried to rn~e changes he didn·lli~e. changes
they were legally entitled to make. Gilham look on the big guys and he won. As It turns out.
so did they. Here is Dick Schaap.

ACTOR ,e/li' fmlll . 'Bra::.i!'· I:Mesdames et Messieurs. bon appetil.

DICK SCHAAP \'oic('-(wer': It is a bizarre st~ry. It involves fascinating characters,

ROBERT DE NIROrc/ip t/'OIII ··8m::.i!'· : Hany Tuttle, leading engineer. al your
'iervice.
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SCHAAP voice-over ': It involves contracts and confrontation. II is hard to tell what is truth
and what is fantasy. It is a story of despenmon-.

ACTOR clie tram "Bncit: J: No. Jack, please!

SCHAAP voice-overt: And of a stirring last-minute rescue. 011 ('wl/emtll is. this story we
are speaking: of. not the story on the screen. but the story behind the story of the movie
Bra:i/. The fight to release the film in the United States. a contlict that echoes the contlict
within the filnl - a conflict between the system and a man who bucks the system, In its
simplest terms, the question is: is it Terry Gilliam's Bra-it, or is it Sidney Sheinbergs"

voice-over: Sheinberg. bright and proper. a transplanted Texan. came out of Columbia
Law School to become president and chief operating officer of MCA. the entertainment
conglomerate whose Universal Pictures PUI up most of the money to make nra-it. He first
saw the film a year ago.

SIDNEY SHEINBERG, president, MCA: It was brilliant in many ways. and- bUI
notwithstanding that. I thought it was very long and I thought it was partially inaccessible.

SCHAAP svaice-overr; "Inaccessible" _ Hollywood shorthand tor may be difficult to
understand, may be difficult to sell. And Gilliam, brash and mischievous, an American
expatriate. came out of Britain's Monty Python comedy troupe to become creator. coauthor
and director of Bra:i!.

TERRY GILLIAM, director: It's the first thing I've done that I actually feel proud o~', it'.s
il- not bad. I mean. you know. it's flawed like all of us. there's a lot wrong. but I think It
still is pretty powerful.

Mr. SHEINBERG: I certainly thought that the film needed some rethinking.

Mr. GILLIAM: There's no way that I would let the film be changed. I just think it'd be a total
betrayal to all- everybody who worked on the lilm.

SCHAAP l voice-overt: Jack Mathews, Hollywood reporter for the Los Angeles Times. says
(he battle over Bra-it, the war between Sheinbera and Gilliam. between commerce and art. IS
the most important tilm story he has covered. ~

JACK ~ATHEWS, 'Los Angeles Times: Here's a director saying, "Trn no! going 10

work with you any more on this film, and I'm some fight vou and lm going to get my
version released if its possible." I think that's ti~htiii1! words tor anybody: I mean. that's
drawing the line. ~ ~

SCHAAP ivoice-overt; Terry Gilliam has been drawing: lines tor. years. Long beto~ Bm~if.
he was an anunator who tweaked British sensibilities wilh these outrd!!eously Inventlve
cartoo~s he ~rew.for the Manry Python TV show, Eventually Gilliam decided he caul? hav.e
m?re tun a~lmatmg people: he became a director. Gilliam has spent a dec'ade hOlllng hiS
skills as a director, improving his eye. his instincts,

Mr. GILLIAM: It's actually lookin!! a bit of a fake now: the rehearsals looked more real.
you know. ~

JOHN CLEESE Ichi) frolll .TiIJ/l' Bal/llirs' ": Hello. I'm Hood.

SCHAA.P l\'Oice-OI'l'rl: A few vears ago. Gilliam directed a relalively inexpensive film
called Tillie Bt/lldirs. which grossed a relatively aSlonishing S50 million. The cast included
Python John Cleese as Robin Hood. who stole from the rich and from the short,
clip fmlll ''Time Bt/lldin-" ,

Mr. CLEESE: The poor are going: to be absolutely !hrilled, Have you met them at all?
ACTOR: Who"

Mr. CLEESE: The roor'

ACTOR: The roo('

Mr, CLEESE: Oh, you must meet them. JUS!know 'you'li like them.

SCHAAP I"()/Cl'-O\'l'I": tillie /Jill/dill"' success encoumgeJ Universal Piclures, which ha..;

never been confused with the poor. to PU!up S9 million toward the making of Bra:iI, a tilm
Gilliam has described as Walter Mittv meets Franz Kafka, with a touch of George Orwell.
too. Twentieth Century Fox put up 56 million for the international riahts to Bm:irs
grotesquely comic story of a man who escapes from the oppression of a totalitarian society
only in his dreams. Gilliam then went to work. He coaxed his fellow Python. Michael Palin,
to play 3 sadist with charm. He persuaded Katherine Helmond from American TV to endure
five hours a morning of makeup to playa woman addicted to plastic surgery.

KATHERINE HELMOND, actress: He's close to something pretty spectacular. as well as
great fun to work with, And I think his mind flies. and I see in his eyes that same kind of glint
of light that used to fly off of my grandmother's crochet needle.

JONATHAN PRYCE, actor: He's somebody you work with. He doesn'l- you don't
work for him. and he doesn't direct you per se.

SCHAAP ivoi.v-overt: Jonathan Prvce. like Helmond. was willine to suffer for art's sake,
and Gilliam's. . ~

Mr. PRYCE: Some of the flying was->- that was tun. A lot of it wasn't. I am naturally
claustrophobic, and- body casts and things. fiberglass front and back. fiberglass body.
leather costume, stuck on a pole-arm. And it was-- I mean, it was a true niahtmare. I hated
it. ~

SCHAAP (voice-overt: Gilliam loved it. loved the result.

Mr. GILLIAM: Every other shot is a different technique. One's real. one's a model. one's in
a studio. And Idon't think you can see where the joins are. JUSIthe minute you think you
might be seeing a model. there's a real person running in the way. and so il can't be a model.
its a real person, And to be able to do something as beautiful and floating, soaring as (hat.
was 3- it's great.

SCHAAP tvoice-overt: The result of Gilliam's creativity, casting and coaxing is a film
unquestionably original and visually striking, a powerful tilm thai delights some viewers and
depresses others, a film completed in 1984. on schedule and within budget. Twentieth
Century Fox released Bra-it in Europe early in 1985. and a Los Angeles film critic named
Kenneth Turan happened 10 see it in Paris.
KENNETH TURAN, Califomia Magazine: I was just flabbergasted. I had [he kind of
experience that you become a film critic for, where all of a sudden it's exciting and the screen
is alive, and you sense a great creative intelligence at work. And I said. "Like. where has
this film been all my life?"

SCHAAP lI'oice-m'er/: Not in Ainerican movie theatres. because not everyone was so
ecstatic, Sheinberg emerged from the Universal screening unhappy,
Mr. SHEINBERG: I !hought that the ending was not satisfying.

Mr. GILLIAM: There was a comment saying. "I Ihink we need a mdical rethink."
Mr. SHEINBERG: I don't recall whether I ever used the word "radical rethink." but I did
not feel having seen his edited version that we had got- we had now the petteet piece of art,
and it needed no further thinking.

SCHAAP'mice-OI'ert: Universal held back Brl/:i! and pressured Gilliam with its strongest
weapon, the contract he had signed, which said the film would not exceed two hours, five
minutes. Gilliam had delivered Bra:il at two hours, 22 minutes,
Mr. SHEINBERG: Had he delivered the piclure in its contractual length. this controversy
would never have e\isted.

Mr. GILLIAM: I think he tel! that if one could just take oul a tew of these disturbing:
elements, that there was a blockbuster beyond a1l blockbusters in Ihis film,
SCHAAP min'·m'l"": Under pressure. Gilliam sliced II minutes from the American
version. but refused to cut any deeper or (0 change the ending. Sheinberg: raised the possi-
bilitv Universal would make funher cuts. Gilliam teared Universal mighl distort the film or
bUry it. -

- IO~
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Mr. GILLIAM: Tbev could have salon this tilm for the rest of their Jives and it wouldn't have
made. you know. a dent in MeA. For us it was everything. you know. and so we look to the
trees with our rifles.

SCHAAP voice-overt; Gilliam. ignoring a contractual ban on going public with the dis-
pute. tired the first shot in vnrietv. a "Dear Sid" letter.

RONA BARRElT I' 'Entertainment TOllil!!I(' t: Sheinberu is refusinu to release the
movie. until its ending. ~ ~

SCHAAP (voice-overt: Then spread the story on TV and in the press. and set up clandestine
screenings tor critics.

Mr. SHEINBERG: I don't think he is a terrorist in the Qaddati sense of the word. but I think
that he has utilized a kind of terrorist- intellectual terrorism. He has touebr the game
without honoring the rules. -

SCHAAP {voice-overt; Gilliam won one battle. Stymied by [he publicity. Sheinberg gave
up trying to cut or change the film. and said Bm~iIwould be released in 1986. But Gilliam
feared he had lost the war.

Mr. GILLIAM: The tilm could have been released somewhere. you know. in New Mexico in
the mountains during a blizzard. and that would have fultilled the contractual oblizations. So
at that point f was ~convinced we were dead. And then, you know, the fairy godmother
appeared, and - ping - you will go to the ball tonight! .
SCHAAP tvoice-overt: In mid-December the Los Aneeles film critics waved their wands
and performed a small miracle, They voted overwheimmgly for Bm:)! as Best Picture of the
'!'ear. and for Gilliam as Best Director _ a revolutionary development. considering that the
him had not been released in the United Stales.

Mr. MATHEWS: Universal expected about four awards for Out of Africa. or Mask or Blick
10 the Fut/fre. and it was-- I said, "Fve got coco news and bad news. You cor tive awards.
but three of them are for Br(/:H" And they ~were very surprised. ~

M,r.SHEINBERG: ~wasn't surprised. once I finished being surprised. A~d what I meant by
that ~as, I was surprised that a picture that had not been released in Amenca won an award,
That s not a common occurrence.

Mr,.~URAN: Here was this brilliant tilrn. And I think everyone said "Well. the hell with it.
Th.IS IS.the best picture of the year. and we're coins to vote tor it. period." You know. let the
chips tall where they may. ~ ~

1st MOVIEGOER: Brotit.

2nd MOVIEGOER: Bm:il.
3rd MOVIEGOER: Brazil.

4th MOVIEGOER: BmA
5th MOVIEGOER: Bnrit.

S~~~P ivoicc-overt: Stu~g and stunned. Universal promptly booked the tilm. T~rry
GIII~ar!1 s .t~o h~ur and II minute version, into theatres in New York and Los Angeles. to
make Il ehgl~l~ tor the Academy Awards: lined up openin~s in other major cities: launched a
modest publIcity campai~n. ~

Mr
be

•SHEINBERG: I ho~ that the maximum number of people like it. and that I am proven
to totallv wronu' that' d d h'" . I• .,.' In ee t IS pICture IS very accessible (0 peop e.

SCHAAP: Can you root tOr this tilm?

~~.,(~HEINBERG:I,can't root for this the way I would root for a Spielberg lilm.or. ()/{~(/:
" ~.. ~. not bec~use ot what I have "gone throu~h" with it. but because I fmnkly don t thInk
H s a.\ good a him. ~

SCHAAP mice-til·/!/': Gilliam the tilmmaker quickly became Gilliam the him rmmoter.

-II~
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Mr. GI,LLlAM Ito ticketseltert: Can I have 92.1 tor the next performance. please?

SCHAAP .voice-overl: He frolicked with the long: lines that greeted the film in New York.

MOVIEGOER: Yeah, I loved Tillie Bandits. Great.

Mr. GILLIAM: This is a lot straneer. Sa- well. you're old enough. so you'll be all right.
Good. -

MOVIEGOER: Thanks a lot.
Mr. GILLIAM: Good luck.

to studenrst l think films should stimulate discussion more often than not.

SCHAAP tvoice-overl: Gilliam roamed from the cinemas to the campuses, spreading the
gospel of Bncit to students. perhaps the film's most receptive audience.

Mr. GILLIAM Ito students]: Even when we began this battle. people were saying, you
know. "Don', do this, you can't take on the studios. You can't- you know. there's no
way you can do this." And I was stupid enough not (0 believe them, And we won.

Mr. MATHEWS: Young directors will tell you it's the most important thing (hat's happened
in years. It gives them hope. Imean. there's a chance here that they can make a movie and
not have to bend (0 the studio. or not have to bend to the people who put up the money.

SCHAAP: Do you think it's conceivable that he could ever do another picture tor Universal'?

Mr. SHEINBERG: Certainly.

Mr. MATHEWS: Well. if Bra:i1 is a huge hit. I can see them sitting: down very soon. talking:
about Bra:.i1I1. That's what Hollywood's all about.

WALTERS: Well, Dick. what about Bra:ill? Is it making money?

SCHAAP: Yeah. I think it is. It looks like Universal will a' least get its money back. and
probably do okay. I mean. it won't be Out ot A.frica. but it certainly won', be a bomb.

WALTERS: I know Sidney Sheinberg. He's very respected in the business. Now. the feeling
usually is. oh. you know. the esrabiishment. the motion picture companies, they're the
monsters: the individual directors. they're terrific. Is it that good a tilrn?

SCHAAP: floved it, I thought it was a great movie, but people whom I respect didn't love it
that much. Sidney Sheinbergs own wife thinks it's a great movie, so Sheinberg says.

WALTERS: They must be having interesting conversations,

SCHAAP: Well. we didn't get' tape.

WALTERS: And Gilliam's a new name for us to pay attention to. isn't he'?

SCHAAP: Yeah, I think he's a genius - a mad genius. but a genius.

WALTERS: Thank you. Dick. It was fun [0 watch. And we'H be right back.

('0/11111£'1'(';0/ breok t
DOWNS: And now here is Ted Koppel. with a word about tonight's Nightline. Ted'?

TED KOPPEL, ABC News: Hugh, we'lIlook tonight at an Asian ally with crucial U.S.
military bases. mounting poli[icaltunnoil and growing demands for democratic retonn. It's
not the Philippines this time, it's South Korea. Is it a nation headed for revolution'.) That's our
story tonight. Barbara'!

WALTERS: That's Nightline, tollowing your local news.

DOWNS: And tomorrow on ABC's World News Tonight with Peter Jennings. a look at how
college kids' spring break frolic in FOil Lauderda!e has authorities throwing their.hands in the
air. with an all-time arrest record - over9(X) so far, and the worst. {hey say. stilI to come.

WALTERS: One final note. We at ~O/~Ohad intended to bring you a repon tonight on the
availability of terrorist litemture in this country. We've postponed that repollto a later date.



And that is 20/20 for tonight. We're in touch, so you be in touch. I'm Barbara Walters.

DOWNS: And lm Hugh Downs.
WALTERS: And for all of us at 20/20. good night.
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ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE Show #1754 Air Date: February II, 1988

Ethics In Government

BRIT HUME lvo.ice-overj: Today, Lyn Nofziger was found guilty of illegal lobbying, the first
person to be convicted under the Ethics in Government Law.

lYN NOFZIGER, Former White House Aide: It's a lousy law, it's a law that doesn't
apply lO the Congress of the United States, it doesn't apply to the judiciary, all men arc not
equal under that law, it doesn't apply to people below a certain salary level.

HUME,: Good evening. I'm Brit Hume, and this is Nigbtline.
.[voice-over} If Lyn Nofziger had served in Congress, or even worked on Capitol Hill instead

of In the White Hou~. ,he would never have been charged. We'U look at the reason why tonight.
ANNOUNCER ThIS IS ABC News Nightline. Substituting [or Ted Koppel and reporting [rom
Washington, Brit Hume.
HUME: ~uringthe 1950s, John L. Lewis, the redoubtable head of the mineworkers' union, sent
a sardonic tele~ to the newly fanned AFl.-CIO Committee on Ethical Practices. "Have you
found any ethical practices?" inquired the telegram. The idea of such a watchdog committee
may ~ave amused Lewis then, but today ethical guardianship has grown into big business in
~ashmgton. There are agencies and departments allover the executive branch to look after such
things. and if they are not sufficient, an independent counsel may be appointed to take the casco
Th~ Reagan administration has seen the appointment of a bumper crop of such prosecutors and
thew ~ffons have led to the cases against former presidential confidants Michael Deaver and Lyn
~ofzl~er. These prosecutors and the laws under which they operate are much applauded on Cap-
itol Hill. But members of Coogres 'I' ,. dan [ , 's are m nue ger rom them smce they have written inem-
selves out. of the ethical statutes that govern the conduct of people like Lyn Nofziger. And as
John Maron reports, that fact was not lost on Nofziger today.

~OH~ MARTIN [voic~.o~erJ: When it was over, and he stood convicted of illegally lobby-
109 his ~ld colleagues Inside the White House, Lyn Nofziger complained about the unfair-
ness of It

LYN NOFZIGER, Fonner Presidential Aide: It's a lousy law, it's a law that doesn't
apply to the Congress of the United States, it doesn't apply to the judiciary all men are not
equal under that law. '

MARTIN [voice-over): Nevertheless, it is the law and at 63 Lyn Nofziger former newspap-
er corresponde t f Calor . " ,n rom I orrua, fanner political confidant of Richard Nixon and Ronald
~eal~bfac.es the ~ssibjl~ty of $30,000 in fines and up to six years in prison. His crime: il-
~l ~mg, wnung this ~emo to White House counselor Ed Meese on April 8, 1982,

Y mon~ after leaving the White House staff. The memo urged Meese to help the
W~leCh Co~uon get a $32 million Anny contract without competing against other com-
~~~es'HThe Ethics Law says senior officials must not lobby their fanner associates inside the
f lie ouse f~ at least a year after leaving. The jury found Nofziger also lobbied illegally

M
ortwo other chents, an aircraft manufacturer and a maritime union.
r, NOFZIGER' I seem '0 hav bee < d 'I [' ,," dh t· .' e n loun gm ty a trymg to get thiS admlnIstrauon to 0

t
wa. Il

th
promlSed to do, and I can lell you, we're going to appeal and I lhink that we're going

o Win at appeal. '
MARTIN: The Ethics La ' ,to hel th "":w~ spawned by the convlcuon that people in high places may lIY

p emselves, or thelf fnends, when they leave the public trust. The law is sometimes
vague, and the code to enfi .. I '
o[

'I" oree It IS vo ummous. Lyn NofZiger is the only man ever convicted
VIO atmg It. Michael Dca oth . . . .

abo t h th
. . ver, lin er former While House aide, was convicted of lymg

u weer he Violated It
~~~A~L DEAVER, Fonner White House Aide [20120, February 5[: It'S very

ha
or awyers and JUdges to interpret it, what the Congress wrote And jf you're going

to veanEth· .. G .
h

ICS10 ovemmcnt Law, then let's get everybody in. I mean, my God, you
ave congressmen up there ho '
t d

. now w announce lhey're going to resign at thc cnd of thiS
eno, an that the JOb the ' ed '. h ... yveacccpt wIll be-and it's in an industry that Lhcyhavean
overslg t responslblhty for the remaining part of their term

FRED WERTHEIMER P Id Co ' ,• res ent. mmon Cause: This law is very clear as to who 1t
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applies to, and it has broad coverage for government officials, and if someone violates a
criminal law, you cannot justify it by saying, well, gee, why didn't this law cover someone

else?
These laws can be strengthened. There is legislation pending in Congress right now that

arc designed to strengthen these laws.
MARTIN [voice-over]: For now, lawyers and analysts in the government Ethics Office ex-
amine financial disclosure statements and decide questions of apparent conflicts of interest,
but only for the executive branch. Remarkably, the law does not cover the very people who

wrote it.
MICHAEL WALDMAN. Congress Watch/Public Citizen: Congress justifies this ex-
ception 'cause it's Congress that writes the laws. The Ethics in Government Act was passed
as the result of a big fight and a big compromise, and it probably would have been very dif-
ficult to gel something stronger through Congress at the time, and it's hard to see something
stronger getting through Congress right now.
MARTIN [voice-over): As a result, when senators and representatives leave office,lhey can
lobby their fanner colleagues right away. Members retain access to the floor to walk right up
to friends stiU in office. They aren't visible to the public because House and Senate rules pre-
vent cameras from sweeping the floor.

Mr. DEAVER: If "influence-peddling," if that's the terrnwe all want to use, is a crime,
there'd be an awful lot of people in this town in jail.

Mr. NOFZIGER: You know, it's kind of like running a stop sign.
MARTIN: But so far, nobody's gone to jail, and the likelihood is far from certain. Mr. Nof-
ziger is not expected to get a prison term, and Mr. Deaver's conviction could easily be
thrown out if the special prosecutor's law is ultimately held unconstitutional. So, for the mo-
ment, a system designed to prevent corruption in high places has snared two men who say
that what's fair for them should be a crime for everybody else as well. This is John Martin in

Washington for Nightline.
HUME: When we return, we'll talk with two supporters of the Ethics in Government Act
who would like to see Congress Included in its provisions, Congressman Barney Frank: of
Massachusetts, and a man who's seen the issue from several sides, lobbyist and fonner Con-
gressman James Coyne of Pennsylvania.
[Commercial break]

HUME: Joining us live now from our Washington bureau is Congressman Barney Frank of Mas-
sachusetts. Congressman Frank is chainnan of the House Judiciary Subcommittee, with jurisdic-
tion over the Ethics in Government Act. He has scheduled hearings this spring on revision and
possible expansion of the law. And from our station WPVI in Philadelphia is James Coyne. Mr.
Coyne has seen the issue of ethics in government from three sides, as a former congressman
from Pennsylvania; as a While House aide who worked directly under former Deputy Chief of
Staff Michael Deaver; and currenuy as a lobbyist with the American Tort Reform Association.

Congressman Frank, first of all, give us a little briefing on how widespread this practice of
Congress excluding itself from the law it passes that apply to other people. How wide is thal?
Rep, BARNEY FRANK. (D), House Judiciary Committee: It's very wide, II has a legiti-
mate root, I think, but it's become an illegitimate practice. That is, it's being abused. It really
stems from the efforts by Queen Elizabeth I to manipulate the Parliament in the 16th Centwy,
when they were just starting out. And it drew up an English law that an imponant part of par-
liamentary democracy would be that you proteeted lhe legislative branch againstlhe executive
branch. Well, that probably made sense back then. It no longer does make sense, but the theory
grew up that for the legislature to be lndependent- that'S, by the way, why we have parking
privileges in Washington, D.C. and why we can libel people on the floor of the House, I mean,
those arc direct results of Elizabethan times - that is why-
HUME: Let me just stop you. There is a constitutional provision that has to do with being held
accountable in any other place for official acts. But it seems to me that, I mean, the bribery
statutes clearly apply to members of Congress, and there are a host of others that do, and yet it
seems a rather selective group, although along with you've gOt the civil service reform, the labor

laws, occupational health and safety, the list goes on.
Rep, FRANK: Dh, sure, Yeah, Most o[ the regulatory, the theory has been thaI where you are

t
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giving discretionary regulatory authority to members of the executive branch, you should ex-
empt Congress because otherwise you'd be under I unintelligible J. I don't agree with that theory,
but that's, you know, what people should understand, it's not just the Ethics in Government Act
from which Congress is exempted. It's exempted from lhe NLRB, from OSHA. Until a couple
of years ago. members of Congress weren't covered by the Social Security Law, and we correct-
ly put ourselves under that law in 1983.
HUME: I should say, by the way. that in preparing for this broadcast the people who ask guests
to appear tried and tried and tried to find someone who would come on the program and defend
this, and we couldn't find anybody who would do it. but obviously. for many, many years mem-
bers of Congress have been voting for laws which had these exclusions. so somebody must have
been for it.
Rep. FRANK: I'm sure there were. I've been a sponsor for some time of a package of bills to
change that, because I think, as I said, the original justification really doesn't apply today. We
are sufficiently, I think, protected by institutional means today so ihat we ought to cover our-
selves by these laws.
HUME: Mr. Coyne, you've seen this issue from several sides, as a member and as a lobbyist,
and also as a White House aide. Do you agree with Congressman Frank's description of how Ibis
came about, or are there other reasons at play here?
JAMES COYNE, LobbylstlFormer Congressman: Well, I've heard these legalistic des-
cn~uons .I~ the past. and I think it's really more an example of hypocrisy in ethics than hypocri-
sy m politics, because in fact, that's what we're talking about here is power, who can exercise
power m our system of government? Right here in Philadelphia, 200 years ago, our founding fa-
lher~ kn~w that the wee branches of government were going to be at each others' throats. But I
don t think they foresaw that one branch of government would be rewriting the rules to give it-
self an advantage in the name of ethics over the other branches of government. Congress, of
course, ~xemp~ Itself from everything, and there are many different reasons for doing it. But
most of It all, It s because Congress likes to consider itself a club of lawyers that can protect it-
self, and hold as .much power in its own reins and try to reduce as much power that's in the
hands of the president and the executive branch. And I think that's what's occurred in the past
10 years or ~, m~re and more power being vested in Congress, to the point where Congress has
~ome an .Impenal Congress, doing the very things that it criticized presidents in the past for
domg. Obviously, there's a pendulum that moves back and forth but I think most Americans
CO~Cedetoday ~t Congress, after 35 years controlled by the same' party, has become dominated
by Us own self-interest, and not willing to stand up to ethics.
Rep. FRANK: Brit.is that eligible for-
HUME: Of course.
Rep. FRANK: -how many mistakes can you find in that statement?
HUME: Go ahead.

Rep. FRANK: WeD, in the first place, the Democrats have not controlled Congress for 35
y~; the Republicans controlled the Senate, which is part of Congress, for six of the last seven,
for instance. And the notion that !hi J h ed i th . . thi k i ,. s on y appen m e last ten years IS Just wrong. I In It s
wrong. I think we ought to be covered. I've sponsored legislation to cover us. But it's not a trend
of the last 10 years The' t i th tha . .t ,'. la.c IS at t has been a congressional pattern over most of our his-

M
ary·That doesn t make It right, but it's simply not a question of the last 10 years.
r. COYNE: I'd like to-

HUME: Well, you-
Mr. COYNE: -f think 'm • . th las ,. f thlact In e t 10 years we ve seen thIS tremendous growth 0 e
power of Congress.
Rep. FRANK' Tha"s righL J' d ,. . . .'. .' 1m oesn t hke the fact that Congress tries to IDvolve Itself m for-
:gn policy. ~hat you're now gelling isn't related to the ethics act, it's the new conservalive
M~u~~n~;E~lch puzzles ~e, that.says Congress shouldn't be involved in foreign policy, etc.
R . . No, no, you re gctung away from the issue of ethics.

ep. FRANK: I want to be covered under the ethics-
HUME: Hold it gentleme I . . .-d-- , n, et me get In here With a questIOn Congressman Frcmk I gather you
on't sUpJXlJ1what the Congress has done here and you'd iike to change it, and you have a

measure to do so. What are your chances on that?
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Rep. FRANK: I think they're pretty good. The fact is that we all know we've got to change the
ethics law. The law is a very badly drafted statute. They tried in 1978 and 1979 to be very care-
ful, and they were so careful that they came up with a statute that's very difficult to enforce, and
everybody agrees with that. That doesn't justify people violating it, and I think people who vio-
lated it should have been prosecuted, but we do know we've got to improve it. And I have talked
to people, Democrats and Republicans, who are on Ihe subcommittee that I'm on, and I have yet
to find anyone who disagrees Lhat the time has come for Congress to be covered under this
Ethics in Government Act,
HUME: Well, we couldn't find anybody all day who'd disagree with that proposition, and yet,
you know, this has been going on for many, many years. What is the secret to getting this
passed? Is it a question of public attention, or what?
Rep. FRANK: I think it is. I mean, I haven't been here for many, many years, and I wasn't here
when it was passed in '78. On the other hand, you may have done some good lobbying for me;
I'd like your list of people who support this. I'll ask: you for that. off the air. I think what had hap--
pened was that the most powerful force in any legislative body isn't money, and it isn't votes.
It's inertia. Legislators who'd rather not make tough decisions, then make them, because you
make people mad when you make tough decisions. It's much beuer to walk in a parade. What's
happened now is that the events of the last couple of years, the pattern of violations, frankly, by
the Reagan administration, have brought this to public attention and we now understand that it's
a statute that is effective, prosecutors say it, defendants say it, judges say it. as part of the effort
to improve the statute, 1 think it's essential that we cover Congress.
HUME: Okay. We've got to take a break: now, Congressman, thank you. When we return, we'll
be joined in our discussion by Fred Barnes, a veteran political reporter who is skeptical of the
value of the Ethics in Govemrnent Act,
[Commercial break]
HUME: Joining us live now in our Washington bureau is Fred Barnes, senior editor of The New
Republic, a nationally circulated opinion weekly. Fred. from what Congressman Frank: and Mr.
Coyne both say, ethics in government may be a growth industry, but there's going to be more of
it. Is that a good thing?
FRED BARNES, The New RepUblic: Well, what's happened is, you've had these post-
Watergate ethics binge of laws by Congress, and they've been, most of them have been silly.
The independent prosecutor law, which has now been declared unconstitutional by a U.S. ap-
peals court; you've had the campaign reform law, which has just made campaigning more dif-
ficult, it's Cleated aU these PACs, it's made people running for federal office spend more time
raising money rather than less; and then you have this Ethics in Government Act, which I think
substantiates the law of scandal propounded by my colleague at The New Republic, Mike Kins-
ley. And what he says, the scandal isn't what's illegal, the scandal is what's legal. And by con-
centrating on these small technical legal violations, the Ethics in Government Law essentially
legitimizes the really egregious kind of influence peddling that goes on, and that is the lobbying
of Congress, but not by former congressmen, so I don't think Congressmen Franks' change in
the law would mean much at all. There are some lobbyists in town, and they're effective in lob-
bying Congress and the other effective lobbying that goes on is the lobbying of congressmen,
members of Congress, trying to lobby the administration to get contracts and so on for their own
constituents.
HUME: Well, if these laws and regulations are not the key to improving ethical standards in
Washington, then what is?
Mr. BARNES: Well, really, the only thing is social stigma. That's about all you could have
that's going to do it, and unfortunately now, lobbyists are proud to call themselves lobbyists. h
used to be something, you know, you remember the time, Brit, in Washington, when thcy called
themselves "lawyers"?
HUME: Yeah,that's righL
Mr, BARNES: Now they proudly call themselves lobbyists. And brag abou' all the ionuence
they have and the people they know and the contacts on Ihe HiD and so on.
HUME: Well. isn't that a new element here? Mr. Coyne, you served with Michael Deaver.
Wasn't the way he set up his whole operation after he got out of the administration, the Time
magazine story with him in the limousine and all that, wasn't that something far more brazen
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than anything we'd seen in Washington until that time?
Mr. COYNE: I don't think there's much doubt Even Mr. Deaver himself would probably agree
with that Of course, Mike Deaver was the keeper of the access key within the Whitc House. He
made sure who did and who didn't have access to anything the President did or saw. And of
course, for him to find a law that prohibited himself from having the access that he so closely
guarded was just probably something he couldn't really accept, and it was a difficult decision for
him to face, going out-c.
HUME: You've been In the position of being someone who was on thc inside of the administra-
lion and went out. How difficult and onerous did you find these regulations LObe?
Mr. COYNE: They're not onerous at all. I think, of course, to separate yourself from your for-
mer employer for a year is probably something you wish you didn't have to do, because you
have friends and you have relationships there, but it's certainly not an onerous thing to do. The
~ny for me w~, though, that when I left the Congress, the next day I was perfectly legal to do
Just about anything, whereas--
HUME: Yeah, but you could go on the House floor at any time or-
M,. COYNE: Anything. BU1-
HUME: -by the way, one question. Do House members, I know they have Senate floor
p~v~leges while they're serving, does that continue after you leave, do you have Senate floor
privileges as we1l?
Mr. COYNE: You know, I honestly don't know. I haven't taken advantage of it if I do, but most
mem~rs continue to maintain the contact with their own body, regardless of whether they are
lobbyists or not There's a strong personal bond that's made with a lot of former members. But
you, know, the amazing thing is, I could do anything as a former congressman, go to work in the
White House for one day, and then au of a sudden you have this tremendous body of law that
comes down on you. But it's not burdensome, and I don't think most members of the White
House view it that difficult to comply with.
HUME: We had a couple of pretty smart guys got snared. Now, if it's not difficult, what's the
problem?

Mr. COYNE: Well, I think if anybody in the White House had been asked to predict who might
have been snared, they might have predicted those two people. Lyn Nofziger really wasn't a
member of the White House staff in the same sense that everybody else was. He was more of a
consultant, a Ireelancer, an eccentric wild player in many respects, and I think he never saw him-
self really as a member of the White House staff the same way that most of the rest of us did.
And of course, ,as I've said. about Mr. Deaver, he had a very special role of maintaining access
there. and for him to be defiled that access was perhaps the unkindest cut of all.
HUME: Co~gressman Frank, what do you think of Fred Barnes' view that this really is not a
neces~ thing, that these laws and regulations simply end up leaving too many things legal and
removing the stigma that used to attach to what was once considered a kind of shady practice,
that of lobbying?
Rep. FRANK: Wen, I find it predictable, but not helpful, in this truth-
HUME: Why?
Rep ..FRANK: -well, i.n the truth in government thing, now that people are calling themselves
lobbYI~ts, maybe Fred will call himself a scold, 'cause I think his interest is just to sort of make
~ points. In fact, what he said was internally contradictory. He said it was a scandal that some
things were still legal, and when you asked, well, what should you do about it, he said, well, we
s.hould use sociat sugrna. So he's not for making them illegal. The fact is, under our Constitu-
non, ~ lot of wh~t y?U and I and Fred will find objectionable will be protected. That'll be called
~~bymg. There I~,I.n,the Firs~ Amendment, the right of the citizens to petition. If they want to

ire people to do It, It ~ very difficult to make some of that illegal. You get the good and the bad
u~de~ a free speech thmg. I think. it docs help to try to limit some of the abuses. And, with any
~nml~aI statute, ~ith all.Y regula~ory,statute, the fact that you're going to diminish some harm
oesn t mean you re gomg to Wipe It all out. But setting up and saying, well, if you only do

some of the good, and you don't do the rest, therefore the statute is wrong, I don't think that
makes sense., I think it does make sense to say LO former members of Congress, "No. You
should not, with a, on the next day or within the next year or two, go back and try to uSCthe per-
sonal contacts you made to influence your colleagues:' I will say OQa lhing in defense of mem·

bers, by the way, and people have referred to the floor privileges. There's a pretty firm informal
rule against using those floor privileges to lobby. Most of those who are registered lobbyists do
not use the floor privileges, and I've never seen anybody do that They do lobby elsewhere, and I
think it's wrong and we ought to ban it. But they don't do it on the Ilocr. But yeah, there will al-
ways be lobbying, because I don't know how you can ban it. But to allow people to go right
back to their former colleagues, and invoke that kind of personal input, I think that's something
that ought to be banned, and it'll still leave other things in the world that are wrong, but it'll be
helpful.
HUME: Congressman, I want to give Fred Barnes a chance to respond to what you said, and I'll
have to take a break now, but we'll continue our discussion in just a moment.
[Commercial break}
HUME: Continuing our discussion now with Congressman Barney Frank of Massachusetts, lob-
byist and former congressman James Coyne, and Fred Barnes of The New Republic. Fred, Con-
gressman Frank suggested earlier that there has been a kind of a new high or a new low in ethi-
cal problems in this administration, and by one account I saw there's something like 100 present
and former members of this administration who have in one way or another run afoul of various
laws and ethical regulations. Is that, in your estimation, a result of their being so many regula-
tions, or because of a particular sleaze factor in this administration?
Mr. BARNES: Well, I think both are true. I think there's been some indifference 10 what former
officials ought to do, or officials in government ought to do. That's, that has been a problem. But
responding to Congressman Frank, look, if he's willing to acknowledge that even with a streng-
thened ethics in government law that the whole problem of influence-peddling is going be barely
scraped at all, well, that'd be fine. I suspect that if his law passes, Congress will congratulate it-
self and pretend that it's really attacked the problem.
Rep. FRANK: Oh, of course not, Fred.
Mr. BARNES: But the top, the top lobbyists in this town, in Washington, are not former mem-
bers of Congress and they're not former members of the administration.
Rep. FRANK: Well, Fred, what should we do about it?
Mr. BARNES: They've been at this for a long time, and you can't do anything about it legal-
ly-
Rep. FRANK: I agree.
Mr. BARNES: -that's why I'm not for a law.
Rep. FRANK: But therefore, if we can't do anything about some of it, should we ignore the rest
of it? That's what I find difficult in your argument.
Mr. COYNE: It seems to me Congress should worry rust about keeping its own house in order.
I mean, after Abscam-
Rep. FRANK: Well, I'm for that, and that's part of what I want LOdo, and I think we can do it
Mr. COYNE: --and I think the safest bet there is in politics is that Congress is not going to do
exactly what you say it should do.
Rep. FRANK: Well, Jim, I served with you for two years; I don't remember you offering that
bill. I'm for it
Mr. COYNE: I wasn't on the judiciary ccmmiuce, because they wouldn't let me on the judiciary
committee. They wouldn't-
Rep. FRANK: But I don't remember. Any member of Congress can file a bill.
~: One at a time, gentlemen. Please, one at a time. Congressman Frank, go ahead.
Rep. FRANK: Any member of Congress can file a bill. Jim was a member of Congress for two
years, he never filed a bill. I think there ought to be a good, no, you could have filed a bill, you
didn't have to be on the committee to file a bill.
[crosstalk}
~: Congressman Frank, Congressman Frank, hold it just a moment Mr. Coyne, you want

to respond to that?
Mr. COYNE: Well, I think it's important to understand that the club there is very closed. The
JUdiciary Commiuec that Mr. Frank sits on is so closed that they hardly even allow other bills to
be referred to them. They wouldn't lei me sit on that committee, and 1 felt very strongly ...

~: All right. We're-
Rep. FRANK: It wasthe Republicanswho decide-
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[crosstalk]
HUME: All right, all right Gentlemen, please, we're getting a little far afield here. Fred, I think
I see you striving to get in a word here, and I'm going to let you have the last word. Please go
ahead.
Mr. BARNES: Well, I wish that Congressman Frank, if he really wanted to cut down on the
most egregious kind of lobbying, would get members of Congress to stop lobbying the adminis-
tration to get contracts, and grants, and loans for their own constituents and supporters.
Rep. FRANK: Oh, I know the administration would love that. They'd love that. They'd love to
have all the power.
HUME: All right. Gentlemen, gentlemen, I have to cut you off here. Time has caught up with us.
Congressman Frank, thank you. Mr. Coyne, thank you very much, and Fred Barnes, thanks to
you as well. That. is our report for tonight I'm Brit Hume in Washington. For all of us here at
ABC News, good night
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ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE Show #1798 Air Date: April 13, 1988

FAA Investigates EasternlTexas Air
TED KOPPEL [voice-over]: It is the nation's third-largest airline, carrying 42 million
passengers a year. But today. the federal government raised a question that's been trou-
bling everyone from Eastern Airline's pilots to its passengers: is Eastern safe to fly?

[on cameral Good evening. I'm Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline,
[voice-over} Our focus tonight: The federal government's two-pronged investigation

of Eastern Airlines and its parent company, Texas Air. Our guests: Texas Air Vice
President Clark Onstad, Charles Bryan, president of the Machinists' Union at Eastern,
and the U.S. secretary of transportation, James Burnley.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.
KOPPEL: Sometimes a cliche says it all. If you've ever wondered what is meant by the
old chestnut "It never rains but it pours," consider what has happened recently to East-
ern Airlines and its parent company. Texas Air. Eastern's gross revenue last year was
$4.4 billion dollars. Nevertheless, Eastero posted a net loss of almost $182 million. This
year, the deficit will be worse. The most recent Department of Transportation report
card on Eastern Airlines showed Eastern last among all airlines in on-time performance.
That report card. of course, was on all U.S. airlines. Eastern had the second-worst
record in passenger complaints. Continental Airlines had the worst. That also belongs to
Texas Air. Texas Air, parenthetically, sustained record losses of $466 million last year.

Today, things got worse when the Federal Aviation Administration raised serious
questions about Eastern's and Texas Air's ability and willingness to run an airline. John
Martin has compiled a background report which draws heavily on an investigative seg-
ment that appeared last Friday on the ABC newsmagazine, 20/20.

EASTERN PILOT: I certainly think that the margin of safety has decreased,
there's no question about it.
EASTERN MECHANIC: We're flying more airplanes with more wrong with
them. Right now they're operating the planes at close to the minimal.
CONTINENTAL MECHANIC: There are a lot of people within Continental Air-
lines that have very little experience. Basically, it is an on-the-job training pro-
gram, and the public is the one that will pay for it eventually.

The FAA is supposed to be the check and balance system. And we need them.
And they are not anywhere to be found, for the most part.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC News [voice-over]: Until today, that is. Federal regulators at
the Department of Transportation finally stepped forward today to say they had
begun a massive mspecnon of Eastern Airlines.

T. ALLAN McARTOR, Federal Aviation Administration: Starting this
afternoon, and continuing through a 3Q-day period, FAA inspectors will literally
touch every o~~ of Eastern's 267 planes to a special 100 percent ramp inspection
program. Additionally, a five-member executive level FAA team will conduct an
in-depth review of Eastern's ability to comply with FAA safety standards.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The airline faces a proposed fine of $823 000 for a series of
~afety violations. 0!1e involved the use of the wrong kind of dril! to repair an eight-
inch cra.ck ~n an airbus, Anothe~ involved operating a plane for 160 flights, even
though It failed to properly service the aircraft's engines. For the moment, ABC
News crews found no inspectors at major airports. The FAA insisted the work had
begun, but c~uld not say where, or how many planes it had examined today.
. ~ore .ommous, perhaps .. for ~conomic reasons, the Department of Transportation

said It w~ll conduct a full investigation of Eastern's parent company, the Texas Air
Corporation,

JAMES BURNLEY, Secretary of Transportation: Today also I am announcing
that the Department of Transportation is launching a preliminary investigation of
Texas Air Corporation and its management.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Texas Air is an $8.5 billion dollar conglomerate, with 600
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airplanes and 20 percent of all the passengers who fly in America. It controls Eastern
and Continental. It took over New York Air, People's Express and Frontier, among
others. It is run by Frank Lorenzo, the aggressive young businessman whose tactics
in cutting wages, benefits and jobs has earned him the hostility of labor unions and
passengers.

FRANK LORENZO, Chairman, Texas Air COrporation [20120, April 81: We
built the company up slowly, and all of a sudden deregulation came along. We
didn't like it, in fact, we fought deregulation initially because we knew what it
would do to small companies. We lrnew what it would do to our people in the
company. And building it and making the changes that the marketplace has re-
quired have not been easy, and it's not a popular message.

BRUCE HICKS, Texas Air COrporation: The management of Texas Air Corpora-
tion has been managing airlines safely for the past 17 years, and there's no basis for
the challenge to the management's ability, willingness and dedication to safely
managing airlines.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But the Airline Pilots Association said it is concerned that the
conglomerate might have cut comers to raise the profits of the parent company, and
that an urgent investigation is needed.
Capt. HENRY DUFFY, Airline Pilots Association: We think that a single snapshot
needs to be taken of the whole Texas Air operation in order to make sure that assets
are not transferred back and forth to plug up holes in the Eastern operation, trans-
ferred from the Continental operation, and then after the inspection is over, move the
assets back again.
MARTIN [voice-over]: If Texas Air will not spend the money to inspect properly at
Eastern or Continental, goes this argument, the flying public could be endangered.
So far there is no proof, but more than 700 pilots have left or given notice at Eastern
in the last year and a half, an unprecedented loss due to concerns about safety, work-
ing conditions and wages. For almost all the two years since Texas Air took over
Eastern, its management has suspected that its labor unions were responsible for a
series of investigations and actions by government agencies, as well as television
and newspaper reports of severe safety problems. Today, the airline repeated its
suspicion.
Mr. HICKS: We hope that this investigation, which we believe is clearly a union-
inspired issue, will be laid to rest by this investigation once and for all.

Our management is open, our books are open, we certainly have been one of the
most scrutinized companies in the country, and we welcome this opportunity to clear
the decks once and for all.
1st AIRLINES PASSENGER: It poses a lot of concerns, because I'm getting on an
Eastern flight right now. Ijust want to make it to where I'm going.
2nd AIRLINES PASSENGER: I'm certainly glad the FAA is on their toes.
MARTIN: So the stage is set for still closer scrutiny of Texas Air. Airline analysts
said today they have no doubt that Texas Air can survive financially under deregula-
tion. What was once the giantkiller has now become the giant itself. But its very suc-
cess in cutting costs has now led to the kind of severe safety suspicions once
reserved only for the smallest of airlines. This is John Martin in New York for
Nightline.

KOPPEL: Later, we'll be joined in our discussion by transportation secretary James
Burnley. But first, when we come back, we'll give the head of the union local represent-
ing Eastern machinists, Charles Bryan, a chance to raise his concerns about Eastern's
safety procedures with Clark Onstad, the number two man in Eastern's parent company,
Texas Air.
[Commercial break]
KOPPEL: Charles Bryan, who joins us now in our Miami bureau, is president of Dis-
trict 100 of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers. The
district has 11,000 members, many of whom work. for Eastern Airlines and have ex-
pressed their concerns about Eastern's margins of safety. With us in our Washington
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bureau is Clark. Onstad, senior vice president for Texas Air Corporation, which includes
both Eastern and Continental Airlines among its subordinate airlines.

And let me begin, Mr. Bryan, by asking you how you respond to what Mr. Onstad's
colleague from Texas Air said when he said that the investigations have been union in-
spired?
CHARLES BRYAN, Local President, MachlnlSls Union: Well, absolutely not. We
have concern, we have a large number of our members who have been fired for
questioning maintenance standards when they tried to enforce the FAR standards. The
employees are very intimidated. There's a long list of real stories of people being fired
and feeling intimidated. We have had a number of experiences where employees have
been overruled by management One of the fairly recent ones was the engine that blew
up as it was eastbound over the city of Miami, and set a field on fire from the hot
materials from the engine. The mechanic, shortly before that, had recommended that
engine had major failures, and management overruled him and kept it flying.
KOPPEL: Now, before I go to Mr. Onstad, let me come at it from the other point of
view. As the management of Texas Air has pointed out, deregulation made competition
with some of the new companies very, very difficult, and some of the older established
companies like Eastern, which had union contracts that paid your machinists, for ex-
ample, or pilots, or cabin personnel a lot more money than was being paid to some of
these new companies that were established after deregulation, made competition ex-
uemely difficult Therefore, they had to start cutting salaries in order to keep the airline
afloat, and thereby encourage your enmity. And what they obviously are suggesting is
that it is that enmity which is causing you to make these charges and raise the banner of
safety rather than saying this is a union dispute, which is what it may be.
Mr. BRYAN: Well, it's truly not a labor-management dispute. If there was any dispute,
it would have to do with securities and the purchase of Eastern. We're not here to talk
about that tonight. That's the real outrage of Eastern. However, I would just submit to
you that Eastern Airlines. the employees of Eastern Airlines, have contributed more
than $1 billion since deregulation to assist the company in reduced wages. They were
near the bottom of the major carriers in the country for a number of years. I've been
representing the employees there for about 20 years now. In fact, they constantly refer
to Delta or American, how successful they are, and they are among the highest-paid em-
ployees in the industry, so clearly it's not a wage problem. It's a yield problem. They
try to market their seats, which are not competitive in quality. They're failing in that ef-
fort. It's not a successful marketing policy. And those carriers which are producing a
good quality product are succeeding, and still paying high wages.
KOPPEL: All right. Mr. Onstad, before I come directly to you, let me just show our
viewers part of a full-page ad - I hope you can read this thing - the headline says,
"Why Eastern Airlines welcomes the investigation:' Now, that may come under the
heading of making the best of a bad deal or making a virtue of necessity, or it may ac-
tually be that Eastern welcomes the investigation. Why is it that Eastern would wel-
come an investigation that raises questions about the very willingness and ability of the
airline to run?
CLARK ONSTAO, Senior Vice President, Texas Air Corporation: Mr. Koppel, if I
may, first I'd like to respond to Mr. Bryan's charge about the engine. It's a very good
example. Eastern took that engine off of the L-I01I. checked it out thoroughly, put it on
a different airplane. It was not put on over the objection of one of Mr. Bryan's people.
The problem here is that we are paying a baggage handler at Eastern Airlines $80,000 a
year. That's the top W-2 baggage handler at Eastern. The average wage for a baggage
handler at Eastern today, including fringe benefits, is $47,000 a year. There are 103 of
them who make over $50,000 a year W -2. And Mr. Bryan says that employees of East-
ern have given a bilhon dollars to help save the company, that is true. But his members
refused to participate when this company was on the brink of bankruptcy. And indeed,
the bankruptcy papers were drawn last February, in 1986, they were ready to be filed,
and Mr. Bryan refused to give a pay cut.
KOPPEL: Now, before I permit this to get into some kind of a debate between the two
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of you over what really are management-labor issues, let me bring you back to the rea-
son, after all, that we are here today, and that is this investigation that is being mounted
by the FAA. The hands-on inspection of every one of those aircraft, what is the phrase
they use, the "ramp inspection program," is that unprecedented or do you have a recol-
lection of that ever having been imposed on any airline in the past 20 or 30 years?
Mr. ONSTAD: There have been inspections of a number of carriers over the past-
KOPPEL: Of every aircraft, hands-on, ramp inspection?
Mr. ONSTAD: -smaller carriers. But there have been other carriers that have been in-
vestigated. But I want to come back to the ad, which was the point I was getting to, Mr.
Koppel. The problem here is that the debate on Eastern Airlines has been conducted on
bumper stickers, on placards, in the halls of Congress. We welcome Secretary Burn-
ley's investigation because it gives us a forum to get to the facts. How safe is Eastern?
What is the financial condition of Eastern? The secretary has done a very helpful thing.
He said he will conduct this investigation in 30 days. This debate has been going on for
two years. It's been going on even before we took over the company. That's why we
think Secretary Burnley's attempt to get it resolved in 30 days is very useful.
KOPPEL: All right. Let's take a break, and when we come back, we'll tum to the feder-
al government's investigation of Texas Air, as we talk with transportation secretary
James Burnley.
[Commercial break]
KOPPEL: Transportation Secretary James Burnley, who joins us now in our Washing-
ton bureau, replaced Elizabeth Dole in December after four years as deputy secretary in
the department. Today, Mr. BumIey announced an investigation of Texas Air Corpora-
tion and its management to determine if the company is, and this is a quote," fit, willing
and able to perform properly as spelled out in federal aviation law."

Help me out a little bit with something we were talking about a moment ago. This
business of a ramp inspection program. You heard Mr. Onstad say that there have been
similar such inspections of all aircraft on smaller companies. Do you happen to recol-
lect how small those companies were, and could you tell us how sporadic or how often
something like this, in fact, takes place?
JAMES BURNLEY, secretary, Depanment 01 Transponatlon: Well, my friend Mr.
Onstad is a former chief counsel to the Federal Aviation Administration, and as he well
knows, this is unprecedented, particularly among our major carriers.
KOPPEL: When you say it is unprecedented, would you give us some sense of what it
is that has caused you, then, to set this precedent?
Mr. BURNLEY: Well, Ted, as your viewers will recall, a year ago the new owners at
that time, Texas Air, of Eastern Airlines, settled $9.5 million of FAA penalties which
had been assessed before Texas Air took over, when Eastern was still an independent
airline. And at that time they entered into an extensive agreement to improve in a per-
vasive way the safety and maintenance practices of Eastern Airlines. We have now
found, when the FAA inspectors have been back in, we've still got some problems. I
want to hasten to add that there have been dramatic improvements. Nonetheless. when
the FAA administrator concludes - as he announced today in the press conference he
and ] had jointly - that we've got another almost $1 million in violations, that does
give us reason to take pause, and to make sure that this carrier continues to be safe. But
I've got to say, it's very important to say - as I said today in the press conference-
Eastern Airlines is safe. If it wasn't safe, it would have been grounded today. And I was
asked a question today at the press conference, would I Ily on Eastern Airlines, and the
answer was yes. I have and I will, if it suits my schedule and I have to go somewhere.
But we do have concerns, and we've decided that it's important over the next month to
lake a very close look at this operation.
KOPPEL: Well, you see, I would pose the question to you somewhat differently. Let's
assume that you have to go somewhere but you have a choice among Eastern and - I
don't care whether we say Delta, American, United, but a bunch of the other big ones
_ and they were all leaving at roughly the same time, would you be inclined to take
Eastern first?
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Mr. BURNLEY: It would depend entirely on what schedule was most convenient, iI they
were all leaving at roughly the same time-
KOPPEL: No, no, no, no, I'm not asking you what schedule is most convenient. You
know what I'm driving at
Mr. BURNLEY: Then it would probably come down to whether I could get a better seat
on one versus the other. The answer to your question is. I would be as comfortable on
Eastern as on any ofLhe other major carriers, but we've got-
KOPPEL: Well then the question, then the question, Mr. Secretary, that I have to ask
you, is why go through all this "mickey mouse" of an investigation? I mean, you are
clearly putting Eastern and Texas Airline through a great deal of public humiliation.
And for all that they take these optimistic-sounding ads saying, "Boy, are we glad
you've got an investigation coming up so we can clear the air," if Iwere a shareholder
in Eastern or Texas Air, I would not be thrilled, and in fact, the stock took a bit of a
nosedive today as a direct consequence of this investigation. Why are you doing it if it's
all that safe?
Mr. BURNLEY: It has been the case since aviation reached the jet era in this country
that our major carriers have far exceeded the FAA minimum standards as an industry.
That is still true today. And in fact, the record is even bener since deregulation, and
we've seen dramatic improvements in our fatality rates and accident rates during the
period of deregulation. But we do see at Eastern continuing patterns that give us con-
cern. So the question is not "Is it safe," it is safe. The question is, are those panerns
sufficient reason for us to take a very close look? And we decided that the answer was
yes.
KOPPEL: Well, again I have to come back and pick up on a couple of things that you
told me today. One, you said that the pattern has continued, but you also said there that
there have been significant improvements. And at the very beginning you told me that
what you're doing with these ramp inspections, hands-on, every single aircraft, is - to
use your word - unprecedented. Now, before you take an unprecedented action li~e
this, that is likely to have significant negative repercussions on the standing of an air-
line, both economically and otherwise, you must have thought about it a great deal.
What caused you to reach that final decision?
Mr. BURNLEY: Again, Ted, we had $9.5 million in penalties settled a year ago by the
new owners-
KOPPEL: Yeah, but you said, but you said there have been dramatic improvements
since then.
Mr. BURNLEY: -that's correct. But nonetheless, we have continued to fmd evidence
that the improvements have not gone as far as they should, and we want to be sure.-
when we see a pattern where they are not meeting fully the standards that we would like
to see them meet - we'd like to get in there and look at them very intcnsivcly. Now: 1
think it's again very important for you to understand that the FAA has grounded air-
lmes, the FAA would have grounded Eastern Airlines today had there been the slIghtest
bit of hesitancy about their safety, The airline is, in fact, safe, but I don't think, m all
candor, it's fair or even kosher of you to suggest it's "mickey mouse" for us to ~ut
people in on an intensive basis because we've got concerns that do not re~c~.the pomt
of grounding them. I think, on the other hand, that we do have a responsIbIlIty to .the
flying public when we have such concerns to address them, and to address them m~-
mediately. That's what we've done. But the day we think any airline in this country IS

unsafe, we'll ground them. There's an airline that is critical to the citizens of the state ~
Alaska that has been grounded for a couple of months now precisely because the FA
reached that conclusion. .
KOPPEL: All right. We've got a 3D-day investigation ahead of us. I'm going to be ~O
terested m hearing what you have to say what happens, that is. at the cnd of that
days. We'll continue our discussion in just a moment.
{Commercial break]
KOPPEL: Continuing our conversation now, I'd like to tum first of all to Charles
Bryan. Mr. Bryan, in those 30 days of investigations, given some of the charges that
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you made earli.er in this. program - and we've only got a couple of minutes left, so if
you could go kind of quickly - what do you think the FAA is going to find?
Mr. BRYAN: Well, I think certainly we have just had a report tonight, that I think it's
aircraft 510 had a fire loop ~ailure in Detroit about a week ago, and that aircraft, I've
been told by one of my staff in Atlanta, was grounded there tonight by the FAA because
they never did fix it. They've not been responsive to that sort of thing. But I would like
to refer back to Mr. Onstad's comments. He really rambled on about a lot of unrelated
thmgs about pay wages and so on.
KOPPEL: Please don 'I, please make it brief, if ynu would.
Mr. BRYAN: I will not get into that. But I'd just like to say that first of all, they could
hire four brand new ramp service people for what he's saying they force people to work
and pay overtime and holiday rates for, but that engine he talked about was not on a
lOll, which is a three-engine aircraft, that blew up over Miami. It was a two-engine
~300.So t!tat's typical of Mr. Onstad's awareness of that type of airplane it was, it's
kind of typical of management's awareness of what's going on, apparently.
KOPPEL: Let me just pose to Mr. Onstad the same question that I posed to you. Ar the
end nf these 30 days, clearly, you bope ynu're gning tn get a clean bill of health. If you
don't, you realize financially it's going to be disastrous for your company, isn't it?
Mr. ONSTAD: Ted, I think we will get a clean bill of health. In fact, thc FAA ad-
m~strator put in a policy recently of strict enforcement on minimum equipment list,
which we applaud. In fact, Eastern made that March 15 deadline nf the FAA ad-
~inistrator, and in terms of path lighting, which you may have heard recently, installa-
non of path lighting, to evacuation on board aircraft, Eastern made the deadline it
didn't ask for any extension of time as other carriers. '
KOPPEL: Let me just jump in very quickly to Secretary Burnley, and again, only a few
seconds left, What would it take at the end of those 30 days to say, "Eastern, you're
grounded"?
Mr. BURNLEY: If the FAA decides that the airline's not safe to fly, we'll put them on
the ground. It's just that simple.
KOPPEL: How many aircraft would have to fail the tcst?
Mr. BURNLEY: Well, we don't do it on an aircraft-by-aircraft basis, Ted, but the bottom
line is, if we think they're below our minimum safety standards, they won't Ily.
KOPPEL: All right. Gentlemen, I thank you very much for joining us on such short
notice this evening. That's our report for tonight, I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. Fnr
all of us here at ABC News, good night,
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ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE Show #1822 Air Dale: May 17, 1988
Service has confiscated about 1,100 cars. But it's the boat seizures that have generated the
biggest noise. David Sittler lost his mother-in-law's boat to a Coast Guard seizure because of

4 grams of marijuana on board.
DAVID SITILER, Boaler: I was mad and shocked. Me and my friend looked at each other

and couldn't believe it. .
POTTER [voice-over}: This weekend. the yacht Monkey Business - in whi.ch Gary Hart
once traveled to the Bahamas with actress Donna Rice - was seized because there was one
gram of marijuana aboard. This $2.5 million yacht was seized after ~e Coast Guard found
about one-tenth of an ounce of marijuana. As with the Monkey Business, th~boat owner
wasn't even aboard at the time, and eventually it was released. But the confisca~ons have led
some boat owners in the Fort lauderdale area to hire dog handlers to search their passengers

and boats before going out .
GENE PANELLA, Dog Handler: Lately they've teen calling us 10 have us check their
boats out, just in case they had a party way back when, that somebody dropped ~metlung
down between the cushions or somel.hing like lhat They want to make sure their act IS clean.
POTTER [voice-over}: Many boat owners think with "zero Tolerance" the government has

gone too far.
WOMAN, Boat Owner: And why can they take your boat, you know, over a seed or a

joint? That's just not fair. . ..,.
MAN, Boat Owner: Well, it seems like a vert bad policy. I think tl s, It almost puts the
'b(;tOwner _ and certainly a commercial charter operator or somebody who hires a boat out
_ in me position of almost having La strip-search everybody that comes aboard.
WOMAN, Boat OWner: It's not a large enough offense, in my opinion, to confiscate,

taking away someone's boat .
BARBARA LEVENSON, Miami ACLU: We're a little bit puzzled about a policy which
has been formulated to solve one problem and then turns around and throws out the Constitu-

~. . th
POTTER {voice-over]: Barbara Levenson of the American Civil Liberties Union says e
organization is planning a lawsuit against me • 'zero Tolerance" policr· .
Ms. LEVENSON: And we all wonder what is the next step. Perhaps itI bired a housekeeper
who smoked a joint of marijuana and left it in my house, could we have troops march m and
take my house? Is that &henext steP? Is that how we're going 10 solve this problem? I hope

not '
POTTER {voice-over]: Opponents also say the punishment of losing a boat or a car IS too
severe, especially when compared La drug possession,arrests that oft:en lead 1.? no more lhan
probation. Others say me seizures violate the owners due process rights, which the govern-

ment disputes.Mr. von RAAB: In some cases, there may be an innocent owner involved. In that case, a
subsequent investigation by the Customs Service, which would be ~ded by w~tever i~-
fonnation the owner would provide, would prove that he would be innocent. He d get hIS

boat back.Adm. YOST: There's going La be no forfeiture of a vessel of an innocent person over some-
thing that he had no idea that mere was use a~ard. l,t just isn't going La happen. You know,
we've got a much better legal system and adrnirustrauve system 10, this country mar: that. .
POTTER {voice-over]: The federal government's seizures of vehicles and properties used m
the drug trade and weir auction at greatly reduced prices are nothing new. Last year alone the
Drug Enforcement Administration seized a half-billion dollars in drug-related assets.

{on camera] What's new arout"zero Tol~e". is the minute amount of drugs that. can
lead to a vehicle seizure. Opponents say the policy IS legally suspect and a waste of ume.
Supporters say federal agents have every right 10 u~ the ..~ Tolerance" gUid~li~ ~
hope the local and slate authorities also adopl the policy. This IS Mark: Potter for Nightline m

Miami. ' . b d
HUME: When we corne back, we'll be joined live by two of the people you ve J,us.t ear on op-
posite sides of the debate over "zero Tolerance," Com~issio~~ of,Cus~ms ~l1ham von Raab,
and Barbara Levenson of the Miami branch of the Amencan Clvll Liberties Uroon.

[Co",""reia' break]

Meese Melodrama Continues

BRIT HUME [voice-over]: The case for Edwin Meese, as President Reagan made it today.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN {Today]: In this land of ours, you are innocent until you are
proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt For him to step aside would be what he himself
once said, that he would then live for the rest of his life under this cloud with nothing that
had ever been proven.

HUME {voice-over]: Is me President right?
[on camera] Good evening. I'm Brit Hurne, and this is Nightline.
{voice-over} Even conservatives are calling now for the attorney general to step down. Is it,

as the President insists, a case of political pressures versus the demands of fairness? Or is it a
different matter when the nation's chief law officer is in the eye of me storm?
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting from
Washington, Brit Hwne.
HUME: It all sounds remarkably familiar. A senior Justice Department official leaves, while
voices in m~ media and on Capitol Hill sound the call for Edwin Meese to resign. An independ-
ent counsel is about La release a report on the attorney general, and while no indicunents are ex-
pected, neither is the report expected to praise him. The President says he stands by his old
friend. So what's new here? For one thing, that senior Justice Department official who left was
spokesman Terry Eastland, a stalwart conservative and a Meese and Reagan loyalist He was
~lfed.Those editorial and c?ngressional calls for Meese's resignation are now coming from the
right, not me left And President Reagan, as you've just heard. is now saying Meese should stay
as a matter of principle. The personal and political drama of Edwin Meese is once again center
stage in Washington, and John Martin brings us up La date.

JOHN MARTIN {voice-over]: Edwin Meese faces a modem Washington predicament He
has been under investigation for months, but not charged. He sits at me center of controversy
and ridicule but he refuses to quit.
EDWIN MEESE, Allorney General ["TlUs Week with David Brinkley:' March 13J: Ob-
viously, I shouldn't step aside because, look, if honest public officials can be hounded out of
office by partisan political attacks, by media barrages, men no honest public official is safe.
MARTIN [voice-over}: The suspicions about Edwin Meese involve everything from a cor-
rupt defense contractor, to a Middle East pipeline deal, to anti-trust decisions involving stock
he owned. Although two of his associates have been indicted and Meese himself has
repeatedly appeared before a grand jury, there have been no formal accusations. So, is he a
corrupt public official? Or is he just unwisely loyal 10 his friends? Or is he the victim of a
political vendetta by his enemies? Today. the President defended him as a friend.

Pres. REAGAN [Today]: 1 have complete confIdence in bim, and I know-
NEWS REPORTER: Why?
Pres. REAGAN: -because there have been a great many allegations made, but nothing
has been proven, and I've seen no evidence of any wrongdoing on his part of the kind
that is inferred in the allegations that are being kicked around-
NEWS REPORTER: How ahout the perception-
Pres. REAGAN: -and right now, on this particular thing, I think you'd have to talk to
him about that I think there's more than meets the eye with regard to this latest depar-
lure.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The departure of Justice Department spokesman Terry Eastland
shocked even Meese's associates. He was fired, and Eastland implied it was over how
strongly he was willing to defend Meese.
TERRY EASTLAND, Fonner Justice Depanmenl Spokesman [Yesterday]: ...in my
letter: The auorney general wants someone who is willing to defend him apparently very ag-
gressively, more so apparently than I've done.
MARTIN {voi~eoo(}ver]: Whatever the reason for it, Eastland's dismissal created an uproar
among Republicans. George Bush's campaign staff says Meese's problems are hurting
Bush's candidacy.
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HUME: Commissioner of Customs William von Raab is the key administration official involved
in formulating the "Zero Tolerance" drug policy. He presented it 10 the Reagan administration's
Drug Policy Board on March 15th of this year, and the program went into effect nationwide on
March 21st Commissioner von Raab joins us from ATV News in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Barbara
Levenson, who is in our Miami bureau, is a criminal lawyer who heads the legal panel of the
American Civil Liberties Union office in Miami. She is currently helping to formulate the
ACLU's strategy for combating the "Zero Tolerance" policy.

Comm. von Raab lake me [leSt through this procedure a liuIe bit. What happens after a per·
son is found on the high seas or at the border in an automobile or whatever with a small amount
_ or large amount. for that matter - of contraband in his or her possession or in the vehicle,
whatever it is, and the vehicle is seized? What happens then?
WILLIAM von RAAB, U.S. Customs Service Commissioner: Well. first of all, the Coast
Guard and the Customs Service often inspect a lot of different boats or cars in order to see
whether they have drugs. If they don't have drugs, they let them go. In some cases, they actually
have to bring them into the dock in order to do a complete inspection. If we find drugs, however,
then we immediately lake the person involved and inform them that they may be arrested. Then
we take the boat. And it actually automatically becomes the property of the federal government
at that point. We then, of course, refer the case to the U.S. attorney for prosecution ex the state
attorney for prosecution, and the boat itself is then taken by the Customs Service. Proper nctifi-
cation is made to the owner if the owner hasn't been the one driving it. And then we begin the
~rocess for seizing the boat after, however, a complete investigation to ensure that the owner is
mnocem,
HUME: All right Now. But you've said it's already technically then the property of Ihe federal
government. And it means that the owner _ if the owner is not the person arrested or is not at
the scene - must establish that he or she is innocent of any drug possession or intent or didn't
know anything about it in order to get the vehicle or boat back, correct?
Mr. von RAAB: That's correct. Although in many cases the Customs Service will establish
that
HUME: Iunderstand. But is there a hearing? Or what actually happens?
Mr. v~n. RAAB: Well, the Customs Service does its own investigation. If we find that the
owner is innocent, then we release the boat. If, however, we're unclear about that. or we think.
tha~the owner may not be innocent. then the owner petitions us for the return of the boat. We
~VI~W the petition; we investigate it further. If we still disagree with him, then the owner goes to
district court in order to try lO sue us to get the boat back.
HUME: I~derstand. But have you not now described a situation which is not supposed to exist
under Amencan law, where someone is, in effect, guilty and punished until proved innocent?
Mr. von RAAB: A~olutely not. There's even a recent Supreme Court case on this called the
Pearson Yacht Leasing Company, 1974, in Puerto Rico, in which a small amount of marijuana
was fo,!"d on a boat which was owned by a leasing company but operated by someone else. And
~ United States Supreme Court found that these procedures were absolutely right because they
said there was an important government purpose here and that is deterrence and punishment of
drug traffickers.
BARBARA LEVENSON, ACLU: Brit, can I jump in here?
HUME: Hold on just a second. Iwould like to hear you on the subject. Ms. Levenson. Go ahead,
please.
~s. LEVENSON: Good. We think that "Zero Tolerance" makes zero sense. And what I have
J~t heard ~eally makes little or no sense. Let me tell you about a procedure that happened to a
client of rome.
~UME: Well, before you do that. Jet me ask you about what he has just said. He has outlined a
circumstance which sounds very-
Ms. LEVENSON: Let me tell you about that Brit
HUME: All right. Go ahead. '
Ms. L~VENSON: That process he describes sounds very simple, but that's not what's been
hap~mng. The Coast Guard has been boarding boats in the Miami and South Florida area and
working for hours to find anything. Crumbs in the seat cushions. That'S what happened on the
Monkey Business, lhe charter boat. where a minute amount of marijuana was found. Three hours
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of search. A client of mine's boat was tom apart and holes were driUed in it, and no drugs were
found. And then the battered tom was returned, and they were told they could go on their way,
no arrests would be made. As to the process-
Mr. von RAAB: The Monkey Business was returned.
HUME: Hold on, Mr. von Raab.Jet her fmish. Please, go ahead, Ms. Levenson.
Ms. LEVENSON: -as to the process, Brit. you're exactly right. Due process is lacking in this
particular process. It is up to the claimant, the person who has lost their boat, to come to the
courts for help. They are given no notice, they are given no procedure to follow. This is different
than everything else we've ever been through in American law. And at the ACLU, the 25 law-
yers who are volunteers on the legal panel have decided that our policy statement is we feel that
"Zero Tolerance" is a clear violation of the Constitution.
HUME: Let me ask you this question.
Ms. LEVENSON: It takes away-
HUME: Let me just ask you this question.
Ms. LEVENSON: I'm sorry, go ahead, Brit
HUME: Isn't this, the only difference, though, really, according to the repon we've just heard, is
the amounts of drugs that are being used to trigger this process? In fact, the powers mat the
Coast Guard and the DEA at the borders, or whoever, are using here are powers that have been
in existence for some time. They're just now being applied in situations where the amount of
evidence is much smaller. Isn't that SJJ'!
Ms. LEVENSON: The problem is that the statute under which the Coast Guard and the
Customs officials are working now for their "Zero Tolerance" policy is administrative fcrfei-
ture. That is different than the regular civil forfeiture which gives people notice and a time to
come into court. It is different than criminal forfeiture in which you must be proven guilty of a
crime for the property 10 finally corne to the government for sale. In this particular instance, the
law states clearly that a conveyance can be taken if it's being utilized to import or export or
otherwise transport or store controlled substances. That by its very wordage shows me that Con-
gress was not talking about minuscule amounts. But even putting that aside, Brit, putting aside
that. even the person who would say if you own a minuscule amount of drugs you must forfeit
your property, most of the people whose boats have been taken have not been in ownership of
any drugs. Sometimes they haven't been on the boat at all. Sometimes crew members have had
these minuscule amounts.
HUME: Well, haven't they, they've gotten their boats back, haven't they?
Ms. LEVENSON: Sometimes they've been in wastebaskets.
HUME: But they've gotten their boats back, haven't they'!
Ms. LEVENSON: Not all of them. No.
HUME: Mr. von Raah?
Mr. von RAAB: Every time there's been an innocent owner, thai. person has gotten his boat
back, so there's no question there.
Ms. LEVENSON: Well, then tell me ahout-
Mr. von AAAB: There may be SJJme still in the petition process, but thai. basically meansthat
the Customs Service is not yet satisfied that the owner is innocent, and-
Ms. LEVENSON: Well, Commissioner, tell me.-
HUME: Commissioner, Ms. Levenson, we have to take a break.
Ms. LEVENSON: All right.
HUME: And when we return we'Il be joined by columnist Carl Hiaasen of the Miami Herald.
who wrote in a recent column on the new drug policy, "This isn't "Zero Tolerance:' it's "zero
intelligence.' ,
{Commercial break]
HUME: "Of all the idiotic ways to waste money and manpower, this is one of the all-time
tops." That's how Carl Hiaasen describes the "Zero Tolerance" policy in a recent column. Mr.
Hlaasen, who is in our Miami bureau, has been covering the war on drugs for nearly a decade as
a member of the newspaper's investigative reporting team and more recently as a columnist. Mr.
Hiaasen, I can't help but ask you here if this doesn't strike you as a situation where the federal
agents are doing something that they've had the authority to do and been doing for some time.
And the reason for all the screaming is the question of who is being stuck. Some of the IOOre
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privileged people are being stuck: this time, isn't that really what this is about, at least in part?
CARL HIAASEN, Miami Herald: I doo't know of any privileged people who have been stuck
so far. The cases I know of-
HUME: Well, surely the owner of the Monkey Business isn't poor.
Mr. HIAASEN: Well, he wasn't stuck. He wasn't charged with a crime, and he's getting his
boat back. It was a colossal waste of money. There isn't a single victory for drug enforcement
there. The boat's being returned. Nobody's been charged with a crime in that case.
HUME: Well, wedo know of a case of that yacht where it cost the owner $1600 in order to get it
back, and it was a case _ I assume - where the owner was innocent. But what I'm talking
about is that the inconvenience here has been suffered by a different class of people. Isn't that
pan of the problem?
Mr. HIAASEN: Yes, it's called the taxpayer. Whoever paid for the Coast Guard's fuel 10 haul
that Ark Royal 10 Key West. the boat you're talking about. only 1.0 have it turned back to the
owner. Again, I want to know who's being punished there? 1 mean, if we take this to its logical
extension. why isn't the Coast Guard stopping the QE2 in New York harbor, going through all
the cabins for marijuana, IX better yet, stop a U.S. aircraft carrier, if they really want to have
some fun.
HUME: Let's let the commissioner be heard on that.
Mr.'VOn RAAB: There are a number of issues here that should be addressed. One is, so far the
seizures in the past two months have netted $12 million fel' the federal government. We've ar-
rested over 600 people in 1100 seizures. That is not a waste of money for the federal taxpayer.
HUME: That raises a point What happens to the money? Doesn't your agency end up able to
spend some of this money?
Mr. von RAAB: Our agency is able to spend some of the money, up to $18 million a year. The
rest of it goes into the federal revenues. The $18 million must be spent for drug enforcement
HUME: Now, the Customs Service also is able 10, 1 mean, the Coast Guard, is the Coast Guard
able to spend some of lhis revenue as we1l1 It's been cut back badly, Iknow.
Mr. von RAAB: The Coast Guard, the money that the Coast Guard makes, in effect, by seizing
these boats goes to the Customs Service because we handle all their seizures.
Ms. LEVENSON: Well, Brit, that's-
Mr. von RAAB: I would also like 10, if I may, 10 address the Constitutional issue once again.
The Supreme Court bas sposen on this issue quite clearly in '74. The American Congress has
spoken. As a matter of feet, the bill that they're probably going to be passing within the next
year will be even tougher on this. And the American people are tired of a soft war on drugs.
What they're looking for is a liuIe toughness. So there you've got it The American people are
behind it, represenled by their Congress and monitored by the Supreme Court. There really isn't
a problem here.
Ms. LEVENSON: I'd like to ask the commissioner if he feels that a person whose sole business
isfishing, and the only Ihing they have in the world is a fishing beat, and where a half·teasPOOn
of marijuana is found in a wastebasket, placed there by crew members who took it out of a
drawer, and now the people have lost their business, have lost all of their personal papers -
which the Fourth Amendment says we have a right to be free of illegal search of - and has lost
all of their catch for eight days, which would have paid their bills for a month, is mat a
privileged person'? And how are they going to get their boat back: or recoup their business? How
about the man-
Mr. von RAA8: Are you asking me a question or delivering a lecture?
Ms. LEVENSON: -how about the man who lived on his boat as a home, and had his borne
taken away because a visitor was found with a small amount of drugs in a pocket?
HUME: Let the commissioner answer that question. Go ahead.
Mr. von RAAB: First of all, houses are not subject 10this. Houses are not on the border. There
are very special laws applying 10 the border. as you well know. Very powerful laws because
we're trying to proleCt the country.
Ms. LEVENSON: But this man lived on a boa~ and that was bis house, Commissioner.
Mr. von RAAB: Secondly, as far as the boat is concerned, if the owner is innocent, he will get
his boat back. If this owner knew his crew was using drugs, was aware of it and didn't take
measures to prevent them from doing it, he'll lose his boat and well he should, because we're
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and trying ~ provide informatio~ o~ th~ workings of the department, which is what Terry East·
land was trying to do. And that distinction shouldn't be lost in the push and pull of politics right
now.
HUME: Pat. I want to give you a chance 10respond to that. We do have to take a break and I'll
get to you when we come back. We'll continue our discussion in just a moment '
{Commercial break] .
~UME: With us again no~ are Pat Konen, Eugene Hickok. and Robert Novak.. Pat, I want to
~lVey~u an opportumty quickly to respond to the idea that what the attorney general is seeking
10 you IS not a spokesman but a salesman.
~r. Kc:>RTEN: I ~~'t understan~ Gene's distinction, frankly, public affairs versus public rela-
bans. I ve been splitting roughly m half the public affairs duties with Terry Eastland for the last
three y,ears.Ihaven't done anything different than he's done, and Idon't plan to do anythin dif-
ferent 10 the future. g
HUME.: All right, I want 10 ~ all three of you on one last question, quickly. We haven't got
much un;'e left: Ho~ do you think that all of this is going to be viewed in 10 years, as we look
back on It? Will ~s look like a case of an attorney general and a close friend of the President
w~o overs~yed h.ISw.elco.me~d did political damage 10 the president he was serving, or will
this look like a snuauon In which a politicized atmosphere in Washington hounded a man or
sought 10 hound a man out of office'! Go ahead, please, Mr. Hickok,
Dr. HICKOK:.' think the latter. And I also think in 10 years a lot of people will look back and
~y this IS a prune. ~xample of what was wrong with the independent counsel law and the effect
It has ~pon the ability of good men and good women 10 do their job in a situation which is al·
ways difficult, always demanding, and this independent counsel statute makes it even more so
HUME: Bob Noval:, why don't you try thaI? We've got about 30 seconds left, .
Mr: ,NOVAK:. I asree with Mr. Hickok: completely on that, but I also say that in a time of
politics, there IS a ume to go. There is a time to realize when you help your friends most by jeav-
:~ And Ed Meese, who has done so much over the years for Ronald Reagan, ought to consider

HUME: Pat, I'm going to give you Ihe last word. We've got about, oh, 15 or 20 seconds to go.
Mr. KORTEN: WeD, I think that 10 years from now, people willimow three things. Number
one. that Ed Meese sta~ed through the end of, the term. Number two, that he did more than any
other attorney general In recent history to articulate conservative views on constitutional juris-
prudence. And thirdly, he did more than any other recent auomey general to make the drug issue
an important one for the country, and to fight the war.
HUME: Well, Pat, thank you vay much for being with us. Mr. Hickok, thank you for coming.
~d Bob Novak, thank: you for corning in. That's our report fOr tonight. I'm Brit Hume in Wash-
mgton. For all of us here at ABC News, good night
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ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE Show #1846 Air Date: June 20, 1988

Carl Rowan And The Gun Control Controversy

BRIT HUME: A nationally syndicated columnist who for years has advocated strong
gun control laws shoots an intruder on his property with an unregistered gun.

CARL ROWAN, Columnist: I'd rather not have had to use it. but Idid what Ihad to
do. . .

HUME [voice-over}: The result: a major new debate, and some surpnsmg new perspec-
tives on an always controversial issue.

Good evening. I'm Brit Hume, and this is Night1ine.
BEN SMITH IWMAL Radio): He had no right to shoot me. I mean, I guess I wa;:
trespassing. but that's no reason to shoot a person. is it? For swunmmg 10 their pool.

HUME [voice-over): How much of the controversy is ahout gun control, and how
much of it is about columnist Carl Rowan?

Mr. ROWAN: Anybody who is threatening my family becomes my enemy, and I
don't care whether he's black, white, blue or green.

ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News Nightline, Substituting for Ted Koppel and report-
ing from Washington, Brit Hume.
HUME: In the long march of history, this episode is lil<ely to be little noted nor long re-
membered. But in that special world of politics and the law headquartered here. in
Washington, this story has been a huge hit. Partly, of course, it is the pleasure of seemg
a bigshot caught doing what he said no one should ever do. Indeed, doing what he said
others shouJd be jailed for. That alone might be enough to keep the story on the front
pages here and elsewhere. But the case of .. the Jacuzzi gunman," as one of \arl
Rowan's detractors gleefully labeled him, has awakened anew the remarkable passion
stirred by one of this nation's most enduring controversies: the issue of handguns and
the law. And as John Martin reports, this already powerful mixture has been strength-
ened by the charge in some quarters that the whole uproar is tinged with racism ',

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over): Tbe facts are simple. A newspaper columnist hears
noises at his window at.night, He calls police, and discovers a young man and his
date swinuning in his pool. As the police arrive, the columnist, who opposes the
legal use of handguns, takes out a gun and confronts the young man, who seems to
be advancing and refuses to halt. He fires, and \tits the man in the hand. .
CARL ROWAN, Syndicated Columnist: I thought I was within the law the monnng
that this incident occurred. I had been assured by my son, who had been assured ~y
the gun control office, that that gun was legally and properly in his possesSIOn. I d
rather not have had to use it. but I did what I had to do.
BEN SMITH [WMAL Radio): Carl Rowan, whoever, came out and he says, "Hold
it." And so I Slop and he shoots me. He had no right to shoot me. I mean, I guess I
was trespassing, but that's no reason to shoot a person, is it? For swimming In then
pool?
MARTIN [voice-over): But columnist Rowan says the young man lunged at him ..
Mr. ROWAN: I regret that it had to happen. I regret that I'm lying in my bed, ,?,ng
to get one of a few good night's sleeps, when trouble came finding me. I dido t go
anywhere looking for trouble. . .
MARTIN [voice-over): For now, hoth men have found trouble. The authonues are
currently deciding whether to charge Smith with trespassing, or Rowan With Illegal
gun possession, or both, or neither. So a young man is facing a possible trespass~n~
fine and jail term, an older man is facing a possible $1,000 firearms fine and la,
term, plus the cries of his critics, who call \tim a hypocrite, and his friends, who call
him confused.
MARTIN KONDRACKE, The New RepUblic [WRC, "The McLaughlin Group" J:.~
mean, what Carl Rowan shouJd have done is to have locked the wmdows of uld
house and called the police, like anybody else who's in favor of gun control wo
do who doesn't have a gun.
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PATRICK BUCHANAN, Political Commentator: Tbe point is, if the kids are in the
pool, you don't have any threat. Did the kid try to break into the house? In that case,
Rowan might have a case of being scared to death.
MARTIN [voice-over): It seems as if the whole country is deciding who did the right
thing. The shooting has been debated in newspaper columns, in talk shows, for a
week. Ironically. the District of Columbia has one of the earliest laws banning hand-
guns in the country, beginning in 1976. Gun lobbyists say the law has failed. But the
number of murders here is reportedly still far below what it was before the ban. For
many years, Carl Rowan has written against the illegal use of guns, against Bernhard
Goetz's subway shooting of four black men, the 1980 murder of Joho Lennon, the
assassinations of John and Robert Kennedy, and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The
massacre of McDonald's patrons in California in 1984. The attempt on Ronald
Reagan's life.

••...we have got to make it almost impossible for these people to get handguns."
Rowan wrote in 1981. Now. after the swimming pool incident. the National Rifle
Association is laughing at Rowan.
WAYNE laPIERRE, National Rifle Association: There's no doubt that we'll use it
to highlight the ridiculous nature of some of these statements in terms of people
trying to take away firearms ownership from the other side.
MARTIN [voice-over): Some of Rowan's supporters, meanwhile, detect what they
feel is racist criticism.
JESSE JACKSON, (D), Presidential candidate: If this had been some other well-
known media person - Buchanan, for example - and if four black teenagers had
come across into his yard at two o'clock in the morning and were .approaching h~s
bednoom, he could very well have taken on bero proportions for havmg defeoded his
home and defended his honor.
MARTIN [voice-over): But Rowan insists that what he did has nothing to do with
race or politics, .
Mr. ROWAN: This is a simple mailer of a husband and a head of a household domg
what he had to do, regardless of who's out there.
MICHAEL BEARD. National Coalition to Ban Handguns: He is, in my mind, a
victim of this gun, because of what happened to \tim. His credibility is called into
question all across the country. Simply because a gun was present. . .
ABSALOM JORDAN, DC Firearms Association: I don't think anyone IS gloaung
over the situation that Mr. Rowan found himself in. And I don't think anybody:s
happy for it. We want people to be able to own firearms to protect themselves, the"
home and their family if they choose to own a firearm.
MARTIN [voice-over): For the moment, 19 states require a waiting period to buy a
handgun. Twelve require a permit to buy. Seven require registration of the weapon.
Five require licenses for the owner. But only one state - Maryland - has hanoed
the manufacture and sale of handguns. . .

[on camera) And the gun lobby is on the counteroffensive: In .Maryland, It IS
working to repeal the new law. In Illinois, California and Florida, It IS fighting to
eliminate or at least weaken gun control laws. So, for the moment, the Rowan affair
has helped rekindle a bitter debate, with unexpected consequences. .
CHARLES KRAUTH AMMER, PolUtcal Analyst: The gun lobby has been arguing
for decades, everybody has to have a gun. And I'm afraid that this particular case
seems to reinforce that position. . .. .
MARTIN [voice-over): This is John Martin for Nightline m Washington.

HUME: When we come back, we'll get two views on the Carl R~wan case as we talk
with a supporter of the right to own and use firearms, Richard Atkinson: who beads the
District of Columbia Firearms Association, and With an advocate of stnct gun control,
Josh Sugarman, former communications director for the National Coalition to Ban
Handguns.
[Commercial break) . .
HUME: Richard Atkinson, who joins us in our Washington bureau, IS president of the
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2,OOO-member DC Firearms Association, which is affiliated with the National Rifle As-
sociation. Josh Sugarman. who's also with us in Washington, is former spokesman for
the National Coalition to Ban Handguns, and is currenUy writing a book about the gun
control movement.

Mr. Atkinson, Carl Rowan seems to have done exact! y what organizations like yours
and the National Rifle Association say that people should have a right to do, that is, to
acquire and use a handgun for self-protection. But it didn't tum out very well for him,
did it?
RICHARD ATKINSON, District of Columbia Firearms Association: Well, it sure
didn't But you are absolutely correct. What we have been advocating all along is roere-
ly lhat we think that a citizen, a law-abiding citizen, has the right to defend his home
and his person. And that's exacUy what Carl Rowan said and did. And yes, we do sup-
port that right.
HUME: Well, gun control advocates have argued through the years, however, that this
unrestricted ability - if indeed it is unrestricted - to acquire and use handguns can
only lead to roore trouble. That the presence of guns roeans guns will be used, and used
in circumstances which cannot be controlled or predicted. And that that, ultimately,
amounts to an argument for handgun control. It's hard to see how this case really
amounts to much of an argument in favor of unrestricted use of handguns.
Mr. ATKINSON: Not at all. As a matter of fact, in a great many states around lbe United
States, there are less restrictive laws than Washington, and they don't have 136
homicides like we do in Washington already dtis year.
HUME: Well, I understand that, but tell me if you can, just look at the circumstances of
this case. How is it lhat Carl Rowan's ownership and use of a handgun ultimately
defended him in any way or gained him anything?
Mr. ATKINSON: Well, you see, we never know what kind of person that might have
been in his pool. And as Carl Rowan said, that he is glad that people are writing this
mockery about him rather than writing his obituary. And I was remarking earlier to
~meone that I saw a bumper sticker somewhere that says it very plainly .• 'I'd rather be
Judged. by 12 than catried by six." Considering the kind of drug madness that's out
there, !f you see somebody that's skinnydipping in his underwear. you have no idea
what kind of crazy nut you're dealing wilb.
HUME: I don't disagree with you for a ntinute, Mr. Atkinson, but what I'm really trying
to get at is if we assume that Carl Rowan had had no gun in his house-
Mr. ATKINSON: Yes.
HUME: ~n it is clear that he might have been more inclined to stay in the house un-
til the pohce had arrived at his front door, or wberever they might have arrived. Certain-
ly this young man would not have been shot. He would have not been beld up to the
scorn and ridicule of his critics that he has suffered. Wouldn't he, inevitably, have been
better off?
Mr. ATKINSON: That's not completely true either. I would refer you to the courts here
m Washington, D.C., specifically a case known as Warren V. D.C. In the Warren case,
lhree. women were brutally attacked. They called 911 when they heard some people
bangmg vigorously at their door. When fmalJy these attackers broke into their door, and
when the police fmally arrived, the police asked the question, did anybody here call the
pohce? And naturally, the would-he rapist said no, we didn't send for the police. The
police left. It turned out one of the three women had concealed herself. When the police
turned around and left, the concealed woman came out and called 911 a second time.
Anyway, she was discovered and she was attacked. Now, at the bottom line of all of
this, the court held that the police had a duty to protect the community as a whole, not
individuals, Therefore, lhese three individuals could not sue the city for failure to pro-
teet them when they called the police. So I would say that Carl Rowan had no assurance
lbat he would have been protected. .
HUME: All right Mr. Sugarman, let me ask you lbis question. Doesn't the fact lbat even
so strong an advocate of gun control as Carl Rowan saw fit to own and ultimately to use
a handgun tell you lbat the people in the United States - as Mr. Atkinson suggests -
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really don't feel safe in their homes and perhaps should not feel safe in their homes?
And that one of the political problems that organizations like yours have encountered is
that you Ire running against a very strong tide of opinion. indeed, of circumstance. in
this country?
JOSH SUGARMANN, Handgun Controt Advocate: I think it's very true that Carl
Rowan, like many Americans, bought into what is essentially the myth of the self-
defense handgun. No one is denying lhat people like Carl Rowan feel afraid. Americans
feel afraid, and there is crime out there, But when we look at the facts, lhe self-defense
handgun really is not effective. We have found that for every time a citizen uses a hand-
gun to kill a criminal, 118 innocent lives are ended in handgun murders. suicides and
fatal accidents. I think when you look at the Rowan incident, it exemplifies very clearly
why someone should not own a handgun. If Mr. Rowan had not had the weapon, he
would probably have done as you had mentioned, locked his door and then called the
police, taken his wife and left the house. I find it ironic at best that one of lbe reasons
Mr. Rowan stated he sbot the intruder in his backyard was because he feared lhat the
man would take the handgun and use it against himself or his wife.
HUME: All right. Now, it's possible that Carl Rowan will be charged in this case, and
ultimately convicted and held up to further scorn and ridicule, as has already occurred.
And yet he was lbe law-abiding citizen at home, asleep in his bed behind locked doors,
with a fence around his yard. How can that outcome possibly be just? And it will result,
of course, from the very kind of gun control laws that your organization advocates?
Mr. SUGARMANN: Well, I think it's important to remember that most Americans -
unfortunately, as I said - do view self-defense being clear with handguns. And there
are effective means of self-defense that can be used instead of a handgun. If Mr. Rowan
had turned a light on instead of challenging the intruder, if Mr. Rowan had owned a
dog, we wouldn't be in the situation we are today. I think it's Important to remember
Mr. Rowan - and his victim, of course - are very lucky that he didn't kill the man. I
think if that were the case, we'd be having a very different conversation today. But I
think our problem as a movement and as handgun control groups work in this country.
is that we're fighting a TV myth, fighting a mylh put forth by the National Rifle Associ-
ation, that a handgun is an effective self-defense tool. But when you look at the facts-
20,000 dead a year, hundreds of thousands wounded or assaulted with the handguns-
the exact opposite is true.
HUME: One more question for you, Mr. Sugarmann. How much damage do you think
this episode has done to your movement?
Mr. SUGARMANN: I think wilhout doubt it is damaging, unfortunately because the
handgun control movement is not a top issue until someone famous is shot or things
like dtis happeo. It's somewhere between baby seals and fluoridated water a great deal
of the time. You'l1 often find that anecdotes, vignettes, take the place of facts, especial-
ly when there's always a mound of conflicting quote unquote "facts:' I think. you're
going to find that Mr. Rowan will be used, will be put on the shelf with other anecdotes
that are always trotted out by the National Rifle Association. But I think, as a move-
ment. if we once again keep trying over and over again to present the real story, and
real options to fear, and real self-defense measures that work, we can overcome this.
HUME: All right Thank YOU very much. We have to take a break now. When we return,
we're going to explore some of the other issues that have been raised over thepast few
days with columnist Roger Wilkins, a long-time friend of Carl Rowan.
[Commercial break]
HUME: Roger Wilkins, who's with us now in our Washington bureau, is a fonner writer
for The New York Times and the Washington Post, and a former assistant attorney gen-
eral. Hc is currenUy professor of American history and culture at George Mason Uni-
versity. as well as a columnist for Mother Jones magazine. Roger, let me mention by
lbe way first here lbat we did ask bolb Carl Rowan and Ben Smilb, who was the victim
of lbe shooting incident, to appear on the broadcast tonight. And they bolb - I believe
on advice of oounsel- declined. Jesse Jackson has said lbat lbe whole uproar over this
incident is really racially motivated. If this had occurred involving some white person

J
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:;:': :;Ck youth that the whole atmosphere would have been different. Do you think

ROGER WILKINS, George Mason Unlvershy: Not entirely I think that if it h ed
a few years ago whe? Allen Barth was alive _ Allen Barth was a reat InICO:=~d.~~~=~n~ ~~hmgton !'ost - if Allen had done it we WOulS hav~ad the same
peopl" would hav::.u:~d~::,~~~a:;;.::d been tilled the way that Jesse tells it, I think
HUME' You're speaki f ', .
suppo';' the right to u:~ ~"'fiof his suggesting that if it were Pat Buchanan, who
it might have been a different mine=~~:lOg shot some black kid in his yard, that
Mr. WILKINS' Well that' igh There i :
~~~wan'sfriends,'said;n~'~ide ~~~n::~.undertone to this. Jack Kilpatrick, one
__ E: That was the show that we all saw Carl speakin igh
Mr. WILKINS' -ri h And h '.. . g on, n t.
course, everybody ;O~d have ea:::d Y~, 10 Washington you need a handgun. Of
for a quarter of a centu I li gun. That's not true. I've lived in Washington
a handgun, and I've nZ~r ~I~~n;ar rr people, poor black people. I've never owned
course. in a 70 percent black ~it~~u~ the sense that he was conveying is that of
HUME: Isn't it possihle thouW:~ a handgun.
has had for many years a fairl hi~' that what he meant was in a city which has, and
blacks or not _ that yo;mayaJ, YI cnme rate - regardless of wbether it involves
M ree you need a handgun?

r. WILKINS: I don't believe that tho
70 percent black city you need han se words could have meant anything but that in a
70 percent black city, and a lot of d'f;:n- It war- the underlying fact is that this is a
HUME: Let me ask you Mr A .poor acks live 10 the city,
VOCiiie of the right to k~ ~ ~n, you're black, you live in this city, you're an ad-
when you heard them onPthe ir? ar arms. How did you take Mr. Kilpatrick's remarks
Wilkins did? ai Did you react to them 10 the same way that Roger

Mr. ATKINSON: Not at all As a .
jeering this whole race as' t inmaaer of/act, I think that really, the media - by in-
seems to me that up in Ne~ork to 11 - IS frankly demeaning the whole process. It
circus up there in which the City, ~Ith the Bernhard Goetz situation, had quite a
And I take note that it's New Yy~~~egtog ~ sons of racial motives involving that.
of Bemhard Goetz up there' RE that s really been one of the major supporters
we have to do is listen to C::?;:,g to dispel the notion that that is racial. And I think all
racial. owan himself. Carl Rowan himself said that this is not

~: Well, I think what he was refe .
was not a racially motivated inc d t i rnng to, though, wasn't he, was the idea that this
about the uproar that has ensUedl ~n 10 terms of the facts themselves. He wasn't talking
Mr. ATKINSON' Well I a erwards, was he?
. " et me say this I think that all .,
IS one fundamental issue and that' . re y It s an extraneous issue. 'There
himself ,IS whether a law-abiding citizen has a right to defend
Mr. WILKINS: But the . t . .
saying that people in Was~~::nat.:;'n Jack Kilpatrick said what he did, he wasn't
hordes of blond kids from Che ~ handguns to protect themselves from savage
M A vy , ..nase,

r. TKINSON: What- he .
That's what he was referring ~as ~fe;:;ng, Roger, to the crime that's in Washington.
even while figures are dro . o. as. ngton has a very large amount of crime. And
people no longer want to j~~~~~umenCa1lYI the amount of viciousness that's involved.
hun you in the process And l~, y~ur pocket or snatch your pocketbook. They want to
Washington which is quite the ~':ble:. VICIOUSqUality of the crime that's growing in
Mr. WILKINS: I have lived near br .
Washington, and I have not bee pu IChousmg projects for the whole time I've lived in
I have never felt the need f ::;. ViCtim of all this vicious crime you're talking about.
house. So I doo't I don't 0 da dgun. I feel my family is safer without a gun in the
really understand 'what YOU~ teaJkjrstandwhohat Jack was talking about, and I frankly don't

ng a ut.
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Mr. ATKINSON: Well, frankly I think all this is related to a certain amount of paranoia
that I think far too many of us have. that yes, there is racism about, but I think the issue
is whether or not a person can defend himself. I have been born and raised in this city.
just as you were saying. and if you don't realize that there's crime around. and that
blacks are the number one victim of this crime, then you just really don't know what's
going on in Washington. The crime is out there. I think you should consider yourself
fortunate that you have not been a victim.
Mr. WILKINS: But I am not a policeman, and I am not going to inhibit crime by carry-
ing a gun in my pocket or having a gun in my bedroom. It's enough for me to have a
baseball bat in my house. If somebody comes into my house. he's going to get hun.
He's not going to get killed.
HUME: Roger, hold that thought if you will just a moment. I want to ask all of you to
imagine yourselves in circumstances similar to those confronted by Carl Rowan, and to
tell me what you think you would have done. And I'll have you do that when we con-
tinue our discussion in just a moment.
[Commercial break)
HUME: Continuing our conversation with Richard Atkinson, Josh Sugarmann, and
Roger Willtins. Mr. Atkinson, let me ask you. Put you rse lf, if you can, in exactly the
circumstances which confronted Carl Rowan. You've opened the door, you have the
handgun in your hand, and you see this young man moving towards you. Would you
have done exactly as he did?
Mr. ATKINSON: I would have done exactly what Carl Rowan did.
HUME: You would have shot?
Mr. ATKINSON: Yes.
HUME: And would you have fired a warning shot, or would you have shot at him?
Mr. ATKINSON: No, roatter of fact, I think probably what happened in this situation, it
may have been a ricochet that hit the kid. I think it's a very dangerous practice, sbooting
warning shots.
HUME: Well, do you think. then, that- does that argue for a licensing system under
which people would be trained in how to use guns? It seems apparent from this that
Carl Rowan isn't a terrific shot.
Mr. ATKINSON: Well, I think that people should know how to use a weapon, but I'm
very cautious as about how we approach any licensing system. That is too often used as
a means of back-door control.
HUME: All right. Let me ask you, Mr. Sugannann. I want to give you a similar hypo-
thetical, but I want to change it just a little bit. I want to place the intruder already in the
house. All you can see is his shadow. 1bere is a handgun and it is within reach of you.
and he's advancing toward you. Are you going to do anything with a gun, or what?
Mr. SUGARMANN: What I would do, I think most police recommend that any person in
a situation would be to avoid confronting or having to face that criminal in your house.
HUME: Well, suppose you've got your wife there, and she's asleep, or she's lying up-
stairs. Are you going to run out of the building? What are you going to do?
Mr. SUGARMANN: What you do is, if you have to, nm up to the bedroom and lock
yourself in. Call the police. The last thing any person wants to do is come face to face
with a criminal and get into a shootout. That person may be armed, and it only increases
your chance of being hurt.
HUME: All right. Roger, let me ask you. You've lived in Washington for much of your
life. Tell me what you'd do under the same circumstances.
Mr. WILKINS: Well, I can't imagine having a gun in the bouse. I suppose ifmy son had
been an FBI agent and my son was a terrific guy like Carl's son is, I might have taken
his advice. But in my case,I'd take a baseball hat to the guy.
HUME: I think we'll let that be the last wolll. Gentlemen, I want to thank you all very
much, Roger Wilkins, Josh Sugannann, and Mr. Atkinson, thank you as well for com-
ing in. That's our repon for tonight. I'm Brit Hume in Washington. For all of us here at
ABC News, good night.
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ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE Show #1877 Air Date: August 2, 1988

Reagan's Response To AIDS Report

SAM DONALDSON [voice-over}: It took a year to write, but critics charge only a month to
shelve. The President's AIDS Commission Report. Is the Reagan administration dragging its
feet in dealing with the disease that has already killed 40,000 Americans?

[on camera] Good evening. I'm Sam Donaldson, and this is Nightline.
[voice-over] Today, the White House responded to the recommendations of President

Reagan's Commission on AIDS.
MARLIN FITZWATER, White House spokesman: The President has ordered all feder-
al agencies to eliminate AIDS discrimination in the federal workplace.

DONALDSON: Critics charge the response is disastrously short of what's needed.
ANNOUNCER: This is ABC News NightIinc. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting from
Washington. Sam Donaldson.
DONALDSON: When a tough national problem comes along about which there is great con-
troversy, presidents, under Ilre to do something, often duck, and lay if off on a commission.
"Take a look," says the President. "Let me know what you think we ought to do." That buys
time and, to be fair, docs bring some expertise to bear on the problem. But eventually the com-
mission reports back and says, "Okay. Here's what wc ought to do:' That happened today on
the controversial and deadly subject of AIDS. President Reagan's commission offered its rccom-
mendations, and 10 many of thcm - including a key one proposing a national law 10 protect
AIDS victims against discrimination - the President said "Thanks, but no thanks." That was
certainly his right, but it's made a lot of people very unhappy, naturally including the commis-
sion members who did the recommending. John Martin tells us more.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC News {voice-over]: The toll of death is growing day and night
Nearly 70,000 Americans have been diagnosed with the virus that destroys their immunity
against disease. Nearly 40,000 have died.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN {July 23, 1987J: Todny we're taking another big step
against AIDS.

~ARTIN {voice-over]: A year ago, President Reagan formed a commission to create a na-
uonal strategy to combat the deadly epidemic. Five weeks ago, the commission issued a final
report

Adm. JAMES WATKINS, AIDS Commission Chairman {June 2J: This document
that you have, 270 pages, with nearly 600 recommendations, is evidence that the system,
for whatever reason, has failed, and is not working well. And we'd better get on it.

MARTIN: The key points: that the President extend federal anti-discrimination laws to pro-
teet e~e,!,one infected with AIDS; that he propose finn legal sanctions to protect the con-
~denUallty of medical records; that he expand drug treatment to help stern the rising tide of
Intravenous drug users infected with AIDS; and that he appoint a so-called federal czar to
oversee all national efforts to fight AIDS.

Adm •.WATKINS: People come before you time after time after time - the rule, not the
exccpuon -losing jobs, losing homes, can't attend school, afraid to come forward to be
tested, can't get insurance. I mean, you're at the rock bouom of social issues, and we've
got to find out ways to get out from under that.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Today, the President's drug policy adviser announced a plan to irn-
plemem some, but not all, of the commission's recommendations. He said Mr. Reagan has
ordered .federal agencies to eliminate AIDS discrimination in the federal workplace. He
urged ~nvate employers to follow his policy, but he left private employees to seck their own
protccuon from stale and local laws.

Dr. DONALD IAN MACDONALD, Special Assistant to the President: I wink
the President clearly puts his self- himself, out in front of saying compassionate, fair
treatment of people who are infected. The slates and communities arc coming up with
laws, or already have, lO take care of this problem and that should cover people in the
workplace. '

MARTIN [voice-over]: Dr. Macdonald said 36 states already ban discrimination against
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AIDS patients and those who carry AIDS antibodies, but critics say only 11 states currently
have anti-discrimination laws specifically aimed at AIDS-relaled cases, that many private
employees are not covered, and that those who are can face years of litigation to recover
damages.
NAN HUNTER, ACLU: The laws that exist throughout Lhe country, the slate laws, are very
spotty and very uneven. The number given by the White House is extremely misleading.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In Salt Lake City, for example, this woman had no protection when
she was fired from her job after tests showed she was carrying the AIDS virus.
JAN A GEORGE, Waitress: When you get this virus, you're a monster, and you should be
an outcast from this society, and people treat you like that. And iL'S not fair.
MARTIN {voice-over]: On the issue of confidentiality, the President offered no new
safeguards, raising fears that AIDS carriers will be driven away from testing. "John Doc"
had his medical records revealed during a job interview. His tests showed he had been ex-
posed to AIDS, and he claims that cost him the job.
"JOHN DOE", Pharmacist: If people can't freely go for mv testing, without fear that
those test results are going to be released or are going to be accessible to others, nobody's
going to go for testing. And what it's going to do is, it's going to drive this epidemic un-
derground.
MARnN [voice-over]: On the issue of drug treatment, the President's 100point plan today
expressed his continuing "concern" about drug use, and called for Congress to pass his anti-
drug plan that would spend about $100 million more next year for treatment and prevention.
Drug experts and addicts say they are denied treatment for agonizingly long periods of time.
LEVON MAZON, Former Drug User: It took me approximately six weeks to get inside.
And a lot of programs Ihad went to had six month wailing lists.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Also today, the President did not appoint a so-called czar to oversee
the national effort, as urged by his commission.

Or. MACDONALD: Let me just make a comment about the commission recommenda-
Lions, is 40 percent of the recommendations that are federal in that piece, we're already
doing, you know, this is not new to us. In the year that the commission was working, the
federal government was also working, and many of these things are much further along
than perhaps our statement suggests.

MARTIN: Finally, today, the President did direct the Health and Human Services secretary
to study ncw ways to finance health care, and to study ways to promote out-of-hospital care.
The President also directed the attorney general to study SUite and federal laws and recom-
mend further steps to protect against discrimination.
BENJAMIN SCHATZ, Nallonal Gay Rights Acllvlst: What we President is really sug-
gesting is a study of a study of a study. And what that really means is, "Wc're going to study
AIDS to death." When we study AIDS to death, that is literally true, because we don't have
the luxury of time. And when we do waste time, people die.
Ms. HUNTER: This administration has had every chance to show leadcrship and to lead the
country through what is a very difficult- in many ways, a very difficult set of issues. And it
has lost every opportunity. And now, today, it has really lost its last opportunity. And I think
President Reagan is simply obviously willing to go into history as the President who did
nothing to lead the country through this particular crisis.
MARTIN: What worries patients, health care professionals and civil libertarians is Lhat the
reaction they sec coming from the White House seems so meager, in the face of massive
problems. Their only consolation is that both candidates for president have embraced the
commission's report, so the next president to occupy this house is pledged to action. But that
cannot happen, if it docs, for five long months. This is John Martin in Washington, for
Nightline.

DONALDSON: When we corne back, wc'U be joined by President Reagan's chief adviser on
the AIDS issue at the White House, Dr. Donald Ian Macdonald. And by a member of the
Presidential Commission on AJDS who disagrees with him, Kristine Gobble.
[Commercial break}
DONALDSON: Dr. Donald Ian Macdonald is special assistant to the President and director of
the White House Office on Drug Abuse Policy. As a physician and member of the WhiLe House
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staff, Dr. Macdonald was given the task. of reviewing the report issued by the Presidential AIDS
Commission, and Cannulating the administration's response. He is with us tonight in our Wash-
ington bureau. Joining us from our affiliate KA TV in Portland, Oregon, is Kristine Gcbbie, a
member of the President's Commission on AIDS. And Ms. Gebbie, a registered nurse, is also as-
sistant director of health at the Oregon Department of Human Resources, and administrator of
the Oregon Slate Health Division.

Ms. Gebbie, your commission has issued its report to the President He's had it studied, and
today he took some action, and you find that disappointing. Why?
KRISTINE GEBBIE, AIDS Commission Member. Becauseit just doesn't go very far at all.
It suggests further study. it suggests some action on discrimination, but falls short of following
through with federal law. That was such a critical issue for the commission. It's so clear from so
many hundreds of the witnesses who came before us that that was an essential building block for
all other action, that I am- I am really grievously disappointed about that one.
DONALDSON: Now, you're talking about a proposal to make it a federal law that AIDS vic-
tims not be discriminated against.
Ms, GEBBIE: Yes.
DONALDSON: What was the reasoning behind your belief mat that's so clear?
Ms. GEBBIE: Well, Ilrst.Jcr me clarify that we suggested a law covering all persons with dis-
abiliLies, that persons with Hlv infection are no different than someone with epilepsy or any
number of other diseases who are currently not protected by a broad federal civil rights type
statute. And so often we heard from individuals who'd lost their house, lost their job, lost their
opportunity for an educaLion because it became- because they became identified with the
epidemic. And over and over again, advocates, physicians, paLients said, without protection from
discrimination, the people you most need to reach with education, with testing, with service will
not come forward. They are 100 frightened, they arc 100 scared. This is an essential message that
they are a pan of our community, that they are a valued part of 0!Jf society whatever problems
they have, that we will treat them equitably, taking into account only those things that are
relevant to their infection and to their Illness.
DONALDSON: All right. Dr. Macdonald.Jet's begin by having you respond to that point. What
is the case against a national law banning discrimination against- for AIDS victims?
DONALD IAN MACDONALD, Special Assistant to the President: 1 don't think we
know enough yet to pass a national law, Sam. [think there's a misrepresentation of what the at-
torney general was directed to do. He was directed to look at existing law and provide leader-
ship '. There's no question that what Kristine says is correct. People have been and are dis-
criminated against, and we need to stop that, There arc a variety-
DONALDSON: Well, let me just ask you, why not stop it now? Why not do it now instead of
studying it some more?
Dr. ~ACDONALD: -c-wcll, nobody's suggesting studying it, but there arc some questions that
are still unanswered. We're not sure, despite what the commission says have goucn several
legal opinions, on the status of 504503. '
~ONALDSON: Well, now, the President felt strongly enough that he directed that federal offi-
cials ~ot.discriminate against federal employees, no maUCCwhere they are, whether they're in
the District of Columbia or any of the other states. What about people who arc not federal ern-
ployees, though? You're saying to them, in effect, if a particular state law can cover you, fine,
otherwise you take your chances. Where's the fairness there?
Or. MACDONALD: Well- well, I think that the President did, as the commission suggested,
set up .th~federal workplace as a role model. That word role model appears several time in the
com~lsslon recommendations. And indeed, that's what he did today because he could do it im-
mediately, and that will take place this week or as soon as those directives go out to the agency
head~. What the earlier news piece referred to is the fact that the states are moving very rapidly,
all differcntl~, but .something like 24 stales have not got AIDS discrimination laws but have in-
eluded mv infection as a handicapping illness. Other states arc having AIDS-specific laws,
FI ida ion. Just recently. We sec it happening. Now, there arc advantages to doing it locally that you
!ose 10 a federal law. The rcally- the key issue, in addition to law, is local mediation, and hav-
mg people at the local level who are able to work on the problem, say.
DONALDSON: AU right.
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Dr. MACDONALD: In San Francisco, for instance, where a city law covers it, no case has gone
to court. No case has gone to court in Los Angeles, where these have come in. When you estab-
lish a federal law-
DONALDSON: And yet, and yet, Docter, you have just said earlier that you admit that there is
discrimination against AIDS victims. Ms. Gebbie, what about that? Dr. Macdonald seems to be
saying that local laws are moving very rapidly to cover this situation.
Ms. GEBBIE: Yes, there acesome local laws that have beenput into place, and some of them
do seem to work fairly well. But you're going to end up with a huge patchwork. People do move
across state lines, there are many metropolitan areas that have multiple jurisdictions and include
more than one state. I don't think you're going to get a quick and equitable system. I think it's
possible to build in quick response within a federal law. Just because it's a fcderallaw it doesn't
mean you have to go into four years to work a case through the system. I would also add that this
panel was not the only group looking at this issue, and a separate federal commission on the dis-
abled made a similar recommendation very close to the same time we came out with our report
We were not operating in a vacuum, but in fact were looking at materials prepared by another
group appointed by this president saying the same thing.
DONALDSON: Dr. Macdonald, is there another factor here? You told a group of reporters ear-
lier today, I believe, that there are some administration officials that believe that an anti-
discrimination law nationally would reward a type of behavior that ought not 1.0 be rewarded,
that causes the infection.
Or. MACDONALD: Well, you know, one of the concerns that you do have when you talk about
discrimination is that our government is on record as being focused on the drug user as a person
that indeed we do want to discriminate against. Workplace policy is- and workplace efforts
clearly do that. [ think it's possible to separate those out, but it is an issue whecc the same group
of people we want to discriminate on the basis of their drug activity, we don't want to discrimi-
nate on the basis of their Hlv infection.
DONALDSON: Okay, hold that thought. [ want to ask both of you about that when we continue
in just a moment
[Commercial break]
DONALDSON: Dr. Macdonald, you've just said that "we want to discriminate against drug
users:' I take it you mean by that "we want to discourage their practice of abusing themselves
and society by using drugs," but is there a hint in that, in that somebody in the administration
wanted to discriminate against people who, through sexual contact, have contacted AIDS be-
cause they believe that is an illicit, an immoral practiee which somehow puts them outside the
norms of society?
Or. MACDONALD: That may be so, Sam, but that's nOlwhat I implied in my remark.
DONALDSON: All right I wanted to clear that up, because there have been some in lhc admin-
istration in the past. as you know, who have said that AIDS somehow was a curse that came
from God because of immoral behavior. But you're telling us that was not part of the President's
thinking here?
Dr. MACDONALD: Absolutely. I..et- let me just go back a little way and comment on the
report generally. I think the commission did a terrific job, and whcn- when it was implied ear-
lier that we rejected large numbers of their recommendations, that's just not true. Of 53 specific
recommendations mat we found in here dealing with discrimination, there ace four that ace in
question. Out of the whole report, four, five hundred and ninety-seven. we saw 26 in the federal
area that we didn't completely agree with their method of carrying them ouL Just as an example,
there arc 51 or 52 drug recommendations which we agree wilh. Pretty much. Theee are three that
we have troubles with. One directs a specific outreach method. We would usc a different meth-
od. In your comments about drugs, there's some mispcrceptions about what we said. We fccl
very strongly with the commission that we need to increase drug use in the country. I don't
know where you come up wilh the $100 million shown. We think the commission number is too
high, and let me just run through that quickly.
DONALDSON: WeU, may I, may I just stop you there. Certainly I'll let you do that, but the
commission suggested lhat aU drug testing be voluntary, not mandatory. You rejected that. The
commission suggested that $1.7 billion be set aside for new programs to help intravenous drug
users. You rejected thaL The commission suggested a drug czar be appointed 10 pull all of this
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together. You rejected that
Dr. MACDONALD: We rejected 26 out of 597.
DONALDSON: But you rejccted the main points, did you not?
Dr. MACDONALD: Now, wait a scc- no, let me- let me explain the drug treatment issue,
okay, Sam. When I've checked around and said how much could the treatment system grow in a
year. the experts tell me that the most new money and resources they could handle is 20 percent
of what they're presently doing.
DONALDSON: Okay.
Dr. MACDONALD: They eould not- they're presently spending $2.5 billion, that's the total
budget on drugs.
DONALDSON: All right That's a good point.
Dr. MACDONALD: If I divide that by 20 percent. that's $500million.
DONALDSON: That's a good point. Let me ask Ms. Gcbbie about that Ms. Gcbbic, why did
you propose such a large amount? Doesn't Dr. Macdonald have a point. that just throwing
money ata problem if it can't be properly used won't solve iL?
Ms. GEBBIE: He makes a very good point. And I, running a system, understand what a prob-
lem you can nave if you SUddenly want to double your staff or increase something 100 rapidly.
And-
DONALDSON: well.jhcn. what's this figure of $1.7-
Ms. GEBBIE: ---the commission acknowledged that
DONALDSON: -what's this figure of $1.7 billion?
Ms. GEBBIE: But. we arrived at that figure talking with folks who arc in the field, asking about
the number of people seeking treatment. We did suggest phasing it in. suggested there will have
to be training programs, there will have to be support programs, there will have to be capiLal
construction programs to allow the system to grow. But the quick commitment, to tell those
people on the streets doing drugs, "If you want off, walk in our door, we will help you." I think
the worst message we can give in all of this non-drug stuff we have is to say we want to help
you. and then when a person walks in the door or calls up, to say "But we can't help you for six
months." That is a crazy message.
Icrosstalk}
Dr. MACDONALD: She's absolutely right, and I have no argumentwith that. but the system
can expand at about 20 percent a year if the system - and that comes out to about $500 million

Ms. GEBBIE: Well, you-
Dr. MACDONALD: -so there's no disagreement in point. but we estimate the total system at
$2.5 billion right now.
DONALDSON: Ms. Gebble, what about Dr. Macdonald's larger point, that in fact they've ac-
cepted most of the recommendations. There have been a few that they've not accepted, but
they've embraced your findings overall.
Ms. GEBBIE: Well, of course I haven't seen the wriucn report, and I don't want to step 100
hard on something I haven't seen, but among the ones-
DONALDSON: Oh, go ahead, we do it in Washington all the time.
Ms. GEBBIE: -well, we've worked together in the past, and I know that we have some very
similar commitments, but the recommendations that seemed 1Obe put on hold, or being treated
with the least interest, arc ones that the commission sawas most central. And the oneswhere the
commission felt a very strong, aggressive, prompt presidential response, to say, "We're going to
move on this, we're going to get behind this, we want this stopped or we want this started:'
would be most critical to triggering the better response from Lhc private sector, the beucr
response from individual citizens, better response from philanthropy, better response from state
governments. I think what's happening here is that now state govcmments will be given an op-
portunity to say, "Well, if the feels are going to study how long it takes 10 create treatment ce~·
ters, we don't need to rush in to find our matching funds to build it up as well:' Or, "If thiS

doesn't take a fcderallaw, maybe we should wait a while and sec whether a county ordinance
would do the trick. ,.
DONALDSON: Okay.
Ms. GEBBIE: And Ijust see it as leading to 100 much delay.
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DONALDSON: Now, there's one more issue I mink we'll have time to cover. It's the business
about a federal czar. And wc'Il do that - if you'll stand by - when we continue our discussion
in just a moment.
IConvnercialbreak/
DONALDSON: Continuing our conversation with Kristine Gebbie and Dr. Donald Ian Mac-
donald. Ms. Gcbbie, the commission recommended a federal czar. What was your thinking be-
hind that?
Ms. GEBBIE: Well,lhe final version actually didn't come out quite that way, but our point was
that the chain of command from the President through the cabinet down to every program in the
federal government that worked on this infection needed to be made much more dear. We heard
too many examples of agencies tripping over each other, of committees talking about the issue,
but nobody clearly in charge, and-
DONALDSON: Well, let me understand. You said the final version didn't come out that way.
Have we got it wrong?
Ms. GEBBIE: Well, it doesn't call for a newly hired czar. Again, the language is something on
the order of a very dear chain of command from the cabinet to every federal agency with a per-
son in charge of the whole system. The earlier drJ.ft. I think, used the language like czar and
talked about a newly hired individual. And we moved away from that in the final version.
DONALDSON: Okay. All right. Dr. Macdonald, what about this, then, accepting that it's the
chain of command? Is this a good idea, and should someone be designated in the White House to
follow through?
Dr. MACDONALD: 1- I think that when Kristine and others readwhat's here they're going to
feel better about it. Kristine, the whole issue of health care financing which you raised, the Presi-
dent directs that we take a look at that. A serious look. The whole business of impediments in
the system, resource impediments to buildings and full-time equivalents, is addressed very spe-
ciflcally here. The President says he wants the impediments removed and he wants adequate
resources. The words immediately show up throughout this document.
DONALDSON: Yeah, but Dr. Macdonald. you have 10 seconds to tell me, what about a czar or
a chain of command?
Dr. MACDONALD: Well, the czar in this field today is the President. who intends, through the
directives he's sent out, to direct his cabinet to get Lhese things done.
DONALDSON: Okay. Ronald Reagan, czar, that's a new title. But I want to thank both of you
for being with us tonight That's our report for tonight. I'm Sam Donaldson in Washington. For
all of us here at ABC News, good night
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ABC NEWS SPECIAL Air Date: December 1,1988

Burning Questions
The Business of Defense: Flaws in the Shield

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, a special program.
lYoice-Gver Montage}
...We are on the verge of deploying a system that our troops would find wholly inadequate ...
Our goal is to protect our soldiers On some of those missiles, they're not sure whether
they'll hit Washington or Moscow They may suffer unnecessary casualties ... I think they
rigged test... There was intense political pressure to approve the contract ... The gun has failed
to meet requirements... Realistic combat conditions were not tested... Consultants were
bribed, Pentagon officials ... A clear case of absolute fraud ... We've gal thousands and thou-
sands of military lives at risk ... A fraudulent program, the scope of which this COWlCry'S
never seen ... You want 10 fool enemy radar, not the American people ... This is a life-oc-death
matter ... The taxpayers are being screwed by these manufacturers.

TOM JARRIEL: Good evening. I'm Tom Jarriel. As you sit in your home tonight, you can feel
secure, knowing our nation's defenses are strong. Our weapons systems are the most advanced
in the world. Our troops are highly trained and skilled. And that after a huge arms buildup that
has raised defense spending to $300 billion a year, morale in our anned forces is high in the very
best tradition of the military.

GEORGE C, SCOTT, AClor ["PalIOn"]: Now, we have the finest food and equipment,
the best spirit, and the best men in the world.
JOHN WAYNE, Actor: Before I'm through with you, you're gonnamove like one man and
think like one man.
RANDOLPH SCOTT, Actor: We'll fight. and endure and win together,
NAVY TV COMMERCIAL: Show the world you're U.S. Navy. Live the adventure.
ARMY TV COMMERCIAL: Because a high-tech system like this Anny rocket launcher is
only as good as the people who run it.
MARINES TV COMMERCIAL: We're looking for a few good men.
AIR FORCE COMMERCIAL: In the Air Foree, it takes a special kind of training, and dedi-
cation.

ARMED SERVICE TV COMMERCIAL: And to succeed, you need every little edge you
can get

ARMY COMMERCIAL: The Anny gives you an education you can't get anywhere else.
When we win, the whole tank wins, the whole team wins, not just one person.

JARRIEL: Sounds good. doesn't it? But take a closer look at our armed forces, as we have, and
you'Jl discover flaws in the shield, flaws which can be traced to the business of defense, the way
we order, design and build the weapons our tax dollars buy. It's called the military procurement
system, and it's riddled with waste, fraud, mismanagement and many other serious abuses. It's
been called the Pentagon scandal.

And how to shape up the Pentagon is going to be the major problem confronting President-
elect Bush as he puts together what's called the pieces of the puzzle that will detennine the fu-
ture of the defense establishment

So who's to blame for the mess? The culprits are members of an "old-boy" revolving-doer
network, contractors and consultants trying to pad their profits. Congressmen who sometimes
keep expensive, ineffective weapons systems going, or order systems we don't even need. And
military men who have oversold the capabilities of weapons, rigged tests, even lied about results.
In recent years we've been bombarded with, even amused by, tales of mismanagement, ex.
cessive cost and extravagant design.

[voice-over! Remember those $600 toilet-seat covers? Or those $16,0Cl0 refrigerators on
Navy planes? Or the complicated design of that Air Force coffeemaker, which cost $7,6OC'J?It
was SUPPOsed to keep on brewing even if the plane it was on crashed.
But what about something more serious, equipment our soldiers use in combat? The military

has spent billions on weapons that don't work, like this handgun, the Beretta. Hundreds of thou-
sands were produced, the cost $75 million. Trouble is, some of the guns broke apart, injuring
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those who used them.
ReD. JACK BROOKS, (0), Texas: It's not fair to the soldier that uses the equipment, it's
not fair to the American people.

JARRIEL [voice-over]: Or the life rafts packed in these cases. Seventeen million dollars was
spent on them; trouble is, some have inflated prematurely, and others may sink: when they hit the
water. Or this $15,000 steam cleaner for combat vehicles that turns out to be too noisy to be used
near the front lines. The enemy might hear it. And this is the DIV AD anti-aircraft gun, a $1.5
billion fiasco that even in rigged tests could not shoot down moving targets. And this, the Akela
drone aircraft. The Army spent $1 biUion on this project, even though the Israelis already had a
less expensive, battle-tested drone that the U.S. Navy was buying at the very same time.

And here's another piece of equipment we could have bought which would have saved us
time and money. On the left is the French portable anti-tank weapon, the Milan, which the U.S.
Army says is "too cumbersome." On the right is the U.S. version, called the Dragon. Notice
which one gets set up first. In fact, at 31 pounds, the U.S. weapon, the Dragon, is too heavy for
our foot soldiers to easily carry into the field. And that's not it's only drawback. Using a wire-
guided missile, the soldier firing the Dragon must hold his aim the entire time it takes the missile
to reach its target. That can be as long as 15 seconds. And how is the soldier supposed to hold
his aim? The Army tells him to "hold his breath:'

RICK BRIGGS, Lieutenant Colonel, Retired: It's not a easy thing for a man to do, 10
sit for that length of time and hold his breath. That's assuming that he hasn't immediately run
100 meters or something to get to the ruing position to begin with.

JARRIEL [voice-over]: The Pentagon is still pouring millions into maintaining the Dragon,
even though 34 other countries have equipped their troops with the French version.

And this is the Bradley fighting vehicle, a weapon the U.S. military did develop and pushed
hard for, even though flaws in irs design can put soldiers who ride in the Bradley in danger. Bill
O'Reilly has found it's a classic example of military overselling and a coverup.

BILL O'REILLY, ABC News [voice-over]: The Bradley fighting vehicle: a high-priced
weapon that is designed and sold to carry troops safely across rivers, and protect soldiers
from enemy fire on their way to the battlefield. ABC News has discovered the vehicle fails
on both counts. Even though the Bradley has a lightly armored aluminum hull, and its crew
compartment is crammed with explosive ammunition and fuel, the Army told its soldiers
they were safe in the Bradley. To reinforce that sales pitch, FMC Corporation, the Bradley's
manufacturer, states this about the vehicle in its promotional film.

NARRATOR [FMC promotional film]: The Bradley fighting vehicle is one of the most
thoroughly tested vehicles ever built It has met or exceeded all design requirements.

O'REILLY: But this is what Army live fire tests of the Bradley showed.
ARMY NARRATOR [DOD film[: The round caused injury 10 crew members and major
damage to the vehicle.

O'REILLY [voice-over]: These tests were conducted in 1985, four years after 2,000 Brad-
leys - one-third of the total force - were already in the field, supposedly protecting U.S.
servicemen.

[on camera} But why did the Army wait so long to conduct tests on the Bradley to find
out just how poorly designed the vehicle really was? As early as 1979, consultants had
warned the Bradley was a death trap. Was the Army trying to cover up defects in the
vehicle?

[voice-over} The testing program was nut by a retired Air Force colonel, James Burton,
who says his Anny bosses refused to run earlier tests because they knew the Bradley would
fail.
JAMES BURTON, Colonel, USAF, Retired: I sat in rooms with senior leaders, both
civilian, industry and military, in which they would say, "We know- we know what'll hap-
pen if we test it. It'll blow up, or it'll be an embarrassment Now, don't anybody make any
waves to disturb this situation."
O'REILLY [voice-over]: When the Army finally did run tests on the Bradley, they still tried
to hide the true extent of the damage. In the test footage they released, the Bradley suffered
some damage, but basicaUy it remained intact.

ARMY NARRATOR [DOD Footage]: The vehicle does not routinely blow up, catch
file or kill the crew.
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O'REILLY [voice-over]: That certainly sounds like the Bradley is safe. But this is the
footage ABC News had to sue the Army to obtain. A hit produces fire inside the vehicle. As
the flames spread, fuel and ammunition explode. The next day, when the flames had finally
burned out, the damage was total.

And there have been actual injuries to U.S. soldiers. Just three months ago, during a night
training exercise, two American servicemen suffered severe bums when their Bradley was
accidentally filed on by a tank. l,()(X) meters away. Flames spread throughout the vehicle as
they tried to escape.

In another incident during the same training session, Private Jerry wesnnorelend, a Brad-
ley driver, was killed when a practice tank round struck his Bradley and came through the
other side.

In another incident of overselling, the Anny promised the Bradley would swim, but this
footage, taken during a swim test at Port Knox in 1980, shows a Bradley actually sinking.
There have been other sinkings since then, but the Anny says a design defect in the Bradley
has been corrected, and the vehicle will now float. Critics say there has not been enough test-
ing to prove that, and claim the Bradley is still dangerous to soldiers while in the water or
out

JARRIEL: Talk about overselling, two years ago the secretary of defense said this advanced
medium-range air-to-air missile was "desperately needed" Today, the cost of each missile has
soared from $340,000 to $1 million. As for performance, one Pentagon official gives it a grade
"D." And do you know what? We're still paying for it
[Commercial break}

~ARRIEL: We're not here tonight to talk: about tactics or strategy. The burning question tonight
IS not about whether we need the weapons we buy, but how we buy them and. once we buy
them, whether they work.

[voice-over] The U.S. military has had some notable successes with new advanced
weaponry. Take the M- I6A2, the Army's primary combat rifle. It fires a burst of bullets with a
single pull of the trigger, and can accurately hit targets 200 yards away. There's the Sidewinder
missile, an air-to-air weapon considered one of the most successful in the U.S; arsenal because
o~ its highly precise infrared guidance system and its advanced electronics. And the F-16, the
highly maneuverable, computer-controlled fighter plane. It uses less fuel, and its firing system is
more accurate than any of our other fighters.

But other high-tech weapons have been less successful. Consider the $28 billion B-1 bomber
program. The B-1, touted as the best manned bomber ever built, but is it? Four B-Is have al-
ready crashed, t.wo of them last month. After a crash on November 8th in Abilene, Texas, the Air
Force temporarily grounded the entire B-1 fleet to conduct safety inspections. They flew again.
Just ~o weeks ago, another B- I went down as it was attempting to land at Ellswonh Air Force
Base 10 South Dakota. And other bombers in the fleet have been plagued by many problems. For
Ins~ce, their sophlsuca~ electronic navigation and defense systems do not work the way
they re s?~posed to. !he Air Force says the B-1's just experiencing "growing pains" and would
perform Just fme" m combat

[on camera} Perhaps. We do know this, however. Other high-tech weapons systems already
deployed ~d already used in combat have failed us. And as John Martin explains the price has
been very high. '

JOHN MARTIN, ABC News [voice-over}: Case number one: May 1987. The U.S.S. Stark
b~ng m the Persl.an. Gulf after being hit by Exocet missiles fired from an Iraqi jet How did
this happen .to a ship 10 the most powerful Navy in the world? Only hours "before, the Stark
was on rou~ne patrol. To defend itself, it was relying on sophisticated detection equipment
cr~ted for I~by the Pentagon procurement system. When the Iraqi fighter began to track the
St~ ~,Amencan radar operators watched for signs of the plane's intentions. From inside the
shIp s combat infonnation center, they used as least three radar systems. Other crewmen
~ehed on ~ electronic receiver called a SLQ-32 to warn of incoming missiles. The Stark's
f pera~rs listened .to. the jet's radar searching the sea below, then heard it lock on to the ship
i~r san m~tant, as .If It were sel.ec.ting ~ target. Alarmed, the Stark began broadcasting warn-
h g -asking the pilot to state his rntentrons. What the crew didn't know was that two missiles
a~.a1r:adY .been filed. According to our investigation, neither the ship's radars nor its elec-

tro IC listening device did what they were supposed to do: warn the crew that the missiles
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were on the way.
GLEN BRINDEL, captain, U.S.S. Stark (May 1987J: We did not realize the missile
was fired until it was too late to engage with our systems.

MARTIN: The Navy blamed the ship's captain for failing to defend his vessel. but he argued
that the detection ranges on the ship's radars were inaccurately and grossly overestimated.
Captain Brtndel also said that Naval engineers found flaws in the SLQ-32, an electronics
receiver that he was relying on LOhelp defend the ship. These devices cost more than $2 mil-
lion each. After the Stark was hit, he said, the Navy quickly and quietly changed the devices
and radars on other ships in the Gulf.

Jeff Ethell is a military historian. Pentagon analysts confirmed for him Brindel's claim
that the SLQ·32 failed to function.

JEFF ETHEll, MIlitary Historian: It never saw the active radar within the Bxocet
missile traveling at it.
MARTIN: Nothing showed up at all, or they got an obscured picture of what was happen-
ing?
Mr. ETHELL: Nothing. Nothing at all.
MARTIN [voice-over): So, the all-important signal of incoming missiles was never
received. The only warning came from a lookout on deck.
Captain BRINOEL: When the lookout reported the incoming missile. it was only a mat-
ter of a couple of seconds as we started to take action that the missile actually hit the ship.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Thirty-seven crewmen died. Twenty-one were wounded.
Case number two: the Phalanx gun failure. Even if the equipment had warned the Stark of

incoming missiles, the ship's last defense, the Phalanx gun, could not have shot them down.
The gun's radar was supposed to see the missiles and train its flre at them. But a con-
gressional report concluded, "There is no evidence the Phalanx ever detected the missiles."
That is apparently because the gun's radar was blocked by the ship's superstructure, a design
flaw. The Phalanx costs $4.1 million. The Pentagon has purchased $2.6 billion worth of
them, but in combat. critics argue, the Phalanx fails by its own design.
. WiUiam Lynd, director of the Military Reform Institute, advised Congress on military af-

fairs for 10 years, and says of the way the gun was developed-
WILLIAM LYND, Fonner Director, Military Refonn Institute: In the operational test
of Phalanx, they very carefully structured - one might say rigged - the test.
MARTlN [voice-over}: To help the Phalanx shoot down its targets, the Pentagon allowed the
guns to be mounted at the waterline for the tests. Ordinarily they are mounted much higher-
shooting ~tly at income targets is far easier than from above, say critics.

But w~ If the. field tests had been conducted honestly? Even then, say the men who built
and tested Its quality, the Phalanx was unlikely to work. In a sealed federal lawsuit, five em-
ployees of General Dynamics, which makes the gun, accused their company of falsifying
quality test results. They say this makes the Phalanx unreliable in the field. Their suit claims
~ Navy authorized and possibly directed the false testing, and helped the company to cover
~tup. And so, because of equipment that didn't work, or was unlikely to work, the Stark and
Us crew were vulnerable to attack.
Case number three: the V.SS Vincennes and the failure of the Aegis radar system. Four-

teen months after the Stark was hit. American sailors aboard the Vincennes faced the same
fear of being. vUl~rable to anack, this time under fire from Iranian speedboats.

. As ~n in this Defense department tape shot that day, the Vincennes's radar spotted an
uOldenufied plane The radar trackin th . . . the t. . . -u..... g system ey were usmg, called Aegis, IS mas
soph~tJ.cated and expensive in the American naval arsenal, but the crew could not identify
~ aircralt, and decided it must destroy it A minute later. That direct hit was not the destruc-
u~n ?f an ene~y fighter, but a civilian airliner. Within hours, the crew had learned that its
mlssl.les had ~llled. 2~ men, women and children. The Navy claims its $46 billion system of
tracking .and identifying enemy aircraft worked. It claims the crew "misread" critical data.
But our mvestigation shows that from the beginning, the Aegis radar system _ the corner-
stone of the modem American surface Navy _ has been fundamentally flawed.

I. F1~wnum~r one: the Aegis misreads altitude. The Vincennes shot down a plane that was
c imbing but Its crew retyl A' . .. .bo' ,mg on egis, reported It was descending, WhICh suggested It was
a ut to attack. Yet a nearby ship, the U.S.S. Sides, correctly reported the plane as climbing.
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The Navy's position? The VinceMes's crew "misread the data." But the Aegis has never
read altitude very well. Tom Amlie is a missile designer who analyzes weapons for the Air
Force.
TOM AMLIE, Missile Designer: The Aegis has a history of misreading altitude - badly
- in tests that have been performed.
MARTIN [voice-over}: According to Amlie and other analysts, Aegis picks up reflections
off the water which distort altitude readings.

Haw number two: the Aegis misidentifies objects. Using Aegis, the Yincennes
misidentified a commerciaJ Airbus as an F-14 jet fighter. The Navy claims the ship's opera-
tor "misused his radar system in the heat of battle, forgetting to refocus it on the commercial
plane." But the Navy's own report on the incident admits visual identification is the only
positive means to distinguish friendly from hostile aircraft.
Mr. LVND: In combat, the inability to tell what kind of plane we're shooting at and whose it
is means that we will often shoot down our own airplanes.
MARTIN [voice-over}: So in real combat, the Aegis, the prime protecta' of the fleet. may be
more a hindrance than a help, which brings up flaw number three: the Aegis gives away the
fleet's position. To track so many targets. the ship's electronic gear emits a:radar single that
acts as a powerful beacon. This advertises the battle group's position 10 the enemy from
hundreds of miles away. In a real war, what does this mean to Aegis?
Mr. AMLlE: The Aegis is exactly analogous to an infantryman climbing on lOp of a hill and
lighting a flare. and daring people to hit him.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Homing in on that flare would be the Cruise missile, the ultimate threat
to Aegis. The system is supposed to be able to destroy swanns of enemy missiles simultaneously
with missiles of its own.

NARRATOR [RCApromolion.a/ video}: The Aegis combat system can sort out extreme-
ly confusing air situations, and can provide highly effective command and control in
hostile environments.

MARTIN [voice-over}: In this promotional tape. the Navy never loses.
Mr. AMLlE: Unfortunately, it does very poorly against very low-altitude targets, Seaskim-
mers, and that's where the threat is these days, not airliners flying at 16,000. 12,000 feet. but
missiles flying at 10 feet.
MARTIN [voice-over}: The reasons?
Mr. LYND: The radar-guided missile that the Aegis system sboots has enormous difficulties
when it has to look down, particularly into. waves, because it gets false targets as a result of
the reflection of radar beams off the waves.
MARTIN [voice-over}: Even so, the Navy did not correct these problems through testing.
The General Accounting Office looked into all four operational tests of the Aegis. We
couldn't see the classified results, but Eleanor Chelimslti. She directed the GAO's evalua-
tions.
ELEANOR CHELIMSKI, General Accounting Office: We found ourselves faced with
a testing process that is systematicaJly biased in favor of the weapons systems it tests.
MARTIN: It makes it easier for-
Ms. CHELIMSKI: Yes.
MARTIN: -foe the targets to he shot down?
Ms. CHELIMSKI: It makes it easier for the system to look good.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Denny Smith is a Republican congressman from Oregon, a former
combat pilot He forced the Navy to conduct more tests on Aegis. His conclusion?
Rep. DENNY SMITH, (R), Oregon: I think they rigged the tests. I've always thought that.
MARTIN [voice-over}: Smith said the gunnery crews were tipped off to the times, altitudes
and direction of their targets. which made them almost impossible to miss. Even so, in one
test, Aegis shot down only four of 16 targets. In another, it took 17 missiles to shoot down II
targets. And most recently it shot down four of 10 targets. But if you think Aegis's problems
surprised the Navy, you'd be wrong. It was warned years ago by its own experts at the Cen-
~ for Naval Analyses. A senior analyst here called the Navy's tests "tota1ly fabricated
simulations." They say chis man, assistant Navy secretary Melvin Paisley, told the analysts
to put Aegis "in a more positive light." When they refused, more cooperative administrators
were brought in. Melvin Paisley is now one of the prime suspects in the defense procurement
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scandal.
JARRIEL: So, what have we just seen? Flawed weapons produced through inadequate or rigged
testing. Officials who regularly manipulate the system, suppressing unfavorable test results and
covering up mistakes. Flaws in the shield.
{Commercial break]

PETER JENNINGS, ABC News {news clip}: Yet another defense contractor admitted
today that it has been cheating the government
Sen. AlFONSE O'AMATO, (A), New York: Americans want a strong defense. but not a
wasteful one.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: You can't be down there, watching several million people.
TESTIMONY: The checks and balances were not there.
CORRESPONDENT [news clip]: The Pentagon fraud investigation now involves as many
as 15 major defense companies.
CITIZEN: I'm outraged. to put it simply.
TESTIMONY: The term "chicken fat" would be used as an obvious reference to the fact
that the prices were to be inflated.
2nd CORRESPONDENT: And payoffs, including gifts, cars and cash running into mil-
lions of dollars.
2nd LEGISLATOR~ It's over $10 million, minimum, in direct losses to the Navy.
TESTIMONY: Prices were doubled, tripled, sometimes even quadrupled.
RUDOLPH GIULIANI, U.S. A«orney: These charges raise serious questions about the
way we practice politics and conduct business in this city. state and nation.
3rd LEGISLATOR: The real tragedy is a weaker national defense.
4th LEGISLATOR: Taxpayers are being screwed by these manufacturers.

JARRIEL [voice-over]; American industry has carved itself a proud and well-deserved niche in
the history of our national defense. Private industry was the arsenal of democracy in World War
II, turning out everything from guns to bombers to ships on production schedules so rapid they
boggled the mind. Rosie the Riveter was no less a hero than G.!. Joe. Industry met our defense
demands in Korea, and again in Vietnam.
. [on camera] But in the '80s, with money flowing so free and so easy, with billions of dollars
1R defense work at stake, companies have done almost anything to get contracts. No part of the
defense procurement system seems immune, not small weapons systems. not even - as Bettina
Gregory explains - the production of our nuclear weapons.

BETIINA GREGORY, ABC News [voice-over]: The MX missile, the biggest, smartest,
fastest intercontinental ballistic missile the U.S. has. With its load of 10 nuclear warheads,
the MX is touted as the most deadly and accurate weapon in America's arsenal. The govern-
m~n~calls .it "the Peacekeeper." This is the missile's guidance system, the brains of the MX
missile. It IS a beachbaU-sized device officially named the inertial measurement unit, or IMU
for sh~I1:"It is made by the Northrop Corporation in Los Angeles. But employees of Northrop
say this ISwhere some of the missile's parts come from. The MX missile? At Radio Shack?

[on camera] It sounds like a bad joke, but government investigators and some of the
Northrop Corporation's own employees charge there's fraud, poor management and even an
a~tempt to cover up the way Northrop obtained parts that went into the brains of the MX mis-
sile.

[voice-over] Northrop employees say they actually went to local electronics stores and
bought parts that went into the lMU and its test equipment Former Northrop manager David
Peterson told us if a Northrop engineer needed a part, he'd just go shopping.
DAVID PETERSON, Former Northrop Manager: He'd go down to Radio Shack, for
~xample. There's no paperwork involved, he'd get the part he needed, put it in his pocket, go
into the company, insert the hardware into the unit to get it to work.
GR.EGORY [voice-over]: Capacitors, voltage regulators and 19-cent resistors. Why did they
do It? It took three to six months to order the regular parts, parts that met the strict fail-safe
standards needed for a nuclear weapon. Northrop needed to get the parts quickly because
they were falling behind schedule in delivering the IMUs, risking loss of a multi-million-
dollar contract and holding up deployment of the MX.
JEFF KROLL, Former Northrop Manager: They were more concerned about deliveries
than they were about the effectiveness or the reliability of this being the most dangerous
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weapon known to man.
GREGORY [voice-over]: Fonner Northrop manager Jeff Kroll showed UShow il was done.

Mr. KROLL: If it's RG-59 or RG-6, I'U take either one.
GREGO~Y [voice-over]: Workers would pay for their purchases like ordinary customers,
never saying that the parts - normally used by electronic hobbyists - were intended for the
:MX missile or irs test equipment The demand for parts to keep the production lines moving
became so great Kroll and Peterson set up a ccmpany. Liaison Engineering Services operated
out of a rented mailbox at a check-cashing service right across the stteet from the Northrop
plant Kroll and Peterson were the only employees. Northrop was their only customer.
Mr. KROLL: We were doing business for Northrop Corporation. We were Northrop em-
ployees. This was basically just a paper company. It was a dummy company.
GREGORY [voice-over]: Northrop admitted they set up at least three phony businesses,
wh~h spent $3~,(XX) for pans. Congressional investigators say there were even more phony
businesses, which may have spent $4 million to buy a wide array of parts, parts that went
well beyond purchases from Radio Shack and other electronics stores. Northrop used so
many parts bought by the dummy companies that when the authorized parts arrived months
later, they weren't needed. So they threw them out
Mr. KROLL; I came into work. on a Saturday, and I noticed two individuals going around
the comer carrying hardware, boxes of what appeared to be parts. And they were filling a
dumpster with electronic hardware.
GREGORY: What were they throwing out?
Mr. KROLL: They were throwing out tested hardware that was purchased through the
normal procurement system at Northrop, designaled for various programs, mainly the
Peacekeeper program, the MX missile.
GREGORY [voice-over): Congressional investigators say they threw out at: least 80 boxes
fuU of brand-new parts. Some of that stuff was retrieved from the dumpster: gold-plaled pins,
CU'CUItboards for the lMU, or equipment to test this key part of the MX missile. Con.
gressman John DingeU is investigating Northrop and other defense contractors.
Rep: ~OHN DINGELL, House Energy and Commerce Committee: This is a pump,
and 11s not a cheap item, it's several thousand dollars at least. It was, again. also in the
dumpster. And there were a nwnber of dumpsters tha1 were found full of equipment. Which,
by the way, was paid for by the federal government.
Mr. PETERSON; So the thing to do is, get the stuff in here fast, pUI it in the unit, ict's see if
it works, yay, it works - or they say it works - and they get the unit out the door.
GREGORY: But if they weren't testing the unit, they got the unit out the door, but it didn't
work?
Mr. PETERSON: No one knew it didn't work.
GREGORY: No one knew that it did.
Mr. PETERSON: No one knew that it did.
GREGORY {voice-over]; When the unit, the IMU. gal to the Air Force, it was installed in
MX missiles. But many of the !MUs failed, so the Air Force sent them back.
PENNY LAWRES, Northrop Employee: It was so out of hand that there wasn't even
enough time in the day to lake care of the field returns. And we had rows and shelves of field
returns, just field returns.
TERRY SCHEILKE, Senior Accountant: And in fact, it was so serious, that - and the
employees were so demoralized - they were saying the only way they were going to get
those units fixed and back out in the field was to bring Oral Roberts in to put his hands on
them and pray and heal them.
GREGORY [voice-over]: Northrop hired Terry Sheilke to investigate all these allegations
made by employees.
Mr. SCHEILKE: What I found was that from the portiou of the work that I had to do, they
were entirely correct.
GREGORY [voice-over]: The :MX missile is based in Wyoming. The Air Force installs
them in specially hardened underground silos in the empty rangeland behind wire fences. Be-
cause of Northrop's serious problems in manufacturing the IMUs, the contractor delivered
IMUs an average of 136 days late, but some have been as late as 298 days, almost JO
months,
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[on camera] Even when the lMUs are in the missiles they frequently malfunction. 100
IMU in the missile at this site failed and had to be replaced twice within a period of two
months.

{voice-over] So did the IMU at this site. And the one here, too. ABC News has obtained
internal Northrop reports that list failure after critical failure of the IMUs, leaving the mis-
siles, in effect, out of order until the IMU is repaired or replaced. Right now there are 38 MX
missiles on alert Northrop has been under pressure to meet an Air Force deadline and
providing IMUs for 50 MX missiles by the end of the year. The chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee has been keeping track of the Air Force's progress.
Rep, LES ASPIN, House Armed Services committee: There will be, I will bet, 50
MXes in the ground in December of 1988, but they won't all be working.
GREGORY [voice-over]: And that's the key question. Can the MX hit its target? So far, all
five flight tests using production models of the IMU resulted in just three out of five hitting
their targets, a success rate of only 60 percent,
Rep. DINGELL: So on some of those missiles, they're not sure whether they'll hit Wash-
ington or Moscow, if we get into a war.
GREGORY [voice-over}: The Northrop employees who blew the whistle on the MX missile
program say they've been threatened.
Ms. LAWRES: They said that they- that I'm doomed, that I better not walk around alone,
GREGORY [voice-over]: And what happened to the auditor who informed management
about all these allegations?
Mr. SCHEILKE: I've retained my salary, but I'm now a bookkeeper on the company van
pool program.
GREGORY [voice-over]: And their lawyer charges Northrop has blacklisted all these pres-
ent and former employees.
HERBERT HAFIF, Attorney: They are the dirtiest name in business. They are the whist-
leblowers. They're not called patriots. They're labeled eccentrics.
GREGORY: The employees are suing Northrop, charging fraud. Several grand juries are
also investigating these charges. But Northrop declined our request for an interview. A
spokesman said, because of the pending litigation, Northrop could not discuss in detail its
work on the MX missile.

{interviewing! Mr. Chairman, would you buy a new car from one of our defense con-
tractors?
Rep. ASPIN: I wouldn't buy a new car and I wouldn't buy a used car from them.
GREGORY: Why not?
ReD. ASPIN: Quality control is down, incidence of fraud is very high, testing procedures
are bad, quality is low, behavior is bad, prices are excessive, kickbacks, fraud, waste, abuse
abounds in the system.

JARRIEL: A footnote to our Northrop story. Northrop also produces the flight data transmitters
on air-launch Cruise missiles. Because some of the parts on those transmitters apparently were
not tested properly, the Air Force has declared all our air-launch Cruise missiles suspect,

Northrop's not the only defense contractor that's come under fire. Just two days ago a federal
grand jury charged General Electric with trying to defraud IDe government of $22 million on a
Pentagon contract. In fact, many contractors have plead guilty to charges they either defrauded
the government or overcharged it. But many of those same contractors continue, even today, to
bid on and win multi-million-dollar Pentagon contracts. That's another flaw in the shield.
[Commercial break]
JARRIEL: This is a flow chan. At the center of the chan, the Pentagon, where a decision is
made to acquire a new weapons system. That decision made, the Pentagon goes to private indus-
try to design what it needs. The assumption is the contractor who comes up with the best design
for the lowest price will get the job. But before the Pentagon gets any new weaponry it has to
petition the third major party involved in the process, Congress. No weapons system can be pro-
duced unless Congress funds it. And more and more often there's a fourth player involved: con-
sultants, who are supposed to facilitate the process. Consultants who act as go-betweens. And as
Gail Harris tells us, that's what's behind the Pentagon scandallhat broke this year.

GAIL HARRIS, ABC News: If you want to understand what the Pentagon scandal is all
about, a good place to begin is with this training film, paid for by 17 of the largest defense
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con~tor:s in the country. It was designed as a warning of the legal and ethical dangers of
dealing With shady consultants offering inside infonnation.

[Training film]
1st ACTOR, "Consultant": There's damn few secrets in this game.
2nd ACTOR, "Defense Contractor": Last year's "OBO" tactical proposal. Well-
where the- I know better than to ask. I suppose any information that you have is rell-
nble.
1st ACTOR: Absolutely. And current.
2nd ACTOR: The question is, if we 6ad it, should we use it?
1st ACTOR: Well, that's up to you. There's a major contract out there up for grabs As
for me, if I found a pearl in my oyster stew I wouldn't sent it back. .

HARRIS: What the Justice Department wants to know is, who's been putting the pearls into
~ ste~? At.least five of the major defense companies that helped pay for this fihn are now
bel~g mvestigated by the FBI, suspected of doing what their own training movie warned
against.

[voice-over} Some defense consultants are hired for what they know, others for who the
know. y

1st ACTO.R [Training film}: If you're a pro, you've got friends. I've got friends.
HARRIS [voice-over]: Consultants have thrived during the eight years of Pr id l
R "1' - est eneagan s mr nary ~dup. Wi~ the top Pentagon consultant now earning up to $2,()(X) a day,
dozens of c~su1ung C~panles have sprung up in buildings here along the 6S miles of
beltway that CITCleSWashmgton. That location and their high fees have earned them the nick-
name "Beltway bandits," and the most unscrupulous of the bandits are known as
"greasemen.' Pentagon critic Ernie Fitzgerald.
ERNIE FITZGEBALD, Pentagon Crnle: Well, a greasemanis a PO"''"' who keeps the
patronage distribution machinery running smoothly by calling on the right people. by giving
the fa~ors where they need to be given and, if we can believe the allegations that have sur-
faced Just recently, if actually giving bribes for services.
HARRIS [voice-over]: According to those allegations and official documents that have sur-
faced i~ the scandal, this man, William M. Galvin, is the consummate greaseman. Galvin's
ca~sulung services were ~ by at least 10 defense contractors linked to the bribery investi-
gauon '. Among the ".lost senous allegations made against Galvin: that he improperly helped
the Unisys Corporanon obtain the Navy's $9 billion contract to make the Aegis shipboard
combat system. And that he set up and used this small defense company to funnel improper
payments to a congressman who oversaw funding for defense contracts.
. This wo~an worked for a top Pentagon official who allegedly conspired with Galvin to

grve the AegIS contract to Unisys. She saw Galvin often.
PENTAGON EMPLOVEE: We called him "The Greaser," because- I mean, he was
pretty slick, and he was real friendly, and the back-slapping type. He knew who to be nice to.
He knew who was going to get him into the office.
HA~RIS [voice-over): Galvin has been unwilling to talk: about the accusations or his con-
~ultl~g business since the scandal broke in June. On this day he was even denying his
Identity.

{interviewing] Are you Mr. Galvin?
WILLIAM GALVIN: No. .
H~RRIS [vo~ce-over]: When Galvin came to Washington eight years ago, he left behind a
trail of lawsuits here in Miami for soured business deals and unpaid debts. At the county
co~use, ~e found :seven such cases. For the past year, the FBI has wiretapped most of
Galvin s busmess dealings, but his flamboyant lifestyle as a Washington defense consultant
has been no secret. He lives in a luxurious apartment here in the Watergate. He also owns a~?-~reestate on a hilltop in rural Virginia The estate, known as "Sans F~on," or
WIthout pretension," includes a guesthouse, tennis court and swimming pool. Galvin also

owns a l40~ac~ c,acehorse fam,t near Front Royal, Virginia. His wife, Evelyn, races some of
the horses at Pimlico, near Baltimore.
. In Washington, entenaining government officials and members of Congress is a way of
life for consultan~, but Galvin stood out more than most for his lavish entertaining in private
clubs and expensive restaurants on K Street, Washington's lobbying corridor. Galvin also
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took public officials to international air shows at his expense, arranged cruises for them on
the QEII, and trips to sporting events like the Super Bowl and Indianapolis 500. Former as-
sistant secretary of defense Lawrence Korb remembers Galvin by reputation.
LAWRENCE KORB, Fonner Assistant Secretary of Detense: He was known as
"Santa Claus" up in the Navy offices, that he would come, he would be bearing gifts.
HARRIS [voice-over}: And many times when Galvin came bearing gifts to the Navy offices,
his first stop was here, where Melvin Paisley, the Navy's top purchasing official, worked.
The Paisley-Galvin relationship is an example of a friendship between a consultant and a
Pentagon official which could have crossed ethical lines. Among other things, Paisley is al-
leged to have assisted Galvin in improperly steering the multi-billion-dollar Aegis contract to
Unisys. Paisley is considered one of the prime targets of the Justice Department conuption
investigation. Search warrants served on him in June by the FBI seek to find out if Galvin
paid Paisley for passing him inside information for defense clients. Paisley was apparently
sensitive about the Galvin relationship even before he was handed the search warrant He in-
structed this staff member and others never to log Galvin's Pentagon calls or visits in official
records.
PENTAGON EMPLOYEE: He's a consultant and his friend, and no one's supposed to
know he's here, no one's ever supposed to know that he's here.
HARRIS {voice-over}: Another connection with Galvin that Paisley, seen here with his wife,
Vicki Ann, would have preferred to keep quiet was the consulting fee his wife received from
a company that Galvin owned. According to financial disclosure forms, the fee may have
been as much as $50,000. Melvin Paisley was still in his job at the Pentagon at the time.

Like Galvin, Paisley brought a controversial past to his top job at the Navy. He began his
career as an engineer at Boeing in 1954, and rose to become a company vice president by
1981. despite accusations by some of his own colleagues that he bragged of billing fees for
prostitutes to company expense accounts, and of bribing American military officers overseas.
They say he also boasted of bugging this Florida building in 1970, then occupied by Pan-
Am, to overhear officials discussing a contract they and Boeing were competing for. James
Durst was among those Boeing co-workers astonished when Paisley was confirmed.
JAMES DURST, Boeing Employee: I thought he'd be a security-c- a major security risk,
because one of the problems with Mel is he always talks and brags about what he does, and
secondly, he had no qualifications for the job.
HARRIS [voice-over}: Inside the Pentagon, according to a former co-worker, top-secret and
classified documents were routinely copied in Paisley's office and handed out to defense
contractors and consultants.

[on camera] Every week or so, we were told, there would be so-called "vault meetings."
The doors would be locked, scramblers activated on the windows, and defense contractors
and consultants would look at, and then walk out with, stacks of classified information, coco-
ments that would have given them an almost unbeatable advantage in the cutthroat world of
military contracting.

[voice-over) The money that Paisley oversaw as assistant Navy. secretary and consultant
Galvin helped to spend first had to be appropriated by Congress. And on Capitol Hill, Galvin
and Paisley found an important friend, Representative Bill Chappell of Florida, chairman of
the powerful House Defense Appropriations Subcommittee. Chappell was the third part of
the triangle between defense consultant, Pentagon official and member of Congress that be-
comes ethically questionable when it gets too chummy.

A 10-term congressman and former Navy pilot, Chappell was known for his friendliness
with contractors and his advocacy for expensive weapons systems, especially for the Navy.
As the man who held multi-billion-dollar purse strings. Chappell could add individual pro-
grams to the Pentagon budget that the services didn't want, and kill programs they did.
Rep. JAMIE WHITTEN: This committee handles almost 50 percent of the discretionary
spending.
~ARRIS [voice-over): Chappell denies that he is a target of the federal corruption investiga-
uon, ~though he publicly pressured Paisley to award the entire controversial Aegis contract
to Umsys, and has been frequently entertained by consultant Galvin.

Rep.WILLIAM CHAPPELL /news clip/: Let me lay this to rest- first and foremost,
there IS no mcmber of Congress, to my knowledge, there's no indication that any member
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of Congress was a target in this investigation. I'd like to make that perfectly clear and
I'm a member of Congress. '

HA~~IS [voice-over]: Chappell has even tom up newspaper accounts of his difficulties on
television.

Rep. CHAPPELL {video clipj: This is just- pure trash.
HARRIS lvoice-overl: But ~me of his financial records have been subpoenaed by the fed-
eral grand Jut)' convened here m Alexandria, Virginia. CO investigate the scandal.

Also of interest to federal investigators is this defense company Galvin opened with • _U. .. al~
mer rusys executive 10 Palatka, Florida, pan of Chappell's district It provided jobs and
made the congressman a local bero with his constituents. In March of 1986, Anntee opened
Us d~~ With a contract ~ Unisys to make electrical components for the Navy. Armtec,
G~vm s.company,located 10 ChappeU's district, one of the places raided by the FBI in June
as mvesugators looked for evidence that the plant may have been a conduit for improper pa _
ments to Congressman Chappell. y

Galvin also courted Chappell's favor by helping raise $100,000 for a local community
coUege. Chappell, seen m this home video, was the star at a golf tournament last May ar-
ranged ~y Galvin and dozens of other defense consultants, contractors and politicians. They
each paid thousands of dollars to play on the course and off.

One of the consultants. who attended the golf tournament, Leonard Kilgore, had already
p~yed a major role ill bailing Chappell out of serious financial trouble. Chappell owned this
failed ~th club in Ocala, Florida. In 1983 the hank foreclosed on Chappell, and the con-
gressman s friend. Kilgore, and another consultant, took over the loan. At the time, both con-
sul~ts rep-~sented major defense companies which had several muiti-million-doUar
projects pending before Chappell's subeommiuee.

This congressman, this consultant and this fonner Navy official aren't the only individu-
als involved in this Pentagon scandal.

[on camera) And, as we've seen earlier in this broadcast.. this is certainly not Ihe only
scandal about how the anned services spend their money. So, who are the losers here? In
some sense, we all are. The milirary loses because legitimate needs are going unmet, while
~~ned boon~oggles soak up vast amounts of money. Some experts estimate as much as $45
bilhon a year IS eaten up by waste, fraud and abuse. Forty-five billion dollars.

JAR~IEL [voice-over}; What would that $45 billion buy for all of us? WeIJ, it could buy 11
n.ew aircraft earners, or 16,000 M-l battle tanks. Or pay for the entire Midgetman ballistic mis-
sile sy.stem. Forty-five billion dollars could provide a $435 refund for every taxpayer in Ameri-
ca, or increase the federal share of child care by 9000 percent

Forty-five ~illio~ dol~ wasted. With figures like that, people are starting to pay attention.
The Pentagon Itself IS telling the Bush transition team that cleaning up the procurement process
must be the number one priority for the new secretary of defense.

Inc~dentally, only yesterday Congressman Chappell was declared the loser in his bid for
reelecuon.
[Commercial break]
JARRIEL: A final note. The Pentagon provided no cooperation 10 the producers of this broad-
cast. All of our requests for interviews were declined. It barred our reporters and crews from
bases. ~t even published a special advisory warning military men and women not to give us in.
formation. The. only written information we did finally get from the Pentagon was actually
forced from their files through the Freedom of Infonnation Act.

What kind of statement does that make about accountability?
As a ~w administration is preparing to move into the White House, and a new secretary of

defense Will soon be named, we feel these burning questions should be high on their agenda:
Shouldn't military contractors who defraud the government be barred from doing defense

work? We've seen them cheat over and over again, and fines don't make them change.
Sh?uldn't military officers who fake test results be punished more severely? How about

demotions? How about expulsions?
S~ouldn't there be strict enforcement of regulations limiting senior Pentagon officials from

~alking through that revolvin~ door and immediately becoming independent consultants or em-
p oyees of con.tractors? When It comes to the defense procurement system, such familiarity often
breeds corrupuon.
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And finally, what about the lawmakers who oversee the whole process? Isn't it time they
give up some of their pet military projects in the broader national interest?

After years of almost unlimited, unchecked spending, the money is getting tight. Reforms
will be essential to protect our national security. As we've seen tonight, there are already flaws
in the shield, flaws that must be corrected. I'm Tom Jarriel. Good night.

(c) 1988 American Broadcasting Companies
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ABC NEWS 20/20 Transcript #1230 What would you do now?
H. ROSS PEROT: I would urge each of the volunteers to stay very ae-
tive in politics. Iwould urge each of the volunteer's state organizations to
stay together as a unit because there, they have 8 voice. As individuals,
they don't have a voice. But we have this huge network of people across
the country that has a bull horn-like voice and if they will stay together
and express their concerns as 8 group, then both parties will listen very,
very carefully to what their concerns are and these are the concerns of
the American people. .
WALTERS: You think your volunteers should stay together, that IS,
keep your name on the ballot?
Mr. PEROT: Oh, no. Well, my name is on the ballot.
WALTERS: Yeah, but- well, when you and I talked yesterday, you told
me, with some pride. that many of your volunteers had call:;d y~u to say,
'We're going to continue to push your name on the ballot - I,n places
like New York for example, where it isn't - and that you didn't tell
them to take your name off. Now, you could also have said, III release
you. Go off and endorse someone." Instead, your saying, "Stay together. ..as one VOIce.
Mr. PEROT: Stay together as one voice. I will talk to all the volunteer
leaders, as a group, soon and we will visit and decide whether or ~ot the
responsible thing is- see, they put my name on. It's not appropriate for
me, unilaterally, to take my name ofT.
WALTERS: You could.
Mr. PEROT: I can, legally, but that's not right.
WALTERS: What's the best advice you can give your volunteers, then?
Mr. PEROT: It is.t'Stay very active in politics." And the one lesson I
hope that they- we have all learned from this experience i~ wh~n you
organize a big group, you have a voice. If you're working as individuals,
nobody pays any attention to you in today's political process.
WALTERS: You plan to have a meeting with all of the heads of your
voluntary groups from all over the country?
Mr. PEROT: Yes. They have asked for that and I said "Certainly,. I'd be
delighted to meet with you," and this is the purpose of the meeting, to
talk about these things. Now, they're very creative, very creative-
WALTERS: Where are they going t<>-. ,
Mr. PEROT: -we haven't decided- very creative-c- someplace that s
easy for them. They have had all kinds of interesting ideas. Last night,
they had a candle vigil in Washington State. Anothe~ group has a plan
for a mass march on Washington on Labor Day to invite both ca!i~lda~s
to address them in public about their concerns about the conditions 1.n
the country and the future of the country and what kind of country their
children will live in.
WALTERS: All kinds of opinions have been expressed. Is there any pos-
sibility that you would change your mind and re-enter? .
Mr. PEROT: I don't see a possibility, unless I thought It were good for
~e~ntry. ?
WALTERS: What conditions would make you re-enter, then. .
Mr. PEROT: Well, I can't- I don't see any at this point, because If you
have to- if you can't win in November- an independent's only cha.nce to
win is to win in November. Never forget that. When we started this, the
Democratic Party was in complete disarray. ,!here was a ,:,",orld-classop-
portunity to win in November. That oppo.rtumty has. now disappeared,
WALTERS: Let me give you a scenario. Something happens- so":,e-
thing comes out that discredits Bill Clinton. Something happens WIth
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BARBARA WALTERS. ABC News: Good evening. I'm Barbara Walters.
Hugh Downs is on vacation and this is 20/20.
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, around the world and into your home,
the stories that touch your life. With Hugh Downs and Barbara Walters,
this is 20/20.
Tonight-
H. ROSS PEROT: Never give in, never give in, never, never, never!
Thank you very much.

ANNOUNCER: That's what he preaches, but yesterday, Ross Perot's
shocking announcement.
Mr. PEROT: So, therefore, I will not become a candidate.

ANNOUNCER: America's most talked-about risk-taker, backing out when
the odds are against him.
WALTERS: Many of your supporters sacrificed for you. Some of them
gave up jobs. Some of them sold property to help you. They changed their
lives for you. They were in tears.

ANNOUNCER: Tonight, Barbara Walters with Ross Perot. Why did he
quit? What happens now that "Perot Says No"?
lt could happen to you.
B~RRY TEMCHULLA, Accident Victim: Half my head was right
here and the left side of my face was on the road.
JULIA DORSETT. Accident Victim: lt was a mess. I mean, it just was
like tinfoil and I know now that I was, you know, paralyzed then, in-
stantly.

ANNOUNCER: They were caught in the crush when their car roofs col-
lapsed. Would your car hold up in a rollover?
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News: Could the average American car pass this
test?
BYRON BLOCH. Consultant: No way.

ANNOUNCER: John Martin, with a 20/20 investigation. What's wrong
with the design? Can it be fixed? Are car makers steering clear "When the
Roof Caves In"?
Those stories tonight, July 17th, 1992, after this brief message.

[Commercial break}

Perot Says No

WALTERS: The announcement took just about everyone by surprise-
Ross Perot dropping out of the presidential race, leaving his diehard sup-
porters heartbroken and quite a few of them angry.
In one of the first television interviews that he did here on 20/20 several

weeks ago, Mr. and Mrs. Perot both sounded like they were up for the chal-
lenge and in for the long haul. Well, what happened in the space of a few
weeks?
So many people want to know. In fact, we have been swamped with faxes

like these from people all over the country and we'll read some of them to
you later. Many of them begged Mr. Perot to stay in the race. Others asked
bitterly why he let them down.
Well, this afternoon, Ross Perot flew to New York just to do an interview

with u~. The. biggest question seems to be what do his supporters do now?
[interuieuiing] How would you feel if you were one of your volunteers?
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President Bush. You might then possibly come into the race again?
Mr. PEROT: Well, this is all up to the volunteers. In other words, we
could be-
WALTERS: But you do rule it out?
Mr. PEROT: No, stay with me.
WALTERS: Okay.
Mr. PEROT: We could rule it out in just a few days and it- meet with
the volunteers. If the volunteers feel the appropriate thing to do is take
the name ofTthe ballot, then the name is ofTthe ballot and you cannot get
it back on. And I will leave that in their hands. No, 1- they put me
there. I didn't- see, they did an incredible job that everybody said they
couldn't do and they put me there-
WALTERS: Okay.
Mr. PEROT: -and if they want to take my name ofT-
WALTERS: Okay.
Mr. PEROT: -that's fine with me. If they feel that's- they- I promise
you this. They'll do what they think is good for the country and if they
believe it's good for the country, we'll pull the name.
WALTERS: Okay. All these volunteers, the heads of the voluntary
groups come to you and they say, "Mr. Perot, come in again." Yes? No?
Mr. PEROT: Well, we're going to have a long discussion, see, because I
haven't had a chance to explain to them why I honestly believe it's not in
the country's best interest.
WALTERS: You're leaving the door open a little bit, though.
Mr. PEROT: I don't mean to.
WALTERS: Okay.
Mr. PEROT: I don't mean to. I am convinced that, when they think it
through, they will agree that this, at this point, can only be disruptive.
WALTERS: You took on politicians, you took on the establishment. You
went to Iran. You invaded a prison, you got two prisoners out then, look
at this- IWhat a Wimp"{"New YorkPost"l- you never thought of your-
self that way.
Mr. PEROT: I don't care what people call me.
WALTERS: Well, I can't imagine- I don't know you very well, but I
know you a little bit and I have heard supporters saying all difTerent
things in the last hours, some of your supporters using words like l~con
artist." One said, "a gutless bum who cuts and runs," and even this, I
mean, you got to be- you know, you have some feelings.
Mr. PEROT: Well-
WALTERS: When you hear that, what do you think? .
Mr. PEROT: Oh, I don't mind being cut to pieces for a good cause. ThIS
was a good cause. It's our country. I want to do the right thing for my
country. I'm not going to worry about name-calling and slanderous things
like that- or whatever the right word is. Slander may be the wrong
word. But I don't- those things don't bother me. Maybe they should, but
they don't.
WALTERS: Well then, let me ask you-
Mr. PEROT: If I did- what would bother me is if I didn't think I had
done the right thing.
WALTERS: Well, many of your supporters sacrificed for you. Some of
them gave up jobs. Some of them sold property to help you. They changed
their lives for you. They were in tears. Don't you feel responsibility for
them?
Mr. PEROT: Of course, I do.

WALTERS: You're a man who's always tried to care about people.
Mr. PEROT: No. Of course, I do, but the overriding thing is what is good
for our country, that something-
WALTERS: What about what's good for these people who put them-
selves on the line for you?
Mr. PEROT: Well, they- that- certainly, that is of deep concern to me
and a concern that I certainly would want to address, as necessary, on an
individual basis. But the main thing here is the overall cause, not- and
it's- you know, it's been no picnic for anybody involved, I don't think.
WALTERS: Mr. Perot, they're bleeding today, many of them. I know you
plan to meet with them, but wouldn't you like to say something to them
now? I mean, these were people who were very cynical about politics. You
brought them back in. Now, they're more cynical than ever.
Mr. PEROT: Well-
WALTERS: Wouldn't you like to say something to them now?
Mr. PEROT: -these are patriotic, creative, wonderful people who did
an incredible thing and it will be one of the happiest experiences of my
life to have worked with them. And the fact that there may be frustration
and disappointment on the part of some-:- and what you've j~st ex-
pressed in no way is an accurate cross-section of the reactJO~ w~re get-
ting from the volunteers. You have only expressed the negative, Just the
negative starting with the newspaper article, but the pomt IS-
WALTERS: Well, you had expressed the positive as well. We talked
about all of the people who came up to you- . ,. .
Mr. PEROT: -but the point is- but the point 1m trymg to make IS the
overwhelming number of people who have teloogrammed and wrjt~n in
and what-have-you are very supportive. very positive ~nd, certainly,
they're all disappointed, but you're not getting- the typical reaction is
not the one you described.
WALTERS: Really?
Mr. PEROT: No, no. That was-
WALTERS: Well, I sawall difTerent broadcasts and all difTerent reports.
Mr. PEROT: Well, but, again, that's the way it works. You look for the
negative.

WALTERS: Well, when we come back, we'll continue our interview v;,ith
Ross Perot. Will he throw his support now to one of the other candld~tes. Is
there anything he said during the campaign that he wished he hadn t? Stay
with us.
{Commercial break]
WALTERS: Just before our interview began, I had a chance to talk to Ross
Perot a bit and I asked if he had seen or heard Bill Clinton's acceptance
speech last night. Well, surprisingly, he said he hadn't. and he didn't seem
terribly interested, either. Of course, both Govern?r Chn~on and Pre~lden;
Bush would like Ross Perot to take a stand on their candidacy, but will he.
Will Ross Perot back either candidate? Well, that's just wh~t we asked hIm:

{interviewing] Do you plan, at any time in your thinking, to endorse ei-
ther candidate? .
Mr. PEROT: I will go vote quietly in November. I don't pubhcly support
a candidate. .
WALTERS: When did you feel that the Democratic P,arty was
revitalized- this week during the convention? I mea,n, wh!it 1m gettmg
at is why yesterday? You know, when did you have this feehng--:
Mr. PEROT: Well, just over time, over time, Just watching it build.
WALTERS: Watching the polls at all? .
Mr. PEROT: No, I don't pay much attention to polls. I Just watched the
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fact that they put it back together and seemed to be making it work, so
there will be a strong two-party race. The independent, even though the
independent happened to win- if it goes to the House, the independent
has no chance. I don't think there's a chance for the independent to wm
in November. That's the whole basis for the decision.
WALTERS: Why yesterday? I mean, why not today, when the conven-
tion was over?
Mr. PEROT: Well, it just- once I made the decision, I didn't see any
point in delaying. .
WALTERS: Did you discuss this decision with your wife and your chil-
dren?
Mr. PEROT: Yes.
WALTERS: What did they say?
Mr. PEROT: They're very strong, supportive people and- so my whole
family is a wonderful, strong family and they support the decision.
WALTERS: They didn't want you to stay in? "Hey, Dad, hey, Pop, stay
. '..,In •

Mr. PEROT: No. They- they realized that this is a decision that I felt
was proper for the country and they feel that way, too. It's whatever's
good for the country is what we ought to do.
WALTERS: This morning. at a press conference, Vice President Quayle
said, "It is a tremendous contribution that Ross Perot made." Now, this is
the same man who, a few weeks ago, was calling you a "temperamental
tycoon" and said that you were trying to destroy the Constitution. How
do you feel now, when people like this, when the Vice President is saying
such nice things about you?
Mr. PEROT: Well, that doesn't impact me, either. It's all politics. It has
nothing to do with reality.
WALTERS: So, tell me how you feel about politics.
Mr. PEROT: Well, it's interesting, but it's irrelevant. The political pro-
cess to select a president has nothing to do with picking a good president.
It has everything to do with keeping people who might be qualified from
ever wanting to get within a thousand miles of it because of the nature of
the process.

And I don't know if anybody will ever examine it or change it, but it i.s
all driven by things that have nothing to do with getting a good presr-
dent, in my judgment, because it- as I've said before, it's probably tb.e
dirtiest, most thankless, brutal job in the world and when you look at It
up close, it doesn't get any prettier.
WALTERS: Did you really know what you were getting into? I called
you "innocent," talking about you and somebody said, "No, no, no, that's
not the word at all. Maybe it's 'naive.'"What would you say it was?
Mr. PEROT: Oh, idealistic. Call it whatever you will, but I do love this
country. There's a long record of that and I felt that it- I would- see,
since I don't care about my image and all I care about is results, since we
have to get results now because of the fragile condition of our economy, I
thought, "Well, who knows? Maybe I ought to just go do it."

But you can't focus on results the way the system's put together. You
spend all day, every day, being distracted by clutter. Ad I now have a
much keener sense of how we got into this mess we're in and that is be-
cause good people can't focus and solve problems because they're being
pulled a thousand different directions all day long.
WALTERS: You've said that you spent something like $10 million, but
that spending the money wasn't the point, but some of your aides have
said that you were unwilling to spend the money necessary to have a

•

serious presidential effort. Can you say, without reservation, that money
was no factor?
Mr, PEROT, Yes, Who said that?
WALTERS: There are aides who have talked- you know, they're all of
these people who are now-
Mr. PEROT: Any of them have a name?
WALTERS: - who are now-
Mr. PEROT: I love this. See, none of them have a name, right?
WALTERS: Well, maybe they will.
Mr. PEROT: Huh?
WALTERS: Maybe they will.
Mr. PEROT: Fine, fine. But, no, money was not a factor. I made that
clear all along.
WALTERS: In the last week, your whole organization, though, seemed
to be unraveling. Ed Rollins quit, took 10 people with him. There were
reports that Hamilton Jordan might want to leave. It is impossible to be-
lieve that none of this had anything to do with your decision.
Mr. PEROT: Well, believe me, their leaving didn't. I didn't choose them .
Other people felt they should be part of the organization. I said, "Fine."
They're fine people and- but the point is, as I said at the press confer-
ence yesterday, this is- the departure of the Ed Rollins team would be
like having a mosquito show up at a picnic for 10,000 people. It was
minor. It was not a big thing to me. It had nothing to do, see?

As a matter of fact, we had planned to announce the whole thing at
once, but that- the leaving leaked, so we had to have a press conference
the day before and do this later. So, you see how it goes. It's just part of
the political game. Thank goodness it's not that way in a normal, rational
life.
WALTERS: Well, what I'm trying to do is to go through all the things
that people are saying. Some of them have names. Some of them don't.
Some of your supporters said that everything seemed to fall apart when
you stopped doing things your way, that is, from your gut and you hired
the pros. And then, some of the pros said your problem was that you
wouldn't do what they advised you to do to win. .
Mr. PEROT: Neither- none of this is relevant. I'd be glad to SIt here
and let you read it, but none of it's relevant.
WALTERS: What have you learned from this experience?
Mr. PEROT: How good the American people are, that, down where the
rubber meets the road this country has millions and millions and mil-
lions of good people. I know they feel they don't have a voice. I know they
feel that the people they elect to serve them are not their servant~, but go
to Washington on their own agendas because th.e-r- and they re good
people, too, the people who go to Washington, but Its s~ expenerve to .run
and the only place you can get enough money ~o run IS from orgamze~
special-interest groups, that they have the VOiceand the people don t
have a voice. That's what this is all about. .

Now, the good news is, all these people are organized now and whl.le
they may not have all the money in the world, they have all the votes In

the world and the votes are more important than the ~oney a~d they
have a beautiful voice now, if they will use it, in terms of.mOuencmg the
political agenda in this country, and I'm convinced they WIlL
WALTERS: Many of your supporters felt that some of the press has been
very brutal to you and seasoned politicians, ~rhaps, expect that. You
know, if you don't like the heat, get out of the ~ltc~e.".~ut were you sur-
prised at the invasion of your privacy, at the mqumes mto every aspect
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of your life and your business? ,. ,.
Mr. PEROT: I wouldn't even dignify it by talking about It. It s m-
significant. .,
WALTERS: Can you imagine, with your experience, another candidate
putting bimself on the line and going through the kinds of things that
you had to go through? .
Mr. PEROT: Oh, I'm- wen, people do, an the time, so others WIll.
WALTERS: You think they're crazy if they do?
Mr. PEROT: No, 1- again, here's one of the problems.
WALTERS: Yeah?
Mr. PEROT: The process, the way it's designed, tends to attract people
who are so driven to have the title and the power that they will endure
that. I would suggest if we could redesign it, so that we attract people
who are driven to serve we would have a better government.
WALTERS: If you could re-word anything that you said in the past
month, is there anything you would re-word?
Mr. PEROT: Wen, certainly, I love people and I would never say any-
thing to hurt or offend anybody. And anything that I used to be able to
say that never hurt or offended anybody, once I got into this arena, got
great attention. ,
So, anything, any choice of words that I have used that hurt anybody s

feelings, certainly, I don't want to ever hurt other people and I have
spent most of my life helping other people, so the evidence IS pretty
strong there that I really care about other people and I wouldn't hurt
them for anything.
WALTERS: People who know you feel that you are a man who is- the
last thing they would can you would be a bigot. You have prided yourself
in the way you feel about people.
Mr. PEROT: Right.
WALTERS: Were you very hurt when your remarks were misunder-
stood?
Mr. PEROT: Oh, that's part of the- that just goes with this whole pro-
cess.
WALTERS: I can't believe that you can just say, "Oh wen, so be it, it's
goes with the territory," that nothing gets to you. Imean, you're a human
being.
Mr. PEROT: Oh, certainly. We're an human beings, but, you know, you
don't go around, whining and sucking your thumb, so, no point in
talking- no point is doing that.
WALTERS: Are you ever going to whine or suck your thumb or speak
out about it or tell people what the tough things are in a campaign that
really disturbed you?
Mr. PEROT: No. No. I don't see that it accomplishes anything.
WALTERS: What do you think is the legacy of Ross Perot?
Mr. PEROT: Oh, I don't have any idea. I have a great family. That's the
thing I'm most proud of in my life. I created a lot of jobs and taxpayers in
my life. I'm very proud of that. I'm very proud of the companies we built
and the people in those companies. So, I've had far more good fortune ~n
my life than anybody deserves, from my parents to my wife to my chil-
dren. If I never had anything but that, that's more than anybody
deserves, in terms of good fortune.
WALTERS: How have you, in any way, changed the political scene,
changed politics as usual? .
Mr. PEROT: Wen, we've put the people back into politics. We have, m
just a few months, according to the experts, brought out a grassroots ef-
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fort that no one has seen.
For example, when 15,000 and 20,000 people would show up at these

political rallies, that doesn't happen anymore. And these are the people
would come when they turned in the petitions- huge, huge numbers of
people back involved in the political process, not sitting at home, ~atch.
ing television, being programmed like robots about how to vote In No-
vember.
WALTERS: One of the things that you're saying is what George Bush
has been saying and that is, when people vote and they vote for presi-
dent, they should vote for their congressman and their senator all m the
same party, right? .. .
Mr. PEROT: I would say if you can find a presidential candidate that
you really believe will address and solve our economic problems, you
should arm that candidate with a united Congress. It'd be hke the Parha-
ment in Great Britain, where you have the same party in power. Then,
there's no place to run and no place to hide.
WALTERS: I want to throw one of your favorite quotations back at you,
from Winston Churchill.
Mr. PEROT: Right.
WALTERS: "Never give up, never give up, never, never, never."
Mr. PEROT: And then, there's an end to it.
WALTERS: You gave up.
Mr. PEROT: There's an end to that quotation.
WALTERS: Okay.
Mr. PEROT: "Except in matters of principle."
WALTERS: And this was a matter of principle?
Mr. PEROT: Absolute matter of principle. I didn't give up. I tried to do
the right thing. The easy thing- the easy thing, in terms of pride, ego,
all these things that drive the political process, would be to continue on. I
could have outspent both of them without blinking, you follow me? You
know, we're talking about a world-class- In terms of financing and ads
and all that stuff. We could have done all that. We had enormous
grassroots support. The question is, what's good for the country? That's
the principle. ,
WALTERS: One of your other favorite quotations was that you couldn t
be the pearl and you couldn't be the ?yster and you decide~ what you
would be was the grain of sand that irritated the oyster, TIght.
Mr. PEROT: Right.
WALTERS: Is that what you are, the grain of sand that irritates-
Mr. PEROT: Well, I guess, maybe that's back where I am, but I'd said
this. We got the oyster's attention, and if you look at what ~heDemocrats
are saying now and you look at their platform, they're usmg .our words,
even and our phraseology and our terms. And the Republicans have
swerved sharply in that direction, too. .

So if some of those things are irritating the oyster, then whatever It
takesto keep the American dream alive and leave a better world for our
children, I'm happy to be used in any way that I can be.
WALTERS: Where do you go from here?
Mr. PEROT: Back to Texas and go back to work.
WALTERS: And a little peace and quiet? ,.
Mr. PEROT: No, but just back to the real world. I don't- I m not inter-
ested in peace and quiet. I'd just like to get back to rational reality where
you look at a problem, analY,ze a problem: solve a problem, ~,oveon to
the next one. And if I could WIsh for one thing for my country, It s that we
could create an environment in Washington where our leaders could do
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the same thing, 'cause we desperately need it.
WALTERS: Thank you, sir.
Mr. PEROT: Thank you.

WALTERS: A few additional notes- it was remarked that Mrs. Perot was
not with her husband at his press conference. That's because she was with
one of their daughters, who had just given birth to a baby boy. By the way,
the new baby's middle name is Perot.

Back to politics. A friend of ours with the Educational News Service said
that he got a chance to talk to Governor Clinton today and he asked Gover-
nor Clinton if he would consider putting Ross Perot in his Cabinet, maybe
as Secretary of Commerce. Well, Governor Clinton paused and then said -
I quote - "Well," he said, "we're looking into it. He's a fine, talented man."
Now. that would be a smart move for Governor Clinton. That may be one
way to entice Perot supporters. So, who knows? Ross Perot may yet wind up
in government, if he wants to, in a Clinton or perhaps even a Bush Cabinet.

And now, a few final thoughts- what is the political legacy of Ross
Perot? Well, first of all, I think this is a man who is, in his own mind, totally
sincere and who did change the political process. He did show that there's a
new way to organize people and that Americans would care if you give them
something to care about.

His idea was to take his campaign directly to the people. He used radio
and television as never before and gave people the chance to ask questions
and to ofTer their opinions. He talked of setting up town meetings on issues
and inany of the issues that Bill Clinton and George Bush are responding to
today are a result of Ross Perot's new approach. He is a complicated man
who may go down in history as only a footnote, but, if nothing else, Ross
Perot is an original.

Well, next, a change of scene. What you don't know about your car could
really hurt you. John Martin gives you a hidden danger called "roof crush."

[voice-over} If your car rolls over, could this happen to you? We'll tell you
about it when we come back.
[Commercial break}

When the Roof Caves In

ties from this source alone today than any other single occupant hazard.
Ms. DORSETT: And I can't believe that we actually came out without
being brain-deed and- it was a mess. I mean, it just was like tinfoil.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News: [voice-over} "A roof just like tinfoil"-
harnesses and air bags have cut casualties on America's streets and
highways, but a deadly hazard remains in American and Japanese
cars- roof crush, the collapse of weak roofs when vehicles roll over.
Mr. DITLOW: Rollover accidents occur in epidemic proportions in the
United States, with over 10,000 fatalities and many hundreds of thou-
sands of injuries every year.
MARTIN: [uoice-ouer] Not all rollover accidents end in crushed roofs, but
many do, says Clarence Ditlow. He heads the Center for Auto Safety, a
private watchdog group in Washington.
Mr. DITLOW: What happens is that the roof crushes, the occupant's
head hits the roof or the pillars leading up to it. Sometimes, they're
ejected and they die.
MARTIN: [voice-over} Those who survive, like Julia Dorsett, face in-
juries that last a lifetime. Her Isuzu Trooper tumbled over the edge of 8
Pennsylvania highway early one morning. When the seat belts gave way
and the roof collapsed, she hit her head and was paralyzed from the
waist down.
Ms. DORSETT: I'd just come out of intensive care and I was talking to
my mom and I was just kind of like, you know, "This is it," you know.
"I'm not got to be able to walk again," and then, we just kind of cried.
MARTIN: [voice-over} They cried tears for a lost, active, athletic way of
life. A jury recently awarded Julia more than $8 million damages, but
she has not seen any of it yet. Isuzu has appealed the verdict.

The Institute for Injury Reduction studied Julia's accident for her law-
yers. Director Ben Kelley is a former government auto safety advocate.
BEN KELLEY, Auto Safety Advocate: Our conclusion, in the Dorsett
case, was that if the roof had not crushed at all, she probably would not
have been seriously injured.
MARTIN: How many Julia Dorsetts are there in this country?
Mr. KELLEY: Oh, there are thousands, I should say tens of thousands
quadriplegic, paraplegic, brain-injured.
MARTIN: Peggy Schweikhardt's nightmare began right here on an
August evening in 1990. She was driving south on California 101 toward
Santa Barbara when a red pickup truck pulled directly in front of her.
She swerved to avoid the truck, began skidding sideways onto the
median strip and flipped over. The car bounced once on its roof and
landed on its wheels.

{voice-over} Peggy's husband, Jim, walked away from the accident.
Her doctor says Peggy probably will never walk again. Jim is a com-
munications expert for the Coast Guard, stationed on Governor's Island
in New York harbor. They have a year-old son, Andrew, born just seven
months after the accident. To Jim and Peggy, their dream has become a
nightmare.
JIM SCHWEIKHARDT, Victim's Husband: My days are real long.
I'm husband. I play Dad. I'm the maid, cook. I clean the house. Every-
body goes to sleep here about 10 o'clock and I'm usually up till about mid-
night, getting the house cleaned up, doing dishes, getting the laundry
done and getting ready for the next day.
Mrs. SCHWEIKHARDT: I feel like it's all my fault, that if this didn't
happen, we wouldn't be financially in turmoil. I keep saying how sorry I
am to him, you know, but he's saying, "It's not your fault." You know, I

WALTERS: A word of warning now about the family car. You probably
shopped around before you bought it. You tried to find the best price. You
looked very closely at the safety features- the anti-lock brakes, air bags,
child-proof locks. But I'll bet you overlooked one very important item. While
you were sitting inside, did you glance up at the roof? It may look strong,
but did you know that hundreds of people die every year and many thou-
sands are permanently injured because some auto makers aren't making
roofs tough enough to protect you in an accident?

[voice-over} Why aren't they? Well, that's just what we wanted to know
and we sent John Martin to investigate.

JULIA DORSETT, Accident Victim: It just kind of seemed like a
black fuzz, that I was just moving and now knowing where I was going
and I know now that I was, you know, paralyzed then, instantly and
then, we just blacked out. .
BARRY TEMCHULLA, Accident Victim: As far as the roof goes, It
was not protection at all. The roof just completely collapsed on me.
PEGGY SCHWEIKHARDT, Accident Victim: And it just rolled over
once and back on all four ties. At that point in time, I knew I had broken
my neck. .
CLARENCE DITLOW, Director, Center for Auto Safety: Roof In-

juries are the last frontier of occupant protection. We have more fatali-
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can't help it.
MARTIN: {voice-over] Peggy and Jim's lawyers say the damage is so
clearly the fault of Ford Motor Company that they are willing to discuss
a settlement without filing a lawsuit. We asked one of their lawyers,
Christine Spagnoli, to show us what she believes happened to Peggy and
Jim's Ford Escort.

{interviewing] How tall are you?
CHRISTINE SPAGNOLI, Attorney: I'm about five-five.
MARTIN: You're five foot five. Peggy's five foot five. Can you show me
how much space she had in there?
Ms. SPAGNOLI: I can try and sit in here and I'm now sitting upright, or
trying to, and I'm not able to. It's severely impacting the survival in the
driver's area.
MARTIN: Can your experts show us what you think happened in this
accident?
Ms. SPAGNOLI: Well, we can show you what we think are the problems
with this vehicle.
MARTIN: How far down did this roof collapse?
TOM O'KEE, Investigator, Greene, Broillet, Taylor & Wheeler: At
this point, from where she would be seated, to the lowest point on the
roof on the inside, above her head, is 28 inches.
MARTIN: And on the other side?
Mr. O'KEE: On the other side, from a similar point to where there roafis
just now measures just a little bit over 36 inches.
MARTIN: So, this part collapsed by about 10 inches?
Ms. O'KEE' Yes, that's right.
MARTIN: {voice-over] How could the roof of a car that turned over just
once collapse 10 inches? The answer lies in a government test. It is
known as the "stress push" test. It was devised in the late 1960's. A ma-
chine pushes down on a plate that is placed on the roof of the car. It
presses down with a force 1.5 times the weight of the car. The roof is al.
lowed to crush no more than five inches to pass the test. But what accr-
dent ever happens like this?

Experts say, and car companies know the test is unrealistic. In a real
accident, where cars roll over, the forces are at least twice the weight of
the car, so this "stress push" is a test for an accident that never happens.

But Peggy Schweikhardt's accident did happen and her lawyers say
the auto maker knew long ago that its customers face danger when roofs
aren't strong enough.

[interviewing] How do you know that?
Ms. SPAGNOLI: Well, we know that, back in the '60s and '70s, when
~he federal government was first going to impose some standards for roof
mtegnty. that Ford did studies and tests themselves to determine how
strong the :oofs needed to be to hold up in roll overs. They have to be at
least two times the body weight of the vehicle _ be able to withstand
that much weight - and they don't.
MARTIN: Is that possible, that Ford knew 25 years ago that the roofs in
Its car.swould not protect people inside in rollover accidents?
. {~Olce-over] A 1968 study by Ford, obtained by 20/20, showed that a

~lgI1lfi.cant number of accidents ended in roof damage. "People are in-
Jured m the accidents," the study said, and it predicted that the situation
would get worse. As more people used seat belts the danger from rol-
lov~rs wou~d. grow, Ford concluded, "because oc~upants restrained in
uprlg~tpositions are more susceptible to injury from a collapsing roof."

Butldmg a stronger roof then _ Ford experts estimated, by 1971 _

would cost $9 to $15 a car. It knew the danger then. By 1989, when it
built Peggy Schweikhardt's car, it still hadn't fixed the problem.

[on camera] You know the old saying, "They don't make them the way
they used to"? Well, unfortunately, they still do and the old cars. were no
better. This 1977 Oldsmobile crushed its roof after turning over Just once
in a 1985 accident. Last year, a jury decided that General Motors was at
fault. So, is this an old story? Well, no. There are still an estimated
413,000 1977 Oldsmobiles still on the road.

[voice-over] Barry Temchulla is a welder who fell asleep driving early
one morning on a country road in Pennsylvania. It was .his. 1~77
Oldsmobile Cutlass that turned over just once and trapped him inside
under a collapsed roof.
Mr. TEMCHULLA: This top piece was pressing down on my skull and
this here was on my shoulder. My head was outside the car and my body
was inside the car. My right shoulder was right here, my left shoulder
right here. Half of my head was right here and my left side of my face
was on the road.

I lost half my ear and you csn see the concave skull. And they did ex-
tensive plastic surgery to get it back to where it was.
MARTIN: And the top of your head, again?
Mr. TEMCHULLA: They took off here- they didn't like take it off. They
just cut it and pushed it down.
MARTIN: [voice-over] Nicholas Lorenzo is Barry's lawyer.
NICHOLAS LORENZO, Attorney: His speed is estimated to be some-
where between 13 and 17 miles an hour.
MARTIN: This car was going 13 to 17 miles an hour and turned over
and the roof collapsed at that speed?
Mr. LORENZO: That's correct. The maximum drop that the car experi-
enced was 18 inches. That's all. We did a test where we purchased anoth-
er identical car and dropped it 18 inches onto its roof and, to no surprise
whatsoever, that roof of that car crushed right down to the belt-line,
right down to the seat-line of the car. .. . .
MARTIN: [voice-over} General Motors claims Its studies show Its cars
are safe and that even doubling the roof strength would not increase
safety.

Former General Motors engineer Donald Friedman runs a company
that analyzes accidents and designs. He says GM has misinterpreted its
own test data and misled the buying public and the government Into
believing occupants are safe. Case in point: the pillars that support the
roof.
DONALD FRIEDMAN, Engineer, Liability Research, Inc.: They
tend to collapse like a straw. If you have a straw and you put it between
your fingers and you start applying pressure, it's very ~trong.at fi~st,b~t
once it gets a little buckle in it, it collapses. It destroys Itself, Just hke pil-
lars. . ?
MARTIN: So, how do you strengthen it? How do you make It stronger.
Mr. FRIEDMAN: You make it bigger in diameter and you make the
metal that is forming the pillar stronger. thicker.
MARTIN: Would that require a major design change?
Mr. FRIEDMAN: Not at all.
MARTIN: Is it expensive?
Mr. FRIEDMAN: Not at all. .
MARTIN: What would it take? How much would it cost?:
Mr. FRIEDMAN: Oh, it would take about 10 pounds of material and
probably, at the current cost of cars, in the retail, it might cost $50.
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MARTIN: [uoice-over] But it's not just the car companies at fault here.
The National Highway Trame Safety Administration is supposed to pr?·
teet the public. It was largely through its efforts that seat belts and air
bags were finally required. But on this issue, roof strength, the agency
has failed to act.
The agency did devise a realistic test in 1971. It was known as a

"dynamic rollover" test. The auto makers were alarmed and went to the
White House to protest several pending safety regulations. Lee Iacocca,
Henry Ford II, both of Ford, and James Roche of General Motors can;
vinced President Nixon to get the agency to back down. The auto makers
point was that dynamic rollover tests could not be repeated in scientific
fashion and were therefore useless.

But European car makers, perhaps unaware of the political influence
being applied, went ahead and found a way to conduct realistic tests that
could be repeated. They still do them. 20/20 consultant Byron Bloch
showed us videotapes supplied by the Europeans.
BYRON BLOCH. Consultant: Here, you see a Saab 9000 undergoing
three roll overs in a dynamic test and you see how the roof structure has
been maintained. This time, it's Peugeot and the car is coming down the
track at 30 miles an hour. At the end of the track, the car is released and
you can see how the car basically bounces along on the pavement and you
see how the integrity of the roof is maintained.
MARTIN: Could the average American car pass this test?
Mr. BLOCH: No way.
MARTIN: {voice-over] Joan Claybrook was Administrator of the National
Highway Trame Safety agency from 1977 to 1981, under Jimmy Carter.

{interviewing] The White House intervened in 1971 to stop the rollover
tests. With all respect, you were there for four years. Why didn't you do
something?
JOAN CLAYBROOK. former Administrator. National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration: Well, roof crush was on the list, but we
hadn't- we didn't get there. I was aware that roof crush needed to be at-
tended to and certainly, had Ronald Reagan not fired me, it was high on
my list of things to issue.
MARTIN: Shouldn't the roof crush have had a higher priority that it
did?
Ms.·CLAYBROOK: Well, it was very high priority, but we had to do the
things that saved the most lives first.
MARTIN: We wanted to ask the current leadership of the National
Highway Trame Safety agency - the government agency that's supposed
to protect you - why nothing's been done about roof strength for the last
25 years; but they refused to be interviewed.

{voice-over} In a letter to 20/20, the National High Trame Safety Ad-
ministration said fewer than a thousand deaths take place yearly be-
cause of roof weakness. The agency says it has taken several actions to
reduce rollover casualties, even though no one has ever asked the agency
to try to increase roof strength. The agency concedes that rollovers are a
serrous problem and its current top rule-making priority.

None of the auto companies would talk to us on camera. Ford, Chrys-
l~r, Gener~1Motors and Toyota all provided written answers. They all in-
sisted their cars are safe and meet federal standards. General Motors
and ~?rd said accidents are most often caused by their drivers and t~e
conditIOns they drive in, not the collapse of their roofs. Chrysler said
charges of defective design, unrealistic testing and relatively inexpensive
remedies are "simply unfounded."
Mr. DITLOW: The industry cares about profits. The industry only does
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what the government says it has to do and the government has refused to
tell the industry to protect the occupant.
MARTIN: Looking back over the record of the last 25 years, who has the
government been protecting, the customers or the auto makers?
Mr. DITLOW: The government's been protecting the auto makers. The
government has been content to let consumers die while protecting auto
makers' profit.
MARTIN: That's a pretty strong indictment of the government.
Mr. DITLOW: And we'll stand by it.

WALTERS: Well, John, if that actually is the case, that's pretty shocking.
What happens now?
MARTIN: Well, the government is moving, but very slowly, toward a new
rule on roof safety, on roof strength, but we just don't know how long it's
going to take.
WALTERS: Well, that's pretty vague. In the meantime, are the automobile
manufacturers going to do anything? They wouldn't talk to you, but-
MARTIN: Well, some of them are. Our consultant, Byron Bloch, points out
that the Ford Taurus, the Cadillac Seville and the Oldsmobile Delta 88 have
stronger roofs and there is some trend in that direction, but not all the cars
have this.
WALTERS: What I don't understand is, when it costs so little, why not
strengthen these roofs, you know?
MARTIN: There is no satisfactory answer to that.
WALTERS: Especially with more people than ever driving in the summer.
Thank you for bringing this report.
MARTIN: You're welcome, Barbara.
WALTERS: Well, we're going to come right back with just some of the per-
sonal messages from all over the country that we got today for Ross Perot.
Stay with us.
{Commercial break] .
WALTERS: I don't remember this happening to us before on this program,
but we got a sense today of the power of Ro~s Perot's grassroots ~ampaign.
When his supporters heard that he was gomg to be on here tonight, they
jammed our fax machine with hundreds of messages for him. These are Just
a few of them, They came from all parts of the country, from people of aII
ages. And these were not organized. They were highly personal and varied
and just came from everywhere. ." .

Some of them were sardonic, like this one, for example. It said, Here IS a
bill for 100 hours of campaigning at $5 per hour." This person wanted $535
dollars for this Now some of them were sort of funny, like this one. "My
husband will not stop complaining about politics until you get in the .White
House. I can't take it anymore. You don't want to be the cause of a divorce,
so get back on the campaign." .

Others of them were angry. They said things like, "How can you do this
to the people of the country that's been so good to you?" or , ''You have left 10
million disillusioned Americans, Mr. Perot." And from some of the workers
who took around his petitions- "We demand that you h.onor your obligation
and your promise." But most were heartfel~ .pleas for his return. From ~an
Diego--- "We will put our lives and our families and our fortunes on the line
with you." ..,
We even heard from children- this letter from this l O-year-old Flor-ida

boy, who writes, "I believed in you. ,Yo":can make it. happen. Don't walk
away. My dad always says if something IS worth fighting for, .then fight. If
not, don't even start. Quitters never win and winners never quit. Remember
this. It is true. It is America." And then, he said, "P.S. My dad helped me
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with this, but these are my words."
And there are many more. Here are some of them. "Mr. Perot, please

reconsider so my mom will stop crying," from a child age 13 I<Mr.Perot,
don't break our hearts again:' this from Texas. This one-- "Ross, yesterday
was a nightmare for the American people. Please wake up. All will be for-
given. You told us what to do to get you for our servant and we did. Now,
tell us what to do for you to keep your word and we will. Never quit, never
quit, never, ever Quit."

And, finally, one simple farewell, which read, "I will miss you, Mr. Perot,
and I fervently pray that history will reflect that one man prying into the
darkness can bring light and life to those whose hearts will listen."

We'll be right back.
[Commercial break}
WALTERS: Before we say good night, I'd like to tell you about a special I
have coming up about a whole generation of young Americans that I think
you'll want to listen to. It's this Wednesday night at 10:00 Eastern Time.
This isn't a celebrity special. This is a program about people in their 20's,
which is why we call it "I'wentysomething," and there's something in it for
all of us. It's straight talk from eight young people about everything that's
on their minds, from who's using condoms, women or men, to jobs, to
divorce, families, to politics.

1st RESPONDENT: There are a lot of extremely unethical, very weak,
spineless people who seem to be at the top and when you just- it's stag-
gerlng to me that people can't take a stand on what they believe in be-
cause they might not get elected next time.
WALTERS: Do you think today that most politicians are a joke?
2nd RESPONDENT: Yes.
3rd RESPONDENT: Yes, definitely.
WALTERS: Are you pretty turned off with politicians?
4th RESPONDENT: Yeah.
1st RESPONDENT: Absolutely.

WALTERS: And you'll learn about their lives. These are the latchkey kids
- are yours? - the generation whose mothers joined the workforce, whose
parents divorced in unheard-of numbers, who discovered their sexuality in
the age of AIDS. You'll see- they're a very different generation and if we
are to live with them and to choose our leaders from among them, then we'd
better understand them. So, that's "Twentysomething" this Wednesday
night at 10:00 p.m, Eastern Time and 9:00 p.m. Central, and I hope you will
join us for what I think is a very interesting hour.

And right now, it's time to go to Washington, where Ted Koppel is
preparing tonight's Nightline. Ted?
TED KOPPEL, ABC News: Barbara, coming up on Nightline, we have an
exclusive- the personal story behind the release of the last American
hostages in Lebanon. We talk with those former hostages and, for the first
time, with a man who made it his mission to free them. Barbara?
WALTERS: Thank you and that's 20/20 for tonight. Remember, we're in
touch, so you be in touch. Thank you for being with us. We'll see you next
week. I'm Barbara Walters. Have a good weekend. Good night.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 9, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
mgton headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington. in Dallas. in Albuquerque and other places near
and f~. we are here and pleased to have you with U~.We'll have the news since the Sunday
mornmg papers and. today, a subject endlessly argued. voted on. fought OU! in the courts.
~d never settled one way or another. Should violent. murderous criminals be put to death. or
IS that. unacceptable in a civilized country?

[voice-over] OUf guests: Governor Toney Anaya of New Mexico. who promised nobody
would be executed while he was Governor: Governor Mark White of Texas says he is not a
zealous ~~vocate. of the death penalty. but thinks sometimes it is justified: Senator Dennis
Det'oncini of Arizona. who sees crime as this country's most urgent problem and believes in
th~ .dea~h ~nalty;. and Henry Schwarzschild of the Capital Punishment Project. American
Civ.J1 Liberties l.!mon: he flatly. totally opposes any death sentence ever. The background on
a ~rffi.cu1tquestion from John Martin: James WOOlen is off today. And our discussion here
with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker. All here on our Sunday program.

[on cw;zera] Today's news: a political event of sorts late last night in Des Moines. Iowa.
~e state s.Dem~rats had a Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner with food and drink and ~rat~ry
d •.most interesting to them. a straw poll. totally unscientific. Walter Mondale won It.with

479!-. ~Ian Cranston. second with 37; John Glenn. third with 5.9. It was less a test of
popula.:ty than a test of who could get his supporters into the room to vole. ABC'S Ron
Miller In Des Moines.

RON MILLER [voice-over]: All seven of the Democratic presidential candidates showed
up for th~ Iowa Jefferson-Jackson Day celebrations. It's not the kind of party any of them
~OUldmiss. But with all of the jubilation. the candidates were sharing some anxiety over
t e. Io~a straw poll. Each of the almost 5,000 people at the dinner could vote in the poll, -
;hlCh IS ~alJy more a test of a candidate's organizational ability than his popularity. But
AlanI an Important test for Jimmy Carter back in 1975. aod both Walter Mondale and
W an Cranston pulled out the stops to win the poll this year. .
lI.LTER MONDALE, tonner Vice President: This is part of a long process.It s

neither the beginning or the end. but it's an important meeting.
MILL~R {voice-over]: Organized labor had over I (XX) seats at the dinner. generally seen
as solid vot t: M • .
I
. 0 es lor ondale. So some state party leaders were surprised by Cranston s

re atively tro '00
M d I

s ng second-place showing in the poll only 10 percentage points behl
OOae. . .

;;e~AttN CRANSTON, (D) California: We demonstratedhere we have more than
~l vo unteers who are dedicated to my campaign. Some of them traveled hundredS.of
to do to bell.here to vote for me tonight. and those people will be the nucleus of our drive

Owe m the Iowa caucuses.

~AVltIDMNAGLE,Iowa Democratic Party Chairman' Right now Alan Cranstonand
a er ondale are 001 . h ve

good '. reason y ready to compete in Iowa, so we know that two a
orgaruzatinng and five don't.

MILLER [voice-ove [: And 'da haveno more th 30 r. . accordm~ to party officials. those other five cand! tes
and wi an days to shape up their Iowa organizations if they hope to compete hereIn.
Ron Miller. ABC News Des MoiM 1 meso

r. BRINKLEY' Th De M . . . .
made scientificali. ~ . somes Register and Tribune published its poll this m~ml~g:
Cranston far behiJd It d It sh?wed Mondale first with 46% and Glenn second WI~ _7,

. also said that m Iowa. either Mondale or Glenn could beat PreSident

Reagan.
Members of the South Korean government's cabinet. visiting in Burma. went to a memor-

ial build!ng for a wreath- laying ceremony: a bomb went off and four of them were killed.
along with 15 other people. The local radio blamed it on North Korea.
In Lebanon. a U.S. Marine was hit by gunfire today and another was hit yesterday. Neither

one was seriously hurt.
Philadelphia won the National League pennant last night, so two cities not far apart -

Philadelphia and Baltimore - will be in the World Series beginning Tuesday night.
James Watt, secretary of interior. is so far ignoring the demands that he quit. He is staying

on a friend's ranch in California saying nothing.
And trade officials in India complain that one of the country's biggest exports and money

earners is tea. but the exports are being hurt because the Indians now are drinking all the tea
themselves.
We'll be back with all the rest of todays program in a moment.

{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: There was a bizarre or grotesque scene this week. In Texas. a man
sentenced to death for murder was strapped on a table a few minutes away from an injection
that would end his life. Then here came an order from the U.S. Supreme Court delaying his
execution for another hearing. The country seems unable to decide if it really wants the death
penalty. and the courts seem unable to deal with it. Some background on this from ABC's
John Martin. Here is his report.

COURT REPORTER: Marvin Jeffries. is this your individual verdict?

MARVIN JEFFRIES, Seattle juror: Yes. it is.
REPORTER: Is it the verdict of the jury?

Mr. JEFFRIES: Yes.
JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: The verdict was death from a Seattle jury this week for
22-year-old Willie Mak. convicted of murdering 13men and women eight months ago in
a Chinatown gambling den. Mak was starting on a trip already taken by 1.230 men and
women who live on death row in 303 .. t.ues. according to the most recent statistics. They
are at the center of an argument America has been having with itself for a long time.
RAMSEY CLARK, former Attorney General: The law. which shouldbe the teacher.
which should stand for the values and principles of the people. has violated the mandate,
"Thou shalt not kill." It has made killing permissable.
WALTER BERNS, American Enterprise Institute: The point of the law is. I think.
to satisfy that anger. and that in this case that means satisfy the pleasure that comes with
retribution _ paying back that person who was the cause of that pain.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Part of the debate has centered on humane ways to do what, in
other circumstances. is inhumane. Of the eight men killed since 1977. when executions
resumed after a IO-year break. Gary Gilmore died at the hands of a firing squad in Utah.
Three men. induding John Spenkelink of Florida. died in the electric chair. Two died in
gas chambers, including the latest - Jimmie Lee Gray of Mississippi. on September Znd;
and one man. Charles Brooks of Texas. by injection of lethal chemicals. But. no matter
what the method. critics argue it is a barbaric ritual that cannot possibly deter murderers
because it is not carried out in public.
Sen. MARK HATFIELD, (R) Oregon: To me. if you want to seerevengeand if you
want to see the horrors of the barbaric act of capital punishment- if that's to be a
deterrent. let's televise it so that more people will see it.
MARTIN {voice-over]: But prosecutors who must use the law say the act itself is
universally understood.
D. LOWELL JENSEN, Associate Attorney General: I've been in this businessfor
a long rime. As far as I can sec. I would accept the fact that capital punishment is a



deterrent. It's a part of a criminal ju -,tice system that serves that purpose. It also. and in
tenns of what people say, it's a just part of the JUS1punishment that ought to be imposed in
a criminal justice system.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But neither side has been able to convince the other by relying on
homicide statistics. which defy both sides at time ....and more often seem to reflect the rise
and fall of population groups. The polls show rising support up to 70% nationally for
executions. The crowd wanted the sentence carried out this week here in Texas.

JIM MATTOX,Texas Attorney General: Justice White granted a Slay of execu-
tion. [booing from crowd]

MARTIN [voice-over]: The death penalty has been a potent political issue. In Texas, for
example. both major candidates for governor campaigned with no dispute about it. Mark
White, a Democrat. won the election and has a reputation of favoring the death penalty.
In nearby New Mexico. however. Democratic Governor Toney Anaya stands as an
opponent of capital punishment. and has offered reprieves to prisoners scheduled to die
during his term in office.

[on camera} Here at the federal level. Senator Dennis DeConcini of Arizona. a
Democrat. is co-sponsoring a bill to permit federal judges to impose the death sente~ce
after conducting a special hearing to decide whether its warranted. That would bring
federal law in line with state rules that have been upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court.

[voice-over} Critics believe. however. that placing more prisoners on death row could
lead to a tide of executions.
Mr, CLARK: (fwe kill one person a day, one person a day- how would you like to live
in a country where every day your government kills somebody? If we kill one pefS:On.a
day. we would not catch up with the backlog on death row now before the end ot this
decade,

MARTIN [voice-over]: This week. Supreme Court Justice Byron White granted a stay in
Texas only ~-+minutes before condemned murdered James Autry was to die by in~tion
for the murder of a store clerk in a $~.70 robbery. The stay was based on a Jas~-mrn.ute
appeal that Autry' s case should have been reviewed for what is called proportionality-
making sure his 'crime was not less aggravated than those of other murderers -sent~nced to
life in prison. an issue due for argument in the United States Supreme Court next month.

Mr, CLARK: Whar it really shows is we don't have the will to do it. We seek every way
to avoid it,

Mr. BERNS: This business of right, Just the other day in the soft drink case, issuing thai
~tay, that's an outrage. I think. In principle they're in favor of the death penalty. but when
It comes-- when push comes to shove. what do they do? They'll find one excuse after the
~ther that these defense attorneys, that the ACLU picks up and uses to avoid the execu-
nons at the last moment.

MARTIN: What this suggests is a rising exasperation among those people who be~i:ve
that the death penalty is the best way to punish the most vicious crimes, and a nsmg
apprehension among abolitionists who are fearful that something may trigger a bl~bath
of the sort America hasn't seen since the 1930s. when hundreds of criminals - dispro-
portionate. numbers of them black _ died every year. For many years, the ~ourts h~ve
be~n groping for a way to make executions less capricious. And while that IS a holding
actio? of the most desperate sort, it is perhaps the only barrier left now t~ a spectacle of
legahzed bloodshed that, without question, would shock the world. DaVId?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. Governor White of Texas and Governor
Anaya of New Mexico, who have differing opinions on this. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor Mark White of Texas. who is in Dallas. and Governor Tone.y
Anaya of New Mexico, who is in Albuquerque. we are pleased to have both of you this
mornmg. and thank you for coming in to talk with us.

Gov. MARK WHITE, (0) Texas: Goodto be with you, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me with questions are George Will of ABC News and Sam
Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent. Governor Anaya, I take it that you are
flatly opposed to capital punishment in any case. Is that right?
Gov. TONEY ANAYA, (0) New Mexico: That is correct.

Mr. BRINKLEY: WeI, tell me this. The Supreme Court holds that it is, with proper
safeguards, constitutional. In several states the question has been put on the ballot and in each
case- I think. I'm right about this. In each case it has been approved overwhelmingly. And
the polls show that about 70% of the public favors it for particularly serious crimes. Do you
know something they don 'f.'

Gov. ANAYA: I think it is one of those kind of emotional issues that at first blush seems very
agreeable to the general public, but if they really understood what was behind it. I don't think
they would be so quick to run out and try to kill someone. I'm opposed to it for two main
reasons: one is a moral one. It's a religious belief. I happen to believe in a divine creator and
happen to believe that only God can take someonc's life. Secondly. from a law enforcement
point of view, I served as attorney general for four years in New Mexico. I've served as an
assistant district attorney. and I think that I am establishing as Governor a very pro-law
enforcement record. But yet recognizing the arguments that are made about the deterrence
effects. I don't believe them. I think it's inhumane: it's barbaric: it does absolutely nothing to
lower the incidence of murder. And I think we're just lowering ourselves as a state, as a
government to the same levels as those individuals who do commit murder. I find it quite
interesting to find that America is only one of three significantly industrialized countries in
the world that still have the death penalty. The other is Russia, and the third one is South
Africa, And I don't think. that's very good company to be keeping,

~r. BRINKLEY: Governor White, your views, I believe are somewhat different. Would you
hke to respond to what Governor Anaya has said?

Gov, WHI"!"E: Well. I don't think that you can accurately determine exactly what the
detelT~nt eff~ct of capital punishment is because you never know how many people didn't
commit a cnme because they were in fear of capital punishment. I also think. it's important
th:,t you recognize that it is an appropriate punishment for the most severe and most heinous
cnmes committed by people in our Stale, at least. Over the past two weeks we have had nine
people that were summarily executed by criminals in our state. Two different events. nine
lives. I think it's appropriate in those cases. as in the others outlined in our statute, that we do
have a death penalty. and it is an appropriate penalty for those offenses.

G~ORGE WILL: Governor Anaya. leaving aside the question of deterrence, and there are
~enous arguments on both sides of that issue, some people argue that another legitimate and
Import~t function of the law is to express the community's values, including outrage over
the taking of life by criminals. Do you think. this is not worthwhile for capital punishment to
be used to express the community's outrage?

Go,,:. ~NAYA: I think public officials must find a way to try to control the crimes that the
public isoutraged <.>verand. more specifically. murder. But to rum 10 capital punishment as
t~e solution m my Judgment is really a copout because there is no data to demonstrate that in
tact you can eliminate murder by killing someone by the state. In fact. in New Mexico, one
could mak~ the argument that since the death penalty law was passed. murders have in-
creased. Smce, we've ~ade it a capital offense to kill policemen, for example. there have
been more policemen killed than before. So I think you gel into a round-- into a merry-go-
round argument on that. I think we really need to be looking at the underlying causes of crime
and trying to get to those,

Mr. WILL: But, Governor Anaya, do you have any data that demonstrates that imprisonment
det~rs burglary? That i....aren't the methodological problems of proving cause and effect with
punishrnenj and deterrence the same for all punishment?

Gov. ANAYA: Well, again. I think anybody can pull out figures to try to make any particular
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case. but I think generally society accepts the fact that imprisonment does deter crime
generally. BUIthere isn't the same argument. in my judgment. that putting someone to death
deters murders. .
Mr. WILL: But if your arguement is society generally accepts something, society clearly
generally accepts - and says so in poll after poll - that capital punishment deters.
GOY. ANAYA: 1 think it's because the question is asked so simply whenever the polls are
taken. Whenever Ihere is public debate. as there was during my election for Governor, w~~n
the death penalty did become an issue, and I opposed it. my opponent was in support of It.
yet I got elected.
SAM DONALDSON: Governor White, what about the problem of proportionality. which
has come up ju -,t recently now in Texas? And thai simply is that in one state or one
jurisdiction someone is given the death penalty and perhaps pUIto death for the same ty~ ot
crime that in another slate or another jurisdiction the criminal gets 3D years for. Is that fair?
Gov. WHITE: Well. I think Ihat each state has appropriate jurisdiction in these areas, and I
think the proportionality argument is going 10 be one over whether its proportional within the.
state jurisdiction. The concern on the part of Justice White when he granted the Slay 01
execution this past week was the question being raised in California. I think that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, when we- if I just may interrupt. Within the Slate- you're
correct in the Autry case. That's the issue" But I'd like you to speak to the wider question of
fairness and equity. If people are going to be pUIto death for particular heinous crimes. why
is it fair for someone to be put to death in one ...tate but not in another?
GOY. WHITE: Well. I think it reflects community standards, and I think each jurisdiction
has the right in this federal union to set those differentials as they see fit.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean stales' rights gives one state the right to put to death
someone for a crime, but another state the right to spare a person's life?
Gov. WHITE: I think there's a choice that's made by the people within those communities.
and I think those sovereignties are expressed by the state legislators in passing these statutes.
and I think it's appropriate.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor Anaya, let us take a terrible case thai we're all more or less
familiar with - the Manson gang who. in California. were not put to death. They were put
into prison. Do you think that the public. seeing a crime as horrible as this, feels ch.eated
when the people who committed it escape with their lives? Do they feel that the law ISnot
effective, that they feel cheated"!
GOY. ANAYA: I think they probably do feel cheated. and I think it's these kind of isolated
cases that bring on the outrage from ·the general public trying to support the death penalty.
But l think it obscures the underlying problems that we have in society. the crime problems
that we have. There should be a way to deal swiftly with those types of individuals. but I
~on 't think that the death penalty is the swift punishment that everybody thinks .it i~.In fact.
its the less swift punishment in the entire country because of the tremendous built-in appeals
and the fact that no one is really certain how they want to deal with it. I think we need to-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is th.u a reason to eliminate it. because it takes a long time to get it carried
out?

Gov. ANAYA: That is one reason. That's a secondary reason. My first reason for eliminat-
ing it would be based on moral or religious- civilization. civilized type arguments. My
~econdary reason would. very definitely. be because of the length of time. the c~s,t that s
Involved. It's an uncertain punishment and because it's uncertain. in my judgment. It s not a
deterrent.

Mr. DONALDSON: Governor White. would you respond to something that Go~emor
Anaya said earlier. talking about the religious aspect and the fact that some people rn the
country believe that it is the Lord's right to take life and not our right. What about that'? What
about the business of" 'Vengeance is mine.' Thus saith the Lord"?

Gov. WHITE: Well. I think the Lord prevents- or permits a society to protect themselves,
and I think that's what this- is in the sense thar we are protecting ourselves against that type of
individual who would destroy civilization if permitted to go unburied.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well then. why doesn't the Lord show his wisdom to all nations? As
was pointed out earlier. there are only three nations really in the world that permit the death
penalty. Why doesn't the Lord enlighten the other nations that have now done away with it?

GOY. WHITE: Well. I don't think that that's necessarily the case that just three nations have
it. but in any case, every nation has the right to establish its own codes. and I think that we in
our nation have set those codes. and I'm certain that in Texas, at least. we're prepared to
carry out these responsibilities: The point here being is that we have a right to protect
ourselves against that type of criminal activity, Nine people summarily executed in Texas
over the past two weeks, Now. if we were to permit that to continue and to follow the
reasoning of my colleague in New Mexico. do away with all punishment for the killing of
police officers would be the' ultimate way in which you'd protect the police officer. and we
know that' s not the case,

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor White, there's a member of the Senate who advocates capital
punishment and advocates that it be put on television. What do you think of that?
Gov. WHITE: I don't think rhats an appropriate way in which to carry out that sentence. I
t~link its' something that should be done in as humane a fashion as possible. At the same
time. I don't think thai many of our proceedings are properly displayed on television.

Mr. WILL: Governor Anaya, are you open to evidence? That is. suppose some of the studies
that are underway on this begin to demonstrate that there is indeed a deterrent effect. Would
that change your view on gauging the sanctity of human life and tip you in favor of this?
Gov. ANAYA: I think that as the governor of a state, I would have to leave myself open to
any particular evidence that would be brought to me. I would, at that point, then have to
co~e to grips with my own moral convictions. At this point I don't have to face that
particular decision because I haven't seen the evidence. I think. one point that you mentioned
about- or a question you asked Governor White about. maybe televising the proceedings-
I. thinkif were really looking for deterrence - and I'm not in favor of it- butlets go ahead
and televise, or let's have the public hangings down on the town square so people can come
and watch and participate, and maybe that' 11really shock the public and wake them up as to
really what's going on.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor Anaya and Governor White, thank you very much for coming in
and talking with us today. It's been a pleasure to have you \\ ith us.
GOY. WHITE: Thank you.
Gov. ANAYA: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Senator DeConcini of Arizona. and Henry Schwarzschild of
rhe American Civil Liberties Union. \\ ith their views. also quite different. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr, .BR~NKLEY: Senator DeConcini" Mr. Schwarzschild. thank you for very much for
c~lllmg In to talk with us about an important. if unpleasant. subje ...t. Pleasing to have you
with us. Now" you nave heard the conversations of our previous guests. Governor White and
Governor Anaya. Senator, would you like to respond to some of what they said?

Sen. DENNIS DeCONCINI, (D) Arizona: Sure. David. I think. you know. that it was
well presented. Governor Anaya went to the moral issue. and I think anybody who thinks
about the death penalty a little bit has to resolve that in their own mind. I was a prosecutor
before ~came to the Senate. and of course what you do in your life and being a prosecutor
and. see 109 the heinous, outrageous crimes. it dramatized to me in a very meaningful way that
SOCiety not only has the right to come to the conclusion that forfeiture of life is a proper
penalty unde~ certain circumstances. but to me it's the right thing to do. And the argument of
d~terrence will always be \\ ith us. There are studies. Erlich did a ...tudy and Sellwyn has done
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a study, and I'm sure other srudies have been done. and none of them are really conclusive. I
think it comes down to. who do we want to protect in society? Do we want to protect the
person that has committed the heinous, outrageous crime? I think we want to protect that
person with due process, to be sure that everything has been done to properly insure. as
humanly possible. trial by the peers. etc .. and appeals, but then we ought to also want to
protect the innocent victim - those that might be killed. If you have no death penalty. what
are you going 10 do with someone who's killed two people. or like in my state when I was
prosecutor, killed four people. given life sentences without parole. what deterrent is there
every going to be for that person not to commit another crime while in the institution or, if
they should be let out through a reprieve or commutation? To me it's the right thing to do. It's
hard to address because we don't like taJking about killing people. That's not a natural thing
for us, but I think. it's what society has to come to grips with. particularly in the tremendous
crime-ridden society th~ltwe're in today and the tremendous increase in homicides.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schwarzschild'?
HENRY SCHWARZSCHILD, American Civil Liberties Union: I think that a society
that believes that the killing of a human being is an acceptable answer to any kind of a
question is in some ways a deeply uncivilized society. The question is not who we protect. If
it comes to protection, obviously we incarcerate hundreds of thousands of people. as we sit
here. routinely. every day of the year. And Manson. whose name fell in your earlier
conversation with the governors. has not been a danger to us since he's been behind bars. The
fact of the matter is that the death penalty. its availability and the actual carrying out of an
execution, endangers us because it demonstrates that the state also does not believe that life is
ultimately valuable, but if it has a good enough reason to kill. it will kill. And. since the law
instance. the political institutions in our society do have an exemplary effect. they teach the
society what the values are. Every marginally pathological potential murderer walking the
streets of Santa Fe or of Austin, Texas or of Washington or Detroit or Chicago or Los
Angeles, c~ learn the lesson from the state that if there is a good enough reason to kill
somebody. then killing th~ltperson is all right. The research shows at best that the deter:rent
effect of the death penalty is controverted. But if we cannot even be sure thai it has a SOCially
useful effect, then how can the state arrogate unto itself the power, the God-like wisdom. the
really. ultimately. totalitarian power to decide, "These are people we want to kill: these w~
keep alive"? We can protect ourselves. and we ought to, against people who commit
atrocious and heinous crimes such as those the Senator spoke of or the Governor spoke of.
'!ie are all equally killable. You are, I am. But killing arbitrarily and discriminatorially a few
Isolated people from among those thousands. that regrettably enough committed the too
many murders-i-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. it's not altogether arbitrary.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: -will not do that job. It endanger> us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's nOI altogether arbitrary. We choose those who have killed other
people.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Yes. but-
Mr. WILL: Which is rather few of us.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: We have on the average in this year somewhere around 22.000
non-negligent homicides a year. according to the FBI. We're not going to execute ~2,~
people a year. That would be something on the order of 500 executions a week. That s a
bloodbath, not a crin!inal justice system in a humane society. So we're going to have to make
Judgments about.whlch are the ones we want to execute. And those judgments have al~ays
been made, continue now to be made. in an extremely discriminatory and arbitrary fashion.
Whatever J~es Autry- who came within 45 minutes of his death the other night in Texas -.1
~now the come, the crime is atrocious and destructive, and nobody says anything else. But It
IS not so much more destructive and so much more heinous that he. rather than the hundreds
of other people who commit those kinds of crimes, ought to be selected for execution.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Schwarzschild. I want to take issue with something you said. We
are all equally killable. We are not. and I want to ask Senator DeConcinci that question thai
the Autry case raises. And we heard Governor White say it. In one jurisdiction. for the same
type of "crime. someone may be put to death and in another, for the same type of crime.
receive a life sentence or even a lesser sentence. That seems to me to raise the element of
fairness. let alone the question about whether the death penalty is a viable penalty. What
about that?
Sen. DeCONCINI: Well. Sam. I'll address that. I'd like to get back to the arbitrariness that
Mr. Brinkley brought up. but let me address this thing. I agree with Governor White. I think.
under our federal system of this country that the states, the local communities should have the
right to rise to whatever they believe the criminal justice system should provide. And if .the
state of Arizona. which it has, has passed a death penalty. then thats-c- and you are subject
to the laws of the state of Arizona when you commit a first-degree homicide, then you should
have to face that penalty. And if it happens to be Arkansas or some state that doesn't have it,
so be it. The people should make that determination. That is society working. That isn't
something arbitrary. You don't pass laws through the legislature by an arbitrary, capricious
manner. You do it through a long period of time. and then, not only that. once the sentence is
imposed. you have very, very careful standards today - ever since the '72 Furman U.S.
Supreme Court case - that its not just arbitrary. We're not talking about 22,000 people who
are on death row: we're talking about 1.100 or 1.200. And that's since 1970 or '72.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why do we require that a federal legislature make a determination
about a school lunch program, let alone whether to go to war against another nation. but say
that individual states can make the determination of whether to take human life?
Sen. DeCONCINI: Well. Ithink there's a great distinction about. first of all. going to war.
That's got to be a national policy. You have to have one voice speak for your nation. You
don't have to have one voice speak for Florida and for Arizona or Oregon as to the kind of
law- legal system they have. as long as u's confined and within the restraints of the
Constitution. As to the child lunch program. you're talking about some standards. Nobody
has to join the child lunch program. If they don't want to take the federal surplus funds, they
don't have to. This is a little different with the criminal justice system. I think.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Schwarzschild. you've just given a moral argument against capital punish-
ment, but the ACLU's argument is constitutional. and it is that it violates the cruel and
unusual punishment clause.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Yes.
Mr. WILL: Given that clearly the Founder> did not think that - the people who drafted the
Constitution - and given that the Constitution indeed twice, by inference, mentionscapital
punishment. in the Fifth and Fourteenth amendments. your argument comes down to the fact
that evolving standards of decency now have made this cruel and unusual. Given the fact that
1 think 35. 36 states have passed capital punishment laws since 1972, isn't that conclusive
evidence that the standards of decency have not evolved in the direction that you. as a matter
of fact, assert they have?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Well. the constitutional Founders also thought that chattel slavery
did not offend their sense of what a society ought to do. It took a bit of Civil War and many
consequences with which we struggle today to overcome that-
Mr. WILL: But the question is today's standards of decency.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Todays standards of decency as enunciated, certainly, by public
opinion polls do not suggest that the death penalty violates the Eighth Amendment. The
question is whether the Supreme Court and the political leadership of our country oughtn't
really to be a mirror of what is. I think. a widely misunderstood issue; namely, whether the
death penalty protects the society. And I think that. rather than perhaps the force of the moral
argument. seems to propel people. in their fear of crime. in their sense of insufficient security
of their persons and their property and their families. to think that the death penalty is a
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solution to those problems. That turns out to be an error. We respectfully disagree with the
United States Supreme Court. as we did, as it were. in 18% when they came down with
Plessy v , Ferguson with respect to racial segregation. I think the case was wrongly decided.
and the Supreme Court. under the Constitution. is not meant to be merely a reflection of
public opinion-
Mr. WILL: Okay. then-
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: -but rather to enunciate constitutionalism.
Mr. WILL: Then your position is not that evolving standards of decency passed it by, but that
if they evolved the way the ACLU wants, you're saying. or that the leadership should act as
though standards of decency had evolved. Isn't that what you're really arguing?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Not quite. Evolving standards of decency by 1954. ar least.held
that racial segregation did violate the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution in the
Brown v. Board case. If you had taken a public opinion poll at the time. I'm not sure that the
American public at large would have agreed with the United States Supreme Court. though I
think very few of us today would dispute that that was a move in a humane and decent
direction. We simply hold that the death penalty, which gives the state the ultimate power to
decide over human life or death. ought to be subject to the same kind of consideration.
Virtually every country with whom we share moral and legal and social values has now
abolished it and, as was said earlier in your program ..the major countries with whom we now
share the return to the death penalty, in these kinds of numbers that we're talking about-
I ,200 people: we are sentencing to death people at the rate of about 250 a year - that is very
melancholy company indeed to keep. as Governor Anaya said.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here for a moment. We'll be back with more questions for
our two guests in a moment.

[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schwarzschild. in your view is there no crime so monstrous as to
deserve the death penalty?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: There is no crime for wbich the death penalty is a useful and
socially perrnissable response. Crimes - the kind of crimes that we've heard about.t~ay,

. others that we know about - are appallingly destructive. and it is precisely because killing a
human being is so appallingly destructive that we would not have the state do it in our names.
As Governor Anaya said. the state lowers itself to the level of those who commit crimes. We
cannot teach the society that killing human beings is urterly and totally and fundamentally
impermissable by being in the business of killing human beings. That teaches not the lesson
that we want the society to learn.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose Adolf Hitler had survived World War II and been brought to
Nuremburg. Would you have executed him. were you the judge?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: I would not have. I opposed the execution of Adolf Eichmann.
not because I think. what he did was anything but monstrou .....precisely as the trial elicited. but
because we cannot do to an Adolf 'Eichmann or to an Adolf Hitler anything remorel!,
approaching the horrors that they impose upon humanity. We ought to stand for the proposr-
tion that we think life is valuable and life is sacred and that we respect it. and we cannot make
that point by returning to the business of homicide.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator DeConcini. as a prosecutor. what was your guess or hunch
about why people favor the death penalty? Was it vengeance. was it punishmenl- someone
did something and ought to forfeit their life"
sen. DeCONCINI: Sam. you can look at a lot of public polls and surveys and you find ~l of
that. part of it. Some people reacting to vengeance: they want a pound of flesh. '!r what I and
you. Some people feel. that have thought about it and realize that whatever .thelr mora ~
religious judgments are. it is - as [have - believe that society c~ - and rightfully canthat
come to that conclusion. that you can commit such a crime against your fellow man.

forfeiting your life is proper. Before I was a prosecutor. I was not in the criminal law. and I
just had that general feeling of "I'm not too sure. I don't feel good about putting people to
death. Why should society do it'!" But after being a prosecutor and after seeing accused and
convicted defendants. who were found to be sane. so they could stand trial and have the
sentence imposed, listening to their confessions and hearing how they enjoyed - and they
would do it again. to slit someone's throat - and we had just the case. And how the woman
crawled over to the corner tied up and begged and pleaded with her eyes and then this guy.
Hyman. shot right berween the eyes and then went oul and ate a bowl of Cheerios , and then
hid- and this is all in his confession on tape, and says. "I'd do it again." That. once you
establish that he has been granted every protection in the law. which this gentleman was, then
society has that right-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. protection in the law-I hate to be a Johnny One-Note and come
back to proportionality. but I'm going to raise it in another sense. More blacks are put to
death for the types of heinous crimes we're talking about than whites. Is that racism? Is that
because whites can alford better counsel?
Sen. DeCONCINI: Well. I think historically part of the last of your question could have
been, now we have a legal aid system. We have a legal defense-
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean a legal aid lawyer is as good as the one that I could hire for
thousands of dollars?
Sen. DeCONCINI: -an attorney who is appointed by the coon to represent you. The court
will pay. And in capital crimes they appoint not the new ones just out of law school; they
appoint competent People to represent them. and they're very good lawyers. I've tried cases
against them. and I've won and lost them-e-
Mr. DONALDSON: SO why are more blacks put to death?
Sen. DeCONCINI: -and they're very good. I think that is a problem of our society. of
where some minorities find themselves in our societal fear of economic and education. not
the fad that the death penalty has caused them to be more subject to it. I think it's a societal
problem. We ought to do something about it-
Mr. DONALDSON: And you're saying-
sen. DeCONCINI: -instead of cutting out-
Mr. DONALDSON: Make certain that I'm clear on what you're saying-
sen. DeCONCINI: -c-grants for college and the safety net and everything else that should
be done.
Mr·. DONALDSON: Are you suggesting that a black doesn't have the same advantages.
maybe an education and economic advantages, and comes to a point where he may commit a
heinous crime?
sen. DeCONCINI: I think- I think that many minority people have nor had the opportun-
ity. because of lack of education and employment. to be able to not be thrust into a society or
part of society that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Then on whose door should we knock with the writ of execution?
Sen. DeCONCINI: We should knock on our doors every day we represent people in this
country to build a society that has equal opportunity. But at the same time. we should not say
we are going to eliminate thar punishment that the criminal justice system provides for taking
someone else's life premeditatedly - knowing exactly what you're doing - for the pleasure
of doing it, and then say. "Oh. gosh. we don't want 10 set any examples or be killers
ourselves." We're not killers in doing that. We're establishing a level that you cannot go
beyond. and that's it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: This question is often discussed on the level of high legal principles.
constitutionality. etc. etc. In doing a lillie reading about this. I came across a quotation from
a father whose daughter had been brutally murdered. and the murderer convicted and sent to
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prison. And what he said was; this man is able to ear and sleep and read and write and use the
prison library and perhaps even laugh occasionally, whereas he has denied my daughter the
privilege of ever doing any of this. He sees it as an outrage. Now. that's an emotional
reaction. not legal. not constitutional. What would you say to him. Mr. Schwarzschild?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: I would say that he has undergone an appalling and disastrous
tragedy in his life, that nothing we do to the person who killed his daughter can bring that
daughter back to life. The slate here only plays God in deciding whom to kill, but it cannot
really be God and bring that child back (0 life. But that the criminal laws of the state of
Arizona or the state of Texas or any other state of the Union does not exist in orderto gratify
that perfectly understandable and legitimate sense of vengefulness of that man. On the
contrary, the criminal laws of our society exist in order to abate. to end private vengeance so
that this father, who has been terribly, deeply hurt, is not the prosecutor. Senator DeConcini
was a prosecutor, not the victims of those crimes that he prosecuted, because it is the state
taking upon itself the obligation of say ing. "We shall do something useful. socially pennis-
sible and constructive about those disastrous events which ultimately violate the norms of
social conduct." so that vengeance is not the business of the criminal law. And for Mr.
Berns, who was earlier on your program.to say that it exists in order to give people the
pleasure of vengeance is really a rather melancholy and puzzling sort of response, To get
pleasure out of the state's killing somebody is not something that a decent and a humane
society ought to have.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sorry. Our time is up. I'd like to hear more-
sen. DeCONCINI: Iwould, too.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -but we don't have time, Thank you very much, Senator DeConcini.

sen. DeCONCINI: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And Mr. Schwarzschild. Thank you for coming in.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Thank you, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with our, generally speaking, uninhibited discussion here,
and joining us will be Tom Wicker, columnist for The New York Times. In a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: In recent days we have had two or three straw polls, political straw polls.
in two or three states, We might say they don't amount to much; we might say they couldbe
called "winner take nothing" polls. but in fact I think they probably do amount.t~ someth;ng

because they give the winners the appearance of winners. They generate publicity: t~e act
that we are about to talk about it now. Walter Mondale won a sort of straw poll In Des
Moines, Iowa, last night. What does that mean? Has Walter got it sewed up? Tom?
TOM WICKER, The New'York Times: Oh. I don't think he has it sewed up. I thi~k~~
Yogi Berra's philosophy that the game is never over 'til it's over is implicit there, But ('h
that's an important victory because the straw vote in Iowa reflected activist Dem~ra{s; 0

came out to this occasion, and indeed the caucuses in January- in February Will re ect
activist Democrats. So I think that was an important victory for Mondale and e~en more so a
significant indicator for John Glenn because he came in third, and a bad third. In that vote.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George, do you have any thoughts. views, reflections on this','

Mr. WILL: The game isn't over, but it's about the seventh inning and ~ondale has abo~~i:
five-run lead and he's pitching well and he's kind of an expenenced pitcher, to carl)'
wonderful metaphor on. who doesn't throw many-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm interested to see how long you can go.

, Imean he'snotaMr. WILL: Weeks, if necessary. He doesn't throw many hanging cu~es, I'" for a long
man who makes mistakes, He's been operating at this level or Amencan po ItlCS
time now. and he's become rather surefooted. h

M d I 's strengt s are
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, George. but let's face it. At the moment on a e

the ones that we would expect to show up - organizational strength, early money strength,
the strength of endorsements of major leaders and leadership factions of the Democratic
Party. Glenn has to project the idea that he's a man of the people and the people haven't
voted yet. straw polls aside, Now. you remember the caucus in Iowa in 1980 gave who?
George Bush. the Republican nomination. Idon't see him in the main office in the White
House today.
Mr. WILL: But "the people" don't exist. I mean. "the people" is a kind of abstraction.
What exi ...ts are the kind of interest groups that give weight to our politics. and it's with those
little platoons. the component parts of an American majority, that Mondales doing very
well,
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but eventually the people exist even though they belong to
shifting interest groups. We all belong to four or five or six different interest groups,

Mr. WICKER: Well. the people of course exist bUI early organizational strength and early
monev. which you mentioned. are two of the main ingredients you need to deal with the
particular shape of the Democratic campaign this year- those early caucuses .and prim~es,
and the fact that there are seven candidates, Now. when there are seven candidates or SIX or
however many might be finally in there. possibly eight. thenthe premium is on getting your
voters to the polls because you might win with 30% of the vote or 35% of the vote. And what
Mondale showed in Iowa is that he's got the organization to get his vote out, And what Glenn
showed is that he doesn't have the organization to get his vote out in Iowa. In Iowa.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. the unions are a great help to him in Iowa. They filled up a lot of
those tables in that dinner-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I agree it's the seventh inning-
Mr. BRINKLEY: They were all eating chicken. Iguess.
Mr. DONALDSON: -to use George's metaphor, Mondale is pitching very well. but to talk
about the Orioles, they usually win in the ninth. quite often, and Glenn may come back and
Mondale may fade-
Mr. WILL: But statistics, which is what baseball is all about, show that the team ahead in the

-seventh almost always wins,
Mr. WICKER: Yeah. the Orioles-
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right-
Mr. WICKER: -let's say they win with a big inning, he needs a big inning.
Mr. DONALDSON: David, do you think we have strayed from the subject yet?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. what about Mr. Reagan? There is a campaign committee being
formed for him, He has not said he would run or not run-- wi II run or not run. What do you
make of that?
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. he's running. I've always thought he was going to run.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You're at the White House every day. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think he is going to run. He has not announcedyet. He has tacitly
given his approval for the organization of this committee. They would like to have a
declaration from him. but they can go ahead.
Mr. WICKER: Well. Ithink he's running, too, I'm on the record as thinking that. But I don't
think the formation of that committee necessarily- I think too much has been made of that.
Clearly if the President is not going to run - you and Idisagree with that - but if he's not,
then he wants to wait as long as possible to let that be known-
Mr. DONALDSON: No. I think he's going to run. Tom. We agree.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You think he's not. Tom?
Mr.WICKER: -so, in order to maintain and sustain. that committee had to be formed, No.
I think he will run.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Then we're both in agreement.
Mr. WICKER: I just don't think that committee proves it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?

Mr. WILL: I think he may not run. I think- I'd be more surprised if he didn"t than if he
does, but I think there's still a large possibility both ways. and in fact he has done nothing so
far that he wouldn't have done if he decided six months ago to go home.

Mr. DONALDSON: George. at this point if Ronald Reagan doesn't run. meaning next
month or in December he announces he's not going [Q run. he has really been a bad guy for
the Republican Party. He has left the Republican Party in a shambles on the national level.
Why would he want to do that? .

Mr. WICKER: Well, Sam. there's more to it than that. He's President of the United Stales.
N?w -.the president of the United States. and he's going to be. until January the Zl st. 1985. I
think It would be an act of high irresponsibility to have announced, say, last summer that for
the next year and a half he's going to be a lame duck president. I don't see how a president
Can do that.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to bring up something else.

Mr. WICKER: And I think he had no alternative, if he wanted to maintain any suspense
here, but to go ahead-- the rules forced him to form that committee.

Mr. B.RINKLEY: I Want to bring up something else before our time runs out. Because it is of
great Interest to a great number of people and it's important to the American economy. I
don't quite know how irs going to tum out. Eastern Airlines, only one of several airlines in
this country in severe trouble, is asking its union employees to give back, to take a voluntary
paycut. And this week it seemed that they were somewhere close or closer. anyway .. to
making a deal. I don't know how it will turn out. But in any case. we have airlines with unJ~~m
employees, well-paid, competing with airlines with non-union employees, less well-paid.
Ther:e is the beginning of something similar in the automobile industry. What do you se.e
cO~llmgout of this? Are the unions going to be under great pressure to give back some of their
gains?

~r. WILL: They have been under great pressure, they have been giving back and. more
Importantly. perhaps, they've been making much more modest wage demands than you
mig.ht have expected after the decade of the sort of go-go growth of the 1970s. What you':e
having here is a wringing out of an economy, certain excesses in domestic protectionism. in
effect, that is one of the good things that comes from a recession-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, briefly. time is almost up.

Mr. DONALDSON: I think. the Eastern deal is rather an enlightened activity. The unions
have agreed to an arbitrator to take a look, and they may have to give back some money
there, but isn't it better to give back a little of their gains and keep their jobs'!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. I don't know. I don't know what they would say about it. You'd
have to ask them. Tom?

Mr. ~ICKER: wen, I think it's a rather enlightened arrangement, roo. if the company and
the umon are gomg to look ut this together and try to make a responsible decision. I am less
comfortable, however, about the idea of a company's using the bankruptcy laws as a club
more or less--

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are they doing that?

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, and I agree with you, Tom. it'..-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Using the bankruptcy law to bust the union. Is that what they're doing'
Mr. WICKER: Well. I don't Want to make that flat accusation, but it seems to me that there's
that ~I~ar possibility .. and that the bankruptcy laws were not intended for that purpose. And
that If It can be established that companies are doing that, then we need some legal reforms to
prevent that because---
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Mr. WILL: I don't think they're breaking the unions. They're bending them a bit. It's like the
man who bought the horse and it wouldn't move, and he hit him with a two-by-four. It's just
trying to get their attention.
Mr. WICKER: Yes, but I think you made the point yourself. Not in every case, but unions
have a pretty good record here in the last year or two of responsibility in trying to keep
companies and industries alive rather than killing them. Now, that's not true-

Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sorry. I have to interrupt here. Time's up. Thank you all, tha~ very
much. We'll be back with a few words on how we do things in Washington. or try, If at all
possible. to get out of doing them. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: The following is labyrinthian. Byzantine, complex and
confused as only Washington can manage it. James Wart is much admired in the West -
seen as the secretary of the interior who takes their side against a federal government often
seen there as an occupying power. James Watt is among the Republican Party's m?st
successful fundraisers. Everybody in Washington and politics admires anyl:xxlywho can raise
money. They ask. "How can you get elected without it? Am I going t~ hi~chhik.eto my next
speaking date?" But despite all of his charms. Watt can put both feet In his m~uth and c~w
gum at the same time. So he's become a Republican embarrassment and there s a resolut)(;m
in the Senate asking that he be fired. But the Republicans don't want to have to vote on It.
They've stalled and delayed. but they can't stall much long:r. ~ey ~on't want to v?te
against Wan and antagonize all of those in the West who love him, including those who give
the money. And they don' t want to vote for him and an~agoni~ those ~ho feel Watt has
insulted them. The only way to save this embarrassment IS for him to resign, and so far he
won't. That is Washington, and it's all ours.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 9, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington. in Dallas. in Albuquerque and other places near
and far. we are here and pleased to have you with us. We" II have the nev s since the Sunday
morning papers and. today. a subject endlessly argued. voted on. fought out in the courts.
and never settled one way or another. Should violent. murderous criminals be put to death. or
is that unacceptable in a civilized country?

[voice-over] Our guests: Governor Toney Anaya of New Mexico. who promised nobody
would be executed while he was Governor: Governor Mark. White of Texas says he is not a
zealous advocate of the death penalty. but thinks sometimes it is justified: Senator Dennis
DeConcini of Arizona. who sees crime as this country's most urgent problem and believes in
the death penalty; and Henry Schwarzschild of the Capital Punishment Project. American
Civ.il Liberties lInion: he flatly. totally opposes any death sentence ever. The background on
a ~lfficult quest~on from John Martin: James WOOlen is off today. And our discussion here
With George Will. Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker. All here on our Sunday program.

[on car;zera] Today's news: a political event of sorts late last night in Des Moines. Iowa.
The state s Democrats had a Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner with f<XXIand drink and oratory
and. most interesting to them. a straw jX)11. totally unscientific. Walter Mondale won it with
47CJc; Alan Cranston. second with 37; John Glenn. third with 5.9. It was less a test of
popul~ty than a test of who could get his supporters into the room to vote. ABC's Ron
MIller m Des Moines.

RON MILLER [voice-over]: All seven of the Democratic presidential candidates showed
up for th~Iowa Je~erson-Jackson Day celebrations. Its not the kind of party any of them
would mISS. But WIth all of the jubilation. the candidates were sharing some anxiety over
the Iowa straw poll. Each of the almost 5,000 people at the dinner could vote in the poll,
~hlch IS ~ally more a test of a candidate's organizational ability than his popularity. But
tt was an Important test for Jimmy Carter back in 1975, and both Walter Mondale and
Alan Cranston puIled out the stops to win the poll this year.
WALTER MONDALE, former Vice President: This is part of a long process. I.-s
neither the beginning or the end, but it's an important meeting.
MILL~R [voice-over}: Organized labor had over 1.000 seats at the dinner. generally see.n
as .S?hd votes for Mondale. So some state party leaders were surprised by Cranston s
relatively strong second-place showing in the poll. only 10 percentage points behmd
Mondale. .

~n. ALAN CRANSTON, (D) California: We demonstrated here we have more than
-.~ volunteers who are dedicated to my campaign. Some of them traveled hundreds of
miles to be .here to vote for me tonight. and those people will be the nucleus of our drive
to do well In the Iowa caucuses.

DAVID NAGLE, Iowa Democratic Party Chairman: Right now Alan Cranston and
Walter Mondale are reasonably ready to compete in Iowa so we know that two have
good organizations and five don't. '

MILLER [voice-over]: And. according to party officials those other five candidates have
nOdmo~ than 30 days to shape up their Iowa organizati~ns if they hope to compete here
an WIn.

Ron Miller. ABC News, Des Moines.
Mr. BRINKLEY· Th De M . . . .made SCI· ifi II' e somes Register and Tribune published its poll this mommg.

enu ca y and jt h ed ith "7'Cranston far behin . I S?W ~ondale first with 46% and Glenn second WI . - ,
d. It also said that 10 Iowa. either Mondale or Glenn could beat PreSident
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Reagan.
. Me~~rs of the South Korean government's cabinet. visiting in Burma. went to a memcr-
tal budding for a wreath-laying ceremony; a bomb went off and four of them were killed
along with 15 other people. The local radio blamed it on North Korea. '
In Lebanon. a U.S. Marine was hit by gunfire today and another was hit yesterday. Neither

one was seriously hurt.
~hiladelphia won t~e National. League pennant last night, so two cities not far apart-

Philadelphia and Baltimore - WIll be in the World Series beginning Tuesday night.
Jam~s Watt. secretary of interior. is so far ignoring the demands that he quit. He is staying

on a friend's ranch in California saying nothing.
And trade officials in India complain that one of the country's biggest exports and money

earners is tea. but the exports are being hurt because the Indians now are drinking all the tea
themselves.
We'lI be back with all the rest of todays program in a moment.

[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: There was a bizarre or grotesque scene this week. In Texas. a man
sentenced to death for murder was strapped on a table a few minutes away from an injection
that would end his life. Then here came an order from the U.S. Supreme Court delaying his
execution for another hearing. The country seems unable to decide if it really wants the death
penalty. and the courts seem unable to deal with it. Some background on this from ABC's
John Mallin. Here is his report.

COURT REPORTER: Marvin Jeffries. is this your individual verdict?
MARVIN JEFFRIES, Seattle juror: Yes. it is.
REPORTER: Is it the verdict of the jury?

Mr, JEFFRIES: Yes.
JOHN MARTIN {voice-over}: The verdict was death from a Seattle jury this week for
2:>year--old Willie Mak. convicted of murdering 13 men and women eight months ago in
a Chinatown gambling den. Mak was starting on a trip already taken by 1.230 men and
women who live on death row in .13 states. according to the most recent statistics. They
are at the center of an argument America has been having with itself for a long time.
RAMSEY CLARK, former Attorney General: The law. which should be the teacher.
which should stand for the values and principles of the people. has violated the mandate.
"Thou shalt not kill." It has made killing pennissable.
WALTER BERNS, American Enterprise Institute: The point of the law is. I think.
to satisfy that anger. and that in this case that means satisfy the pleasure that comes with
retribution - paying back that person who was the cause of that pain.
MARTIN [voice-over}: Part of the debate has centered on humane ways to do what. in
other circumstances. is inhumane. Of the eight men killed since 1977. when executions
resumed after a IO-year break, Gary Gilmore died at the hands of a firing squad in Utah.
Three men. including John Spenkelink of Florida. died in the electric chair. Two died in
gas chambers. including the latest ~ Jimmie Lee Gray of Mississippi. on September Znd;
and one man. Charles Brooks of Texas. by injection of lethal chemicals. BUI. no matter
what the method. critics argue it is a barbaric ritual that cannot possibly deter murderers
because it is not carried out in public.
Sen. MARK HATFIELD, (R) Oregon: To me. if you want to see revenge and it you
want to see the horrors of the barbaric act of capital punishment- if that's to be a
deterrent. let's televise it so that more people will see it.
MARTIN [voice-over}: But. prosecutors who must use the law say the act itself is
universally understood.
D. LOWELL JENSEN, Associate Attorney General: I've been in this business far
a long time. As far as I can sec. I would accept the fact that capital punishment is a
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deterrent. It's a part of a criminal ju -,tice system that serves that purpose. It also. and in
terms of what people say. its a just part of the just punishment that ought to be imposed in
a criminal justice system.
MARTIN [voice-over}: But neither side has been able to convince the other by relying~n
homicide statistics. which defy both sides at times. and more often seem to reflect the nse
and fall of population groups. The polls show rising suppon up to 70% nationally for
executions. The crowd wanted the sentence carried out this week here in Texas.

JIM MAITOX, Texas Attorney General: Justice White granted a stay of execu-
tion. {booing from crowd]

MARTIN [voice-over]: The death penalty has been a potent political issue. In T~xas. for
example. both major candidates for governor campaigned with no dispute about It. Mark
White. a Democrat, won the election and has a reputation of favoring the death penalty.
In nearby New Mexico. however. Democratic Governor Toney Anaya stands as ~
opponent of capital punishment. and has offered reprieves to prisoners scheduled 10 die
during his tenn in office. .. .. a

[on camera] Here at the federal level. Senator Dennis DeConctnl ot Arizona.
Democrat. is co-sponsoring a bill to permit federal judges to impose the death sente~ce
after conducting a special hearing to decide whether it's warranted. That would bring
federal law in line with state rules that have been upheld by the U.S. Supreme court

id[voice-over] Critics believe. however. that placing more prisoners on death row cou
lead to a tide of executions.
Mr. CLARK: If we kill one person a day. one person a day- how would you like to live
in a country where every day your government kills somebody? If we kill one pe~~.~
day. we would nor catch up with the backlog on death row now before the end at t IS

decade. .
. B whit granted a stay InMARTIN [voice~overJ: This week. Supreme Court Justice yron led' b injection

Texas only ~4mmutes before condemned murdered James Autry was to ie y . te
.. based on a las[~mtnUfor the murder of a store clerk In a $2.70 robbery. The stay was . ality

appeal that Autry's case should have been reviewed for what is called proportioned t '
making sure his crime was not less aggravated than those of other murderers sentenc th 0
life in prison, an issue due for argument in the United States Supreme Court next mon .

. do i We seek every wayMr. CLARK: What it really shows is we don't have the WIll to 0 It.
to avoid it.

. ft d Ink case issuing thaiMr. BERNS: This business of tight. Just the other day In the so n I' but when
stay, that's an outrage. I think. In principle they're in favor of the death pena ty, after the
it comes- when push comes to shove, what do they do? They'll find one ex~~:e execu-
other that these defense attorneys, that the ACLU picks up and uses to aVO!
tions at the last moment. believe
MARTIN: What this suggests is a rising exasperation among ~ose ~ple ~ a rising
that the death penalty is the best way to punish the most V!CIOUS cn~es. bloodbath
apprehension among abolitionists who are fearful thai something may t~l~e~ a_ dispro-
of ~e sort America hasn't seen since ~e 1930s, when hundreds of cn~~: scourts have
portionate numbers of them black - died every yea~".For many ye~ that is a holding
been groping for a way to make executions less capncrous ..And whi e spectacle of
action of the most desperate sort, it is perhaps the only bamer left now vid?
legalized bloodshed thai, without question. would shock the world. Davr . or

. f Texas and GovernMr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. Governor White 0
Anaya of New Mexico, who have differing opinions on this. In a moment.

{commercial break] Toney
., II d GovernorMr. BRINKLEY: Governor Mark White of Texas. who,s In Da as. an both of you this

Anaya of New Mexico, who is in Albuquerque, we are pleased to have
morning, and thank you for coming in to talk with us.

GOY. MARK WHITE, (0) Texas: Good to be with you, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me with questions are George Will of ABC News and Sam
Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. Governor Anaya, I take it that you are
flatly opposed to capital punishment in any case. Is thai right?

GOY. TONEY ANAYA, (0) New Mexico: That is correct.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Wei, tell me this. The Supreme Court holds that it is, with proper
safeguards, constitutional. In several states the question has been put on the ballot and in each
case--, I think. I'm right about this. In each case it has been approved overwhelmingly. And
the polls show that about 70% of the public favors it for particularly serious crimes. Do you
know something they don't'?

GOY. ANAYA: I think it is one of those kind of emotional issues that at first blush seems very
agreeable to the general public. but if they really understood what was behind it. I don't think
they would be so quick to run out and try to kill someone. I'm opposed to it for two main
reasons: one is a moral one. It's a religious belief. Ihappen to believe in a divine creator and
happen to believe that only GOO can take somcone's life. Secondly, from a law enforcement
point of view, I served as attorney general for four years in New Mexico. I've served as an
assistant district attorney, and I think that I am establishing as Governor a very pro-law
enforcement record. But yet recognizing the arguments that are made about the deterrence
effects, Idon't believe them. Ithink it's inhumane: it's barbaric: it does absolutely nothing to
lower the incidence of murder. And I think we're just lowering ourselves as a state, as a
government to the same levels as those individuals who do commit murder. [ find it quite
interesting to find that America is only one of three significantly industrialized countries in
the world that still have the death penalty. The other is Russia, and the third one is South
Aftica. And I don't think that's very good company to be keeping.

~r. BRINKLEY: Governor White, your views, Ibelieve are somewhat different. Would you
like to respond to what Governor Anaya has said?

Gay, WHITE: Well, I don't think thai you can accurately determine exactly what the
deterrent erfect of capital punishment is because you never know how many people didn't
commit a crime because they were in fear of capital punishment. Ialso think it's important
th~ltyou recognize that it is an appropriate punishment for the most severe and most heinous
cnmes committed by people in our state, at least. Over the past two weeks we have had nine
~ople that were summarily executed by criminals in our state. Two different events. nine
lives. I think it's appropriate in those cases, as in the others outlined in our statute, that we do
have a death penalty, and it is an appropriate penalty for those offenses.

G~ORGE WILL: Governor Anaya, leaving aside the question of deterrence. and there are
~enous arguments on both sides of that issue, some people argue that another legitimate and
lml)(m~t function of the law is to express the community's values, including outrage over
the taking of life by criminals. Do you think this is not worthwhile for capital punishment to
be used to express the community's outrage?

Go~. ~NAYA: I think public officials must find a way to try to control the crimes that the
public Is.ou~ged ~lVerand, more specifically, murder. But to tum to capital punishment as
the solution 10 ~~ Judgment is really a copout because there is no data to demonstrate that in
tact you can eliminate murder by killing someone by the state. In fact. in New Mexico. one
could mak~ the argument that since the death penalty law was passed, murders have in-
creased. Smce. we've made it a capital offense to kill policemen, for example, there have
been more policemen killed than before. So I think you get into a round- into a merry-go-
round argument on that. I think we reatly need to be looking at the underlying causes of crime
and tryIng to get to those.

Mr. WILL: But. Governor Anaya. do you have any data that demonslrales thaI imprisonment
detf:rs burglary? That is. aren't the methOOological problems of proving cause and effect with
PUnishment and deterrence the same for all punishment?

GOY. ANAYA: Well. again. I think anybody can pull out ligures to try to make any panicular
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case. but I think generally society accepts the fact that imprisonment does deter crime
generally. But there isn't the same argument. in my judgment. that putting someone to death
deters murders. .

Mr. WILL: But if your arguement is society generally accepts something. society clearly
generally accepts - and says so in fXJlI after poll - that capital punishment deters.
Gov. ANAYA: I think it's because the question is asked so simply whenever the polls are
taken. Whenever there is public debate. as there was during my election for Governor. wh~n
the death penalty did become an issue. and I opposed it. my opponent was in support of It.
yet I got elected.

SAM DONALDSON: Governor White. what about the problem of proportionality. which
has come up just recently now in Texas? And that simply is that in one state or one.
jurisdiction someone is given the death penalty and perhaps put to death for the same ty~ 01
crime that in another state or another jurisdiction the criminal gets 30 years for. Is that fair?
GOY.WHITE: Well, I think thai each state has appropriate jurisdiction in th~se are~, .and I
think the proportionality argument is going to be one over whether it's proportional within the.
state jurisdiction. The concern on the part of Justice White when he granted the stay 01
execution this past week was the question being raised in California. I think. that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. when we- if I just may interrupt. Within the srare-, you're
correct in the Autry case. That's the issue. But I'd like you to speak to the wider question of
fairness and equity. If people are going to be put to death for particular heinous crimes. why
is it fair for someone to be put to death in one "tate but not in another?

GOY, WHITE: Well. I think it reflects community standards, and I think each jurisdiction
has the right in this federal union to set those differentials as they see fit.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean states' rights gives one stale the right to put to death
someone for a crime, but another state the right to spare a person's life?
GOY.WHITE: I think there's a choice that's made by the people within those communities,
and I think those sovereignties are expressed by the state legislators in passing these statutes,
and I think it's appropriate.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor Anaya. let us take a terrible case that we're all ,more or less
~amili~ with - the Manson gang who, in California, were not put to death. They were put
into pnson. Do you think that the public, seeing a crime as horrible as this. feels ch.eated
when the people who committed it escape with their lives? Do they feel that the law IS not
effective, that they feel cheated?

GOY. ANAYA: I think they probably do feel cheated. and I think it's these kind of isolated
cases th~t b~ng on the outrage from-the general public trying to support the ~eath penalty.
But I think It obscures the underlying problems that we have in society. the cnme problems
that,we .have. There should be a way to deal Swiftly with those types of ~ndiv!d~als. but/
~?n t thmk tha! the d~ath penalty is the swift punishment thai everybody thmks .It I~.In fac '
It s the less SWIft punishment in the entire country because of the tremendous built-in appeals
and the fact that no one is really certain how they want to deal with it. Ithink. we need to-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that a reason to eliminate it, because it takes a long time to get it carried
out?

~o~. ANAYA: That is one reason. That's a secondary reason. My first reason for eliminat-
mg It would be based on moral or religious- civilization, civilized type arguments. M,y
secondary reason would, very definitely, be because of the length of time. the cost that S
involved, It's an uncertain punishment and because it's uncertain, in my judgment. it's not a
deterrent.

Mr. DO....ALD~ON: Governor White. would you respond to something that Go~emor
Anaya s3..1d.earlier. talking about the religious aspect and the fact that some people III the
country belle~e that it is the Lord's right to take life and nOIour right. What about that? What
about the busmess of" 'Vengeance is mine.' Thus saith the Lord"? .

Gov. WHITE: Well, I think the Lord prevents- or permits a society to protect themselves,
and I think that's what this is in the sense that we are protecting ourselves against that type of
individual who -would destroy civilization if permitted to go unburied.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well then, why doesn't the Lord show his wisdom to all nations? As
was pointed out earlier, there are only three nations really in the world that permir the death
penalty, Why doesn't the Lord enlighten the other nations that have now done away with if,'

GOY. WHITE: Well, I don't think that that's necessarily the case that just three nations have
it, but in any case. every nation has the right to establish its own codes. and I think that we in
our nation have set those codes. and I'm certain that in Texas. at least. we're prepared to
cany out these responsibilities; The point here being is that we have a right to protect
ourselves against that type of criminal activity. Nine people summarily executed in Texas
over the past two weeks, Now. if we were to permit that to continue and to follow the
reasoning of my colleague in New Mexico. do away with all punishment for the killing of
police officers would be the ultimate way in which you'd protect the police officer. and we
know that's not the case.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor White. there's a member of the Senate who advocates capital
punishment and advocates that it be put on television. What do you think of that?
GOY~WHITE: I don't think that's an appropriate way in which to cany out thai sentence, I
think its' something that should be done in as humane a fashion as possible, At the same
time, Idon't think. that many of our proceedings are properly displayed on television,

Mr. WILL: Governor Anaya. are you open to evidence? That is, suppose some of the studies
that are underway on this begin to demonstrate that there is indeed a deterrent effect. Would
that change your view on gauging the sanctity of human life and tip you in favor of this?
Gov. ANAYA: I think that as the governor of a state. I would have to leave myself open to
any particular evidence that would be brought to me. Iwould, at that point, then have to
come to grips with my own moral convictions, At this point I don't have to face that
particular decision because I haven't seen the evidence. I think one point that you mentioned
about- or a question you asked Governor White about, maybe televising the proceedings-
I. think-if we're really looking for deterrence- and I'm not in favor of it- but let's go ahead
and televise, or let's have the public hangings down on the town square so people can come
and watch and participate. and maybe that'll really shock the public and wake them up as to
really what's going on.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor Anaya and Governor White. thank you very much for coming in
and talking with us today. It's been a pleasure to have you with us.
GOY. WHITE: Thank you.
GOY. ANAYA: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Senator DeConcini of Arizona. and Henry Schwarzschild of
the American Civil Liberties Union. with their views. also quite different. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr BRINKLEY: Senator DeConcini_ Mr. Schwarzschild. thank you for very much for
corning in to talk with us about an important. if unpleasant. subject. Pleasing to ha~e you
with us. Now, you have heard the conversations of our previous guests. Governor White and
Governor Anaya. Senator, would you like to respond to some of what they said?
Sen. DENNIS DeCONCINI, (D) Arizona: Sure. David. I think. you know. that it was
well presented. Governor Anaya went to the moral issue, and I think anybody who thinks
about the death penalty a little bit has to resolve that in their own mind. I was a prosecutor
before I came to the Senate, and of course what you do in your life and being a prosecutor
and seeing the heinous, outrageous crimes. it dramati~ to me in a v~ry mean~ngf:ulway that
society not only has the right to come to the conclusion that forfeiture of life IS a proper
penalty unde: certain circu":lstances. but to me it~sthe ri~ht t~ing to do. And the argument of
deterrence will always be \\ ith us. There are studies. Erlich did a "rudy and Sellwyn has done
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a study, and I'm sure other srudies have been done. and none of them are really conclusive. I
think it comes down to. who do we want to protect in society? Do we want to protect the
person that has committed the heinous. outrageous crime? I. think we want to protect that
person with due process. to be sure that everything has been done to properly insure. as
humanly possible. trial by tbe peers. etc .. and appeals. but then we ought to also want to
protect the innocent victim - those that might be killed. If you have no death penalty, what
are you going to do with someone who's killed two people. or like in my state when I was
prosecutor, killed four people. given life sentences without parole. what deterrent is there
every going to be for that person not to commit another crime while in the institution or. if
they should be let out through a reprieve or commutation? To me it's the right thing to do. It's
hard to address because we don't like talking about killing people. That's not a natural thing
for us, but I think it's what society has to come to grips with. particularly in the tremendous
crime-ridden society that we're in today and the tremendous increase in homicides.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schwarzschild?
HENRY SCHWARZSCHILD, American Civil Liberties Union: I think that a society
that believes that the killing of a human being is an acceptable answer to any kind of a
question is in some ways a deeply uncivilized society. The question is not who we protect. If
it comes to protection. obviously we incarcerate hundreds of thousands of people, as we sit
here, routinely. every day of the year, And Manson, whose name fell in your earlier
conversation with the governors, has not been a danger to us since he's been behind bars.Tbe
fact of. the matter is that the death penalty, its availability and the acrual carrying out ~f ~
execution, endangers us because it demonstrates that the state also does not believe that hfe IS
~ltimately valuable, but if it has a good enough reason to kill, it will kill. And. since the law
Instance. the political institutions in our society do have an exemplary effect. they teach the
society what the values are. Every marginally pathological potential murderer walking the
streets of Santa Fe or of Austin, Texas or of washincton or Detroit or Chicago or Los
Angeles, can, learn the lesson from the state that if there is a good enough reason to kill
somebody, then killing that person is all right. The research shows at best that the deterrent
effect of the death penalty is controverted. But if we cannot even be sure that it has a socially
useful eff~ct. then how can the state arrogate unto itself the power. the God-like wisdom, the
really. ~It~ately, totalitarian power to decide, "These are people we want to kill: these w~
keep. alive ? w"e can protect ourselves, and we ought to, against people who commlt
atrocious and hemous crimes such as those the Senator spoke of or the Governor spoke of.
'!Ie are all equally killable. You are, I am. But killing arbitrarily and discriminatorially a few
Isolated people from among those thousands. that regrettably enough committed the too
many murders-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. it's not altogether arbitrary.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: -will not do that job. It endangers us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: II's not altogether arbitral)'. We choose those who have killed other
people.

Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Yes, but-
Mr. WILL: Which is rather few of us.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: We have on the average in this year somewhere around 22.000
non-neghgent homicides a year, according to the FBI. We're not going to execute :!2,~
people a year. That would be something on the order of 500 executions a week. Thai s a
bloodbath, not a crin~inal justice system in a humane society. So we're going to have to make
Judgments about. which are the ones we want to execute. And those judgments have al~ays
been made, continue now to be made, in an extremely discriminatory and arbitrary f3:ShlOn.
Whatever J~s Autry- who came within 45 minutes of his death the other night in Texas,.1
~ow the crime, the crime is atrocious and destructive, and nobody says anything else. But It
IS not so much more destructive and so much more heinous that he, rather than the hundreds
of other people who commit those kinds of crimes, ought to be selected for execution.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Schwarzschild. I want to take issue with something you said. We
are all equally killable. We are not. and I want to ask Senator DeConcinci that question that
the Autry case raises. And we heard Governor White say it. In one jurisdiction, for the same
type of-crime, someone may be put to death and in another, for the same type of crime,'
receive a life sentence or even a lesser sentence. That seems to me to raise the element of
fairness, ler alone the question about whether the death penalty is a viable penalty. What
about that?
Sen. DeCONCINI: Well. Sam. I'll address that. I'd like to get back to the arbitrariness that
Mr. Brinkley brought up. but let me address this thing. Iagree with Governor White. I think
under our federal system of this country that the states, the local communities should have the
right to rise to whatever they believe the criminal justice system should provide. And if the
state of Arizona, which it has. has passed a death penalty, then that's- and you are subject
to the laws of the state of Arizona when you commit a first-degree homicide, then you should
have to face that penalty. And if it happens to be Arkansas or some state that doesn't have it,
so be it. The people should make that determination. That is society working. That isn't
something arbitrary, You don't pass laws through the legislature by an arbitrary, capricio~s
manner. You do it through a long period of time, and then, not only that, once the sentence IS
imposed, you have very, very careful standards today - ever since the '72 Furman U.S.
Supreme Court case - that it's not just arbitrary. We're not talking about 22,000 people who
are on death row: we're talking about 1.100 or 1.200. And that's since 1970 or '72.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why do we require that a federal legislature make a determination
about a school lunch program. lei alone whether to go to war against another nation, but say
that individual states can make the determination of whether to take human life?
Sen. DeCONCINI: Well. I think there's a great distinction about, first of all, going to war.
That's got to be a national policy. You have to have one voice speak for your nati?n: You
don't have to have one voice speak for Florida and for Arizona or Oregon as to ~e kmd of
law- legal system they have, as long as it's confined and within the restramts of the
Constitution. As to the child lunch program. you're talking about some standards. Nobody
has to join the child lunch program. If they don't want to take the federal surplus funds, they
don't have to. This is a little different with the criminal justice system, I think.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Schwarzschild. you've just given a moral argument against capital punish-
ment, but the ACLU's argument is constitutional, and it is thai it violates the cruel and
unusual punishment clause.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILO: Yes.
Mr. WILL: Given that clearly the Founders did not think that - the people who drafted the
Constitution - and given that the Constitution indeed twice, by inference, mentions 'capital
punishment, in the Fifth and Fourteenth amendments, your argument comes .down to the fact
that evolving standards of decency now have made this cruel and unusual. Given the fact that
I think 35, 36 states have passed capital punishment laws since 1972, isn't that conclusive
evidence that the standards of decency have not evolved in the direction that you. as a matter
of fact, assert they have?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Well. the constitutional Founders also thought that chattel slavery
did not offend their sense of what a society ought to do. It took a bit of Civil War and many
consequences with which we struggle today to overcome that-
Mr. WILL: But the question is today's standards of decency.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Todays standanls of decency as enunciated, cettainly. by public
opinion polls do not suggest that the death penalty violates the Eighth Amendment. The
question is whether the Supreme Court and the political leadership of our country oughtn't
really to be a mirror of what is. I think. a widely misunderstood issue; namely, whether the
death penalty protects the society, And I think that. rather than perhaps the force of the moral
argument, seems to propel people. in their fear of crime, in their sense of insufficient security
of their persons and their property and their families, to think. that the death penalty is a
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sol~tion [0 those problems. That turns out to be an error. We respectfully disagree with the
United States Supreme Court. as we did, as it were, in 18% when they came down with
Plessy v. Ferguson with respect to racial segregation. I think. the case was wrongly decided.
and the Supreme Court, under the Constitution. is not meant to be merely a reflection of
public opinion---
Mr. WILL: Okay. then-

Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: -but rather to enunciate constitutionalism.
~r. WILL: Then your position is not thut evolving standards of decency passed it by. but that
if they evolved the way the ACLU wants. you're saying. or that the leadership should act as
though standards of decency had evolved. Isn't that what you're really arguing?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Not quite. Evolving standards of decency by 1954. at least. held
that racial segregation did violate the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution in the
Brow'! v. Boar~ case. If you had taken a public opinion poll at the time. I'm not sure that the
A~encan pubhc at large would have agreed with the United States Supreme Court. though I
~nk ,very few. of us today would dispute that that was a move in a humane and decent
du"C.ctlon.We slffiply.hold that the death penalty, which gives the state the ultimate power to
d~clde over ~uman life or death, ought to be subject to the same kind of consideration.
V I~ally ~very country with whom we share moral and legal and social values has now
abolished It and, as was said earlier in your program ..the major countries with whom we now
share the return to the death penalty, in these kinds of numbers that we're talking about-
1,200 people; we are s~ntencing to death people at the rate of about 250 a year - that is vel)'
melancholy company indeed to keep. as Governor Anaya said.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here for a moment. wc'Hbe back with more questions for
our two guests in a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schwarzschild, in your view is there no crime so monstrous as to
deserve the death penalty?

Mr .. SCHWA.RZSCHILD: There. is no crime for which the death penalty is a useful and
SOCiallyperrnissable response. Cnmes - the kind of crimes that we've heard ebout today,
others tha! w~know abo~t - are app~lIingly destructive. and 'it is precisely because killing a
human being ISso appalhngly destructive that we would not have the ...tate do it in our names.
As Governor Anaya said. the state lowers itself to the level of those who commit crimes. We
~annot ~each the soc~ety. that killi~g human beings is utterly and totally and fundamentally
unpermissable by being 10 the business of killing human beings. That teaches not the lesson
that we want the society to learn.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose Adolf Hitler had survived World War II and been brought to
Nuremburg. Would you have executed him. were you the judge?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: I would not have. I opposed the execution of Adolf Eichmann.
not because I think what he did was anything but monstrous. precisely as the trial elicited. but
because ~e cannot do to an A~olf Eichmann or to an Adolf Hitler anything remotely
~pproachmg t~e horro.rs that they Impose upon humanity. We ought to stand for the propcsi-
non th~t we think life ISvaluable and life is sacred and that we respect it. and we cannot make
that pomt by returning to the business of homicide.

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator DeConcini. as a prosecutor. what was your guess or hunch
a?out why people favor the death penalty? Was it vengeance. was it punishment _ someone
did something and ought to forfeit their life?

Sen. DeCONCINI: Sam. you can look at a lot of public polls and surveys and you find all of
that, part of It. Some people reacting to vengeance: they want a pound of flesh, or what have
·yo~ '. So~e people feel. that have thought about it and realize thai whatever their moral and
religious Judgments a:e. it is - as I have - believe that society can _ and rightfully can-
come to that conclusion, that you can commit such a crime against your fellow man, that

forfeiting your life is proper. Before I was a prosecutor. I was not in the criminal law. and I
ju-t had that general feeling of ''I'm not too sure, I don't feel good about putting people to
death. Why should society do if?" But after being a prosecutor and after seeing accused and
convicted defendants. who were found to be sane. so they could stand trial and have the
sentence imposed. listening to their confessions and hearing how they enjoyed - and they
would do it again. to slit someone's throat - and we had jest the case. And how the woman
crawled over to the corner tied up and begged and pleaded with her eyes and then this guy.
Hyman. shot right between the eyes and then went out and ate a bowl ofCheerios. and then
hid- and this is all in his confession on tape, and says, "I'd do it again." That, once you
establish that he has been granted every protection in the law, which this gentleman was, then
society has that right-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. protection in the law- I hate to be a Johnny One-Note and come
back to proportionality. but I'm going to raise it in another sense. More blacks are put to
death for the types of heinous crimes we're talking abour than whites. Is that racism? Is that
because whites can alford berter counsel?
Sen. DeCONCINI: Well. I think historically part of the last of your question could have
been, now we have a legal aid sy....tem. We have a legal defense-
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean a legal aid lawyer is as good as the one that I could hire for
thousands of dollars?
Sen. DeCONCINI: -c-an attorney who is appointed by the court to represent you. The court
will pay. And in capital crimes they appoint not the new ones just out of law school; they
appoint competent People to represent them. and they're very good lawyers. I've tried caseS
against them. and I've won and lost them-
Mr. DONALDSON: So why are more blacks put to death?
Sen. DeCONCINI: -and they're vel)' good. I think that is a problem of our society, of
where some minorities find themselves in our societal fear of economic and education, nOI
the fact that the death penalty has caused them to be more subject to it. I think. it's a societal
problem. We ought to do something about it-
Mr. DONALDSON: And you're saying-
Sen. DeCONCINI: -instead of cutting out-
Mr. DONALDSON: Make certain that I'm clear on what you're saying-
Sen. DeCONCINI: -grants for college and the safety net and everything else that sbould
be done.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you suggesting that a black doesn't have the same advantages.
maybe an education and economic advantages. and comes to a point where he may commit a
heinous crime?
Sen. DeCONCINI: I think- I think that many minority people have not had the opportun-
ity. because of lack of education and employment. to be able to not be thrust into a society or
part of society that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Then on whose door should we knock with the writ of execution?
Sen. DeCONCINI: We should knock on our doors every day we represent people in this
country [Q build a society that has equal opportunity. But at the same time, we should not say
we are going to eliminate thut punishment that the criminal justice system provides for taking
someone else's life premeditatedly - knowing exactly what you're doing - for the pleasure
of doing it, and then say. "Oh. gosh. we don't want to set any examples or be killers
ourselves. ,. We're not killers in doing that. We're establishing a level [hat you cannot go
beyond. and that's it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: This question is often discussed on the level of high legal principles.
constitutionality. etc. etc. In doing a little reading about this. I came across a quotation from
a father whose daughter had been brutally murdered. and the murderer convicted and sent to
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p~son. ~nd what he said was: this man is able to eat and sleep and read and write and use the
p~S?n hbr-a:r and pe~aps even laugh occasionally. whereas he has denied my daughter the
pnvl~ege ot ever doing any of this. He sees it as an outrage. Now. that's an emotional
reaction. not legal, not constitutional. What would you say to him. Mr. Schwarzschild?
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: I would say that he has undergone an appalling and disastrous
tragedy In his life: that nothing we do 10 the person who killed his daughter can bring that
daughter back to hfe ".The stale here only plays God in deciding whom to kill, but it cannot
re~lIy be God and bong that child back to life. But that the criminal laws of the state of
Arizona or the stale of Texas or any other state of the Union does 001 exist in order to gratify
that perfectly understandable and legitimate sense of vengefulness of that man. On the
contr~. the criminal laws of our society exist in order to abate, to end private vengeance so
that this father, who has been terribly, deeply hurt, is not the prosecutor. Senator DeConcini
w~ a prose<:utor, not th~vi~tims of those crimes that he prosecuted. because it is the state
t~mg upon Itself ~e obligation of sac ing , "We shall do something useful. socially permis-
slbl~ and constructive about those disastrous events which ultimately violate the noms of
SOCialconduct," so that vengeance is not the business of the criminal law. And for Mr.
Berns, who was earlie~ on your program.to say that it ex iSIS in order to give people the
pleasure of vengeance IS really a rather melancholy and puzzling sort of response. To get
ple~ure out of the state's killing somebody is not something that a decent and a humane
society ought to have.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sorry. Our time is up. I'd like to hear more-
Sen. DeCONCINI: I would, too.

Mr. BRINKLEY: -but we don't have time. Thank you very much, Senator DeConcini.
Sen. DeCONCINI: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: And Mr. Schwarzschild. Thank you for coming in.
Mr. SCHWARZSCHILD: Thank you. David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: We·1I be back with our. generally speaking. uninhibited discussion here.
and JOining us Will be Tom WIcker, columnist for The New York Times. In a moment.
Icommercial break]

~r, BRINKLEY: In recent days we have had two or three straw polls . political straw polls.
In two .~r t.hree states. We might say they don't amount to much; we might say they could be
called wmner.take nothing polls, but in fact I think they probably do amount to something
because they give the winners the appearance of winners. They generate publicity: the fact
that. we are about to. talk about it now. Walter Mondale won a sort of straw poll in Des
Moines. Iowa, last mght. What does that mean? Has Walter got it sewed up? Tom?

TOM WIC~ER.' The New York Times: Oh. I don't think he has it sewed up. I think that
YO~I Be~ s philosophy that the game is never over 'til it's over is implicit there. But I think
that s an Impo~ant victory because the straw vole in Iowa reflected activist Democrats who
ca~~ out to this occasion, and indeed the caucuses in January-c. in February will reflect
a~tI~lst De'!l~rats. So I think that was an important victory for Mondale and even more so a
Significant indicator for John Glenn because he came in third, and a bad third, in that vote.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George, do you have any thoughts. views, reflections on this'.'
~r. WILL: The gam~ is~'t ?ver, but it's about the seventh inning and Mondale has about a
ve-run lead and he s pitch 109 well and he's kind of an experienced pitcher. to carry this
wonderful metaphor on. who doesn't throw many-

Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm interested to see how long you can go.

Mr. WILL: Weeks,. if necessary, He doesn't throw many hanging curves. I mean. he's not a
~an who makes ~Istakes. He's been operating at this level of American politics for a long
time now, and he s become rather surefooted.
Mr. DONALDSON· Y G " .. es, eorge. but let s face It. AI the moment Mondale s strengths are

the ones that we would expect to show up - organizational strength. early money strength,
the strength of endorsements of major leaders and leadership factions of the Democratic
Party. Glenn has to project the idea that he's a man of the people and the people haven't
voted yet. straw polls aside. Now. you remember the caucus in' Iowa in 1980 gave who?
George Bush, the Republican nomination. I don't see him in the main office in the White
House today.
Mr. WILL: But "the people" don't exist. I mean, "the people" is a kind of abstraction.
What exi-ts are the kind of interest groups that give weight 10 our politics, and it's with those
little platoons. the component parts of an American majority. that Mondales doing very
well.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but eventually the people exist even though they belong to
shifting interest groups. We all belong to four or five or six different intere ..t groups.
Mr. WICKER: Well, the people of course exist but early organizational strength and early
monev, which you mentioned. are two of the main ingredients you need to deal with the
particular shape of the Democratic campaign this year - those early caucuses and primaries.
and the fact that there are seven candidates. Now, when there are seven candidates or six.or
however many might be finally in there. possibly eight. then' the premium is on getting your
voters to the polls because you might win with 30% of the vote or 35% of the vote. And what
Mondale showed in Iowa is that he's got the organization to get his vote out. And what Glenn
showed is that he doesn't have the organization to get his vote out in Iowa. In Iowa.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. the unions are a great help to him in Iowa. They filled up a lot of
those tables in that dinner-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I agree it's the seventh inning-

Mr. BRINKLEY: They were all euting chicken. I guess.
Mr. DONALDSON: -to use George's metaphor. Mondale is pitching very well, but to talk
about the Orioles. they usually win in the ninth. quite often. and Glenn may come back and
Mondale may fade-
Mr. WILL: But statistics. which is what baseball is all about. show that the team ahead in the
seventh almost always wins.
Mr. WICKER: Yeah. the Orioles--

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right-
Mr. WICKER: -let's say they win with a big inning. he needs a big inning.
Mr. DONALDSON: David, do you think we have strayed from the subject yet?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. what about Me. Reagan? There is a campaign committee being
fonned for him. He has not said he would run or not run-- will run or not run. What do you
make of that?
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. he's running. I've always thought he was going to run.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You're at the White House every day. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think he is going to run. He has not announced yet. He has tacitly
given his approval for the organization of this committee. 'They would like to have a
declaration from him. but they can go ahead.
Mr. WICKER: Well. I think he's runninz , roo. I'm on the record as thinking that. But I don't
think the formation of that committee necessarily-c- I think. too much has been made of thai.
Clearly if the President is not going to run - you and I disagree with that - bUI if he's not,
then he wants to wait as long as possible to let that be known--
Mr. DONALDSON: No, I think he's going to run. Tom. We agree.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You think he's not. TomO

Mr. WICKER: -so, in order to maintain and sustain. thai committee had to be formed. No.
I think he will run.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Then we're both in agreement.
Mr. WICKER: I just don', think that committee proves it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?

Mr. WILL: I think he may not run. I think:- I'd be more surprised if he didn't than ifhe
does, but I think there's still a large possibility both way ....and in fact he has done nothing so
far that he wouldn't have done if he decided six months ago to go home.
Mr. DONALDSON: George. at this point if Ronald Reagan doesn't run, meaning next
month or in December he announces hes not going to run. he has really been a bad guy for
the Republican Party. He has left the Republican Party in a shambles on the national level.
Why would he want to do that?

Mr. WICKER: Well, Sam. there's more to it than that. He's President of the United Stales.
Now. the president of the United States. and he's going to be. until January the 21st. 1985. I
think it would be an act of high irresponsibility to have announced. say. las! summer that for
the next year and a haJf he's going to be a lame duck president. I don't see how a president
can do that.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to bring up something else.

Mr. WICKER: And I think he had no alternative. if he wanted to maintain any suspense
here, but to go ahead-- the rules forced him to form that committee.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to bring up something else before our time runs out. Because it is of
great interest to a great number of people and it's important to the American economy .. I
don't quite know how it's going to tum out. Eastern Airlines. only one of several airlines In

this country in severe trouble. is asking its union employees to give back, to take a voluntary
pay cut. And this week it seemed that they were somewhere close or closer, anyway. to
making a deal. I don't know how it will tum out. But in any case. we have airlines with union
employees, well-paid. competing with airlines with non-union employees. less well-paid.
There is the beginning of something similar in the automobile industry. What do you see
cO~llingout of this? Are the unions going to be under great pressure to give back some of their
gains?

~r. WILL: They have been under great pressure, they have been giving back and. more
Importantly, perhaps. they've been making much more modest wage demands than you
mig.ht have expected after the decade of the sort of go-go growth of the 1970s. What you'~
having here is a wringing out of an economy. certain excesses in domestic protectionism, in
effect, that is one of the good things that comes from a recession-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, briefly, time is almost up.

Mr. DONALDSON: I think. the Eastern deal is rather an enlightened activity. The unions
have agreed t,o .an arbitrator. to take a look. and they may have to give back some money
there, but rsn t It berter to give back a little of their gains and keep their jobs?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, 1 don't know. 1 don't know what they would say about it. You·d
have to ask them. Tom?

Mr. ~ICKER: '!'iell, I think. it's a rather enlightened arrangement. too. if the company and
the union are going to look at this together and try to make a responsible decision. I am less
comfortable, however. abour the idea of a company's using the bankruptcy laws as a club
more or less--

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are they doing that?

Mr, DONALDSON: Yes, and 1 agree with you, Tom. it's-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Using the bankruptcy law to bust the union. Is that what they're doing?
Mr. WICKER: Well. I don't want to make that flat accusation. but it seems to me that there's
that ~I~ar possibility. and that the bankruptcy laws were not intended for thai purpose. And
that If It can be established that companies are doing that. then we need some legal reforms to
prevent thai because-c.

Mr. WILL: I don't think they're breaking the unions. They~re ?endi.ng them a bit. It's li~e .the
man who bought the horse and it wouldn't move. and he hit him With a two-by-four. It SJUSI
trying to get their attention. .
Mr. WICKER: Yes. but I think you made the point yourself. Not i~ 7~ery. case: but umons
have a pretty good record here in the last ~e~ or two of respon~lbdlty m rrymg to keep
companies and industries alive rather than killing them. Now. thai s not true-

Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sony, I have to interrupt here. Ti~e's ~p. Th~ you all. tha~s very
much. We"Il be back with a few words on how we do things m Washington. or try, If at all
possible. to gel out of doing them. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: The following is labyrinth ian. By~tine~ complex and
confused as only Washington can manage it. Ja~es :wan is.much admired III the West -
seen as the secretary of the interior who takes their Side agamst a federal .govemme~t often
seen there as an occupying power. James Watt is among the Republican Party s m?st
successful fundraisers. Everybody in Washington and politics adm~res any~y. who can raise
money. They ask. "How can you get elected without it? Am I going t? hl~chhlke to my next
speaking date?" But despite all of his charms, \\:,au can put beth feet m his m~uth and ch~w
gum at the same time. So he's become a Republican ~mbarrass~ent and there sa resolutJ<;>n
in the Senate asking thai he be fired, But the Republicans don t want to have to vote on It.
They've stalled and delayed. but they can't stall much long~r. ~ey ~on't want to v?te
against Wan and antagonize all of those in the ~esl who love hl~. including those who give
the money. And they don't want 10 vote for him and an~agom~ those ~ho feel Watt has
insulted them. The only way to save this embarrassment IS for him to resign. and so far he
won't. That is Washington. and it's all ours.
For all of us at ABC"s This Week, until next Sunday. thank. you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 16, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarter". here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington and other strange places. we're all here. ready.
and glad to have you with us. We"11have the news since the Sunday morning papers. And
Senators Mondale and Glenn now seem to be leading the pack after some months of straw
vote x, caucuses. chicken-and-peas dinners at Holiday Inns - about everything but Tupper-
ware parties. So whats going on? Our guests: Edward 1. Rollins. campaign director of the
Reagan-Bush 198..+committee: Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York. who this
week declared himself for Senator Mondale: and Senator Jim Sasser of Tennessee. who is
John Glenn's Southern campaign chairman. Some background from John Martin: James
Wooten is off. And our free-form and possibly disjointed discussion here with George Will.
Sam Donaldson and Jody Powell. all here on our Sunday program.
Today's news: now that James Walt is on the unemployment roll and is to be replaced by

William Clark. the President's national security adviser. Washington is wondering who will
replace Clark. who will see the President every day to offer or [0 take advice on foreign
policy. on the Middle East. on Central America, and everywhere else? ABCs Barrie
Dunsmore at the State Department. Barrie. what do you hear there'.'
BARRIE DUNSMORE: Well. David. after a good deal of agonizing I understand that a
finn decision has been made. and that Robert McFarlane. who has been the deputy head of
the national security system. is going to take over Mr. Clark's job. The to-ing and fro-ing
wasn't so much because they didn't think thai he could do the job, but there was some
opposition from Mr. Casey. the head of the CIA. and Mr. Weinberger of the Defense
Department. who didn't feel. first of all. that McFarlane would be quite tough enough. and
also that he wouldn't have the access that Clark had. having been so close to the President.
However. they have been pacified or mollified or whatever it is. bur I do understand that
McFarlane will get the job.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Did you hear. did you tell me that Jeane Kirkpatrick, now the ambassador
to the U.N .. might be moved somewhere?
DUNSMORE: Well, of course, Mrs. Kirkpatrick was one of the possible candidates to
succeed Clark. and this. of course, was to pacify the hard right-wing group of the party which
felt that McFarlane wouldn't be tough enough. I understand that because she didn't gel the
job there will be some consolation prize offered: the President will suggest that she can. if she
wants to. move from the United Nations back to Washington, and have some kind of a job
which has yet to be defined and which doesn't exist at the moment. which would supposedly
have access to the White House.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What might the job be? I can't imagine one.
DUNSMORE: Well. it's one of those jobs that doesn't exist at the moment. David. and
probably it will sound a lot better on paper than it actually is. If you're not in the Cabinet,
you're not in the Cabinet.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Barrie. thank you. Thank you very much.
The President's special commission on Central America. headed by Henry Kissinger.

ended a week's tour of Central America and returned to Washington early this morning.
ABCs Rita Flynn has a report.

RITA FLYNN [voice-over): Returning after a six-day trip. Kissinger indicated there is
still much to be learned. with the next step to meet with those causing the most trouble in
the region. on both sides.

HENRY KISSINGER, Central America Commission: We have agreed in the
bipartisan commission that we would meet \\ ith all dissident groups from Central

America at an appropriate moment. We haven't yet set a time. and we will announce
it when we do, but in principal we will meet with both Salvadoran and Nicaraguan
dissidents.

F~Y~N [voice-over}: The commission's exhausting itinerary began in Panama. Initially
Kissinger and the others swore off any meetings with those engaged in guerrilla warfare,
but by Tuesday in Costa Rica, plans changed. Among others. they talked with Alfonso
R?bello. the exiled leader of a group fighting to overthrow the Sandinista government in
Nicaragua. a rebel the Reagan administration seems to like. The fourth stop. EI Salvador.
where Kissinger indicated thut even the best of friendships can be strained. After a recent
Siring of murders by the country's right-wing death squads. he talked of human rights.

Mr. KISSINGER, [October /2, /983]:We arealso dedicated to the pursuit of human
rights and democracy.

FLYNN [voice-over): Along the way the commission met requests for more U.S. money,
a plea repeated in Guatemala and once again in Honduras. which asked for $500 million
over the next I:! years. quintupling the present amount.
Yet the wor-t carne last. Nicaragua did not rollout the red carpet. As Kissinger arrived.

thousands poured into the streets to show exactly how they view the Yankees. During the
week. U.S.-backed rebels blew up 31); oil tank. attacked a pipeline. and then Exxon
announced plans to cut otf Nicaraguas only supply of oil. "The message here." said one
American diplomat. "was not hopeful." .

[on camera) Kissinger himself has acknowledged the mission was too brief for the
magnitude of the problem in Central America. That view was shared by some of the
region's leaders. like Panama's president. who asked what can Kissinger do'? The com-
mission now has three months 10 try to figure that out. the report due here by mid-
January.
Rita Flynn, ABC News. at the White House.

Mr. BRINKLEY: As the Kissinger commission returned. Daniel Ortega. leader of the
left-wing junta in Nicaragua, said he considers the United Slates has declared war on his
country .
We have reports from Lebanon that lcraeli troops opened fire on Moslems at a religious

festival. ABCs Tel Aviv bureau says the Israeli military reports it was tired on first. some
vehicles set afire. and it fired back.
We·1I be back with all the rest of rodays program in a moment.

[commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: It is more than a year until the presidential election. The campaigns for
president grow longer and longer. more and more expensive. even though it IS said the public
pays no attention to the politicians until the World Series is over. Not the World Series going
on now _ next year" ....Whether or nul people are pav ing attention. and even though only one
party is campaigning now, at least openly and admittedly. here first is a background look at
what is going on from our man John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: For a moment this week. David. it was possible to dream thai we had
dozed off and suddenly awakened in 1984 - n. >tGeorge Orwell's year. of course, but
perhaps Walter Mcndales or John Glenn's or maybe Ronald Reagan's year.

{voice-over) Here was the Republican Party chairman. Senator Paul Laxalt of Nevada.
stepping out of the White House and moving his old friend within six inches, he said. of
declaring his candidacy for re-election.

Sen. PAUL LAXALT, (R) Nevada: I'H be back here on Monday to receive the
signed document, .rt which time l'H tile them with the Federal Election Commission.
and at that point he will be legally a candidate.

MARTIN (voice-over): On the Demccr.uic side. fanner Vice President Walter Mondale
was lashing out at Senator John Glenn. his closest rival for a 1981 vote supporting Mr.
Reagan's economic policy.
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WALTER MONDALE, former Vice President: When we ask who', for special
interests and who' s for public interest and who has the courage to stand up and say no
when the public needs uv. te ...t us all by how we -,tood on Reaganomics.

MARTIN [voice-over]: And Glenn. as if a primary election was only' hours away. was
lashing back at Mondales ties to Jimmy Carter.
Sen. JOHN GLENN, (D) Ohio [Tuesday}: We do not want to go back to the
disastrous failed policies of the previous administration.
Vice Pres. MONDALE [Wednesday}: I cannot understand why Mr. Glenn wants to
seek the presidency and the nomination of the Democratic Party on the prounds thai he
stood with Mr. Reagan on this radical new approach to economics.
Sen. GLENN [Thursday]: He knows as I know that I never favored Reaganomics.
and that's the charge that's made. that I was somehow supporting all of the proposals
that the President had made. That just is not true. and he knows it's nor true.

PATRICK CADDELL, Democratic pollster: We see now the two frontrunners grap-
ple with each other. begin to go :It it. And that's very significant.
MARnN [voice-over]: Democratic pollster and analyst Patrick Caddell. who once ad-
vised President Jimmy Carter. says he thinks the Mondale camp may have won the latest
skirmishing. but committed a blunder.
CADDELL: I think the Mondale people are. in the short term. ecstatic because they think
that Glenn has "tumbled some with it, As a strategist Iwould argue in the long term that.
if I were the Mondale people. Iwould be very unhappy because I think what they have
done is they have wakened a sleeping giant. potentially. by going after John Glenn. and
they're the ones that started it.
MAR11N [voice-over]: It has become a kind of war with two battles in seven days. first in
New York. with seven Democratic contenders debating issues: then. in Massachusetts.
where Glenn seemed to question Mondale's integrity.

sen. GLENN: Fritz. in arms control above all our people want to know that we're
honest with them and we have the courage of our convictions,

MARTIN {voice-over]: Ycr even though the race is just beginning. many campaign
observers believe it has already narrowed down to just two men - Mondale and Glenn-
\\ ith Senator Alan Cran"ton of California a di"tant but distinct third. The idea that so
much ground may have been lost so soon has begun to worry the olher candidates. who
fear their positions will be ignored.
Sen. GARY HART, (D) Colorado: I have laid out in great detail for the past two or
three years a JX>Sitiveeconomic platfonn that not only would put thiS nation back on ItS
feet. but move us out of the Glenn-Mondale debale.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But while some candidates are hungry for ~ttentio~. !ohn G.leon
is about to enjoy an unprecedented shower of publicity from a movie premlenng tO~I~ht.
[clips from "The Right Stuff'} The Right Stuff is an irieverent look at the ongl:~
astronauts. bUi it p,Jrtrays Glenn as an authentic American hero. a theme hiS campa ~
will not igOOre. .

NARRATOR, Glenn TV commercial: Astronaul. Marine officer. successful bUSI-
nessman. senator, A lifetime dedicated to excellencl:.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Last night Glenn ran his first five-minute cam~aign c??lmefC'ial
on network television. For the moment. he is riding a crest of anentlon. Talsmg mo~
money this past quarter than Mondale. according to preliminary eSlimates. But ~ondale s
organizational strength has begun to payoff. Over the year. Mondale has Talsed $6~
million to Glenn's $4.1 million. And this week he won the endorsements of New Yo
Governor Mario Cuomo. a potential running mate. and Senator Daniel Moynihan. who
can provide a vital link to the fundraising wing of the party that was loyal to the lale

Senator Henry Jadc~n. And with his recent AFL-CIO endorsement. which mayor may
not produce votes directly. Mondale has tapped perhaps $20 million in campaign services
that will be difficult to match.

Mr. CAI?DELL: In the institutional political game Mondale is doing extraordinarily well.
but th.u IS not the game that necessarily results in being nominated.
~ARTIN (voice-over}: For the m~ment: that is not a problem for Ronald Reagan. but as
his campaIgn. staff begins assembll~~ t~IS coming week. it is faced with the question of
the President s contm~mg vulnerabl!lty 10 the polls. In a series of seven surveys by ABC
News and The Washmgton Post this year. John Glenn defeated Ronald Reagan six of
seven times by as many as 13 percentage points. Walter Mondale defeated Ronald
Reagan five of seven times. by a.s many as nine points - results that have not gone
unnoticed by Reagan campaign director Ed Rollins.

EDWARD ROLLINS, campaign director, Reagan-Bush '84: My assumption is
smc.e th~re are so ma~y more. J?em~rats than .~here are Republicans, thai you always
begin WIth the assumption that It s going to be a fairly close election. and Ithink it will be
a close election.

MARTIN [voice-over]: What makes it so close for the President is the way the electoral
vote no ,Ionge~seell~s to add up. Th~~ states he won against Jimmy Carter are not nearly
so ce.rtamly his agam, and some of his strategists have been wondering aloud just where
he ~dl get the 270 elect0r.al .vot~s he needs to win, That is why. even though he faces no
senous_;hall~n~e f:om within hIS partr- the. Reagan.campaign is reportedly planning to
spend ;"_1 111111J0nJust to run the President m the pnmanes. David?

Mr. BRI,NKLEY: John. thank/ou. Sen,ators Moynihan and Sasser coming along shortly.
an.d cOIl~mg next. Edward Rollins. who IScampaign director of the Reagan-Bush ·84 com-
rmttee. In a moment.

f commercial break]

Mr..BRINKLEY: Mr. Rollins. thank you very much for coming in and talking with us today.
Delighted to have you.

EDWARD ROLLINS: My pleasure. thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
~~ws White House co~spon~ent. Mr. Rol./ins. we assume you are confident Mr. Reagan

III !Un or y~u wouldn t.be doing what you re doing. What do you expect the worst attacks
on him to be! Democratic attacks'!
M,r.ROLLI~S: ~ell. I thi~k the Democrats very detinitely will altempt to creale an image
!h,l[ the Pre~ldent s economic program. which has started to work and work very effectively.
IS n~t a ~alr program and has been bUIlt to the disadvantage of some Americans. Thai
CeTl?ml~ ISnot trut:. and we think that's the .issue th:lt they will try and make. They certainly
don t .want to go out and debate Reaganomics because it clearly is working and it"s putting
Amencans back to work. ~

Mr...B,RINKLEY: you think they will say thaI it was beneficial to upper incomes and
punlshmg to lower mcomes and the poor? Is that what you expect?

Mr. ROLLINS: I think they·1I try and make that case. bUI it"s a lillie bit hard when I think
every taxpayer ~nA,m~rica ~as received a reduction of 25ck. Every American has benefited
from the reduction In mflallon. BUI I think they· I! still try and make that case.

GEOR~E WILL,:M.r. Rol.Hlls. a few weeks ago. just before Walter Mondale was on this
show. Richard Wlrthlm sal m the chair you're sitting in. He's the Presidenfs polliaker. And
he made Walter Mondale a very ~appy "':lanby saying that he thought that Mondale wou Id be
~robablY the strongest Democratic candIdate to run against. Do you agree wilh Wirthlin?
hr. ROLLlN.S: Well. my preference would be a McGovem-Cran ...ton tickl't. but in view of
t e fact lha~,I~probably ~ill be Mon~ale or Glenn. looay I think very definilely in polls.
Glenn sho\\. s stronger agam ..! the PreSident, BUI I think either candidate. whoever \\ ins the
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nomination. will be a sisnificant candidate and will have -,trong Democratic support. And I
think the election is a lo~g ways off. and JUSl as your comments about your polis- it's only
one poll that counts. and that's the one in November.
Mr. WILL: But there must be a ditference in the styles he'd have to run against.
Mr. ROLLINS: There's no que-rion->

Mr. WILL: Tell us something about how you'd run against Glenn as opposed (0 how you'd
run against Mondale.

Mr. ROLLINS: Well. I think first of all any incumbent president runs on his record. a~d 1
think it's up to the Democrats to show that the President has not lived up to the expectations
of the American public. which I think is going 10 be very. very hard sell to do because. h~ has
been successful. and I think th:lt that becomes the issue. I think the President very definitely.
either against Mondale or Glenn. will have some built-in advantages. and I think that. you
know. we have not laid out our total ...trategy yet. simply for the reason that its six or seven
months before the-

Mr. WILL: Well. let me ask you a little more specifically then.
Mr. ROLUNS: Sure.

Mr. WILL: How do you run against Glenn. since he's now being accused by Democrats of
being somewhat sympathetic to. and more conservative than. lither Democrats. more sym-
pathetic to the Presidenrs program. the strategy against Mondale presumably would be to
make it a conservative-liberal thing. How do you run against Glenn?
Mr. ROLLINS: Well. I think first of all we try and encourage Glenn to Slay in the United
States Senate and support the President's programs as he has in the pa ..1. To a certain extent I
think. once again. we stress the President's programs. both what he has done and what he
will do in a second term.

SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Rollins. is our correspondent John Martin right? Are you ~oin.g
to spend $21 million in the primaries with a president who is going to be uncontested m his
party, and if so, why?

Mr. ROLLINS: Well. it is our intention to spend approximately $21 million. We feel it's
important to go out and organize and organize in all 50 ...tates. We anticipate it to be a tough
re-election effort. We are very appreciative of the fact that we don't have primary opposition
or serious primary opposition. and we can do the planning and organizing that's necessary.
The fact that only one out of four Americans identifies himself as a Republican shows th~t
we've got to go out and do a lot of work. and I think. we just can't wait 'til next fall to begin
the re-election effort.

Mr. D!JN~LD~ON: Is this going to be basically a television campaign and an interv~ew
campaign 10 which the President sits in the office and does interviews? Are we past the pomt.
for security and other reasons. when a president of the United States can ever go out in
public?

Mr. ROLUNS: Well. (think first of all the job of being president is extremely difficult and is
a fulltime entity. and he doesn't have the luxury to go out and campaign as extensively as
some r:na~ have done in the past. This President likes people and he enjoys going out and
campargnmg. and he campaigned quite extensively in I98::!.He's out on the road two or three
days a n:t0nth now .taking his case to the American public. My assumption is that that pretty
much WIll be the kind of a schedule that he'd want to carry out. certainly through the s'pnn~
and then. once the convention comes to pass and we get into the fall election. I think It
depends on what the situation in the world is. how much time he at.:tually can devote-
Mr. DONALDSON: Or the situation in his re-eleclion comest'.'
Mr. ROLUNS: Absolutely,

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rollins. it does appear that a greal number of people in this co.untry
are concerned aoout our involvements in Central America. in Lebanon and conceivably In the

Persian Gulf. Isn't that going to be a difficult problem for Mr. Reagan. or do you think we"ll
be out of all those places by election day?
Mr. ROLLINS: Well. I preface my remarks by saying lm nOIa foreign ~Iicy expert- but I
do think that foreign policy is an area that domesti~ ~I itics can't n~cessaflly e~ter mto. ~d I
think. that the President has got to make the decisions that are 10 the best interest <,>t our
countrv, the best interest of our allies. and I think th~lthe could do rhar. At the same time. I
think i'i is very. very important thai you build support for a program. both in the Congress and
among the American public.
Mr. BRINKLEY: "Program" meaning Central America and Lebanon?

Mr. ROLLINS: Being Central America and. if we have to remain in Lebanon. certainly we
have to do that also.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Rollins. 49% of those who voted in 1980 voted against Ronald Reagan.
Almo ...t twice as many Americans stayed home in 1980 as voted for Ronald Reagan. So it
was a fairly narrow victory in some ways. To govem is to choose: to choose is to make
enemies. There's a natural attrition in governing Where has the President lost support that
you'd candidly admit? .

Mr. ROLLINS: Well. I think. interestingly enough. our polls show that the President has
pretty much held on to the base that he had in 1980. where many Americans may have gone
and voted against Jimmy Carter in 1980. today they are voting for Ronald Reagan because
they like what he has done. I think to a certain extent we 've got to do a little bit of work.
among some of the senior VOters. who were very scared very badly by the tactics of the
Democrats in the 1982 congressional-

Mr. BRINKLEY: On Social Secunry.-;
Mr. ROLLINS: -on the Social Security issues.

Mr. WILL: How worried are you about a sharply increased black turnout'?

Mr. ROLLINS: It certainly is something that we have to be concerned about because some
of Our margins in the South were very. very close in 1980. and I think that if the projections
of increased turnout. and if the tendency is -,till for the black community to vote against
Republican candidates and the President the way that they have done in 1982. then I think we
could have some problems there.

Mr. DONALDSON: Despite what you think and others say around the White House. there
are ...till a few diehards who believe Mr. Reagan will not run for re-election. What would it do
to the Republican Party and to the chances for Republican success next year if he doesn "t'.J
Mr. ROLLINS: Well. first of all. I'm 100% convinced the President is going to run so it
becomes very hypothetical. He technically will become a candidate tomorrow-

Mr. DONALDSON: No. but I under-rand you're convinced. but answer my question: what
would it do to the party?

Mr. ROLLINS: Sam. I think. the President will lead the party and lead the party effectively
into the fall---

Mr. DONALDSON: So it would do nothing to the party if he doesn't run'!

Mr. ROLLINS: Well. I think {hut he's going to run. so I ju ..t don't want to get into a
hypothetical question.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. on that note I have to wind it up because the time is out. Mr.
Rollin .... thank you very much for coming in and talking with us.
Mr. ROLLINS: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York. who has
ju'\{ this week announced his SUppolt for Walter Mondale. and Sen:ltor Jim Sasser of Ten-
nessee. who is John Glenn's vice chalnnan and chainnan of the Glenn campaign in the
South. [n a moment.
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{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Moynihan. Senator Sasser. (hanks very much for coming: in.
We're delighted to have you with us today. FiN this: the pol 1:-..Inevitably this early they may
Inev~tably this early may not mean very much. but they showed John Glenn running against
President Reagan better than Mondale. Not a whole lot, but better. What do you make of
that?

Sen. DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN, (D) New York: Well. I makeof it thai John hasgOIa wide
national base and is a good senator and a good candidate. but I guess I would also say that
Vice President Mondale runs against Me Reagan equally well. almost as well. We would
make the point- I think. Jim Sasser and I would both say. remember the President only won
by 52% of the vote. not quite. Enough. but nOI overwhelming. III the las! election. in 1982.
":e J?emocrals did very well. In the world of "what might have becu." if we could have
distributed .3UXX) VOlesthe way we chose. we would have carried the Senate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: That will always be a wonderful opportunity. wouldn't it?
Sen. JIM SASSER, (D) Tennessee, vice chainnan Glenn campaign: If I could
make one point-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Sasser?
Sen. SASSER: I think that's indicative that John Glenn is a mainstream Democrat. We 've
heard a lot of conversations about who may be the real Democrat in this election. but Ithink
<?lenn has the ability to appeal across the board. In my area of the country he can appeal to
tanners. to small businesspeople. to industrial workers. and th,lt is the element that the
Democratic Party is going to have to have in 1984. I think. to win.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. SenatorSasser.let's talk aboutwhat's happenedthis pastweek,
First ot all. It s established you're for Glenn. and Senator Moynihan. you're for Mondale.

Sen. MOYNIHAN: And we are both for whoever is nominated as the Democratic candidate.
Mr. DONALDSON: Absolutely, Thats the purposeofthis discussion. Why did JohnGlenn
say, and make a point of saying, that he had voted for Reaganomics in a key vote in the
Senate? Doesn't that really throw him out of the Democratic Party?

Se!". ~ASSER: Well. number one. Sam. John Glenn never said that he voted for Reagan-
omics In a key vote in the United Stales Senate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: He didn't have to say it: it's on the record,

Sen. SASSE~: ~at was the accusation that was made against him. Now. if we're going to
make a dl..,tenl1lna~lonabout who is a Democrat on the basis of how they voted on the
so-called tax cut bill. then I'm not Sure I would qualify-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. both of you voted for it,

Sen. SA~ER: I'm not sure that Senator Moynihan. my distinguished and charming
colleague lrom New York. would qualify.

Sen. MOYNIHAN: Which I so stated in New York,
Sen. SASSER: Absolutely,

Mr .. DONALDSON: Well. but would you go as far as Senator Glenn and. what were hIS
exact words saving It was di t c. 'I ' '
J
. ' . -. a isas rous .• at ed policy that he was voting to change. meamng
rmmy Carter s policy?

~nh~ASS~R: I think Senator Glenn was trying to draw a line and make a clear delineation
~~ut l~hca~dl~~y wa.s ~ bre.ak from the past. Now. there were many things that were good

e arter admInistration and the Carter policies--
Mr. DONALDSON: Name one,
Sen. SASSER' Well h M'dd . h 'takin .' . one was tel Ie EaSI peace accords. You don t see noW fig ling

g place In the Panama Canal zone. I think that was a far-reaching and far-sighted bit of
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foreign policy there. and there are other things.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Could I name, on that point. Jim?

Sen. SASSER: Yes. indeed,
Sen. MOYNIHAN: The Carter years were years of high nominal inflation and they were
years of only average economic growth. but the growth was not bad. It was about the
post-war average. not above the 1960s. Well above the recent experience. Mr. Rollins, who
spoke very well for the President. said that he thought people would suport the President's
economic program, which is beginning to work. Well. tomorrow the President will be 1.000
davs in office. and starting his re-election campaign. and his manager claims that his econ-
omic program is beginning to work. Mr. Carter does not have that much to explain. given
what happened 10 oil prices.
Mr. WILL: Senator Sasser, Senator Glenn has said that the last Democratic president. the
only Democratic president elected since 1%8. gave 17% inflation. 21% interest rates. He
seemed to be saying very much. "We're bener off today than we were four years ago."
Now. isn't that a man who's making Reagan's arguments for him?
Sen. SASSER: Idon't read it that way, Gary. I think thai whal-

Mr. BRINKLEY: George,
Sen. SASSER: George, what I think John Glenn is saying is that we need new policies for
'the future. We need to accept what was good about the Carter years, and there were good
things. But we need to make a break now. and make a break perhaps from the politics of the
19605 and the 19705 as far as Democrats are concerned. and move forward now into the new
decade of the 1980s and beyond. And (think that's the pcint that Senator Glenn is trying to
get across here'. and I think it's a point well made.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Moynihan. we may as well start early. How would you respond to
the-inevitable question. are you better off today than you were. say •.three years ago now?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: By calling up the Bureau of Labor Statistics and saying. what are the
rates of unemployment. what are the rates of real income. what are the rates of real industrial
activity? Under this administration we went through what George Stigler. the Nobel econo-
mist, called in the press room of the White House a depression. Iwould call it the Great
Recession. December of last year. David. steel production in the United Stales was down
below .30lk. You had to go back to 1933. And I guess if you ask someone in the Beltway and
in the studios of Washington, are we better off or worse off. the answer is we're about the
same. Don't go out to Lackawanna. New York, and ask people who see the third-largest steel
plant in the world shut down. and in our country. shut down and Slaying down. They don't
have to be asked that question. Under this administration we are talking about getting
unemployment down to 9%. Any other administration. Republican or Democrat. since 194-5
would have declared- defined 9% to be a disaster.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Moynihan. lei'S gel back to the Glenn-Mondale contest, Are
you going to advise Senator Mondale to continue attacking John Glenn? Do you think this is
tile right strategy now?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Well. I'm nOIgoing to advise him one way or the other. I hope he would
not do that. I hope they would not do that. We have- we are in this race because we think
we can win. We know that President Reagan. in order to be re-elected. has to win a quarter of
the .Democratic votes and half the independent votes. George? You would agree, I think,
with that number. roundly speaking. We are going to keep those people this time - our
people. certainly. and our fair share of the independent vote. We can win. and I would hope
we do,ft go- Iwould hope we don't lose the election in a primary campaign which has
seven good people', may have an eighth, all of whom are attracted by Ihe fact that we can
win.
Sen. SASSER: I couldn't agree more with what Pat Moynihan is saying. We ought to take
a leaf out of the Republican's book here. Pat. and-
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Sen. MOYNIHAN: A twelfth commandment.
Sen. SASSER: A twelfth commandment not to speak ill of any Democrat. and---'

Mr. DONALDSON: It's too late. lts already been done.
Sen. SASSER: I don', think so. Sam. We're a long way from the elections. After alt. the
leaves haven't even turned here in Washington yet. and we've gl't to get through the snows of
New Hampshire. We're four months away from the first caucus or primary. And I think
there's time yet to be more constructive.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt briefly. We'll be back with more questions for our two
guests in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: We are silting here. gentlemen. and the leaves have not yet turned in the
tall of '83; the '8.' World Series is not even over yd. and we are talking about Glenn and
Mondale. Is it down 10 two people now?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: No. sir. Can I say this if I may, Jim?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: It is not down to two people. btl! its geuing very much down 10 one or
two issues. We have had forums in New York. candidates appeared in each city. then all
together in Town Hall in New York City. They appeared in Cambridge. And the issue is war
or peace, There is a question of whether this country is drifting toward war. We have as
much as broken diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union. Our Marines are 45 10 50
miles-----our Marine combat troops in Lebanon are 40 10 50 miles from Soviet combat troops
in Syria .' all of which has happened in the last year. We are at war in Nicaragua. We are in a
situation of mounting tension, tlashpoint tension. in Eastern and We ...tern Europe. And the
question is. is this administration that knows how to keep the peace while maintammg our
....trength. and I'm not sure it does.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Moynihan. if the issue is as you Slate it. war or peace, why are we
canying on all this palaver about who did and did not VIlle for Reaganomics? That must be-

Sen. MOYNIHAN: I think that Jim Sasser and 1-
Mr. BRINKLEY: If war and peace is number one. th.u mu ...t number 10.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: I would put that number 10.

Mr. DONALDSON: Excuse me. if I may, David's que-non was. if it's down to IWO rt:0p1e,
and you answered in terms of an eventual nominee against Ronald Reagan. What s the
answer to his question?

Sen. SASSER: If I might answer that-c.

Mr. DONALDSON: Within the Democratic Party,

Sen. MOYNIHAN: Give Jim a chance here.
Sen. SASSER: Well. I think it probably is down to two people, I say probably. Sam;
because you're looking here now at a veteran of the 197~ Muskie campaign. and.1 ~el,
~emember when we were working in that campaign, now over 10 years ago. that at this time
10 the fall of 1971 we were-

Mr. BRINKLEY: He was a clear winner at this time,

Sen '.SASSER: Sure. We were selecting the secretary of state for the Muskie candidacy at
that time,

Sen. MOYNIHAN: I went down some of those lists for the Jackson campaign in 1976.
~r. DONALDSON: Well, all right, if it is down to one or two people. then it's goi.ng to be
either Glenn or Mondale.

Sen. SASSER: I think so,

Mr. WILL: Can I ask Senator Sasser if he shares Par's view that indeed the issue is going to
be war and peace? Most of the President's severest critics on foreign policy issues are now on
the right. He seems to be very flexible on arms control- 100 flexible. the conservatives say.
There are 55 advisers as opposed to 70 advisers in EI Salvador. Do you believe that you can
make this an issue while the country is actually at peace - war and peace the issue?
Sen. SASSER: Well. I don't think the country's really at peace. George. I think. there is a
great unease abroad in this country. and I've just returned from my ...tate-

Mr. WILL: But unease isn't war.
Sen. SASSER: -and I hear it there. and people are asking me why are OUf Marines in
Lebanon. and why are they being killed there, and it's very difficult for me to give them a
precise answer. Now. if a country is not at war. you wonder why every day you pick up the
papers and we're losing people in Lebanon and we are continuing to put people into Central
America. That may not be the central theme of the campaign, but it's a great underlying
unease and problem-
Mr. WILL: Well. I think. Senator Moynihan just sort of baptized it the central issue of the
campaign, Senator Moynihan. you said some while ago that in the 19705 something hap-
pened. The Democratic Party stopped being the party of ideas and the Republican Party
became the party of ideas. Already today I would guess that the Kennedy campaign of 1980,
stressing national health insurance. for example. seems :!O years anachronistic. We don't
have any such traditional Democratic addition to the welfare state being talked about. Is that
why? I mean. why- is that why you're talking about foreign policy. that the economic
program is--
Sen. MOYNIHAN: There is no welfare the people can have more important than the
security of their nation and the fact of their lives. War need not be broken out in order to be
imminent. War need not be a facr in order to be a policy,
Mr. WILL: You're not sal ing war is imminent? ("
Sen. MOYNIHAN: "":"'when this administration insisted on deploying the MX missile in a
first- ...trike mode to put .our two nations on a 10-. :!O-l1linutetrigger of nuclear war. that was
an act of frivolous irresponsibility.

Mr. DONALDSON: Bur it's not deployed yet. Senator. Le"s-
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Its no! deployed, but it is 30 months from going down those tubes if the
administration has its way.
Mr. DONALDSON: BU! you know the administration says it's necessary to make the
Soviets bargain responsibly and bring us to an anTIS agreement.
sen. SASSER: But we don't agree with that. I don't agree-
Mr. BRINKLEY: If Senator says-- kt me-- do you agree with Senator Moynihan's assess-
ment that the issue is war and peace','
sen. SASSER: No, I can't fully subscribe to that. and I think that is a strong underlying
issue. but I suspect that this election in 1984 will be fought out along the lines of bread-and-
butter issues ~ economics. And I think. Senator Moynihan made a very powerful case a
moment ago when he said that we're really not better otf today than we were three years ago,
and I anticipate weIl be worse off in November of 1984. We have. for example, some of the
highest real interest rates - that iv, interest rates corrected for intlation - that we've had in
this century. And nominally interest rates are down. but realistically. in real terms. they're up
very. vel)' high.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. if you buy a house, you have to pay the interest rare plus points.
Sen. SASSER: Certainly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Which no one has ever been able to explain to my satisfaction. George?
Mr. WILL: Well. I want to come back 10 Senator Moynihan. Can you tell me what
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domestically the party has to offer in its traditional way to its traditional constituencies?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: What the party has to offer domestically is that we believe in govern-
ment. We don't believe in big government or intrusive government. but we know that for
most people in this country the one thing they've gOI on their side is a good government. if
it's on their side-
Mr. WILL: But. Senator-e-

Sen. MOYNIHAN: -and this administration doesn't believe in it. and has shown it in who
it has favored and what it has done.
Mr. WILL: Thats a tad abstract. though. What the Republicans-
Sen. MOYNIHAN: A tad abstract?

Mr. WILl: What the Republicans say is we're $200 bitlion short of black ink. How can you
offer people new things?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Well. one of the things about believing in government is knowing
something about it. These people are going to take a national debt that took from Alexander
Hamilton to Donald Regan to reach $1 trillion. and they're going to double it in five years.
having come.into office saying they're going to balance the budget. Not believing in govern-
ment extends to nOI knowing enough about it to make it work right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Moynihan- go ahead. if you're-

Sen. SASSER: Well. what I was- what I'd like to add. Sam. is I think 'hal the Democrat
th.u I'm supporting does have a program domestically. and rh.u program is we've got to do
something about bringing budget deficits down, He's had the courage to say this may mean
increase' in taxes, If we bring deficits down and interest rates come down. we can use this (0
further stimulate the economy. and the Democrats. I think. can create jobs with that. And I
talked to the fanners in my state- who are going bankrupt. by the way. in record numbers
- and they want a solid farm program that will allow them. for exarnple-
Sen. MOYNIHAN:Not one that has gone from $4 billion to S:!4 billion in three years under
the name of economy.

Sen. SASSER: Those are domestic issues thai I think we can take the Democratic candi-
dates to the country with in November.

Mr. WILL: Can I ask- Senator Moynihan. on this show not long ago. Senator Glenn
repeated his assertion that we need a more reasonable indexing of entitlement programs. a~d
tha~. any way you cut it. is going to mean a diminished value of the Social Secunty
entitlement. Do you believe that. Senator Moynihan?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: I think we have Social Security _ the retirement system - in shape.
and we did cut entitlements and we have a solid balance sheet that looks to be good for the
next 40 years. There are other entitlement programs: there are:!O of them. and yes. they have
to be. paid attention to. We know th.u. and we put mo-t of them in place. and if- when we
modify them we will do so not because we didn't like them in the first place. bUIbecause we
care enough about them to keep them solid.
Mr. B~INKLEY: Senator Moynihan. Senator Sasser. thank you very much. Have .to inter-
rup~. TIme is up. Thank you for corning in. We·ve enjoyed having you: hope you 11come
again.

Coming next. our uninhibited-up-to-a-point discussion here, Joining us for that will be
comrnent.uor Joel)' Powell. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: We had a report a few minutes ago. as you heard. from Barrie I?unsmore.
thar Robert McFarlane is going to be the new national security adviser at the While House.
h . h Pre - I' d sow 0 IS' e sidenCs. al least hIS closesl. physically closest. adviser on foreign po IC~an. "1

on. Is th..lt- if th"t turns oul. is thut a;.:reeable to yOll. or do you have anllther nornlOauon.
George. IS there somebody you would like to nomin3le'.'
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Mr. WILL: Oh. hes agreeable to me. I think there are a whole lot of people - John
Lehman. Richard Perl. Jeane Kirkpatrick. I think this is a President who doesn't like trouble
around him. Rooseveh- Franklin Roosevelt seemed to like a 101of sparks and conflict. I
don', think in this way. among others, that this is a Rooseveltian president. and therefore I
think he might want someone who wouldn't cause tensions thai inevitably build up with a
...trong Tech~licolor figure such as Jeane Kirkpatrick, and a secretary of slate. whoever it
would be.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How can he not have tension when there's tension in the field he works in
- foreign affairs? Central America. Lebanon. Middle East. so on?
Mr. DONALDSON: But McFarlane doesn't have his own base. He's a technocrat. He's a
bureaucrat. I think he's well qualified to that post. but he doesn't come with an indpendent.
power structure which then gives him th~ ability to challe~~e irru:tediate!y the, secretary 01
<tute because of his proximity to the president. You know, It s an interesting thing. George.
and thai's thai the President has tried to solve one problem by moving Judge Clark to
Interior-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Did you find thai strange. by 'he way'
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I was surprised by it. but afterward. you know. people began to
say that's the way Ronald Reagan ~ork.s. and the Wilderness Society g~y said this is t~e third
time that Ronald Reagan has appointed Judge Clark to a post for which he was eminently
unqualified. so I decided it wasn't strange at all.
JODY POWELL: Well. there's a little bit of- forgive me. a looneytunes atmosphere to this
thing. I mean. here we have what would arguably number-two. number-three most powerful
person in the country on foreign policy-c. it's not like the foreign policy area is quiet and
untroubled waters. And all of a sudden. if we can believe what's being said from the White
House. he son of got tired of late-night phone calls. wanted to go somewhere he could ride a
horse and put on a hat. and so they moved him over to Interior, I mean. there is the
appearance of a certain lack of seriousness of purpose here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. if 'hal's what he wanted. he shouldn't have been secretary of
Interior, he should have been a forest ranger in a park somewhere.
Mr. POWELL: Yeah. but there are limits.
Mr. DONALDSON: His grandfather and his father were forest rangers. David.
Mr.-WILL: -which might be vel)' nice.
Mr. DONALDSON: His grandfather and father were at one time in their lives forest rangers
- Judge Clarks.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes.
Mr. WILL: I think. within the Washington Beltway. the Interior Department looks kind of
silly and beside the point. and probably even ea-t of the Mississippi. but out West. where the
President and Judge Clark are from. it's a serious matter. It's been a long lime since any-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well-
Mr. WILL: Well. it's been a long time since any of us were ar a cocktail party where the
burning issues were grazing fee v. the co-r of irrigating water and the right 10 poison coyotes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but Senator Moynihan-
Mr. WILL: But if you're raising sheep. that matters.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Moynihan said war and peace is the most serious maner..
{crosstalk]
Mr. POWELL: Putting one of your top foreign policy people over there- and it's nOlgoing
to ease the tension. I mean. the sources of tension are the secretary of state and the secretary
of defense. 1lIey are presumably slill there and they're still presenting-
Mr. DONALDSON: Interestingly enough. it's going to f'eliselhe political tension a little bit
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because the conservatives are already complaining that Robert McFarlane is not their man.
He's a Kissinger man. a Kissinger protege. if you will. And they want a true conservative-
right. George? - in that post.
Mr. BRINKLEY: If they don't like thai. what are they going to do" Vote for Mondale?
Mr. DONALDSON: -who knows that the Soviets are in Hyunsvtlje-.
Mr. BRINKLEY: They're going to VOf< for Mondale?
Mr. DONALDSON: -and just have got to come down the trail. What's that?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Are the righr-wingers going to vote for Mondale?
Mr. DONALDSON: No. you're right. Terry Dole has-- what" it was 20-10-4or 30-10-4
endorsed Ronald Reagan for re-election.
Mr. WILL: Who were the four?

Mr. DONALDSON: I don't know. You would know better than I. George.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, politics has crept in. not quite on little cur's feet. We've heard
two senators and a campaign chairman. There seems to be some debate about who is a real
Democrat these days. You've had a little experience in that field. Jody. What is a real
Democrat? ~

Mr. POWELL: Whoever voted Democratic at the last election. I would say is probably the
best definition you can find. Ithink what you heard from those two senators was a very cl~ar
message that they think - and I think very correctly - that this contest to see which
candidate was best at ya-ya-ing is not a great idea for the party, and they. as supporters of the
candidates. wish they would hush and concentrate their fire on the opposition rather than on
another. -I think that may be a false main hope.

Mr. WILL: I'm sorry to hear thai because I was beginning to en lOY this. The first vote I c.a<;t
for president was in 1964. and I voted for the loser. and that was a very ..timulating
campaign--

Mr. BRINKLEY: Goldwater.

Mr. WILL: Yeah, because he campaigned on the slogan that he would offer a choice. not an
echo. That's someone not like Lyndon Johnson. Th.us sort of whut Walter Mondale was
saying this week. that he. Walter Mondale. could offer a choice rather than this terrible echo
of Ronald Reagan.

Mr ".BRINKLEY: George. there was also the little SI01Y in '64. somebody said .. 'They told
me If I voted for Goldwater. we would have a war. I did and we did."
Mr. WILL: Thafs right.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'm amused by what's happened in Glenn's case. He's had 10try to
defend his VIlle for Reaganomics by sac ing that he was voting against the failed poll~les of
thee:Carter admin~stration. and yet in 1978. Glenn's support for Ji;nmy Carter on the H~:Iw.as
87 k. I~ 1980 hIS sUpJXlrt for Jimmy Carter's programs was T!.c;. He endorsed him lor
re-el.ectlon. We heard not one peep in 1980 about the "failed policies of the Carter admini-
stratlon.·' Now it pleases him to discover that they were failed policies.
Mr. POWELL: I think the question that raises-

Mr. BRINKLEY: I h~ve a question for all of you. and I do not refer to any of our ~ues.ls
t~a~, ~nd I do nOf refer to any specific candidate. The baloney quotient in Ihis campaIgn sO
far. IS It about normal? It seems to me it's above nomlal.

Mr. POW~LL: Having participaled in a couple myself. I think it would be not proper for me
to be lookmg down my nose ~!tthe baloney in this campaign.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It may nOI be proper. but do il anyhow.

Mr. POWELL: I probably helped pUI out a fair amounl myself.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. no doubl-
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Mr. DONALDSON: us about normal-
Mr. POWELL: You think it starts earlier-
Mr. DONALDSON: That's the point. II'S about normal but it started j~st ~ little e~rlier.
Each year- thanks, may Isay. to Jimmy Carter. who announc~d for election In 19.14for the
presidency - we are starting earlier and earlier. And Iagree With someone who said that the
country isn't pay ing any attention. But we love it. We reporters.
Mr. POWELL: Lei me defend my former boss. He was not the first Democrat to announce
for that election.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. what do you think? What's your general-
Mr. WILL: I think it's worse than usual this year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you?
Mr. WILL: Yeah. I do, and I think it's because of a very specific format. and that is the caule
show. I think Senator Hart is absolutely right. that this is a disaster for the Democrats because
they go up there and they sit seven all in a row in.viting everyone t? call t~em the Seven
Dwarfs. and they seem to try and outdo one another In the ardor of their a:'urtm~ o~whatever
audience they're in front of. These are all berter people than that. I think this IS the best
Democratic field. areuablv, certainly. since 1960. when you had Stevenson, Kennedy,
Humphrey. Symington. Johnson. Those were- this is a good group of people, but they
haven't found a vocabulary and a format to make themselves look as good as they are.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One other thing before our lime runs out. Tip O-Neill the other day killed
off a bill (0 revise our immigration laws. The Republicans thought it was a political trick. but
for whatever the reasoning ~killed it olf. Were you disturbed by thai? George"
Mr. WILL: Ye-. A. because the country that can't pass an immigration bill. that can't begin
to regulate the flow of people across its borders. lacks a fundamental atl1:ibuleof a national
sovereignty. Secondly, O'Neill did it in part ~cau~ he thou¥ht ~e Presl.dent would l~t the
Democrats pass it and then veto it as a way 01 cournng the Hispanics. Third. because 10 the
annals of dumb rhetoric. what he said this week, comparing-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tip O·Neill. you're talking about.
Mr. WILL: Tip O·Neill. Comparing the identific:ltion. proced~res ~orHispanicscrossing the
border with those thai Hitler used for the Jews was Simply diS-- It was repulsive.
Mr. DONALDSON: It was-,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam--
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. yes, it was a cynical political act. In seven years.in the makin~.
this bill. to try to regulate the borders. as George sa) s, and now it's killed. at least for this
year. and we're going to have to wait and people wiJ! come ac~~ ~heborder. How are we
going to feed them? How are we going to house them? Are they JOlIlmgthe rolls of all of our
soci;l programs illegally? I don't understa~d why Tip did it. because I don't think the
President could have afforded to wto that btll.
Mr. POWELL: Well. based on past experience. I suspect his fXllitical concerns about the
President's behavior are justitied. On the other hand, that doesn't relieve ?ne of doi~g ~hat~s
right and proper anyway. and I would feel a lot beller about Democratrc leadership 10 thIS
country if they had been willing to do what they know-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Congress has never been all that eager in the first place to do
anything about immigrJ.tion.
Mr. POWELL: Decidely Ihe conlrary.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. that's aboU! it for today. Thank you very much. We'll be back with
a few words about who is hungry and who is going to fat faITn.... In a moment.

[commercial breakj
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Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary}: Finally. today. Sunday. is by act of the United Nations.
World Food Day. a day for calling attention to the fact that they say one out of five human
beings in the world goes 10 bed hungry. They are found from Southea-t Asia through Africa
into Larin America. ubour 800 minion of them. While here in the West there are heavy
industries in f:lr larm v. fad diets and reducing pills, and in the l ' .S. and Western Europe
farmers are paid not to grow food because we have 100 much. Sounds crazy. This country's
view is that the best way to help the poor countries is 10 develop their own agriculture and
help them get QuI of dependency. Bur some of them are poorly organized. politically corrupt.
and when food is sent. it seldom reaches those who are hungry. In pa...t years, food shipped to
India spoiled on the docks or turned up in the black market for sale at high prices. Some
simply cannot di....tribute the food even if they have it. The U.S. very nearly has the capacity
to feed the whole world. certainly in grains: to a great degree in protein. from soybeans: and
to some extent in dairy products. There are many difficult problems. bur perhaps all these
people don't need to have com-fed beef. spring lamb or fillet of sole with well-chilled while
wine. and so we should be able to do better than this.
For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you .
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 23, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVIDBRINKLEY: The program we had announced for today has. of course. been dis-
carded because of the tragic news from Lebanon where 120 or more American Marines died
this morning. A truck loaded with explosives drove into their barracks near the Beirut airport
on a suicide mission and blew the entire four-story building apart. One hundred twenty dead;
many more wounded, and the final figure may be higher. A French military barracks at about
the same time also was blown up with a loss of life apparently more than 80. OUf guests
today: the Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger. live from the Pentagon: former Secre-
tary of State Henry Kissinger, live from New York; Senator Charles Mathias of Maryland, of
the Foreign Relations Committee: and Sam Nunn of Georgia, of the Armed Services Com-
mittee here in our studio. And a little discussion of this terrible news with George Will. Sam
Donaldson and Hooding Carter.
First, to ABC's John Martin. who has put together a report on the explosion and the very

heavy loss of life in Beirut this morning. just after midnight, eastern U.S. time. John?
JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: In the early light this morning, American and French
troops picked their way through the rubble of two compounds in Beirut searching for their
comrades. Ambulances began arriving and medics started moving out the wounded.
Other Marines moved among the dead, covering their bodies. Reconstructed by V.S.
EI?bassy.and Marine officials in Beirut, the attack unfolded this way. Shortly after 6: 15
this morning. one truck smashed into the U.S. compound at the airport. One minute later,
a second truck smashed into the French compound about three miles away. Both drivers
apparently died. ~ American spokesman said the airport invader somehow drove
thro~gh a CheCkPOI~tat the Marine perimeter. sped down this roadway. then swung into a
parking ~ot. rarnr~mg a metal barrier before swerving around a second barrier and
overrunning Amencan sentries.
Major ROBERT JORDAN, Marine spokesman: We figure it had to have at least
2.(x)() pounds of TNT. It was observed coming at a high rate of speed from the south of
~e. building. crashed through the gate and through the guard post. and then detonated
inside the lobby.

~ARTIN [~'oi.c:e~overl:AI the French compound. meanwhile. the explosion collapsed an
eight-story bU.lldmg, trapping many troops. In the United States, President Reagan flew
back to Washington from Georgia to convene the National Security Council.

Pres '.RONALD REAGAN: I know there are no words that can express nur sorrow
and grief over the loss of those splendid young men and the injury to so many others.

M.ARTlN [voice-over}: Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger said there would be no
Withdrawal or retreat from the multinational peacekeeping force.

CASPAR WEINBERGER, Secretary of Defense (CBS]: The whole question. as
I said. of how we protect the Marines. how we reduce their vulnerability. and how we
enable them t? can)' out their mission are some of the things that are under review by
us. by our allies. None of this has any possibility of reducing the commitment that we
have all made.

MARTIN [voice-over]; The Pentagon said it was sending transport planes from Europe to
fly some of the wou~ded to U.S. military hospitals in West Germany. At the American
~~d. me~whlle. many Marines seemed dazed and srunned. Their outfit. the 2~th

p lblOUSVOIr. had apparently been scheduled for n"ltation home to North Carolina
next month.
John Martin. ABC News. Washington.

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. ABCs AI Dale is standing by in Beirut on the telephone.
AI, bring us up to date on what's happening there on the ground at the moment. ;;,..
AL DALE: Well, David. it is dark now. it being just past 7:30 p.m. in Beirut, but the work.
goes on: the searching goes on for more. hopefully, survivors, but most likely more bodies to
be found in both those locations. the Marines at the airport and the French paratroopers closer
to downtown. They're using bright lights to continue the search. They want to make sure
everyone IS accounted for. A number of the men who are stationed at the Marine compound
there in that building were on leave or on duty elsewhere. so it's taking them awhile to really
account for everyone, but they're still working here at night using jackhammers- to get
through the thick concrete. This. of course. is the most devastating auack on the Marines or.
as a matter of fact. on the multinational force yet. and. as you will recall, two Marines were
killed just over a week ago by snipers, and as an indication of the perverse level of violence in
this country. while the search was going on this afternoon some of the searchers themselves
came under sniper fire from the same areas thai have been sniping at the Marines before.

Mr. BRINKLEY: AI, thank you. Thanks very much. ABCs Ann Compton is at the White
House. where there have been meetings about this this morning. and there likely will be more
this afternoon. Ann, would you bring us up to date from there?
ANN COMPTON: Yes. David. President Reagan is absolutely committed to keeping the
U.S. Marines in their peacekeeping role in Lebanon. After !W.ohours in the. White Hou~
situation room this morning with his top national security advisers, the President gave hIS
foreign policy team five hours to come up with some options on how to ~ner safeguard the
American lives. We're told there is no consideration being given to either mcreasmg or
decreasing the size of the American force there. Instead there are ?road hi~ts here that ~
President would rather see the position or the location of the Amencan Mannes changed m
some way. They of course are in a very flat land around the Be.irut airport; ~ere are some
indications here given they would consider some kind of expansion of the penmeters or the
buffer zone around that area to keep them from being sniped upon.

Mr. BRINKLEY: How would they do that?
COMPTON: Well. they feel that the Marines are terribly vulnerable, and although it was the
Marines' lot to draw the airport as their mission for the peacekeeping role '.they think they c3!'
give them a Iittle bit more rocm- alittle bit more safety because the ~resldent has mad~ this
point: he believes that the Marines are being targeted not ~y the ww:nng I...t.:bane~ factions,
but indeed by terrorists. And that's the other interesting pomt from this. Da~ld. t~ISmommg.
We were told after that situation room session that President Reagan has intelligence infer-
marion pointing the finger at pro-Khomeini. Iranian-linked forces and terrorists in the country
of Lebanon which have been trying to get American and French forces out of the country.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. thanks very much. . .
Now we're going to the Pentagon. which has been probably our best source ~f intormation

this morning. to John McWethy of ABC. John. what have you learned there?
JOHN McWETHY: David, as is frequently the case when there is a crisis like this. different
parts of the government are lobbying for different kinds of soluti~ns. ~ere at the !entag?n
they are starting to say now. should we reduce the number of Americans 10. that area. They re
beginning to lobby for that type of option. If you add .more troops. If you e~pand the
perimeter to try to reduce the number of snipers and terronst attacks on the Americans. you
also provide them with more targets. And that has been a central theme of what has. J:"een
discussed here at the Pentagon. That option is being knocked down by a number of nuhtary
sources. although they continue to stress that no decisions have yet been made on how to deal
with the situation. Now. they say 120 Americans have been killed. but they also stress that
there are a number of critically wounded Americans who have been evacuated t.o W~t
Gennany and Cyprus. Those Americans- they fear that the number 120 may go higher m
the next 24 hours.
Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you very much.
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We'll be back with our first guest. the secretary of defense, Caspar Weinberger. who is
standing by at the Pentagon, in a moment.
[commercial break.'
Mr. BRINKLEY: Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger. standing by at the Pentagon.
Mr. Secretary. thanks very much for coming in to talk with us this morning and to tell what
you can about this terrible tragedy. Here with me are George Will of ABC News. and Sam
Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent. Mr. Secretary. you have heard what we
have reported so far. Is there anything newer than that?
CASPAR WEINBERGER: No, I don't know of anything that is significantly new. We are
continuing, of course, to evacuate the wounded and to treat them in the various hospitals both
on board the task force ships and some are being evacuated. of course. to Europe. But there
has not been any major new development. There is some sniper fire coming in on the rescue
efforts.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sniper fire continues and I suppose it's difficult to stop?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Yes.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. earlier today you talked about a group having links
\\ ith Iran that may be responsible for this outrage. You said you were still sifting the
evidence, so that it's not clear whether you meant that they simply had links with Iran or
whether you were suggesting that the Iranian government itself had ordered this. Which was
it?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, I think it's comparatively immaterial. The two are pretty much
the sam~ thing. B~t again. Iemphasize that what Iwas talking about were some initial and
some .clrcumstantlal factors. and some of these same circumstances were present in the
~mbmg of the American Embassy a few months ago, and there was again a terrible loss of
lIfe .. There ~ ~ther possibilities. and they're all being investigated very carefully. and
obvlO~sly being Investigated with the idea of trying to do something about it when we can
establish what we believe is the truth.
Mr'I?ONALDSO~:Well, sir. if I may press you. you said the two are the same thing. Is
th~t ngh~? I mean. Isn't there a difference between a group that has some allegiance to Iran
doing this and the Iranian government actually ordering it?

Sec: WEINBERGER: Well. possibly some technical difference. but I wouldn't think
significantly, no. not the way the government there is constituted.
GE~RGE WILL: Mr. Secretary. during the campaign candidate Ron~ld Reagan, speaking
at a time .when there were American hostages held by act of the Iranian government said this
sort of thm~ would not happen again if he became president. Now, if this is found to be an act
of the [raman state, what sort of retaliation do you think would be appropriate'?
SeC ..WEIN~ERGER: Well, I've. not really ever answered hypotheticalquestions, and I
cert~nly don t want to start now With our evidence incomplete. But one of the things we're
looking at are. the number of things that we might try to do and the number of options that
:o~ld ~ aVaIlable.to us to, do. But we haven't established anything finally yet. There's a
great dea~of confusion. obviously. ~d a lot of conflicting reports. And I was mentioning one
set that did see~ 10 have. some considerable circumstantial evidence that way. But as to what
w?uld be ~one If something were ultimately established, I wouldn't 00 into any hYJXltheticals
this mommg. e

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. there will be a ereat deal of talk about this in the next few
days as rtai I . e. you c~ n y are a~are. so I would like to have your opinion now. Have you been
thoroughly satisfied all the time at keeping a Marine force in Lebanon?
Sec. ~EIN~ERa.ER: Well, we have a number of different situations that come up in
connecu?" With this. We have had now for well over a year. We had a force in that
accomplished a great deal. The PLO was taken out of Beirut and practically broken as a
military force. and that was a great accomplishment. We then had to go back in because of

the massacres in the two refugee camps and because of the assassination of President
Gemayel's brother. All of these situations change from time to time, and differing kinds of
events require differing advice. And the President gets a lot of advice and recommendations,
as he always has, and as he wants. He makes decisions. and I respect those decisions and
follow them because I think. that the decisions he makes are the right ones.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, there does, however, seem, as this episode today underscores, to
be rather less peace today than when the peacekeeping forces went in. Can you tell us what
objective 1.300 Marines have - military objective - and how 1.300 Marines at an airport
contribute to peace in Lebanon?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. you have to bear in mind what the original mission was. and
the original mission hasn't changed. but it certainly has become more difficult, Idon't argue
with that for a moment with you. The original mission was to interpose a multinational
peacekeeping force that could give confidence to the troops who would be withdrawing from
Syria from very close combat with each other under agreements that we hoped to work out.
Now. Syria has refused to sign any agreement. despite the fad that the Lebanese government
has requested it. and that many of the Arab governments have requested it, Israel did agree to
w~thdraw and they've withdrawn part way. but they will only go all the way when the others
Withdraw. TIle PLO would presumably follow the Syrians, but since the Syrians won't agree
to withdraw. the situation remains. as you say, very difficult and unresolved. But the mission
remains the same. This group of Marines and this multinational force, including the French
who have also suffered a grievous blow today, they weren't to go out and conquer Lebanon
or to destroy all the forces in Lebanon. They were to give confidence and to bring about a
situation in which the occupying forces would withdraw - Israeli. PLO. Syrians, and all the
rest. That still remains the mission. and it still dictates the size and composition of our force.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. why were the security barriers no stronger than they
were this morning so that a pickup truck could penetrate to that building in the Beirut airport?
SeC. WEINBERGER: Well. the security barriers were the same kind that you would have
In any sort of building in a public- in an area open to the public and occupied by the public,
l?is is one of the regular buildings that has been used in the administration of the Beirut
arrport->
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr.-
Sec. WEINBERGER: -which from time to time is open. and this truck drove right
stralgh.t t~rough a Marine guard post. It drove through a fence. and it drove into the lobby of
the bU~ldmg. Now. if anybody is willing to kill themselves in the setting off of a dynamite
explosion. it obviously makes a very difficult task to stop. exactly the way it was in World
War II when the kamikaze pilots were willing to dive right into the carrier.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. two points, ifl may, and I would like you to respond to
them. As you know, earlier this year a car laden with explosives drove into our American
Embassy in Beirut and blew it up. There we had an example that might have been instructive.
And, secondly. in Vietnam. if my memory is correct. we learned to protect ourselves against
t~e suitcase-and-car bomb at our BOQs by simply putting up steel barriers so that automo-
biles couldn't get that close to the buildings. Why didn't we do it in Beirut?
Sec'. WEINBERGER: Well. unfortunately this is not that kind of a building. This is a
building that is in regularuse. Trucks are there all hours of the day and night. as indeed they
have to be, This was the battalion headquarters of the Marine force in a building that was part
of the administration of a public airport. And part of the mission thai we are trying to fulfill is
to re~tore no~ life to Lebanon. It's very easy, using hindsight. to say we shouldn't have
perrTIltt~d a SIngle truck to go in and out of a Marine headquarters, But thai would be a preny
impossible result, And this is a terrible and tragic occurrence. and it is important to look at
ways t~at we could deal perhaps more stringently with the security that is needed. But if any
group In the world knows the need for security. it is the Marine force on the ground, and they
~ave taken all precautions. but there are some events against which you can't take precau-
tions. any more than our carriers in World War [Iwere able to stop kamikaze pilots who were
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willina to kill themselves and their planes and anything else in their path in order to inflict
damage. And that is exactly the nature of the terrorism that has been done. That's one of the
pieces of circumstantial evidence to which I referred earlier.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. I must interrupt brietly.
We"ll be back with more questions for Secretary of Defense Weinberger in a moment.

[commercia! break.'
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, we have already heard this morning from Presid~nt R~agan
that we will not withdraw our troops from Lebanon as a result of a brutal attack hke. this ".S?
the plan then is to leave our forces in Lebanon in what amounts to a middle ground m a CIVil
war. Is that right?
Sec. WEINBERGER: No. sir. that is not right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What is?

Sec. WEINBERGER: The President said very clearly this morning thai this kind of activity
will not deter the United States from maintaining its commitment to restoring peace in the
area and to bringing Lebanon back to a position ot' an unoccupied sovereign nation on which
peace can be built in the whole region. How you do that is obviously something that is clearly
under review. and that is one of the things on which we're spending the most time. is to how
to get the Marines in a less vulnerable. better defended position without weakening our
commitment to trying to achieve peace in the Mideast. The President w~ talking a?aut. very
properly so. the maintenance of that commitment and the fact that we \\ Iii not be dnven away
from that commitment. but how we do that and how we try to do it better, and in a way thai
protects our Marines and in a way that enables us to be more effective. these are all the things
that quite properly we are examining.
Mr, WILL: Mr. Secretary. a moment ago you said that the original pUlpose of the peacekeep-
ing force was to interpose itself between withdrawing forces. and you noted that the forces
they were supposed to be between are nOI withdrawing.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Right.

Mr. WILL: Now. in answer to David's question. you said the mission is to restore the peace.
And. I think what's troubling a lot of Americans is that they don't see how 12 or 1.3hundred
Mannes can restore peace to a land in that kind of turmoil. Is the force sufficient to the
mission?

Sec. WEINBERGER: Twelve or thirteen hundred Marines can do the mission that I
described, which is xtill the mission. The mission. as I said a moment ago. was never to go in
and conquer Lebanon or to drive everybody out of Lebanon that shouldn't be ther~ .. or
anything of the kind. The idea was 10 try to secure agreements _ diplomatic and political
agreements by which these various foreign occupying forces would withdraw. And there was
recognized 10 be a need 10 have a force in there to give the withdraw ing forces. the forces that
we hoped would sign these withdrawal agreements, confidence thai they wouldn'[ be shot a!
by people violating the agreemenls on their way out and so on, The mission was-- the forces
sized exactly to that mission. And this still is proper for the fulfillment of thai mission. ~a!
1l1ission is obviously made more difficult when you have a number of additional wamng
factions growing up and arming themselves and shooting at each other and aI everyone el~
t~ey can find. and the mission's obviously made more difficult if the various parties won t
sign the agreements. And so far we do not have the Syrians. we don't have the PLO. we have
the Israelis only part way. So that you have to get th~se forces Ollt. That's what the Marines
and the MNF of all of the nations went in to ;ccomplish. That's still the mission.
Mr. WILL: BlIt. given how heavily and increasimdy the Syrians appear to be dependent. on
the Soviet Union, is it not in Syria·s. therefore the Soviet Union·s. interest for the U01ted
States to be oogged down there ju:-t as they are now?

Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. the whole involvement of the Soviet Union in Syria adds
another complicating and extremely unwelcome and very dangerous fal'tor in the equation. It

is another reason why we should persist in our eff~rts to secure pe~e by: an u~cupied,
sovereign Lebanon that's strong enough to accomplish that. And we re doing quIte.a lot of
that in "ways that aren't publicized much. and that's in the eno~ou~ .~trengthenm~ and
re-equipping of the Lebanese armed force. which is now a major military factor In the
equation.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mt. Secretary-
Sec. WEINBERGER: But the fact~ if! can just finish. please. The fact thatthe Soviets are
there and the fact that they are pouring enormous military resources into Syna. and ~he fact
that this seems to be encouraging Syria not to withdraw and not ~o fulfi~1the com~l11t.ments
they made earlier to withdraw. certainly adds to the danger. B.ut It also I~a.very significant
reason why we should not simply tum our backs on our cornrmtment. TIlls ISnot to say that
we can't search for ways to fulfill that commitment in ways ~.at may render the Mannes far
less vulnerable and then puts them in a better defensive position than they are at present.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Me. Secretary. is it possible that we could fullill that equipment
if we withdraw the Marines to the naval force that's just off the coast'?
Sec. WEINBERGER: That's possible. yes. The naval force has enonno~s firepower. ~
New Jersey is perhaps the most powerful single ship in the world. A earner battle group IS
there. And it is possible to reinforce that and to have a very. large amount of ~repowe~ ~hat
would be ready to be used to insure that withdrawing forces. If they ever can- If the S) nans
ever will sign these acreements. and we can look at all of the factors and all of the forces
together. th~n there are- that is one of [he ways the Marines themselves would notleave the
area. But this is only one of the options that we're talking about.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. no matter what you do. do you feel that the President
will believe he must now go back to Coneress and say the situation is changed. I want once
again to consult with Congress. not simply inform them. or does he believe that t~e 18-month
mandate which Coneress eave him will be sufficient to cover whatever he decides?

Sec. WEINBERG~R: N:, I think there's every desire and every intention to consult with
the Congress. and part of that process has already started.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, in terms of what is at st~e here. we.·ve been hearin~ this
morning from members of Congress saying that if we Wlth~W- ~Ithctr:-W the Mannes,
that Syria would rather quickly take over Lebanon with the Soviet Union at Its back. Do you
agree with that assumption?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. I have indicated that one of the dangerous parts of this
equation is the enormous Soviet military assistance and Soviet military presence In Syn~.
something. incidentally. thai I think Syria will come bitterly to regret v~ry shortly. But.- ~f
they don't already. But we cannot simply tum our backs on the whole Mideast ~d consign It
to anarchy or to Soviet Communist domination. which is very much the same thing, ~ far as
we're concerned. We have major intere ....ts there; the world,. the free wor~dhas major Interests
there. And we have to recognize that our own national mtere~t reqUIres that o.ne way or
another we fultill those commitments to ourselves and to our fnends and our allies and the
world. But we can do that. I believe- at least. we can certainly look very carefully at
whether we can do that in wavs that will render the Marines less vulnerable and try to reduce
at least these horrible things that have happened, such as the incident this morning.

Mr. WILL: The Svrians have been asked by the government of Lebanon to leave and having
stayed there are now formally an aggressive occupying power. They have been asked by us
to leave.

Sec. WEINBERGER: That's correct.
Mr. WILL: Is it beyond our capacity or our current intentions to do more than ask them to
leave? [s there some way we can make a credible threat?
Sec. WEINBERGER: WelL again, I don't want to gel into any hypotheticals or any of
the- -
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Mr. WILL: But sir. sir. is this really hypothetical?
Sec. WEINBERGER: I don't want to gel into anything that is hypothetical or anything thai
is under active discussion at the moment. All Ihave said is that we have our goals and the
things that we think are essential to bring peace [Q the Mideast. and one of them is to gel
Lebanon in a sovereign. unoccupied form in which it is -trong enough to take care of its own
borders. and we're well on the road to helping the Lebanese armed force secure that kind of
capability. The one completely unified and well-equipped. well-trained force in Lebanon
today is the Lebanese armed force. and that's due in very large part to their own willingness
and to our- to do all the things necessary 10 do that. and our own ability to resupply them,
which is one of the great untold stories of this whole episode so far. We have made massive
efforts, and very successful efforts. to equip that Lebanese armed force to the point that. as
you saw a few weeks ago, they were able 10 hold out and win a battle at Suk al Gharb that
was of critical importance to the whole region.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. thank you very much---
Sec. WEINBERGER: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -for coming in and for talking with us today. We've enjoyed having you.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Thank you very much.

Mr. BRINK~EY: Coming next. former Secretary of Stale Henry Kissinger. who must have
spent more time and done more negotiating in the Middle Ea ...t than any other American. In a
moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kissinger. thank you very much for coming in and talking with us
today, Pleased to have you H ith us.

HENRY KISSINGER, former Secrelary of Slale: Glad to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: From the news we have all heard in the last few hours and from your
knowledge and experience in the Middle East. what would be the proper response for this
country to the outrage of this morning?

~. KISSINGER: Ithink the most fundamental problem is to define what our purposes are
In Lebanon. in the Middle Ea ...t and in the Persian Gulf. three areas which are very closely
related, I do not think that there is any possible answer in terms of 1.200 or 1.400 Marines.
and even les~ is there any answer in whether you move them from one location in Beirut to
another. Lthink these forces right now don't have a mission. I don't think it is clear what we
are t.tying to achieve in Beirut. or what the relationship of that to the plan put forward by,
Preslde.nt Reagan last year. which Iconsider a key step forward. or to the whole credibility of
the ~mted States in the area. That's the fundamental problem. nOIwhether you can locate
Manne~ t~al are supposed to bring peace into an area where they're in less:danger. Thai's a
contradiction in terms.

Mr: WILL: Mr. Secretary. former secretary. one of the objectives of the Reagan foreign
policy - a grand theme - has been to proje ..:t American force and cure the image that they
thought America ~ad of being impotent. How can the United Stales avoid having another
demonstration of Impotence and an!-ther protracted failure if it is stuck with the mission as
recently defined now of restoring peace in a shattered country?

Sec', KISSINGER: Well: if we can define restoring peace in some way in which we
con~bute to the b~lance ot power and 10 the power of the forces thai are moderate and not on
our .slde. then I th.mk we c~ contribute to peace. But if we are sitting there fairly placidly
gettmg shot at whll~ the. radical forces are gaining in strength every day. while the govern-
ment that was put m a few- a year ago and which is moderate and recognized by us. is
gradually weakened. I don't think that we are then contributing. e

Mr. WILL: But why would it be in the intere ..,t of Syria to withdraw. given that the United
States appears to be stuck and in a very disagreeable position?
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Sec. KISSINGER: I don't think Syria will withdraw unless the balance of power within
Lebanon changes. and I must point out it is an amazing phenomenon that the Israeli army is
sitting 10 kilometers from where Americans are being killed. and that there seems to be no
coordination between our policies at all.
Mr. WILL: Is the Israeli army what you're thinking of when you think of changing in a
favorable way. for the United States. the balance of power-
SeC. KISSINGER: I'm thinking of the Israeli army, and I don't- [have been- I was not
in favor of sending American forces to Beirut to begin with. I have been saying for months
we either have to do more or less. If we are doing it as a solitary American effort. there is no
sense having American forces that cannot make a decisive difference to the situation. (would
now. in the present circumstances. like to make a decisive difference. and Ido not favor a
withdrawal of American forces in the circumstances that have arisen. But Ialso believe that if
we continue to sit there passively. if all the other forces thai could be on our side are passive.
we will see a gradual disintegration of the Lebanese government. and we would have seen it
without this outrage today. This outrage gives us an opportunity to take a new look at the
situation, and it should be used for that purpose.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Dr. Kissinger. you say you don't favor the withdrawal of
American forces under the present circum ....ranees. but Itake it you don't favor increasing the
number, do you?
Sec. KISSINGER: If there were a coherent plan in which the balance of forces in Lebanon
were to be put into a more favorable position. l would not exclude increasing American
forces. It couldn't be done- it would have to be done in coordination with other friendly
forces there.
Mr. DONALDSON: All riaht. if American forces are increased. what would be their
mission then? How would y~u define a new mission?
Sec. KISSINGER: The problem in Lebanon at this moment is whether the radical forces-
those supported or encouraged by the Syrians and the Soviets - will gradually gain such a
degree of dominance that the moderate government will atrophy and that Syria become-
and that Lebanon becomes a Syrian province. That is the fundamental issue. and to call
something a conference of national reconciliation is just a substitute for achieving it. There-
fore we have two choices: either we will change that balance and bring about a better balance
between radicals and moderates. which requires coordination between all the friendly forces.
or we will see whether Americans get killed or not. or whether Americans are there or not. A
gradual weakening of the moderate forces and progressive increase of the radical forces and a
precipitous decline of our position.
Mr. DONALDSON: But. Dr. Kissinger-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Kissinger. ler me see if I understand you. You say the American
forces are sent there and held in a passive role while the Israeli army. nearby. remains in a
passive role. Were they more-
Sec. KISSINGER: What you have to remember. David, the American forces were sent
there originally in order to separate the Arab and Israeli forces. and they were not being sh~t
at as long as they were performing a function that both sides wanted. Then the Israelis
\\ ithdrew some :20 miles. leaving the Americans in facing all the contending forces in
Lebanon that have been fighting a civil war for 10 years and have had. I believe. 58
ceasefires in that period. none of which lasted for more than six months.
Mr. DONALDSON: But. Dr. Kissinger. I'm fascinated by your answer to my question
about what a new mission would be for increased American forces. As I understood your
answer. you talked about bringing about a different balance between moderate and radical
factions. Do you mean American--
Sec. KISSINGER: If the mission of the United States forces is to bring about peace. it will
not bring about- they cannot bring about peace by simply sitting there,

)
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well, they go through and with force of anTIS prevent fighting? How do
they do it?

Sec. KISSINGER: They will either- the choices-c. all I'm sayi~? is that w~ are fo~ed to
face the following choice. If we continue to sit in our present posmons. we Will continue to
suffer casualties, and there will be a gradual attrition of the government o~Lebanon. If we are
willing to accept this. then I would feel that sooner or later we ough~ to withdraw our f0r.ces. I
don't think that they've served a useful purpose. If we want to bnng about a change m t~e
balance of forces there. then we have to see whether other countries that are also mte~sted In

this would be willing to run risks. and in that context. I would be w~lling also to Increase
American forces, which would then have to take on some of the radical elements that are
shooting at them.

Mr. DONALDSON: And shoot back?
Sec. KISSINGER: Certainly.
Mr. WILL: It sounds almost as though you're suggesting-c.

Sec. KISSINGER: I mean. it doesn't make any sense to say American force~ are put
somewhere simply to defend themselves, They can defend themselves better In Camp
Lejeune if that's all they are doing in Beirut,
Mr. WILL: It seems, Dr. Kissinger, as though you're almost suggesting a joiru Israeli-
American effort to change the balance of forces on the ground. Is that it?
Sec. KISSINGER: I think the- essentially if we want peace there are two possibilities: if
the present balance of forces continues. we will graduaJly- we'll see a radical Lebanon. If
we do not want a radical Lebanon. then there has to be a coordinated action to change the
balance of forces. after which I think. we should move rapidly into negotiations to remove all
foreign forces. I strongly SUplXJl1the objectives put forward by Secretary Weinberger. but
they will not be achieved in the present circumstances.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you suggesting that Syria be pushed physically. militarily pushed out
of Lebanon?

Sec. KISSINGER: I'm suggesting that no negotiation occurs in a vacuum, that last year.
when the Syrians offered to withdraw. or allegedly offered to withdraw. ther~ was one
balance of forces. That has been altered by the withdrawal of the Israeli forces: It has ~n
altered by the passivity of the we-tern countries and by the massive rearmament of the S.ynan
army. Now. in this new balance of forces. the radical elements are the dominant force to ~he
Lebanese negotiations. And that has the practical consequence that we see weekly an eros.lon
of the power of the Gemayel government and of- in this respect. what happened today IS a
symptom, not a cause,

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. why did it happen today? Was it to try to get public opinion in
France and the United States to force the withdrawal?

sec. KISSINGER: Well, I think. it's quite possible that Secretary Weinberger's hypothesis
is quite plausible to me. When a situation gets out of control. then any radical force can ~ee1
that it has a free shot at us. and they may also believe that a further humiliation of the United
States, a further demonstration of our impotence can only accelerate the processes ~f ch~os.
which they are fomenting. But it should be taken as a symptom of a fundamental sltuallon.
and not as an isolated case.

Mr. DONALDSON: But Secretary Weinberger seemed to suggest it didn't make .much
difference whdher this group, if the group that did the bombing was simply aligned With ~he
Khomeini government in Iran, or whether the orders came from Iran. And don't you thmk
many Americans would believe that if Iran ordered this bombing we ought to strike back?
Sec. KISSINGER: I think if Iran ordered this bombing- I think we have to focus now on
the situation in the Middle East.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what is the answer to the queslion I posed. sir"!
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Sec. KISSINGER: I wouldn't strike back at Iran. I would strike back in Lebanon.
Mr. DONALDSON: How?

Sec. KISSINGER: Well. I don't know enough of the situation to know which forces were
responsible or which forces made it possible for those who did it- there's a new trick that is
being used where somebody throws a boulder down a mountain side thar's covered with
rocks. and when a rockslide starts claims that the rock that killed a passerby was not the rock
he threw. I would eo to. I think. the fundamental sources of the trouble in Syria right now are
the Soviet Union---=.-in Lebanon are the Soviet Union and Syria and the radical forces in
Lebanon. And I think. we will not get into a better negotiating position until the balance of
forces is changed. Then indeed we should make very generous proposals. But generosity-
well. you get credit for generosity only if you- it does not seem to appear- come from
weakness.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Secretary Kissinger. thank you very much. We've enjoyed having you ~d
hearing your views this morning. Coming next. Senator Mathias of MaI'?'land, ofth~ Foreign
Relations Committee. and Senator Nunn of Georgia. of the Armed Services Committee. In a
moment.
[commercial break.'

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Mathias and Senator Nunn. thanks very much for coming in.
Delighted to have you \\ ith us this morning. ~ell me, Sen.ator M~thias, and then Senator
Nunn. what should be our reaction to this homble event this morning?
Sen. CHARLES MATHIAS, (R) Maryland, Foreign Relations Committee: Well. of
course the visceral reaction is outraee: it's shock. But I think we have to guard ourselves
again ..t reacting with emotion, It's a~ irrational act. but it has to be responded to rationally,
and I think we need to review where we are and move out from there.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Nunn?

Sen. SAM NUNN, (D) Georgia, Armed Services Committee: Well. fir>'. I'm con-
cerned about the riahtina men who are left on the ground in Lebanon. We have to recogmze
that this unit has ken decimated. They've lost probably their command functions. They've
lost a ere.u deal of their intelligence. their personnel capabilities. So we have to augment that
force '\vith enough people to protect the Marines on the ground there now. That's number
one. Second. I h'Opethe administration will se.riously review our polic~ in Lebanon. It wou~d
be my hope that we would ask the United Nations forces that are now 10 Lebanon to co~e In
and to help the L'.S. and French forces. in particular. an.d {ha~eventually they would relJe~e
our forces so that we can have more leverage in pursuing diplomatic goals. Our forces 10
Lebanon now, in my view, are not a deterrent: they are hostages.
Mr. WILL: Senator Nunn. you say you want them. perhaps the U.N, forces. to help the U.S.
and French forces. Help them do what? Is it to keep the peace. establish the peace. patrol the
streets, as the British army does in Ulster? whet are they to do:
Sen. NUNN: I have in mind riahr now. George. protecting them. Help establish a degree of
protection there that doesn't exist. As far as the mission of the U.~ .. M~ine forces in
Lebanon. and that's the long-term question. I don't know what that nusston IS.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Have you ever known?

Sen. NUNN: No, I do not think this administralion has ever defined the mission in a logical
way, at least the military mission. I know what our diplomatic goals are. but to tie the
Marines forces to our diplomatic goals is a mission imfXlssible.
Sen. MATHIAS: Well. it seems to me that we have known what the Illission wa<;. It was to
be a presence. It was a symbolic presence. But r think with the ev~nts C?f the last 12 hours.
that mission has evapor.lted. and that's why I say we have to start nght trom the bottom and
work up.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. should the Presidentpull the Marines ow"

Sen. MATHIAS: Nnt as an emotional reaction to thi~, Sam. I think that would be to reward
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the murderers, But I think we do have to understand very clearly what our goals in the
Mideast are, and that is not et all clear at the moment. Look at the- our relations with Syria.
Syria controls more than half of Lebanon. We do not have anybody at the moment even
talking to the Syrians. I have been urging the Secretary of Stale for the last month to send
someone to talk to President Assad who can. in effect, speak his language. just as tough. just
as smart, just as knowledgeable about this situation. We- Syria is. in effect. the key to the
Middle East, and we aren't trying to tum that key.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. but can you imagine that Hafez Assad is going to agree to anything
so long as it is all falling his way. as it seems to be?
Sen. MATHIAS: Well, I think Secretary Kissinger had it just right a minute ago when he
said that the negotiations will follow the balance of power. But we aren't even at the moment
effectively communicating with President Assad. and I think that's been part of the problem
over the last year,
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Nunn. does the President really have a blank check in the
18-month congressional mandate that it gave him. or does this bombing today change the
equation, and would you expect him to come back to Congress"!
Sen. NUNN: Well. I was opposed to the 18-month extension. not because of the number of
months, but because there was no mission defined that made any sense whatsoever-
Mr. DONALDSON: I understand. but it passed, despite your opposition.
Sen. NUNN: All right. let's say this. The President has a very broad authority under that
resolution, but that does not mean he has to use it unwisely. There is nothing in that
resolution to prohibit him from beginning a prudent course in Lebanon.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you're saying, and Senator Mathias, what's your view, that he can
really do what he wants now that he has that resolution?
Sen. MATHIAS: No. I donr think so. Sam. TIle resolution restricts his ability. for mstarce,
to escalate, to mushroom the size of the forces that are in Lebanon. I think that can only be
the result of a coordinated decision with the Congress.
Mr. ~IL~: One of the things Dr. Kissinger said was that the United States should act
coordinating itself with other nations. Are there other nations besides the Israelis and the
United States who have a sufficiently large interest in that area to want to get involved?
Se~. MATHIAS: Well, of course the French are there now, The French suffered very
senous casualties, as we did. last night. Their interests in the area are historic and deep-
rooted. Th~y may be willing to continue. I think it is going to be hard to get people to really
put up a Sizeable force and to be willing to accept losses. .
Mr. WILL: But Senator. you just in effect endorsed Mr. Kissinger's doctrine that negotiator"
must ~ollow1a change in ~he balance of power on the ground. How do we do that? With, the
Israelt army. You Just said Congress probably wouldn't put up with an increase of Amencan
power there,

Sen: ~ATt:tIAS: I didn't say the Conaress wouldn't: I said the President shouldn't, unless
he did It with the coordinated-- in a 'coordinated decision with the Coneress. I think the
Congress will want to know. as Sam has suazested. will want to know where we're going,
why we re there. what our objectives are. If;'~ can come to terms on thai. then we can come
to terms on how to reach our objective.

Mr. ~ILL: Well. Dr. Kissinger really did define, I suppose. an objective. Senator Nunn.
That ~s to change the balance of power on the ground. Would you favor using U.S. and
Israelis forces to do that?

~n. N.UNN: I think the only forces. in answer to your first question. that could tJOS.si?ly
nng that degree of power to bear in a short time. and the only forces that might we wilhng

"" ~d I underscore might _ would be the Israeli forces. The Israeli forces have already
wit drawn substaotiatty from their previous forward positions. I think it's unlikely the~
would be willing to do that. but if the I....raelis are not willing to take on the Syrians. then 11
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seems to me the United States. if acting alone. would have to make a massive commitment.
and right now we're spread thin allover the world. We've got problems in six or eight other
places. I think that would be an unwise choice.
Sen. MATHIAS: And the balance of power is further shifting and it's getting away from us
day by day. The SS-:!Is, we now believe, may be deployed in the area. And these are the
kinds of developments we have to watch.
Mr. DONALDSON: Very quickly, obviously the security wasn't sufficient. but was it
simply because of an act of God. as Secretary Weinberger suggested, that nothing could be
done about it - or do you question, either one of you, why that security wasn't better?

Sen. NUNN: I question it because we've had a lot of that kind of problem already in
Lebanon. It seems to me that should have been anticipated. We'll have to get all the facts
before I could make judgments.
Sen. MATHIAS: The pattern is 100 close to the embassy bombing to understand why it was
allowed [Q happen twice.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you very much. Senator Mathias, Senator Nunn. Thanks for
coming in and talking with us, It's been a pleasure to have you with us.

We'll be back with a little discussion of today's sad, horrifying news, and joining us will
be commentator Hedding Caller. ln a moment.
f commercia! breakl
Mr. BRINKLEY: We've heard a variety of viewpoints, opinions expressed here this
morning about our options. our reactions. what they should be and what they are in Lebanon.
One we've all heard was Secretary Kissinger. former Secretary Kissinger. who believes that
the balance of power on our side has to be increased. Who was it who said the French - it
was Senator Mathias - the French are involved. So I'm going to do something unusual, with
your permission. Pierre Salinger of ABC is standing by in Paris. I'd like to invite him to join
with us and ask. Pierre. can you hear me?
PIERRE SALINGER: I hear you. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Fine. Would the French, in your judgment. be willing 10 take on some
kind of increased commitment in Lebanon along with-- say. along with the United States
and Israel?
Mr. SALINGER: I think that President Mitterrand is going to be under the same pressure as
President Reagan after the events of today. There were already attacks against the French
for- in the French population for being in Lebanon in the first place, The French had
suffered the greatest losses up to today - 16 dead - and that criticism was mounting in
France. So I think it'll be very difficult for President Minerrand to increase the French forces.
And the answers of some of his ministers today are very ambiguous. For example. the
minister of foreign affairs said. "We're nOI going to be run out of Lebanon by violence;" but
in the same sentence he said, . 'We have to assess whether our presence is really necessary
anymore .' ,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pierre. that's not very different from what we're hearing here, What
should we do? Hodding. what should we do? Pull out?
HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: I thnk- first I have to admit that I thought we
ought to be there. so what I'm getting ready to say is based on that long-lime position. From
everything that's been said this morning and everything anybody else has suggested. two
things are clear. The first is we have no idea about what a mission should be. the forces we
have there. unless you take Secretary Kissinger's implicit idea that we ought to engage in a
wider war directed at the Syrians. I can't accept that. and therefore I can only believe that
what we have to do is pull those people out until we have a better idea of what we should do
with them in a more defensible position.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. he put it in an interesting way. He said if all they're there to do is
defend themselves. they could do that in North Carolina.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well. we should do two things in this order; first. put up steel barriers
so no pickup trucks get anywhere near headquarters or barracks where Marines are sleeping.
They did it in Vietnam; they can do it there. And in light of the Embassy bombing, I think it
is inexcusable that a pickup Huck could go right into the middle of this building and blow it
up. And, secondly, the President is going to have to withdraw the Marines. perhaps just to
the ships off the shore, and I think Secretary Weinberger was making that case rather
eloquently because. as we all have said. without a mission. it is ridiculous to have them there.
Mr. WILL: And I think it's a little late in the day to start looking to the Israeli army. The
Israeli army, I believe. has suffered about 520 casualties in. what? 15 months there?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Something like that.
Mr. WILL: Every casualty afflicts Israeli society in a way that it's hard for Americans to
understand. Second. the Israeli economy-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Its a country of three million.
Mr. WILL: Wetl. you can multiply by 70 to gct- for every casualty. to get the ratio of the
American population. Second. the Israeli economy today is in a crisis of a dimension that
we've not experienced in this country. So the idea of a joint U.S.-IsraeH operation. even if
you could solve - and I doubt that you could solve - the political and logistic and other
problems- the logistic problems that Sam Nunn mentioned. Sam being as knowledgeable as
anyone in America on our defense capabilities. and he says we're stretched thin around the
world. that's a very sobering-

Mr. DONALDSON: But. George. if I may say-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam said our troops are there as hostages.
Mr. DONALDSON: If I may say gently. what happened this morning is an outgrowth of the
Israeli invasion of Lebanon la....t year. The Israelis didn't do it or cause it, but it is an
outgrowt.h of a policy which has gotten them into a quagmire. and now has gotten a 10l of our
people killed.

Mr. WILL: But lest- we really can't let that imply that Svria was paradise until the Israelis
went in. There's been a raging civil war killing a great many people for 10 years- sony.
Lebanon. yes.

Mr. CARTER: Well. you know. there's something-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hooding has been trying to get a word in edgewise.
Mr. CARTER: Well. the only word is this. Talking earlier and thinking right now. what y~u
have to face about the Marine forces on the eround right now is that it has been decimated 10

~ays that Iiteratly-; decimated in the literal sense of the word. decimated. bUIbeyond that in
Its command and control function as well.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Pierre"!You finished? I want to give Pierre in Paris.a last 'word. Pierre" We
haven't heard from you in awhile. ~

Mr: SAL~NGER: Well. I agree with what's being said around the table. I think that probably
we re gomg t~ see from the French viewpoint is probably a very cautious withdrawal of
Fr.en~h f?rces In the weeks ahead. because I think that they also feel that they have no. real
lotofa In L.:ebanontoday. that they have no real objective. and that their soldiers are. like a
ot of Amencans feel. hostages of the situation over which they have no control.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. Pierre. Thanks. everybody. Well be back in a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY [commemarvt ; The news from Lebanon continues 10 be bad. In fact. it.is
now worse. We have just had this second a bulletin from the Pentagon thut the loss of life
nhowstands at 135 U.S. Marines. The French. we don't have an up-io-the-rninute figure. but
t e .I~t we heard was somewhere in the neizhborhood of SO. So it has been the worst
punts ment intlicted on the American armed fo~ces since the Vietnam War. and we will Slay

on top of it throughout the afternoon here and on our regular news program tonight. keep you
up to date. That's at 10 o'clock Ea ....tern Time.
For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY•
October 30, 1983

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington, in Grenada, in Beirut, in New York; Bern,
Switzerland- yes, Bern, Switzerland - we're all here and ready and glad to have you with
us. Today's news, since the Sunday morning papers, and a week in which Americans are
bombing and being bombed, shooting and being shot at from Lebanon to Grenada, a place
once so insignificant Christopher Columbus discovered it and sailed by and didn't even stop.
now the scene of an American invasion supported and opposed inthis country, generally
opposed in others. What are we doing, and where will it all lead? OUf guests: Lawrence
Eagleburger, undersecretary of state fnr political affairs, in Washington; J.M.G. Adams,
prime minister of Barbados, from Barbados; Elie Salem, foreign minister of Lebanon, from
Bero, Switzerland; Caldwell Taylor, Grenadian ambassador to the United Nations, from
New York; some background from our man John Martin. All of the above, plus our discus-
sion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker - all here on our Sunday
program .
.Today'~ news: in Grenada some low-level fighting and sniper fire continue. Some of the

U.S. Mannes have been moved out, and apparently arrangements are being made now !O
send Cuban casualties and Cuban prisoners back to Cuba. A Swiss airplane and a British ship
will transport them. ABC's Steve Shepard in Grenada.

STEVE SHEPARD [voice-over]: U.S. Navy strike aircraft still bank and dive over the
Jungles of central Grenada. Marine amphibious vehicles still grind up the narrow asphalt
roads Just outsIde. the capital of St. George's. But for the most part, the fighting .here
appears nearly finished. Grenadians themselves are starting to resume their daily routmes,
and ~. ~. Marines occasional1y have time now to reflect on the incredible natural bea~ty
of this Island. With combat diminished, U.S. forces are now concentrating on roundmg
up members of the former revolutionary government.

MARINE: Go on down there. No more civilian traffic up here.
SHEP~RD [voice-over]: These two men were arrested at a roadblock yesterday when
Grenadians themselves told Marines that both were known members of the old govern-
~ent. Fonner Deputy Prime Minister Bernard Coard was caught yesterday when. Greea-
dJan~ told U.~. officers where he was hiding. In addition to the police work, soldIers ~
Mannes connnue to find and catalogue the East-bloc 3ITI1Sleft behind here by fleeing
Cuhans. It's a big job.

Lt. Col. RAY SMITH, Marine Amphibious Unit: This island is absolutely an arsenal.
~ve~he~ you look around you. Everywhere around you there's stores of ammuni-
non; there s enough arms and ammunition on this island to issue more than one weapon to
every man, woman and child on the entire island.

SHEPARD: In the meantime here in Barbados, the prime ministers of Jamaica, Bm:t'a-
dos and other Eastern Caribbean nations are meeting with representatives of the United
States. Everyone here trying to figure out what to do next in Grenada. It may very well
~ out that invading Grenada and overthrowing the old revolutionary government is a lot
easl~r than establishing a new government so that U. S. forces can someday soon evacuate
that Island.
Steve Shepard, ABC News, Barbados.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In Beirut this morning a group of American congressmen are visiting and
not very happy with what they are seeing. ~d some of them say they wonder if the Marines
should stay there at all. Here's a report from ABC's Jim Hickey in Beirut.

JIM HICKEY [voice-overt: In the week since the Marine Corps was rocked to its
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foundations there are still many unanswered questions and some new concerns about why
they are even here. More than 200 young Americans are dead. several still unaccounted
for. and perhaps two dozen can never be identified. Who wac; it rhat loaded a Mercedes
truck with a ton of explosives and who was it that drove that truck on a suicide mission to
blow up a building and scores of sleeping Marines with it? As members of a peacekeeping
force. the Marines are ordered to be open. visible, vulnerable. U.S. congressmen on a
fact-finding tour here this weekend say that's wrong.
Rep. SAM HALL, (D) Texas: I just don't think we ought to submit these young men to
this type of an environment without giving the right to protect themselves. That's my first
position on it.
HICKEY [voice-over]: And these men, members of the House Armed Services and
Veterans Affairs committees, take back to the States serious doubts that the Marines
belong in Beirut.
Rep. ROY DYSON, (D) Maryland: I think maybe we've made a mistake; perhaps we
should have the State Department come in and tell us why a political situation has been
worked up that has put our Marines in a militarily indefensible position.
HICKEY: The congressmen will expect hard answers this week when they open hearings
onto whether the Marines should stay here. They will also be watching national reconcili-
ation talks among feuding Lebanese factions. Those talks, which begin in Geneva this
week, could have a major impact on the future of the Marines.
Jim Hickey, ABC News, Beirut.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Some Marine officers were disturbed at what the congressmen said,
including their critical comments, and they asked ABC News for transcripts of what they had
said.
A major earthquake this morning in Eastern Turkey and in the U.S. that read 7.1 on the

Richter Scale - very large and dangerous. The Turks say several hundred have been killed,
and there's very heavy damage.
Argentina votes today on returning to democracy after eight years of military government.

The two main choices offered the voters are the Peronist party. which is allied with the
unions. and the so-called Radical Party, which is allied with the middle class. The result is
expected to be close.
We'll be back with the rest of roday's program in a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: In the style of von Clausewitz. the U.S. this week has continued its
diplomacy by other means; the "other means" being the Marines, the Army, the Navy ~
the Air Force. More Marines went to Lebanon to replace those murdered last weekend. Still
more, followed by the Army, invaded a tiny Caribbean island many had never ?eard of.
Before we question today's guests about all this, some background on an unsettling week
from ABC's John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: It is the supreme symbol of American military heroism:
Marines fighting to the crest of a hill on a tiny island in the middle of a world ~~. But the
Iwo Jima statue is also a memorial to the peaceful times America has used nUh~ force
to cany out its foreign policy. Nicaragua in 1912 and again in 1926, when Mannes were
sent to restore order and stayed six years; Santo Domingo in 1903, 1916 and 1%5. wh~n
20,000 U.S. troops were sent to prevent what President Johnso~ sa~ as a.commuOlst
takeover. We've called it gunboat diplomacy when it hapr:ned m this he~lsphere. but
Teddy Roosevelt's big stick is just one of many clubs the Umted States has lifted over the
200 years to earn the fear and respect of the world as a superpower. From the shon:s of
Tripoli in 1805 to the shattered bunkers of Beirut to the drop zones of G~nad~, Amencan
military force has been used by presidents as the trump card of Amencan diplomacy.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN {October 27, 1983}: Grenada, we were told, was a
friendly island paradise for tourism. Well, it wasn't. It was a Soviet-Cuban colony
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being readied as a major military bastion to export terror and undermine democracy.
We got there just in time. .

MARTIN [voice-over]: Despite the heavy loss of life in Beirut, the ~renada operation has
apparently tapped a long pent-up frustration among many Amencans for a show of
military strength.

tst MAN ON THE STREET: I think it's time the United States stand up for
something, and the President has clearly done that.
2nd MAN ON THE STREET: I support the use of whatever is necessary to stop the
communist takeover of Latin America.
1st WOMAN ON THE STREET: I don't think that we should be involved in
countries where we really don't belong.
2nd WOMAN ON THE STREET: I see a lot of people that are objecting to it, and I
think that that's wrong. We need to be there.

MARTIN [voice-over]: In an ABC NeWS/Washington Post poll conduct~ throughout
this week, President Reagan's approval rating rose to 57%, its highest mark m two years.
Fifty-seven percent of those questioned also favored the invasion of Gre:nada, but the
country remained divided over Lebanon. although attitudes may be changmg. After l~t
Sunday's bombing in Beirut, 53% disapproved of U.S. policy. there. After Mr. Re?ga::ds
speech this week, however, 52% approved - a remarkable shift. Even so.' at week s e ,
62% still said the Marine mission to Lebanon was a failure, and 60% said Lebanon was
not worth fighting for. . ..

What troubles some analysts is that. despite claims that the Grenada eX~(htlon was
strategically vital, it has diverted attention from the Middle East at a ~ruclal mo.ment,
focusing instead on a relatively insignificant challenge. Jim Hoagland IS a Washmgton
Post editor and foreign policy analyst.
JIM HOAGLAND, The Washington Post: History is full of examples of big powers,
empires even, chasing distant tribes, fighting battles that did not have to be fought, ~anJ~
that could have been resolved in other ways. And I think the case in Grenada IS simp y
that.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Hoagland and some other analysts believe the inv~ion has crea-
ted three major problems for American diplomacy. In the hem~~ph~re, It h~ knOC~ed
Cuba and the Soviet Union off balance and humbled them militarily, but It has a so
poisoned the possibility of negotiating a settlement in Central ~erica,. w.hich seems~
the brink of war. Across the Atlantic it has disturbed relations With Britain, France
West Germany while complicating deployment of a new generation of missile~ in Europe,
which is nervous all over again about sharing the nuclear trigger with Rough Rider R~na~d
Reagan. And, finally, it has diverted American energy and resources from the Midd e
East just as the President has raised the stakes.
Mr. HOAGLAND: We have now heard in the last few days from Mr. Reagan that ?ur
Marines are in Lebanon - all 1,600 of them _ to prevent the Soviet Union from. takmg
over the Middle East. We have staged an invasion of Grenada to prevent this hemIsphere
from being subverted. Those are enormous objectives. I think particularly in Leban~~
we're there for very good fundamental reasons, but I don't think ~r. Reagan has bUI~
that consensus on that, and I don't think. that constantly expanding the scope. ?f ~
mission of a very few men who have been put in very exposed and dangerous positions IS
going to help build that consensus.
MARTIN: So not all of the casualties this week are coming home from the battlefields.
Some of America's most important friendships have been wounded, too. And although
Mr. Reagan may be riding the crest of popularity for having acted decisively, he'll ha~e
to move quickly to heal those diplomatic wounds and to convince the world that, while
America may have resumed its rounds as the policeman of democracy, it is willing to do
much more than merely round up the usual suspects. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, by satellite from Bern, Switzerland,
questions for Elie Salem, foreign minister of Lebanon. about the U.S. Marines in his country
and what is in prospect there. In a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Foreign Minister Salem, in Bern, Switzerland, thank you very much for
coming in to talk with us today. We're delighted to have you. Here with me are George Will
of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent.

Mr. Minister, you are in Bern for the beginning tomorrow, Ibelieve, of a reconciliation
conference among the various pol itical groups in your country. Do you- I assume you're
hopeful of success.

ELIE SALEM, Foreign Minister of Lebanon: Well, we are quite optimistic that we will
have the conference start tomorrow evening, and I believe all the parties have come to this
conference with an open mind.. I believe we'll make progress. The progress, of course,
depends not as much on the opinion of the Lebanese who are in the talks, but also on the
opinion of the forces behind them. And therefore we hope that the international and the
regional situation is encouraging enough to permit all the members of the Lebanese delega-
tion to talk freely as Lebanese and to work for the interests of their country. I believe we'll
enter it with a good positive mood, yes.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Foreign Minister, do you have any further information on who was
responsible for the bombing in Beirut?

For. Min. SALEM: No, the bombing was a great tragedy, one of the tragedies of this war
~hich we regret deeply. We send our condolences to the American people and to the families
involved. Investigation is underway by our people and your people; we hope that soon we'll
find out. But I think. it is possible to find out soon who was behind it

GEORGE WILL: .Mr. Foreign Minister, in his speech to the nation, President Reagan
emphasized the Synan presence in Lebanon and the connection between Syria and the Soviet
Um.on. ~o you have any reason for hoping - and, if so, can you tell us what it is - that
Syna will, simply through negotiations, withdraw from Lebanon?

For. Min. SALEM: Well, Lebanon is actually under Israeli occupation; there is also- half
the country is u~der illegal Syrian presence, and there is also a large PLO presence in
Lebanon. We, With the help of the Americans, are trying to negotiate the disengagement of
Lebanon from all these foreign forces. We believe that in time we could work out an
arrangeme.nt with Syria to withdraw peacefully from Lebanon without a fight. I believe that
there are mterests that Syria wants in Lebanon. We are ready to discuss some of these
mterests, especially at the security level. There are fears that Syria has about Israeli gains in
Le~at;t0n. W~ have to. assure Syria that Israel has not made gains that in any way endanger
Syna s security and interests In Lebanon. I believe we can do that. The United States
therefore has an ideal historical opportunity to save the Lebanese democracy by working
patiently with Syria and Israel to get them both out from Lebanon.

SAM DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Foreign Minister, what good are U.S. Marines doing to
save the Lebanese democracy by sitting on the airport in Beirut?

ltalis Min. SALEM: The U.S. Marines are part of a multinational force including the
tans, the British and the French. This multinational force represents a major commitment

on the part of these four countries to salvage the Lebanese democracy.

~r. DONALDSON: How are Marines salvaging that- sir? How are Marines salvaging that
emocracy by srttmg patiently on the airport in Beirut in a defensive position?

~:r~ Min. S~LE~:~e presence of the Marines in Beirut, together with the presence of the
tha e forces m I:Jetrut, IS a reminder to the other forces that would like to take over Lebanon
S t there IS a kind of a military presence - a physical, concrete presence _ of the United
d tates and that ~e United States means business when it says they are committed to save this
emocracy, which bas always been on the side of the United States and part of the Western
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camp. Lebanon is a country worth saving. It's-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, sir. if I may just press the question. I u.nderstand your ~~swer,
but would you be in favor of U.S. Marines taking some offensive role! On ~J~ ;::d;
broadcast last Sunday, Henry Kissinger suggested that perhap~ U.S. Manne~: a ~ore
forces be put into a position to change the balance of forces In Lebanon to
moderate force, meaning your government, I suppose. .
For Min SALEM-Well we want the Israeli forces to withdraw from Lebanon: We believe

.. " be' . d t for the Synan forces tothat the withdrawal of the Israeli forces will a major In ucemen T
withdraw from Lebanon. We are not in any way asking the United States to take ~~ rruutary
action to change the balance inside Lebanon. What the U.S. in.its.own strategic mte:~~
particularly with the Soviet Union, and what it wants to do m ,Its own ~~tegy. ibl t
somethins is that we in Lebanon not wish to intetfere in. I do believe that It ISpos~ e. 0

o . . th ·11mak th iob much more ettecttvemake adjustments and relocations of the Mannes at WI e e J
and perhaps safer for the Marines, but this Iwould have to leave to the experts. .
Mr BRINKLEY· Mr Minister in your country there was a civil war before the Synans

. ...' th U SM' . ed Assume they all leavecame in, before the Israelis invaded, before e .. annes amv .
tomorrow. What is the prospect? More civil war?

h d ··1 In '58 it hadFor. Min. SALEM: Lebanon did not .have a civil war. I~never. a a CIVIwar~ Lebanon. In
an internal war because of the Nassente takeover of Syna, which had plans 0 d th
i975 there were a major battle in Lebanon because of the massive PW pn::sen:e a~ba~
massive PLO-Israeli conflict, which brought about regional powers and confltct.s Illt~. h the
non What is going on in Lebanon today is not a civil war. It's an internal war III dW.IC
. ... . I an mtema-regional powers is each claiming a stake, and therefore our cnsts IS regrona Leh

h f th ~ . from Lebanon the anesetional. Once you remove the ~lute es 0 e .I?relgn pow~r:s. ' _ the most
democracy will be returned to Its happy versatility and stability as It always was
peaceful and stable democracy in the Middle East.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Minister, thank you very much. And we certainly hope, all o:usbetha~
your conference in Bern is a success in returning peace to your country. Thank you or III
with us.

For. Min. SALEM: Thank you.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Coming next, some questions for the Right Honorahle J.M.G. Ad,:",S~
prime minister of Barbados, by satellite from there and done about an hour ago. n
moment.
[commercial breakl

• t: • g in andMr. BRINKLEY: Prime Minister Adams, thank you for very much ror cormn
talking with us this morning. It's a pleasure to have you.
J.M.G. ADAMS, Prime Minister of Barbados: It's a pleasure to be here.

ard bi d t II me this' whenMr. BRINKLEY: I wonder if I could ask you to look forw a 1l an e C ibbean
the U.S. military has finished in Grenada, Will your and the other East fd ties?
countries be ready and willing to go in and take over some sort of- some sort 0 u I

Setting up an interim government and this sort of thing?
. . . Eas Cmhbe~aOOProMm. ADAMS: Well, we are beginning to do that already. The tern. the

Jamaican forces, which constitute a Caribbean security force. is already takl~g over
Thegarrisoning of the capital at St. George's, and the airport at Pearls, the old al~rt'h is

question of the interim government is also being addressed by the p~rx:r autho~z 'h: ~il1
the Governor General of Grenada. And I believe that perhaps within a w
announce his interim arrangements.

Mr. WILL: Sir. the British government has a long, continuous, if at the moment so~~~
what tenuous relationship with the Eastern Caribbean. When American trooP.s ared";:e1P
drawn. do you think. it would be good or necessary for British troops to come III an
keep order?

ProMin. ADAMS: I don't think for a moment that British troops will wish to go to
Grenada to keep order. I think that the role for the British would be in helping with police
work, police training, the sort of thing with which they're still associated in the Eastern
Caribbean.

Mr. DONALDSON: Prime Minister, is it all right with you and the other states who
asked for U.S. intervention if the Grenadian government turns out to be something other
than a U.S.-type democracy? And the question really is, are you going to make certain
that the Grenadian government is a democracy or just one that is not influenced by Cuba
and the Soviets?

ProMin. ADAMS: The Grenadian government has never been a U.S.-type democracy. It
has been a British-type democracy, and as far as I can judge, all present efforts are being
directed towards holding an election under the provisions of the existing constitution,
which provides for a House of Parliament, a Senate and the Queen as Queen of Grenada.
What the elections will throw up is a matter not exactly of indifference to the rest of us,
but a matter for the Grenadian people. All parties, I'm sure, will be free to campaign.
We're only-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if the Grenadian-s- excuse me, sir. If the Grenadian people
should elect a Marxist government, would that be all right with you?

Pro Min. ADAMS: Yes, it would be all right with me, but I'll tell you this. I'm absolutely
sure that the American people will elect a Marxist government before an island in the
Eastern Caribbean.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Prime Minister, what, on the basis of the information you have
now, what is the situation in Grenada now, today, at this hour?

Pro Min. ADAMS: Well, I was there yesterday and can speak as of yesterday. People
free of tension, looking happy, going about their business in the streets, cooperating with
the American and Caribbean forces in Government House., I saw the Governor General.
He has taken the reins of government into his own hand. There's not going to be a
military administration. He is considering who shall be in his next government; he is
considering how to return Grenada to peace and order.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In your best guess, when will the U.S. forces be able to leave?
Pro Min. ADAMS: It isn't a thiog ahout which I could guess today. Perhaps I could guess
next Sunday. The situation is that some estimate has to be made as to whether there's
going to be a continuing security problem. That guess, according to my information,
cannot be made until perhaps the middle of the week, until we see whether the Grenadian
~y, that has not been taken prisoner in large numbers, has taken to the hills or whether
It has merely gone home to Mom. I tend to the latter view. I think that they have merely
taken off their uniforms, and I'm supported in this view by the fact that an immense
amount of infonnation is being given to our forces as to where the arms that the Greaa-
dian soldiers were bearing can be found. I think that the army has disbanded itself and is
preparing for a return to civil conditions.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Prime Minister, thank you very much. Thanks for coming in, for
talking with us today.

Now Ambassador Caldwell Taylor, ambassador to the U.N. of the Bishop government of
Grenada, who is standing by in New York. Thank you very much for coming in; pleased to
have you with us this morning.

CALDWELL TAYLOR, Grenadian Ambassador to the U.N.: Thank you very much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Could you first clear up a question that is trouhlesome to a great many here
~hthtS Country? Why was Grenada so stocked, stocked so heavily with all sorts of arms?

at Were they for? What did you have in mind for them?

Amb. TAYLOR: Well, in the first instance, the arms that we had in the country- I think the
World knew th~t in fact we had an army and that there were weapons in the country. Now you
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finding large quantities of weapons and those who have invaded the country are finding those
quantities of weapons. Do I believe that- do you believe that? I think that's a very- that's
the most important question. Journalists have been kept outside of the country so people have
been finding what they want to find, quite frankly.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Ambassador, one of the reasons that the Reagan administration has stressed
the military aspect of the Cuban presence is the weapons you're disputing. Let me ask you
another question. Given the fact that there was about 40% unemployment in Grenada, why
did you have to have Cubans come in to build - if only to build - schools and airports and
ports, that sort of thing? Weren't the Cubans there for something else?
Amb. TAYLOR: No, well, there is no dispute about why the Cubans were in the country.
First of all, the Cubans were not involved in the building of schools, nor in the building of
health centers or anything like that. The Cubans who were on the' island and who are still
there were brought in to be used in the construction of the airport. Now, we did not have the
skilled workers, for example, to handle the heavy-duty equipment that was brought in to
excavate and bulldoze and so forth. So you're talking about Cubans who had the skills that
locals did not have. That is also very well known.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Taylor, how do you explain the fact that all of your neighbors in the Eastern
Caribbean region were panicked by developments they saw there and ardently urged the
United States to intervene?
Amb. TAYLOR: Well, first of all, [think- I do not know if they panicked. One has to look
at the entire story. It is one with a fairly long pedigree, if you might say so. The attempts to
destabilize and to derail the Grenadian revolution that triumphed on March 13, 1979, are ~s
old as the revolution itself. U.S. newspapers, for example, The Washington Post, reported m
February about a plot, a CIA plot to bring down the People's Revolutionary Government.
Now what we are seeing is a situation where there was some measure of disorder. There was
disquiet. There were problems inside the country. And people used those problems, recent
problems, to justify the invasion. What I'm saying is, the invasion of our country was not
something that was considered for the first time in October of 1984.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Ambassador Taylor, the People's Revolutionary Government
came to power in a coup. It was not voted in democratically. My question to you now is, do
you ~~ve any objection if the Queen's representative, Paul Scoon, organizes a government
provisionally which results in elections so that the people of Grenada can vote in their own
government?

Amb. TAYLOR: Well, we have no problems with elections, you know. We can- I
personally, I have no problems with elections. I believe, for example, that I would always
take ~p mr side- my position on the side of the people. I think what we need to perhaps
exam~ne right now is perhaps the nature of the provisional government. I do not know
anything about the whereabouts of the Governor General. The last thing I heard was that he
was on a U.S. aircraft carrier. I do not know ifhe has made statements about the provisional
government on his own volition. I do not know if he has made them under duress. I don't
kno~ if he's a hostage. That's- I think it is critically important that we do everything
possible to ensure that an interim government is really an interim government. We cannot.
for example, go into an interim arrangment that is foisted upon us.
M~. DONALDSON: Yes, but you then have no objection to elections? Isn't that the key
point?

Amb. TA~LO~: I have absolutely no problems with elections. Of course, one- one also
must becu:m rrund that there are certain conditions-- certain pre-conditions; the atmosphere
~ust be nght for elections. You can't have a situation where there are forces present on t~e
Islan~ that would make it very difficult for us to have as free and as fair an election as IS

possible. ~hat~J'm saying is, there must be certain guarantees. You can only have free and
cJea.r elections If you create a certain kind of environment. Now. who is going to create that
~nvlro~ment? Bec~use .at the moment there isn't any force in the country that one could call
Impartial or anything like that. People are partisan. And what I am saying is we've heard
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about people who would not have problems with the election of a certain kind of government.
We know what is going to happen.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Taylor, thank you very much. Thank you for coming in today and
answering our questions.
Amb. TAYLOR: Thank you very much, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, the U.S. Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs
Lawrence Eagleburger. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. we're very glad to have you with us this morning. Thanks
for coming.
LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, Undersecretary of State lor Political Affairs: Nice
to be here, thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, we all know how the U.S. got into Grenada. Give us the- tell us
how it's going to get out.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. [ don't think it's possible to give you a precise scenario,
David. I think. the basic point is that we're going to move out of there as fast as we can. I
think. it's also clear that we have to make sure first of all that the fighting has stopped and that
the forces that are out- may still be on that island are taken care of. I think it's also clear that
we will want to work. as closely as we can with the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States
to have them take over authority on that island with the Queen's representative.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that the plan for them to move in and--
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. we're talking with them now and we want to talk with. I'm
sure, the Commonwealth and some more with the British. but our objective is to get U.S.
forces off the island as quickly as we can.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Speaking of the British, were you unhappy at Mrs. Thatcher's reaction to
our invasion of Grenada?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: No. [ was perhaps a linle bit disappointed, but I think it's also
important to note that when it came to the Security Council vote the British ~oved in the
direction of at least trying to indicate some support by what I would have to say IS not a vote
for us, but at least an abstention on the resolution itself. and they were the only European
power on the Security Council who did so. And I think that took some guts, if I may use the
term. and I think we appreciated that fairly substantially.
Mr. WILL: In explaining the American invasion of Grenada, the President said in his speech
to the nation, it - Grenada- was "a Soviet-Cuban colony being readied as a major military

. bastion to export terror and undermine democracy. " That is just about precisely the admini-
stration's description of Nicaragua. Is there any implication from this that action also needs to
be taken in American security interest against Nicaragua?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: George. in the sense in which you've asked the question I have to
say no. We obviously are concerned about the situation in Nicaragua and are doing as much
as we can through the Comadora process in terms of helping Salvador as we can, but I have
to remind you that there was a specific difference in the Grenadan case. and remember the
reasons we went into the island in the first place, the first point being our strong concern over
the safety of over 1,000 American citizens in Grenada. That is not an issue that pertains in the
Nicaraguan case, although the question of Soviet and Cuban presence in both places is
obviously of concern to us.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Secretary, if it had been the safety of U.S. citizens, could
we not have evacuated the U.S. citizens and been out of there by now?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, our judgment on that- and I think demonstrated by the
facts since the event, our judgment was that there was no way at all that we could guarantee
that in fact we could get those citizens out. We had in our minds, and I don't apologize for
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this either, the recollection of Teheran and American hostages there. There has been some
talk now a~ut there were some planes that went in on Monday. The fact of the matter is that
~Ihat went In on Monday was a few small charter flights; there were no major flights into the
IS and on Monday, although we had been told by what passes for authorities on that island
~at there could be, and we felt that it was a real danger. We could not get those people off the
Island. And: when ~ey came olf~e is!and themselves and talked to the press in Charleston,
South Carolina, I think they made It fairly clear this was a judgment many of them shared.

Mo DONALDSON: Sir, that wasn't the point of my question, what happened before
on~y or TUesday .. My question was, could we not have evacuated by today all of the

Amencans from the Island and then left if that indeed was our purpose?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, certainly that's- if that was all that we were there to do
~es, ~ut I'm. ~ot arguing at all that the only reason we went onto that island was because of

mencan C.ltlzens. The second reason we gave was the request of the Organization of
Eastern ~bbean States !hat we also enter that island with them for the purpose of restoring
some stability and removing from them the threat of a security challenge.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, does that suggest that any time a group of nations asks us to
Intervene tn another nation that we have then a legitimate right to do so?

Sec. ~GLEBURGER: Of course it doesn't suggest that any time they make that request
w~.do ~t. It does .suggest that under circumstances such as pertained in Grenada we have an
ob rganon to do It, and we decided to do it. But one swallow doesn't make a summer.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, 'his involves the military more than the State Departmen"
but ~ woul? lik~ to ask what information you have. The press has been very unhappy at being
derued gomg Into Grenada except now on a very limited basis. Is there any change in
prospect that you know of?

~. EA~LEBURGER:Well, it is, as you say, more a Pentagon question than mine, but at
t e sa~e tIme.I do know that there are now on that island over 50 correspondents, and [ was
told this mo~m!? that there ~ plans for another large number to go into the island. I think
!he Pe~tagon s v.lew on that IS that they will put the- they will make available access to the
Island Just ~ quickly as they can. And I think that is largely an issue that's now behind us
because I think the Pentagon is moving to get as many people in as it can handle.
Mr. DONALDSON: Sir, respectfully, it's not really behind us because we have been asking
~or the nght to go to the Island and see what's actually happening there. A small pool is gomg
In, bu~ .not all organizations are represented and the hours we can stay there are defined by
the military. '

Sec. .EAGL.EBURGER: Well, as I say, the military has a problem on that island, which is
restonng order. I can't ans~er for the military on the ground as to how many people they f~1
that s.afely can be o~ the Island at any specific time. All I -know is that I was assured this
mommg that we will make access available just as quickly as we can and in whatever
numbers are possible.

~r. WILL: Let me. shift for a moment to Lebanon. The President in his speech said that what
~s at stake ~ere IS "whether or not the Lebanon and the entire Middle East shall be
Incorporated mto. the Soviet bloc" - his words. Now, the key to Soviet leverage there
appears to be Syria. Can yo~ tell us why Henry Kissinger was wrong on this show last week
saying that you cannot possibly hope to negotiate the Syrians out until the balance of forces
on the ground have been changed?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, I don't want to argue with Henry Kissinger. It's always
been dangerous. ~ut,. having said that, I think the fact of the matter is that what we are seeing
~: ~ a~ least ~ indication ~at there may be other ways in which to deal with this problem.r~~sdid, afte~ all, 10 the last analysis, agree to a ceasefire. We now do ~ave
~concdlatlon talks taking place in Geneva. I'm not arguing at all that if the Syrians believe
t at the balance of Forces in the area is so substantially in their favor that they would then be
prepared to try to reach an agreement. What I'm saying, I think, is that the Syrians may have
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come to the conclusion that in Fact the balance of forces is not substantially in their favor and
that half a loaf is better than trying to get the whole loaf when their forces are what they are.
Mr. WILL: One of the reasons for substantial U.S. support for Israel over the years has been
that Israel is a strategic asset to the United States in that area. Their army is sitting idle 20
miles away while Americans are being dug out of the rubble. Do you think. Israel can and
should be more of a strategic asset at this moment?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, I've always believed myself that Israel is a strategic asset '0
the United States and that what we are seeing in the Middle East now is in fact an example of
how important Israel can be to us. But, having said that, I think it is also important in the
Lebanon context to remember that our objective all along has been the withdrawal of all
foreign forces from Lebanon and that we started with an agreement between the Lebanese
and the Israelis which called for the Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon. That agreement still
stands; it should continue to stand. I think our objective must be to get all foreign forces out,
and that means, and it does include, the Israeli forces as well.
Mr. DONALDSON: I'd like to go back to George's initial question about the President
asserting that there was a means of preventing the Middle East from falling into the Soviet
bloc, that we had U.S. Marines in Beirut. He gave that as one of the reasons. Did he mean to
say that those Marines have got to stay in Beirut as long as there's a Soviet menace to the
area?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Of course he didn't mean to say that, Sam, and you've made the
point yourself when you say that he gave that as one of the reasons. The point the President
was making, I think, is that there is a Soviet issue involved in the Middle East and we must
keep that in mind. At the same time, those Marines are there as we try to rebuild a
government within Lebanon that is sovereign within its own territory with the withdrawal of
all foreign forces. And our Marines, plus the British, Italians and French, are critical to the
rebuilding of a government in Lebanon that will be able to govern in Lebanon.
Mr. DONALDSON: How do they rebuild by simply sitting on a piece of ground and holding
it?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, they're doing more than just sitting on a piece of ground and
holding it. The reconciliation talks are now beginning in Geneva, as we saw on your
program. We have to hope that those will lead to some success and that Gemayel will be able
to broaden the base of his government. As he brings new elements of the Lebanese society
into that government, we have to believe and hope that in fact he will be able to broaden his
base and extend his authority. .
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if the reconciliation talks succeed in Switzerland, can we then
pull our Marines out post-haste?
.Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I don', want to tty to give you a specific date. We will pull our
Marines out of Lebanon just as fast as we can, just as we will out of Grenada. But the
situation on the ground is what's going to have to determine when that is.

Mr. WILL: Can the Marines come out before the Syrians come out?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I don't know, George. It's a hard question to ask. I could cooceive
of circumstances where that would be possible, but I have, frankly, personally, serious
doubts about that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Bring us up to date- to get back to Grenada, bring us up to date on what
is happening now. Is the British Govemor- as pan of the Commonwealth, is the British
Governor General organizing some sort of interim government now?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I understand. David, on the basis of discussions that the Governor
General is looking at whom he might bring into an interim government. He hasn't made any
decisions yet. It's his decision to make. I assume he will be in consultation and conversation
with other Caribbean states in that process, but I think the next step in fact will be for him to
try to organize an interim government. .>: -
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Eagleburger, thank you very much.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: A pleasure.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in; nice to have you. Coming next, our presumably
uninhibited discussion here, and joining us will be Tom Wicker, columnist for The New York
Times. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we're all here so I may as well start with Question I, Question A,
A I. Should we have gone into Grenada? Tom?

TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Well, I thought the original rationale given in the
begi~ng of saving American lives and supporting the East Caribbean nations was, to a
considerable extent, defensible. If, however, as it begins to look more and more, if we were
going in there to prevent another Cuba, that sort of thing, "then I think the old questions of
imperialism and interventionism arise in very sharp form.
Mr. DONALDSON: Countries always act in their self-interest and the President tried to lay
out a case the other night that it was in our self-interest. Leaving the students aside; leaving
the request from the Caribbean nations aside, it was' in our self-interest because of that
Cuban-Soviet base. But what's happening this weekend seems to another assessment in
government circles that perhaps they weren't ready to export revolution as much as the
President thought on Thursday night. So the real question is, did we have any rationale?

Mr. BRINKLEY: I didn't hear that. Why? Why has anyone come to think that?
Mr. DONALDSON: Because the estimates of how far along they were- the President
seemed to suggest they were at almost a jumping-off point. "We got there just in time."

Mr. BRINKLEY: He said, "We got there just in time."
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it's not the newsmen making this estimate, 'cause we aren't on
Grenada in any sense except a tightly-controlled pool. But our own government people ~
now estimating that they weren't that far along, that it wasn't' 'just in time, " so the question
remains, why did we do it?
Mr. WILL: Well, there's another way of construing "just in time," and that is that there ~as
a state of considerable flux of semi-anarchy. It was a demi-govemment at best that was gomg
around still busy shooting the previous govemment-
Mr. WICKER: And that's not what the President was saying.
Mr. WILL: -and we got there just in time to prevent screwing down the lid of a regime that
then we couldn't have pried off. Now, I think there are three sufficient reasons, each.ofthem
sufficient. Two of them, the weaker ones, I'm glad he used, if only because they carried Tom
Wicker in the argument.

Mr. WICKER: Partway.
Mr. WILL: Part way in the argument. But it seems to me that it would have been useful the
the President to have said _ impolitic, perhaps, but over the long haul ~se~.J1- ~at e
United States considers it a sufficient reason for acting when the Soviet Union IS planting yet
another military outpost in our front yard.

O
. .. and invade

Mr. D NALDSON: Well, George, then that's a sufficient reason to go In f
Nicaragua. Let's wi~ out the ~uban in~uence whi~h. is u~deni.~ble ~ere. and, as a matt~t~s
fact, as Secretary Haig once S31d, early m the administration, Let s go to the source.
go to Havana." Why not do it?
Mr. WILL: I would say that the reasons. if any, for not doing that areentirely prudential and
not at all moral; that is to say, the Nicaraguan regime has no moral chum on our tolerance.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you don't understand--

Mr. WICKER: Well, George-
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Mr. WILL: That it may be imprudent and it may cost too much to-
Mr. WICKER: If we're going to raise moral claims here then we can talk about Chile the
.Philippines and a lot of other places- '

Mr. BRINKLEY: You're allowed to raise moral claims, Tom, go ahead. Feel free.
~r. WICKER: I know, but I mean, to say that Nicaragua has no moral claim to not being
invaded, that doesn't seem to me to be at all a sufficient reason there- neither do many
countnes. There are those who would think that we don't have a moral claim not to be
invaded. But the point is, it seems to me, that the American- the United States under the
Reagan administration had a reason, thought it had a reason, to go in and bring out medical
students .who were in danger; thought it had a reason to have W help out friendly nationS
surrounding Grenada who felt themselves threatened. That's one thing. But it's another thing
to say we're not going to tolerate an island that turns itself into another Cuba here or that we
think is turning itself into another Cuba.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You think that was really the real reason?

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, I think George is right-
Mr. WICKER: It emerges more and more as the week goes along and we hear the various
rationales that are given.
Mr, DONALDSON: But, here's the problem with that. If we can invade Grenada, and of
course we can, it's a little tiny fly. We swat it down. It may take a little longer than we
thought, but we got it down. Why not do Nicaragua and Cuba? Well, the answer is, of
course, it's tougher there. But to states in the region, I think, the big-stick diplomacy is one
which works against the smallest. But we are not about to use it against the biggest.
Mr. WICKER: Well. I think there's another factor probably here, too, and I think it may
have ~n an unconscious factor. But I raised the question whether we would have done what
we did m Grenada had we not suffered the grevious blow that we suffered in Beirut on
Sunday, just two days before.
Mr. WILL: I agree with-
Mr. WICKER: The decision was not taken until afterwards, and I think to some extent it was
to say, "Well, look. You hit us hard in Beirut, but we're going to hit you right back in
Grenada." Now, I think that's thoroughly illogical, but in the geopolitical view I think that
probably influenced the decision.

Mr. WILL: I think credibility is to some extent a seamless webb. Let's just suppose that the
Eastern Caribbean nations had cried for help and the United States, where it was easy, in our
o.wn backyard, where projecting force was no technical problem, had said no. What conclu-
sion. would, say, the Saudis have drawn, the Saudi regime, as it watches the ascendancy of
Iranian power in their area? In that sense, it seems to me,the believability of America's word
was to some extent, at stake. And you can buy the MX, you can buy all these sophisticated
weapo~ systems, but the most important lesson that could have been given was given by the
Grenadian operation, which is that the United States is ready not just to procure expensive
weapons. but to use the essential weapon of national security. which is a man with a rifle.
Mr. WICKER: Well. of course the most important lesson from Grenada is not that we're
ready to use that. It's ready to use it where it's easy to do against little nations. Now, that's
not the same thing as proving to the Saudis that we will come to their defense if indeed that
should be the right thing to do.
Mr. WILL: It's not the same but- it's not the same, but imagine the lesson if we had not.

Mr. WICKER: And 1 think all this geopolitical stuff is much ~verdone. Who, after 40 years
of ~old war, believes that the United States is a paper tiger? Who, after 40 years of cold war,
believes that the ~oviet Union is a paper tiger? I think all this business of sending messages to
store up your believability and so forth is vastly overdone.
Mr. DONALDSON: But. you know, I want to get-
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, let me put it on another basis.
Mr. DONALDSON: -a word in here. Go ahead, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Oh, go ahead, Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I wanted to get a word in on something else. We're all talking
about things that we know very little about in one instance because we haven't had any
independent reporting from Grenada. Now, I don't think for a moment that Ambassador
Taylor was right; that is, that those arms that were there because Marines brought them in or
that they're falsifying the reports, and yet. how do we know unless we're there to see?
They've kept reporters out from the beginning; they didn't want reporters there, and it wasn't
because of the safety of the invasion's secrecy. There was no secret there. And it wasn't
because of our own safety. We take our chances that we have in all wars. It was to make
certain that the American people only get the government. version, and, my friend, if you
want to do that, you can go live in the Soviet Union.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hasn't that been true since the begininng? Hasn't the military always
objected to have reporters following along on its trail writing about what it was doing-

Mr. DONALDSON: Reportersalways have, though, David-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Not always. Not always. They did in Vietnam, with the results you know.
Mr. DONALDSON: They did in the Revolutionary War; they did in the Civil War; they did
In the first and second World Wars.

Mr. BRINKLEY: They certainlydid not in World War 11.I don't believe they did in World
War I.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, there were reporters-c. battles-c. 1- boy! Differing with you is a
very tricky business because I respect your views, but the reporters in World War II were
combat reporters, and they were-

Mr. BRINKLEY: They were taken where the military was willing to take them, and every
word they wrote was censored and every picture they took was censored.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I'm against censorship but we weren't there in Grenada to--
Mr. BRINKLEY: All I'm saying is that the military never welcomes the press. It doesn't
really want us around.
Mr. WICKER: But in this case-
Mr. DONALDSON: Why is that, though? Why is that?
Mr. ~RINKLEY: Well, because they want to control the action; they want to control how the
public sees the action; they want to control the flow of news. In fact, in World War II the
Army issued a statement saying that news was not the property of the press.
Mr. DONALDSON: And in war the first casualty is truth ..
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, I didn't say that.
Mr. WICKER: Well, let rne-> let me-,
Mr. WILL: The object of war is not good journalism either The object of war is to win. The
object is the safety and success of y~ur men. Now. honorable men and women of good will
can and now will for months disagree as to whether or not the regulation of journalists was
w.arranted, but I would say that you can't simply strike off the board by incantations of the
FlI'St Amendment-

Mr. DONALDSON: I haven't raised it once.
Mr. WILL: I understand. The right of the people charged with life-and-death decisions to
worry about something other than the immediate maximum information flow.
Mr., BRINKLEY: Well, we're an inconvenience and a troublesome aspect to them. They.
don t want us around. They never have.

Mr. WICKER: Well, there's two points here that ought to be considered. In the first place,
aside from our questions about it, the administration shot itself in the foot by allowing this to
'happen because it's not clear now just what did happen. The question was raised on this
program whether those weapons were really found or not. Well now, that couldn't have
happened if the press was there. The other thing is that Secretary Weinberger and Mr.
Eagleburger on this program both suggested that this is a military decision. Well now, who
runs this government? The military or the civilian authorities?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Weinberger said it was a military decision which he would not ovenule.
thought civilians ran the Defense Department-

Mr. WICKER: And they should.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, in any case, our time is up. Our time's up. Thanks very much. We'll
be back in a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we have gone on here and used up all our time so, until next
Sunday, for all of us at ABC's This Week, thank you.
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this morning, and the leader of the PLO had to get out, to give up. Another blow to him -
one of many he has had lately. ABC's Ray Nunn has a report from Beirut.

RAY NUNN [voice-over]: Yasir Arafat is on the brink: of being booted out of his last
stronghold in the Middle East. This morning, Syrian equipped and supported rebels
within the PLO seized control of one of the two Palestinian camps outside Tripoli,
Ararat's last base in the Middle East. The rebels then demanded that Arafat and his 8,(X)()
PLO fighters surrender or else, suggesting that the alternative would be their annihilation.
For four days a combined force of PLO rebels, Libyans and Syrian troops numbering
14,(0) men have bombarded the Tripoli stronghold of Arafat. Clouds of black smoke
hang over this city as the oil refinery continues to come under rocket and mortar fire.
Nearly 200 people have been killed, and close to 500 have been wounded. And, as is all
too common in this type of fighting, most of the victims are civilians. Arafat says the
Syrians appear to have decided to destroy the camps, home of 20,(0) Palestinian
refugees, in their drive to eliminate him. T<X1ayhe repeated his call for an urgent ~
summit to settle the dispute at the conference table. But the rebels accuse Arafat of gomg
soft on Israel, charging that he has abandoned the tactic of armed resistance, and they say
they are determined to press this battle to its final conclusion on the battlefield. And
Arafat, once the symbol of Palestinian radicalism and unity, has vowed to fight to the
death.
Ray Nunn, ABC News, Beirut.

Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: So here we are with the U.S. Marines in Lebanon, apparently with no
instructions except to defend themselves, some in Congress want them out, so~ don't.
Other American forces in Grenada, the fighting over; some of them already moving out;
others staying and finding evidence, they say, proving a massive involvement with Cuba,
Libya North Korea and the Soviet Union. And more imported weapons than Grenada could
ever have needed. And so on and on. FITSt,an attempt to put all of this into some kind of
order before we question our guests. Here is ABC's John Martin. John?

JOHN MARllN [voice-over]; It was a week in which the world tri~ to sort out the
meaning of so much military force displayed so widely in so short a ~e. !"Grenada,
American troops were coming out and American congressmen were going in.
Rep. THOMAS FOLEY, (D) washington, chalnnan, congressional
delegation: What we're here for is to try and hear the opuuons and learn facts about the
conditions before, during and after the hostilities.
Rep. RON DELLUMS, (D) California: When you use force, as we did in this
situation, there is the great likelihood that a lot of people would be killed, and many of
them civilians.
MARllN [voice-over]: In Lebanon, Israeli troops were digging out and striking.back.
And in North Carolina, the President and his wife found themselves face to f~ With the
families and the men who had suffered the most. For the moment, the Umted States
seems poised on the edge of expanded military operations in both the Mediterranean and
the Caribbean, but it is still struggling to justify what has happened so far: Before
Congress this week, the Marine commandant found him~lf defending the inability of hIS
men to prevent their heavy losses from a suicide attack m Lebanon.

Gen. P.x. KELLEY, Marine Commandant: I do not believe that we can ever
develop or create an effective passive capability :,hich could counter each and every
form of terrorism in Lebanon or anywhere else m the world.

MARTIN [voice-over]: And there were still nagging doubts about the strategic necessity
of invading a small island.
Adm. STANSRELD TURNER, former CIA director: I think we have overmagrufied

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Btinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington, in Barbados, all live and all ready, and other
places, we're glad to have you with us. We'll have the news since the Sunday morning
papers, and the rebuilding now of Grenada with American money, as is our style: attack, tear
it all up, and then give them the money and the help to build it back. Congress in Grenada to
investigate. Bitter criticism from many, but heavy support among the American people. And
what about the Marines in Lebanon? If they are to stay, why are they there? Our guests:
Caspar Weinberger, the U. S. secretary of defense; Senator Howard Baker. majority leader of
the U.S. Senate, and Representative Stephen Solarz of New York, of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, who is highly critical of the Grenada operation. Some background from
our man John Martin, and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and
Hooding Carter. All here on our Sunday program.
Today's news since the morning papers: in Grenada a delegation from the U.S. Congress

says it has found, one, the local people are happy to have the Americans there and some even
want them to stay and run the country; two, in the opinion of the congressmen, Democrats
and Republicans, the Americans should stay for some time and keep the country secure until
they are no longer needed. A report from ABC's Mark Potter in Grenada.

MARK POTTER [voice-over}: Although the military says hostilities are over now, U.S.
Anny helicopter units still scour the countryside looking for Cuban stragglers and for
Grenadian militia members. Anny radio operators say they have heard Cubans calling for
help in getting off the island. The helicopters are also dropping leaflets asking members of
the People's Revolutionary Anny to tum themselves in, promising not to harm them. The
military says the majority of Cubans and militia members have been accounted for.
Meanwhile, the State Department continues to fly out the Cuban prisoners. All 600 are
expected to be out of Grenada by the end of today. They are being flown on U.S. military
planes to Barbados where a Cuban jetliner takes them home. Some of the prisoner
transfers were photographed by a group of visiting congressmen who say they are here to
find out whether the invasion was necessary. As part of their tour. they have been shown
Grenadian army warehouses filled with weapons, mostly Soviet. And yesterday they
visited the Richmond Hill mental hospital where 17 patients were killed in a U.S. air
attack during the invasion.
Rep. DICK CHENEY, (R) Wyoming: Grenadian armed forces actually fired on our
forces from this site, which is obviously why it was hit.
Rep .. ROBERT MICHEL, (R) illinois, Minority Leader: When you're rapidly
pursumg a force, why things like this happen. We regret it very much.

POTTER (voice-ov~r]: Bu! while all this is going on, the Grenadian people are getting
bac.k.to busmess,. sellmg their goods. And for the first time in years they are talking about
polirics and the kind of government they hope to vote in when the promised elections take
place in six months to a year.

GRENADIAN WOMAN: I like a democratic government for the people, of the people,
by the people, where we can able to speak, free to speak.
POTTER [voice-overt: Mark Potter, ABC News, Grenada.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Representative Foley of Washington, the chairman of this delegation from
Congress now m Grenada, had agreed to be here with us this morning and answer some
questi';lns,. but early this morning he called and canceled for reasons that are not clear.
While, m the Middle East, the fame and fortune of a famous political figure, Yasir Arafat,

may be commg to an end. Rebels, backed by Syria, captured one of Arafat's headquarters
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the threat of Grenada to our interests in the Caribbean. It's a very small country. It went
Marxist, and the first Marxist leader fell out of rapport, was eventually murdered. This
Marxism is not going to have a strong foothold in a country like Grenada.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Even the captured docwnents released by American officials
showed disarray in the Corrununist Central Committee of Grenada. By its own analysis,
"the party is crumbling, prestige has fallen in the eyes of party members and the
masses." Yet, what troubled the Reagan administration was the discovery, it says, of five
secret agreements signed in the last three years with the Soviet Union, Cuba and North
Korea for military assistance and cooperation - confirmation, to the U.S. government at
least - that it has halted the creation of a military bastion dominated by Cuba.
EDWARDLUTTWAK, military analyst: There was the issue of stopping this machine
that has now been evolved by the Soviet Union with the Cubans' help whereby they can
knock off govenunents and then insert themselves, which has become a great threat
because all these [unintelligible]. But one aspect clearly was to restore the credibility of
U.S. military power.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Edward Luttwak is a conservative military analyst who argues
from extensive study and writing that the United States needs to reassert its ability to act
with force and precision. Even so, he says the Grenada operation was clumsy, and he sees
a far more formidable challenge to American policymakers in Lebanon.
Mr. LUTrWAK: But it, of course, is a spectacle of indecision. We have a sharp choice:
either reinforce in a big way - send 4O,CXXJtroops, whatever it takes - and then actually
achieve the President's policy of restoring the sovereignty of Lebanon and the authority of
its government through the territory or go home.
MARTIN: Which of those two choices do you think should be made?
Mr. LUTTWAK: I think evacuate.
MARTIN: But hasn't the President painted us into a position where if we leave we appear
to have abandoned the Middle East to the Soviet Union?
~r. Ll1TTWAK: That is--- well, is progressively becoming clear that what's happening
ISthat you have some Marines dug in at the end of the runway at Beirut airport. You don't
actually have American military power projected around Lebanon.
MARTIN [voice-over]: This week, faced with the prospect of cutting off funds to keep
the Mannes on duty there, the House of Representatives decided it could not back away
from the President's desire to stand finn in Lebanon.

Rep. <:LEMENT ZABLOCKI, (D) Wisconsin, chairman, Foreign Affairs
Committee: If we remove our Marines the multinational force is no longer m
existence. Chaos will follow. '

MARTIN: So, for the moment at least, the Congress and the President are stan~ing
together on the need to support American forces in the field. At the same time, the Umted
S~tes is reportedly trying to iron out its differences with Israel, which were especially
eVld~nt du~g the Beirut bombing when American military commanders refused Israeli
medlc~ assistance. In the end, for anyone trying to find a meaning in all this, the Grenada
operan,!n and .the Beirut deployment have almost nothing in corrunon except that they
symbolize an important distinction between the usefulness and the limits of Amencan
military power. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Representative Stephen Solarz from New
York, ?f the House Foreign Affairs Committee, who has been a critic of the whole Grenada
operanon, and, shortly, Senator Howard Baker and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger.
In a moment.
[commercial break]

M.r.BRINKLEY: Mr. Solarz. in New York. thanks very much for coming in and talking
With us; delighted to have you.

Rep. STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D) New Yortl: Good to he here, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me areGeorge Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. Mr. Solarz, you have been critical of the Grenada
operation. What- if you were making the decisions, what would you have done?
Rep. SOLARZ: Well, my position, David, has been that if in fact it can be demonstrated
that the Americans on Grenada were in jeopardy or if it becomes clear that Cuba was
transforming Grenada into a base for aggression and subversion in the Caribbean, then ~hat
we did was justified. But at least as of a few days ago, it was by no means clear that tJ:l': lives
of the students were in jeopardy. My understanding is, for example, that the authorities on
Grenada had offered on several occasions to permit the Americans who were there to leave,
and we apparently made no serious effort whatsoever to contact the authorities in an effo~ to
make arrangements for the students on the island to leave. Inso~ar as the extent. to ~hich
Cuba was attempting to utilize Grenada as a a base for aggression ~ subve:-,Ion m .the
Caribbean is concerned, I want to hear what the congressional delegation w~ch has Just
visited Grenada has to say. If the arms we've discovered there were clearly far m excess of
any legitimate requirements on the part of the Grenadan militia, then I ~ a g~ case can
be made that we had a responsibility to protect the other democratic countnes of the
Caribbean from Cuban aggression. But SO far, it seems to me, that case has not yet been
definitively established.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So if the Reagan administration's description of this operation turns out to
your satisfaction, you will support it?
Rep. SOLARZ: If the arguments which have been advanced by the administration turn out
to be, once the press and the Congress has had an opportunity to examine them, to be
accurate, then I think what they did made sense. But I think we have to k~~ a couple of
things in mind. For one thing, the administration, as you know, in effect prohibited the press
from going onto the island until after the invasion was already well underway, and ~n the
reporters who were there were clearly restricted in terms of their access. Secondly, I think "!'e
do have to recognize that while we have clearly succeeded in making possible. the restoration
of democracy on Grenada, which is unquestionably a plus, that we've also paid a very ~ea':'Y
price for what we've done. We've generated very serious concerns on the part of o~ ~hes In

Europe at a time when we're about to proceed with the deployment of the Euromisslles that
has created great problems for friendly governments in that part of the world. We've. clearly
produced an intensification of anti-Americanism in Central America. We h~ve acted tn w~ys
that the international community considers to be a clear violation of international law ".1think
that what concerns me really about what's happened in Grenada is the extent to ~hich the
administration appears to have used force first and diplomacy second rather than diplomacy
first and force second.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Solarz, you said a moment ago that if there ~as a threat to the
hemisphere, it was clearly established from Gren~, we did the right ~ng. I wm;;t to ask
you about Nicaragua. Is there not a threat to the hemisphere clearly established there. Should
we not then go into Nicaragua?
Rep. SOLARZ: No, I think it would be a very serious mistake for us to go into Nicaragua.
There would be no significant support for such an undertaking on ~ p~ of ~ other
countries of the OAS. It would be a violation of our treaty and charterobhgatlons. I .think that
the differences which we have with Nicaragua, which are very serious o~s, are di~erences
which can be resolved at the negotiating table. The Nicm:a~ ha~e, m effect, S31dto us
that they would be prepared to enter into an agreement In which, If we .undertook ~t to
destabilize them they would undertake not to destabilize the other countnes of the region.

, . gh hethe they'reWe've never really seriously explored that offer, and I think we.~ t to.s:ee w . r
really serious because, if they are, then the necessity for any additional military actions would
he obviated.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, you say you think it would he a mistake. ~,you,have any
fear that the administration now, having succeeded in Grenada, will say, Let s Just go
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ahead; we're on a roll," and do something more in the way of taking military action against,
say, Nicaragua?

Rep. SOLARZ: I think that is indeed, Sam, a very real possibility because Ican conceive of
circumstances in which the administration would in effect solicit an invitation to invade
Nicaragua from some of the other countries of the region. [ have in mind EI Salvador and
Guatemala and Honduras, and then say that in response to that invitation they had taken such
an action. Were we to do so, Ithink it would be a real diplomatic catastrophe for our country.
It could lead to a wider war in the region and, particularly in the absence of having made
every effort to exhaust the diplomatic and political possibilities for resolving our differences
with Nicaragua, I think it would be clearly and utterly unjustified.
GEORGE WILL: But, Congressman, you do seem to be accepting as a sufficient reason for
the use of military force by the United States the fact - if the fact is once established - that
there is an export of terrorism or revolution to destabilize other nations. Why then, since that
clearly, most people think, has been established with regard to Nicaragua, do you oppose
even covert aid, as it's called now, to carry the fight back to Nicaragua?

Rep. SOlARZ: Because I think that our covert military operations against Nicaragua have
been not only ineffective but counterproductive. They were originally justified on the grounds
that this was the only way to stem the flow of arms from Nicaragua to the rebels in EI
Salvador, yet it's fairly clear, over a year after these operations were launched, that we
haven't succeeded in doing so. And I think they're counterproductive in the sense that they
have enabled the Sandinisras in Nicaragua to legitimize and justify their repression. They've
produced an increase in anti-Americanism throughout the hemisphere, and they've created
the very real possibility of a larger regional conflict into which we could be very easily
sucked in.
Mr. WILL: Congressman, as you use the word "counterproductive," is it then your
objection prudential or moral? Are you saying it's not wrong but it just isn't working, and if it
could work, would you be for it?

Rep•.SOLARZ: No, in a certain sense, George, I'm saying both. It's prudential in the sense
!hat I~c1~y hasn't enabled us to achieve our objectives, while it has resulted in an
intensification of repression in Nicaragua and in the creation of serious diplomatic problems
~or our country, both in the hemisphere as well as in Europe. But also moral in the sense that
It seems to me that the resort to force always ought to be the last option we use rather than the
first, and for over a year now, the Nicaraguans have been saying that they are prepared to
reach .understand!ngs .with us at the negotiating table which would presumably result in a
reduction of tensions tn the region and an end to the flow of arms from their country to EI
Salvador. Yet we've never really been willing to sit down at the negotiating table with them
and resolve those differences peacefully.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Solarz, thank you very much; thanks for coming in, for talking with
us.

Rep. SOLARZ: Thank you, David.

Mr. B~INKLEY:Coming next, Senator Howard Baker of Tennessee, the majority leader of
the U~ted States Senate, with his views on all this, public reactions, political, diplomatic,
otherwise. In a moment.
Icommercial break I
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Baker, thanks very much. Welcome. Delighted to have you with
us today.

Sen. H?WARD BAKER, (R) Tennessee, Senate Majority Leader: Thank you,
DaVId. I m delighted to be bere.

Mr. BRINKLEY: If Mr. Reagan runs in 1984, will the events of the last week be a hig factor
in the campaign, would you say, or is that too far in the future?
Sen. BAKER: No, I think it's too early to tell. As of this momeut I think it's a pure plus for

him. Ithink a net plus of major proportions, but there's so much yet to know about events in
Grenada and in Central America in the Middle East and elsewhere that it's hard to tell. We
do know by now, Ithink, with some level of certainty that foreign policy will ~ a big issue in
this campaign, which will distinguish it from some other campaigns, and I think on balance
it'll be a plus.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Have you found it interesting to notice that members of Congress who
were intensely critical at the beginning have begun to back off?
Sen. BAKER: Well, I think so, and I think they should. And I think it's a reponsible thing
for them to do. I think the fact that the President's assertions in respect to Grenada are being
proven true by those who are there - the press and now a House congressional de.l~gati?n-
is convincing, and I think the fact that many members of Congress who w~re ~ntlcal m ~e
early stages who are now coming around is a testimony to their practicality and their
responsibility _
Mr. WILL: But the strong public reaction isn't a wave of ~Iief for the medical ~tudents, ~
it isn't an expression of enthusiasm for the Eastern Canbbean states. There s something
visceral happening. What is it?
Sen. BAKER: Well. George, to tell you the truth, Ithink it's something that --:e'li define in
many ways for a long time, but for me it means that for the first rune ~ a long ume Amenca
is willing to act in advance of a crisis. that we're willing to do something to sec~ the safety
of 800 or 1,000 Americans before they are hostages, that Amenca IS no longer impotent and
unable to act and that indeed we will take risks for the safety of our country and for
American citizens. I think that really is what has begun to permeate American thought.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator, there were about 750 Cubans on that island and a very small
militia. Are you telling me that the use of U. S. force to win in that situation demonstrates that
we're willing to act in the far more serious situations in this world?
Sen. BAKER: I am telling you that. I'm telling you that this will have long-ranging effects
and consequences, in my opinion. because no longer WIll It be absolutely safe for every
country in this hemisphere, perhaps, and in other parts of the ~orld ~oassume that n<:m~tu:r
what the threat, no matter what the circumstances, that Amenca. will not react.. [ thi~ It lS
also clear that those 750 Cubans were not in Grenada as an extension of any foreign policy of
Cuba. They were there as surrogates for the Soviet Union, and I think this sends a message as
well to the rest of the world vis-a-vis the relationship between the two superpowers. the
United States and the Soviet Union.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, all right. There are more Cubans in Nicaragua. Nicaragua is a
threat to that region. Why not just go in there?
Sen. BAKER: Well, because you simply can't judge on a televisi.on program what the
future foreign policy or military policy of this country should J:>e. [ think It IS c.lear by now,
however, that America is not going to roll over and play dead tn Central America, and they
should not.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. should we go ioto Nicaragua, Senator?
Sen. BAKER: That's a decision that the President will make, the secretary of state. I do not
advocate that, but I don't rule that out.
Mr. DONALDSON: You don't rule it out?

Sen. BAKER: No, I do not.
Mr. DONALDSON: Can I just press you on that - because yOllknow something or because
you think it might be the right thing to do?
Sen. BAKER: No for the reasons I've already said, Sam. That is, I am coovinced that the

, . . that ' taking and resoluteaffirmative action that we took in Grenada, the strong position we re .'.
position in the Middle East, and the support that we'regiving i~Central Amenca Signal one
thing and that is you can't take Uncle Sam for granted in every instance ~m now on. So the

, ial ad those who arereason I say you can't rule that out is because I want our potenn versanes,
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trying to export mischief into Central America, will no longer assume they can do so without
a price.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, let me ask you about something Ihave heard. You no doubt have
heard the same thing. The other countries, other than Nicaragua, in Central America
privately say to us they would love to have us come in and knock off the Nicaraguans, and
publicly they would have to oppose it, but privately they would be delighted. What's your
reaction to that?
Sen. BAKER: We are paying the price, David, in my opinion, for diplomatic failures in this
hemisphere by the United States for more than a century, and that is the Yankee imperialist
image is so vivid and the resentment of North America is so great that we are almost
paralyzed- they are almost paralyzed from approving even those things which are perhaps
manifestly in their best interest. But I suspect you're right. But I suspect that our friends in
Central America and South America would be deposed in an instant if they were to take
another position. So it only intensifies the necessity for America to recognize reality and to
deal, even in the face of mounting criticism.

Mr. WILL: Let me ask you to comment on an alternative interpretation of the real lesson of
the last few weeks. You say that Grenada and Beirut taken together demonstrate American
resolve. Some people say that when the Israelis were struck by a car bomb they instantly
retaliated against the Syrians. The United States suffered a tremendous military defeat in
Beirut and did nothing, yet acted against Grenada. Therefore, the real lesson is that the
United States is only a regional power, only capable of acting in its own front yard.
Sen. BAKER: Let me give you the other side of that coin. I have a great respect for the
~sraelis. I even admire the way they respond promptly. I wonder how accurate their
intelligence, their information may be about those who perpetrated the assault on the Israeli
troops. But they can perhaps be less fastidious on such subjects than the United States can.
Mr. WILL: Why?

Sen. B~~~R:D~vid, I would--- I mean George, I would not totally rule out, once again,
the possibility that If and when we can find out with precision and exactness who perpetrated
that assault on .AJ.nericanMarines in Beirut that there may be a retaliatory effort of some sort.
I 3J!1.not predicting that. I'm simply saying to you that I believe America must be more
fastidious, more certain and more sure of itself before it does that, and that chapter is not
closed.
Mr. WILL: The Israeli position, as I understand it, is that it doesn't really matter who drove
~e truck. or who loaded the truck, the Syrians made it all possible. Do you think that's an
irresponsible position?

~n. BAKER: I don't say that. Isay that for a state who is a small state in a constant state of
siege among- every neighbor is an adversary, has one set of rules and rules of engagement
to f?llow, and we, as a distant power, a superpower, have a different one. Ithink we're right.
I think they were right.

Mr: DONALDSON: Well, Senator, President Mubarak of Egypt gave a speech today in
~hich he Said that he hoped the United States would not use force because, he said, it would
sIJ.TIplyengende:r force. We would be hit again. Then, I suppose, we would hit back. Do you
thi~ the Amencan people are a little worried in the Middle East that if we start this kind of
rollmg escalation it will lead to war?

Sen. BAK~~:.rn: course that's a possibility, Sam. Not a very significant one, but there's a
greater possibility I.nmy mind that if we continued along the path of the U.S. as the world
patsy, .~e U.S. as mcapable of reacting to even the most horrible assaults on our personnel,
Our military pe';SOnnel or our civilian personnel, that may also lead to war. My choice is!O
see that Amenc~ does respond in appropriate circumstances, and I believe we did in
Grenada, as I believe we are in Central America, and as we may in the Middle East.
Mr. DONALDSON: Where have we been the world's patsy?
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Sen. BAKER: I doubt if there are many people who would seriously argue that America's
position is vastly different after Vietnam than it was before. We were a superpower in name
only. We were so traumatized by that war that much of the world perceived that we were
immobilized. That's what Imean by being the world's patsy. I think it was wrong then, and I
think it's wrong now.
Mr. DONALDSON: Iwanted you to cite an instance. if you could.
Sen. BAKER: And I think we·re- I think we're dispelling that- I think we're dispelling
that illusion, and I think it's about time.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, let me ask you one more question about Grenada. We keep
hearing, and have already heard this morning, some doubt that the students we said we were
rescuing were in any real danger. Do you have any further information about that?
sen. BAKER: No, I don't, except to say that the students themselves, by and large, are
happy that it happened, and I think they were right, and to comment once again that when
you prevent a crisis it is almost impossible to prove that it would have happened. But Ithink
that the President acted wisely and well, and Ithink that we avoided a humiliation such as we
suffered in Iran.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Baker, thank you very much. It's been a pleasure to have you in
with us today. Thank you for coming.

Coming next, the secretary of defense, Caspar Weinberger. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Secretary Weinberger. thank you very much, delighted to have you with
us today. Bring us up to date on Grenada. What is going to happen there now, as you see it?
CASPAR WEINBERGER, Secretary of Defense: Well, we are now transferring from
the military operation to civilian operation. We are bringing in, to the extent that the people
want, troops from other Caribbean countries to take over the required policing. You see,
there is a total breakdown in any kind of civil authority. There was no government in
Grenada, and we are also moving our own troops out as rapidly as we can, and I hope a
provisional government under the Governor General will be established very shortly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And we're sending in some money to help fix the damage.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, we're doing more than that. We·re doing- fixing the damage
right now. We have about 500, 6(X) Army engineers of the 82nd Airborne who are doing a
great work. in fixing up roads and not just things that were broken and damaged during the
invasion, but things that needed repair for many, many years. We're also doing a very fine
job with public health.
Mr. DONALDSON: The Governor-
Mr. BRINKLEY: That's the great American style. isn't it?
Sec. WEINBERGER: It is indeed. to the- and the polls that were taken recently. I think. a
couple of days ago, with the--- showing the delight of the people and the relationship between
the Anny and the people there is in our great tradition, and we're doing a fine job.

Mr. DONALDSON: The Governor General. Paul Scoon, said this weekend he'd like to see
some American forces there until the elections are held, which might be six months from
now. Is that a possibility?
Sec. WEINBERGER: I don't have any idea. That would depend entirely on how rapidly
conditions return to normal and how rapidly we can build up the forces from the other
Caribbean states, and Jamaica, for example, who are doing an excellent job there now. The
sooner we can get out completely, the better.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, Congress seems to be bent on assetting the War Powers
authority with a 6(kIay provision. You would follow the congressional will there, would you
not?

J
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Sec. WEINBERGER: Of course, but I do think that- we heard just this morning, and we
will hear continually in the future, from people who are down there that maybe 60 days is not
enough, maybe that's enough. If it is, we're fine.
Mr. WILL: When you say, in answer to Sam's question, of course you'll follow the will of
Congress, are you conceding in the administration that the War Powers Act exists? That is,
given that the Supreme Court said in a June decision that Congress cannot control the
executive by concurrent resolution. are you conceding that it can control you by silence?

Sec, WEINBERGER: No, the War Powers Act and its constitutionality has been chal-
lenged by every president since it was enacted, and that I think is a challenge ultimately that
some day will be upheld by the Court, but we will-- we will get our troops out just as quickly
as the situation permits. and we will certainly hope and believe, on the basis of this first
congressional study, that they will want to have us stay long enough to make sure there is a
democratic government that respects the will of the people.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, every reason we have given for going into Grenada, with
the possible exception of med students-c. medical students, also exists in Nicaragua. So what
are we to conclude from that?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, whatever you wish to conclude from it. Senator Baker a
moment ago, properly, I think, declined to make any kind of predictions or deal with any
kind of hypothetical questions. But the presence of I ,(xx) American citizens - 800 of them
medical students, and certainly in danger, it's very interesting now to have some people
saying they weren't in danger, but when you have a 24-hour curfew and if you're seen on the
streets you're told you'll be shot and there isn't any governmental authority, just a lot of
anarchy, then I think you have to believe you were in danger, and the students themselves
confirmed that as they came home. But in Nicaragua it may be that factor isn't present. But if
there are factors that require United States' action, that will be a situation which we confront
when that arose. We certainly aren't going to talk about in advance.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, you just heard Senator Baker respond to the theory that the real
lesson of the combined events in Beirut and Grenada is one of American weakness, a
willingness to respond in our own front yard against a weak adversary in Grenada, yet no
response whatever to a serious military defeat in Beirut. What's your answer to that?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, first of all, nothing is finished in Beirut. We have a major job
to do in Beirut, and we're continuing to do it. It was a horrible tragedy that befell us and a
horrible tragedy that befell the French and the Israelis. And these are a part of the tisks that
you take when you try to do the things that we feel are essential to do in the Mideast. But we
are going to continue to try to do it. We'll obviously try to do it more effectively, because we
found out in World War II if the--- if you face an enemy that is willing to use its troops in a
suicidal fashion, as the kamikazes, when they took over 100 ships at Midway, then you have
to recognize that very, very different kinds of precautions have to be taken than were
previously contemplated.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, on that point, the explosion in Beirut, the Israelis cleared
out a hospital of theirs nearby and offered it to us. We did not use it. They are very
disappointed and a little bewildeted. Why didn't we?
Sec, WEINBERGER: Well, I'd like to set the facts of that at rest once and for all, if I
possibly could, and I appreciate the opportunity-
Mr. BRINKLEY: This is the time for it.
Sec. WEINBERGER: -to do so. The statement has been made that we refused the offer of
Israeli medical aid. I received the offer from Minister Arens in a very nice call about II hours
after the tragedy, and I said that I would of course be not only very app~iative but I would
pass it on immediately to the commanders. I found out that they had received an offer through
the--- our embassy somewhere in the neighborhood of three hours after the tra~edy, or four.
At that time all the casualties that could be found were being moved to hospitals that were
there in Cyprus, and then from there back to Germany. This was done on fixed-wing aircraft,

which gets them there more rapidly than helicopters could get them down to the Israeli
hospital. An interesting thing to point out, I think, David, is that it was not refused. It was
said, "Thank you very much, we don't believe we need it now." We did ask for some aid
from the Israelis; they furnished it. Now, I made a similar offer to Minister Arens on Friday
as soon as I heard about the bombing there that cost so many Israeli lives, and Minister Arens
said exactly the same thing to me. He said, "We appreciate it very much, but at this time we
do not need it. " But no stories have gone around to the effect that the Israelis refused it or
there was some political issue. There was no political issue, and the stories that have said so
are outright lie, and they have caused a lot of trouble.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, on last Sunday- Secretary Dam, when asked whether
we now would invade Nicaragua, replied with a flat no, and President Reagan this past week,
when told that the Nicaraguan leaders were saying we were going to invade, said, "I've
never believed anything they've ever said, and neither should you." But this morning you
seem to be leaving it open when you say you won't answer a hypothetical question.
Sec. WEINBERGER: No, I'm not leaving it open, but I'm not going to say anything in
connection with a hypothetical question, Sam, and I never have. I've tried to avoid that right
along. And----
Mr. DONALDSON: So the Ametican people--
Sec. WEINBERGER: -I suggest to you that if you analyze President Reagan's response it
isn't inconsistent with leaving the matter open. All he said was that he didn't believe
everything he read.
Mr. DONALDSON: So it is open, in other words?
Sec. WEINBERGER: The question is not open, not closed, not answered. Let's leave it
that way.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, we have a fleet now being augmented in the Mediter-
ranean, the eastern Mediterranean. Are we going to strike back? What are we going to do
there?
Sec. WEINBERGER: What's happening in the fleet is the nonnal rotation. We're sending
in a new Marine unit to rotate with the unit that has been there in Beirut, which is a
long-planned thing, every six months or so, and that unit is accompanied, of course, by a
carrier as the present fleet is. For a time there will be an overlap. But there is no other basis
for-
Mr. DONALDSON: President Mubarak, as I mentioned earlier in this broadcast, called on
us not to strike back. Will we still do so, as the President has said?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, that again relates to future activities, hypothetical or other-
wise, and I would-- sorry that I can't be of more assistance to you on that, but I don't believe
that I can.
Mr. DONALDSON: I press you--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, when you came in this morning you were carrying some
pictures, I gather.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Yes
Mr. BRINKLEY: Something you want to show us?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, I wanted to show the people the things that were found on the
island because there still seems to be some skepticism expressed even earlier on the program
by Congressman Solarz as to whether there was anything.
Mr. BRINKLEY: There's a picture now. What is that? Is that ammunition?
Sec. WEINBERGER: The first one, now, that's a warehouse with an American soldier
standing by cases of ammunition. There were five million rounds of rifle ammunition found,
and this is a part of them. I was amused at one of the newspaper articles that disputed us, and
it said no, indeed, the cases didn't reach the ceiling, they only reached partway up. This one
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is a box of ammunition that had that label on it. It came from the economic office in Cuba.
But it wasn't what we normally call economic aid because you can see the bullet rounds
spilling out of the open box, and-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now what's that?
Sec. WEINBERGER: These are armored personnel carriers furnished by the Soviets. And
the agreements that were there, the agreements that were found, secret agreements between
Cuba and Grenada and the Soviets and Grenada, promised a very substantial amount of aid
and the most revealing sentence hasn't been quoted yet, and that was from Ogarkov, who is
the chief of the general staff of the Soviet Union, saying, "We're making great progress.
Less than a decade ago all we had was Cuba; now there is Grenada and El Salvador."

Mr. WILL: I want to go back for a moment to Beirut and the question of retaliation. The
Israelis instantly retaliated against the Syrians. They said it doesn't matter who actually drove
the truck; Syria is the problem. On this show a few weeks ago Henry Kissinger said there can
be no kind of settlement until Syria becomes convinced that the balance of power is shifting.
Is the United States, having suffered a military defeat in Beirut, going to do something to
change the balance of power on the ground?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, that's really the same question that came up a moment ago.
You're asking are we going to conduct a future operation, and on that question I'm not goin~
to deny it, I'm not going to affirm it, I'm not going to leave it open, I'm not going to leave It
closed; I'm just not going to discuss it. But bear in mind that if you redress the balance of
f?~e.s in Syria, which is a the nice way of raising it, it means we'd have to put in about 15
divisions, and that, so far, is not contemplated.
Mr. WILL: The answer is no.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you. Time is up.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Thank you very much. It's very nice to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks very much. It's been a pleasure to have you.

Corning .next, our no-doubt-uninhibited discussion here, and joining us will be commen-
tator Hoddmg Carter. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we hear now is that our relations with the Soviet Union are worse
than they have been since- you can pick your own date; that we have escorted the Russians
out of Grenada; we have escorted the Cubans out. The Russians have suffered some sort of
defeat.; Cubans some sort of defeat, psychological, in any case. They are bitter about f!1e
American weapons going into Western Europe; they threaten to break off the arms negona-
tJon~. If they do, threatened all sorts of countermeasures and so on. Is it true? Are our
relations worse than they have been in some long time, and if so, what do we do about it?
George?

Mr. WILL: Well,. I think relations are bad, and that bad relations are good. and that this isn't
a paradox. That ~s, ~ad relations _ confrontational, containing, filled with friction ~d an
utte: abse~ce of illusion - are good for the United States, whereas good relations With the
Soviet Union, when good is taken to mean the relations of detente ~ the wish being father to
the thou~ht about some mellowing of the Soviet system _ is bad for the United States
because It produces a rank growth of wishful thinking over here.

M~. DONAI:DSON: There are two directions in which the superpowers could go, sim-
~~ed. <?ne IS ~ confrontational direction. which can lead to war. I'm not saying i~would

essanly, but It leads to years of confrontation and no hope of backing off. And It cou~d
I~ to war. The other direction is to attempt to find accommodations in arms control,.lI1
N er ~as that would eventually lead to less tension, less confrontation _ peace, if you WIll.

ow. I m for the latter way, not the former way.

HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: I think that one of the-
Mr. BRINKLEY' Well d Geo . oddi ?. , you an rge obviously have a lot to talk about. H mg.
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Mr. CARTER: We also have a lot to talk about. I think that one of the problems with saying
bad relations are good is that it forgets almost everything about history of bad relations
sustained over any long period of time, and that is that they have an inevitable consequence.
It is not true that the American people are such suckers that they're not able to distinguish
between a worthwhile nature of some arms agreements and the on-going reality that the
Soviet Union and the United States are not friendly powers. To ask for an enduring state of
tension is to ask for the inevitable, which has happened in every other enduring state of
tension, and that's war.
Mr. WILL: Let me make c1ear-

Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: -what I'm endorsing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, let me ask you this, and then you explain it. Do I understand this
correctly? If we have with the Soviet Union what are commonly called good relations, that is,
some degree of billing and cooing, it will seem to us that things are fine while the Russians go
on with their evil designs nevertheless?
Mr. WILL: Yes, and we had an experience of that in the 19705 when the United States went
into a protracted retreat, when the United States allowed the illusion of detente to paralyze
our procurement process, while we subsidized the Soviet Union economic~lIy. A~II'm
endorsing is not the Reagan foreign policy; it's the Truman-Acheson foreign pohcy of
containment. It's the foreign policy of Eisenhower, of Kennedy, w~, J? ~s maugural
address, said, "We must be prepared as a democratic people for the discipline of a long
twilight struggle ... He didn't wish it away. It was a realistic talk, and 20 years-- 22 years
later, I still support it.
Mr. CARTER: It was-- it was the creation of the idea that we were not the permanent
patsies but the permanent policemen that I would suggest to you led to the real decline ~t we
faced, which was a decline both in our stature, our standing, and our ability to deal WIthour
real interests-
Mr. WILL: And I believe-
Mr. CARTER: The notion that we are able, simultaneously, to deal with a little puny state in
the Caribbean, with Lebanon and with five other possible alternatives all in the n~ o~ our
projection of power, in the name of maintaining some kind of balance with the Soviet Union I
think. inevitably is wrong on every account.
Mr. DONALDSON: It is a fallacious idea. George, to believe, as Senator Baker apparently
does, that we are patsies and that the history of the last 20 years has been one.reversal for ~
cause of freedom and one steady advance for the cause of comm~Olsm - Soviet
Communism. It's not true. The Soviets are not 10 feet tall. We constantly, m ourpropagarxia
and rhetoric, suggest that they do things right, that they always win, that their £?i,ssilesalways
fly, that their space stations always stay up and ours always fall down, and It S not true.
Mr. WILL: Well, let me just-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me ask one question about this. You say they have not been ,,?van-
cing. They have. They're in Angola; they're in Cuba; they're in South Yemen; they re m
Ethiopia; they're in Vietnam--
Mr. CARTER: And they're out of Egypt. They're OUl of Somalia. They're out of Indonesia.
They are out of a number of places where they once were where we said they ~ere
permanently there. The notion of the permanent Soviet advance and the permanent Amencan
withdrawal flies in the face of fact: it flies in the face of history; it flies in the face, finally, of
truth, And the people who say that politically are simply- and let's talk about the ·70s. In
the '70s the greatest reversals that ever occurred in the Middle East occ~. Not m the
period of the '60s, not in the period of the '50s -.hi the period. you're sa~mg, that we were
withdrawing allover the world. What are you talking about? You're talking about ~gola;
you're talking about Ethiopia; you're talking about, I suppose, the final retreat from vietnam.
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Mr. WILL: Well, were the people behind the Iron Curtain privileged to hear your dissertation
on the impermanence of Soviet power, they'd be interested.
Mr. CARTER: So would the Yugoslavs, the Alhanians. Inwhich both cases it has happened
what you say cannot happen: the Soviet troops are not there; they are not dominating the
place.
Mr. WILL: I want to first take up your question about whether what I am envisioning is.the
United States being a policeman of the world. To some extent, yes, but when th~re IS a
burglar of the world breaking and entering wherever it can, someone has to be the policeman.
and if our country is stronger, with the collective strength of its allies. much stronger than the
burglar, I do not see why the policeman metaphor should terrify us; where~ th~burglar
metaphor - which is hardly a metaphor, it's a reality - should be taken as inevitable.
Mr. DONALDSON: There's a difference between containment, which was the Truman-
Acheson, George Korman-Mr. X line, and what I perceive you to be suggesting. and that is a
confrontation which says roll back.
Mr. WILL: No, I'm saying contain, and there was containment as practiced by Truman in
Greece and elsewhere involved confrontation. In Korea and elsewhere.
Mr. CARTER: It is choosing the places, George. We now have what Ican only think of as a
promiscuous policy that says whether we're sure who the burglar is, a burglary is occurring,
we go in. That's---
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me tell you what's happening in the Middle East apparently. The
President, at least two weeks ago, suggested that now Soviet containment in the Middle East
must be our goal. Fine. As a theoretical goal and as a practical goal to some e~tent. ~ut ~e
linked it to the U.S. Marines in Beirut and he gave it as a rationale for the Mannes being III
Beirut. Now, are you suggesting that what we ought to do is use American troops III the
Middle East? An historic hreak with our policy there?
Mr. WILL: No, well, Iwouldn't rule that out. What I'm saying is that we have snatc.hed
defeat from the jaws of victory, that the Syrians, who a few months ago, relatively s~~n~,
had suffered a tremendous defeat, now have reason to believe that the forces are shifting ill
their direction, and until the Syrian army is in some way at risk, no negotiations are possible,
and the safety of an American ally is in jeopardy.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, one final point. and I know this'll be guesswork, hut I'd like to hear
it anyway. We've gone into Grenada; there is some talk of Nicaragua, though everyone
denies any plan.

Mr. DONALDSON: It is not denied. Secretary Weinberger did not deny it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, okay. He denied it; he didn't; he didn't confirm it. He would not
answer the question. So in a way you can't blame him. They're not going to announce It III
advance. Anyway, does Grenada mean we're going to be more aggressive hereafter?
Mr. CARTER: I'd say any place-
Mr. WILL: Yes.

Mr. CARTER: -we can play the 2,000-pound gorilla dealing with an ant, yes, and to that
degree I'm afraid that if Iwere a Nicaraguan. I'd be worried.
Mr, BRINKLEY: George?

Mr. WILL: I'm afraid that it might indicate that we have now taken the easy opti~n of
demonstratmg for once and for all, as though there is a for once and for all in intemabonal
politics, and that this might usher in a new period of passivity.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George- Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, [ think the fear is, as Hooding said, that they think they:re on the
roll and they tty to apply a lesson of Grenada, an island with 110,000 people, to Nicaragua,
to Cuba and elsewhere, and I think. that could lead to the confrontation with the Soviet Union

that would make it much graver than the Cuban missle crisis.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. Time's up. Thanks very much. We'll be hack with a few
words about another kind of crisis in which nobody will get hurt except maybe getting his feet
wet. In a moment.
[commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary}: Finally, it's pleasing to say a word about a crisis that has
appeared lately that does not involve any bombing, loss of life and cannot even be traced to
Moscow. And it is not urgent, it's 100 or 200 years away. The two reports we've had are on
the so-called "greenhouse effect," on how the burning of oil and coal put carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere where it works like a greenhouse. It let's the sun's heat reach the earth and
then holds the heat in. It means, they say, the earth will grow warmer. New York City will
have a climate somewhat like Daytona Beach, florida, which Iguess is good. And the heat
will melt the polar ice caps and all that water will raise the level of the oceans, and so some
low-lying land, including some here in Washington, will be underwater. Well, when this
happens, people in boats won't notice it, but vacationers in beachfront hotels might find it
wise to move up to the second floor. Unlike our ordinary crises, in this case we'll have plenty
of time to think about it. Time for the liberals to blame it all on big business, time for the
conservatives to blame it all on big government, plenty of time for government conunissions
to study the problem and issue reports. Now, that's my kind of crisis.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS TliIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

November 13, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
mgton headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRIN~~EY: H~re in Washington, in Seoul, Korea, in Chicago, and other places on
and off the mainline, we re all here and glad to have you with us. We'll have the news since
the Sunday morning papers. And the President's trip to Japan and South Korea. where he is
today and w~ere he says ~orth Korea is ready to start another war. And here in Washington,
where there IS a real growing fear of what government spending and huge deficits will do to
the economy and to the recovery, with talk of spending cuts and higher taxes. Our guests:
Secretary of State George Shultz, who is traveling with the President. by satellite from Seoul,
Korea; so~e background on Washington's taxing and spending from our man John Martin;
and, to dISCUSS that, our guests are Senator Bob Dole, chairman of the Senate Finance
Co~ttee; Represen~tive pan Rostenkowski, chairman of the House Ways and Means
Comnuttee; and our discussion here with George Will, James Wooten and Jody Powell. All
here on our Sunday program.
Today's news since the mo~ng papers: President Reagan is in South Korea, safely back

from a ~p to the so-called demilitarized zone, which actually is heavily militarized. There he
was eatmg cheeseburgers and fn:nch fries with the troops and saying that seeing them, he was
nev<:r so proud to be an Amencan. Our man Sam Donaldson is there traveling with the
President and has a report from Korea.

SAM. DONALDS~N {voice-over}: The presidential helicopter touched down at mid-
mormng at Camp Liberty Bell, home of forward elements of the second infantry division.

CHOIR: "Jesus loves me, this I know."
DONALDSON {voice-over}: The President attended a worship service surrounded by
troops in camouflage uniform and the ready weapons of war.

Col, ALFRED BROUGH, Chaplain: Mr. President, today you are literally sitting
on the edge of freedom.

DONALDSON lvoice-overl: On the edge indeed, and today for Mr. Reagan, closer to
the ~dge ~ other presld~nts who have come to the DMZ. His limousine, carrying the
req~ired white flag, drove mto the DMZ to guard Post Collier, located about six-tenths of
a mile from th~ dem~ation line with North Korea. There he received a briefing on the
l,~meter-wlde ~tlon manned by Americans. He met a patrol, their faces smeared
With camouflage paint. and he mounted an observation deck to look into North Korea.
North Korea, where the faint sound of loudspeaker propaganda could be heard across the
DMZ, and where the North Koreans have built the facade of a village in an effort to show
falsely that they are as prosperous as the South.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: You mean the imitation village?
DONALDSON: The big village.
Pres. REAGAN: Yes, it looks like a Hollywood backlot and it isn't any more im-
portant. '

DON.ALDSON: So Mr. Reagan has become the first president to enter the DMZ and
look ~to the North, a look designed to say to the North Koreans "Stay put. "
A httle late ba k . C Libe 'r, c at amp I rty Bell, the President put that message into words.
Pres. REAGAN: Let's always remember August 18th, 1976, the day that two army
officers, Major Arthur Boniface and First Lieutenant Mark Barrett, were murdered
across the road from here by axe-wielding North Korean troops. Let me state for the
record - and I know you feel this way - nothing like that better happen again.

DONALDSON [voice-over}: There had been some concern for the President's safety,
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given blustery threats from North Korea, but no incidents occurred, and as the weather
warmed, the itinerary lightened. Mr. Reagan reviewed a crack unit of Korean troops, and
he witnessed a breathtaking demonstration ofTae Kwon Do, the Korean art of unarmed
self defense. So the visit to the DMZ ended, lots of adventure, lots of important symbol-
ism and, as the President's advisers had carefully planned, lots of good television.
Sam Donaldson, ABC News, at the DMZ.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Reagan flies home tomorrow to deal with the more mundane prob-
lems awaiting him here in Washington - taxing, spending, deficits and politics.
In Tokyo, the editor of Moscow's newspaper, lsvestia. was visiting and he said Yuri

Andropov, despite the rumors of his serious illness and even death, only has a cold and will
reappear in public in a few days.
In London, a newspaper says the first American cruise missiles to be installed in Western

Europe will arrive there on Tuesday. This is not confirmed.
In Tacoma. Washington, a group of elderly World War I veterans bought a bottle of

cognac and agreed the last one alive would get to drink it. They put it in a safe deposit box,
but now they can't remember who has the key.
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program, including an interview with Secretary

of State Shultz done last night, in a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Secretary Shultz, you're in Seoul, Korea, coming in by satellite.
Thanks very much for coming in to talk with us today. It's a pleasure to have you with us.
GEORGE SHULTZ, secretary of State: Pleasure, thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam Donaldson is there with you, of course. Could I ask you first?
President Reagan and his- says tcx:lay- yesterday, that North Korea is poised and ready
for a war. Is that- do you see that as an immediate threat? How do you see that?
sec. SHULTZ: Well, they have made lots of threats. They are somewhat mobilized.
They are very well armed. And they make continual talks about their aggressive inten-
tions. They made an effort to murder the president of South Korea, and did succeed in
murdering a number of permanent cabinet members, so that's a pretty war-like stance.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, North Korea has even issued threats against Presi-
dent Reagan _ rather blustery threats. Why do they do things like that? 00 you take them
seriously?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, of course you have to take threats seriously and when you see what
they did in Rangoon. However, the security here is very good and the President is
determined. and he's not a person that gets intimidated.
Mr. DONALDSON: What was his purpose in going to the DMZ? What son of message
did he want to send by doing that?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, of course it's a visit to our forces there, an encouragement to our
forces. and it sends the message of the determination of the United States to stand in there
in this battle for freedom.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George Will of ABC News is here with us in Washington. George?
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Secretary, perhaps we're just all becoming callous, but it does
seem that the attack on the Korean - South Korean government officials that North
Korea seems to have carried out in Burma was a quite extraordinary development even by
the standards of this century. Is there anything the United States, in conjunction with its
allies, in particular its European allies who have commercial dealings with North Korea,
can or will do as a sanction against North Korea after that attack?
Sec. SHULTZ: Of course we have practically no, or no dealings with North Korea, but
we have been working with others and encouraging pthers. on th~o~e hand ~odev~lop
their relations with South Korea, and on the other to curtail or eliminate their relations
with North Korea as a response to this uncivilized and totally unacceptable pattern of
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behavior. So it has been a strong effort on the diplomatic side to work at it that way. I
might say we were struck by the strength of view in Japan and their determination to
register exactly this same kind of point. So we've been working with the South Koreans
on this and with the Japanese and others.
Mr. WILL: The Europeans don't seem terribly concerned with 55-20s that are not
targeted on European targets, but Korea and Japan, being non-nuclear nations, are
und~rstandably upset about this. Can the United States accept an agreement on inter-
mediate range forces that leaves in place a significant number of 55-20s targeted at Japan
and Korea?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, what we are doing is taking a global approach to these negotia-
tions. That has been the approach right from the beginning. It's been the approach that has
bee~ worked out with our NATO allies. They don't have any doubts in their minds about
the importance of that approach. And so that has been the nature of the bargaining. and
that,has ~n the nature of our proposals right along. Where, within a global limit, the
Soviet Uruon chooses to deploy its weapons of course is another matter. It has to be global
because the SS-20s are mobile missiles, and if you limit them in one area but not in
another, you really haven't accomplished very much.

~r.DONA~DSO~: Mr. Secretary, it is said that Soviet President Andropov is seriously
Ill. Would hi.s passing from the scene in any way affect the chances of an arms agree-
ment? Does. I.tre~ly matter to us who's in charge at this moment as they go through a
power transmon tn the Soviet Union?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, I suppose if you- I have no information on Mr. Andropov's
h~alth beyond ~hat is generally available to everybody. but any time you have uncer-
tamty and transruon in government it tends to make the situation a little less decisive, or at
leas~ prob~bly that way. Bur I think. it's up to us not so much to speculate about what the
Soviet Union may do or what it's leadership may be, but to say to ourselves, "What
should we do?" And we know what we should do. We know that we have to be realistic
a~ut what is taking place in the Soviet Union - their arms buildup, their attitude and
their strengths ~d their weaknesses. We have to be strong so that whatever happens we
can defend our Interests and we can help our allies defend their interests.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but-

Sec, SHULTZ: And at the same time we have to be reasonable and ready to negotiate
and ready t~ work out problems, and President Reagan has been in that posture right
along and will remain in that posture.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, we are promising to join with South Korea in its
defense, sho~ld that become necessary, should there be an attack from the North. While
at the same tune-

Sec. SHULTZ: Well, it isn't a question of promising. We are here. We have almost
40,000 troops here: We fought on this peninsula, and so it's a matter of deeds and
presence, not promises.

~r. BRINKLE~: Well, I was about to say that in this country, and indeed in South Korea
1~1.r, there continues to be a good deal of complaint about a militarist government with
dissidents locked up and so on. What's your view of that?

Sec.' SHULTZ: Well, of course there are some problems here. We work at them. The
President spoke eloquently in the National Assembly and to a group. a cross-section of
~eorean l~ade~ ~est~rday, w~ere I was presen~, on the importance of advances toward
moc~tI~ principles. I must say that I talked WItha number of people at the meeting who

are active in the defense of people whose political rights have been curtailed. So there are
problems. On the other hand, there's been a considerable amount of progress, and you do
have to. remembe~ that when you have a neighbor that is challenging you and has done
such things as th aI ..IS most ummagmable murder of members of your government. you
have to take some pretty strong measures. So we're working both sides of the street, and I

think pretty effectively on this.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, as you travel, all the world's troubles travel with you,
presumably, including Lebanon. There seems to be a lot of feeling that Syria's real aim in
Lebanon is domination and perhaps even annexation of a large part of Lebanon. How
would you characterize Syria's aims, and what, if anything, can the United States do to
alter them?
sec. SHULTZ: Well, Syria, of course, does have legitimate concerns and a long,
historic relationship with Lebanon. Nobody quarrels with that or expects that it would
ever be different. It wouldn't even be desirable for it to be different. If you look at the map
you see that Lebanon has got Israel on its southern border and the rest, other than the sea,
is Syria. So it's bound to have a close relationship with Syria. A dominant relationship,
however, would be different, and I think has its implications for the peacefulness of the
Middle East generally. A Syria dominant over the PLO, dominant over that region and
exerting itself in a negative way on peace with Israel, would be, in my judgment, a bad
thing.
Mr. WILL: Is that what you think-
Sec. SHULTZ: We will continue to work with Syria and we hope that the Lebanon
situation will straighten itself around. Imight say that the Geneva talks on reconciliation
have gone rather well, at least as compared with people's expectations.
Mr. WILL: Do you reject the view that domination of a large part of Lebanon is a Syrian
aim?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, Syria does dominate a large part of Lebanon and occupies the
whole Bekaa Valley, and exerts a very considerable influence. That's just a description of
th~ present situation. And my guess is that they certainly do aim to have a dominant
voice.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, with Judge Clark gone from the White House and
Mr. McFarlane now the President's national security adviser, you read lots of stones
about how you are finally and at last in charge, and a real tough guy. How do you feel
reading those stories?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, I'm not in charge. You know that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, all right, the President's in charge. but after him you are his
prophet.
Sec. SHULTZ: The President is in charge, and I might say that the President has don~ an
absolutely remarkable job on this trip. Considering the time zone change and everything,
he hit the ground running, and he's carried the trip all the way. So he's very much In
charge. I find Bud McFarlane a great person to work. with. He's knowledgeable, broad-
gauged person and we have a very good working relationship, as I did with Judge Clark.
Mr. DONALDSON: But it is said that you advanced the cause for military intervention in
Grenada, and that you are taking a very tough line in Lebanon.
Sec. SHULTZ: As far as the Grenada operation is concerned, everyone of the ~i-
dent's advisers agreed on the President's decision. There wasn't any ~i~erence of opiruon
at all on that. I think it was a very clearcut case but a difficult decISl(~n.The Presl~ent
stepped up to it very decisively and courageously. So there wasn't any difference of View,
and I certainly totally support what was done.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for coming in, for talking with us
today. It's been a pleasure to have you.
Sec. SHULTZ: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Washington's current preoccupation - you might almost
say obsession _ with our tremendous deficit $200 billion, more or less, this year, and
maybe the same next year, and a prediction that unless some~ng is done o~r natI.onal ctE:bt
could double in the next five years. Some background on all this mess, and mtervrews With
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the two members of Congress who are charged with doing something about it, in a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Spending borrowed money may be nice, but paying the interest is not.
Cutting spending may be nice but those whose government checks are cut kick and scream,
and routinely they say you cannot balance a budget on the backs of defense, the poor, the
elderly, the blacks, the white - fill in the blank with the group of your choice. But they have
to do something since it is now aJmost unanimously believed that big budgets and high
interest rates will stop the economic recovery. Before we question our guests, who are trying
to do something about this, some background on it from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: A budget deficit, as a lot of people know, David, is a matter of simple
arithmet~c - spending more than you take in. They've been doing that in Washington for
a long tune now. In fact, 24 years out of the last 30, by our count. But this year, the
numbers are staggering.

[vo~ce-over}!he United States has spent $795 billion, but taken in only $6(X) billion.
The dI~ere~ce IS $195 billion, the biggest deficit in the history of the United States. The
same thmg IS expected each of the next three years. The government will have to borrow
~e .money to make up the difference. So for the first time now, we're starting to talk in
trillions of dollars, and that has begun to raise a1ann.
G. WILLIAM MILLER, former Treasury Secretary: Even at 10% interest, a trillion
dollars IS $100 ~Ill.ion a year more to borrow. And after 10 years, what do we have? A
three- or four-tnlhon-dollar debt? And how do we ever extricate ourselves from that
disaster?

ARTHUR LEVITT, president, American Stock Exchange: I would say that not
since I can recaJl. has any economic issue been of greater concern to businesspeople
throughout the United States than the present concern with budget deficits.
MARTIN [voice-over}: In a survey due out this coming week, the American Stock
Exchange says that among some 500 financiaJ experts it polled, 92% believe the deficits
senously affect the economy. An ABC News/Washington Post poll this past week
show.ed 48% of the people questioned disapproved of President Reagan's handling of the
deficit, ~o 38%. who approved. Among those who support him is Arthur Laffer, the
econonuc thei?nst Ronald Reagan relied on to cut taxes as a way to stimulate economic
growth and rarse revenues - the so-caJled "Laffer Curve, ., which so far hasn't worked.
ARTHUR .LAFFER,ec~n~mist: I would not be surprised if two years from now we
saw a deficit below $100 billion. I mean, all these prognostications of $200 billion deficits
as far as the eye. can ~ are just plain wrong. With economic growth and lower interest
rates those deficits Will come tumbling down.

HENRY KAUFMAN, chief economist, Salomon Brothers: I think the Laffer
Curve IS bn~m~hip, is brinksmanship with economic policy. But it has a very
wonderful political nng that allows you to do things to the excess and later on having to
pay the penalty.

MA.RllN [voice-over}: For the moment, Congress seems unsure about whether it is time
for It to,pay the penaJty. In 1.981 it cut taxes by $750 billion over five years, at President
Rea.g~ s reques~, and now IS .faced with huge deficits that could stifle an economy just
beginning to revive. The President has already let it be known who he blames.
Pres. Rf7AGAN [November 3, 1983[: We don't face large deficits because Ameri-
cans aren t taxed enough. We face those deficits because the Congress still spends too
much.

Rep. JAMES WRIGHT, (D) Texas, Majority Leader [November 10, 1983J: For
aJl the crocod.i~etears th~t ~ shed about the deficit, let my friends recognize we have
made substantial reductions In spending on the domestic side and it isn't bucks that
are causing the deficit: it's bombs. '

ALLEN SINAI, chief economist, Lehman Brothers: You can cut the budget deficit
by $100 billion - and we ought to do it one-third through increased taxes, one-third
through cutting non-defense spending, and one-third cutting defense spending, and then
it's an equaJly painful treatment for the administration, for Congress, for the American
people. Everyone has to sacrifice, in an equal way.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Republican Senator Dole would cut $150 billion, half with new
taxes, half by spending less, some presumably from defense, some from lower cost-of-
living increases for Social Security. But he is bucking the President.
Pres. REAGAN: And I am prepared to veto tax increases if they send them to my
desk, no matter how they arrive.

Rep. LEE HAMILTON, (D) Indiana, Joint Economic Committee: The conserva-
tives cannot dictate economic policy. The liberals cannot dictate it. If we are going to pull
out of the fiscal crisis that I think we are approaching, we must have a political consensus.
MARTIN [voice-over}: The possibility of a delayed compromise emerged this week from
the President's man at the Treasury.
DONALD REGAN, Secretary of the Treasury: If were successful in working with
the Congress and spending cuts actuaJly come about, then we'll work with the Congress
on a contingency tax for 1985. But we want the spending cuts first.
MARTIN: A number of leading economists, including the chairman of the President's
own Council on Economic Advisers, believe that Washington ought to act now on
spending cuts and tax increases to reassure Wall Street and the rest of the world that
America can cut its deficits. They concede, however, that the economy is running just
well enough now, and the 1984 elections are just close enough, so that it's ~nlikely ~y
action will be taken here until, perhaps. it is too late to forestall another recession. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Under the Constitution, all tax bills must origi~ate in the
House of Representatives. and there they originate in the Ways ~d Means Corrururtee .. In a
moment we will question the committee's chairman, Representative Dan Rostenkowski, of
Illinois. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rostenkowski, in Chicago, thanks very much for coming in to talk
with us today. Happy to have you with us.
Rep. DAN ROSTENKOWSKI, (D) Illinois, Chairman, House Ways and Means
Committee: Nice to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here in the studio with us not is James Wooten, of ABC News. Me.
Rostenk.owski, before we are more specific. tell me what you expect t~ see happen on this
problem of taxation and deficits and budget cutting in the next- well, m the next whatever
time span you choose.
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, David, I listened to your lead-in with respect to the
unanimous consensus in Washington about doing something about deficits this year '. 1 think
it's unanimous except the main player on the baJlfield isn't th~re, ~ that's the .Presldent. I
don't think the Congress can set the pace or set the direction With which we're gomg to attack
the problem. which is the largest one we'll have in the economic future. The J!.esldent has to
become part of the operation. Bob Dole in the Senate, Danny Rostenkowski m th~ House,
generally speaking Democrats and Republicans alike have a conse~us to do something ~bout
it. But you have the resistance from the White House, and the White Ho~se se~ the policy. I
just think that without the presence and the active participation of the PresI~ent in every f~cet,
we're just not going to be able to do anything about it. We have problems nght now passmg a
tax bill.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The resistance in the White House is against any kind of tax increase
whatsoever, right?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Yes. sir.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Well, Mr. Rostenkowski, suppose you could guarantee. and the White House is
skeptical about congressional guarantees. but suppose you could come up with a convincing
guarantee" that there would be dollar-for-dollar cutbacks - you would cut a dollar from
spending for every dollar taxes were raised. Do you think then the administration might come
along?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, George, that's not an unusual concept. As a maner of fact,
in the closing days of the session before the August recess, there was a liberal movement to
do a dollar-for-dollar cut - to cut across the board. If you get liberals to feel this way. and
we're going to cut defense as well, I think that there could be a consensus. What the
administration is demanding, naturally, is that we cut spending. Well, we have cut spending.
We've done it in Social Security already this year. Are we going to go back to those same
people that we've already cut on? Are we going to go back to them and ask them to again
accept the burden of solving the deficit problem? Idon't think we can do that. As politicians I
don't think we can do that.
Mr. WILL,: Periodically Secretary of the Treasury Mr. Regan comes out with a deficit
estimate that is substantially lower than everyone else's. His latest, I believe. was $125
billion forthe coming fiscal year. In your judgment, who's right? Can you tell us with
reasonable certainty what the deficit is going to be, say, for fiscal '85?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, the projections right now on CBO, as they go in through
1989, we're going into $200-billion deficits without question, with the forecast of going to a
$289-billion deficit in 1989. These are problems that we ought to be addressing right now.
And I~ink that even as a small effort to be made should be agreed uJX:mby the President of
the Uruted States and his administration. We constantly get that resistance, and it's irritating
and frustrating. And I know that, you know, we all have our own hills to climb, and I've got
~y problems in the House, and Senator Dole has his problems in the Senate. But I think that
If there was the presence of the administration, and they were comforted in knowing that we
would support them, I believe that we could do something this year, and we should do
something this year.

JAMES WOOTEN: But, Chairman Rostenkowski. isn't it pretty risky for Democrats or
~7pu~hcans, but espe~lally Democrats, to get behind some notion of raising taxes when, a)
It s ~arrly unpopular With the public, I would assume, but b) it's just not going to get past the
President's desk, and you guys don't have enough votes to do anything about it?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, Jim, that's what's frustrating. And I see that reflected in
all my colleagues, not o~ly on the Democratic side, but on the Republican side - to try and
focus on the ~roblem with only half of an effort, done by the legislative branch, is difficult.
We all- I thlr~ we all agree that without the President's participation nothing is going to
move. The legislators don't take anything seriously unless they've got the full force and
effect of the administration.

Mr, WOOTEN: So I judge from what you said then that you don't think there's going to he
any tax increase, and you don't think there's going to be anything done about deficits in this
country?

Rep ". ROSTENKOWSKI: Oh, no, 1- Jim, I believe that we could very well get a
b~partJsan tax blll- not a large one - but what we've done, at least on the House side, is
given the mem~~ an option to either raise taxes or close what are tremendous loopholes to
the tune of ~ million With an option to freeze SII bil1ion that are going in taxes- really, tax
efforts that will take plac~ next year. I think. if we could--- if we could get the members of the
H?use to focus on that this year- and I'm hoping that next week we'll be able to do that- I
thm~ that .what. can happen is we put it on the President's desk and see whether or not the
President IS gomg to--- is going to be as obstinate as he has been, and veto it.
Mr. BRINK.LEY: Well. you were ~e-:- you're the man to answer this question. With all m.e
talk of tax mcreases, I am sure millions of people across the country are clutching their
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wallets and saying, what are those guys going to do to us now? What are you going to do to
it? Lay aside the question of the President's opposition for the moment. Given your choice,
what would you do?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, I would like very much to delay the tax hreaks, so to
speak, that are going into effect next year. I would like very much, at the end of this session,
which would probably be the end of November, have a consensus and take some testimony
on just what we will do in the broad picture with respect to how we're going to address the
problems of the '85. 1985 will be a devastating year for us when we recognize how large the
deficit is going to be, and at that point in time the elections will be over with, and whoever is
in the White House will have to make a decision as to just how much injury or pain we're
going to spread over the people of the United States.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What kind of tax increase would you yourself prefer'
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, I'd like to look at some-c. the possibilities of taxes in
consumer areas, if necessary. I think that we have to be serious about-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, what does that mean? Excise taxes'
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: The possibility of excise taxes. But the first step, David, the first
step right now is to slow down the effort of reducing taxes next year. If we can do that we'd
pick up SII billion. This is going to not affect anyone in their pocketbook with respect to the
kind of taxes that they're paying now.
Mr. WOOTEN: Are you saying that if you delay a tax. decrease this is not going to affect
anybody's pocketbook?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, what I'm saying is that the effect of it won't he as felt as
raising taxes in an area on the consumer.
Mr. WILL: But, Mr. Chairman, aren't these really nickel-and-dime measures for a big-dollar
problem in the deficit? There is a way of raising an awful lot of money, and there is support
for it in both houses. Or, not raising money, but closing the deficit a lot, and that is to reduce
the indexing - not eliminate it, but reduce the indexing - of the basic entitlement programs
such as Social Security. If you could tum the lights out in Congress and do it by voice vote so
no one would know what you were up to, could you pass that?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: I don't think you could pass it this year. I don't think that we can
break the word that we've given the senior citizens of this country and those people that are
recipients of Social Security. Ultimately we're going to have to look at that if we're going to
look at spending cuts. But I wouldn't do that this year, and I don't think that there'd be a
great deal of effort on the part of either party to do something. That's the problem, really,
with reducing spending in social programs. But I think that if we got a commitment that we
were going to reduce defense, I think that we'd look very seriously upon that, but not this
year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Chairman, thank you. Thanks very much for coming in; we've
enjoyed having you with us this morning. Coming next, from the U.S. Senate, the chairman
of the Finance Committee, Senator Bob Dole of Kansas. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Dole, very happy to have you with us this morning. Thanks for
coming.
Sen. ROBERT DOLE, (R) Kansas, Chainnan, Finance Committee: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You heard what Mr. Rostenkowski said, your son of opposite numher in
the House. Do you agree with all of that?

Sen. DOLE: I agree in part. I think there-
Mr, BRINKLEY: What do you disagree with'
Sen. DOLE: There are two stumhling blocks. One, Ronald Reagan, the other is Tip
O'Neill, and I don't say that critically. but unless we have the two giants in this town on
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board, we're not going to put together a deficit reduction package. And we're not talking just
about a tax bill. We're talking about a dollar-for-dollar spending reduction for increased
taxes.
Mr. WILL: But it seemed to me in what Chairman Rostenkowski was saying there was really
no hope for anything more than a small bite out of the deficit if you eliminate, as he seemed
to. any possibility before the election of touching the indexing of entitlement programs. Is
that right?
Sen. DOLE: Well, 1hope that's not right. I mean, that's the hot button, let's face it. There's
a big land mine out there called Social Security, and neither Ronald Reagan nor Speaker
O'Neill wants to touch it because we "fixed" Social Security earlier this year, had a big
ceremony at the White House.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The Democrats beat you to death with that in the last election.
Sen. DOLE: That's right, and I think Republicans took a bath in '82 because of some
charges or allegations or at least political statements. But all we're doing is talking about
adjusting the COLA, and there are 100 ways you can do that. We're now looking at a way
maybe to change the formula for coming to this- adjusting the CPI-
Mr. WILL: And how you calculate the consumer price index?

Sen. DOLE: How you calculate it.
Mr. WILL: How much money would you save?
Sen. DOLE: Well, we don't know. We've got some work going on, but instead of changing
the COLA itself, let's change the way we calculate the formula.

Mr. WILL: But is it big money?
Sen. DOLE: It can be rather substantial money. When you have 36 million people each
giving up a little bit - that's how many receive Social Security - you can pick up a few
billion dollars quite easily, and I don't think it's political dynamite to take that money, as we
profess to do, out of Social Security and put it into Medicare. We don't put it into the general
budget; we put it in the Medicare, which is, we're told, will be technically bankrupt in 1988.
Mr. WOOTEN: You don't think that's political dynamite, and yet experience has shown that
any time a politician talks about reducing benefits to anybody, particularly a group of people
~ 36 million people - it is political dynamite, isn't it?
Sen. DOLE: Well. I think that's true unless you explain to the people that you're not
reducing the basic benefit; you're just looking at the cost of living adjustment, and you're
taking that very little bit - probably $20, $30 a year from most recipients - and putting it
into Medicare Trust Fund, which, if we don't address by 1988, will require a cut in benefits
of 30% or a tax increase of 43% - a payroll tax. increase. And most senior citizens are
concerned about one thing, and that's about, "What happens to me if I get sick?" and they
understand that program is in trouble.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Can't you see the television commercials right now? The Republicans-
they'll put on a picture of a nice, lovely, adorable older lady and say they're trying to take
away her Social Security. Can't you see it now?
Sen. DOLE: But I can also see the pictures of all this billions and billions of dollars in
interest that impacts on senior citizens and their children and their grandchildren, who may be
in the automobile business or real estate people that can't sell homes. can't sell cars because
of the very thing said earlier in this program: we're going to be paying. by the end of this
decade, a $250-billion-a-year interest payment, which doesn't create one job. doesn't help
one farmer, it doesn't do anything. And it seems to me we have to focus on what happens if
we do nothing, and then what we do, I think, is more acceptable.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me ask you the same question I just asked Mr. Rostenkowski.
Given----- laying aside for the moment the President's opposition, what tax increases would
you like to see?
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Sen. DOLE: I think. we look at consumption. We're proposing an energy tax, and you can
raise about $20, $25 billion over a three-year period that just-
Mr. BRINKLEY: That means what? A tax on your electric bill?
Sen. DOLE: Tax on electricity, on natural gas, on the gas you buy for your automobile, on
hydropower, nuclear power. And we would raise $20, $25 billion over a three-year period
with that. And that, I might say, the President suggested an excise tax. just on oil. We
broadened it to include all types of energy. And that would help conserve in those areas. We
would also set aside a portion of that to clean up the acid rain problem - create a trust fund
for acid rain.
Mr. WILL: On the spending side your proposal includes giving the President powers that
perhaps presidents used to have in some cases, but don't anymore. Power to impound funds.
for example. The power - and this would be a new one - for the president to reduce the
indexing of entitlement programs, subject to congressional disapproval. Does that reflect
weakness on the part of Congress - that you're afraid they won't do it themselves - and
doesn't it run against the whole trend of recent history, which is a reluctance to give the
President power?
Sen. DOLE: We thought that might satisfy the White House if we said, "Okay, unless you
get your spending cuts and you don't have to do anything on the tax side-" but the White
House didn't like that, so we dropped that proposal. My own view, it's a pretty good
proposal. It's one being advocated in a broader sense by Senator Armstrong from Colorado
who believes that if we don't have the courage to do it in the Congress, we ought to give the
President, whoever he might be. Democrat or Republican, that power, and I think Bill's
right.
Mr. WOOTEN: You were talking about energy taxes a moment ago as one fonn of
increased revenue that you could endorse. Is it your understanding that the President would
not be so adamant in his attitude towards, say, an energy tax as opposed to some new form of
income tax?
Sen. DOLE: Well. we're not looking at income tax. We might want to defer at least a
portion of indexing, but index of what we call the standard deduction and the personal
exemption, but not give full indexing on everything else. And that was not in the President's
package. That was an amendment I offered on the Senate floor and I'm willing to make a
couple-of-year concession if it means getting a little better handle on deficits. But the
President did recommend an excise tax on oil, contingent on getting spending cuts, and that's
the very thing we suggest. We're not counter to the President's wishes. or the secretary of
treasury's wishes. We think. we're trying to do what they suggested in their '84 budget.
Mr. WOOTEN: I guess what I'm looking at here is that you're a Republican, you're a part of
the Republican establishment in the Senate. You speak quite frequently with the President.
Are you- how shall I say it? Are you unhappy with Reaganomics?
Sen. DOLE: I'm not unhappy with Reaganomics. I think the recovery is just rolling along in
good shape. It's a very strong recovery. I want it to last. I think that's where we have a
different view. I think there are going to be elections after the election in '84, and the White
House looks at '84 and says, "Oh, we're in good shape for '84. We'll address this problem
in '85." But it may be that the economy will start to stagnate then and we won't be able to
address it in '85 with either spending cuts or revenue changes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, the U.S. tax. code, with all its various interpretations, now fills
something like 100 feet of bookshelves. and you and Mr. Rostenkowski and others are
talking about taking away a little here and a little- isn't it time to start clean with something
new and simple and decent, whether it's the flat tax or some kind of new way of raising the
money?
Sen. DOLE: I do believe it's time we give it serious consideration. We've had about three
days of hearings in the Senate Finance Committee on the flat tax, or the sort of progressive
flat tax-
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Sort of flat tax?
Sen. DOLE: Right. It's not really flat. But we're also looking maybe at having hearings on
a value-added tax, which is sort of a hidden tax on each stage of the process of manufacture-

Mr. BRINKLEY: A sales tax.
Sen. DOLE: They do that in Europe a lot and it has been quite successful. But there are
still a lot of things in the code we should address that ought to be corrected.
Mr. WILL: But can the political system. can the Finance Committee, for example. which
you're on, handle a flat tax? That is, as David said, there are a thousand provisions in the
tax code. and every one of them has a constituency. You'd have all the-

Sen. DOLE: Therein lies the problem.
Mr. WILL: You'd have all the lobbyists in Washington in one room. Now, can the political
system handle comprehensive tax reform. or should we just say that realistically is not an
option?
Sen. DOLE: Well, when I look at the very few things we're trying to do and the resistance
Ireceive, it's going to be hard to have a flat tax. It's going to be a very progressive flat tax,
which may mean pretty much like we have when we finish.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you very much. Senator Dole.
Sen. DOLE: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's going to be a tough job. Thanks very much for coming in and being
with us today. Coming next, our presumably and perhaps actually uninhibited discussion
here among ourselves, and joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Last Tuesday we had what you might call off-off-year elections. and
let's see, we elected a woman governor of Kentucky; we elected a black mayor Phila-
delphia; we, let's see, in San Francisco, we voted against, what? smoking in places wh~re
people object to smoking; and in Ohio people voted against a tax cut. So what balloomng
conclusions is anyone willing to draw from that? George?
Mr. WILL: I think the Ohio vote was much the most significant vote, arguably. of this
decade. And it's germane to what we were just talking about because what they voted on~
it's hard to calculate how much state taxes have gone up. but the accepted figure used. m
the press is 90% that Governor Celeste imposed when he came in because they were facing
a ~3~billion deficit. Ohio has suffered as much as any other state except, perhaps.
Michigan from the recession. There were two measures on the ballot. One was to restore
the statu~ q~o ante Celeste; that is, to cut back the 90% increase. and second, to require u
60% majcnty for any tax increase in the future, and they voted both down. Now. tha
s.uggests that when push comes to shove. the American people aren't nearly as conserva-
tive as they say they are, that they are, when push comes to sufficient shove, ready to pay
the price of the government for which they have a fairly ravenous appetite.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Anyone agree or disagree?
JODY POWELL, ABC News Commentator: I wouldn't read quite as much into it as
George does, .but I do think it says something about the discussion we just had. Und~r!ym~
the economy IS that problem of a deficit. The Democrats have badly fumbled the ability t
make an issue out of it. The reason they have is because they have been unwilling to ~ut
forward a credible alternative because a credible alternative invariably involves tax 10-
creases, and they just, for the most part, have not been willing to come right out and say
what everybody knows is going to have to be done.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Isn't it true that one reason taxes are hard to collect is that people think
poorly of how they are spent?

Mr. POWELL: I think that is true to some extent, although it is always the money that
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goes to someone else that we think is spent unwisely.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, how about the $80 screwdrivers in the Defense Department they
could have bought down the street at the Pep Boys for $2.95? That infuriates people.
Mr. POWELL: Well. sometimes-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why shouldn't it?
Mr. POWELL: Maybe we who sort of deal with the news do the country a disservice in
that sense, that we will spend untold amounts of air time and heat talking about $80
screwdrivers. We probably spend more time talking about that than we do about the much
larger sort of programs that affect people like us, whether it's taxes or payments. And we
don't do much of a job in explaining to people what's wrong with these things and what a
serious impact they have on the country and the budget.
Mr. WOOTEN: It struck me that the voting of last Tuesday suggested, at least in my
mind, or perhaps there were hints orelues, that maybe the electorate is not in as ugly or as
angry a mood as it has been in election days past. They're not all that interested in bumping
off favorites, incumbents, people of some prominence in the political scene - Mayor
Feinstein of San Francisco, the new mayor in Philadelphia, the woman governor in
Kentucky, even Governor-elect Allain in Mississippi. I didn't sense any real conten-
tiousness.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You think people are reasonably content?
Mr. WOOTEN: Well, I was going to ask Senator Dole or Chairman ~ostenk.owski ~ow
you explain to a constituent, how you defend a tax increase to a constituent who has Just
got his job back, who is having explained to him every day - by us and others - that
inflation and unemployment are now significantly down, that the economy is going rather
well, that things are going well for him. How do you explain a tax increase to this fellow?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there was more in this election last week. It was not a major
national election but there were some several interesting ones. There was more to it than
taxation. There was, for example, a very large turnout of black voters, which is- it's not
new, but the degree of it is new this time. And so what is that going to do in '84?
Mr. POWELL: I think it shows that Jesse Jackson has a potential for being an even more
powerful influence than we thought a couple weeks ago. There is a sense of alienation and
frustration in the black community, and we have seen now enough instances in which that
community responds to a black candidate to begin to think he very well may be able to pull
a very strong support. I think you're going to see, or likely see in the next few weeks some
black leaders who have supported Vice President Mondale backing off and maybe even
defecting to Jackson.
Mr. WILL: Jody, the original thought had been that what would happen is Jesse Jackson
would increase interest in the process this year and run up black registration and the n~t
loser from that would be Ronald Reagan. Is it, however, possible, given the tone of h~s
campaign so far, which seems to be directed at least as much against certain Democratic
Party problems - labor unions and race and all of this - as against Ronald Reagan that,
by the time he's done a lot of blacks will be angry with both sides and may stay home, and
Reagan may be the winner?
Mr. POWELL: Oh, I think that's very possible, and that has been, I think, the big
question all along - whether he can do what he says he wants to do, which IS increase
black participation, without being so polarizing that even if he wanted to, come Septem-
ber, October, and there's no way to say, "All these people I've been kicking hell out off~r
the past six months, now vote for them because they're really not such bad folks after all.
Mr. WOOTEN: I assume the premise of your question, then, is that Reagan is going to
run?

Mr. WILL: Well, no. I'm saying if he runs then the question is, will Reagan's demo~-
strated capacity to enrage black voters in some ways be counterbalanced by Jackson s
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capacity for turning up the temperature on the Democratic Party.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, tell me this. San Francisco voted a very rigid no-smoking ordi-
nance. How about the Democratic convention in San Francisco next year? Is the North
Carolina delegation going to be put into a glassed-off box so they can smoke?
Mr. POWELL: It will certainly complicate that always difficult process of allocating
seating if you're going to have to have a no-smoking section for every state, plus there's a
VIP section and so forth. If we're going to do that, though, I suppose we might think of all
sorts of different ways to divide that crowd in San Francisco and put people of one sort one
place and one another.

Mr. WOOTEN: Well, I guess it's fortunate that the ABC anchor booth does have a glass
wall between it and the rest of the people.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, between all those smokers on the floor you mean? Well, we heard
a lot from our guests today about taxation and deficits, politics and so on. And I wonder, is
a country like ours, democratically elected, Senate and House, are they really able to deal
with a problem like this?
Mr. WILL: I think so, and I really think-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tell me how.

Mr. WILL: I think there's a consensus in the country either- or could be got, a consensus.
with a little leadership to say that we're suffering today from the intersection of yesterday's
politics and today's demographics - promises made in the past, careless about the
cumulative impact, unaware of the aging of our population. We have to change moderately
the indexing of the entitlement programs. You do that right, David, it's a moderate pain,
and you're talking about $60, $70, $80 billion, and even in Washington that's real money.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I know, but they're all terrified of voting either for higher taxes or
cuts in any kind of benefits, and if it is done it's going to be some sort of modem miracle.

Mr. WILL: They are underestimating the public-spiritedness of the American people.
particularly the elderly.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. Well. thanks very much.
\ye'U be back in a moment with a few words about what is happening in your nation's

capital. More and more guards, guns. iron fences and metal detectors, and the sad fact IS.
it's necessary. In a moment.
[commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: First. a little history. Until World War II. the term
sccunry was almost unknown in Washington. The White House. for example. was nearly
~i~e open. No guards out front. Anyone could walk in any time and talk to a receptionist
inside. At.lunch time on nice days people sprawled on the White House lawn eatingluncb
- sandwlc~es out of brown paper sacks. It was simply regarded as a public building,
somewhat like a post office, open to all. Well, now, of course, there's an iron fence. gates.
guards; guns. As for the U.S. Capitol, even with Congress in session, security has alw~ys
~en fairly easy going. Most of the building open, visitors, tourists, school kids wandering
In and out. Even after a band of Puerto Ricans, years ago. walked in with guns and shot
several members of Congress, and even after the building was bombed a few years ago.
Well, this week. of course, it was bombed again, with heavy damage, and but for good
luck ~ere would have been loss of life _ murder. Well, now they have tightened .the
secunty. ~ne more bomb and tragically, they very likely will have to fence in the [Inited
States Capll?1 to protect it against our more than plentiful supply of nuts and crazies. Then
the school kld.swho come here every spring to see the world's grear capital of freedom and
democracy Will have to look at it through the bars of an iron fence.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday. thank you.
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panied the announcement that President Assad had returned to the job. The announcement
was bolstered by pictures of the Syrian leader said to have been taken just last week as he
met with members of his political party.
Hal Walker. ABC News. Damascus.

Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with all the rest of roday's program in a moment.
{commercial break j

Mr. BRINKLEY: This week a new and stronger American agreement with Israel- a joint
military committee. more economic and other aid. An agreement that got bad reactions in the
Arab world - in Syria, in Egypt. in Jordan. It was the strongest American commitment
since Israel was founded. While the president of Lebanon. also in Washington this week. got
very little help with his problem. the occupation ofhis country by foreign troops. Well. what
is all of this? Well. here's the background. before we question our guests. from our Sunday
family member John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: Nobody is saying this publicly. David. but what happened here this
week. and especially this morning's American air strike in Lebanon. are seen here.
rightly or not. as the first tangible results of a new attitude of cooperation between Israel
and the United States.

[voice-over] When Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir returned this week from
meetings with President Reagan. he came back to a Cabinet and a country aroused by talk
of a new spirit of cooperation with the United States. Shamir called it one of the finest
hours of U.S.-Israeli relations. Defense Minister Moshe Arens put it another way.
MOSHE ARENS, Israeli Defense Minister: I think it may tum out that these meet-
ings that we held will be a turning point in U.S.-Israeli relationships.
MARTIN {voice-over [; And a leading member of Shamir's coalition government saw the
results as a vital signal.
YEHUDA BEN-MEIR, Deputy Foreign Minister: The word should be clear: the
message should be clear that the United States and Israel are committed to our joint goals
as allies in the free world for the defense and the strong defense of freedom and peace in
this area. as well as all over the world.
MARTIN [voice-over]: What prompted such sweeping declarations was the announce-
ment this week that the two countries are forming a joint military and political committee
to coordinate policy. plus new American promises to help Israel avoid mounting eco-
nomic problems. The committee won't meet until next month. but in the wake of this
morning's military action. its goals were clear to Yosef Ulrnert. a leading Israeli defense
analyst.
YOSEF ULMERT, defense analyst: I believe that both the States and Israel would
like to prevent a full-scale war with Syria. but they would like to show to the Syrians that
they will have to pay a price as well for the current situation in Lebanon. On that score.
really. this is perhaps the beginning of cooperation to come.
MARTlN [voice-over]: But it is still not likely that Israel will take separate or combined
military actions. Earlier this week there was one official disclaimer.
Min. BEN-MEtR: Israel has no intention whatsoever. under any circumstances. to use
military means against the Syrians in Lebanon. We want the Syrians to leave. This is a
political issue. not military.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Beyond that. Israelis are weary of war. The euphoria of last
year's invasion of Lebanon. which ultimately drew in American Marines, has tu~ed to
gloom. And. says American-born author Hillel Halkin. it has caused both countries to
tum toward each other.
HILLEL HALKIN, author: Well. it seems to me at this point. you know. you have the
Americans and the Israelis and each one would like to see the other get a little more
involved so it could be a little less involved. The Americans. I think. would like us to use

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington. a city 183 years old: in Jerusalem. 6.000 years
old; in Lebanon, where American bombers attacked Syrians this morning; and other places,
we're all here, glad to have you with us. American planes bombed Syrian bases in Lebanon
this morning. Two American planes were shot down. and we'll have reports from there. In
Washington, it has been Middle East week. We have had visits by the leaders of Lebanon and
Israel. a new American policy of closer. stronger alliance with Israel- military. economic
and otherwise - and questions about where all this might lead. Our guests: by satellite from
Israel, Yitzhak Shamir, prime minister of Israel: here in our studio. Lawrence Eagleburger.
undersecretary of state for political affairs. John Martin brings us up to date on what has been
happening in the Middle East; and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and
Jody Powell. All here on our Sunday program.
First. today's news. since the morning newspapers: American bombers during the night.

our time. attacked Syrian military positions in Lebanon. About 24 American bombers plus a
cover of fighter planes; two American planes were shot down. with three men aboard. One
bailed out and is safe. What hap~ned to the other two. we are not certain. Syrian radio says
one was captured and one was killed. apparently shot while he was parachuting to earth. A
report from ABC's Charles Glass in Beirut.

CHARLES GLASS (voice-over I: This is where the first American plane. an A·6 attack
aircraft. crashed afte~ being h!t .with Syrian anti-aircraft fire. The single-seat aircraft
crashed .on!o a house.m the Christian seaside town of Junieh, badly injuring a woman and
her son mSI?e. The pllo.t parachuted to safety in the Mediterranean and was picked up by a
Lebanese arr force helicopter. The second plane. an A-7 with two crewmembers was
downed over the Syrien-held hills near the village of Tarchich. Syria claims to' have
captured one crewman. and Syrian soldiers told ABC News the other was killed.
The planes were shot down during the first American air combat mission in Lebanon.

U.S. officials here ~id the missi.on was to bomb Syrian anti-aircraft positions a day after
they fired on Ame~can re7~mnal~sance planes. The U.S. has been flying regular recon-
narssance ove,r Syn~ positions sm~e. the U.S. Marine headquarters here was blown up.
but ye~ter?aY s was Just after Israeli Jets bombed the same Syrian position. Many leba-
nese viewing !he ~reckage of the A-6 in Junieh were unimpressed with America's first
bombing nussron In Lebanon. and U.S. military spokesmen could not say whether there
would be more to come.
Charles Glass. ABC News. Beirut.

Mr., BRINKLEY: Now to. ABC's Hal Walker in Damascus. Syria. where there is great
excltem.e~t about the Amencan attack. and where there is talk that Syria's president. Hafez
Assad. IS ill. perhaps gravely. and rumors that he is no longer able to run the government. To
Hal WaJker in Damascus.

HAL WALKER: Official Syrian reaction to this morning's American air strike in leba-
non. was .Iimited to a single communique from the military spokesman here. He said the
Synan air ~efen~ shot do~n three of the American jets. and captured one American
pilot. He SaI? Synan casualties we~ two de~d. eight w?unded. plus an ammunition depot
~d on.e vehicle destroyed. There IS unofficial speculation that both American and Israeli
air .strikes may have been prompted by rumors of President Assad's ill health and
deslgn.ed to take ~vantage of a perceived lack of leadership here.

[~olce-over[ ThIS full page of photographs. published three days ago and distributed by
Synan mforr:nanon sources. shows an apparently healthy president fully recovered from
what was said to be surgery three w~ks ago. Likewise. television footage of the same
event was repeatedly broadcast. Earlier. a five-hour nighttime display of gunfire accom-



a little muscle against the Syrians so that the American forces in Beirut could. get off the
hook somehow. I don't think that Israel is willing to fight anyone else's battles m Lebanon
anymore, because I don't- as I say, I think that even. the feeling is today that even our
own battles in Lebanon are futile and that it's really nme to cut our losses and get out.
MARTIN [voice-over]; That. too, may be the undeclared goal of.the Reag~ admin~stra-
tion - to get U.S. Marines out. especially before the 1984 ele~tlOns. So It ?eJped Itself
domestically as well this week by moving closer to the. Israelts. But now It ?",ust face
hostility from its Arab friends. King Hussein of Jordan Said th~new U.S.-Israe!1 coopera-
tion "affects adversely the credibility of the United States to influence events 10 the area
and to be fair." Egyptian President Mubarak: calls the arrangement "an obstacle to
peace. " But former Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin sees the maneuver as a way for
the United States to bargain its men home.
vnzHAK RABIN former PrIme Minister: The Americans will not be able to con-
clude any negotiati~ns that will allow the mult~national force. more s~ci.fically the U.S.
Marines. to get out of Beirut without Israel being there .and the IsraelI. withdrawal as the
main card in return for whatever political settlement WIll be reached In Lebanon.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But that settlement seemed further away this week. Lebanese
President Gemayel left Washington without getting President Reagan to relax his insis-
tence that Israel need not leave Lebanon until Syria does. That means Gemayel was
returning home today with nothing to offer his Syrian-backed adversaries in exchange for
their willingness to join a government of reconciliation.

[on camera] A lot of what happens in Lebanon depends now on how Syria and the
Soviet Union react. The United States has clearly begun a policy of pressure that will
either force the Syrians back or raise the temperature even higher in a part of the world
that is already dangerously overheated. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. Lawrence Eagleburger. the undersecre-
tary of state for political affairs: and. shortly. Yitzhak Sharnir. the prime minister of Israel. In
a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. thank you very much for coming in. Delighted to have
you.
LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, Undersecretary of S- lor Political Allal ... :
Pleasure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me with questons are George Will of ABC News and Sam
Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent. Mr. Secretary. tell us what you can
about the raid this morning - the purpose of it and what led to it and so on.

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. I think what you've carried so far today. David. is pretty
much the story. We flew some reconnaissance yesterday over Lebanon and we received.
heavy fire against that reconnaissance flight. And. as we had indicated to the Syrians at an
earlier stage. if we were fired upon. we were going to defend ourselves. and the attacks last
night our time were against the sites that have fired against us the day before. and they were a
defensive measure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead. George.

GEORGE WILL: As the administration stresses that this is a defensive measure in accord
with the existing rules of engagement for the multinational force. does that mean it is- that
the administration is trying to stress that this is not part of a general push to change the
balance of forces on the ground. to push the Syrians back or out?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. whether it means that or not. George. that- it is clear that it
is a defensive step on our part. I must also say. however. that it is not part of some plan to
push Syria out of Lebanon or anything of the sort. It is strictly what we said it was. It is not.
as well. any consequence of some arrangement made with Israel when they were here last
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week. This was an act by the Syrians against our forces yesterday. and a defensive reaction
on our part today against those attacks. That's all.
SAM DONALDSON: The reports I've seen say we struck three targets - two Druse
villages in the Shuf Mountains - maybe not the civilian areas. but those particul~ location~.
and one Syrian frontline position. Are you telling us that those three targets directed anti-
aircraft fire at our reconnaissance planes?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Sam. what I'm saying is that as I understand it. this morning and
last night in the reports I got. we took out what apparently was a command and control area.
and we took out two sites where they had fired against us. We didn't attack Druse villages.
We attacked sites that had fired against us yesterday.

Mr. DONALDSON: When you say. "We took them out." what did we damage? What did
we- to the-

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I don't know- you know. I don't know the degree to which we
were successful other than that I have been told that what we set out to do we achieved. But
in detail beyond that I don't know. Sam.

Mr. DONALDSON: And one more question on the attack. Are we going to do it again? If
we're fired on again. is this the pattern we can expect?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: 1- you know. we've made it clear. I think. to the Syrians. as I
said. that if we're shot at we'll defend ourselves. Whether this specific pattern on each
individual case would be followed again or not. I can't say. I'm neither the President nor the
secretary of defense. But if I were the Syrians I suspect I would take yesterday's events fairly
seriously.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is there a danger of escalation - getting into a real shooting
engagement with the Syrians?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Again. Sam, if we don't get shot at. we won't shoot at them. You
know. I should hope that Damascus got a message last night.
Mr. BRINKLEY: In view of the fact that Syria is now allied rather closely with the Soviet
Union. isn't this extremely dangerous. this kind of shooting?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. I suppose you're directing the question again at the wrong
fellow. It ought to be asked of Mr. Assad. But there's no question these sorts of events are
always dangerous. and it's a tragedy that we apparently lost two aircraft. But. again. I don't
think our interests can be totally dominated by our concerns about the closeness of the
relationship between the Soviets and the Syrians. We've got to be careful. We're trying to be
careful. Certainly the Syrians and the Soviets have to be careful. and I have some question as
to whether they're exercising quite as much restraint as some of the rest of us are.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. here's a question directed to the right fellow. Exactly what is our
policy towards Syria now?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. I appreciate that. I would say that the best way to describe
our policy towards Syria is that it's basically no different than it has been. We want Syrian
troops - as we want Israeli troops - out of Lebanon. We recognize that there is a Syrian
interest in the secu-; in its security, which rests in Lebanon, and that needs to be accounted
for. but we want them out of Lebanon and. if they get out of Lebanon and let us rebuild the
Lebanese government as an independent. sovereign government, that we can't ask for much
more at this point.

Mr. WILL: Let your mind run free for a moment and try and imagine conditions under which
the Marines might come home. Do the Syrians have to leave before the Marines can come
home?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: George. that's the kind of question I just can't answer. I suppose
in the abstract I could imagine circumstances where the Marines could come home before the
Syrians were altogether out of Lebanon. but the basic question is- well. the Marines can
come home. I think. when their essential task either could be handed. off to somebody else. or
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the government of Lebanon in the Beirut area is sufficiently strong.
Mr. WILL: Could you then. in a short compass, tell me the essential task of the Marines in
Lebanon?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. 1"11try to say it as it's been said many times before. but
essentially it is there to provide the base for the development of the strengthening of the
government of Gemayel. of making it clear to those in the area that the U. S. plus the other
members of the multinational force are there to, you know. help maintain that base so that the
Gemayel government can build its base and expand. and over the long run take over the
authority in Lebanon.

Mr. WILL: So the key to the Marines coming home is the Lebanese government becoming
competent.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: That's certainly a key.
Mr. WILL: Next Christmas?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Don't pin me down to the key.
Mr. WILL: Next Christmas?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Come on. George' I can't give you predictions on rime.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me follow up on that. President Gemayel came to town looking for
some help on, if not abrogating. at least changing the May 17th agreement with Israel to
withdraw. As you know better than I, the Syrians are saying it's got to be changed, and many
people who are pan of the reconciliation conference say to resume it successfully it's got to
be changed. But as I understand it, the U.S. government said to Gemayel. "Here, here are
your bootstraps. Pull yourself up. We stand by the agreement." How is that helpful?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. there's no question. I think. that the United States made it
clear that as far as we're concerned an agreement we helped make we stand by. and we will
stand by that agreement. I think we were quite helpful to Gemayel in the sense of talking to
him about his many economic and military problems. and I think giving him some hope that
we can expand our cooperation--

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. can't he go back to Geneva? Can that conference resume now?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I think so, yeah.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here briefly. We'll be back with more questions for
Secretary Eagleburger in a moment.
fcommercial break 1
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. we have all kinds of reports this morning about the health
of Hafez Assad. the President of Syria. even including rumors-- not ours. rumors in Syria
and in the Middle East that he is gravely ill or possibly even dead. Do you know any more
about it than we do?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: No. Again, I've seen rumors and I've seen reports. There is no
question he's been ill. The latest thing I saw. a day or two ago. was that in fact our
indications were he was getting better. So I've~ nothing new.
Mr. WILL: Do we care in the United States government what happens to Yasir Arafat? Does
the fact that the PLb may become subservient entirely to Syria help or hinder American
diplomacy?

sec. EAGLEBURGER: It's--- George, it's a question for which there is no simple answer.
On the one hand. I am inclined to think that if Arafat is removed from the scene either
physically or in terms of his political presence. it is probably true that the PLO or what
follows after the PLO is a much more terrorist organization even than this one. It will almost
certainly be totally under the thumb of Damascus and an instrument of Syrian policy. That's
certainly not good for us over the long run. probably not over the short run. On the other
hand. I can't make any argument. at least a very strong argument. that Mr. Arafat and his
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PLO has been a wholesome influence. So. you know. it's almost six of one and half a dozen
of the other, although I think it is probably true that a post-Arafat PLO would be an even
more virulently terrorist organization.
Mr. WILL: But it might have lost some of its legitimacy.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I think that's right. I think that's probably-
Mr. WILL: And do you have hopes that this might encourage some sort of indigenous
Palestinian leadership on the West Bank to come forward?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Again. it's possible. I think there's no question it would have lost
a good bit of its legitimacy. and I think there would be some people on the West Bank and
Palestinians other places as well who would argue that in fact it no longer was a legitimate
organization. The degree to which that's going to influence movement on the West Bank or
indigenous West Bank moves toward the peace process. I think it's too early to predict. In
fact. I wouldn't want to try to predict.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. this past week we formalized a new deal with Israel. as
you know. You were perhaps the father if not the midwife for that. And a lot of people think
that Israel got it all. They got more credits. they got some forgiveness of loans. they have a
closer military alliance with the United States that they have wanted for some time now.
What did we get from Israel in return?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. you know. approaching the Israeli-U.S. relationship in the
sort of the quid-pro-quo of what did we get. what did they get, I think. not because I don't
want to try to answer your question. but. with all respect, I think it's the wrong question. We
have had for 40 years now - excuse me ~ a close relationship with Israel. It's been closer
on some occasions. less close on others. It has been, I think. valuable both for the United
States and Israel. What we were trying to do over the course of the last week in a program
which is the President's and the secretary of state's. by the way - they're the people who
~~ag~d that approach with the Israelis - what we are trying to do is develop sort of an
Institutional underpinning for that relationship now so that over the course of the next month
we can talk to them about political-military manners in an institutional framework. We've
alsl:?tried to help them out economically and. to some degree. militarily in terms of aid and
assistance. But the objective. and what 1- if you want to know what our "quo" is, I think-
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. that was my question.

Sec'. EAGLEBURGER: -the objective is an increased Israeli ability to help try to stabilize
the Situation 10 the Middle East, and I don't apologize for that.

Mr. DON~I:-DSON~ Do you mean without what we did for them they would not have
helped stabilize the Situation?

Sec'. EA.GLEBURGER: No, no. I said "an increase in their ability to help stabilize the
Situation 10 the Middle East."

Mr. DONALDSON: Are you surprised that moderate Arabs at least are giving lip service to
a complaint about this deal? Or did you expect that?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I would have been surprised if they hadn't complained.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it serious?

Sec. EAGLEBURG~R: I think we have to take seriously what they say, but on the other
hand. you kno.w. ~re s .a double standard again here on occasion. The fact that Arab states
can have relationships With other Arab states that are wholly antagonistic to our interests is
not something w~ spend a great deal of time complaining about. We can. I deeply believe
have a close. and mt~mate. rela~ionship with Israel and at the same time have a close. intimate
and productive relationship With any number of Arab states. So what they have said over the
course of th.e.last several days. on:. I think. we expected; two. we have to be careful and take
acco~nt of I.t. but. num~r duet:. In the last analysis. I think, very clearly we did what was
best In our interests and m the interests of peace in the Middle East.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, for several years the term "even-handed" has been passed
around hand to hand in reference to our policy in the Middle East. Is this even-handed. this
special deal with Israel?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, again, please, David, remember our relationships with
Israel have for many. many years been intimate and have certainly been. in terms of our aid
and military assistance. the programs have been large. So even-handedness- you said
even-handed. I didn't. I think we have a close. intimate relationship with Israel which is not
going to change, no matter what else goes on in that area. That I think is clear and has been
for years. Now, have that having been said. I think it is also true that the United States alone
amongst the major powers has an ability to talk both to the Israelis and to the Arabs. And. as
the May 17th agreement between Israel and Lebanon demonstrates. we have an ability to
bring these parties together. And in that sense I think we are even-handed. But it's against a
fundamental understanding, I hope, that the relationship between the United States and Israel
is on rock. It's solid. and it's going to stay there. And that's not even-handed, so be it.
Mr. WILL: You have said- let me swerve back to Lebanon for a minute. You've said a few
minutes ago that our policy today is what it has been for some weeks, which is we will not
shoot at Syrians unless the Syrians shoot at us. What possible incentive does Syria have to
abandon therefore its often-repeated goal of the Greater Syria? Absorbing Lebanon?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. George, l guess the answer to that is in part that the United
States shooting or not shooting at Syria is not the only possible tool for convincing Mr. Assad
or whomever-
Mr. WILL: But is it a tool you should--
sec. EAGLEBURGER: -to pull oUI of- out of Lebanon. I think, you know, that you
have a number of points here. I think the most critical is that if the Syrians see that in.fact our
ability to strengthen the Lebanese armed forces through training and assistance. our ability to
help Gemayel spread the base of his government so that it becomes more and more evident
that in fact there are real hopes that he can, over time, become the real government of
Lebanon. that under those circumstances. plus obviously. Syrian concerns about our attitudes
and about Israeli attitudes, I think those things taken in combination or singly can begin to
change his perceptions.

Mr. WILL: But is it wise to remove uncertainty in this case-
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Of course nor.
Mr. WILL: -and tell the Syrians- as I think you have this morning. that if they don't fire at
us they're safe?

sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, you know, if they don't shoot at us we're not going 10 shoot
back at them. Now that is clear. That does not mean that they are safe in other terms. in terms
of our trying to work with the Gemayel government, for example. to expand its role. But to
the degree you're asking me. are we prepared to go to war with Syria in Lebanon. I'm
prepared to tell you no.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. on one other area, do you share the President's belief,l
think In th~ !orrn of a question on Friday. that perhaps it's not the right-wing death squads
~ho ~ killing all those people in EI Salvador. it's left-wing guenillas masquerading as
right-wingers and trying to place the blame on the right-wingers?
~. EAGLEBURGER: You ask me to shift gears in a hurry here. Sam. but I almost never
disagree with my President.

Mr. DONALDSON: Then you think that's possible?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: It's possible.
Mr, DONALDSON: Probable?
Sec. EAGLEB~~ER: Probable. In some- in some cases. yes. I'm not saying that i~is
the only- that It IS only the left-wingers who are doing this. There are clearly right~wmg
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death squads. I think it is certainly possible. and indeed probable that the leftists are in fact
using that as cover on occasion. They're making it look like right-wing death squads when
it's more than that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sorry. we've run out of time. Mr. Secretary. thank you very much.
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's a pleasure to have you with us today. Coming next. by satellite from
Jerusalem. the prime minister of Israel. Yitzhak Shamir. In a moment.
[commercial break /
Mr. BRINKLEY: Prime Minister Shamir in Jerusalem, by satellite. thank you very much for
coming in to talk to us today.
YITZHAK SHAMIR, prime minister of Israel: Good evening.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Can you tell us- Prime Minister. can you tell us any more than we know
here about the rumors and reports of Hafez Assad being ill or worse? Do you know any more
about it than that?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: I know only about some rumors. I don't know exactly the state of
his health, and that's all.
Mr, BRINKLEY: You don't know any more than that?
Prime Min, SHAMIR: No.
Mr, BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Mr. Prime Minister. there is considerable clarity on the part of the Syrians about
what they're after in Lebanon. How is Syria going to be dissuaded from staying in Lebanon,
in your view?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: I think thatby strong cooperation, by close cooperationof the United
States. Israel and the Lebanese government. I think we will dissuade Syria from pursuing this
goal of dominating all of Lebanon. because we, the United States and Lebanon. have
common goals on this issue. We are interested to have Lebanon as an independent country
free from any foreign troops. and of course we especially are interested to have secunty on
our northern border. And if we together. we will coordinate our efforts not to allow the
Syrians to dominate all of Lebanon and to encourage terrorist activities there. I think we will
get our goals.
Mr. WILL: Is this encouragement to be entirely diplomatic and political, or is there a role for
the use of force?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: Sometimes we have to defend ourselves if we are attacked by
terrorist activities encouraged by the Syrians or by Syria's proxies or by the Syrians them-
selves.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Prime Minister. what do you think of the events of the last few
hours in Lebanon concerning American planes? American planes went and attacked the
Syrian frontline positions. and two of them were shot down.
Prime Min. SHAMIR: Yes, I know about it. I would say that I understand the motivation of
this move of the United States. It is a move of defense against the Syrian artillery attacks
against the American aircrafts. I think it is understandable and it is reasonable. and well, J
think the Syrians have to change their mind.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is it going to be helpful if the Syrians continue to shoot at our
aircraft. as they shoot at your aircraft. if both the United States and Israel are frequently
bombing Syrian positions in Lebanon? Where does it lead?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: I think that this activity of the Syrian artillery 10 shoot at our
reconnaissance aircrafts or the American reconnaissance aircrafts or to shell Beirut or other
places in Lebanon must be stopped. And if they will cease this activity we will have more
stability in Lebanon.

}
}
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Mr. DONALDSON: If they do not cease the activity, where does it lead? Should we
combine militarily to push the Syrians out of Lebanon?
Prime Min. SHAMlR: We will have to consult, we will have to be- we will have to look
for other ways. I cannot imagine that Syria will decide to take this way of an all-out war
against the United States and Israel.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Prime Minister, the new agreement you and President Reagan made
here in Washington this week - closer relationships between the U. S. and Israel than ev~r
before. though they have always been close - will this cause new problems for the U.S. In

the Arab world?
Prime Min. SHAMlR: I don't think- I think that in the existing situation. in the existing
conditions of Lebanon, only a finn position of the United States could deter further aggres-
sion of Syria. and I think that if that will happen, it will encourage moderate Arab factors to
look for ways of peace, of compromises. of understanding.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Prime Minister. there are those in the United States and in Israel who. citing
the Israeli economic crisis and a general war-weariness on the pan of the Israelis. want Israel
to pull out of Lebanon irrespective of a Syrian withdrawal. Can you say now that it is .flatly
the position of the Shamir government that you will not withdraw unilaterally until the
Syrians are out of Lebanon?

Prime Min. SHAMlR: Our position is that we have to withdraw from Lebanon when we
will have the conditions that will permit us to do it. It means security arrangement.s on o~
northern border. And I think it is inconceivable to have such conditions if the Synans WIll
continue their presence and their dominating role in Lebanon.
Mr. WILL: So it-
Prime Min, SHAMIR: And therefore-
Mr. WILL: Sony, go ahead, sir.
Prime Min. SHAMlR: And therefore we are asking. according to our agreement with
Lebanon. a simultaneous withdrawal from Lebanon of all foreign forces. It means our forces.
Syrian forces, and of course the terrorist forces.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Prime Minister. there is some speculation that you may agree to
set withdrawal dates. and then once publicly set them. hold the Syrians to match you as a way
to breaking this deadlock that obviously exists. Is that possible?

Prime Min, SHAMIR: I don't think that that is possible. I think the only way is to get an
agreement according to this understanding between us and the United States and Lebanon.
That is a certain date all foreign forces will withdraw from Lebanon and the Lebanese
government will be able to tak.; over the control of all its territory. That will be the best
solution.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Prime Minister. you know that Syria says that she will not
entertain any idea of withdrawing now until that agreement that you signed with Lebanon. IS
changed or abrogated even. Do you see any way that President Gemayel can succeed With
that reconciliation conference in Geneva without some change in the May 17th agreement?
Prime Min. SHAMlR: Agreements are not signed in order to change it or to abrogate them.
You know. this agreement was concluded after long negotiations between us. the Lebanese
and with the involvement and participation of the United States. I don't see any reason to
change this agreement. I cannot see that this agreement will be a reason which will not enable
the various parties in Lebanon to arrive at any conclusion of their reconciliation efforts. I
don't see any tie. any link between these two problems.

Mr. DONALDSON: But. Mr. Prime Minister. sony- if I may, what's more impo~t: that
agreement or President Gemayel holding his government together? What good IS your
agreement if Gemayel goes down the drain?

Prime Min, SHAMIR: If Gemayel will give us this agreement, he will not have his
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government. He will have to give up to all the demands of the pro-Syrian factors in Lebanonand we will not have any Lebanon. Not an independent Lebanon. and not a Lebanon with
Gemayel as president. It's very clear to me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Prime Minister, Israel gets a great deal of advice from various places
around the world - the United Nations and from there on - and last night it got a little
advice from King Hussein of Jordan who said Israel can have peace or it can have territory.
not both. What would you say in response to him?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: We have a very good response to King Hussein. Let's come to the
table of negotiations and let's talk. We have. you know- we have our Camp David
agreement that concluded five years ago with Egypt. And ac~ording to thi.s agreement ~e
have to negotiate with all the parties around us. It means With Egypt. With Jordan. With
Palestinian Arabs. or we will be able to participate in the Jordanian or in the Egyptian
delegations. and then we will talk and maybe. I think we have to hope. that we will find
acceptable solutions. Without talking you cannot get anywhere.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Prime Minister. is the Reagan peace plan promulgated 15 months ago alive
or dead?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: You know. our view is that the only solution is the Camp David
scheme. the Camp David agreements. Without any additions. Let us not look for other
documents and for other schemes. Let us come together. the United States. Israel. Jordan.
Egypt. and let us negotiate.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. sir. the Camp David agreement on one point. for instance.
says the ultimate future of Jerusalem will be settled through negotiations. Do you agree with
that?
Prime Min. SHAMIR: There are in the Camp David agreements, there are additionalleners
about Jerusalem written by our former Prime Minister Menachem Begin. and by President
Sadat that on this question we have agreed to disagree. But of course there is still a large
room for negotiations. We have to negotiate about autonomy and then. after five years of
autonomy. about the final political status of these territories. And we have to start these
negotiations.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Prime Minister. thank. you very much. Thank. you for coming in.
talking with us today. We've enjoyed having you. . ..
We'll be back with our own discussion here and a certain amount of palaver. and jommg

us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr, BRINKLEY: George, there's something I would like to bring up because I think it is of
special interest to you. In the Michigan state legislature in the last week. two or three. two
members have been recalled: that is. voted out. because they've voted for an increase in the
state income tax. Are you pleased to see this?
Mr. WILL: Well. I'm not. on several grounds. David. First of all. you know I'm a high-
taxer. I think the states need to pay their bills just as the federal government does. It's an
arcane doctrine of mine that you ought to pay your bills. But beyond that it's amusing
because this is obviously the Republican Party is mixed up in this. These were both Demo-
crats that were recalled. and they're within striking distance. now, of taking control of the
Michigan senate. But beyond that. it's puzzling to me and a little bit annoying that c~)fiserva-
rives have rallied round the least conservative impulse. which is a kind of populist. mob
uprising in Michigan. The principle of our government is that the voters-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Who's the mob't The people who voted to recall these-

Mr. WlU: You bet. You bet. You let the representatives legislate. and then at regular
intervals you have elections. and that's when you discipline or- and reaffi~ or re~ffirrn
your people. This kind of eruption of passion seems to me fundamentally annconservative.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yeah, but I think the voters have it wrong.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: But you're not talking about the real issue, which is that people don't wan!
to pay more taxes, and so they're reacting in fury.
Mr. WILL: People in Michigan. like the people in 50 other states and the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and points unseen have a voracious appetite for government
and a negligible willingness to pay for it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, yes, that's right. George. and they have i! wrong. I mean, taxes
are collected in order to pay for government programs, and I'd like to see the people of
Mi~higan, if they want to recall someone. recall ~ple who have spent a lot of money in the
legislature, not people who are trying to raise revenue to cover the bills. It makes no sense to
put pressure on your legislators for more roads here, another welfare program there. more
defense money here. then turn around in outrage when they try to collect the taxes to pay for
them.

JODY POWELL, ABC News Commentator: Before we read too much into this, let's
~m~mber two things. First of all, it is much easier to deal with a single-shot senatorial
district, where the turnout is always abysmally low in these sort of recall and special elections
than it is on a statewide level. Beyond that-

Mr. BRINKLEY: How many people who are really angry tum out anyway?

Mr. POWELL: Well, that's right. And there is also, I think- what has been within the las!
couple weeks, a statewide poll showing that Michigan as a whole very strongly continues to
uphold the~ son of- .to oppose these son of recall efforts. So it might be a mistake to read
too much into what this means in terms of a nationwide tax recall-

Mr', DONALDSON: [ agree with you. I don'! think it's going to spread nationally, hot
again. the fundamental problem is, what do you do about expenditures if you're not willing to
cut them? You run a deficit if you're not willing to collect taxes to pay for them.
Mr. ~WELL: It's another case that demonstrates that life is indeed unfair. What we have
done!" this country .is shift the tax burden down on the states, onto more regressive sorts of
taxation. E~en state Income taxes hit middle income, lower income people much harder than
the federal income tax. And so we force the states to do things that make their constituents
much more ang~ ~t them, ~d it's really not the state government's fault. Blanchard faced.
what. a $700-mtlhon deficit out of a $5·billion budget when he came into office there?
What's he going to do?

Mr. ~LL: It's probably rather smaller than Ronald Reagan's deficit. Well, if Donaldson
d~sn t watch out. Larry Speakes is going to start mispronouncing his name because he's
gomg to be-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Tell what that means.
Mr. WILL: Well. Mr. Speakes got angry and I gather he was the instrument of other people's
anger ov~r an argument .going on in the government between the secretary of the treasury and
the President on on~ Side and almost everyone else on the other. but the "they" being
represented by Martin Feldstein is how it's pronounced.

Mr. POWEU: The chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, while you're on that subject, George, we heand this past week from
several meetmg~ be~~n the secretary of defense and members of Congress that in the next
fiscal ye~. which .IS ~5. he wants ~ ~I% increase in the military budget. which at this
mome".t ~s something hke $250-60 billion. He wants 2 J% more. which would put it over
$300 billion. Does that sound outrageous to you?
Mr. WILL: Sounds to me-

Mr. BRINKLEY: I know the answer. What do-

Mr. V!ll:l: So~nds to ~ desirable. for the following reasons. First of all, for good manage-
~ent m md~s~al ~Janmng the administration proposed a steady five-year growth. Congress
interfered With It this year. and they want to get back on that track. Second. I don't think most
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Americans understand that only about 15% of this growth is in nuclear programs. It takes
about 70% of the military budget to keep the machine ticking over - paying the soldiers,
paying-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sixty percent of their money goes for pay and pensions.
Mr. WILL: And gasoline and spare parts and food and all that other good stuff.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but it's madness, George, to think. that Congress - which. as
you said, interferred; another view might be that Congress put ~me restraints. on excessive
military spending - is going to go along with a 21 or 22 percent increase. And In fact, U~r
Secretary Thayer testified on Friday that he understood. He said, "We're not going to deal 10
absolute numbers. We're not going to come up here and argue those kinds of numbers.
That's not going to happen."
Mr. BRINKLEY: Jody, what do you think-
Mr. POWEU: Well, there are two points here. the first coming full circle, is that it's fine
and dandy if we're willing to pay for it. We clearly are not, and so then it's ridiculous ~r
those circumstances. And the administration is not even willing to ask us to pay for It.
Beyond that, it's a fairly common political game to have the secretary of defense come in and
ask for the moon, then the President, when he gives him half the moon or three quarters of
the moon can be- appear to be exercising some restraint on the man. I don't by any means
imply that that's going to happen. but I wouldn't, on the other hand, be surprised if it does.
Mr. WILL: Well, I think- I mean, Jody has given a line that the opponents of this ought to
take and will take, and they'll get conservatives caught in a crossfire. That is, they'll say,
•.All right. Weinberger wants the government to borrow 21% more for defense spending,
because it is going into the capital market and borrowing it because we're not raising taxes."
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but I think Weinberger wants this money. I don't think. it's just a
bargaining tactic. I think he really wants the money.
Mr. WILL: I bet he gets it, too.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, how about the complaint that we hear all the time like a dripping
faucet, and certainly in many cases with justice, that the military wastes an enormous amount
of money? For example, recently we heard it was paying whatever it was, $85, for a
screwdriver that was worth $3.50, and that sort of thing. Airplanes that barely fly. So what?
Shouldn't they do something about that before they get more money?
Mr. WILL: Of course they should. Of course they should. There is waste then:, !here i~waste
in Health and Human Services. There is waste allover the government. But It IS a failure of
nerve to think that you can balance the budget out of waste, fraud and abuse anywhere.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now. Ronald-- excuse me.
Mr. WILL: The fact is there are basic programs that are performing and delivering that cost
money that we want.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it a failure of nerve or common sense? A candidate named Ronald
Reagan campaigned in 1980 on just that point. He said - I can give you the citations if you
give me a minute - that we can balance the budget by cutting out waste and mud. You
mean he didn't know what he was talking about?
Mr. WILL: Well. he certainly didn't want to say what he was- anything el~. Th~t is th,~
Republican failure of nerve. "We can balance it by arresting welfare queens tn Chl~ago.
The Democratic failure of nerve is, "We can balance the budget out of Lockheed s cost
overruns. " Not true in either case.
Mr.P()VVELL: lfiod it--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam. you mentioned Candidate Reagan. What about Candi~te Rea~an;
Why doesn't he announce right now that he's runrung for president? Jody. what s your view.
You're something of a politician.
Mr. POWELL: Oh. I think he's playing the game very skillfully. He has managed to escape
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longer than any modem president that viewing of everything he does and says in a political
context. He's been running for a year, year and a half now. I have no doubt that he will
indeed announce, but by maintaining the fiction that he's not running until he says so, then
he's managed to keep himself in a very, I think, enviable political position.
Mr. DONALDSON: I agree with you, Jody. Idon't think it matters when he announces. It
would have only mattered if he were going to announce that he was not going to run for
re-election, and Ithink it's been clear for some time that he is going to ron, he is ronning. So
I don't care one way or the other when he gets up there and talks heart to heart with the
American people on prime-time television.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to ask Jody a question. not referring particularly to the president
with whom you were involved. A president elected and inaugurated on January 20th, say at
noon, for his first term, when does he begin running for his second? 12:30 or J;OO?

Mr. POWELL: Maybe 1:45. [ think you have to- you have to get around the idea that
politics is a dirty word in a democracy.

Mr. BRINKLEY: [didn't say that. [ didn't say that. [ asked you-
Mr. POWELL: That's the way- that's the way we've chosen-- oh, Idetected an impiica-
tion, or thought Idid. I think the necessity of building, maintaining some son of consensus.
some degree of political support for your actions is an important part of a system in which we
say government ought to be responsive to the will of the governed. On the other hand. ~
tendency to view every action on the president's pan as being based u{Xlnthe least attractive
motives I think is destructive of the legitimacy of a political system. and particularly ours.
Mr. DONALDSON: Where does the mix go then?
Mr. POWELL: Lord, [ don', know.
Mr. DONALDSON: [ mean, if you-

Mr. POWELL: I will say this. [ think it has gone too far in the past-
~r.DONALDSON: -view the deal with Israel- if you view the deal with Israel that was
Just m~de ~ something desirable. as Mr. Reagan saw it, for the United States. but at ~e
same ttme It helps his re-election campaign with the Jewish voters in this country. where IS
the mix?

Mr. POWELL: And I think that's a neglected aspect of this that I haven't seen mentioned--

Mr. B~INKLEY: ~at is the benefit to him in waiting? He says -once he announces
everything he does will be assumed to be political. but it's assumed to be political already
anyway. So what has he gained by it? George. what do you think?

Mr. WILL: Well. four of Washington's brightest lights are sitting around on the Brinkley
show talking about Ronald Reagan and not about Walter Mondale and John Glenn. so the
suspense element-

Mr. DONALDSON: Now. George, he doesn't need us to be part of his promotion cam-patgn.

Mr. WILL: No, hut other things-

Mr. DONALDSON: Ronald Reagan has leverage far beyond us.
Mr. WILL: Other things being equal. he would prefer to have people talking ahout him and
focused on him than on his competitors.

Mr. DONALDSON: In the way some of his talk about him?
Mr. POWELL: Upon him as president, not upon him as candidate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, thank you all. We'll be back with a few words sbout what
happens to you in Washington when you refuse to accentuate the positive. In a moment.
{commercial break I

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. we've had a curious little spat here in Washington
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this week at the White House. The Reagan folks, naturally, are pleased to see the economy
improving - inflation low, unemployment falling, the stock mark~t rising.. All ve~ nice,
and gOCKlreason for the White House to be pleased. But then there IS. Mm:ttn Feldstein. the
President's economic adviser. He keeps saying yes, but. The economy IS doing well, he says,
but there is the $200-billion deficit and the high interest rates. Well. the White House crowd
sees him as it would see a relative who came in for Thanksgiving dinner and who said, ":-es,
the dinner is fine, but the soup's cold." And so publicly they have all but told Feldstein to
shut up or get out. Not because he's wrong. He's not. But because they want t~ accentuate
the positive and eliminate the negative. They want to talk about the good economl~ news ~
ignore the bad, as who would not? Even though. when you go to the bank's loan window. ~ts
hard to ignore the fact that they want 12, 13, 14 percent plus points. Well, I have a suggest1?"
for Feldstein. It is this. Hereafter, if they don't fire him first, hereafter he should say ~s.
"Yes, the economy is good, and big deficits and high interest are g~ for you. Spending
money we don't have is the American way. And paying 14% plus pomts forces you to work
harder and builds character. " The White House would just love it.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

December 11, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington; in Amman, Jordan; Miami, Florida; and other
places likely and unlikely, we are all here ~d waiting foryo~ and gladyou are with ~s. We'll
have today's news since the Sunday monung papers, and this country s new de~1with .Is~1
_ military and economic - does not set well in the Arab world. ~e ~ovlet Union .IS
pushing its way into the Middle East through Syria; the U.S. Marines, s~lllm Lebanon, still
exposed to terrorism, and still getting killed almost every day;. somethm~ of a mess, and
dangerous. Our guests: by satellite from Amman, His Majesty King Hussein of Jordan; and,
from Miami where he is at home with Congress in recess, Dante Fascell of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, most likely its next chairman; the background on all this. from
John Martin; and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Tom WIcker.
All here on our Sunday program. . ..
Today's news since the Sunday morning papers: the Israeli Cabinet met and sa~d ag~n It

opposed allowing Yasir Arafat, who is or was leader of the PLO- oPPOse? allowing him to
have safe passage out of the Middle East and said it is time for King H~ssem of Jordan, w~o
is our guest today, time for King Hussein to involve himself in some kind of peace negona-
tions with Israel. Here is ABC's Bill Seamans in Israel.

BILL SEAMANS [voice-over]; The Israeli Cabinet repeated its criticism of the U.~. 's
plan to give Yasir Arafat safe passage from Tripoli under the U.N. flag. But the Cabinet
secretary fended off repeated questions about whether or how Israel intends to st~p ~fat
from leaving Tripoli. However, the Cabinet spokesman was more specific regarding King
Hussein, when asked if the timing is now right for King Hussein to join the palestinian
autonomy talks.

DAN MERIDOR,lsraeli Cabinet spokesman: The time is right for King Hussein
to come and join in the negotiations. I think that with the decrees and the PL~
influence and power as a terrorist organization and the power to threaten people In

those territories - in Judea and Samaria - the time is even more right than before for
King Hussein to join, not to ask the permission of this terrorist organization.

SEAMANS [voice-over]: Is Israel ready to make any concession to attract Hussein to the
conference table?

Mr. MERIDOR: We don't ask him to give anything in advance. We don't want to be
asked to give anything in advance.

SEAMANS: Thus, Prime Minister Shamir's government is sticking to the position ~h~t
Israel has taken initiatives by inviting King Hussein to talk and, by implication, that It IS
up to King Hussein to come forth now that whatever PLO pressures that may have been
holding him back have been lessened.
Bill Seamans, ABC News, Jerusalem.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Britain's Prime Minister Thatcher has sent a nice, friendly note to the new
civil~an government of Argentina saying her government is ready now to have normal
relations. That's the first word from London to Buenos Aires since the Falkland Islands war.
Before ~e American attack on the Syrians in Lebanon, President Reagan asked his military
leaders If the battleship New Jersey lying offshore couldn't use its big guns to hit the Synans
and to avoid the risk of sending airplanes. They said no, that airplanes could see the targets
and w?uld be more. accurate. Two planes were lost, one pilot killed and one captured.
We II be back With all the rest of today' s program in a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr, BRINKLEY: In the Middle East there are about a dozen currents- political, economic.
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military - flowing in all directions: the new American deal with Israel; the Russians strongly
represented in Syria, their new pal; a civil religious war continuing in Lebanon; the U.S.
Marines there being killed; Yasir Arafat's PLO seemingly coming apart and perhaps even
ceasing to exist; and more. And over all of it every day the persistent danger of a real war
with the United States somehow involved. lt is complex and it is dangerous. Before we try to
clarify it with questions for today's guests. here's some background from our Sunday regular,
John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: It is a modern parable, a caravan of diplomats, soldiers
and refugees crossing a shimmering desert in search of an oasis called peace. The
advance scouts see a path in the distance and a figure standing beside it, but it is too far to
see who it is. The mirage plays tricks. Is it Yasir Arafat on his way to Jordan to ask King
Hussein to negotiate for the Palestinians or is it King Hussein waiting for some signal to
act on his own? Once again this week the caravan was moving and trying to find the oasis.
In Washington the United States' special Mideast negotiator was calling on the King to
point the way. '

RICHARD FAIRBANKS, U,S, Mideast negotiator: Well, obviously what we'd like
to see King Hussein do is exactly the same as what we would have wished some 16
months ago when the President made his speech, and that's to lead an Arab delegation.
We think Jordan must be involved in this process. and his involvement was called for in
the Camp David accords. it was called for in the President's September lst initiative, and
it's absolutely at the heart of beginning a meaningful process to resolve the Palestinian
problem.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN [September I, 1982/: So tonight I'm calling for a fresh
start.

MARTIN {voice-over]: That speech called on all sides to compromise. Based on Camp
David agreements the Arabs would recognize Israel's right to exist, but Israel would
freeze its settlement of the West Bank. As part of a five-year transition the Palestinians
would win autonomy over local affairs, but not the right to an independent nation.

Pres. REAGAN: It is the firm view of the United States that self-government by the
Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaze. in association with Jordan. offers the best
chance for a durable. just and lasting peace. We base our approach squarely on the
principle that the Arab-Israeli conflict should be resolved through negotiations involv-
ing an exchange of territory for peace.

SOL LINOWITZ, fonner Mideast negotiator: It was hailed around the world, in the
Middle East and elsewhere, and all of us waited expectant for implementation. That has
not happened. I think there has been extensive disillusionment because there was not the
kind of follow-through which indicated we were really commined to the plan the Presi-
dent promulgated.
MARTIN {voice-over]: Under President Carter, Ambassador Sol Linowitz negotiated a
series of understandings between Anwar Sadat and Menachem Begin. Negotiators Lino-
witz and Fairbanks and others are hoping King Hussein will now represent the Palestin-
ians, either with or without Yasir Arafat's endorsement. The King nearly got such
approval last spring. diplomats say, but Arafat withdrew. clinging to the Arab League's
1974 endorsement of the PLO as the sole representative of the Palestinians. Still, the King
might act on his own with approval from independent Arab states and West Bank
Palestinians.

Amb. LlNOWITZ: My guess is his chances are better now than they have been, and that
what he is awaiting is the approval of his Arab brethren for him to assume that responsi-
bility. But my hope is that he will not wait too long.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Some observers in Israel and the United States saw an opening
this week when West Bank supporters of Arafat repudiated this Jerusalem tombing that
was first claimed, then disclaimed, by the PLo.
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HASAN ABDUL RAHMAN, PLO representative in the U.S.: We disclaim respon-
sibility for it, yes.
MARTIN {voice-over]: But if Arafat is ready to endorse King Hussein's initiative. his
representatives abroad are not ready to reveal it.
Mr. RAHMAN: I don 't think there is anything offered neither for King Hussein or for the
Palestinians to negotiate over.
MARTIN [voice-over]: The PLO insists on the right. in advance of negotiations. for
Palestinians to decide for themselves whether they want independence or confederation
with Jordan. But under siege and in retreat from Lebanon, how much influence can
Arafat exert on King Hussein?
Mr. RAHMAN: We may have suffered a setback in the last year or so. but we are not
mortally wounded. I think it would be a big mistake if the United States and if anyone else
feel that the PaJestinians are finished.
MARTIN {voice-over}: Beyond that, the Israelis show no sign of softening their policies
or freezing settlements on the West Bank. The Syrians show every sign .of insisting on a
say about negotiations. And the Americans, preoccupied with getting their Man~es out ~f
Lebanon, are not in a position in a presidential election year to carry out a diplomatic
strategy that would pressure Israel.
WILLIAM QUANDT, Brookings Institution: So King Hussein has to ask himself. is
this a good time to expect an all-out American effort with fuJI presidential involvement?
knowing nothing less than that will do very much for him, And he has to draw the
conclusion that this is not the best of times to ask the Americans to play all of their trump
cards.
MARTIN: When Prime Minister Shamir left here two weeks ago, there was considerable
question about what the United States had gotten in return for expanding its assistance,
and the widespread feeling in the Arab world that the United States had sl~ed so strongly
with Israel that it could no longer act as an honest mediator. American diplomats insist
those agreements were misunderstood, and what King Hussein must do now is decide
whether that's true and whether he wants to lead that caravan as it makes its way roward
an uncertain destination.
David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Representative Dante Fascell of Florida,
the 19th District, which is south of Miami down to and including Key West, and, with the
death of the chairman, he most likely will be the next chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Fasceil. thank you very much for coming in to talk with us; we're
delighted to have you.

DANTE FASCELL, (D) Florida, House Foreign Affairs Commillee: Thank you.
Good morning.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Morning. With me here is George Will of ABC News and Sam Donald-
son, ABC News White House correspondent. Mr. Fasccll. there's been a good
deal of objection in the Arab world and elsewhere about the U.S.- this country's new deal
with the Israelis. Do you have any objections?
Rep. FASCELL: No. I think that the Arabs should not be surprised at all. We've always
had that relationship, and ( think just the expression of this agreement doesn't add any~hl?g
particularly new, except one factor- that if there's any doubt about what the relationship IS.
this makes it quite clear, and I think that that's a fact of life that everybody in the Middle East
has to live with.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. let me ask you a question we keep hearing, and I'd like to hear your
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response to it. It is that it does strengthen this country's relationship with Israel; it does
increase economic and military aid, and the quesrion---
Rep. FASCELL: That was a foregone conclusion, you know.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. nevertheless. it happened.
Rep. FASCELL: Right.

Mr, BRINKLEY: And the question then is, and I say a question we hear, what did we get in
return?

Rep. FASCELL: Well, I think we clarified everyone's position in the Middle East with
respect to what we're trying to do there, and I think the basic issue is the survival of Israel in
case there's any doubt in anybody's mind that what we are basically after is the survival of
Israel and peace in the Middle East, and we intend to pursue it.

GEORGE WILL: Congressman, more than a year ago when the Marines first went in, you
supported that, but said only on the assumption that it's to facilitate a fairly swift withdrawal
of the foreign forces. You are not, you said, interested in getting the Marines into the middle
of a civil war. Since then there seems to be an ongoing civil war, yet Congress has given the
President 18 months' authority to keep the troops there. Whar would you have the troops do?
Do you want them off the runway at Beirut? Should they be more mobile? Should there be
more Marines? Give the President some advice.
Rep. FASCELL: Well. George, obviously we're between a rock and a hard place. and I
think our basic purposes there are still valid, but there's no question abour the concern that as
long as these-, our folks keep getting killed that there's going to be a lessening of support for
the continuation of our efforts there. So it seems to me that what we've got to do as quickly as
possible, protect our people, redeploy in some way if we have to, or in otherwise change
strengths of personnel with other people, and otherwise lessen our military involvement if
that's possible while we still maintain a position there.
Mr. WILL: Congressman, what do you have in mind when you say change our personnel or
the strength of our personnel?

Rep, FASCELL: Well, I mean perhaps get other countries who are closer to the action and
equally as concerned or more concerned abour the problem of economics and oil to put some
people in there.

SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Fascell. a week ago today U.S. forces in the air struck Syrian
targets in Lebanon. Do you think that was a wise move and should it be repeated if
necessary?

Rep. FASCELL: Well, I think that the President had to react in order to protect our people,
and it is a dangerous move. no question about it. The first time we've attacked Syrian
positions. And we can't keep just doing that if that's our only policy. That will really get us in
trouble, in my judgment. The administration says they don't want war with Syria. If they
don't want war with Syria, then we better do something else. And simply escalating and
retaliating is not a gO?d policy. We've got to have something better than that.

Mr. DONALDSON: But when you talked a moment about redeploying the Marines, if the
Marines are pulled out of Lebanon itself, let's say, taken to the ships, as we understand
Secretary Weinberger is suggesting, then what will be the explanation for their having been
there in the first place?

Rep. FASCELL: Well. I think their explanation for being there is still valid, and that is
we're trying to assist, with respect to the diplomatic efforts that are going on, to bring about
an independent and sovereign Lebanon, and to protect the northern border of Israel, and
generally to bring about peace. I mean, that's valid. Basically to underscore the ability of the
Lebanese government to take over control of Lebanon and to support and underscore the
diplomatic efforts that are going on there. I mean--

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. my question really, sir, is how does the presence of the Marines
in a defensive position at the airport do all those wondrous things that you just described?
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Rep. FASCELL: Well, agreed. it's a problem, but that's the reason we have a multinational
force there, and that's the reason why there is a difference of opinion about whether or not
they should have some other mission. I don't think they should have some other mission. hut
I don't like it any more than you do that they're sitting ducks in a barrel getting shot at and
with the United States retaJiating against the Syrians. I think we must find a better answer and
intensified diplomatic efforts is one of those answers; the other is to figure out some way to
redeploy those people so that they've got better protection.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Fascell-
Rep. FASCELL: And that- by the way. those are some of the matters we've been
discussing with the administration.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Me. Fascell. about an hour ago we had a report - or you might call it a
rumor - that Mr. Reagan plans to take the Marines out of Lebanon next summer, probably
July. Have you heard anything about that?

Rep. FASCELL: No. sir. No, sir. We haven't heard the first rumor about that. and we've
asked those questions in the recent briefings that we've had with the administration, but we'll
certainly pursue that matter. No, we have not heard any rumor at all about that.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Would the President tell the House Foreign Affairs Committee if he had
made that decision?

Rep. FASCELL: In advance? I would hope that he would, but I don't think that he will.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right.
Mr. WILL: Congressman, the most important military targets in the region there are the
sophisticated Soviet, and in some cases perhaps Soviet-manned, anti-aircraft missiles, but all
of them are in Syria. Would you consider it a serious escalation if the United States retaliated
against those sites in Syria?
Rep. FASCELL: Absolutely.
Mr. WILL: And would you- do you think, therefore, if the United States is restricted to the
kind of raid it conducted last week, what opportunity. what real lever does the United States
have for bringing pressure to bear on Syria?

Rep. FASCELL: In a military sense, not much. That's why I feel that simply retaliating
against Syrian positions in Lebanon is really not a fundamentally good policy, although we
may have to do it for self-protection.

Mr. WILL: What, then, is the incentive Syria has to negotiate? Can't it just sit there and let
pressure build up, as it surely will, on the domestic front in the United States for the
withdrawal of the Marines?

Rep. FASCELL: Mr. Will, you're absolutely right. The incentive is not very much, and
that means we have to intensify our direct efforts with Syria, whether we like it or not.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Fascell, you're a Democrat, and so you have a particular interest
in my next question, that we're going to have to look at as to whether you're objective in your
answer, but I want to ask you to grade President Reagan on his handling of foreign policy and
tell us whether you think it's going to be a plus or a minus for him should he run for
re-election' next year.

Rep. FASCELL: Well, nobody's perfect, of course. I'll start out with that. I don't want to.
you know,. be extreme in my answer that generally I think the Congress has been supportive
of t.he President's foreign policy. although there have been loud voices in opposition. Foreign
policy generally, except for the threat of war, is not a major political plus or minus. but
there's no question about it that there's a rising concern among the American people about
the threat of war, particularly over the Lebanon question. And if it gets worse. I think it'll
definitely be a minus for the President.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Fascell, thank you very much for coming in to talk with us.

Rep. FASCELL: Thank you. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been a pleasure to hear your views.
Rep. FASCELL: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. by satellite from Amman, His Majesty King Hussein of
Jordan. In a moment.

[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Your Majesty King Hussein, by satellite from Jordan, thank. you very
much for being with us today. I believe this is the first time you've been on American
television in over a year, if my recollection is right.
King HUSSEIN, Jordan: I believe you are.yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sir? What did you say?
King HUSSEIN: Go ahead, sir. I said I believe you are, yes. It's been a long time.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The Israeli Cabinet met this morning and said at the end of the meeting
that in its view it was time for you to involve yourself in negotiations with Israel about the
PLO and other matters. What is your response?

King HUSSEIN:My response is that the situation in the area and in the world requires us to
assess latest developments. As far as I am concerned, and as my kingdom of Jordan is
~onc~med. we have always been committed to the cause of establishing a just, durable peace
In this area. We have tried our best to contribute towards that end. but as you well know, and
the world, we are awaiting for the appropriate conditions. Certainly. Palestinian participation
and support, Arab support to be able to do so and also to know exactly where we are headed
for and whether we are going to succeed at long last in obtaining and achieving a just and
durable peace.

Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you think are the prospects for those conditions, those you've just
specified, coming to be?

King HUSSEIN: I believe that the conditions in the area are very dangerous. We are all at
the edge ?f a .precipice and the area is threatened, and as a result. world peace. Part of this
deterioration IS caused by the present tension between the superpowers-

Mr. WILL: Your Majesty- I'm sorry, go ahead. But your Majesty-
King HUSSEIN: And-- I'm waiting for you.

Mr. WILL: Oh, I'r:n sorry. Your ~ajesry, Israel, Syria and Jordan have at least one thing in
c~mmon: and that,ls they have all III the last 15years been engaged in violent, bloody conflict
Wlt~.Yasir Arafat s PLO. In 1974. at Rabat, the Arab nations designated the PLO the sole
le~I.t1~ate sfK'kesman of. the Palestinian people. Given that the PLO has been defeated
m.i1lt~ly. dispersed physically and weakened politically and is now engaged in a civil war
With Itself, are you now ready, as the king of a nation with a Palestinian majority, to resume
the role as the chief spokesman of the Palestinian people?

Kin~ HUSSEIN: .AII the~ developments do not alter the fact of our decision, and we will
contmu~ to.do busmess With a PLO which represents the people of Palestine and their hopes
and aspirations.

Mr. WILL: But which PLO is that-

King HUSSEIN: And we will have to wait and see.
Mr. WILL: Which PLO is that?

King HUSSEIN: Certainly the PLO that we recognized over the yearsand did businesswith.

M~. WILL: That would be the Arafat wing and not those supported by Syria?

King HUSSEIN: No. Any organization that is subservient to the will or policies of any Arab



state or any force in this world is certainly one that we would not recognize.
Mr. DONALDSON: Your Majesty, is the presence of U.S. Marines in Beirut and the
increasing tension between Washington and Damascus threatening the peace process there.
or is it actually in a certain way helping it?
King HUSSEIN: As far as Lebanon is concerned, Ibelieve that the main objective was. is
and should be ~ certainly it is ours - to see a free. independent Lebanon with the removal
of all foreign forces from that country and the reestablishment of the sovereignty over its
territory and the unity of its people. Anything that helps that process is welcome by us.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but my question to you was do those things help it that l
mentioned?
King HUSSEIN: I can't really be more specific; only time will tell. But certainly the
tensions in this world are not helping the solution of problems in this area.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Your Majesty, if Imay. you're a very important person in the
Middle East. You certainly understand the territory. You tell us that you have no idea
whether the presence of U. S. Marines and tension between Washington and Damascus helps
or hurts? Ican't believe that. sir.

King HUSSEIN: If the objective is what Ioutlined in terms of Lebanon. then. and if the
presence of the Marines and the multinational force is to secure that objective. I believe that
the objective should be clear before all by working for a simultaneous withdrawal of all
forces from Lebanon as soon as possible. and the presence of these forces in Lebanon should
be linked to attempting to secure the Lebanese reconciliation as soon as possible as well.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it sounds like--

King HUSSEIN: For this presence to remain there indefinitely.

Mr. D<?NALDSON: Well. it sounds like you're saying. when you talk about the simultan-
eous Withdrawal of forces. that you agree with President Reagan that Syria must withdraw at
the same moment that Israel withdraws. Is that correct?
King HUSSEIN: [have always stood fortotal withdrawal from Syria [sic] by both forces of
Israel and Syria and the military forces from Lebanon.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Your Majesty, the United States and Israel las. week or the week before
have Ju~t compl~t~ a new agreement or an expansion of an existing agreement involving
econonuc and military relationships. What is your view of it? What is your reaction to that?

K~ng HUSSEIN: We are still trying to understand its meanings and its implications. Ccr-
tainly what we have beard through the media reports is disturbing us enormously in this entire
area because. after all. the United States has a role and we hope a possible contribution to
make f?r the establishment of a just and durable peace in this area. It certainly can do that as
the United States, a superpower, a power interested in peace in this area. It cannot do it if it
has .embark~d upon a course that would make it an ally of Israel. in other words. an ally of a
belhgerent m the tragedy in which we all live.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You find some aspects of it disturbing. is that correct?
King. HUSSEIN: We, are trying to find all the facts about what has happened and their
meamngs and Implications of this.

Mr. WILL: Your Majesty. if the Israelis would agree to freeze or severely limit settlements
on the West Bank, would you come to the negotiating table with Israel?

King Hl!SSEIN: As far as I am concerned, I am willing to do everything and anything that
WQul.d?n~gus the fulfillment of our dream of a just and durable peace in this area. but I have
my limitations. I have to have Palestinian support, Arab support. I have to know that we have
a chance to.get :m.mewhere, and so far I haven't seen any Israeli actions that would indicate
that Israel IS willing to change its policies or approach. The occupied territories are still
referred t~ as Judea and Samaria; the settlement activities are continuing to create facts and
obstacles m the path of any future peace. and there is no change or alteration in that.
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Mr. WILL: Do you believe that the settlement policy has advanced so far that there's almost a
point of no return. that the Israeli presence is so large as to be irreversible. or so large as to
be. over the long term. intolerable?
King HUSSEIN: I believe that it is fast approaching the point of being an obstacle that is
almost impossible to surmount. In addition to that. we are very. very deeply disturbed about a
plan to reallocate people- Palestinians from their present camps to locations in the Jordan
Valley. which we believe is probably a first step towards pushing them out of the entire
occupied area.
Mr. WILL: But Your Majesty, if we are fast approaching this point, doesn't that make it all
the mor~ urgent for you to intervene in the process?
King HUSSEIN: If my intervention had any results. I would certainly be willing to do so.
However. the point is that as things stand, with the lack of clarity of where we are going.
242. the famous Security Council resolution, meant territory for peace. As the territory is
contested to the point where Israel says it will not return it. there is no chance for us to make
any progress. And at the same time, one can't see how we can embark to an area where
conceivably what one is asked to do is to take on not only Israel but Israel's supporters in this
world. maybe even the Palestinians. the Jordanians. who might not feel very much that it
would be going to lead to anywhere for us to embark on such a venture. The Arabs. the
Soviets. the whole world. I mean. this is asking the impossible. really. and is utterly
unrealistic.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Your Majesty. if I may intenupt briefly here. we'll be back with more
questions for King Hussein in a moment.

[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Your Majesty, something over a year ago President Reagan offered a plan
for at least the beginning of some sort of peace settlement in the Middle East. which included
an autonomous West Bank. in association with Jordan. The Israelis rejected it very quickly.
Have you-- do you have any further thoughts on it? Would you say it is alive at this date?
King HUSSEIN: It certainly represented a very great hope at the time and Ido not believe
that the President's determination to make a contribution for the establishment of a just and
durable peace in this area has wavered. However. the facts are that Israel rejected the entire
plan. as you well know.
Mr. DONALDSON: Your Majesty. to what extent does the Soviet presence in Syria
represent a threat to Jordan and to peace in the Middle East?
King HUSSEIN: The danger in the area is of polarization. and that is probably a very
dangerous and serious development in this area due to its strategic location. And probably is
born also of the fact of the tensions that exist between the superpowers at this time.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now. there are about 7.CXX>Soviet personnel in Syria. according
to our estimates. Does that represent the kind of danger that you think could lead to a
superpower confrontation?
King HUSSEIN: It's a two-sided issue. and an escalation here could lead to an escalation
there. and it would be disastrous if polarization occurred in this area. What is at stake then is
our freedom, our identity as a people, and the rights of our furore generations. but more than
that, the danger to all who live in this area and maybe the world.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now, as you know. President Reagan has said that one reason for
the presence of U.S. forces there was to prevent the Middle East from falling into the Soviet
bloc. Do you think that's likely. and do you think that' s helpful for the President to say that?
King HUSSEIN: That is the President's view and I have nothing to say about it, but I'd like
to say that if the root cause of all instability in this area is tackled, the still unresolved
Arab-Israeli issue. then this area would live in peace and would live in freedom. free from all
dangers. and free of the possibilities that we see before us of eruptions and disasters overtak-
ing all in this area.
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Mr., WILL: Your Majesty, you said a moment ago that Resolution 242 envisions a trade of
territory for peace. Since Resolution 242 was passed in 1967. the settlements policy began.
'Y0uld y~)Unow c?~true Resolution 242 to require, as an exchange of territory for peace. the
dismantling of exisung Israeli settlements?
King HUSSEIN: 242 in our view means that these settlements are illegal. In point of fact,
the~ c~ntrave~ ~very known international agreement in terms of administration of occupied
terryton.es. Thi~IS a reality. And this is why and where we say that a continuation of this
policy IS creatmg more and more obstacles in the path of tile establishment of a just and
durable peace.

Mr. WILL: I understand your position, Your Majesty. on the continuation of the settlements.
but my qu~stlon IS about whether or not you would see a fulfillment of 242 requiring, in the
end, the Withdrawal of Jewish settlements on the West Bank?
King HUSSEIN: They are there illegally, but what we are talking about is the basis for a
process that begins an~ ends ~ith the establishment of a just and durable peace, and my
posinon at this stage IS what It has always been. that these settlements are illegal and.
obviously ~~hen ~II are involved in attempting to secure an end to this tragedy. this particular
aspect of It IS gomg to be the subject that is going to be addressed---

Mr .. BRINKLEY: Well, Your Majesty, the Israelis regard the West Bank as a piece of
territory conquered In war, a war in which they were attacked. And I believe their preference
IS to hold ~t.as other. countries around the world. perhaps including ours. hold territory
conquered In war, so ISO 't the- hasn't the West Bank become an absolutely immovable
obstacle in your view?

King HUSSEIN: No. I believe that the West Bank is a conquered territory, but it has its
rOPI~~d It must ~ returned to the people who must exercise their rights in it, and the
0!'llu a IS, on~~ again. total withdrawal for total peace. This is the only way I can see out of
this present cnsrs and tragedy.

ther !?ONALDSON: Your Majesty, Yasir Arafat is preparing to set sail from Tripoli and
ther\~ some q~estlon about whether Israel is going to let him go without attempting to attack
t ~ S ip on which he's sailing. What would be the effect of such an attack?

beKIIr:'9HthUSSEIN: It would be a terrible disaster and a very tragic crime ifit does occur, and (reve at the PaJestinian h be h
be s ave en ounded enough over so many years and there has gotto a stop to that.

Mr. DONALDSON' Wily . If
as you mi ht lik br e, no;v, our Majesty. perhaps you're not free to express yourse
. g e, ut wouldn t the removal of Yasir Arafat perhaps help things?
KIng HUSSEIN: No, J do not believe it would.
Mr, BRINKLEY: George?
Mr, WILL: Well Your M . ty .
total withe alf ajes , you Said a moment ago that your policy is still, under 141,raw lor total peace Now kn. .withdraWal b t th .• as you ow, the Israehs construe 242 as saying some
the Latrun ~ali~nt ~ri~adamant.~at Israel will never again be a country nine miles wide at
peace what is tho ISyour. posinon that the Israelis must agree to total withdrawal for total
K,' ere to negotiate about? Wouldn't all the difficult points be settled? .
Ing HUSSEIN' I'm . h .

there is someth· ' h saymg t 3t- secunty is a slate of mind. It's a belief on both sides that
109 onorable something· t th· I· 'thand protect and it i . thei .' JUs, SOme mg acceptable that they can Ive WI

242' it is c~rtainll :~ l~ ~Ir Interest to do so. As far as I am concerned, the basis for thai is
of September 1st 19~?~IS. fo~Camp David; i,t's the basis of the President's recent initiative
say 242 must be'th b' I~I~ e only foundation on which we can work., And this is why J
satisfactorily. e aslS or any future process that eventually deals with this problem

Mr, BRINKLEY: Your Majesty hank
enjoyed hearing your views. ' t you very much for being with us today, We've
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King HUSSEIN: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our discussion here with everyone free to say whatever he
likes within some limits. and joining us will be Tom Wicker, columnist for The New York
Times. In a moment.
[commercial break)
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, if we may tum now from foreign concerns to domestic, Iwould like
to recall a remark made this week by Edwin Meese. who is one of the senior White House
counselors. And I' II cut it down a bit. What he said was that he doubted and had seen no
official information showing thai there were any hungry people in the United States. And
there has been some reaction, as you might be aware and as you might guess. Sam, what's
yours?

Mr, DONALDSON: Well. it was Ed Meese's words, but it was Ronald Reagan's thoughts. I
think Ed Meese reflects, more than any senior adviser, a mirror image of Mr. Reagan's
thought process, and you just have to look at the record. The President has led the fight
against fraud and cheating in government programs for the poor and the hungry for years and
years. So for Ed Meese to say, "Well. I haven't seen statistics saying there are hungry
children, ,. and for him to say, "1 think some of the people in the soup line probably could
pay for it; they're just there because it's more convenient" is a reflection of what the
President thinks.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, is it false?
Mr, DONALDSON: There are people in soup lines. I suppose, that have some money in
their pocket. Isuppose there are not as many hungry children as some people would suggest.
But the tone is false from the standpoint of the thrust of the reasons for the soup lines and the
reasons for programs to care for hungry children. Is the glass of water half empty or half full?
Mr. Reagan always sees it. you know, emptying out from the standpoint of the public having
to pay for these things rather than filling up for the benefit of hungry children and poor.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tom. what do you think. about Ed Meese's little discourse?

TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Well, of COUl'" it impolitic, particularly the
statement that some of the people are cheating in the soup lines. But I was interested that he
put so much emphasis on the report of the President's commission on this subject, which I
believe is due in January. When that commission was appointed. of course, it was criticized
very heavily for being not a very either knowledgeable or one that woul~ ~ikely.have a
Reagan point of view. 50 I don't know exactly how much-- how much validity this report
will have. But it's interesting-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, does any President ever appoint an investigating commission made
up of his political enemies?

Mr, WICKER: Yes, I think you could say that recently. for example, the Social Security
Commission, the Scowcroft Commission. they were pretty evenhanded by comparison to this
one, but what's interesting is that almost by common consent about 10 years ago both parties
agreed that the question of hunger had essentially been eliminated. That didn't mean that
there wasn't somebody hungry here and there, but essentially the question of hunger in
America has been eliminated. A decade later. this question has arisen again very Sharply, and
I think that's the one that the Reagan administration can't quite escape.
Mr, BRINKLEY: George?

Mr. WILL: I think Mr. Meese has a tenuous hold on about one-tenth of a tiny point, and it is
that there is a political use of statistics about deprivation, and particularly when we begin to
introduce the concept of relative deprivation so that the social services bureaucracy would
never lack a client group in the country. Fair enough, make that point. but don't make it this
way because we can take Mr. Meese across not 100 yards from his office in Lafayette Square
and show him people whose deprivation is absolute. And I happen to have been out and
watched some of these people at the soup ~tchens, and it's not the sort of place you'd go if
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you had an extra dollar in your pocket.

Mr. DONALDSON: But. George. that's the way they-
Mr. BRINKLEY' S I .ked' th .' am, et me interrupt a second. I want to ask a question that keeps being
and In e mall,and otherwise. With all the money we spend on welfare and on food stamps
an so on, why IS anyone hungry?
Mr. WILL: There's a for thi The .who mak .~ason or IS. telegenic people- let's face it. they're the people
Abo t e .g<XXJ television film- are the real homeless. people who are drifting in our cities
care~s~ ~~~ ~~~emaJ~av~ a severe alcohol problem. Another third are probably the result of
ou ht t SI I?" .lza~1Onof the mentally ill - I mean, people who ought- perhaps
th g 0 beSo°Ulof inStItutions but need community~based services then and they don't have
em now. we're deal" h ith .'

soup kitchens a Jot f mg ere.wl ~J.e---:- by the way. If you talk to people around the
president A ' . 0 them will say 11 ISO t Ronald Reagan. It doesn't matter who's
through th ce~aJ.n number of people can't cope with me modem world' they're going to fall
private ch:nne~,M~wever tight the mesh, in an urban soc.ief?'~ are goin'g to be ~epe~dent?n
being cheated . fMeese probably ought to relax. This IS pnvare money that IS- if we re

out 0 a peanut buner sandwich--- [crosstalk]
Mr. WICKER: There i .
society-c. s a certain structural group that's always going to be there in any

Mr. DONALDSON" y• ou mean the poor are always going to be with us?
Mr. WILL: Some of them.
Mr. WICKER: Well of . h
SOCietythe .' course, t ey are: but presumably they are going to be-- in a decent
agitates th: ~a~:g ~o~ .tak.e~cm:e of rn some way, and I think the question that probably
hungry people h beeministration IS not really all that relevant, and that is, how many
Mr. BRINKL a.ve n created by Reagan programs? That is the political issue-

EY. How many have been?
Mr. DONALDSON: But that doesn't agitate-
Mr. WICKER: Well" I don't know.
Mr. DONALDSON" The . h .
is the money be' . q:stlon t at agitates the Reagan administration, at least up front.
Speakes the PreISn'~dspet'nt, cause a lot is spent through--- of government money. Larry

, en s spokesman h ' ..
marks did not say th Presid .' avmg to try to defend or explain Mr. Meese s re-
and these are the re e s~ en~,dldn't agree with him, did not try to say Mr. Meese is right
programs have incre~nsti e simply ttrrt:w up a lot of. statistics to show how government
with welfare and th ro~ the standpomt of money smce 1980 in all of the areas thai deal
hunger that the President an ~hehungry, His point seemed to be that this commission about

I em appomted'IS" . ,out why all !hi '. ,I main purpose tn Mr. Reagan's view. ISto try to find
s money ISbeing spent d '11h .can cut down the money. an sn ave, as you pomt out. hungry people. so they

Mr. WICKER: Well One re
absolutely but so has' th din the amount of money having been spent may have risen
unemploy:nent, because :~': w~n the period you're talking about since 1980 because of high
- I might say Rea an ro ole vanery of reason~, many of which are traceable to ~ven~
term." Buttheyare~ Pblgrams. someone else might say "things that happened m this
you're still going torahcea eta tbhat.If you correct all that, George's point is well taken, that
. ave a su stanti I be f .kitchens. ra num r 0 people who are gomg to need soup

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well the' .
":h~t, but if you take what re~ .somethIng wrong somewhere, and I don't know exactly
dIVide it imo the amount ote heve, to be the number of poor families in this country and
the helpless and so on 't money thiS country spends to feed the JXlOrand the hungry and
conclusion is, I think ~ ~~.m~sout to,a very substantial amount of money per family. So my
administration and rent an~Sfill~t~n~~t1ve- that. far too much of it is spent on overhead and
Mr. WICKER' Th a mets and mimeographing and so on.

• at may be a fact, but it's also a fact that you can't take all- in the first
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place, you don't know how many there are because the census is not accurate on this subject.
In the second place. there are a lot of people who are destitute literally fall into the interstices
of society, They don't know how to go somewhere and apply for help or how to get food
stamps or anything of that sort. They simply do not know how to take advantage of what
might be available.
Mr. WILL: I would think. the Reagan administration would come out on the front porch of the
White House and lead cheers for the soup kitchens because this is voluntary charity. the sort
of thing the President praises rightly. These are people who are not doing this for money;
they're doing it for love. And they're not doing it at the taxpayers' expense,
Mr. WICKER: But you see, in their defense. it's got to be said that the Democrats are going
to attack them, the Reagan administration, for causing hunger in me country. Now, they may
or may not have done that. but the Democrats are certainly going to claim it, Therefore the
Republicans are going to be defensive on this issue.
Mr. DONALDSON: Wierd way to defend it.
Mr. WICKER: I agree with that.
Mr. DONALDSON: In a political year coming up, with the President's- one of his main
problems being the feeling that he is insensitive to the poor. that he is the rich man's
president- that's what the Democrats say all the time. For Mr. Meese to put it this way, I
mean, with friends like that you don't need enemies.

Mr. WICKER: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. he's got some political enemies and we are in the beginning- in
fact. the beginning was a year or two ago, of a campaign to elect a president in which
everybody of both parties is promising everything to everybody without ever saying how he
is going to do it. We spend almost four years every four years electing a president. People in
other countries and a great many in this country - to some extent including me - think this
system is idiotic. It goes on so long, costs so much money, is such a drain on people's
attention, if they pay any attention. Do you agree, Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I don't mind politics. (like it. as a matter of fact.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I don't mind politics. either, but do you want four years of politics
every four years?
Mr. DONALDSON: No, but you can tum it out, David, I mean, you can tum it off. You
don't have to read it. I think it's fine, because frankly, I think, the more we can see these
people in the pit. and that's what a primary season does, and if they want to run around,
whether it's in the back of a Volkwagen or whether it's in a big bus, the year or two before,
it's all right with me. The more we see how they deal with political problems, the more we'll
be able to get some idea how they might deal as president. although an imperfect one. So I
think it's fine. What I don't like is the electoral system. I understand why the Founding
Fathers cooked it up. but I want a direct vote for president by every person in the country who
is eligible to vote.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. how about the campaign system we have developed? Tom, what do
you think of it?
Mr. WICKER: Well. you have to remember that in 1968 Hubert Humphrey could be elected
without entering a single primary- nominated without entering a single primary. I myself
don't want to go back to a system like that. I think at the same rime, when you have, I believe
it's eight Democratic candidates now running in more than 30-odd primaries. and most of
them running for if not four years, at leasr two. then I do think that's overdoing it. Well. it's
interesting to see that the Democratic rules this year. as rhey now obtain, were an effort. to
move back at least part way, to close the system a linle bit. not to have it quite as open as they
made it after 1968. Jesse Jackson, and to some extent the other. the lower-ranking candidates
now are complaining about those rules. They say it doesn't give them their full chance. So I
think what's happened here is that in the Democratic Party. in particular. you have an
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ongoing controversy over how open the party should be in terms of its presidential nomina-
tion that's been going on for more than a decade; it hasn't been settled. And 1think ultimately
you're going to come down somewhere between 1968 and 1976 on the consequences.
Mr. WILL: I would cheerfully go back to the pre-t %8 system. The first reformed convention
of the Democratic Party, the one thar was supposed to really reflect the will of the American
people, the majority party in this country, the Democratic Party, nominated a candidate.
George McGovern, who then swept Massachusetts and the District of Columbia. 1 don't
think that's how you represent the people. The more we've democratized the process. the
more we've made it really subservient to intense, compact, organized, ideologically unrepre-
sentative minorities. Leaving that aside, David, I think Chirac right now is campaigning to
beat Mirterrand five years from now in France. Mrs. Thatcher began her campaign to become
prime minister six years ago. Campaigns never end. This is the ongoing conversation of our
society, and I don't see why we should complain that it is constant.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, George, what's wrong with activists?
Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you think of this"

Mr. DONALDSON: You seem to make a case against activists who work for their candidate
or their ideology quite diligently?

Mr. WILL: No, I'm saying that at a convention when the mayor of Chicago couldn't be
seated on the floor because he didn't represent the people of Chicago, and various poets.
playwrights and actresses were on the floor because they represented the American people,
something has gone badly wrong with the party that the American people understood.

Mr. WICKER: Well, something had gone badly wrong in 1968. too. George. I don't think
you can make quite as sweeping an indictment as you've done. Out of those same rules,
Jimmy Carter was elected in 1976. Operating in essentially the same fashion _ the rules
were somewhat different - but Ronald Reagan was elected in a great victory in 1980. He ran
through all those primaries. I think that in our society in particular, and now that the voice of
various interests and minorities really insist on being heard, and why should they not be heard
in this society? You've got to have a system where they can be in the parties.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Tom, that has to be the last word. I have to interrupt. Time is up. Thanks
very much.

~e'Jl be back with a few words about some of the highest-priced real estate in the world.
but It does have a nice view. In a moment. .
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentaryj: Finally. from world affairs to politics to this. A football
game is ~nly a football game, with some very heavy players kicking and falling and catching
and pushing each other around - a demolition derby without wheels. Except when the te~s
are the Dallas Cowboys and the Washington Redskins. Then. with the (WObest teams m
foo~ball and with ~eir famous rivalry, it becomes an event of epic proportions before an
~udlence of screarrung Romans, including some wearing funny hats. Well. at today's game,
10 Dallas, at Texas Stadium, which is something to contemplate. If you don't have a ticket.
the c1assifi:d ads offer them for sale at $300 each. But of course you don't need tickets if you
o~n what IScalled a circle suite. That's a private. enclosed box, heated, cooled, carpeted,
private bathrooms, kitchens. bars, big soft chairs to watch the game, and television for
mstant replays. One of these boxes sold recently for $1 million a box 16 by 16 feet. That
works OUtto a cost pe~square foot of $3,906.25. For about $100' a square foot you can buil~
a first-c.lass house. So IImust be the most expensive real estate in the world. But. of course. If
you b~i1d a ho~se you can't look out the front window and watch the Cowboys play the
Redskins. and to Texas. that's got to be worth a few dollars.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS ntiS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

December 18, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington, in New York and in other places concerned ahout
being blown up, we're all here and glad to have you with us. We'll have roday's news since
the Sunday morning papers and terrorism - killers, kamikazes, willing and even eager to die
in the act of killing others, those they regard as infidels. These are acts of religious fanati-
cism, apparently mainly Islamic. We have seen it in Lebanon, in Kuwait, other places, and
specialists in this field now expect to see it in the United States. Our guests: William
Webster, director of the FBI; Said Rajaie Khorassani, Iran's ambassador to the United
Nations; Robert H. Kupperman, a specialist in the study of terrorism at Georgetown Univer-
sity's Center for Strategic and International Studies; Michael A. Ledeen, consultant on
terrorism to the U.S. Department of Defense. The background on all this from John Martin,
and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Jody Powell. All here on our
Sunday program.
First, today's news since the Sunday morning papers. U.S. Navy warships off the coast of

Lebanon opened fire again this morning shooting at Syrian positions onshore. Fifteen minutes
earlier, American reconnaissance planes had flown over and were fired at from the ground.
Instant retaliation.
Th~ PLO in Tripoli, waiting to board ships and leave, was bombarded this morning by the

Israelis' gunboats.
In Kuwait the government said nine Iraqis and three Lebanese were involved in the

bombing of the French and American embassies last week. Ten have been arrested, it said,
and they all have confessed.
The Japanese election. Early results are in, and the present government, the Liberal

Democratic Party, is losing seats - surprising to many there _ and it mayor may not wind
u~ with a majority. Former Prime Minister Tanaka, at the center of a scandal about taking
bnbes from Lockheed, is winning even so. ABC's Jim Laurie, in Tokyo.

JIM. LAURIE [voice-over]: Parliamentary campaigning in Japan began two weeks ago.
Having been given an added boost last month by President Reagan in a highly publicized
:ound of summitry, Prime Minister Nakasone was out kissing babies and leading his party
10 .a test ~f .strength, a special test in the wake of the bribery scandal involving the former
Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka, who is a close political ally of Nakasone.
. Based on early returns, it appears Tanaka, although convicted of receiving $2 million
10 ~~eed Aircraft Company bribes, will win a parliamentary seat easily, computer
projections show, by a margin greater than his last victory in 1980. The ruling Liberal
Democratic Party now commands a comfortable 3D-seat majority in Japan's lower house.
The balloting today, it was hoped, would keep most of those numbers. Any loss of
strength here would be considered a blow to Mr. Nakasone, leading to calls for a new
party leader.

[on camera] There is little doubt here about the outcome of this election. The Liberal
Democra~, th~ party which has ruled Japan for more than 30 years, will go on ruling. The
only qu~stIon.ls over the fate of Mr. Nakasone, and the political wrangling over that will
not begm untIl all the returns are in on Monday.
Jim Laurie, ABC News, Tokyo.

Mr. BRINKLEY: The JXJlicein London said this morning the blast at Hamxl's department
store yesterday killed five people and injured 91. They blame it on the Irish Republican
Anny.
Here in Was~ngton, Samuel ~erce, the secretary of Housing and Urban Development in

th~ Reagan cabmet, ~as ~ his press secretary because, she says, she was caught being
friendly and cooperanve With the press. Pierce likes to run a nice, quiet agency _ so quiet
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that at a White House gathering the President. for whom he works, didn't know who he was.
We'l! be back with the rest of roday's program in a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: In Washington and in federal installatio~s across ~e country, including
New York. there are barriers and various defenses now against terrorists, particularly those
who like to drive up with a truckload of explosives and blow up what they regard ~ an
enemy, seeing it as an honor, a religious experience. to blow themselves up a~the same time
- similar to the Japanese kamikazes in World War II, w~o ~ere eager to fly airplanes loaded
with bombs into military targets and blow them up, dying m the'proce~s. We. have se~n a
good. deal of this in the Middle East. There is some fear now we Will~e It ~ere III the United
States. Before we question our guests, here is some background on this homble development
in modem history from our man John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN {voice-over]: This is what a pilot sees. taking off f:om ~ational Airport
in Washington and moving toward the White House. Since a ter:ronst might attack from
the air, security officials have been monitoring flights for some time fro~ a command at
control center in the old Executive Office Building; they have almost no time, however, to
decide whether a plane flying into restricted air space is friend or foe. But by one report
this week, the monitors can call on ground-to-air missiles to shoot dow~ ~ attacker.

[on camera] The government h~n't confir:rned or ?enied th~[ those missiles are ~adr
here, but considering all the secunty precautions we ve seen. III recent weeks, David, It
doesn't seem all that unlikely. In fact. as you can see, the white House has constructed a
series of barricades that would keep vehicles from driving onto the grounds here the way
they already have in Beirut and Kuwait. .. .

[voice-over] In April, a suicide terrorist drove explosives mto the Um~ State~ ~m.
bassy in Beirut. In October, two truck ~mbers destroyed Fre~h and Amencan ~IIItary
barracks in Beirut. And just this week to Kuwait. one terronst drove a. ~ck into the
American Embassy gare; others attacked the French Emb~s7 ~d Kuwaiti govemme~t
facilities. In most cases, shadowy groups claim resJXJnsiblh1Y.I.n the name of Isl~lc
fundamentalism, the kind associated with the Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran. Whoever IS 1.0
blame, security has now grown tighter in Washington. At the S~te Department late this
week, workers installed 12 cement barricades ac~s the mam entrance. ~atrol cars
blocked the driveways. Television cameras monitored movements. Secunty guards
searched for weapons.
Amb. ROBERT SAYRE, Office for Combatting Terrorism: As you can see: there
are things being done outside this building to prevent a possible car-bomb attack on It. But
it's not a high level of alert.
MARTIN: We have not yet confirmed that there is a credible threat to these buildings here
in Washington?
Amb. SAYRE: That's correct. We haven't.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But across town the Pentagon is taking no chances. This coming
week workers are scheduled to block off this vast underground passag.e used by the
pUbli~. At federal buildings acro~s the coun~ security is ~l~ reportedly t~ghter. I.nNew
York, more barriers installed at mght at the Urnt~ States rrussion to t.heUnited Nations. It
was here that the Iranian ambassador warned thiS week that th~re mlgh~ be ~ore attacks.
But later, in his office. signing his Chrisunas cards and discussmg Islanllc phlloso~h~, the
ambassador insisted the attacks are not the work of Iran or the Ayatollah KhomemJ. but
the inspired actions of devout Muslims.
SAID RAJAIE KHORASSANI, Iranian Ambassador to the U,N.:. His experience
is that this is right, this is the law of God. 1bis is the law of nature. ~IS IS exactly the
same law according to which the sun rises and the stars, you know, shme.
MARTIN: Are you justifying the attacks, then, these suicide attacks as the only thing-

Amb. KHORASSANI: I just say that they are inevitable. I'm not justifying them. You
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see, when you just put the seed in the ground the plant comes out.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN {December /4. /983{: The best evidence that we
have- you couldn't go into court and say that Khomeini ordered this. But what we do
know is that a group that has been taking credit for these attacks and has claimed that
they are responsible for many of them, is a group that seems to be of some size that is
definitely with an Iranian connection.

Amb. KHORASSANI: It's an allegation. If you are in an lslantic society. as soon as
you produce this allegation you have to produce evidence or you will be punished.

Amb. SAYRE: We have a considerable amount of intelligence on who's involved in
these things.

~ARTlN:And based on that, it's clear that the Iranian government has played some role
In these attacks?

Amb. ~AYRE:That's what the highest officials of this government have been saying,
and I think we have the background information to back that kind of a statement.
MARTIN: You've seen that intelligence?
Amb. SAYRE: Oh, yes, I see it all the time.
M!,RTlN [voice-over]: Even so, it is not yet conclusive, so American officials say they
will n?t rev~al what they know. Meanwhile, Ambassador Sayre's anti-terrorism staff is
doubling this week to 18 positions. Other offices share duties and in all the State
Department is spending about $100 million on security. But it didn;t stop ;he Kuwait
bombing, and Ambassador Sayre says he doubts anyone can be blamed for what hap-
pened. He also raises a larger issue.

Amb. SAYRE: We are overseas to deal with other goverrunents, to deal with other
people, so I ~on 't think we can, as some people suggest, fortify our embassies because
then we won t be performing our function.
MARTIN [voice-over]; But the editor of Mideast Report based in New York suggests
that fortifications may be necessary. . ,

DAVI.D MIZRAHI, Editor, Mideast Report: We are not going to see the end of the
terronst attacks, definitely not.

MARTIN: Are they likely to spread to the United States?

Mr. MIZRAHI: They are likely, yes. to spread to the United States.
MA~N: The White Hou~ has had gates and fences for a long time, but to be prudent
the Uruted ~tates now finds Itself barricading the very buildings that once symbolized its
openess to Its own people and to the rest of the world. It's clear that the threat can be
exaggerat~, ~ut. it ~an:t be ignored. which raises once again the question of just how
open Amenca s msntutrons can continue to be

David? .

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Conting next, from New York. the Iranian ambassador to
the United Nations. Said Rajaie Khorassani. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador, in New York, thank you for coming in to talk with us
today.

Amb. SAID RAJAIE KHORASSANI: You're welcome.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson, ABC
News White House correspondent. Mr. Ambassador. I believe you say that [ran, your
c?untIy, your government, has no responsibility whatsoever for these bombing attacks.
nght?

Amb. KHORASSANI: You are right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Then has your government done anything to discourage them or to disown
them?
Amb. KHORASSANI: There are plenty of things which are happening in different parts of
the world. We neither encourage them nor discourage them. We have no involvement in
them.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Ambassador, do you think that it might be congruent with your
service in an institution like the United Nations to take this opportunity to express for your
government a denunciation of terrorism as an instrument of policy?
Amb. KHORASSANI: I think my government has already denied its involvement in what
you call acts of terrorism in the Middle East. but if we wanted to go further and take a
political position, as you say, as to denunciating such things, then we have to go to the entire
episode and take all the events from the very beginning up to the end. We cannot pick up one
part of it. We think we have to denunciate all those factors which result in such situations.
Mr. WILL: You say "what we call terrorism." Do you think that's an inappropriate label to
put on some of these episodes such as the bombing of the embassy in Kuwait or the bombing
of the Marines in Beirut?
Amb. KHORASSANI: I think those are equally terrorizing as what you are doing in
Lebanon. You are terrorizing the people; they are terrorizing you. Why should we consider
one party terrorist and the other not?
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Ambassador. on Tuesday you said the United States had taken
an open position in Lebanon and was favoring one side. and you said that the United States
must prepare itself for further punishment from the Lebanese Moslem masses and for further
retaliation. What sort of retaliation do you have in mind?
Amb. KHORASSANI: I don't have anything in mind. I think when you go there, as you
said, a peacekeeping force and then you get involved in combat against the people, the
people will not sit down silent and they will do something against you. And then you will
retaliate and they will again retaliate. That's how it's going. That's what's happening.

Mr. DONALDSON: You say you don't have anything in mind. Why did you say it, then?
Amb. KHORASSANI: Because I was there analyzing the situation in a very factual
manner. and that was my- the picture that [have in mind, the picture that I conceive of the
situation in Lebanon. I was explaining that picture to my audience.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. were you talking about further retaliation just in Lebanon. or do
you expand that to include the United States and, say. Washington. D.C.?
Amb. KHORASSANI: I don't think so. I think the people of Lebanon, since they are
retaliating against you, you have to expect them to do something in the area. Why do you
think that they will come to the United States? It depends. probably. upon how far you go. I
don't know.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador. our understanding is that the people who, in effect,
commit suicide by driving truckloads of explosives into this place and that place see it as a
religious experience based in the Koran. the scriptures of Islam. My understanding, and I
would defer to you on this, is that the Koran says no such thing.
Amb. KHORASSANI: I think it is not always a religious act. For instance, as you men-
tioned. in the Second World War the Japanese pilot did it not for religious causes. [ don't
think that the crux of the matter is to say whether it is or it is not a religious act. I think what
you have to concentrate on is to see how the American image at the international level is
being destructed by the American foreign policy. You see the entire Europe is demonstrating
against you. You see your best friends in Britain are telling you. "Yankee, go home." The
same experience is in Germany. The same thing is in the Middle East. If you go to the Arab
world you will see that the masses are all against you. You are more and more dependent on
some puppet regimes in everywhere - in the Middle East. in Latin America and in the rest
of the world. Now you just deviate the public attention from this basic issue, and then go to
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whether such-and-such act was religious or otherwise. Are you going to open teaching a
course in religious studies on your program? This is-
Mr. WILL: Mr. Ambassador-
Amb. KHORASSANI: -not the issue.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, you say that our best friends in West Europe are demonstrating
against us and, to some extent, they are. But the only place we're being bombed is in the
Middle East.
Amb. KHORASSANI: It depends how you react. I think if you do the same thing to your
friend in Europe that you are doing to the people of the Middle East, you might receive the
same reaction from your friends in Europe as well. I mean, it's action and reaction.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, we're not attacking anyone in the Middle East, are we?
Amb. KHORASSANI: Are you not?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Not that I know of. The Marines in Lebanon are sitting quietly asking
mainly to be left alone.

Amb. KHORASSANI: Really? You think this New Jersey is a very powerful gunboat, and
in one of the bullets killed only 25 of the Druses. How do you explain that? What about your
planes which bombarded many- even, what about the bombardment of Bhamdun, for
instance, or Alayh? What about the bombardment of the Syrian forces? They had nothing to
do with you. You went to Lebanon; they did not come to the United States.
Mr, BRINKLEY: That came after the bombing.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr.-
Amb. KHORASSANI: So you brought the- yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Ambassador, let me ask you more about your denial that your
govenunent has anything to do with the terrorism bombings, whether in the Middle East or
elsewhere. Why do you think high officials of the United States government think otherwise?
Amb. KHORASSANI: I think that is a very good question that high officials of the United
States are better prepared to answer. I think since you want to divert the attention of the
public from the basic issues, you have to find some scapegoat and, under the circumstances,
the best is Iran. Imean, who can be presented as responsible for all those things other than
[ran? Because the whole Iranian revolution has proved to be anti-imperialist and it has always
been against the American interest because American interest was seriously threatened in
Iran and in the Middle East by the revolution, and therefore the best thing is to just simply go
to Iran.

Mr. DONALDSON: So if I understand you correctly, you're just saying that our high
officials are deliberately misleading everyone, is that it?

Amb. KHORASSANI: I think they are not giving the whole truth to the public.
Mr. WILL: Ambassador, you said a moment ago that the United States in the Middle East
had only the support of puppet regimes - plural, regimes. Would you care to enumerate the
puppet regimes, and is it Iran's aim and policy to try and rid the Middle East of those
regimes?

Amb. KHORASSANI: I think you would be more reasonable if you would explain what the
relation between your regime and the people- and the regimes in the Middle East.
Mr. WILL: You used-

Amb. KHORASSANI: We have excellent relations with our neighborly countries, with our
brotherly countries. Our relations in the Persian Gulf with Kuwait and with, for instance,
Qatar, or emirates, are very good, and we would like to have better relations with them. On
the other hand, we see that you always propagate sort of differences, embarrass our friends,
and you have always told them that we want to destroy them, we want to occupy them, we
want to spread our revolution.-.

Mr. WILL: So, Ambassador, you-- then you will not name a puppet regime in the Middle
East?
Amb. KHORASSANI: I think the puppet regimes in the Middle East are those regimes
which we cannot- which cannot subsist without your support. Iam-. I think that President
Gemayel cannot continue his reign unless you stay there. That is one example.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ambassador, thank you very much for coming-
Amb. KHORASSANI: Most welcome.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you for coming in and talking with us.
Amb. KHORASSANI: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with questions for two specialists in this field, Robert H.
Kupperman of the Georgetown University Center for Strategic and International Studies, and
Michael A. Ledeen, a consultant to the U.S. Department of Defense. In a moment.
[commercial hreak}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kupperman and Mr. Ledeen, thank you very much for coming in to
talk with us today. Delighted to have you.
ROBERT H. KUPPERMAN, Georgetown University: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You have heard the Iranian ambassador to the United Nations denying all
knowledge of these terrorist acts in the Middle East, also refusing to take a position against
them. Do you have any information to the contrary? Do you have any information that Iran
is, directly or indirectly, involved in them? Mr. Kupperman?
Mr. KUPPERMAN: Well, just that my understanding from both U.S. and some foreign
intelligence sources all confirm that Iran is heavily involved. Clearly there is no way- there
is no scholarly means of documentation in this business; there may also be Syrian involve-
ment in some cases.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Heavily involved in what way? Furnishing the money? Supplying the
people or the planning or what? What can you tell us about it?
Mr. KUPPERMAN: Well, I think. that you have to understand that the several thousand
people ostensibly who are willing to commit suicide are really merely instruments of the
terror of terrorism. You've got to look at anyone operation as taking weeks of planning. If
you're going to get a bomb that's going to efficiently go off, you know, it's I,(XX) or several
thousand pounds. It's a detailed engineering job; it's not just taking a gob of plastique and
shoving a detonator in it. Any of the areas that are going to get hit are cased for a long time.
There's a big logistical problem. I just don't believe that a small number of suicidal people
are going to be able to accomplish this on their own.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ledeen, do you want to add anything to that?
MICHAEL A. LEDEEN, terrorism consultant: Well, I haven't looked at the Iranian
involvement in the Kuwait affair, but surely in the case of Beirut, in both of the bombings, it
seems impossible that anyone could have done it without the help of the Syrian government.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. How do we stop it, assuming we don't go to the source,
which is a high-level political decision? We don't go to war against Syria or iran and sort of
make those governments stop that way. How do we stop it locally?

Mr. LEDEEN: Well, you probably can't stop it locally. !fit has general causes, then you're
going to have to address them one way or the other. Look, we are now paying the price for
three historic mistakes. The first was dismantling the intelligence community in the mid- '70s;
the second was the fall of the Shah: and the third was Lebanon last summer. And we 've now
had a succession of events in which we have failed to develop our own capacity to find out
what's going on and to take measures to stop it in advance.
Mr. WILL: Did you say- what do you mean by Lebanon last summer?
Mr. LEDEEN: Well. we had the Syrians routed. We had the PLO about to leave, and we
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had a chance to finally get some kind of order that was attractive to us in Lebanon. Instead of
pushing that we acted as if the Israelis were the problem, moved against them, and we're
now facing a returned Pill and a returned Syria.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Kupperman, there are all kinds of targets for terrorism. We've seen embas-
sies, we've seen military troop concentrations, as in Beirut. We see a department store in
London yesterday. What are targets in the United States that people concerned with counter-
ing terrorism should wony about, and should we talk about this on the air? Are we giving bad
people bad ideas?
Mr. KUPPERMAN:Well, some of it is just rather obvious. The White House itself looks as
though it's a fortress or will become to look as though it's a fortress. Major prominent
facilities, public facilities, whether it be the Capitol or the State Department-s-

Mr. WILL: Well, those are symbols. Those are symbols, but what about-
Mr. KUPPERMAN:Well, terrorism is symbolism, George. It is theatrical. These people are
not capable of waging war in the sense of an army. They deal in a clandestine manner. They
attempt to evoke fear and they attempt, and I think quite successfully, to get the media to
hype it.
Mr. WILL: But it is in the nature, is it not, of a modem, complicated industrial society that
you could hit a power gridlock, grid, for example, and put a city in darkness for a week?

Mr. KUPPERMAN: George, it's absolutely true. You can hit natural gas pipeline system, or
a crude oil pipeline system, communications systems, etc. I certainly do not feel it's advis-
able in a public forum to discuss in detail how this is done.
Mr. DONALDSON: But what do you mean, "to get the media to hype it"? If a terrorist
blows up 239 U.S. Marines, that's going to be reported very heavily. Do you consider that
hype? If our embassy is bombed in Kuwait and we report it, is that hype? If the President is
threatened and the White House is turned into a fortress, as you say, is it hype?
Mr. KUPPERMAN: Sam, let me tell you. You certainly have to report the news. It's part of
the obligation of the news media in a free society. On the other hand, I just have the
impression that some of it was even-. it went well beyond just reporting the news.
Mr. WILL: But there are some people who think that in the case of the ultimate terror attack
of our time - the assault on the Pope - there has been, if anything, an underreporting of
this. I believe that's your position, Mr. Ledeen. What do we know about that, and explain
your position that the press simply hasn't paid enough attention to it.
Mr. LEDEEN: Well, these stories - the ones that Sam just asked about - are easy. It's a
~atic.event; it's colorful; there's footage on camera and so forth. The Pope story was hard
to mvesugaie. You have to have people in the area who had real sources in Italy and Turkey
and in ~ther countries. They had to speak languages; they bad to develop governmental
sources m Italy, for the most part, and by and large, with very few exceptions - Claire
Sterling, Paul Henze and Marvin Kalb and some of Blakemore's-;
Mr. DONALDSON: Bill Blakemore.

Mr. LEDEEN: -in your bureau in Rome - it just simply wasn't investigated. When, as a
result, you had just periodic announcements.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Tell me this. If we're going to build a banicade around the White House
- wall it in, or whatever it finally comes to be; wall in or otherwise isolate the U.S. Capitol
and lord knows where else, lord knows what other barricades we may decide it's advisable to
build. Would this a) interfere with Americans' civil liberties or merely our freedom of"
movement?

Mr. LEDEEN: Well, if I could just deal with it for a second, the answer is yes. Serious
defense against terrorism always impinges on civil liberties to a certain extent. If you look at
the West Europeans - Germany, Italy, Spain, even France, now to a certain extent -
measures that they're studying, it does restrict civil liberties. The question---- their experi-
ence, however, shows that if you get at it early and enlist a civic tradition in support of
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reasonable measures, that the cost is low. If you wait and wait 'til terrorism gets out of hand
and a great public hue and cry begins and then the hype starts, because then it becomes a
political issue, then the measures are much worse and much more damaging to the public.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Kuppennan, what level of attack should we try to defend our
public officials against? I mean, at one end of the scale is a lone gunman who is not
organized, but at the other end one can think of all sorts of situations that are not now being
protected against in Washington. How far should we go?
Mr. KUPPERMAN: Look, I think we have to defend against what we understand. we
understand current tactics to look like. That is the speeding car or the truck with explosives,
obviously the assassin. All of this has happened and we've got to be able to deal with it.
However, we better start thinking about some national security issues of a slightly different
nature. We don't protect key nodes of the power system, let's say. That goes well beyond
terrorism. This deals with the civil emergency preparedness base of this country and we're
not dealing with it very effectively. No one wants to pay attention to it, and yet it is the sort of
thing that you've got to protect if you want to not only defeat terrorists or make their efforts
rather miniscule, but you just don't want to create tremendous leverage for them.
Mr. LEDEEN: Look, we haven', even defended our Marines effectively, let alone these
targets.
Mr. DONALDSON: But aren't we talking about two different things?
Mr. BRINKLEY: But is it really possible to do with physical barriers? You use- power
lines, for example, run for 1,000 miles.
Mr. KUPPERMAN: No, no, no, it's not power lines, David. I think the point is that if you
knock over a tower it's relatively easy to replace. It's quickly done within hours. If you hit
certain other key nodes, there are big problems, and there are relatively few of them-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now we're talking about what, power centers or distribution points, or-
Mr. KUPPERMAN: Yeah, I really don't want to get into exactly what happens.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right.
Mr, KUPPERMAN: But the other thing I think that you gctta think about is that I don ·t- I
expect, certainly, more terrorism to come here, but I don't think it's going to be monumental.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Do you, Mr. Ledeen. think it'll be monwnental?
Mr, LEDEEN: I don't think we know. My view of these matters is that if it starts and you
show that you're unable to deal with it, that it increases, and that if they lay down a challenge
to us and we are unable to deal with it, they will be encouraged and they will go further. So I
think it's- it's not the kind of thing where you predict there's going to be a wave of it or
there's going to be a low level of it. It will be here. It is already here. It has happened. And
it's a question of how we're going to deal with it.
Mr. WILL: The bomb that killed a large number and might easily have killed a larger number
of Korean government officials when they were visiting in Burma indicated a departure from
a certain rule of international politics, that is, that you don't try and decapitate the other guy's
government. Now, that appears to have been North Korea trying to do just that to the South
Korean government. Do you think the rules, such as they are. that inhibit international
behavior are breaking down in that part.icular?
Mr. LEDEEN: There never was any such rule. Never was. I mean, the president of North
Yemen was killed; there was an official attempt to try to kill the Pope. There have been all
kinds of attempts against heads of state. That rule was a fiction in the Western world. TIle
Soviets never observed it.
Mr, KUPPERMAN: Yeah, I hoped you'd get to some issue of, for example, just the siege
mentality that may develop in this country if we overreact to terrorism. I think it's terribly
important that we understand that there could be greater danger from the counterterrorists
than there are from the terrorists. I just have this awful image of a pile of feuding, turf-
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fighting police depanments for the L.A. Olympics plus thousands of security guards all
armed with machine guns if some kid sets off a firecracker and they blow him away.
Mr. LEDEEN: But the real terrorism would come on the freeways when people can't drive.

Mr. BRINKLEY: On that happy note. I have to intenupl. I'm sorry. Me. Kuppermanand
Mr. Ledeen, thank. you very much for coming in to talk with us today,

Coming next, William Webster. director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In a
moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Webster. thanks very much for coming in; pleasure to have you with
us today.
WILLIAM WEBSTER, director, FBI: Thank you. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you foresee? Do you see an outbreak of explosions an09so on-
terrorism in some form or other in this country?
Dir. WEBSTER: Well. I foresee the possibility of it, and obviously there's a rising concern
about it that outdistances the actual statistics that we've experienced this year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we did have an actual bomb explosion at the U.S. Capitol three,
four weeks ago.
Dir. WEBSTER: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you know any more about that than you did? Do you know who did it?

Oir. WEBSTER: No, we do not. but we're working on it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Have any suspicions? I don't want you to give away your case here. but-
Dir. WEBSTER: We know who has claimed credit for it. and it's a group using a nom de
guerre, a name that mayor may not represent an organization. There's another related
organization - the United Freedom Front - that puts out the same kind of rhetoric. and
other terrorist events have taken place on the Eastern seaboard that have remarkable similari-
ties to this.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Are we going to wind up with 'a fence around the Capitol. in your
judgment?
Oir. WEBSTER: Well, security is not my responsibility. that is. protective security-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Yeah. I know that. but-
Oir. WEBSTER: -and I don't know what those who have that responsibility will finally
do. I rather hope that we will not. I hope that our open society can continue within reason-
able. prudent measures. And I think the measures that have been taken in Washington in the
last week or so have been reasonable and prudent.
Mr. WILL: Do you and others responsible for combatting terrorism have the instruments to
do so? That is. do you have the intelligence assets and do you have the freedom within our
strict concerns for civil liberties to act effectively. or do you need more room?
Oir. WEBSTER: I haven't asked for more room. If I think we need more room I shall
certainly ask for it. We have made a significant effort in the last few years to improve ~he
tools that we do have. Our analytical ability has taken a quantum step forward. Cooperation
with other agencies significantly improved. The development of a hostage rescue team for the
first time in the United States. a civilian capability to deal with large-scale hostage situations.
All of these have proven very effective. In terms of intelligence, the new domestic security
guidelines have given us that additional measure that I think will pay rich benefits.

Mr. WILL: Are the intelligence signals that you are getting about terrorism directed at the
United States up. up significantly. not up?
Oir. WEBSTER: No. not up. But we have had 31 incidents this year compared with 51 or
(5)2 last year; six deaths, compared with seven; two injuries compared with 26. If you look at
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the- if you look accurately at where the terrorist incidents are coming from. you find that
two-thirds of them involve. if you take into account the Omega-7 anti-Castro group. two-
thirds of them have to do with our activity in the Caribbean or fights between different groups
within the Caribbean. Central and South America.
Mr. DONALDSON: What about that other third? You heard Ambassador Khorassani deny
that the government of Iran had any involvement in terrorist acts. and said that U.S. officials
who suggest that it does are just making it up.
Oir. WEBSTER: Well. that has to do with activities that took place outside the United
States, and there are significant differences of opinion on that score.

Mr. DONALDSON: What's yours?
Oir. WEBSTER: And we've had no- we've had flO Middle East terrorist incidents in the
United States this year. That doesn't mean that tomorrow we won't have such an incident.
But we have not had any this year. And I think that's reasonably significant. We've also had
some successes in interdicting terrorist activity in this country that I think is significant. too.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. A few days ago you mentioned one of them. You said that
there was a plot to blow up a public building that could have resulted in a number of deaths,
but it was thwarted by the FBI. Was that a plot that was encouraged by some outside
government or by what organization?
Oir. WEBSTER: Well. we don't have any cleareut evidence of authorization or direction or
tasking. We do know what the conspiracy involved. We do know how it was to have taken
place. lean 't say much more about that because the investigation's ongoing. but I can--
Mr. DONALDSON: Was it an elaborate conspiracy involving people and types of arrange-
ments that can't be done by just a small group?
Dir. WEBSTER: Well. a small group can do a lot of damage. and when you're aware of the
plotting. the conspiracy at the level where the control mechanisms are taking place, then
you're in a position to do something about it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Wel1. what I'm trying to get at. Judge Webster. as you must know. is
whether you think it was just the group of- a small group, two or three individuals. who had
this nutty idea. or whether it was part of an elaborate scheme of terrorism worldwide or
against the United States directed by a higher force.

Oir. WEBSTER: It could have been either. I doubt the latter. but it could have been either.
In Chicago this year we interdicted four Puerto Rican terrorists and supplied the Mexican
government with the information to interdict and arrest a leading Puerto Rican terrorist. They
had safe houses, ammunition and plans that were in formulation stage. This was the result of
very good intelligence and the availability of techniques which do not unreasonably impinge
upon civil rights.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Webster. in recent years we have had-- we have had the Red
Brigades bombing in Italy. we've had the IRA bombing in London, the Baader-Meinhof
gang in Germany. Puerto Ricans - mainly - in New York, the PLO and others in the
Middle East. Is something like that developing in this country. some kind of gang. organiza-
tion, underground. or something with violent intentions?
Dir. WEBSTER: I don't think so. The closest thing we had to that developed out of the
Brinks robbery. Those groups have been largely wrapped up. Very few domestic organiza-
tions of any size- all of the purely domestic ones-- there have been one or two incidents by
different groups. Nothing cohesive at all. I think that's important to realize, too. There is no
support internally for overthrowing the government as such by any measurable group in our
country.
Mr. BRINKLEY: But we still get bombings.
Oir. WEBSTER: Yes. indeed. We've had-- 21 out of the 31 incidents involved actual or
attempted bombings. That's the way to go. You can do an enormous amount of damage with
explosives. and you call a great deal of attention to what you're doing. which is the theater
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that's been referred to in terrorism. and that's about as far as they go. They have no concrete
plans for where they want to go. They simply want to create the event.
Mr. WILL: But you also can do damage to a society's sense of well-being-
Dir. WEBSTER: Yes, you can.

Mr. WILL: -simply with a rumor.
Dir. WEBSTER: Yes, you can.
Mr. WILL: Backward reels the mind to the Libyan hit squad about which we got excited.
How did that happen? There evidently was none. Was that a deliberate plant of a rumor just
to cause the American people to go through motions?

Djr. WEBSTER: Disinformation or active measures. it is sometimes called. is a very cheap
way to create a lot of confusion and anxiety.
Mr. WILL: So we took a fake, in other words?
Dlr. WEBSTER: Well. it's hard to say for certain. because those are negatives that are
difficult to disprove. But the information that came from outside the United States was never
validated and never confirmed. It was about a year ago I came here and you asked-- that
question was asked by Sam. Isaid we have not confirmed it. Ithink it's important for all of us
that are in and responsible for protecting the security of the country not to overstate, not to
overplay, not to dramatize a problem. As long as it's being anended to. and I think this
problem is being attended to.

Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think this thing has been hyped? One of our guests earlier said
he thought the news media was hyping terrorism, which was the object of the terrorists.
Djr. WEBSTER: Well. you can't overhype an explosion in Beirut where we lost over 200
valued members of our military.
Mr. DONALDSON: Two-hundred-thirty-nine,

Dir: WEBSTER: Two-hundred-thirty-nine, with an explosion in one truck that had the
equivalent TNT force of 12.()(x) pounds. That compares with four pounds at the Capitol.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what about the Capitol? What are the news media to do when
someone blows up a room in the Capitol of the United States?
Dir. WEBSTER: Report it. Report it.

Mr. WILL: Something clearly has changed. H3I1)' Truman used to do his banking across the
street. he used t.ogo for early morning strolls. Now the President goes out to buy a Christmas
~a;d or a valentme card for Mrs. Reagan and a SWAT team goes with him. Are we overdoing
It.

Dir. WEBSTER: We had a President who was shot by a nut. We are not overdoing it in that
respect.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Webster. thank you. Thanks very much for coming in and talking
with us today. ~

Coming next. our generally speaking uninhibited discussion here among ourselves. and
joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment. ~
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: President Reagan this week had a word or two about the possibility of
removing the Marines from Lebanon or at least a mention of the possibility of it. Sam. tell us
exactly what he said. You were there.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, he said there were two ways the Marines might be withdrawn: if
we accomplished our goal in Lebanon, which was to create a stable government that could
fend for itself and control the country: or. he said. if things got so disastrous. the bonom just
fell out - and these are my words. not his, but the meaning is there - then we would have
no further reason for being there and we would take OUf Marines out. And I think that's the
first time I've heard the President say something quite sensible in this regard: that is. he
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opened-- as a competitor of mine at the White House. Bill Plante ofCSS, put it, and I think
he had an excellent line. he opened- he cracked open the escape hatch from Lebanon
because he said. in effect. we could either declare victory or we could declare defeat and get
out.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Defeat for the Lebanese, not for-
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, that's right. because it's not our war. David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's a great argument about it. A great many people here think he
should pull them out tomorrow morning. if not this afternoon or tonight. George. what do
you think? ;

Mr. WILL: I think there is a lirtle bit less there than met the ear in what the President said. I
remember when we were talking at Number 10 Downing Street with Mrs. Thatcher. 1 can't
remember whether it was on the air or between takes or something. She said. look. you have
war and you have peace and there's a vast meadow in between called troubles. What we have
in Lebanon are troubles. And Idon"t think you're apt to see success. and I don't think you're
apt to see complete collapse. Absent that. the President says. it seems to me the other
implication is, that as long as there are just troubles we are. for the foreseeable future, there.
Mr. DONALDSON: Not before Election Day, I mean by that he'll pull out before then.
Mr. WILL: That"s another event.
JODY POWELL, ABC News commentator: r don't want to appear overly cynical about
it, but-

Mr. BRINKLEY: It's all right. You're allowed to be cynical as far as you like. Jody.
Mr. POWELL: It may be- there may be some connection between the President's opening
this new door and something I think most of us have suspected for a long time. When the
political heat gets too great this year the Marines are going to come home. And Idon't think
it's entirely coincident that that statement was made at the same time that the polls were
showing that the post-Grenada glow was prerry much gone and the political impact of
Lebanon was beginning to make itself felt again.
Mr. DONALDSON: I do want to say one final word about the Congress. though. The
Democrats helped engineer this 18-month time duration. which in fact is a blank check for
the President for that period of rime within the limits of what the Marines are doing. but now
several of them. who signed on, who led the fight to aid the President are writing him letters
complaining that maybe he ought to rethink the policy. And I think they ought to have
thought about that last fall when they were aiding this resolution, not now.

Mr. BRINKLEY: And the 18 months carries him beyond the election.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, thats true, bUI I agree with Jody. 1 don't think he'll ever get
there.
Mr. BRINKLEY: SO he could not pull the troops out of Lebanon and say, "I'm doing this
because Congress ordered me to"?
Mr. DONALDSON: No. but on the other hand. the Democrats. I think, are in a poor
position, if they sponsored that resolution and voted for it. to say. "Well the policy is all
wrong and how dare he leave the Marines there?"
Mr. POWELL: They perhaps ought to be. but the fact of the matter is that the blame. for
good or for ill. right or wrong. falls on the President in these matters. and he sent them over
there. He will have to make the decision to bring them home.
Mr. WILL: Could I put a small asterisk over something Jody said about the post-Grenada
glow?

Mr. BRINKLEY: You could put a footnote under it.
Mr. WILL: Well. here comes the footnote. Now. I agree that the glow from these events
abates. Something. however. has changed in this country. I think it changed with the
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popularity of that movie •• 'Officer and a Gentleman," Not a great work of m:. but it had all
these officer, Navy pilot candidates jogging along a beach chanting ~astI~ t?mgs about J~e
Fonda - terrific sign of health in the country; then you have a United Alrhne~ com~erclal
that I just saw is built around not just that the skies are friendly and the food IS. terrific and
other fictions, but it's a Marine going home for Christmas, and everybody falhng all over
themselves to be nice to the Marine private. Something's changed in the country about the
use of force and respect for the military. And that's. I think, enduring.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean we are now for the use of force?
Mr. WILL: More than we were.
Mr. POWELL: I agree, there has been a change in the attitude toward the military. and I
think that's all to the good.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The President also raised another possibility this week, and it was a new
federal campaign directed through the stales at drunk drivers. And I believe the proposal is to
raise the drinking age to 21 years in all the states, and if a state refuses to do so, the federal
government will withhold money - money it took from the states in the first place, but that's
another question. Is that- well, it's a favorite federal government habit - take the money
away from you and then say it won't give it back unless you do this-
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you know, David. That was a proposal of the President's own task
force on the drunk driving-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Right.
Mr. DONALDSON: -right? Which the President promptly disowned. He says. "1 am for
the states raising the drinking age to 21, support that wholeheartedly, but I am against using
the federal club of withholding of highway funds if they don't."
Mr, WILL: I mean, even that's too moderate, it seems to me. unless you make a fetish of
federalism, which conservatives sometimes do. You pass a law, a law of the Congress of the
United States, about drinking intoxicating beverages until you're 21. So much of the illness.
so much of the health problem in this country is optional. Drunk driving is a deterrable
offense; we know this fairly clearly from experiences in Scandanavia and elsewhere. Let's try
and deter it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Cigarette smoking? Same thing?
Mr. WILL: You bet.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what happens '0 Jesse Helms in North Carolina?
Mr. WILL: Not my problem.
Mr. BRINKLEY: No, that's Jesse's problem, isn't it? Well, you mentioned the Swedes.
They have a- I don't know the details, but they have a very rigorous law against drunk
driving. It is enforced. And I believe- I am not sure about this. I believe that on the first
offense you go to jail- first conviction, you go to jail.
Mr. WILL: But there's something deep in our culture here about guns and cars. We don't
regulate guns the way we ought to; we don't regulate the use of automobiles the way we
ought to. There ought to be a law saying that if you don't have your searbelt on when you're
in an accident the insurance won't pay. And here we let people crash around in two tons of
highly moving steel intoxicated. It's bizarre.

Mr. BRINKLEY: One other event I'd like to bring up here. John Glenn this past week was
urged by his New York campaign director to endorse the inclusion of homosexuals under the
civil rights law. He refused. His New York campaign director resigned. I suppose that Glenn
figured he would lose more votes than he would gain. I'm guessing; he didn't say. What do
you think? Jody?

Mr. POWELL: I think that's probably part of the calculation, but this is a position that John
Glenn has had for a long time. The interesting point. I think, is whether or not he's right. I
think you have a real indication that the problem that John Glenn faces in attempting to mount

a campaign, as he says. based on appeal to the general interest as opposed to the particular.
Every gay rights activist in the country that wants to oppose his nomination knows about his
decision. If you look at the play that incident got in the news media, my guess is that most
Democrats who I think would support John Glenn's position. most Americans, probably
don't know about it. and the question is whether they every will before they go to the
caucuses and the voting booths.
Mr. DONALDSON: But in this particular incident, now they do know it because the news
media has used this story and broadcast it.
Mr. POWELL: II really didn't. II really didn't make much of a splash. 1checked around.
The-
Mr. BRINKLEY: No. i, didn't get much time.

Mr. POWELL: [t never got- it was I think about page six in one regional newspaper. None
of the major national outlets paid any attention to it.

Mr. WILL: But let's not just treat this as a political calculation. There are serious issues here.
John Glenn may wonder whether or not homosexuality is volitional or whether it is an injury
to normal functioning. To the extent that it's volitional it may be, in essence, contagious.
Furthermore, there are a number of people who believe that all the arguments about gay
rights legislation really are attempts not to cure real discrimination, but are attempts to get the
law to legitimize the doctrine that homosexuality is a matter of moral indifference and just
another preference among many.

Mr, POWELL: There also are some lawyers who worry about what the implications of this
woul~ be if you had suits on this basis. One specific point that they make is the question of
what It does about people who may be gay but who don't want to be out of the closet. as the
term is put. You have a great incentive for people on both sides of any suit to bring forward
names unwillingly.

Mr. BRINKLEY: 1have '0 interrupt here. Jody. Sam. George. thank you very much. We'll
be back with a few words about what has been going on in this last week before Christmas in
a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. on the week before Christmas, among much else,
the U ..S. Post Office is furious. The government of Iran has printed a new stamp, showing
the seizure of the American Embasssy. the hostages, the burning of a flag and a line at the
bottom says, "The takeover of the U.S. spy den." The U.S. has protested, but the solution is
remarkably easy: if any mail from Iran arrives with that stamp on it, refuse to deliver it.

And this ~eek ~e got the final figures on the Democratic Party's telethon. fundraising
telethon, earlier this year - the one they hoped would raise $20 million. Now we learn it
ra~sed $2.75 million. but the expenses were $5.5 million. A dead loss of $2.8 million. They
said one problem was that the Reagan Republicans called in, jammed the phone lines. gave
phony pledges and phony names. ~

A ~arine wounded in 1944 in World War Il was told he would get a Purple Heart: he did
- this week: Probably it's been ~n somebody's out box for 39 years. And finally, the bad
news fo~ Christmas shoppers lookmg for a little last-minute gift - because of a strike in the
fact?ry m England. there is a shortage of Rolls Royces. Not enough, they say, for the
Christmas trade. There are, however, plenty of neckties, socks. pajamas and Whitman's
Samplers. And those denied the $100,000 Rolls Royces will just have to make do.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK Willi DAVID BRINKLEY

December 25, 1983
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Even if it is Christmas Day, we're still all here and still glad to have
you with us, and we hope you're having a wonderful day. We'll have today's news - from
Bethlehem, among other places; and three guests from the three major religious faiths in this
country, Protestant, Catholic, Jewish. We'l! ask their thoughts on the state of and degree of
religious corrunitment in this countty, the condition of American faith and morals, the issues
we all live with that are of special concern to the three great religious communities. Our
guests: from Chicago, Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, archbishop of Chicago; Dr. Carl F.H.
Henry. theologian and founding editor of Christianity Today, in Washington; and Rabbi
Alexander M. Schindler. president of the American Union of Hebrew Congregations, from
New York:; some background from John Martin; and our discussion here with George Will,
Sam Donaldson and Hooding Carter, all here on our Sunday program.

Today's news, from Bethlehem - this is hardly news in the usual sense, since the event
celebrated was 1,983 years ago and has had a good deal of attention and publicity every year
or every day since then. So it is not something that happened since the Sunday morning
papers exactly, but it remains news nevertheless. A ceremony inManger Square, and ABC's
John Donvan has a report from there. .

JOHN DONVAN [voice-over]: Christmas is but a flash in the night in Bethlehem, a brief
and single evening of high ceremony in the place where three wise men nearly 2 ,(xx)
Christmases ago came looking for still greater wisdom, and where today the high cere-
mony competes with the Christmas reveling outside the ancient church in Bethlehem's
town center, Manger Square. Now in daylight, the party is over in Manger Square - all
but the cleaning up and the fishing out of litter from last night's celebration. And once
again, the tourists are arriving to tum Manger Square into the parking lot it normally
serves for.

The Christians of Bethlehem, like Christians everywhere today, will be celebrating
Christmas at home - perhaps a few stopping in for Christmas morning services at their
local churches.
{on camera] And what's striking here on this Christmas Day is how fleeting an

impression Christmas really makes in this country. For here in the Holy Land, Christians
are a minority, and Christmas itself is seen by most here as a passing curiosity.
[voice-over} For Jewish Israel, the larger part of this country, this is a day like any

other. For most, a normal working day. For some, a normal day for prayer. The Moslems
too have their prayers to say, and even inside Bethlehem, where the mosques share pride
of place with the churches, there are many who will go through this day as if Christmas
simply weren't there. John Donvan, ABC News, Bethlehem.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Because Bethlehem is not what it was in the year one, the Israeli army was
there on security duty, trying to prevent outrages by those who like to throw bombs around.
[voice-over] While in Lebanon, the U.S. Marines celebrated Christmas a day early, feeling it
wise to be on full alert today in case any of the crazies in Beirut - there are plenty of them
_ thought Christmas would be an appropriate time to attack again. For Christmas they were
supplied, or oversupplied, with cookies sent by admirers in the United States, tons of them.
A man in Texas sent them 3,(XX)fruitcakes. There was some shooting and some shelling in
Beirut today. but no attacks on the Marines.
{on cameral While in Rome, Pope John Paul spoke in S1. Peter's last night celebrating

midnight mass. ABC's David Ensor in Rome.
DAVID ENSOR [voice-over]: A congregation of thousands gathered for the Pope's mass
in S1. Peter's, the largest church in Christendom. John Paul told again the story of Christ's
birth, and said, "On this night, let the earth rejoice." The service was broadcast live to
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millions in 34 countries, but for the second year in a row it was not seen live in the Pope's
oative Poland. John Paul looked tired tonight. It had been an emotional day, including a
meeting with some of his countrymen and with the family of a young girl kidnapped last
June and still missing. But he read with great feeling the words of the apostle Luke about
this night: •'For unto you is born this day in the city of David a saviour, who is Christ, the
Lord." David Ensor, ABC News, Rome.

Mr. BRINKLEY [voice-over]: In Rome today, the Pope celebrated the birth of Jesus and
again spoke against the anns race. Hungry children, he said, could be fed with a fraction of
what is spent on weapons of destruction. He wished his listeners a blessed Christmas in 44
languages, ending with a word of encouragement to his own countrymen in Polish.

[on camera} We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: This is the I ,983rd observance of an event in Bethlehem, a town not as
peaceful now as it was then. But the world has not been totally at peace for very many of
these years, certainly not enough, as it is not at peace today. Our man John Martin, in
Bethlehem, has some background details for us. John?

JOHN MARTIN: It's impossible to come here to Bethlehem, David, to the Church of the
Nativity, without being struck by the irony of it all. Here is the birthplace of the Prince of
Peace surrounded by a region that has been tom apart by war. But the fact that some of
the world's most religiously fanatic people use weapons of death does not contradict an
essential truth about the world's religions. They can be an enormous influence for peace,
and this was a year in which some of them made remarkable progress.

[voice-over] Five hundred years after Martin Luther's birth and the beginnings of
bitterness that produced the Protestant Reformation, Catholics and Lutherans are going
through a ritual of reconciliation. Just this month the Pope spoke from the pulpit of a
Lutheran church. 20 years after Vatican Il opened the door and five years after the first
meetings between delegates from the two faiths. Now there has been a joint declaration
on the path to salvation.
So this is a season of accommodation - Christians celebrating what is for them a great

event, while the remainder of the world's two and a half billion people of religious faith
_ Jews and Muslims and Buddhists and Hindus - acknowledge that it is a special day.
But there is also a dark side to religion. At its worst it seems to fuel the insatiable passion
for violence and vindication. The Shiite car bombs of Beirut seem no different than the
Irish Catholic car bombs or the Irish Protestant reprisals. In this Protestant church three
weeks ago, gunmen murdered three innocent worshipers in the name of justice. Now
guards stand outside the church to which the survivors have fled. InHebron, on the West
Bank .of the Jordan River, Jewish settlers carry arms to defend themselves as they
worship. The cycle seems unbreakable and universal.

In the Indian state of Punjab, dozens of Hindus have been murdered. Authorities
suspect an oppressed minority of Sikhs, who follow this man, Sant Bhindranwale, a
religious leader who carries arms.
MAN: He's a curious phenonenom. He's really like Khomeini of the Sikhs. There has
been a ~d o~ rise of fundamentalism amongst the Sikhs, as it has been amongst oth~r
commuruues like the Muslims and the Hindus. He is both serious and dangerouS. He IS
serious because he has now a large following amongst the younger generation of Sikhs,
and he's dangerous because what he is preaching is violence.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In Iran, the religious regime of the Ayatollah Khomeini has
reportedly executed 150 memhers of the Baha'i faith in four years, tortured perhaps 450
mo~. It is the dogma of Iranian state religion that has alarmed the secular regimes of ~e
reg~on and complicated the search for reconciliation in Lebanon, where Shiite MuslIm
behevers are struggling against what they see as an oppressive minority Christian gov.em~
ment. Throughout the world in fact the rise of religious activism has produced a nuxed
blessl " . ed·theessmg. It has become a controversial cliche: passionate priests or nuns involv 111
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politics of peace and justice. In Chile. a dictatorial regime faltering before a surge of
protesters. including priests.
RAPHAEL NlAROTO, Chilean priest [through interpreter]: The people don't helieve
m the possibility of a dialogue with a government like this one that has been oppressing
people for 10 years.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In El Salvador, an archbishop has become a symbol in death of
~e se~h fo~ Justice. In the Philippines, a cardinal is the symbol of resistance to a
dictatorial regime. In P~land,. anothe~ car~nal see,?s caught between a dictatorship and
the p.apacy. A battle W.I~ Wide ramifications behind the Iron Curtain, where religion
remains a matter of political expression.

In the United States the barriers between church and state remained under considerable
pr~ssure this yem:. The Supreme Court approved state aid to parents who send their
chil~~ to parochial schools, although the United States Senate refused to give tax credits
for tumon to such schools. A federal court ruled that Alabama could not authorize a
voluntary moment of silence, but the Reagan administration asked the Supreme Court to
rule that such silence is constitutional. Whatever the outcome of those struggles the most
visible sign of religious activism remains the search for peace. '
BISHOP [May 2]: There's a contradiction because it admits under certain circum-
stances you can fire nuclear weapons.

MARTIN [voice-over]: For nearly two years America's Catholic bishops debated the
morality of stockpiling nuclear weapons.
BISHOP: Then we also quote the Holy Father, who says that in the present situation
deterrence by nuclear weapons is morally acceptable. I don't see how all of these
statements hold together.

MARTIN [voice-over]: In the end they circulated a pastoral letter denouncing the arms
race and calling for an end to nuclear weapons.
More recently the Vatican has been trying to mediate between the United States and the

Soviet Union, offering the good offices of an ancient institution to help the two sides
resume negotiations on modem arms reduction.
And in Central America, in a direct attempt to prevent fighting, teams of Christians

have been visiting the border between Nicaragua and Honduras to form a symbolic
human barrier between Sandinista troops and rebels supported by the United States.
Finally, this week, making their way through the Holy Land. a gmup of 20 American

priests, nuns and lay Christians were taking the final steps of a 7,400-mile walk from
Seattle to Bethlehem.

[on camera] So despite the battle scars of centuries, there are reasons to come to
Bethlehem this year in the hope that the spirit of peace can somehow prevail in the world.
It's a way of reaffirming our idea that for men and women of good will, the world's
religions offer an inspiration for a peace that always seems just beyond our grasp. But it's
the celebration of Christmas, here and at home, that confirms our stubborn belief that
somehow it will be achieved here in the Holy Land and around the world. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. interviews done on Friday with Cardinal
Bernardin, Dr. Henry and Rabbi Schindler. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Cardinal Bernardin, Dr. Henry, Rabbi Schindler, thank you very much
for coming in to talk with us today. It's a pleasure to have you with us. Here with me are
George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House correspon-
dent.. First I would like to ask a question of all three of our guests, beginning with
Cardinal Bernardin, if that's all right. The question is this. We hear that church and
!emple .attendance are down, that interest in religion is diminishing, and then we hear it is
mcreasmg. Would the three of you, one at a time, tell me what is happening and tell me
why? Cardinal Bernardin?
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JOSEPH Cardinal BERNARDIN, Archbishop of Chicago: Well, it depends on
how you analyze the situaton. Certainly in our country in recent years the number of
people going to church has diminished, though I think that has bottomed out, and [
understand in some places the number is increasing again. But we find that many of the
people who come to church today are really quite enthusiastic about religion; they are
very committed to the church, and so I think that this is a very positive thing that we have
to keep in mind. Also I think that there is a greater interest generally in religion today.
People are hungry for spirituality, even though at times they may not be so interested in
church structures.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Henry, how would you answer that?
Dr. CARL F.H. HENRY, evangelical theologian: Yes. I think that's a very good
beginning. Ithink on the one hand there is the hunger, the deep hunger for a personal faith
that's quite pervasive in American society. And the recent Gallup Poll, I think, showed
that 41% of the American people are in church or synagogue during a typical week. And
that figure is up slightly from two years ago. At the same time- and it's a phenomenal
figure contrasted with the continent of Europe, for example. On the other hand, in secular
5?Ciety there's also a deepening will set, as well as mind set, I think, that tends to put
~bstance between itself and traditional faith. And this is due in part, I think, because of the
impact of humanism and naturalism in the public schools and in the political arena, and
also .to some extent in the media mood that one discovers today. So that the situation is
amblgu.ouS - on the one hand a deepening quest for spirituality, on the other hand this
deepemng secular mood.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Rabbi Schindler?

':!abbi ALEXANDER SCHINDLER, Union of American Hebrew Congrega-
tions: Well, my answer would be substantially the same. Of course, Judaism differs
f:om other religions in that - from Christianity - in that it is not limited in its expres-
sions to prayer, to the acceptance of certain creedal statements, to a way of life. There are
o~~: el~ments which go into the expression of Jewishness which is more akin to a
civilization. So that when you consider involvement in the temple in this broader sense,
there is a great deal of burgeoning going on in Jewish life. Ican speak. for my particular
co~unity, the ~fonn Jewish movement in the United States. We are growing, steadily
- m numbers, In the number of our congregations, in the membership within the
congregations, and also there is an ever greater involvement of our constituency in the life
of the congregation. Imanifestly share what my colleagues have said about the hunger for
the sacred in life. I do believe that the idolization of reason as the source of salvation for
humankind, .that is over. Science is not seen anymore as the saving grace of humanity. An
ever mcreasmg number of people are coming to realize that the future of mankind cannot
be entrusted to the mindscape of a scientific rationality; that as the spirit within us withers,
so does everythin~ we build about us; that in the final analysis, the state of a single soul is
th~ s~te of the universe. So I feel that the spirit of our times is infinitely more congenial to
religion and holds the promise of an ever greater growth.

GEORGE WILL: All three of you have spoken about a hunger for spirituality. But some
~~Ie feel that wha~ you get when you go to a good many churches is not spirituality but
polItICS: y~u get Nicaragua and arms control and capital punishment and all kinds of
interesting I~sues, but the sort of thing you might not generally have expected from a
churc~; ~d m fact that the churches, particularly on the Christian side, that are growing
m~t In !his country are those least concerned with social issues and most concerned with
spm~allty. Dr. Henry, do you think that's a fair statement, that the churches that are
growmg fastest are least political?

Dr. HE.NRY: Oh, I do indeed. And it is not because they think that political and
econonuc Issues are irrelevant to faith, but rather they feel alienated and lost in their own
ch~hes: becau~ they tum to their leaders for spiritual guidance and what they get is
political instruction.

Mr. WI~L: Cardinal Bernardin, the Catholic bishops, of course, were very active this
year ~~g about nuclear arms and about capital punishment. They are now proposing to
do a similar study and statement on capitalism. Do you think there's some danger that the
Catholic clergy is neglecting the spiritual side of the flocks' needs?
Cardinal BERNARDIN: I think that I have to put that question in proper context. There
are two ~Imenslons to religion. There's both the private or personal dimension, as well as
the public. And obviously at any given time you have to achieve a balance between the
two. <?~rtainly as a ch~h, ~ a faith, we must respond to the needs of people, their quest
for. spiritual values, th~~desire to e~te.r.into a closer union with the Lord through prayer.
This IS part of our religious responsibility as a church. But in addition 10 that, we must
also address certain public issues. We must address the moral dimension of those issues.
":Ie have to help shape the public context in which people live their lives. After all, we
live as Christian people, as people of faith in a reaJ world, and we can't separate that
world from the people whom we're serving. We have to put the riches, the resources of
the Gospel out in front so that people will have a framework within which they can make
their own moral analysis of the many issues that they face. I do not see these two
di?1ensions as being con~dictory. They're complementary, and a certain balance, as I
said before, must be maintained between the two.

Mr. WILL: Rabbi Schindler, you've spoken often about a somewhat different problem,
and ~at is the dilution of Jewish identity in this country, in part because of a high - you
can give us the figures, I guess - rate of intermarriage. What does--- what kind of
anxiety does this raise, and how do you combat it?
Rabbi SCHINDLER: If you'll allow me to go back to the prior question, I'djust like to
say that our experience differs. The group within the religious community of American
Judaism that is growing most is the most liberal group - that's the reform movement.
We are growing steadily in numbers, both in the number of congregations and in the
membership roster of the congregations, and we have historically taken the most liberal
stances, and we have historically been most involved in the life of the community. So that
st:angely enough, and Idon't know why this is so, the Jewish community does appear to
differ from the Christian community in this, although historically we've always been very
much akin. There's a German proverb which says Wie es ludelt es sich so Christelt es
sich - meaning that whatever happens in the Christian community generally happens in
~he .Je~ish community as well. It may be that politically - and by their religious
inclination, Jews tend to be to the left of the political spectrum - and in any event our
~Iigion at its very essence has always demanded an involvement in the life of a commun-
l~. One of the cardinal principles of Judaism is seek the peace of the city in which you
live.
Now, to get back to your other question about the possible dilution of Jewish strength

through intermarriage, this represents a danger. The intermarriage rate is very high. It is
at the very least 35%. That is to say that one out of every three young people, young
Jews, choose a non-Jew as a lifemate. At one point this was seen as a grave threat to the
numeric survival and the numeric strength of the Jewish people. What we have found, of
~ourse, is that there is a great deal of conversion to Judaism going on because of this
mtermarriage, and that many of the children issuing from such intermarriages are in fact
reared as Jews. So that our present feeling is - not substantiated by broad-based statistics
unfortunately, we don't have them - but our present feeling is, our intuitive perception
that intermarriage is actually a net gain rather than a net loss to the Jewish community.
And of course, those who choose to be Jews invariably are more intensive in their
commitments so that there is no dilution of Jewishness because of that.
SAM DONALDSON: Let me ask a question of theology, but one that has certainly
practical political application today. Whose side is God on in the Middle East? Now, we
call on God to help the United States in our effort there. But the Muslim world, of course,
basically on the other side, calls on Allah to help it in its fight there. So who does God
favor?
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Rabbi SCHINDLER: Well, I think God favors justice. Men sometimes are wrong in
their interpretation of what is just.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Plato said that justice is giving each man his due. But of
course, who gets to decide what the due is.

Rabbi SCHINDLER: Well, that's the problem for every country. Human beings have to
decide that together. Even in American society, we are vel)' much fragmented. We have
many special-interest groupings, each seeking to attain what they want-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Rabbi Schindler-
Rabbi SCHINDLER: - and somehow we have to achieve a harmony, don't we?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, excuse me, sir, but I think you've ducked the question a little
bit. If we have a situation in the Middle East, in Lebanon, in which there are warring
factions - the Christians and the Muslims fighting this bloody war, the United States
Involved, other Arabs involved - can God be on both sides equally? Can He be in the
c~b of the truck that blows up the Marines with a fellow who thinks he's going to heaven,
his heaven because of his action? Could He also be on the Marines' side?
Rabbi SCHINDLER: Well, I think that your conception of what God is- diverges from
nu.ne, obviously. I would call God the source of righteousness. and it is the task of human
lJ:emgs to .help God complete his design of righteousness in the world. So God is on the
Side of nght. When the right competes, when different groupings compete in their
assertion of the right, there is only one proper way to resolve it, and that is to talk to one
another, to communicate with one another and hopefully this will eventuate in the
Middle ~t too. This has been the essential problem for Israel, that there was no one on
the other Side to talk to Israel. Once there was someone with whom they could talk, with
whom they could negotiate, a peace was achieved. That of course was with Egypt.
Mr. BRINKLEY: If I may interrupt here for just a moment, we'll be back with more
questions for our three guests. In a moment.

[commercial break]

~r. 8':1INKLEY: We're back. Sam, you were in the middle of a question that may be
impossible to answer, but go ahead.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it may be, but I want to try the other two guests, Cardinal
~emardin fi!5t. Whose SIde ISGod on? Rabbi Schindler seems to say that God is on the
Side of the nght, and when there is competition between rights, then people ought to talk
to one another. But surely, Your Eminence, if God has a will, it is not simply to have
people figure out what to do, is it?
Cardinal BER~!,RDIN: Well, I would have to say this, that it's very easy to resort to
God ~d to say,. Well,. G~ ISon my side" or "God is not on the other person's side."
G~ IS o.n the Side of Jus~ce,. He's on the side of peace; He's against injustice, He's
::samst ~l?~ence..~d He did grve us minds, He did give us the gift of reason, and it's our
.ponsibility, Within the framework of the principles that he has given us, to work these

things out.

Mr'. DONALDSON: .well, now, you say God is against violence. But the Pope in his
;oostmas messa~e s~d - not these exact wo~s, but the message was that pacifism is
.ot th.e y!ay.. that Justice ".lust be earned, suggesting that at times violence in the cause of
nght ISJUstified. Let me JUst press you on this matter.

;ardina.1 BERNARDIN: All right. I would like to make it very clear that in speaking
. gamst vlolen~e, which the Holy Father has done many, many times, we're not suggest-
!ng a total pacifism. A nation certainly has not only the right but the obligation to defend
Itself.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right, let's talk about-
Cardinal BERNARDIN: We have never denied that. That is patt of our tradition. But
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that's not the same as to say that we are for all kinds of, or all forms of violence.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, let's talk abuut this fellow wbo drove that truck into the
Marine compound on October 23rd. Presumably. at least some people believe, he thought
that he was doing something in the name of his God, Allah, and of course he destroyed
fine young men who were there to some extent serving a political will, but in the name of
their God. Where was the right?
Cardinal BERNARDIN: Well, I certainly could not justify that violent act. There is no
way in which I could justify that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Could God?
Cardinal BERNARDIN: I don't think God would justify that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Dr. Henry, what is your answer to this question, which I won't
repeat, but you've heard it all. Whose side is God on?
Dr. HENRY: The question is not whose side God is on, but whether we are on God's
side. The Bible does not promise anywhere unending survival to nations that insist upon
revolting against Him. And that's the position of the modem nations overall. The differ-
ence between the nations is one of degree; it's not of black and white. And one thing that
troubles me about Cardinal Bernardin's positioning of the dual message of the church,
and which I believe is necessary, is that the bishops' statement has no intellectual force on
the Soviet side. And it seems to me that the statement adopted by the French and the
German bishops, which emphasize deterrence rather than elimination of weapons,
showed a far more realistic approach to the international problem in terms of biblical
perspective, because the Bible, it seems to me, takes much more seriously than many of
the modem peace-questing movements the deep predicament of human nature. It speaks
of the necessity of force in the public arena to restrain evil. And when one is dealing with
aggressors and with tyrants, and also with those who readily resort to violence to promote
their ends, one had better keep his guard up.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Henry, I would like to ask you a question.
Cardinal BERNARDIN: May I respond to that?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, go ahead.
Cardinal BERNARDIN: I would like to say this, that the pastoral letter on war and
peace that the bishops published recently is not a pacifist document. It does not call for
unilateral disarmament. It states very firmly that a nation has not only the right but the
obligation to defend itself. But it then goes on to talk about the means that may be used in
such self-defense, and so I think. that it would be incorrect to give the impression that
somehow the American bishops, speaking through the pastoral, are not concerned about
the defense of one's country. In terms of the French bishops' pastoral letter, there are
many common elements. There' s a common framework between the French pastoral and
our pastoral, admittedly, there are also some differences. For example, they are less
critical of deterrence than we are, but nevertheless I would like to point out that we did not
condemn deterrence. We followed the lead of the Pope in indicating that under the present
circumstances, nuclear deterrence is morally acceptable, but not as an end in itself but as
an interim strategy, and that deterrence should not be used as a basis for things that would
lead to more than deterrence. In addition to that, our pastoral letter also emphasizes,
perhaps not as much as the French letter, the difference between the Soviets and the
United States, the difference in our history, our philosophy, our ideology. Admittedly,
their perspective, the French perspective, is somewhat different from ours. So there are
differences between the two pastorals, but they are not in contradiction to each other.
Dr. HENRY: Can we get to the fundamental point that Christmas, in a sense, dramatizes.
And that is that the vision of world peace is found for the first time in the Bible, and a
universal kingdom of peace and justice is biblical, in a world that was plagued by war.
And that vision is messianic. And is it not the temptation of modern peace movements to
seek peace on an unregenerate human basis that drops out the whole biblical message of
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redemption and obscures Messiah? And this is the question that I'm centrally raising.
Rabbi SCHINDLER: Well, if I am allowed to interject right here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, Rabbi.
Rabbi SCHINDLER: It seems to me that, at least our understanding of the Bible, is that
man was created to be the co-worker with God in the act of creation; that therefore much
of the responsibility for bringing about peace rests with us. And it is our duty to do it, and
not to await some kind of redemption which comes to us as a blessing from the outside.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I have a question I would like to adJress to all three of you, beginning,
say, with Rabbi Schindler. President Reagan is considering sending an ambassador, a
full, formal ambassador, for the first time to the Vatican. What do you think of it? Rabbi?
Rabbi SCHINDLER: Well, I don't think that this would be a serious problem with the
Jewish community at all. We would welcome it. Catholicism is a force in the world
today. It has millions, hundreds of millions of adherents allover the world, and to have
such a comtaet would not at all be troubling to the American Jewish community, cer-
tainly.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Dr. Henry?
Dr. HENRY: Well, I think the evangelical community would have serious questions. In
fact. the Southern Baptists. the largest denomination, some of its spokesmen have already
voiced objection. The National Association of Evangelicals is opposed. They consider it
preferential, a confusion of church-state issues, and they would say that the President
might well consider sending representatives to the Baptist World Alliance and to the
World Council of Churches and to other church movements.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Cardinal Bernardin?
Cardinal BERNARDIN: Well, I favor the establishment of this official relationship, but
not for sectarian reasons, but rather because I think that this will contribute to the
well-being of the human family. There are many nations that presently have official
relationships with the Holy See, nations that have a separation of church and state such as
we have. So I repeat: I see a value in it. The Holy See. the Holy Father is a moral force in
terms of the world scene, but my reason for saying that I value it does not stem from
strictly sectarian reasons.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Cardinal Bernardin, Dr. Henry, Rabbi Schindler, thank you very much
for coming in and talking with us today. It's been a pleasure to hear your views. Coming
next, our moderately but not immoderately uninhibited discussion here, and joining us
will be commentator Hodding Carter. In a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: There are only a few days left in 1983, and a popular indoor pastime
this time of year is to pick the man or woman of the year. Man or woman who affected the
news the most, for good or ill I think usually is the test. Hooding, you got one? Who
would be your nomination?
HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: I think 1983's person of the year is the
~aceless leaker, ~ause no one has more obsessed official Washington, more titillated or
informed the public at large, been more responsible for more lousy edicts, executive
orders, attempted legislation, has produced more column inches of vituperation, unhappi-
ness, and has been in some ways that typical Washington figure, the one who consumes a
great deal of time and produces not much of real merit. This is my man of the year, and if
y~:)llw~t a pi~ture of this man or woman of the year, you can take almost any group
picture iJnme?iate1y around the President of the United States, take your choice, and you
can get the picture that you need.
Mr. BRINKLEY: There'll be severalleakers in the group.

Mr. CARTER: Several.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: None will admit it. Sam, who's yours?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let me just first ask Hooding. Is it that there have been more
leakers in 1983 or simply a greater dedication to trying to find the leakers?

Mr. CARTER: I think that this is the year in which the government finally fell right over
mto the pit of hystena about something that's been going on as long as any of us can
remember.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, my person of the year, I guess, by your test might be the
terrorist or the ~arine or. the Sovie~ fighter pilot who loosed those rockets. But actually by
the test of heroics I nonunate Martin Feldstein. Not only did Mr. Feldstein have to suffer
the indignity of having his name mispronounced by officials and reporters alike, but he
had to suffer the further indignity-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: They kept calling him Feldrreen, right?

Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. He had to suffer the further indignity of being the lone
voice m the administration speaking out publicly against budget deficits and the fact that
they would raise interest rates eventually, while the President and the secretary of the
treasury and other people said no, no, there's no connection.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you saying he was the only one telling the truth?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, he wasn't the only one speaking out, but he was the loudest,
because th~y went to him pnvately and they said, to put it bluntly, "Shut up, Marty," and
the next tune he went out and gave a speech, he said it again. Now, that to me -
President Reagan is fond of saying there are no heroes anymore. Well, Mr. President,
you've got one right there in your official family; I nominate Martin Feldstein as the
person of the year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?

~r.WI~L:Well, I suppose if the test is consequential for good or ill, you might say that
It s President As~d of Syria, who certainly has preoccupied a great many forces around
the wor.ld. If the big S!ory ISthe. recovery of the American economy pulling the rest of the
world like a locomotive, then It would have to be the American consumer who's on a
spending binge right now and is giving Ronald Reagan that which he did not 'want but has
g~t and is happy to have, and that is a great Keynesian consumer-driven recovery. But I
thmk-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why did he not want it?
Mr. WILL: Well, he wanted a different kind of recovery.
Mr. DONALDSON: He wanted a supply-side economic recovery.
Mr. WILL: He wanted one fueled by capital investment and all the rest.
Mr. BRINKLEY: But is it really all that different?

Mr. WILL: ~ell. people d?n't seem to mind one way or another why they're prosperous.
But Ireally think that the big story this year is a reassertion of American power around the
world, and the great articulator, it seems to me, in the administration of a coherent
understanding of the world gets credit this year for that. So my mine of the year is a
woman, Jeane Kirkpatrick.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. What was the biggest event this year, the biggest - not so much
ne":,s st,?IY, because .that includes a lot of stuff that gets all kinds of space but may not be
terribly Important, divorces and this and that - the event that meant the most to the most
people, I would say? What would you choose? George?
Mr. WILL: I suppose it was- well, if you're going to make me choose one, I guess you
wouldn't- I'd choose Grenada, I guess, because it changed the morale of the country
and the morale of the country matters a great deal.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'd choose the Beirut bombing of the Marine barracks there,
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because I think. it really brought home to people the policy, or lack of policy, if you will,
that ,we have m ~banon. We had a bunch of Marines on the airport flatland. The
Pres~dent told us m one of his news conferences, airports are flat, to explain why the
Man~s were ~ere. But on October 23rd that explanation didn't help when that fanatic
went ill there WIth a truck. That's the biggest event of the year to me.
Mr. CARTER: ~d coming at it from the other side from George, I think finally
Gren~, though I ~ tom ~tw~n Beirut and Grenada, but Grenada because it represents
what IS ~ central r:eahty, :which IS not the assertion of American spirit but the militarization
of Amencan .forelgn policy, with Grenada simply standing as shorthand for Lebanon, for
Hond~. Nicaragua, and for another half-dozen or so points in the world in which we
have decided that carrying a big stick may not be successful but it makes you feel good.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you know, we seem to be in a position of the fellnw, you
know, usmg the old bronude, who has broken the eggs in order to make the omelette. The
eggs are broke?_ ~e have ~roblems in Lebanon; we have problems in Central America;
~e arms negouanon reduction talks have all been broken off; the missiles that are going
mto. Europe 0". the .NATO. side have increased tensions, and it can be argued that the
Soviets started It by mcreasmg the SS-20s on their side. So here we are, we have all these
broken eggs. No~ the question is do we put them back together to a nice little omelette of
peace, or do we JUst run off the skillet?

~r. W~LL:~ut you know. there's a certain narcissism about those of us who deal all the
urne With national and public issues. We talk about the important elections that were won
and not lost by the procleployment forces in Europe and ali the rest. Four hundred years
from now people m?y say the most important thing that happened in 1983 was that in
1983, the SOOth anniversary of the birth of Martin Luther, the Pope went to a Lutheran
cereIll:0ny as the Bishop of Rome. He left behind at the Vatican his crosier and his miter
and his symbols of authority, and over the long haul this sort of development probably
matters more than every twitch and wiggle of M-I that we're so obsessed with.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, all those are events of great sigoificance, but if we are speaking
here to the Amencan people, and if the test - this is fairly arbitrary _ if the test is the
event that affected the most people, wouldn't it be the economy the recovery in the
economy? '
Mr. WILL: Sure.

Mr. CARTER: Absolutely.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The decline of inflation the decline in unemployment _ not far
enough, but decline substantial. '

Mr. CARTER: And George really spoke to the reality of it though wbich is that this was
?" extraordi~ary recovery for which the President should g~t credit ~d for which Keynes-
Ian econormcs has to finally get the credit. The biggest deficits ever consumer-powered
~overy ,when it comes to buying, and a sure increase in the federal budget, a massive
Increase In the federal budget across the board.

Mrth·DONALDSON: Well, the President is going to get the political credit and that's fine
WI me bee I think th . '.d . '. ause ey have to take their lumps there. When Jimmy Carter was m
anh ~pnces w~nt up 100%, he got the blame although he had nothing to do with it

dw a thver. So I m content for Mr. Reagan to get the political credit But the question is,
Own e road are we JUS. t livi f a hi . di 'S' d . . 109 10 sort 0 a high created by this consumer spen ng.
w~~~g~e: to°wn; It l~not tJ:iesort of SUpply-side recovery that the President promised us

prospenty umnterrupted. And in 1985 do we then go olf the c1ilf again?
Mr, CARTER: What about '84?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I think it'll last through the election.
Mr. CARTER: It always does.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean you think he will see to it that it lasts through the election?
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I think that's the way it's done in Washington.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I believe it is. I want- somebody mentioned the Marines, the disaster
in Beirut- 241 young Americans lost. In the next several weeks here in Washington,
we're going to see feverish efforts to place the blame. There are all sorts of studies, all
sorts of reports - Ithink the military's comes out next week. What in your judgment is---
where in your judgm~nt should the blame be placed? Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: Ultimately the blame is placed just where the President has often
said it should be, barring the Harry Truman statement, the buck stops here. It is a policy
of the political leaders of this country that put the Marines in a basic indefensible position
in Lebanon. If you had said to a Marine commander, whether P.X. Kelley or anyone
else, where would you put your men, he'd put them on some high ground. He wouldn't
put them down there at the airport. And he'd build a lot of bunkers. He wouldn't be open
about it. So ultimately it's the policy. But on the ground, those commanders who hadn't
learned from Vietnam and the terrorism there, and who hadn't learned from the embassy
bombing in Beirut just six months prior to that, that you had to reinforce your precautions
- they should be held responsible.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Well, it is a difficult policy to execute. Nevertheless, as someone wrote to The
Washington Post, there are three rules you're taught when you first become a soldier: dig
in, spread out and post a guard. They didn't do any of the three adequately.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hooding?
Mr. CARTER: I think it's the old saying that rank has its privileges but rank bas its
responsibilities. The responsibility is on the ground. You have to put final responsibility to
those who were on the ground for the security of those people. The larger question is
somewhat like the investigation of who was responsible for Pearl Harbor. They managed,
I will always remember, after the war to escape assigning that to the ultimate civilian
responsibility. You can debate that a great deal - a great disaster, [ would say. But the
military man on the ground has to be responsible.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Before our time runs out there's one somewhat slightly more mundane
question Iwould like to ask, and ask each of you if you have experienced it. Christmas
Eve, a toy or some sort of object which comes in a box saying in tiny letters down in the
comer, "Some assembly required." Do those words strike terror into your heart,
George?
Mr. WILL: They're probably responsible for the divorce rate in this country, to begin
with. There's also a little man in Japan or wherever they make these toys, who takes one
part out right before they seal the box, which also helps a great deal. And then Christmas
moming-
Mr, BRINKLEY: And a part that you are unlikely to bave around the house.
Mr. WILL: Exactly. And Christmas morning the refrain is the children saying first,
"Daddy, it's broken," and Daddy saying, "I thought you bought the batteries."
Mr. CARTER: It's not the branch.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, think of those things that you're supposed to put together and the
screwhole is here and the hole it's to go into is over here.
Mr. WILL: Insett Cap B in Slot A and there is no Slot A.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but you can always take the coward's way out and say to the
children on Christmas morning. "Santa wanted you to learn how to assemble this, and
take the instructions and if you need any help, see your mother."
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay, our time's up. Thanks very mucb. Merry Christmas, every-
body. We'll be back with a few words, very few, about the three wise men and what it
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would cost them now in 1983. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr, BRINKLEY Icommentaryj: Finally, this hardly seems the day for any kind of
harangue or any heavy breathing about events in the news, and so I will spare you any of
that and instead offer some economic news of a sort: the 1983 prices for three commodi-
ties that quite literally have been famous since the year one. Here in late December 1983,
the price of gold is $391 an ounce, the price of frankincense is $.15 an ounce, and the
price of myrrh, $.11 an ounce. That's today's economic news, and for all of us at ABC
News we wish you the very best for Christmas and the holidays. And for all of us at the
This Week program, until next Sunday, New Year's Day, thank you.
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